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Preface
It is appropriate that I first acknowledge my appreciation to Professor Leo Grigsby for inviting me to

prepare the chapter on power transformers for the first edition (2001) of his now very popular Electric

Power Engineering Handbook. From this evolved the recognition that two chapters from the 2001

Handbook, those for (1) substations and (2) transformers, could be extracted, expanded, and be offered

as stand-alone books while retaining the composite association with Professor Grigsby’s overall work.

Thus, the first edition of Electric Power Transformer Engineering was offered by CRC Press in 2004.

As editor of the book, my charge to the chapter authors was to direct their messages to engineers who

know the basic physics, or applications, or possess a hands-on working knowledge of power transfor-

mers. Thus, it is believed that all persons with a power transformer background experience, be they

merely curious, seasoned professionals, or acknowledged experts, will find much in the book with which

to relate, and that all such readers will glean material appropriate to their individual degree of expertise.

The book is divided into three groups:

Chapter 1. Theory and Principles

Illustrates to electrical engineers the relevant theories and principles (concepts and mathematics) of

power transformers

Chapters 2 through 10

Devote a complete chapter to each of nine particular embodiments of power transformers and closely

related apparatus

. Power Transformers

. Distribution Transformers

. Phase-Shifting Transformers

. Rectifier Transformers

. Dry-Type Transformers

. Instrument Transformers

. Step-Voltage Regulators

. Constant-Voltage Transformers

. Reactors

Chapters 11 through 24

Delves into 14 ancillary topics that are fundamental to the operation or design of the basic transformer

. Insulating Media

. Electrical Bushings

. Load Tap Changers

. Loading and Thermal Performance

. Transformer Connections



. Transformer Testing

. Load-Tap-Change Control and Transformer Paralleling

. Power Transformer Protection

. Causes and Effects of Transformer Sound Levels

. Transient-Voltage Response

. Transformer Installation and Maintenance

. Problem and Failure Investigation

. On-Line Monitoring of Liquid-Immersed Transformers

. United States Power Transformer Equipment Standards and Processes

Typical of each chapter are photographs, equations, and tabular data appropriate to the discussion.

For my part, the manner in which I have been most useful to the production of this book is simply by

virtue of the long-standing (and always most enjoyable) association I have had with the experts who are

the chapter authors. Each author has enthusiastically supported the effort. This reveals a window into

the unselfish attitude of the community of power transformer engineers, without whom this book would

not have been possible.

James H. Harlow
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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Editor
James H. Harlow is self-employed as principal of Harlow Engineering Associates, consulting to the

electric power industry since 1996. Before this, he had 34 years of industry experience with Siemens (and

its predecessor company Allis-Chalmers) and Beckwith Electric. While at these firms, he managed or

conducted groundbreaking projects that blended electronics into power transformer applications. Two

such projects were the introduction of the first intelligent electronic device used in quantity in utility

substation environments and a power-thyristor-based product for arc mitigation for load tap changing

in power step-voltage regulators.

Harlow received his BSEE from Lafayette College, MBA (statistics) from Jacksonville State University,

and MS (electric power) from Mississippi State University. In 1982, he joined the IEEE–PES Transform-

ers Committee serving in various capacities before becoming an officer, culminating as chair of the

committee (1994–1995). In this capacity, he exercised oversight of all power transformer standards

sponsored by the IEEE. During this period, he served on the IEEE delegation to the ANSI C57 Main

Committee (Transformers). As chair of the transformers committee, he was a member of the IEEE–PES

Technical Council, the assemblage of leaders of the 17 technical committees that comprise the IEEE

Power Engineering Society. His continued involvement led to serving as PES vice president of technical

activities and chair of the technical council during 2001–2002.

Harlow has authored more than 30 technical articles and papers besides serving as editor of the

transformer section of the 2001 edition of The Electric Power Engineering Handbook, CRC Press. His

editorial contribution within this handbook is the section on his specialty, ‘‘LTC Control and Trans-

former Paralleling.’’ A holder of five U.S. patents, Harlow is a registered professional engineer and a life

senior member of the IEEE.
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Theory and Principles
Denni s J. Al lan
Merlin Design

Harold Mo ore
H. Moore and Assoc iates
1.1 Air Core Transformer.......................................................... 1 -1

1.2 Iron or Steel Core Transformer .......................................... 1 -2

1.3 Equivalent Circuit of an Iron-Core Transformer ............. 1 -4

1.4 The Practical Transformer .................................................. 1 -8
Magnetic Circuit . Leakage Reactance . Load Losses .

Short-Circuit Forces . Thermal Considerations .

Voltage Considerations
Transformers are dev ices that transfer energ y from one circuit to another by means of a common

magnetic field. In all cases except autotransformers, there is no direct electrical connection from one

circuit to the other.

When an alternating current flows in a conductor, a magnetic field exists around the conductor, as

illustrated in Figure 1.1. If another conductor is placed in the field created by the first conductor such

that the flux lines link the second conductor, as shown in Figure 1.2, then a voltage is induced into the

second conductor. The use of a magnetic field from one coil to induce a voltage into a second coil is

the principle on which transformer theory and application is based.

1.1 Air Core Transformer

Some small transformers for low-power applications are constructed with air between the two coils.

Such transformers are inefficient because the percentage of the flux from the first coil that links the

second coil is small. The voltage induced in the second coil is determined as follows.

E ¼ N df=dt 108 (1:1)

where

N is the number of turns in the coil

df=dt is the time rate of change of flux linking the coil

f is the flux in lines

At a time when the applied voltage to the coil is E and the flux linking the coils is f lines, the

instantaneous voltage of the supply is:

e ¼ p2 E cos v t ¼ N df=dt 108 (1:2)

df=dt ¼ (
p

2 cos vt 108)=N (1:3)

The maximum value of f is given by:

f ¼ (
p

2 E 108)=(2pf N) (1:4)



Current carrying
conductor

Flux lines

FIGURE 1.1 Magnetic field around conductor.
Using the MKS (metric) system, where f is the flux in webers,

E ¼ N df=dt (1: 5)

and

f ¼ ( 
p 

2E) =(2 p f N)  (1: 6)

Since the amount of flux f linking the second coil is a small percentage of the flux from the first coil,

the voltage induced into the second coil is small. The number of turns can be increased to increase the

voltage output, but this wi ll increase costs. The need then is to increase the amount of flux from the first

coil that links the second coil.

1.2 Iron or Steel Core Transformer

The abilit y of iron or steel to carr y magnetic flux is much greater than air. This abilit y to carr y flux is

called permeabilit y. Modern electrical steels have permeabilities in the order of 1500 compared w ith 1.0

for air. This means that the abilit y of a steel core to carr y magnetic flux is 1500 times that of air.

Steel cores were used in power transformers when alternating current circuits for distribution of

electrical energ y were first introduced. When two coils are applied on a steel core, as illustrated in

Figure 1.3, almost 100% of the flux from coil 1 circulates in the iron core so that the voltage induced into

coil 2 is equal to the coil 1 voltage if the number of turns in the two coils are equal.
Flux lines

Second conductor
in flux lines

FIGURE 1.2 Magnetic field around conductor induces voltage in second conductor.

� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



Flux in core
Steel core

Second windingExciting winding

FIGURE 1.3 Two coils applied on a steel core.
Continuing in the MKS system, the fundamental relationship between magnetic flux density (B) and

magnetic field intensity (H) is:

B ¼ m0 H (1:7)

where m0 is the permeability of free space¼ 4 p� 10�7 Wb A�1 m�1.

Replacing B by f=A and H by (I N)=d

where

f ¼ core flux in lines

N¼ number of turns in the coil

I ¼maximum current in amperes

A ¼ core cross-section area

the relationship can be rewritten as:

f ¼ (m N A I)=d (1:8)

where

d ¼mean length of the coil in meters

A¼ area of the core in square meters

Then, the equation for the flux in the steel core is:

f ¼ (m0mr N A I)=d (1:9)

where, mr¼ relative permeability of steel �1500.

Since the permeability of the steel is very high compared with air, all of the flux can be considered as

flowing in the steel and is essentially of equal magnitude in all parts of the core. The equation for the flux

in the core can be written as follows:

f ¼ 0:225 E=fN (1:10)
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



where

E ¼ applied alternating voltage

f ¼ frequency in her tz

N ¼ number of turns in the w inding

In transformer design, it is useful to use flux densit y, and Equation 1.10 can be rew ritten as:

B ¼ f= A ¼ 0:225 E=(f A N) (1: 11)

where, B ¼ flux densit y in tesla (webers =square meter).
1.3 Equivalent Circuit of an Iron-Core Transformer

When voltage is applied to the exciting or primary winding of the transformer, a magnetizing current

flows in the primary winding. This current produces the flux in the core. The flow of flux in magnetic

circuits is analogous to the flow of current in electrical circuits.

When flux flows in the steel core, losses occur in the steel. There are two components of this loss,

which are termed ‘‘eddy’’ and ‘‘hysteresis’’ losses. An explanation of these losses would require a full

chapter. For the purpose of this text, it can be stated that the hysteresis loss is caused by the cyclic

reversal of flux in the magnetic circuit and can be reduced by metallurgical control of the steel. Eddy loss

is caused by eddy currents circulating within the steel induced by the flow of magnetic flux normal to the

width of the core, and it can be controlled by reducing the thickness of the steel lamination or by

applying a thin insulating coating.

Eddy loss can be expressed as follows:

W ¼ K[w]2[B]2 watts (1:12)

where

K¼ constant

w¼width of the core lamination material normal to the flux

B¼ flux density

If a solid core were used in a power transformer, the losses would be very high and the temperature

would be excessive. For this reason, cores are laminated from very thin sheets, such as 0.23 mm and

0.28 mm, to reduce the thickness of the individual sheets of steel normal to the flux and thereby reducing

the losses. Each sheet is coated with a very thin material to prevent shorts between the laminations.

Improvements made in electrical steels over the past 50 years have been the major contributor to smaller

and more efficient transformers. Some of the more dramatic improvements include:

. Development of cold-rolled grain-oriented (CGO) electrical steels in the mid 1940s

. Introduction of thin coatings with good mechanical properties

. Improved chemistry of the steels, e.g., Hi-B steels

. Further improvement in the orientation of the grains

. Introduction of laser-scribed and plasma-irradiated steels

. Continued reduction in the thickness of the laminations to reduce the eddy-loss component of

the core loss
. Introduction of amorphous ribbon (with no crystalline structure)—manufactured using rapid-

cooling technology—for use with distribution and small power transformers

The combination of these improvements has resulted in electrical steels having less than 40% of the

no-load loss and 30% of the exciting (magnetizing) current that was possible in the late 1940s.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



The effect of the cold-rolling process on the grain formation is to align magnetic domains in the

direction of rolling so that the magnetic properties in the rolling direction are far superior to those

in other directions. A heat-resistant insulation coating is applied by thermochemical treatment

to both sides of the steel during the final stage of processing. The coating is approximately 1-mm

thick and has only a marginal effect on the stacking factor. Traditionally, a thin coat of varnish

had been applied by the transformer manufacturer after completion of cutting and punching

operations. However, improvements in the quality and adherence of the steel manufacturers’ coating

and in the cutting tools available have eliminated the need for the second coating, and its use has

been discontinued.

Guaranteed values of real power loss (in watts per kilogram) and apparent power loss (in volt-

amperes per kilogram) apply to magnetization at 08 to the direction of rolling. Both real and apparent

power loss increase significantly (by a factor of three or more) when CGO is magnetized at an angle to

the direction of rolling. Under these circumstances, manufacturers’ guarantees do not apply, and the

transformer manufacturer must ensure that a minimum amount of core material is subject to cross-

magnetization, i.e., where the flow of magnetic flux is normal to the rolling direction. The aim is

to minimize the total core loss and (equally importantly) to ensure that the core temperature in the area

is maintained within safe limits. CGO strip cores operate at nominal flux densities of 1.6 to 1.8 tesla (T).

This value compares with 1.35 T used for hot-rolled steel, and it is the principal reason for the

remarkable improvement achieved in the 1950s in transformer output per unit of active material.

CGO steel is produced in two magnetic qualities (each having two subgrades) and up to four thicknesses

(0.23, 0.27, 0.30, and 0.35 mm), giving a choice of eight different specific loss values. In addition, the

designer can consider using domain-controlled Hi-B steel of higher quality, available in three thicknesses

(0.23, 0.27, and 0.3 mm).

The different materials are identified by code names:

. CGO material with a thickness of 0.3 mm and a loss of 1.3 W=kg at 1.7 T and 50 Hz, or 1.72 W=kg

at 1.7 T and 60 Hz, is known as M097–30N.
. Hi-B material with a thickness of 0.27 mm and a loss of 0.98 W=kg at 1.7 T and 50 Hz, or

1.3 W=kg at 1.7 T and 60 Hz, is known as M103–27P.
. Domain-controlled Hi-B material with a thickness of 0.23 mm and a loss of 0.92 W=kg at 1.7 T

and 50 Hz, or 1.2 W=kg at 1.7 T and 60 Hz, is known as 23ZDKH.

The Japanese-grade ZDKH core steel is subjected to laser irradiation to refine the magnetic domains

near to the surface. This process considerably reduces the anomalous eddy-current loss, but the

laminations must not be annealed after cutting. An alternative route to domain control of the steel is

to use plasma irradiation, whereby the laminations can be annealed after cutting.

The decision on which grade to use to meet a particular design requirement depends on the

characteristics required in respect of impedance and losses and, particularly, on the cash value that

the purchaser has assigned to core loss (the capitalized value of the iron loss). The higher labor cost

involved in using the thinner materials is another factor to be considered.

No-load and load losses are often specified as target values by the user, or they may be evaluated by the

‘‘capitalization’’ of losses. A purchaser who receives tenders from prospective suppliers must evaluate the

tenders to determine the ‘‘best’’ offer. The evaluation process is based on technical, strategic, and

economic factors, but if losses are to be capitalized, the purchaser will always evaluate the ‘‘total cost

of ownership,’’ where:

Cost of ownership ¼ capital cost (or initial cost)þ cost of losses

Cost of losses ¼ cost of no-load lossþ cost of load lossþ cost of stray loss

For loss-evaluation purposes, the load loss and stray loss are added together, as they are both current-

dependent.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 1.4 Loss characteristics for electrical core-steel materials over a range of magnetic induction (core flux

density).
Cost of no-load loss ¼ no-load loss (kW)� capitalization factor ($=kW)

Cost of load loss ¼ load loss (kW)� capitalization factor ($=kW)

For generator transformers that are usually on continuous full load, the capitalization factors for

no-load loss and load loss are usually equal. For transmission and distribution transformers, which

normally operate at below their full-load rating, different capitalization factors are used depending on

the planned load factor. Typical values for the capitalization rates used for transmission and distribution

transformers are $5000=kW for no-load loss and $1200=kW for load loss. At these values, the total

cost of ownership of the transformer, representing the capital cost plus the cost of power losses over

20 years, may be more than twice the capital cost. For this reason, modern designs of transformer are

usually low-loss designs rather than low-cost designs.

Figure 1.4 shows the loss characteristics for a range of available electrical core-steel materials over a

range of values of magnetic induction (core flux density).

The current that creates rated flux in the core is called the magnetizing current. The magnetizing

circuit of the transformer can be represented by one branch in the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1.5.
R1 X1

Rm Xm

N1 = 100
E1 = 1000

N2 = 50
E2 = 500

FIGURE 1.5 Equivalent circuit.
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E1 = 1000
N1 = 100
E/N = 10

N3 = 20
E3 = 20 � 10 = 200

N2 = 50
E2 = 50 � 10 = 500

FIGURE 1.6 Steel core with windings.
The core losses are represented by Rm and the excitation characteristics by Xm. When the

magnetizing current, which is about 0.5% of the load current, flows in the primar y wi nding, there is

a small voltage drop across the resistance of the w inding and a small inductive drop across the

inductance of the w inding . We can represent these impedances as R1 and X1 in the equivalent circuit.

However, these voltage drops are ver y small and can be neg lected in the practical case.

Since the flux flow ing in all par ts of the core is essentially equal, the voltage induced in any

turn placed around the core w ill be the same. This results in the unique characteristics of transformers

w ith steel cores. Multiple secondar y win dings can be placed on the core to obtain different output

voltages. Each turn in each win ding w ill have the same voltage induced in it, as seen in Figure 1.6.

The ratio of the voltages at the output to the input at no-load w ill be equal to the ratio of the turns.

The voltage drops in the resistance and reactance at no-load are ver y small, w ith only magnetizing

current flowing in the win dings, so that the voltage appearing across the primar y w inding of the

equivalent circuit in Figure 1.5 can be considered to be the input voltage. The relationship

E1=N1 ¼ E2= N2 is importan t in transformer design and application. The term E =N is called ‘‘volts

per turn.’’
H

B

0

FIGURE 1.7 Hysteresis loop.
A steel core has a nonlinear magnetizing charac-

teristic, as shown in Figure 1.7. As shown, greater

ampere-turns are required as the flux densit y B is

increased from zero. Above the knee of the cur ve, as

the flux approaches saturation, a small increase in the

flux densit y requires a large increase in the ampere-

turns. When the core saturates, the circuit behaves

much the same as an air core. As the flux density

decreases to zero, becomes negative, and increases in a

negative direction, the same phenomenon of saturation

occurs. As the flux reduces to zero and increases in a

positive direction, it describes a loop know n as the

‘‘hysteresis loop.’’ The area of this loop represents

power loss due to the hysteresis effect in the steel.

Improvements in the grade of steel result in a smaller

area of the hysteresis loop and a sharper knee point

where the B-H characteristic becomes nonlinear and

approaches the saturated state.
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1.4 The Practical Transformer

1.4.1 Magnetic Circuit

In actual transformer design, the constants for the ideal circuit are determined from tests on materials

and on transformers. For example, the resistance component of the core loss, usually called no-load loss,

is determined from cur ves derived from tests on samples of electrical steel and measured transformer

no-load losses. The designer w ill have cur ves similar to Figure 1.4 for the different electrical steel grades

as a function of induction. Similarly, cur ves have been made available for the exciting current as a

function of induction.

A ver y impor tant relationship is derived from Equation 1.11. It can be w ritten in the follow-

ing form:

B ¼ 0:225 (E =N)= (f A) (1: 13)

The term E=N is called ‘‘volts per turn’’: It determines the number of turns in the w indings; the flux

densit y in the core; and is a variable in the leakage reactance, which is discussed below. In fact, when the

designer start s to make a design for an operating transformer, one of the first things selected is the volts

per turn.

The no-load loss in the magnetic circuit is a guaranteed value in most designs. The designer must

select an induction level that w ill allow him to meet the guarantee. The design cur ves or tables usually

show the loss per unit weig ht as a function of the material and the magnetic induction.

The induction must also be selected so that the core w ill be below saturation under specified over-

voltage conditions. Magnetic saturation occurs at about 2.0 T in magnetic steels but at about 1.4 T

in amorphous ribbon.

1.4.2 Leakage Reactance

Additional concepts must be introduced when the practical transformer is considered. For example,

the flow of load current in the w indings results in hig h magnetic fields around the wi ndings. These

fields are termed leakage flux fields. The term is believed to have start ed in the early days of

transformer theor y, when it was thoug ht that this flux ‘‘leaked’’ out of the core. This flux exists in

the spaces between w indings and in the spaces occupied by the w indings, as seen in Figure 1.8. These

flux lines effectively result in an impedance between the w indings, which is termed ‘‘leakage reactance’’

in the industry. The magnitude of this reactance is a function of the number of turns in the w indings,

the current in the w indings, the leakage field, and the geometr y of the core and w indings. The

magnitude of the leakage reactance is usually in the range of 4 to 20% at the base rating of power

transformers.

The load current throug h this reactance results in a considerable voltage drop. Leakage reactance is

termed ‘‘percent leakage reactance’’ or ‘‘percent reactance,’’ i.e., the ratio of the reactance voltage drop

to the wi nding voltage � 100. It is calculated by designers using the number of turns, the magnitudes

of the current and the leakage field, and the geometr y of the transformer. It is measured by shor t-

circuiting one w inding of the transformer and increasing the voltage on the other winding until rated

current flows in the windings. This voltage divided by the rated winding voltage� 100 is the percent

reactance voltage or percent reactance. The voltage drop across this reactance results in the voltage at

the load being less than the value determined by the turns ratio. The percentage decrease in the voltage

is termed ‘‘regulation,’’ which is a function of the power factor of the load. The percent regulation can

be determined using the following equation for inductive loads.

%Reg ¼ %R(cos f)þ%X(sin f)þ {[%X(cos f)�%R(sin f)]2=200} (1:14)
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FIGURE 1.8 Leakage flux fields.
where

%Reg¼ percentage voltage drop across the resistance and the leakage reactance

%R ¼ percentage resistance¼ (kW of load loss=kVA of transformer)� 100

%X ¼ percentage leakage reactance

f ¼ angle corresponding to the power factor of the load¼ cos�1 pf

For capacitance loads, change the sign of the sine terms.

In order to compensate for these voltage drops, taps are usually added in the windings. The unique

volts=turn feature of steel-core transformers makes it possible to add or subtract turns to change the

voltage outputs of windings. A simple illustration of this concept is shown in Figure 1.9. The table in the

figure shows that when tap 4 is connected to tap 5, there are 48 turns in the winding (maximum tap)

and, at 10 volts=turn, the voltage E2 is 480 volts. When tap 2 is connected to tap 7, there are 40 turns in

the winding (minimum tap), and the voltage E2 is 400 volts.
E2

8

2020

7 6 5 34 2

1

22 22

E1

E1 = 100
N1 = 10
E/N = 10

E2 = E/N X N2
N2 E2

4 to 5 = 48 E2 = 10 � 48 = 480 Volts
4 to 6 = 46 E2 = 10 � 46 = 460 Volts
3 to 6 = 44 E2 = 10 � 44 = 440 Volts
3 to 7 = 42 E2 = 10 � 42 = 420 Volts
2 to 7 = 40 E2 = 10 � 40 = 400 Volts

FIGURE 1.9 Illustration of how taps added in the windings can compensate for voltage drops.
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1.4.3 Load Losses

The term load losses represents the losses in the transformer that result from the flow of load current in

the win dings. Load losses are composed of the follow ing elements.

. Resistance losses as the current flows throug h the resistance of the conductors and leads.

. Eddy losses caused by the leakage field. These are a function of the second power of the leakage

field density and the second power of the conductor dimensions normal to the field.
. Stray losses: The leakage field exists in par ts of the core, steel structural members, and tank walls.

Losses and heating result in these steel par ts.

Again, the leakage field caused by flow of the load current in the win dings is involved, and the eddy

and stray losses can be appreciable in large transformers. In order to reduce load loss, it is not sufficient

to reduce the w inding resistance by increasing the cross-section of the conductor, as eddy losses in the

conductor wi ll increase faster than joule heating losses decrease. When the current is too great for a

sing le conductor to be used for the w inding wit hout excessive eddy loss, a number of strands must

be used in parallel. Because the parallel components are joined at the ends of the coil, steps must be

taken to circumvent the induction of different EMFs (electromotive force) in the strands due to different

loops of strands linking w ith the leakage flux, which would involve circulating currents and fur ther loss.

Different forms of conductor transposition have been dev ised for this purpose.

Ideally, each conductor element should occupy ever y possible position in the array of strands such

that all elements have the same resistance and the same induced EMF. Conductor transposition,

however, involves some sacrifice of w inding space. If the wi nding depth is small, one transposition

halfway through the winding is sufficient; or in the case of a two-layer winding, the transposition can be

located at the junction of the layers. Windings of greater depth need three or more transpositions. An

example of a continuously transposed conductor (CTC) cable, shown in Figure 1.10, is w idely used in

the industry. CTC cables are manufactured using transposing machines and are usually paper-insulated

as part of the transposing operation.

Stray losses can be a constraint on high-reactance designs. Losses can be controlled by using a

combination of magnetic shunts and=or conducting shields to channel the flow of leakage flux external

to the windings into low-loss paths.

1.4.4 Short-Circuit Forces

Forces exist between current-carrying conductors when they are in an alternating-current field. These

forces are determined using Equation 1.15:

F ¼ B I sin u (1:15)

where

F¼ force on conductor

B¼ local leakage flux density

u¼ angle between the leakage flux and the load current. In transformers, sin u is almost always

equal to 1

Thus

B ¼ m I (1:16)

and therefore

F / I2 (1:17)

Since the leakage flux field is between windings and has a rather high density, the forces under

short-circuit conditions can be quite high. This is a special area of transformer design. Complex
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FIGURE 1.10 Continuously transposed conductor cable.
computer programs are needed to obtain a reasonable representation of the field in different parts

of the windings. Considerable research activity has been directed toward the study of mechanical

stresses in the windings and the withstand criteria for different types of conductors and support

systems.

Between any two windings in a transformer, there are three possible sets of forces:

. Radial repulsion forces due to currents flowing in opposition in the two windings

. Axial repulsion forces due to currents in opposition when the electromagnetic centers of the two

windings are not aligned
. Axial compression forces in each winding due to currents flowing in the same direction in

adjacent conductors

The most onerous forces are usually radial between windings. Outer windings rarely fail from hoop

stress, but inner windings can suffer from one or the other of two failure modes:

. Forced buckling, where the conductor between support sticks collapses due to inward bending

into the oil-duct space
. Free buckling, where the conductors bulge outwards as well as inwards at a few specific points on

the circumference of the winding
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Forced buckling can be prevented by ensuring that the winding is tightly wound and is adequately

supported by packing it back to the core. Free buckling can be prevented by ensuring that the winding is

of sufficient mechanical strength to be self-supporting, without relying on packing back to the core.

1.4.5 Thermal Considerations

The losses in the windings and the core cause temperature rises in the materials. This is another

important area in which the temperatures must be limited to the long-term capability of the insulating

materials. Refined paper is still used as the primary solid insulation in power transformers. Highly

refined mineral oil is still used as the cooling and insulating medium in power transformers. Gases and

vapors have been introduced in a limited number of special designs. The temperatures must be limited

to the thermal capability of these materials. Again, this subject is quite broad and involved. It includes

the calculation of the temperature rise of the cooling medium, the average and hottest-spot rise of the

conductors and leads, and accurate specification of the heat-exchanger equipment.

1.4.6 Voltage Considerations

A transformer must withstand a number of different normal and abnormal voltage stresses over its

expected life. These voltages include:

. Operating voltages at the rated frequency

. Rated-frequency overvoltages

. Natural lightning impulses that strike the transformer or transmission lines

. Switching surges that result from opening and closing of breakers and switches

. Combinations of the above voltages

. Transient voltages generated due to resonance between the transformer and the network

. Fast transient voltages generated by vacuum-switch operations or by the operation of disconnect

switches in a gas-insulated bus-bar system

This is a very specialized field in which the resulting voltage stresses must be calculated in the

windings, and withstand criteria must be established for the different voltages and combinations of

voltages. The designer must design the insulation system to withstand all of these stresses.
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2.1 Introduction

ANSI=IEEE defines a transformer as a static electrical device, involving no continuously moving parts,

used in electric power systems to transfer power between circuits through the use of electromagnetic

induction. The term power transformer is used to refer to those transformers used between the generator

and the distribution circuits, and these are usually rated at 500 kVA and above. Power systems typically

consist of a large number of generation locations, distribution points, and interconnections within the

system or with nearby systems, such as a neighboring utility. The complexity of the system leads to a

variety of transmission and distribution voltages. Power transformers must be used at each of these

points where there is a transition between voltage levels.

Power transformers are selected based on the application, with the emphasis toward custom design

being more apparent the larger the unit. Power transformers are available for step-up operation,

primarily used at the generator and referred to as generator step-up (GSU) transformers, and for

step-down operation, mainly used to feed distribution circuits. Power transformers are available as

single-phase or three-phase apparatus.

The construction of a transformer depends upon the application. Transformers intended for indoor

use are primarily of the dry type but can also be liquid immersed. For outdoor use, transformers are

usually liquid immersed. This section focuses on the outdoor, liquid-immersed transformers, such as

those shown in Figure 2.1.



FIGURE 2.1 20 MVA, 161:26.4� 13.2 kV with LTC, three phase transformers.
2.2 Rating and Classifications

2.2.1 Rating

In the U.S., transformers are rated based on the power output they are capable of delivering continu-

ously at a specified rated voltage and frequency under ‘‘usual’’ operating conditions without exceeding

prescribed internal temperature limitations. Insulation is known to deteriorate with increases in

temperature, so the insulation chosen for use in transformers is based on how long it can be expected

to last by limiting the operating temperature. The temperature that insulation is allowed to reach under

operating conditions essentially determines the output rating of the transformer, called the kVA rating.

Standardization has led to temperatures within a transformer being expressed in terms of the rise above

ambient temperature, since the ambient temperature can vary under operating or test conditions.

Transformers are designed to limit the temperature based on the desired load, including the average

temperature rise of a winding, the hottest-spot temperature rise of a winding, and, in the case of liquid-

filled units, the top liquid temperature rise. To obtain absolute temperatures from these values, simply

add the ambient temperature. Standard temperature limits for liquid-immersed power transformers are

listed in Table 2.1.

The normal life expectancy of a power transformer is generally assumed to be about 30 years of service

when operated within its rating. However, under certain conditions, it may be overloaded and operated

beyond its rating, with moderately predictable ‘‘loss of life.’’ Situations that might involve operation beyond

rating include emergency rerouting of load or through-faults prior to clearing of the fault condition.

Outside the U.S., the transformer rating may have a slightly different meaning. Based on some

standards, the kVA rating can refer to the power that can be input to a transformer, the rated output

being equal to the input minus the transformer losses.
TABLE 2.1 Standard Limits for Temperature Rises Above Ambient

Average winding temperature rise 658Ca

Hot spot temperature rise 808C

Top liquid temperature rise 658C

aThe base rating is frequently specified and tested as a 558C rise.
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Power transformers have been loosely grouped into three market segments based on size ranges. These

three segments are:

1. Small power transformers: 500 kVA to 7500 kVA

2. Medium power transformers: 7500 kVA to 100 MVA

3. Large power transformers: 100 MVA and above

Note that the upper range of small power and the lower range of medium power can var y between 2,500

and 10,000 kVA throug hout the industr y.

It was noted that the transformer rating is based on ‘‘usual’’ ser v ice conditions, as prescribed by

standards. Unusual ser v ice conditions may be identified by those specify ing a transformer so that the

desired performance w ill correspond to the actual operating conditions. Unusual ser v ice conditions

include, but are not limited to, the followi ng: hig h (above 408 C) or low (below � 208 C) ambient

temperatures, altitudes above 1000 m above sea level, seismic conditions, and loads w ith total harmonic

distort ion above 0.05 per unit.

2.2.2 Insulation Classes

The insulation class of a transformer is determined based on the test levels that it is capable of

w ithstanding . Transformer insulation is rated by the BIL, or basic impulse insulation level, in conjunc-

tion w ith the voltage rating. Internally, a transformer is considered to be a non-self-restoring insulation

system, mostly consisting of porous, cellulose material impregnated by the liquid insulating medium.

Externally, the transformer’s bushings and, more impor tantly, the surge-protection equipment must

coordinate w ith the transformer rating to protect the transformer from transient over voltages and surges.

Standard insulation classes have been established by standards organizations stating the parameters by

which tests are to be performed.

Wye-connected windings in a three-phase power transformer will typically have the common point

broug ht out of the tank throug h a neutral bushing . (See Chapter 3, Distribution Transformers, for a

discussion of wye connections.) Depending on the application—for example in the case of a solidly

grounded neutral versus a neutral grounded through a resistor or reactor or even an ungrounded

neutral—the neutral may have a lower insulation class than the line terminals. There are standard

guidelines for rating the neutral based on the situation. It is important to note that the insulation class of

the neutral may limit the test levels of the line terminals for certain tests, such as the applied-voltage or

‘‘hi-pot’’ test, where the entire circuit is brought up to the same voltage level. A reduced voltage rating

for the neutral can significantly reduce the cost of larger units and autotransformers compared with a

fully rated neutral.

2.2.3 Cooling Classes

Since no transformer is truly an ‘‘ideal’’ transformer, each will incur a certain amount of energy loss,

mainly that which is converted to heat. Methods of removing this heat can depend on the application,

the size of the unit, and the amount of heat that needs to be dissipated.

The insulating medium inside a transformer, usually oil, serves multiple purposes, first to act as an

insulator, and second to provide a good medium through which to remove the heat.

The windings and core are the primary sources of heat, although internal metallic structures can act

as a heat source as well. It is imperative to have proper cooling ducts and passages in the proximity of

the heat sources through which the cooling medium can flow so that the heat can be effectively removed

from the transformer. The natural circulation of oil through a transformer through convection has

been referred to as a ‘‘thermosiphon’’ effect. The heat is carried by the insulating medium until it is

transferred through the transformer tank wall to the external environment. Radiators, typically detach-

able, provide an increase in the surface area available for heat transfer by convection without increasing

the size of the tank. In smaller transformers, integral tubular sides or fins are used to provide this increase

in surface area. Fans can be installed to increase the volume of air moving across the cooling surfaces,
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thus increasing the rate of heat dissipation. Larger transformers that cannot be effectively cooled using

radiators and fans rely on pumps that circulate oil throug h the transformer and throug h external heat

exchangers, or coolers, which can use air or water as a secondar y cooling medium.

Allow ing liquid to flow throug h the transformer wi ndings by natural convection is identified as

‘‘nondirected flow.’’ In cases where pumps are used, and even some instances where only fans and

radiators are being used, the liquid is often guided into and through some or all of the w indings. This is

called ‘‘directed flow’’ in that there is some degree of control of the flow of the liquid throug h the

w indings. The difference between directed and nondirected flow throug h the w inding in regard to

w inding arrangement w ill be fur ther discussed wi th the description of win ding t y pes (see Section 2.5.2).

The use of auxiliary equipment such as fans and pumps with coolers, called forced circulation,

increases the cooling and thereby the rating of the transformer without increasing the unit’s physical

size. Ratings are determined based on the temperature of the unit as it coordinates with the cooling

equipment that is operating. Usually, a transformer will have multiple ratings corresponding to multiple

stages of cooling, as the supplemental cooling equipment can be set to run only at increased loads.

Methods of cooling for liquid-immersed transformers have been arranged into cooling classes

identified by a four-letter designation as follows:

Four letter cooling class�
1 2 3 4

Internal External

medium mechanism medium mechanism

Table 2.2 lists the code letters that are used to make up the four-letter designation.

This system of identification has come about through standardization between different inter-

national standards organizations and represents a change from what has traditionally been used in

the U.S. Where OA classified a transformer as liquid-immersed self-cooled in the past, it is now

designated by the new system as ONAN. Similarly, the previous FA classification is now identified as

ONAF. FOA could be OFAF or ODAF, depending on whether directed oil flow is employed or not. In

some cases, there are transformers with directed flow in windings without forced circulation through

cooling equipment.

An example of multiple ratings would be ONAN=ONAF=ONAF, where the transformer has a base

rating where it is cooled by natural convection and two supplemental ratings where groups of fans are

turned on to provide additional cooling so that the transformer will be capable of supplying additional

kVA. This rating would have been designated OA=FA=FA per past standards.
TABLE 2.2 Cooling Class Letter Description

Code Letter Description

Internal First Letter (Cooling medium) O Liquid with flash point less than or equal to 3008C

K Liquid with flash point greater than 3008C

L Liquid with no measurable flash point

Second Letter (Cooling mechanism) N Natural convection through cooling

equipment and windings

F Forced circulation through cooling equipment,

natural convection in windings

D Forced circulation through cooling equipment,

directed flow in main windings

External Third letter (Cooling medium) A Air

W Water

Fourth letter (Cooling medium) N Natural convection

F Forced circulation
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2.3 Short-Circuit Duty

A transformer supply ing a load current w ill have a complicated network of internal forces acting on and

stressing the conductors, suppor t structures, and insulation structures. These forces are fundamental to

the interaction of current-carr y ing conductors w ithin magnetic fields involv ing an alternating-current

source. Increases in current result in increases in the magnitude of the forces propor tional to the square

of the current. Severe overloads, par ticularly throug h-fault currents resulting from external shor t-circuit

events, involve significant increases in the current above rated current and can result in tremendous

forces inside the transformer.

Since the fault current is a transient event, it w ill have the asy mmetrical sinusoidal waveshape

decaying wi th time based on the time constant of the equivalent circuit that is characteristic of

sw itching events. The amplitude of the sy mmetrical component of the sine wave is determined from

the formula,

Isc ¼ I rated = (Zxfmr þ Z sys ) (2:1)

where Zxfmr and Z sys are the transformer and system impedances, respectively, expressed in terms of per

unit on the transformer base, and Isc and Irated are the resulting shor t-circuit (throug h-fault) current

and the transformer rated current, respectively. An offset factor, K, multiplied by Isc determines the

magnitude of the first peak of the transient asy mmetrical current. This offset factor is derived from

the equivalent transient circuit. However, standards give values that must be used based on the ratio

of the effective ac (alternating current) reactance (x) and resistance (r), x=r. K t y pically varies in the

range of 1.5 to 2.8.

As indicated by Equation 2.1, the shor t-circuit current is primarily limited by the internal impedance

of the transformer, but it may be fur ther reduced by impedances of adjacent equipment, such as current-

limiting reactors or by system power-deliver y limitations. Existing standards define the maximum

magnitude and duration of the fault current based on the rating of the transformer.

The transformer must be capable of wit hstanding the maximum forces experienced at the first peak

of the transient current as well as the repeated pulses at each of the subsequent peaks until the fault

is cleared or the transformer is disconnected. The current w ill experience two peaks per cycle, so the

forces will pulsate at 120 Hz, twice the power frequency, acting as a dynamic load. Magnitudes of forces

during these situations can range from several hundred kilograms to hundreds of thousands of

kilograms in large power transformers. For analysis, the forces acting on the windings are generally

broken up into two subsets, radial and axial forces, based on their apparent effect on the windings.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference between radial and axial forces in a pair of circular w ind-

ings. Mismatches of ampere-turns between w indings are unavoidable—caused by such occurrences

as ampere-turn voids created by sections of a w inding being tapped out, slig ht mismatches in the lengths

of respective w indings, or misalignment of the magnetic centers of the respective w indings—and result

in a net axial force. This net axial force wi ll have the effect of tr y ing to force one w inding in the upward

direction and the other in the downward direction, which must be resisted by the internal mechanical

structures.

The hig h currents experienced during throug h-fault events w ill also cause elevated temperatures in

the w indings. Limitations are also placed on the calculated temperature the conductor may reach

during fault conditions. These hig h temperatures are rarely a problem due to the shor t time span of

these events, but the transformer may experience an associated increase in its ‘‘loss of life.’’ This

additional ‘‘loss of life’’ can become more prevalent, even critical, based on the duration of the fault

conditions and how often such events occur. It is also possible for the conductor to experience

changes in mechanical strength due to the annealing that can occur at high temperatures. The

temperature at which this can occur depends on the properties and composition of the conductor

material, such as the hardness, which is sometimes increased through cold-working processes or the

presence of silver in certain alloys.
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FIGURE 2.2 Radial and axial forces in a transformer winding.
2.4 Efficiency, Losses, and Regulation

2.4.1 Efficiency

Power transformers are very efficient, typically 99.5% or greater, i.e., real power losses are usually less

than 0.5% of the kVA rating at full load. The efficiency is derived from the rated output and the losses

incurred in the transformer. The basic relationship for efficiency is the output over the input, which

according to U.S. standards translates to

efficiency ¼ [kVA rating=(kVA ratingþ total losses)]� 100% (2:2)

and generally decreases slightly with increases in load. Total losses are the sum of the no-load and

load losses.

2.4.2 Losses

The no-load losses are essentially the power required to keep the core energized. These are commonly

referred to as ‘‘core losses,’’ and they exist whenever the unit is energized. No-load losses depend

primarily upon the voltage and frequency, so under operational conditions they vary only slightly with

system variations. Load losses, as the terminology might suggest, result from load currents flowing

through the transformer. The two components of the load losses are the I2R losses and the stray losses.

I2R losses are based on the measured dc (direct current) resistance, the bulk of which is due to the

winding conductors and the current at a given load. The stray losses are a term given to the accumulation
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of the additional losses experienced by the transformer, which includes winding eddy losses and losses due

to the effects of leakage flux entering internal metallic structures. Auxiliary losses refer to the power

required to run auxiliary cooling equipment, such as fans and pumps, and are not typically included in the

total losses as defined above.

2.4.3 Economic Evaluation of Losses

Transformer losses represent power that cannot be delivered to customers and therefore have an associated

economic cost to the transformer user=owner. A reduction in transformer losses generally results in an

increase in the transformer’s cost. Depending on the application, there may be an economic benefit to a

transformer with reduced losses and high price (initial cost), and vice versa. This process is typically dealt

with through the use of ‘‘loss evaluations,’’ which place a dollar value on the transformer losses to calculate

a total owning cost that is a combination of the purchase price and the losses. Typically, each of the

transformer’s individual loss parameters—no-load losses, load losses, and auxiliary losses—are assigned a

dollar value per kW ($=kW). Information obtained from such an analysis can be used to compare prices

from different manufacturers or to decide on the optimum time to replace existing transformers. There

are guides available, through standards organizations, for estimating the cost associated with trans-

formers losses. Loss-evaluation values can range from about $500=kW to upwards of $12,000=kW for

the no-load losses and from a few hundred dollars per kW to about $6,000 to $8,000=kW for load losses

and auxiliary losses. Specific values depend upon the application.

2.4.4 Regulation

Regulation is defined as the change (increase) in the output voltage that occurs when the load on the

transformer is reduced from rated load to no load while the input voltage is held constant. It is typically

expressed as a percentage, or per unit, of the rated output voltage at rated load. A general expression for

the regulation can be written as:

% regulation ¼ [(VNL � VFL)=VFL]� 100 (2:3)

where

VNL is the voltage at no load

VFL is the voltage at full load

The regulation is dependent upon the impedance characteristics of the transformer, the resistance (r),

and more significantly the ac reactance (x), as well as the power factor of the load. The regulation can be

calculated based on the transformer impedance characteristics and the load power factor using the

following formulas:

% regulation ¼ prþ qxþ [(px� qr)2=200] (2:4)

q ¼ SQRT (1� p2) (2:5)

where

p is the power factor of the load

r and x are expressed in terms of per unit on the transformer base

The value of q is taken to be positive for a lagging (inductive) power factor and negative for a leading

(capacitive) power factor.

It should be noted that lower impedance values, specifically ac reactance, result in lower regula-

tion, which is generally desirable. However, this is at the expense of the fault current, which would

in turn increase with a reduction in impedance, since it is primarily limited by the transformer impedance.

Additionally, the regulation increases as the power factor of the load becomes more lagging (inductive).
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2.5 Construction

The construction of a power transformer varies throug hout the industr y. The basic arrangement is

essentially the same and has seen little significant change in recent years, so some of the variations can be

discussed here.

2.5.1 Core

The core, which prov ides the magnetic path to channel the flux, consists of thin strips of hig h-grade

steel, called laminations, which are electrically separated by a thin coating of insulating material.

The strips can be stacked or wound, wit h the w indings either built integrally around the core or built

separately and assembled around the core sections. Core steel can be hot- or cold-rolled, grain-oriented

or non-grain oriented, and even laser-scribed for additional performance. Thickness ranges from

0.23 mm to upwards of 0.36 mm. The core cross section can be circular or rectangular, wi th circular

cores commonly referred to as cruciform construction. Rectangular cores are used for smaller ratings

and as auxiliar y transformers used w ithin a power transformer. Rectangular cores use a sing le w idth of

strip steel, while circular cores use a combination of different strip w idths to approximate a circular

cross-section, such as in Figure 2.2. The t y pe of steel and arrangement depends on the transformer rating

as related to cost factors such as labor and performance.

Just like other components in the transformer, the heat generated by the core must be adequately

dissipated. While the steel and coating may be capable of wit hstanding hig her temperatures, it w ill come

in contact wi th insulating materials wit h limited temperature capabilities. In larger units, cooling ducts

are used inside the core for additional convective surface area, and sections of laminations may be split

to reduce localized losses.

The core is held together by, but insulated from, mechanical structures and is grounded to a sing le

point in order to dissipate electrostatic buildup. The core ground location is usually some readily

accessible point inside the tank, but it can also be broug ht throug h a bushing on the tank wall or top for

external access. This grounding point should be removable for testing purposes, such as checking

for unintentional core grounds. Multiple core grounds, such as a case whereby the core is inadvertently

making contact w ith other w ise grounded internal metallic mechanical structures, can prov ide a path for

circulating currents induced by the main flux as well as a leakage flux, thus creating concentrations of

losses that can result in localized heating .

The maximum flux density of the core steel is normally designed as close to the knee of the saturation

cur ve as practical, accounting for required overexcitations and tolerances that exist due to materials

and manufacturing processes. (See Chapter 7, Instrument Transformers, for a discussion of satura-

tion cur ves.) For power transformers the flux density is ty pically between 1.3 T and 1.8 T, w ith the

saturation point for magnetic steel being around 2.03 T to 2.05 T.

There are two basic t y pes of core construction used in power transformers: core form and shell form.

In core-form construction, there is a sing le path for the magnetic circuit. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic

of a sing le-phase core, wi th the arrows showing the magnetic path. For single -phase applications, the

w indings are t y pically div ided on both core legs as shown. In three-phase applications, the w indings of a

par ticular phase are t y pically on the same core leg , as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Windings are constructed

separate of the core and placed on their respective core legs during core assembly. Figure 2.5 shows what

is referred to as the ‘‘E’’-assembly of a three-phase core-form core during assembly.

In shell-form construction, the core prov ides multiple paths for the magnetic circuit. Figure 2.6 is a

schematic of a single-phase shell-form core, with the two magnetic paths illustrated. The core is typically

stacked directly around the windings, which are usually ‘‘pancake’’-type windings, although some

applications are such that the core and windings are assembled similar to core form. Due to advantages

in short-circuit and transient-voltage performance, shell forms tend to be used more frequently in the

largest transformers, where conditions can be more severe. Variations of three-phase shell-form

construction include five- and seven-legged cores, depending on size and application.
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FIGURE 2.3 Schematic of single-phase core-form construction.
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FIGURE 2.4 Schematic of three-phase core-form construction.
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FIGURE 2.5 ‘‘E’’-assembly, prior to addition of coils and insertion of top yoke.
2.5.2 Windings

The windings consist of the current-carrying conductors wound around the sections of the core, and

these must be properly insulated, supported, and cooled to withstand operational and test conditions.

The terms winding and coil are used interchangeably in this discussion.

Copper and aluminum are the primary materials used as conductors in power-transformer windings.

While aluminum is lighter and generally less expensive than copper, a larger cross section of aluminum
Windings

FIGURE 2.6 Schematic of single-phase shell-form construction.
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conductor must be used to carr y a current w ith similar performance as copper. Copper has hig her

mechanical strength and is used almost exclusively in all but the smaller size ranges, where aluminum

conductors may be perfectly acceptable. In cases where extreme forces are encountered, materials such as

silver-bearing copper can be used for even greater strength. The conductors used in power transformers

are t y pically stranded wi th a rectangular cross section, althoug h some transformers at the lowest ratings

may use sheet or foil conductors. Multiple strands can be wound in parallel and joined together at the

ends of the wi nding, in which case it is necessar y to transpose the strands at various points throughout

the w inding to prevent circulating currents around the loop(s) created by joining the strands at the ends.

Indiv idual strands may be subjected to differences in the flux field due to their respective positions

w ithin the w inding , which create differences in voltages between the strands and drive circulating

currents through the conductor loops. Proper transposition of the strands cancels out these voltage

differences and eliminates or greatly reduces the circulating currents. A variation of this technique, involving

many rectangular conductor strands combined into a cable, is called continuously transposed cable (CTC),

as shown in Figure 2.7.

In core-form transformers, the windings are usually arranged concentrically around the core leg, as

illustrated in Figure 2.8, which shows a winding being lowered over another winding already on

the core leg of a three-phase transformer. A schematic of coils arranged in this three-phase application

was also shown in Figure 2.4. Shell-form transformers use a similar concentric arrangement or an

interleaved arrangement, as illustrated in the schematic Figure 2.9 and the photograph in Figure 2.13.

With an interleaved arrangement, individual coils are stacked, separated by insulating barriers and

cooling ducts. The coils are typically connected with the inside of one coil connected to the inside of

an adjacent coil and, similarly, the outside of one coil connected to the outside of an adjacent coil. Sets

of coils are assembled into groups, which then form the primary or secondary winding.

When considering concentric windings, it is generally understood that circular windings have

inherently higher mechanical strength than rectangular windings, whereas rectangular coils can have

lower associated material and labor costs. Rectangular windings permit a more efficient use of space, but

their use is limited to small power transformers and the lower range of medium-power transformers,

where the internal forces are not extremely high. As the rating increases, the forces significantly increase,
FIGURE 2.7 Continuously transposed cable (CTC).
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FIGURE 2.8 Concentric arrangement, outer coil being lowered onto core leg over top of inner coil.

Core
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FIGURE 2.9 Example of stacking (interleaved) arrangement of windings in shell-form construction.
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FIGURE 2.11 Directed flow.
and there is need for added strength in the windings, so circular coils, or shell-form construction, are used.

In some special cases, elliptically shaped windings are used.

Concentric coils are typically wound over cylinders with spacers attached so as to form a duct

between the conductors and the cylinder. As previously mentioned, the flow of liquid through the

windings can be based solely on natural convection, or the flow can be somewhat controlled through

the use of strategically placed barriers within the winding. Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 show winding

arrangements comparing nondirected and directed flow. This concept is sometimes referred to as guided

liquid flow.

A variety of different types of windings have been used in power transformers through the years. Coils

can be wound in an upright, vertical orientation, as is necessary with larger, heavier coils; or they can be

wound horizontally and placed upright upon completion. As mentioned previously, the type of winding

depends on the transformer rating as well as the core construction. Several of the more common

winding types are discussed here.

2.5.2.1 Pancake Windings

Several types of windings are commonly referred to as ‘‘pancake’’ windings due to the arrangement of

conductors into discs. However, the term most often refers to a coil type that is used almost exclusively

in shell-form transformers. The conductors are wound around a rectangular form, with the widest face
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FIGURE 2.12 Pancake winding during winding process.
of the conductor oriented either horizontally or ver tically. Figure 2.12 illustrates how these coils are

t y pically wound. This t y pe of w inding lends itself to the interleaved arrangement prev iously discussed

(Figure 2.13).

2.5.2.2 Layer (Barrel) Windings

Layer (barrel) w indings are among the simplest of win dings in that the insulated conductors are wound

directly next to each other around the cylinder and spacers. Several layers can be wound on top of one

another, w ith the layers separated by solid insulation, ducts, or a combination. Several strands can be

wound in parallel if the current magnitude so dictates. Variations of this win ding are often used for

applications such as tap w indings used in load-tap-changing (LTC) transformers and for ter tiar y

w indings used for, among other things, third-harmonic suppression. Figure 2.14 shows a layer w inding

during assembly that will be used as a regulating winding in an LTC transformer.
FIGURE 2.13 Stacked pancake windings.
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FIGURE 2.14 Layer windings (single layer with two strands wound in parallel).
2.5.2.3 Helical Windings

Helical windings are also referred to as screw or spiral windings, with each term accurately characterizing

the coil’s construction. A helical winding consists of a few to more than 100 insulated strands wound in

parallel continuously along the length of the cylinder, with spacers inserted between adjacent turns or

discs and suitable transpositions included to minimize circulating currents between parallel strands. The

manner of construction is such that the coil resembles a corkscrew. Figure 2.15 shows a helical winding

during the winding process. Helical windings are used for the higher-current applications frequently

encountered in the lower-voltage classes.
FIGURE 2.15 Helical winding during assembly.
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FIGURE 2.16 Basic disc winding layout.
2.5.2.4 Disc Windings

A disc winding can involve a single strand or several strands of insulated conductors wound in a series

of parallel discs of horizontal orientation, with the discs connected at either the inside or outside as a

crossover point. Each disc comprises multiple turns wound over other turns, with the crossovers

alternating between inside and outside. Figure 2.16 outlines the basic concept, and Figure 2.17 shows

typical crossovers during the winding process. Most windings of 25-kV class and above used in
FIGURE 2.17 Disc winding inner and outer crossovers.
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FIGURE 2.18 High-voltage winding schematic and connection diagram for 138-kV example.
core-form transformers are disc t y pe. Given the hig h voltages involved in test and operation, par ticular

attention is required to avoid hig h stresses between discs and turns near the end of the w inding

when subjected to transient voltage surges. Numerous techniques have been developed to ensure an

acceptable voltage distribution along the w inding under these conditions.
2.5.3 Taps-Turns Ratio Adjustment

The ability to adjust the turns ratio of a transformer is often desirable to compensate for variations in voltage

that occur due to the regulation of the transformer and loading cycles. This task can be accomplished by

several means. There is a significant difference between a transformer that is capable of changing the

ratio while the unit is on-line (a load tap changing [LTC] transformer) and one that must be taken off-

line, or de-energized, to perform a tap change.

Most transformers are prov ided w ith a means of changing the number of turns in the hig h-voltage

circuit, whereby a par t of the w inding is tapped out of the circuit. In many transformers, this is done

using one of the main w indings and tapping out a section or sections, as illustrated by the schematic in

Figure 2.18.

With larger units, a dedicated tap w inding may be necessar y to avoid the ampere-turn voids that

occur along the length of the wi nding. Use and placement of tap w indings var y w ith the application

and among manufacturers. A manually operated swi tching mechanism, a DETC (de-energized tap

changer), is normally provided for convenient access external to the transformer to change the tap

position. When LTC capabilities are desired, additional w indings and equipment are required, which

significantly increase the size and cost of the transformer. This option is specified on about 60% of

new medium and large power transformers. Figure 2.19 illustrates the basic operation by prov iding a

sample schematic and connection char t for a transformer supplied wi th an LTC on the low-voltage

(secondar y) side. It should be recognized that there would be slig ht differences in this schematic

based on the specific LTC being used. Figure 2.19 also shows a sample schematic where an auxiliar y

transformer is used between the main wi ndings and the LTC to limit the current throug h the LTC

mechanism.

It is also possible for a transformer to have dual voltage ratings, as is popular in spare and

mobile transformers. While there is no physical limit to the ratio between the dual ratings, even ratios

(for example 24.94 � 12.47 kV or 138 � 69 kV) are easier for manufacturers to accommodate.
2.6 Accessory Equipment

2.6.1 Accessories

There are many different accessories used to monitor and protect power transformers, some of which are

considered standard features, and others of which are used based on miscellaneous requirements. A few

of the basic accessories are briefly discussed here.
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FIGURE 2.19 Schematic and connection chart for transformer with a load tap changer supplied on a 13.2-kV low

voltage.
2.6.1.1 Liquid-Level Indicator

A liquid-level indicator is a standard feature on liquid-filled transformer tanks, since the liquid medium

is critical for cooling and insulation. This indicator is typically a round-faced gauge on the side of the

tank, with a float and float arm that moves a dial pointer as the liquid level changes.

2.6.1.2 Pressure-Relief Devices

Pressure-relief devices are mounted on transformer tanks to relieve excess internal pressures

that might build up during operating conditions. These devices are intended to avoid damage to the

tank. On larger transformers, several pressure-relief devices may be required due to the large quantities

of oil.

2.6.1.3 Liquid-Temperature Indicator

Liquid-temperature indicators measure the temperature of the internal liquid at a point near the top of

the liquid using a probe inserted in a well and mounted through the side of the transformer tank.

2.6.1.4 Winding-Temperature Indicator

A winding-temperature simulation method is used to approximate the hottest spot in the winding.

An approximation is needed because of the difficulties involved in directly measuring winding temperature.

The method applied to power transformers involves a current transformer, which is located to incur a

current proportional to the load current through the transformer. The current transformer feeds

a circuit that essentially adds heat to the top liquid-temperature reading, which approximates a reading
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that models the winding temperature. This method relies on design or test data of the temperature

differential between the liquid and the windings, called the winding gradient.

2.6.1.5 Sudden-Pressure Relay

A sudden- (or rapid-) pressure relay is intended to indicate a quick increase in internal pressure that can

occur when there is an internal fault. These relays can be mounted on the top or side of the transformer,

or they can operate in liquid or gas space.

2.6.1.6 Desiccant (Dehydrating) Breathers

Desiccant breathers use a material such as silica gel to allow air to enter and exit the tank, removing

moisture as the air passes through. Most tanks are somewhat free breathing, and such a device, if properly

maintained, allows a degree of control over the quality of air entering the transformer.
2.6.2 Liquid-Preservation Systems

There are several methods to preserve the properties of the transformer liquid and associated insulation

structures that it penetrates. Preservation systems attempt to isolate the transformer’s internal environ-

ment from the external environment (atmosphere) while understanding that a certain degree of

interaction, or ‘‘breathing,’’ is required to accommodate variations in pressure that occur under

operational conditions, such as expansion and contraction of liquid with temperature. Free-breathing

systems, where the liquid is exposed to the atmosphere, are no longer used. The most commonly used

methods are outlined as follows and illustrated in Figure 2.20.

. Sealed-tank systems have the tank interior sealed from the atmosphere and maintain a layer of gas—a

gas space or cushion—that sits above the liquid. The gas-plus-liquid volume remains constant.

Negative internal pressures can exist in sealed-tank systems at lower loads or temperatures with

positive pressures as load and temperatures increase.
. Positive-pressure systems involve the use of inert gases to maintain a positive pressure in the gas

space. An inert gas, typically from a bottle of compressed nitrogen, is incrementally injected into

the gas space when the internal pressure falls out of range.
. Conservator (expansion tank) systems are used both with and without air bags, also called

bladders or diaphragms, and involve the use of a separate auxiliary tank. The main transformer
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FIGURE 2.20 General arrangements of liquid preservation systems.
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tank is completely filled with liquid; the auxiliary tank is partially filled; and the liquid expands

and contracts within the auxiliary tank. The auxiliary tank is allowed to ‘‘breathe,’’ usually

through a dehydrating breather. The use of an air bag in the auxiliary tank can provide further

separation from the atmosphere.

2.6.2.1 ‘‘Buchholz’’ Relay

On power transformers using a conservator liquid-preservation system, a ‘‘Buchholz’’ relay can be

installed in the piping between the main transformer tank and the conservator. The purpose of the

Buchholz relay is to detect faults that may occur in the transformer. One mode of operation is based on

the generation of gases in the transformer during certain minor internal faults. Gases accumulate in the

relay, displacing the liquid in the relay, until a specified volume is collected, at which time a float actuates

a contact or switch. Another mode of operation involves sudden increases in pressure in the main

transformer tank, a sign of a major fault in the transformer. Such an increase in pressure forces the liquid

to surge through the piping between the main tank and the conservator, through the ‘‘Buchholz’’ relay,

which actuates another contact or switch.

2.6.2.2 Gas-Accumulator Relay

Another gas-detection device uses a system of piping from the top of the transformer to a gas-

accumulator relay. Gases generated in the transformer are routed to the gas-accumulator relay, where

they accumulate until a specified volume is collected, actuating a contact or switch.
2.7 Inrush Current

When a transformer is taken off-line, a certain amount of residual flux remains in the core due to the

properties of the magnetic core material. The residual flux can be as much as 50 to 90% of the

maximum operating flux, depending the type of core steel. When voltage is reapplied to the trans-

former, the flux introduced by this source voltage builds upon that already existing in the core. In order

to maintain this level of flux in the core, which can be well into the saturation range of the core steel,

the transformer can draw current well in excess of the transformer’s rated full-load current. Depending

on the transformer design, the magnitude of this current inrush can be anywhere from 3.5 to 40 times

the rated full-load current. The waveform of the inrush current is similar to a sine wave, but largely

skewed to the positive or negative direction. This inrush current experiences a decay, partially due to

losses that provide a dampening effect. However, the current can remain well above rated current for

many cycles.

This inrush current can have an effect on the operation of relays and fuses located in the system

near the transformer. Decent approximations of the inrush current require detailed information

regarding the transformer design, which may be available from the manufacturer but is not typically

available to the application engineer. Actual values for inrush current depend on where in the source-

voltage wave the switching operations occur, the moment of opening affecting the residual flux

magnitude, and the moment of closing affecting the new flux.
2.8 Transformers Connected Directly to Generators

Power transformers connected directly to generators can experience excitation and short-circuit condi-

tions beyond the requirements defined by ANSI=IEEE standards. Special design considerations may be

necessary to ensure that a power transformer is capable of withstanding the abnormal thermal and

mechanical aspects that such conditions can create.
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FIGURE 2.21 Typical simplified one-line diagram for the supply of a generating station’s auxiliary power.
Typical generating plants are normally designed such that two independent sources are required to

supply the auxiliary load of each generator. Figure 2.21 shows a typical one-line diagram of a generating

station. The power transformers involved can be divided into three basic subgroups based on their

specific application:

1. Unit transformers (UT) that are connected directly to the system

2. Station service transformers (SST) that connect the system directly to the generator auxiliary load

3. Unit auxiliary transformers (UAT) that connect the generator directly to the generator auxiliary

load

In such a station, the UAT will typically be subjected to the most severe operational stresses.

Abnormal conditions have been found to result from several occurrences in the operation of the

station. Instances of faults occurring at point F in Figure 2.21—between the UAT and the breaker

connecting it to the auxiliary load—are fed by two sources, both through the UT from the system and

from the generator itself. Once the fault is detected, it initiates a trip to disconnect the UT from the

system and to remove the generator excitation. This loss of load on the generator can result in a

higher voltage on the generator, resulting in an increased current contribution to the fault from the

generator. This will continue to feed the fault for a time period dependent upon the generator’s fault-

current decrement characteristics. Alternatively, high generator-bus voltages can result from events

such as generator-load rejection, resulting in overexcitation of a UAT connected to the generator bus.

If a fault were to occur between the UAT and the breaker connecting it to the auxiliary load during

this period of overexcitation, it could exceed the thermal and mechanical capabilities of the UAT.

Additionally, nonsynchronous paralleling of the UAT and the SST, both connected to the generator

auxiliary load, can create high circulating currents that can exceed the mechanical capability of these

transformers.

Considerations can be made in the design of UAT transformers to account for these possible abnormal

operating conditions. Such design considerations include lowering the core flux density at rated voltage

to allow for operation at higher V=Hz without saturation of the core, as well as increasing the design

margin on the mechanical-withstand capability of the windings to account for the possibility of a fault

occurring during a period of overexcitation. The thermal capacity of the transformer can also be

increased to prevent overheating due to increased currents.
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2.9 Modern and Future Developments

2.9.1 High-Voltage Generator

Because electricity is generated at voltage levels that are too low to be efficiently transmitted across the

great distances that the power grid typically spans, step-up transformers are required at the generator.

With developments in high-voltage-cable technology, a high-voltage generator, called the Powerformery

(ABB Generation, Västerås, Sweden), has been developed that will eliminate the need for this GSU

transformer and associated equipment. This Powerformer reportedly can be designed to generate power

at voltage levels between 20 kV and 400 kV to feed the transmission network directly.
2.9.2 High-Temperature Superconducting (HTS) Transformer

Superconducting technologies are being applied to power transformers in the development of high-

temperature superconducting (HTS) transformers. In HTS transformers, the copper and aluminum in

the windings would be replaced by superconductors. In the field of superconductors, high temperatures

are considered to be in the range of 116 K to 144 K, which represents a significant deviation in the

operating temperatures of conventional transformers. At these temperatures, insulation of the type

currently used in transformers would not degrade in the same manner. Using superconducting con-

ductors in transformers requires advances in cooling, specifically refrigeration technology directed

toward use in transformers. The predominant cooling medium in HTS development has been liquid

nitrogen, but other media have been investigated as well. Transformers built using HTS technology

would reportedly be smaller and lighter, and they would be capable of overloads without experiencing

‘‘loss of life’’ due to insulation degradation, using instead increasing amounts of the replaceable coolant.

An additional benefit would be an increase in efficiency of HTS transformers over conventional

transformers due to the fact that resistance in superconductors is virtually zero, thus eliminating the

I2R component of the load losses.
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3.1 Historical Background

3.1.1 Long-Distance Power

In 1886, George Westinghouse built the first long-distance ac electric lighting system in Great

Barrington, Massachusetts. The power source was a 25-hp steam engine driving an alternator with an

output of 500 V and 12 A. In the middle of town, 4,000 ft away, transformers were used to reduce the

voltage to serve light bulbs located in nearby stores and offices (Powel, 1997).

3.1.2 The First Transformers

Westinghouse realized that electric power could only be delivered over distances by transmitting at a

higher voltage and then reducing the voltage at the location of the load. He purchased U.S. patent

rights to the transformer developed by Gaulard and Gibbs, shown in Figure 3.1a. William Stanley,

Westinghouse’s electrical expert, designed and built the transformers to reduce the voltage from 500 to

100 V on the Great Barrington system. The Stanley transformer is shown in Figure 3.1b.

3.1.3 What Is a Distribution Transformer?

Just like the transformers in the Great Barrington system, any transformer that takes voltage from a

primary distribution circuit and ‘‘steps down’’ or reduces it to a secondary distribution circuit or a

consumer’s service circuit is a distribution transformer. Although many industry standards tend to limit

this definition by kVA rating (e.g., 5 to 500 kVA), distribution transformers can have lower ratings and

can have ratings of 5,000 kVA or even higher, so the use of kVA ratings to define transformer types is

being discouraged (IEEE, 2002b).
FIGURE 3.1 (a) Gaulard and Gibbs transformer; (b) William Stanley’s early transformer. (By permission of ABB

Inc., Raleigh, NC.)
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3.2 Construction

3.2.1 Early Transformer Materials

From the pictures in Figure 3.1, the Gaulard–Gibbs transformer seems to have used a coil of many turns of

iron wire to create a ferromagnetic loop. The Stanley model, however, appears to have used flat sheets

of iron, stacked together and clamped with wooden blocks and steel bolts. Winding conductors were most

likely made of copper from the very beginning. Several methods of insulating the conductor were used in

the early days. Varnish dipping was often used and is still used for some applications today. Paper-tape

wrapping of conductors has been used extensively, but this has now been almost completely replaced by

other methods.
3.2.2 Oil Immersion

In 1887, the year after Stanley designed and built the first transformers in the U.S., Elihu Thompson

patented the idea of using mineral oil as a transformer cooling and insulating medium (Myers et al.,

1981). Although materials have improved dramatically, the basic concept of an oil-immersed cellulosic

insulating system has changed very little in well over a century.
3.2.3 Core Improvements

The major improvement in core materials was the introduction of silicon steel in 1932. Over the years,

the performance of electrical steels has been improved by grain orientation (1933) and continued

improvement in the steel chemistry and insulating properties of surface coatings. The thinner and

more effective the insulating coatings are, the more efficient a particular core material will be. The

thinner the laminations of electrical steel, the lower the losses in the core due to circulating currents.

Mass production of distribution transformers has made it feasible to replace stacked cores with wound

cores. C-cores were first used in distribution transformers around 1940. A C-core is made from a

continuous strip of steel, wrapped and formed into a rectangular shape, and then annealed and bonded

together. The core is then sawn in half to form two C-shaped sections that are machine-faced and

reassembled around the coil. In the mid-1950s, various manufacturers developed wound cores that were

die-formed into a rectangular shape and then annealed to relieve their mechanical stresses. The cores of

most distribution transformers made today are made with wound cores. Typically, the individual layers

are cut, with each turn slightly lapping over itself. This allows the core to be disassembled and put back

together around the coil structures while allowing a minimum of energy loss in the completed core.

Electrical steel manufacturers now produce stock for wound cores that is from 0.35- to 0.18-mm thick in

various grades. In the early 1980s, rapid increases in the cost of energy prompted the introduction of

amorphous core steel. Amorphous metal is cooled down from the liquid state so rapidly that there is no

time to organize into a crystalline structure. Thus it forms the metal equivalent of glass and is often

referred to as metal glass or ‘‘met-glass.’’ Amorphous core steel is usually 0.025-mm thick and offers

another choice in the marketplace for transformer users that have very high energy costs.
3.2.4 Winding Materials

Conductors for low-voltage windings were originally made from small rectangular copper bars, referred

to as ‘‘strap.’’ Higher ratings could require as many as 16 of these strap conductors in parallel to make

one winding having the needed cross section. A substantial improvement was gained by using copper

strip, which could be much thinner than strap but with the same width as the coil itself. In the early

1960s, instability in the copper market encouraged the use of aluminum strip conductor. The use of

aluminum round wire in the primary windings followed in the early 1970s (Palmer, 1983). Today,

both aluminum and copper conductors are used in distribution transformers, and the choice is
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largely dictated by economics. Round w ire separated by paper insulation between layers has several

disadvantages. The wi re tends to ‘‘gutter,’’ that is, to fall into the troug hs in the layer below. Also, the

contact between the w ire and paper occurs only along two lines on either side of the conductor. This is a

significant disadvantage when an adhesive is used to bind the w ire and paper together. To prevent these

problems, manufacturers often flatten the w ire into an oval or rectangular shape in the process of

w inding the coil. This allows more conductor to be wound into a given size of coil and improves the

mechanical and electrical integrit y of the coil (Figure 3.4).

3.2.5 Conductor Insulation

The most common insulation today for high-voltage windings is an enamel coating on the wire,

with kraft paper used between layers. Low-voltage strip can be bare with paper insulation between

layers. The use of paper wrapping on strap conductor is slowly being replaced by synthetic polymer

coatings or wrapping with synthetic cloth. For special applications, synthetic paper such as DuPont’s

Nomex1 can be used in place of kraft paper to permit higher continuous operating temperatures within

the transformer coils.

3.2.5.1 Thermally Upgraded Paper

In 1958, manufacturers introduced insulating paper that was chemically treated to resist breakdown due

to thermal aging. At the same time, testing programs throughout the industry were showing that the

estimates of transformer life being used at the time were extremely conservative. By the early 1960s,

citing the functional-life testing results, the industry began to change the standard average winding-

temperature rise for distribution transformers, first to a dual rating of 558C=658C and then to a single

658C rating (IEEE, 1995). In some parts of the world, the distribution transformer standard remains

at 558C rise for devices using nonupgraded paper.

3.2.6 Conductor Joining

The introduction of aluminum wire, strap, and strip conductors and enamel coatings presented a

number of challenges to distribution transformer manufacturers. Aluminum spontaneously forms

an insulating oxide coating when exposed to air. This oxide coating must be removed or avoided

whenever an electrical connection is desired. Also, electrical-conductor grades of aluminum are quite

soft and are subject to cold flow and differential expansion problems when mechanical clamping is

attempted. Some methods of splicing aluminum wires include soldering or crimping with special crimps

that penetrate enamel and oxide coatings and seal out oxygen at the contact areas. Aluminum strap or

strip conductors can be TIG (tungsten inert gas)-welded. Aluminum strip can also be cold-welded or

crimped to other copper or aluminum connectors. Bolted connections can be made to soft aluminum if

the joint area is properly cleaned. ‘‘Belleville’’ spring washers and proper torquing are used to control the

clamping forces and contain the metal that wants to flow out of the joint. Aluminum joining problems

are sometimes mitigated by using hard alloy tabs with tin plating to make bolted joints using standard

hardware.

3.2.7 Coolants

3.2.7.1 Mineral Oil

Mineral oil surrounding a transformer core–coil assembly enhances the dielectric strength of the

winding and prevents oxidation of the core. Dielectric improvement occurs because oil has a greater

electrical withstand than air and because the dielectric constant of oil (2.2) is closer to that of the
1Nomex is a registered trademark of E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, DE.
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insulation. As a result, the stress on the insulation is lessened when oil replaces air in a dielectric system.

Oil also picks up heat while it is in contact w ith the conductors and carries the heat out to the tank

surface by self-convection. Thus a transformer immersed in oil can have smaller electrical clearances and

smaller conductors for the same voltage and kVA ratings.

3.2.7.2 Askarels

Beginning about 1932, a class of liquids called askarels or polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) was used

as a substitute for mineral oil where flammabilit y was a major concern. Askarel-filled transformers

could be placed inside or next to a building where only dr y t y pes were used previously. Althoug h

these coolants were considered nonflammable, when used in electrical equipment they could

decompose when exposed to electric arcs or fires to form hydrochloric acid and toxic furans and dioxins.

The compounds were fur ther undesirable because of their persistence in the env ironment and their

abilit y to accumulate in hig her animals, including humans. Testing by the U.S. Env ironmental Protection

Agency has shown that PCBs can cause cancer in animals and cause other noncancerous health effects.

Studies in humans provide supportive evidence for potential carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic

effects of PCBs (http: ==www.epa.gov). The use of askarels in new transformers was outlawed in 1977

(Claiborne, 1999). Work still continues to retire and properly dispose off transformers containing askarels

or askarel-contaminated mineral oil. Current ANSI=IEEE standards require transformer manufacturers

to state on the nameplate that new equipment left the factory with less than 2-ppm PCBs in the oil

(IEEE, 2000).

3.2.7.3 High-Temperature Hydrocarbons

Among the coolants used to take the place of askarels in distribution transformers are high-temperature

hydrocarbons (HTHC), also called high-molecular-weight hydrocarbons. These coolants are classified

by the National Electric Code as ‘‘less flammable’’ if they have a fire point above 3008C. The disadvan-

tages of HTHCs include increased cost and a diminished cooling capacity from the higher viscosity that

accompanies the higher molecular weight.

3.2.7.4 Silicones

Another coolant that meets the National Electric Code requirements for a less-flammable liquid is a

silicone, chemically known as polydimethylsiloxane. Silicones are only occasionally used because they

exhibit biological persistence if spilled and are more expensive than mineral oil or HTHCs.

3.2.7.5 Halogenated Fluids

Mixtures of tetrachloroethane and mineral oil were tried as an oil substitute for a few years. This and

other chlorine-based compounds are no longer used because of a lack of biodegradability, the tendency

to produce toxic by-products, and possible effects on the Earth’s ozone layer.

3.2.7.6 Esters

Synthetic esters are being used in Europe, where high-temperature capability and biodegradability are

most important and their high cost can be justified, for example, in traction (railroad) transformers.

Transformer manufacturers in the U.S. are now investigating the use of natural esters obtained

from vegetable seed oils. It is possible that agricultural esters will provide the best combination of

high-temperature properties, stability, biodegradability, and cost as an alternative to mineral oil in

distribution transformers (Oommen and Claiborne, 1996).
3.2.8 Tank and Cabinet Materials

A distribution transformer is expected to operate satisfactorily for a minimum of 30 years in an outdoor

environment while extremes of loading work to weaken the insulation systems inside the transformer.
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FIGURE 3.2 Typical three-phase pad-mounted distribution transformer. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson

City, MO.)
This hig h expectation demands the best in state-of-the-ar t design, metal processing , and coating

technologies. A ty pical three-phase pad-mounted transformer is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

3.2.8.1 Mild Steel

Almost all overhead and pad-mounted transformers have their tank and cabinet par ts made from mild

car bon steel. In recent years, major manufacturers have star ted using coatings applied by electrophoretic

methods (aqueous deposition) and by powder coating . These new methods have largely replaced the

traditional flow-coating and solvent-spray application methods.

3.2.8.2 Stainless Steel

Since the mid-1960s, sing le-phase submersibles have almost exclusively used AISI 400-series stainless

steel. These grades of stainless steel were selected for their good welding proper ties and their tendency to

resist pit-corrosion. Both 400-series and the more expensive 304L (low-car bon chromium–nickel)

stainless steel have been used for pad mounts and pole t y pes where severe env ironments justify the

added cost. Transformer users wi th severe coastal env ironments have obser ved that pad mounts show

the worst corrosion damage where the cabinet sill and lower areas of the tank contact the pad. This is

easily explained by the tendency for moisture, leaves, grass clippings, law n chemicals, etc. to collect on

the pad surface. Higher areas of a tank and cabinet are warmed and dried by the operating transformer,

but the lowest areas in contact wit h the pad remain cool. Also, the sill and tank surfaces in contact

w ith the pad are most likely to have the paint scratched. To address this, manufacturers sometimes

offer hybrid transformers, where the cabinet sill, hood, or the tank base may be selectively made from

stainless steel.

3.2.8.3 Composites

There have been many attempts to conquer the corrosion tendencies of transformers by replacing metal

structures with reinforced plastics. One of the more successful is a one-piece composite hood for single-

phase pad-mounted transformers (Figure 3.3).
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FIGURE 3.3 Single-phase transformer with composite hood. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
3.2.9 Modern Processing

3.2.9.1 Adhesive Bonding

Today’s distribution transformers almost universally use a kraft insulating paper that has a diamond

pattern of epoxy adhesive on each side. Each finished coil is heated before assembly. The heating drives

out any moisture that might be absorbed in the insulation. Bringing the entire coil to the elevated

temperature also causes the epoxy adhesive to bond and cure, making the coil into a solid mass, which is

more capable of sustaining the high thermal and mechanical stresses that the transformer might

encounter under short-circuit current conditions while in service. Sometimes the application of heat

is combined with clamping of the coil sides to ensure intimate contact of the epoxy-coated paper with

the conductors as the epoxy cures. Another way to improve adhesive bonding in the high-voltage

winding is to flatten round wire as the coil is wound. This produces two flat sides to contact adhesive

on the layer paper above and below the conductor. It also improves the space factor of the conductor

cross section, permitting more actual conductor to fit within the same core window. Flattened

conductor is less likely to ‘‘gutter’’ or fall into the spaces in the previous layer, damaging the layer
FIGURE 3.4 Cross section of enameled

round wire after flattening. (By permission

of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
insulation. Figure 3.4 shows a cross section of enameled

round wire after flattening.

3.2.9.2 Vacuum Processing

With the coil still warm from the bonding process, transform-

ers are held at a high vacuum while oil flows into the tank.

The combination of heat and vacuum assures that all mois-

ture and all air bubbles have been removed from the coil,

providing electrical integrity and a long service-life. Factory

processing with heat and vacuum is impossible to duplicate in

the field or in most service facilities. Transformers, if opened,

should be exposed to the atmosphere for minimal amounts of

time, and oil levels should never be taken down below the

tops of the coils. All efforts must be taken to keep air bubbles

out of the insulation structure.
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3.3 General Transformer Design

3.3.1 Liquid-Filled vs. Dry Type

The vast majority of distribution transformers on utilit y systems today are liquid filled. Liquid-filled

transformers offer the advantages of smaller size, lower cost, and greater overload capabilities compared

w ith dr y t y pes of the same rating .

3.3.2 Stacked vs. Wound Cores

Stacked-core construction favors the manufacturer who makes a small quantit y of wid ely var y ing special

designs in its facilit y. A manufacturer who builds large quantities of identical designs w ill benefit from

the automated fabrication and processing of wound cores. Figure 3.5 shows three-phase stacked and

wound cores.

3.3.3 Single Phase

The vast majority of distribution transformers used in Nor th America are sing le phase, usually ser v ing

a sing le residence or as many as 14 to 16, depending on the characteristics of the residential load.

Sing le-phase transformers can be connected into banks of two or three separate units. Each unit in a

bank should have the same voltage ratings but need not supply the same kVA load.

3.3.3.1 Core-Form Construction

A single core loop linking two identical winding coils is referred to as core-form construction. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Three-phase three-legged core

Three-phase four-legged core Three-phase five-legged core

FIGURE 3.5 Three- and four-legged stacked cores and five-legged wound core. (From IEEE C57.105-1978, IEEE

Guide for Application of Transformer Connections in Three-Phase Distribution Systems, copyright 1978 by the

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. The IEEE disclaims any responsibility or liability resulting from

the placement and use in the described manner. Information is reprinted with the permission of the IEEE.)
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Single-phase core-type transformer

FIGURE 3.6 Core-form construction. (From IEEE C57.105-1978, IEEE Guide for Application of Transformer

Connections in Three-Phase Distribution Systems, copyright 1978 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, Inc. The IEEE disclaims any responsibility or liability resulting from the placement and use in the

described manner. Information is reprinted with the permission of the IEEE.)
3.3.3.2 Shell-Form Construction

A single winding structure linking two core loops is referred to as shell-form construction. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Single-phase shell-type transformer

FIGURE 3.7 Shell-form construction. (From IEEE C57.105-1978, IEEE Guide for Application of Transformer

Connections in Three-Phase Distribution Systems, copyright 1978 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, Inc. The IEEE disclaims any responsibility or liability resulting from the placement and use in the

described manner. Information is reprinted with the permission of the IEEE.)
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FIGURE 3.8 LO-HI-LO and LO-HI configurations. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
3.3.3.3 Winding Configuration

Most distribution transformers for residential service are built as a shell form, where the secondar y winding

is split into two sections wi th the primar y w inding in between. This so-called LO-HI-LO configuration

results in a lower impedance than if the secondar y w inding is contiguous. The LO-HI configuration is

used where the hig her impedance is desired and especially on hig her-kVA ratings where hig her

impedances are mandated by standards to limit shor t-circuit current. Core-form transformers are always

built LO-HI because the two coils must always carr y the same currents. A 120= 240 V ser v ice using a

core-form in the LO-HI-LO configuration would need eig ht interconnected coil sections. This is

considered too complicated to be commercially practical. LO-HI-LO and LO-HI configurations are

illustrated in Figure 3.8.

3.3.4 Three Phase

Most distribution transformers built and used outside Nor th America are three phase, even for

residential ser v ice. In Nor th America, three-phase transformers ser ve commercial and industrial sites

only. All three-phase distribution transformers are said to be of core-form construction, althoug h the

definitions outlined above do not hold. Three-phase transformers have one coaxial coil for each phase

encircling a ver tical leg of the core structure. Stacked cores have three or possibly four ver tical legs, while

wound cores have a total of four loops creating five legs or ver tical paths: three down throug h the center

of the three coils and one on the end of each outside coil. The use of three vs. four or five legs in the core

structure has a bearing on which electrical connections and loads can be used by a par ticular trans-

former. The advantage of three-phase electrical systems in general is the economy gained by having the

phases share common conductors and other components. This is especially true of three-phase trans-

formers using common core structures. See Figure 3.5.
3.3.5 Duplex and Triplex Construction

Occasionally, utilities wi ll require a sing le tank that contains two completely separate core–coil assem-

blies. Such a design is sometimes called a duplex and can have any size combination of sing le-phase

core–coil assemblies inside. The effect is the same as constructing a two-unit bank with the advantage of

having only one tank to place. Similarly, a utility may request a triplex transformer with three completely

separate and distinct core structures (of the same kVA rating) mounted inside one tank.
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3.3.6 Serving Mixed Single- and Three-Phase Loads

The utilit y engineer has a number of transformer configurations to choose from, and it is impor tant to

match the transformer to the load being ser ved. A load that is mostly sing le phase w ith a small amount

of three phase is best ser ved by a bank of sing le-phase units or a duplex pair, one of which is larger to

ser ve the sing le-phase load. A balanced three-phase load is best ser ved by a three-phase unit, w ith each

phase’s coil identically loaded (ABB, 1995).

3.4 Transformer Connections

3.4.1 Single-Phase Primary Connections

The primar y w inding of a sing le-phase transformer can be connected between a phase conductor and

ground or between two phase conductors of the primar y system (IEEE, 2000).

3.4.1.1 Grounded Wye Connection

Those units that must be grounded on one side of the primar y are usually only provided with one primary

connection bushing. The primary circuit is completed by grounding the transformer tank to the grounded

system neutral. Thus, it is imperative that proper grounding procedure be followed when the transformer

is installed so that the tank never becomes ‘‘hot.’’ Since one end of the primary winding is always grounded,

the manufacturer can economize the design and grade the high-voltage insulation. Grading provides less

insulation at the end of the winding closest to ground. A transformer with graded insulation usually

cannot be converted to operate phase-to-phase. The primary-voltage designation on the nameplate of a

graded insulation transformer will include the letters, ‘‘GRDY,’’ as in ‘‘12470 GRDY=7200,’’ indicating that

it must be connected phase-to-ground on a grounded wye system.

3.4.1.2 Fully Insulated Connection

Sing le-phase transformers supplied w ith fully insulated (not graded) coils and two separate primar y

connection bushings may be connected phase-to-phase on a three-phase system or phase-to-ground

on a grounded wye system as long as the proper voltage is applied to the coil of the transformer.

The primar y voltage designation on the nameplate of a fully insulated transformer w ill look like

7200=12470Y, where 7,200 is the coil voltage. If the primar y voltage shows only the coil voltage, as in

2400, then the bushings can sustain only a limited voltage from the system ground, and the transformer

must be connected phase-to-phase.

3.4.2 Single-Phase Secondary Connections

Distribution transformers will usually have two, three, or four secondary bushings, and the most

common voltage ratings are 240 and 480, wi th and w ithout a mid-tap connection. Figure 3.9 shows

various single-phase secondary connections.

3.4.2.1 Two Secondary Bushings

A transformer with two bushings can supply only a single voltage to the load.

3.4.2.2 Three Secondary Bushings

A transformer with three bushings supplies a single voltage with a tap at the midpoint of that voltage. This

is the common three-wire residential service used in North America. For example, a 120=240 V secondary

can supply load at either 120 or 240 V as long as neither 120-V coil section is overloaded. Transformers

with handholes or removable covers can be internally reconnected from three to two bushings in order to

serve full kVA from the parallel connection of coil sections. These are designated 120=240 or 240=480 V,

with the smaller value first. Most pad-mounted distribution transformers are permanently and completely

sealed and therefore cannot be reconnected from three to two bushings. The secondary voltage for

permanently sealed transformers with three bushings is 240=120 or 480=240 V.
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FIGURE 3.9 Single-phase secondary connections. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
3.4.2.3 Four Secondary Bushings

Secondaries with four bushings can be connected together external to the transformer to create a mid-

tap connection with one bushing in common, or a two-bushing connection where the internal coil

sections are paralleled. The four-bushing secondary will be designated as 120=240 or 240=480 V,

indicating that a full kVA load can be served at the lower voltage. The distinction between 120=240

and 240=120 V must be carefully followed when pad-mounted transformers are being specified.

3.4.3 Three-Phase Connections

When discussing three-phase distribution transformer connections, it is well to remember that this

can refer to a single three-phase transformer or single-phase transformers interconnected to create a

three-phase bank. For either an integrated transformer or a bank, the primary or secondary can be wired in

either delta or wye connection. The wye connections can be either grounded or ungrounded. However, not

all combinations will operate satisfactorily, depending on the transformer construction, characteristics of

the load, and the source system. Detailed information on three-phase connections can be found in the

literature (ABB, 1995; IEEE, 1978a). Some connections that are of special concern are listed below.

3.4.3.1 Ungrounded Wye–Grounded Wye

A wye–wye connection where the primary neutral is left floating produces an unstable neutral where

high third-harmonic voltages are likely to appear. In some Asian systems, the primary neutral is

stabilized by using a three-legged core and by limiting current unbalance on the feeder at the substation.

3.4.3.2 Grounded Wye–Delta

This connection is called a grounding transformer. Unbalanced primary voltages will create high currents in

the delta circuit. Unless the transformer is specifically designed to handle these circulating currents, the

secondary windings can be overloaded and burn out. Use of the ungrounded wye–delta is suggested instead.

3.4.3.3 Grounded Wye–Grounded Wye

A grounded wye–wye connection will sustain unbalanced voltages, but it must use a four- or five-legged

core to provide a return path for zero-sequence flux.

3.4.3.4 Three-Phase Secondary Connections–Delta

Three-phase transformers or banks with delta secondaries will have simple nameplate designations such

as 240 or 480. If one winding has a mid-tap, say for lighting, then the nameplate will say 240=120

or 480=240, similar to a single-phase transformer with a center tap. Delta secondaries can be grounded

at the mid-tap or any corner.
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3.4.3.5 Three-Phase Secondary Connections–Wye

Popular voltages for wye secondaries are 208Y= 120, 480Y=277, and 600Y=347

3.4.4 Duplex Connections

Two sing le-phase transformers can be connected into a bank having either an open-wye or open-delta

primar y along w ith an open-delta secondar y. Such banks are used to ser ve loads that are predominantly

sing le phase but w ith some three phase. The secondar y leg ser v ing the sing le-phase load can have a mid-

tap, which may be grounded.

3.4.5 Other Connections

For details on other connections such as T-T and zigzag , consult the listed references (IEEE, 2002b; ABB,

1995; IEEE, 1978a).

3.4.6 Preferred Connections

In the earliest days of electric utility systems, it was found that induction motors drew currents that exhibited

a substantial third-harmonic component. In addition, transformers on the system that were operating

close to the saturation point of their cores had third harmonics in the exciting current. One way to keep

these harmonic currents from spreading over an entire system was to use delta-connected windings in

transformers. Third-harmonic currents add up in-phase in a delta loop and flow around the loop,

dissipating themselves as heat in the windings but minimizing the harmonic voltage distortion that might

be seen elsewhere on the utility’s system. With the advent of suburban underground systems in the 1960s, it

was found that a transformer with a delta-connected primary was more prone to ferroresonance problems

because of higher capacitance between buried primary cables and ground. An acceptable preventive was

to go to grounded-wye–grounded-wye transformers on all but the heaviest industrial applications.

3.5 Operational Concerns

Even w ith the best engineering practices, abnormal situations can arise that may produce damage to

equipment and compromise the continuit y of the deliver y of qualit y power from the utilit y.

3.5.1 Ferroresonance

Ferroresonance is an overvoltage phenomenon that occurs when charging current for a long underground

cable or other capacitive reactance saturates the core of a transformer. Such a resonance can result in voltages

as high as five times the rated system voltage, damaging lightning arresters and other equipment and possibly

even the transformer itself. When ferroresonance is occurring, the transformer is likely to produce loud

squeals and groans, and the noise has been likened to the sound of steel roofing being dragged across a

concrete surface. A typical ferroresonance situation is shown in Figure 3.10 and consists of long under-

ground cables feeding a transformer with a delta-connected primary. The transformer is unloaded or very

lightly loaded and switching or fusing for the circuit operates one phase at a time. Ferroresonance can

occur when energizing the transformer as the first switch is closed, or it can occur if one or more distant

fuses open and the load is very light. Ferroresonance is more likely to occur on systems with higher

primary voltage and has been observed even when there is no cable present. All of the contributing

factors—delta or wye connection, cable length, voltage, load, single-phase switching—must be considered

together. Attempts to set precise limits for prevention of the phenomenon have been frustrating.

3.5.2 Tank Heating

Another phenomenon that can occur to three-phase transformers because of the common core structure

between phases is tank heating. Wye–wye-connected transformers that are built on four- or five-legged
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FIGURE 3.10 Typical ferroresonance situation. (From IEEE C57.105-1978, IEEE Guide for Application of Trans-

former Connections in Three-Phase Distribution Systems, copyright 1978 by the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers, Inc. The IEEE disclaims any responsibility or liability resulting from the placement and use

in the described manner. Information is reprinted with the permission of the IEEE.)
cores are likely to saturate the return legs when zero-sequence voltage exceeds about 33% of the normal line-

to-neutral voltage. This can happen, for example, if two phases of an overhead line wrap together and are

energized by a single electrical phase. When the return legs are saturated, magnetic flux is then forced out of

the core and finds a return path through the tank walls. Eddy currents produced by magnetic flux in the

ferromagnetic tank steel will produce tremendous localized heating, occasionally burning the tank paint and

boiling the oil inside. For most utilities, the probability of this happening is so low that it is not economically

feasible to take steps to prevent it, other than keeping trees trimmed. A few, with a higher level of concern,

purchase only triplex transformers, having three separate core–coil assemblies in one tank.

3.5.3 Polarity and Angular Displacement

The phase relationship of single-phase transformer voltages is described as ‘‘polarity.’’ The term for

voltage phasing on three-phase transformers is ‘‘angular displacement.’’

3.5.3.1 Single-Phase Polarity

The polarity of a transformer can either be additive or subtractive. These terms describe the voltage that

may appear on adjacent terminals if the remaining terminals are jumpered together. The origin of

the polarity concept is obscure, but apparently, early transformers having lower primary voltages

and smaller kVA sizes were first built with additive polarity. When the range of kVAs and voltages was

extended, a decision was made to switch to subtractive polarity so that voltages between adjacent

bushings could never be higher than the primary voltage already present. Thus, the transformers built

to ANSI standards today are additive if the voltage is 8,660 or below and the kVA is 200 or less; otherwise

they are subtractive. This differentiation is strictly a U.S. phenomenon. Distribution transformers built

to Canadian standards are all additive, and those built to Mexican standards are all subtractive. Although

the technical definition of polarity involves the relative position of primary and secondary bushings, the

position of primary bushings is always the same according to standards. Therefore, when facing

the secondary bushings of an additive transformer, the X1 bushing is located to the right (of X3),

while for a subtractive transformer, X1 is farthest to the left. To complicate this definition, a single-phase

pad-mounted transformer built to ANSI standard Type 2 will always have the X2 mid-tap bushing on the

lowest right-hand side of the low-voltage slant pattern. Polarity has nothing to do with the internal
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FIGURE 3.11 Single-phase polarity. (From IEEE C57.12.90-1999. The IEEE disclaims any responsibility or liability

resulting from the placement and use in the described manner. Information is reprinted with the permission of the IEEE.)
construction of the transformer windings but only with the routing of leads to the bushings. Polarity

only becomes important when transformers are being paralleled or banked. Single-phase polarity is

illustrated in Figure 3.11.

3.5.3.2 Three-Phase Angular Displacement

The phase relation of voltage between H1 and X1 bushings on a three-phase distribution transformer is

referred to as angular displacement. ANSI standards require that wye–wye and delta–delta transformers have

08 displacement. Wye–delta and delta–wye transformers will have X1 lagging H1 by 308. This difference in

angular displacement means that care must be taken when three-phase transformers are paralleled to serve

large loads. Sometimes the phase difference is used to advantage, such as when supplying power to 12-pulse

rectifiers or other specialized loads. European standards permit a wide variety of displacements, the most

common being Dy11. This IEC designation is interpreted as Delta primary–wye secondary, with X1 lagging

H1 by 11� 308¼ 3308, or leading by 308. The angular displacement of Dy11 differs from the ANSI angular

displacement by 608. Three-phase angular displacement is illustrated in Figure 3.12.
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FIGURE 3.12 Three-phase angular displacement. (From IEEE C57.105-1978. The IEEE disclaims any responsibil-

ity or liability resulting from the placement and use in the described manner. Information is reprinted with the

permission of the IEEE.)
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3.6 Transformer Locations

3.6.1 Overhead

With electric w ires being strung at the tops of poles to keep them out of the reach of the general public, it

is obv ious that transformers would be hung on the same poles, as close as possible to the hig h-voltage

source conductors. Larger units were often placed on overhead platforms in alleyways, or alongside

buildings, or on ground-level pads protected by fencing . While overhead construction is still the most

economical choice in rural areas, it has the disadvantage of susceptibilit y to ice and w ind storms. Also

the public no longer perceives overhead w iring as a sign of progress, instead considering it an eyesore

that should be eliminated from v iew. This has lead to most new construction being underground in

some areas, rather than overhead.

3.6.2 Underground

Larger cities wi th concentrated commercial loads and tall buildings have had underground primar y

cables and transformers installed in below-grade ventilated vaults since the early par t of the 20th centur y.

By connecting many transformers into a secondar y network, ser v ice to hig hly concentrated loads can be

maintained even thoug h a sing le transformer may fail. In a secondar y network, temporar y overloads can

be shared among all the connected transformers.

The use of underground distribution for lig ht industrial, commercial and residential ser v ice became

popular in the 1960s, w ith the emphasis on beautification that promoted fences around scrap yards and

the elimination of overhead electric and telephone lines. The most common construction method for

residential electric ser v ices is underground primar y cables feeding a transformer placed on a pad at

ground level. The problems of heat dissipation and corrosion are only slig htly more severe than for

overheads, but they are substantially reduced compared w ith transformers confined in below-grade

ventilated vaults. Since pad mounts are intended to be placed in locations that are frequented by the

general public, the operating utilit y has to be concerned about securit y of the locked cabinet covering

the primar y and secondar y connections to the transformer. The industr y has established standards

for securit y against unauthorized entr y and vandalism of the cabinet and for locking provisions (IEEE

C57.12.28 and IEEE C57.12.29). Another concern is the minimization of sharp corners or edges that

may be hazardous to children at play and that also has been addressed by standards. The fact that pad-

mounted transformers can operate wi th surface temperatures near the boiling point of water is a fur ther

concern that is voiced from time to time. One argument used to minimize the danger of burns is to

point out that it is no more hazardous to touch a hot transformer than it is to touch the hood of an

automobile on a sunny day. From a scientific standpoint, research has shown that people will pull away

after touching a hot object in a much shorter time than it takes to sustain a burn injury. The point above

which persons mig ht be burned is about 1508 C (Hayman et al., 1973). See Section 3.7 for a detailed

description of underground transformers.

3.6.3 Directly Buried

Through the years, attempts have been made to place distribution transformers directly in the ground

without a means of ventilation. A directly buried installation may be desirable because it is completely out

of sight and cannot be damaged by windstorms, trucks and automobiles, or lawn mowers. There are three

major challenges when directly buried installations are considered: the limited operational accessibility, a

corrosive environment, and the challenge of dissipating heat from the transformer. The overall experience

has been that heat from a buried transformer tends to dry out earth that surrounds it, causing the earth to

shrink and create gaps in the heat-conduction paths to the ambient soil. If a site is found that is always

moist, then heat conduction may be assured, but corrosion of the tank or of cable shields is still a major

concern. Within the last several years, advances in encapsulation materials and techniques have fostered

development of a solid-insulation distribution transformer that can be installed in a ventilated vault or
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directly buried using thermal backfill materials while maintaining loadabilit y comparable wi th overhead

or pad-mounted transformers. For fur ther information, see Section 3.7.4.

3.6.4 Interior Installations

Building codes generally prohibit the installation of a distribution transformer containing mineral oil

inside or immediately adjacent to an occupied building . The options available include use of a dr y-t y pe

transformer or the replacement of mineral oil w ith a less-flammable coolant. See Section 3.2.7 regarding

coolants.

3.7 Underground Distribution Transformers

Underground transformers are self-cooled, liquid-filled, sealed units designed for step-down operation

from an underground primary-cable supply. They are available in both single- and three-phase designs.

Underground transformers can be separated into three subgroups: those designed for installation in

room-like vaults, those designed for installation in surface-operable enclosures, and those designed for

installation on a pad at ground level.

3.7.1 Vault Installations

The vault provides the required ventilation, access for operation, maintenance, and replacement, while at

the same time providing protection against unauthorized entry. Vaults used for transformer installations

are large enough to allow personnel to enter the enclosure, typically through a manhole and down a

ladder. Vaults have been used for many decades, and it is not uncommon to find installations that date

back to the days when only paper-and-lead-insulated primary cable was available. Transformers for vault

installations are typically designed for radial application and have a separate fuse installation on their

source side.

Vaults can incorporate many features:

. Removable top sections for transformer replacement

. Automatic sump pumps to keep water levels down

. Chimneys to increase natural air flow

. Forced-air circulation

Transformers designed for vault installation are sometimes installed in a room inside a building. This,

of course, requires a specially designed room to limit exposure to fire and access by unauthorized

personnel and to provide sufficient ventilation. Both mineral-oil-filled units and units with one of

the less-flammable insulating oils are used in these installations. These installations are also made using

dry-type or pad-mounted transformers.

Transformers for vault installation are manufactured as either subway transformers or as vault-type

transformers, which, according to IEEE C57.12.40, are defined as follows:

Vault-type transformers are suitable for occasional submerged operation.

Subway transformers are suitable for frequent or continuous submerged operation.

From the definitions, the vault-type transformer should only be used when a sump pump is installed,

while the subway-type could be installed without a sump pump. The principal distinction between

vault-type and subway transformers is their corrosion resistance. For example, the 1994 version of the

network standard, C57.12.40, required the auxiliary coolers to have a corrosion-resistance equivalence of

not less than 5=16 in. of copper-bearing steel for subway transformers but only 3=32 in. for vault-type

transformers. In utility application, vault and subway types may be installed in the same type of

enclosure and the use of a sump pump is predicated more on the need for quick access for operations

than it is on whether the transformer is a vault or subway type.
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FIGURE 3.13 Network transformer with protector. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company,

San Francisco, CA.)
3.7.1.1 Transformers for Vault Installation

3.7.1.1.1 Network Trans for mers

As defined in IEEE C57.12.80, network transformers (see Figure 3.13) are designed for use in vaults

to feed a variable-capacit y system of interconnected secondaries. They are three-phase transformers

that are designed to connect throug h a network protector to a secondar y network system. Network

transformers are t y pically applied to ser ve loads in the dow ntown areas of major cities. National

standard IEEE C57.12.40 details network transformers. The standard kVA ratings are 300, 500, 750,

1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 kVA. The primar y voltages range from 2400 to 34,500 V. The secondar y

voltages are 216Y= 125 or 480Y=277.

Network transformers are built as either vault t y pe or subway t y pe. They t y pically incorporate a

primar y sw itch w ith open, closed, and ground positions. Primar y cable entrances are made by one of the

follow ing methods:

1. Wiping sleeves or entrance fittings for connecting to lead cables—either one three-conductor or

three sing le-conductor fittings or sleeves.

2. Bushing wells or integral bushings for connecting to plastic cables—three wells or three bushings.

3.7.1.1.2 Network Protectors

Althoug h not a transformer, the network protector is associated w ith the network transformer. The

protector is an automatic sw itch that connects and disconnects the transformer from the secondar y

network being ser ved. The protector connects the transformer when power flows from the primar y

circuit into the secondar y network and it disconnects on reverse power flow from the secondar y to the

primar y. The protector is described in IEEE C57.12.44. The protector is t y pically mounted on the

secondar y throat of the network transformer, as shown in Figure 3.13.

3.7.1.1.3 Sing le-Phase Subway or Vault Ty pes

These are round single-phase transformers designed to be installed in a vault and capable of being banked

together to provide three-phase service (Figure 3.14). These can be manufactured as either subway-type or

vault-type transformers. They are typically applied to serve small- to medium-sized commercial three-phase

loads. The standard kVA ratings are 25, 37.5, 50, 75, 100, 167, and 250 kVA. Primary voltages range from
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FIGURE 3.14 Single-phase subway. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
2400 to 34,500 V, with the secondar y voltage usually being 120=240. Four secondar y bushings allow the

secondar y windings to be connected in parallel for wye connections or in series for delta connections.

The secondar y can be either insulated cables or spades. The units are designed to fit through a standard

36-in.-diameter manhole. They are not specifically covered by a national standard; however, they are ver y

similar to the units in IEEE C57.12.23. Units with three primar y bushings or wells, and with an internal

primary fuse (Figure 3.15), allow for connection in closed-delta, wye, or open-wye banks. They can also be

used for single-phase phase-to-ground connections.

Units wi th two primar y bushings or wells and wi th two internal primar y fuses (Figure 3.16) allow

for connection in an open-delta or an open-wye bank. This construction also allows for sing le-phase

line-to-line connections.

3.7.1.1.4 Three-Phase Subway or Vault Ty pes

These are rectangular-shaped three-phase transformers that can be manufactured as either subway-t y pe

or vault-t y pe. Figure 3.17 depicts a three-phase vault. These are used to supply large three-phase
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FIGURE 3.15 Three-bushing subway. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
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FIGURE 3.16 Two-bushing subway. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)

FIGURE 3.17 Three-phase vault. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
commercial loads. Typically they have primary-bushing well terminations on one of the small sides and

the secondary bushings with spades on the opposite end. These are also designed for radial installation

and require external fusing. They can be manufactured in any of the standard three-phase kVA sizes and

voltages. They are not detailed in a national standard.

3.7.2 Surface-Operable Installations

The subsurface enclosure provides the required ventilation as well as access for operation, maintenance, and

replacement, while at the same time providing protection against unauthorized entry. Surface-operable

enclosures have grade-level covers that can be removed to gain access to the equipment. The enclosures

typically are just large enough to accommodate the largest size of transformer and allow for proper cable

bending. Transformers for installation in surface-operable enclosures are manufactured as submersible

transformers, which are defined in IEEE C57.12.80 as ‘‘so constructed as to be successfully operable when

submerged in water under predetermined conditions of pressure and time.’’ These transformers are designed
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FIGURE 3.18 Single-phase round. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
for loop application and thus require internal protection. Submersible transformers are designed to be

connected to an underground distribution system that utilizes 200-A-class equipment. The primary is most

often #2 or 1=0 cables with 200-A elbows. While larger cables such as 4=0 can be used with the 200-A elbows,

it is not recommended. The extra stiffness of 4=0 cable makes it very difficult to avoid putting strain on the

elbow-bushing interface, which may lead to early failure. The operating points of the transformer are

arranged on or near the cover. The installation is designed to be hot-stick operable by a person standing at

ground level at the edge of the enclosure. There are three typical variations of submersible transformers.

3.7.2.1 Single-Phase Round Submersible

Single-phase round transformers (Figure 3.18) have been used since the early 1960s. These transformers

are typically applied to serve residential single-phase loads. These units are covered by IEEE C57.12.23. They

are manufactured in the normal single-phase kVA ratings of 25, 37.5, 50, 75, 100, and 167 kVA. Primary

voltages are available from 2400 through 24,940 GrdY=14,400, and the secondary is 240=120 V. They are

designed for loop-feed operation with a 200A internal bus connecting the two bushings. Three low-

voltage cable leads are provided through 100 kVA, while the 167-kVA size has six. They commonly come

in two versions—a two-primary-bushing unit (Figure 3.19) and a four-primary-bushing unit (Figure

3.20)—although only the first is detailed in the standard. The two-bushing unit is for phase-to-ground-

connected transformers, while the four-bushing unit is for phase-to-phase-connected transformers. As

these are designed for application where the primary continues after feeding through the transformer,
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the transformers require internal protection. The most common method is to use a secondar y breaker

and an internal nonreplaceable primary-expulsion fuse element. These units are designed for installation

in a 42 or 48-in.-diameter round enclosure. Enclosures have been made of fiberglass or concrete.

Installations have been made with and without a solid bottom. Those without a solid bottom simply

rest on a gravel base.

3.7.2.2 Single-Phase Horizontal Submersible

Functionally, sing le-phase horizontal submersible transformers are the same as the round sing le phase.

However, they are designed to be installed in a rectangular enclosure, as shown in Figure 3.21. Three

low-voltage cable leads are prov ided throug h 100 kVA, while the 167-kVA size has six. They are

manufactured in both four-primar y-bushing designs (Figure 3.22) and in six-primar y-bushing designs

(Figure 3.23). As well as the normal sing le-phase versions, there is also a duplex version. This is used to

supply four-w ire, three-phase, 120=240-V ser v ices from two core–coil assemblies connected open-delta

on the secondar y side. The primar y can be either open-delta or open-wye. Horizontal transformers also

have been in use since the early 1960s. These units are not specifically covered by a national standard.

The enclosures used have included treated plywood, fiberg lass, and concrete. The plywood and fiberg lass

enclosures are t y pically bottomless, w ith the transformer resting on a gravel base.

3.7.2.3 Three-Phase Submersible

The three-phase surface-operable units are detailed in IEEE C57.12.24. Ty pical application for these

transformers is to ser ve three-phase commercial loads from loop-feed primar y underground cables.

Primar y voltages are available from 2400 throug h 34,500 V. The standard three-phase kVA ratings from

75 to 1000 kVA are available with secondary voltage of 208Y=120 V. With a 480Y=277-V secondary, the

available sizes are 75 to 2500 kVA. Figure 3.24 depicts a three-phase submersible.
FIGURE 3.21 Four-bushing horizontal installed. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company,

San Francisco, CA.)
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FIGURE 3.22 Four-bushing horizontal. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)

FIGURE 3.23 Six-bushing horizontal. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)

FIGURE 3.24 Three-phase submersible. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
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Protection options include

. Dry-well current-limiting fuses with an interlocked switch to prevent the fuses from being

removed while energized
. Submersible bayonet fuses with backup, under-oil, partial-range, current-limiting fuses, or with

backup internal nonreplaceable primary-expulsion fuse elements

These are commonly installed in concrete rectangular boxes with removable cover sections.

3.7.3 Vault and Subsurface Common Elements

3.7.3.1 Tank Material

The substrate and coating should meet the requirements detailed in IEEE C57.12.32. The transformers can

be constructed out of 400-series or 300-series stainless steels or out of mild carbon steel. In general, 300-

series stainless steel outperforms 400-series stainless steel, which significantly outperforms mild carbon

steel. Most of the small units are manufactured out of 400-series stainless steel, since it is significantly less

expensive than 300-series. Stainless steels from the 400-series with a good coating have been found to give

satisfactory field performance. Due to lack of material availability, many of the larger units cannot be

manufactured from 400-series stainless. With the choice then being limited to mild carbon steel or the

very expensive 300-series stainless, most of the large units are constructed out of mild carbon steel.

3.7.3.2 Temperature Rating

Kilovoltampere ratings are based on not exceeding an average winding temperature rise of 558C and a

hottest-spot temperature rise of 708C. However, they are constructed with the same 658C rise insulation

systems used in overhead and pad-mounted transformers. This allows for continuous operation at rated

kVA provided that the enclosure ambient air temperature does not exceed 508C and the average

temperature does not exceed 408C. Utilities commonly restrict loading on underground units to a

lower limit than they do with pad-mounted or overhead units.

3.7.3.3 Siting

Subsurface units should not be installed if any of the following conditions apply:

. Soil is severely corrosive.

. Heavy soil erosion occurs.

. High water table causes repeated flooding of the enclosures.

. Heavy snowfall occurs.

. Severe mosquito problem exists.

3.7.3.4 Maintenance

Maintenance mainly consists of keeping the enclosure and the air vents free of foreign material. Dirt

allowed to stay packed against the tank can lead to accelerated anaerobic corrosion, resulting in tank

puncture and loss of mineral oil.

3.7.4 Emerging Issues

3.7.4.1 Water Pumping

Pumping of water from subsurface enclosures has been increasingly regulated. In some areas, water with any

oily residue or turbidity must be collected for hazardous-waste disposal. Subsurface and vault enclosures are

often subject to runoff water from streets. This water can include oily residue from vehicles. So even without

a leak from the equipment, water collected in the enclosure may be judged a hazardous waste.

3.7.4.2 West Nile Virus

Subsurface enclosures can provide breeding grounds for mosquitos. With the spread of the West Nile

virus, this can be a concern with local governmental agencies.
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FIGURE 3.25 Solid-insulation distribution transformer. (By permission of ABB Inc., Quebec.)
3.7.4.3 Solid Insulation

Transformers w ith solid insulation are commercially available for subsurface distribution applica-

tions (see Figure 3.25) w ith ratings up 167 kVA sing le-phase and 500 kVA three-phase. The total

encapsulation of what is essentially a dr y-t y pe transformer allows it to be applied in a subsurface

env ironment (direct buried or in a subsurface vault). The solid insulation distribution transformer

addresses problems often associated w ith underground and direct buried transformers. See Sections

3.6.2 and 3.6.3. Such installations can be out of sig ht, below grade, and not subject to corrosion and

contamination. Pad-mounted and pole-mounted versions are also available.

3.8 Pad-Mounted Distribution Transformers

Pad-mounted transformers are the most commonly used type of transformer for serving loads from

underground-distribution systems. They offer many advantages (some of which are listed below) over

subsurface, vault, or subway transformers.

. Installation: less expensive to purchase and easier to install

. Maintenance: easier to maintain

. Operability: easier to find, less time to open and operate

. Loading: utilities often assign higher loading limits to pad-mounted transformers as opposed to

surface-operable or vault units

Many users and suppliers break distribution transformers into just two major categories—overhead

and underground, with pad-mounted transformers included in the underground category. The IEEE

standards, however, divide distribution transformers into three categories—overhead, underground, and

pad mounted.

Pad-mounted transformers are manufactured as either

. Single-phase or three-phase units: single-phase units are designed to transform only one phase.

Three-phase units transform all three phases. Most three-phase transformers use one three-, four-,

or five-legged core structure, although duplex or triplex construction is used on occasion.
. Loop or radial units: loop-style units have the capability of terminating two primary conductors

per phase. Radial-style units can only terminate one primary cable per phase. The primary must

end at a radial-style unit, but from a loop style it can continue to serve other units.
. Live-front or dead-front units: live-front units have the primary cables terminated in a stress cone

supported by a bushing. Thus the primary has exposed energized metal, or ‘‘live,’’ parts. Dead-front

units use primary cables that are terminated with high-voltage separable insulated connectors.

Thus the primary has all ‘‘dead’’ parts—no exposed metal energized at primary voltages.
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FIGURE 3.26 Typical Type 1 loop-feed system. (By permission of ABB Inc., Raleigh, NC.)
3.8.1 Single-Phase Pad-Mounted Transformers

Single-phase pad-mounted transformers are usually applied to serve residential loads. Most single-phase

transformers are manufactured as clamshell, dead-front, loop-type with an internal 200-A primary bus

designed to allow the primary to loop through and continue to feed the next transformer. These are

detailed in the ANSI C57.12.25. The standard assumes that the residential subdivision is served by a one-

wire primary extension. It details two terminal arrangements for loop-feed systems: Type 1 (Figure 3.26)

and Type 2 (Figure 3.27). Both have two primary bushings and three secondary bushings. The primary is

always on the left facing the transformer bushings with the cabinet hood open, and the secondary is on

the right. There is no barrier or division between the primary and secondary. In the Type 1 units, both

primary and secondary cables rise directly up from the pad. In Type 2 units, the primary rises from the

right and crosses the secondary cables that rise from the left. Type 2 units can be shorter than the Type 1

units, since the crossed cable configuration gives enough free cable length to operate the primary elbow

terminations without requiring the bushing to be placed as high. Although not detailed in the national
FIGURE 3.27 Typical Type 2 loop-feed system. (By permission of ABB Inc., Raleigh, NC.)
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FIGURE 3.28 Single-phase live front. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
standard, there are units built w ith four and w ith six primar y bushings. The four-bushing units are used

for sing le-phase lines, w ith the transformers connected phase-to-phase. The six-primar y-bushing units

are used to supply sing le-phase loads from three-phase taps. Terminating all of the phases in the

transformer allows all of the phases to be sectionalized at the same location. The internal sing le-phase

transformer can be connected either phase-to-phase or phase-to-ground. The six-bushing units also

allow the construction of duplex pad-mounted units that can be used to supply small three-phase loads

along w ith the normal sing le-phase residential load. In those cases, the ser v ice voltage is four-w ire, three-

phase, 120=240 V.

Cabinets for sing le-phase transformers are t y pically built in the clamshell configuration wi th one

l a r g e d o o r t h a t s w i n g s u p, as s h ow n i n F i g u re 3 . 2 6 an d F i g u re 3 . 2 7 . O l d e r u n i ts w e re m a n u f a c t u re d

w i t h t wo d o o r s , s i m i l a r to t h e t h re e - p h as e c a bi n e t s . New i n s ta l l at i o n s a re a l m o st u n i ver sa l l y d e ad

f ro n t; however, live-front units (see Figure 3.28) are still purchased for replacements. These units are also

built w ith clamshell cabinets but have an internal box-shaped insulating barrier constructed around the

primar y connections.
3.8.2 Three-Phase Pad-Mounted Transformers

T h re e - p h a se p ad - m o u n t e d t r a n s f o r m e r s a re t y p ic al l y a p p l i e d t o s e r ve co m m e rc ia l a n d i n d u s t r i a l

three-phase loads from underground distribution systems. Both the live-front and the dead-front

pad-mounted transformers are detailed in IEEE C57.12.34.
3.8.3 Live Front

Live-front transformers are specified as radial units and thus do not come w ith any fuse protection. See

Figure 3.29. The primar y compartment is on the left and the secondar y compartment is on the rig ht,

w ith a rigid barrier separating them. The secondar y door must be opened before the primar y door can

be opened. Stress-cone-terminated primar y cables rise ver tically and connect to the terminals on the end

of the hig h-voltage bushings. Secondar y cables rise vertically and are terminated on spades connected to

the secondar y bushings. Units w ith a secondar y of 208Y= 120 V are available up to 1000 kVA. Units w ith a

secondar y of 480Y= 277 V are available up to 2500 kVA.

Althoug h not detailed in a national standard, there are many similar ty pes available. A loop-st yle live

front (Figure 3.30) can be constructed by adding fuses mounted below the primar y bushings.
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FIGURE 3.29 Radial-st yle live front. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)

FIGURE 3.30 Loop-style live front. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
Two primar y cables are then both connected to the bottom of the fuse. The loop is then made at the

terminal of the hig h-voltage bushing , external to the transformer but wit hin its primar y compartment.
3.8.4 Dead Front

Both radial- and loop-feed dead-front pad-mounted transformers are detailed in the standard. Radial-

st yle units have three primar y bushings arranged horizontally, as seen in Figure 3.31. Loop-st yle units

have six primar y bushings arranged in a V pattern, as seen in Figure 3.32 and Figure 3.33. In both, the
FIGURE 3.31 Radial-style dead front. (By permission of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, CA.)
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FIGURE 3.32 Small loop-st yle dead front. (By permission of ABB Inc., Raleigh, NC.)

FIGURE 3.33 Large loop-style dead front. (By permission of ABB Inc., Raleigh, NC.)
primar y compartment is on the left and the secondar y compar tment is on the rig ht, often wi th a rigid

barrier between them. The secondar y door must be opened before the primar y door can be opened. The

primar y cables are terminated w ith separable insulated hig h-voltage connectors, commonly referred to

as 200-A elbows, specified in IEEE 386. These plug onto the primar y bushings, which can be either

bushing wells w ith an inser t or they can be integral bushings. Bushing wells w ith inser ts are preferred, as

they allow both the inser t and elbow to be easily replaced should a failure occur. Units wit h a secondar y

of 208Y=120 V are available up to 1000 kVA. Units w ith a secondar y of 480Y= 277 V are available up

to 2500 kVA.

3.8.5 Additional Ratings

In addition to what is shown in the national standards, there are other variations available. The smallest size

in the national standards is the 75 kVA unit. However, 45 kVA units are also manufactured in the normal

secondar y voltages. Units with higher secondar y voltages, such as 2400 and 4160Y= 2400, are manufactured

in sizes up to 3750 kVA. There is also a style being produced that is a cross between single- and three-phase

units. A small three-phase transformer is placed in a six-bushing loop-st yle clamshell cabinet, as seen in

Figure 3.34. These are available from 45 to 150 kVA in both 208Y= 120 and 480Y=277 V secondaries.
3.8.6 Pad-Mount Common Elements

3.8.6.1 Protection

Most distribution transformers include some kind of primar y overcurrent protection. For a detailed

discussion, see Section 3.13 .
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FIGURE 3.34 Mini three-phase in clamshell cabinet. (By permission of ABB Inc., Raleigh, NC.)
3.8.6.2 Primary Conductor

Pad-mounted transformers are designed to be connected to an underground distribution system that

utilizes 200-A-class equipment. The primar y is most often #2 or 1=0 cables w ith 200-A elbows or stress

cones. It is recommended that larger cables such as 4= 0 not be used w ith the 200-A elbows. The extra

stiffness of 4=0 cable makes it ver y difficult to avoid putting strain on the elbow-bushing interface,

leading to premature elbow failures.

3.8.6.3 Pad

Pads are made out of various materials. The most common is concrete, which can be either poured in

place or precast. Concrete is suitable for any size pad. Pads for sing le-phase transformers are also

commonly made out of fiberg lass or poly mer-concrete.

3.8.6.4 Enclosure

There are two national standards that specify the requirements for enclosure integrit y for pad-mounted

equipment: IEEE C57.12.28 for normal env ironments and IEEE C57.12.29 for coastal env ironments.

The tank and cabinet of pad-mounted transformers are commonly manufactured out of mild car bon

steel. When applied in corrosive areas, such as near the ocean, they are commonly made out of 300- or

400-series stainless steel. In general, 300-series stainless steel w ill outperform 400-series stainless steel,

which significantly outperforms mild car bon steel in corrosive applications.

3.8.6.5 Maintenance

Maintenance mainly consists of keeping the enclosure rust free and in good repair so that it remains

tamper resistant, i.e., capable of being closed and locked so that it resists unauthorized entr y.

3.8.6.6 Temperature Rating

The normal temperature ratings are used. The kilovoltampere ratings are based on not exceeding an

average w inding temperature rise of 658 C and a hottest-spot temperature rise of 808C over a daily

average ambient of 308 C.

3.8.6.7 Tilting

Pad-mounted transformers are initially installed level; however, they can tilt after installation due to soil

movement. Figure 3.35 shows a pad-mounted transformer as found in the field. The question that

arises is when does this need to be corrected? The answer is not simple. A stable tilt may require no
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FIGURE 3.35 Tilting pad mount transformer.
action while an increasing tilt will require action at some point. If strain is being placed on a bushing by

stretched cables then action is needed. Internally, the core=coil assembly needs to remain under oil as

does any operable component such as switches and fuses. Unfortunately, it is not easy task to determine

the allowed maximum angle of tilt.
3.9 Transformer Losses

3.9.1 No-Load Loss and Exciting Current

When alternating voltage is applied to a transformer winding, an alternating magnetic flux is induced in

the core. The alternating flux produces hysteresis and eddy currents within the electrical steel, causing

heat to be generated in the core. Heating of the core due to applied voltage is called no-load loss. Other

names are iron loss or core loss. The term ‘‘no-load’’ is descriptive because the core is heated regardless

of the amount of load on the transformer. If the applied voltage is varied, the no-load loss is very

roughly proportional to the square of the peak voltage, as long as the core is not taken into saturation.
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The current that flows when a winding is energized is called the ‘‘exciting current’’ or ‘‘magnetizing

current,’’ consisting of a real component and a reactive component. The real component delivers power

for no-load losses in the core. The reactive current delivers no power but represents energy momentarily

stored in the winding inductance. Typically, the exciting current of a distribution transformer is less than

0.5% of the rated current of the winding that is being energized.

3.9.2 Load Loss

A transformer supplying load has current flowing in both the primary and secondary windings that will

produce heat in those windings. Load loss is divided into two parts, I2R loss and stray losses.

3.9.2.1 I2R Loss

Each transformer winding has an electrical resistance that produces heat when load current flows.

Resistance of a winding is measured by passing direct current through the winding to eliminate

inductive effects.

3.9.2.2 Stray Losses

When alternating current is used to measure the losses in a winding, the result is always greater than the

I2R measured with direct current. The difference between dc and ac losses in a winding is called ‘‘stray

loss.’’ One portion of stray loss is called ‘‘eddy loss’’ and is created by eddy currents circulating in the

winding conductors. The other portion is generated outside of the windings, in frame members, tank

walls, bushing flanges, etc. Although these are due to eddy currents also, they are often referred to as

‘‘other strays.’’ The generation of stray losses is sometimes called ‘‘skin effect’’ because induced eddy

currents tend to flow close to the surfaces of the conductors. Stray losses are proportionally greater in

larger transformers because their higher currents require larger conductors. Stray losses tend to be

proportional to current frequency, so they can increase dramatically when loads with high-harmonic

currents are served. The effects can be reduced by subdividing large conductors and by using stainless

steel or other nonferrous materials for frame parts and bushing plates.

3.9.3 Harmonics and DC Effects

Rectifier and discharge-lighting loads cause currents to flow in the distribution transformer that are not

pure power-frequency sine waves. Using Fourier analysis, distorted load currents can be resolved into

components that are integer multiples of the power frequency and thus are referred to as harmonics.

Distorted load currents are expected to be high in the 3rd, 5th, 7th, and sometimes the 11th and 13th

harmonics, depending on the character of the load.

3.9.3.1 Odd-Ordered Harmonics

Load currents that contain the odd-numbered harmonics will increase both the eddy losses and other

stray losses within a transformer. If the harmonics are substantial, then the transformer must be derated

to prevent localized and general overheating. ANSI standards suggest that any transformer with load

current containing more than 5% total harmonic distortion should be loaded according to the

appropriate ANSI guide (IEEE, 1998).

3.9.3.2 Even-Ordered Harmonics

Analysis of most harmonic currents will show very low amounts of even harmonics (2nd, 4th, 6th, etc.).

Components that are even multiples of the fundamental frequency generally cause the waveform to be

nonsymmetrical about the zero-current axis. The current therefore has a zeroth harmonic or dc-offset

component. The cause of a dc offset is usually found to be half-wave rectification due to a defective

rectifier or other component. The effect of a significant direct current offset is to drive the transformer

core into saturation on alternate half-cycles. When the core saturates, exciting current can be extremely

high, which can then burn out the primary winding in a very short time. Transformers that are
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experiencing dc-offset problems are usually noticed because of objectionably loud noise coming from

the core structure. Industr y standards are not clear regarding the limits of dc offset on a transformer.

A recommended value is a direct current no larger than the normal exciting current, which is usually

1% or less of a w inding’s rated current (Galloway, 1993).

3.10 Transformer Performance Model

A simple model w ill be developed to help explain performance characteristics of a distribution

transformer, namely impedance, shor t-circuit current, regulation, and efficiency.

3.10.1 Schematic

A simple two-w inding transformer is shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 3.36. A primar y w inding

of Np turns is on one side of a ferromagnetic core loop, and a similar coil having N s turns is on the other.

Both coils are wound in the same direction w ith the star ts of the coils at H1 and X1, respectively. When

an alternating voltage Vp is applied from H 2 to H1, an alternating magnetizing flux wm flows around the

closed core loop. A secondar y voltage Vs ¼ V p � N s= Np is induced in the secondar y w inding and appears

from X2 to X1 and ver y nearly in phase w ith Vp. With no load connected to X 1–X2, I p consists of only a

small current called the magnetizing current. When load is applied, current Is flows out of terminal X1 and

results in a current Ip ¼ Is � Ns=Np flowing into H1 in addition to magnetizing current. The ampere-turns

of flux due to current Ip�Np cancels the ampere-turns of flux due to current Is�Ns, so only the

magnetizing flux exists in the core for all the time the transformer is operating normally.

3.10.2 Complete Equivalent Circuit

Figure 3.37 shows a complete equivalent circuit of the transformer. An ideal transformer is insert ed to

represent the current- and voltage-transformation ratios. A parallel resistance and inductance represent-

ing the magnetizing impedance are placed across the primary of the ideal transformer. Resistance and

inductance of the two windings are placed in the H1 and X1 legs, respectively.

3.10.3 Simplified Model

To create a simplified model, the magnetizing impedance has been removed, acknowledging that no-

load loss is still generated and magnetizing current still flows, but it is so small that it can be ignored

when compared with the rated currents. The R and X values in either winding can be translated to the

other side by using percent values or by converting ohmic values with a factor equal to the turns
Np Turns Ns Turns

f m

X2

X1

Vs

Vp

Ip

H1

H2
Is

FIGURE 3.36 Two-winding transformer schematic. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
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Rp + jXp Rs + jXs

Np/Ns

H1 X1

X2H2
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Zm

Ideal
transformer

FIGURE 3.37 Complete transformer equivalent circuit. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
ratio squared (Np=Ns)
2. To convert losses or ohmic values of R and X to percent, use Equation 3.1 or

Equation 3.2:

%R ¼ load loss

10 kVA
¼ V(R) kVA

kV2
(3:1)

%X ¼ AW

10 kVA
¼ V(L) kVA

kV2 (3:2)

where AW is apparent watts, or the scalar product of applied voltage and exciting current in units of

amperes. Once the resistances and inductances are translated to the same side of the transformer, the

ideal transformer can be eliminated and the percent values of R and X combined. The result is the simple

model shown in Figure 3.38. A load, having power factor cos u, may be present at the secondary.
3.10.4 Impedance

The values of %R and %X form the legs of what is known as the ‘‘impedance triangle.’’ The hypotenuse

of the triangle is called the transformer’s impedance and can be calculated using Equation 3.3:

%Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
%R2 þ%X2
p

(3:3)
R + jX

cosq

FIGURE 3.38 Simplified transformer model. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
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A transformer’s impedance is sometimes called ‘‘impedance volts’’ because it can be measured by shorting

the secondar y terminals and apply ing sufficient voltage to the primar y so that rated current flows in each

w inding . The ratio of applied voltage to rated voltage, times 100, is equal to the percent impedance.
3.10.5 Short-Circuit Current

If the load (rig ht) side of the model of Figure 3.38 is shor ted and rated voltage from an infinite source is

applied to the left side, the current ISC will be limited only by the transformer impedance:

ISC ¼ 100� IR=%Z (3:4)

For example, if the rated current, IR, is 100 A and the impedance is 2.0%, the short-circuit current will be

100� 100=2¼ 5,000 A.
3.10.6 Percent Regulation

When a transformer is energized with no load, the secondary voltage will be exactly the primary voltage

divided by the turns ratio (Np=Ns). When the transformer is loaded, the secondary voltage will be

diminished by an amount determined by the transformer impedance and the power factor of the load.

This change in voltage is called regulation and is actually defined as the rise in voltage when the load is

removed. One result of the definition of regulation is that it is always a positive number. The primary

voltage is assumed to be held constant at the rated value during this process. The exact calculation of

percent regulation is given in Equation 3.5:

%reg ¼ L2 � %R2 þ%X2
� �

þ 200 � L � %X � sin uþ%R � cos uð Þ þ 10,000
� �0:5�100 (3:5)

where

cos u is the power factor of the load

L is per unit load on the transformer

The most significant portion of this equation is the cross products, and since %X predominates over %R

in the transformer impedance and cos u predominates over sin u for most loads, the percent regulation is

usually less than the impedance (at L¼ 1). When the power factor of the load is unity, then sin u is zero

and regulation is much less than the transformer impedance. A much simpler form of the regulation

calculation is given in Equation 3.6. For typical values, the result is the same as the exact calculation out

to the fourth significant digit or so.

%reg ffi L � %R* cos uþ%X* sin uþ (%X* cos u�%R* sin u)2

200

� �
(3:6)

3.10.7 Percent Efficiency

As with any other energy conversion device, the efficiency of a transformer is the ratio of energy delivered

to the load divided by the total energy drawn from the source. Percent efficiency is expressed as:

%Efficiency ¼ L � kVA � cos u � 105

L � kVA � cos u � 103 þ NLþ L2 � LL
(3:7)
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where cos u is again the power factor of the load, therefore kVA cos u is real energy delivered to the load.

NL is the no-load loss, and LL is the load loss of the transformer. Most distribution transformers serving

residential or light industrial loads are not fully loaded all the time. It is assumed that such transformers

are loaded to about 50% of nameplate rating on the average. Thus efficiency is often calculated at

L ¼ 0.5, where the load loss is about 25% of the value at full load. Since a typical transformer will

have no-load loss of around 25% of load loss at 100% load, then at L ¼ 0.5, the no-load loss will equal

the load loss and the efficiency will be at a maximum.

3.11 Transformer Loading

3.11.1 Temperature Limits

According to ANSI standards, modern distribution transformers are to operate at a maximum 658C

average winding rise over a 308C ambient air temperature at rated kVA. One exception to this is

submersible or vault-type distribution transformers, where a 558C rise over a 408C ambient is specified.

The bulk oil temperature near the top of the tank is called the ‘‘top oil temperature,’’ which cannot be

more than 658C over ambient and will typically be about 558C over ambient, 108C less than the average

winding rise.

3.11.2 Hottest-Spot Rise

The location in the transformer windings that has the highest temperature is called the ‘‘hottest spot.’’

Standards require that the hottest-spot temperature not exceed 808C rise over a 308C ambient, or 1108C.

These are steady-state temperatures at rated kVA. The hottest spot is of great interest because, presum-

ably, this is where the greatest thermal degradation of the transformer’s insulation system will take place.

For calculation of thermal transients, the top-oil rise over ambient air and the hottest-spot rise over top

oil are the parameters used.

3.11.3 Load Cycles

If all distribution loads were constant, then determining the proper loading of transformers would be a

simple task. Loads on transformers, however, vary through the hours of a day, the days of a week, and

through the seasons of the year. Insulation aging is a highly nonlinear function of temperature that

accumulates over time. The best use of a transformer, then, is to balance brief periods of hottest-spot

temperatures slightly above 1108C with extended periods at hottest spots well below 1108C. Methods for

calculating the transformer loss-of-life for a given daily cycle are found in the ANSI Guide for Loading

(IEEE, 1995). Parameters needed to make this calculation are the no-load and load losses, the top-oil

rise, the hottest-spot rise, and the thermal time constant.
3.11.4 Thermal Time Constant

Liquid-filled distribution transformers can sustain substantial short-time overloads because the mass of

oil, steel, and conductor takes time to come up to a steady-state operating temperature. Time constant

values can vary from 2 to 6 h, mainly due to the differences in oil volume vs. tank surface for different

products.
3.11.5 Loading Distribution Transformers

Utilities often assign loading limits to distribution transformers that are different from the transformer’s

nameplate kVA. This is based on three factors: the actual ambient temperature, the shape of the load

curve, and the available air for cooling. For example, one utility divides its service territory into three

temperature situations for different ambient temperatures: summer interior, summer coastal, and
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TABLE 3.1 Assigned Capabilities for a 100-kVA Transformer

Transformer Peak-Day Load Factor

Temperature

Location District kVA 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overhead or Summer interior 100 205 196 187 177 168 159 149 140 131 122

pad-mounted Summer coastal 100 216 206 196 186 176 166 156 146 136 126

Winter 100 249 236 224 211 198 186 173 160 148 135

Surface Summer interior 100 147 140 133 127 120 113 107 100 93 87

operable Summer coastal 100 154 147 140 133 126 119 111 104 97 90

Winter 100 178 169 160 151 142 133 124 115 105 96

Vault Summer interior 100 173 164 156 147 139 130 122 113 105 96

Summer coastal 100 182 173 164 155 146 137 127 118 109 100

Winter 100 185 176 166 157 147 138 128 119 110 100
winter. The transformer installations are divided into three applications for the available air cooling:

overhead or pad-mounted, surface operable, and vault. The load shape is expressed by the peak-day load

factor, which is defined as the season’s peak kVA divided by the average kVA and then expressed as a

percentage. Table 3.1 shows the assigned capabilities for a 100-kVA transformer. Thus this utility would

assign the same 100-kVA transformer a peak capability of 87 to 249 kVA depending on its location, the

season, and the load-shape.

3.12 Transformer Testing

3.12.1 Design Tests

Tests that manufacturers perform on prototypes or production samples are referred to as ‘‘design tests.’’

These tests may include sound-level tests, temperature-rise tests, and short-circuit-current withstand

tests. The purpose of a design test is to establish a design limit that can be applied by calculation to every

transformer built. In particular, short-circuit tests are destructive and may result in some invisible

damage to the sample, even if the test is passed successfully. The ANSI standard calls for a transformer to

sustain six tests, four with symmetrical fault currents and two with asymmetrical currents. One of the

symmetrical shots is to be of long duration, up to 2 s, depending on the impedance for lower ratings.

The remaining five shots are to be 0.25 s in duration. The long-shot duration for distribution

transformers 750 kVA and above is 1 s. The design passes the short-circuit test if the transformer

sustains no internal or external damage (as determined by visual inspection) and minimal impedance

changes. The tested transformer also has to pass production dielectric tests and experience no more than

a 25% change in exciting current (Bean et al., 1959).

3.12.2 Production Tests

Production tests are given to and passed by each transformer made. Tests to determine ratio, polarity or

phase-displacement, iron loss, load loss, and impedance are done to verify that the nameplate informa-

tion is correct. Dielectric tests specified by industry standards are intended to prove that the transformer

is capable of sustaining unusual but anticipated electrical stresses that may be encountered in service.

Production dielectric tests may include applied voltage, induced voltage, and impulse tests.

3.12.2.1 Applied-Voltage Test

Standards require application of a voltage of (very roughly) twice the normal line-to-line voltage to each

entire winding for 1 min. This checks the ability of one phase to withstand voltage it may encounter

when another phase is faulted to ground and transients are reflected and doubled.
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3.12.2.2 Induced-Voltage Test

The original applied-voltage test is now supplemented with an induced-voltage test. Voltage at higher

frequency (usually 400 Hz) is applied at twice the rated value of the winding. This induces the

higher voltage in each winding simultaneously without saturating the core. If a winding is permanently

grounded on one end, the applied-voltage test cannot be performed. In this case, many ANSI product

standards specify that the induced primary test voltage be raised to 1,000 plus 3.46 times the rated

winding voltage (Bean et al., 1959).

3.12.2.3 Impulse Test

Distribution lines are routinely disturbed by voltage surges caused by lightning strokes and switching

transients. A standard 1.2� 50-ms impulse wave with a peak equal to the BIL (basic impulse insulation

level) of the primary system (60 to 150 kV) is applied to verify that each transformer will withstand these

surges when in service.
3.13 Transformer Protection

Distribution transformers require some fusing or other protective devices to prevent premature failure

while in service. Circuit breakers at the substation or fusing at feeder taps or riser poles may afford some

protection for individual transformers, but the most effective protection will be at, near, or within each

transformer.
3.13.1 Goals of Protection

Transformer-protection devices that limit excessive currents or prevent excessive voltages are intended to

achieve the following:

. Minimize damage to the transformer due to overloads

. Prevent transformer damage caused by secondary short circuits

. Prevent damage caused by faults within the transformer

. Minimize the possibility of damage to other property or injury to personnel

. Limit the extent or duration of service interruptions or disturbances on the remainder of the system

The selection of protection methods and equipment is an economic decision and may not always

succeed in complete achievement of all of the goals listed above. For example, the presence of a primary

fuse may not prevent longtime overloads that could cause transformer burnout.
3.13.2 Separate Protection

Distribution transformers may have fused cutouts on the same pole to protect an overhead transformer

or on a nearby pole to protect a pad-mounted transformer. Sometimes a separate pad-mounted cabinet

is used to house protection for larger pad-mounted and submersible transformers.
3.13.3 Internal Protection

When protection means are located within the transformer, the device can react to oil temperature as

well as primary current. The most common internal protective devices are described below.

3.13.3.1 Protective Links

Distribution transformers that have no other protection are often supplied with a small high-

voltage-expulsion fuse. The protective link is sized to melt at from six to ten times the rated current

of the transformer. Thus it will not protect against longtime overloads and will permit short-time
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overloads that may occur during inrush or cold-load-pickup phenomena. For this reason, they are often

referred to as fault-sensing links. Depending on the system voltage, protective links can safely interrupt

faults of 1,000 to 3,000 A. Internal protective links are about the size of a small cigar.

3.13.3.2 Dual-Sensing or Eutectic Links

High-voltage fuses made from a low-melting-point tin alloy melt at 1458C and thus protect a trans-

former by detecting the combination of overload current and high oil temperature. A eutectic link,

therefore, prevents longtime overloads but allows high inrush and cold-load-pickup currents. A similar

device called a ‘‘dual element’’ fuse uses two sections of conductor that respond separately to current and

oil temperature with slightly better coordination characteristics.

3.13.3.3 Current-Limiting Fuses

Current-limiting fuses can be used if the fault current available on the primary system exceeds the

interrupting ratings of protective links. Current-limiting fuses can typically interrupt 40,000- to

50,000-A faults and do so in less than one half of a cycle. The interruption of a high-current internal

fault in such a short time will prevent severe damage to the transformer and avoid damage to

surrounding property or hazard to personnel that might otherwise occur. Full-range current-limiting

fuses can be installed in small air switches or in dry-well canisters that extend within a transformer tank.

Current-limiting fuses cannot prevent longtime overloads, but they can open on a secondary short

circuit, so the fuse must be easily replaceable. Current-limiting fuses are considerably larger than

expulsion fuses.

3.13.3.4 Bayonets

Pad-mounts and submersibles may use a primary link (expulsion fuse) that is mounted internally in the

transformer oil but that can be withdrawn for inspection of the fuse element or to interrupt the primary

feed. This device is called a bayonet and consists of a probe with a cartridge on the end that contains the

replaceable fuse element. Fuses for bayonets may be either fault sensing or dual sensing.

3.13.3.5 Combination of Bayonet and Partial-Range Current-Limiting Fuses

The most common method of protection for pad-mounted distribution transformers is the coordinated

combination of a bayonet fuse (usually dual sensing) and a partial-range current-limiting fuse (PRCL).

The PRCL only responds to a high fault current, while the bayonet fuse is only capable of interrupting

low fault currents. These fuses must be coordinated in such a way that any secondary fault will melt

the bayonet fuse. Fault currents above the bolted secondary fault level are assumed to be due to internal

faults. Thus the PRCL, which is mounted inside the tank, will operate only when the transformer has

failed and must be removed from service.
3.13.4 Coordination of Protection

As applied to overcurrent protection for distribution transformers, the term coordination means

two things:

1. A fuse must be appropriately sized for the transformer. A fuse that is too large will not prevent

short-circuit currents that can damage the transformer coils. A fuse that is too small may open

due to normal inrush currents when the transformer is energized or may open due to short-time

overload currents that the transformer is capable of handling.

2. Transformer protection must fit appropriately with other protection means located upstream,

downstream, or within the transformer. For example, a secondary oil circuit breaker should be

coordinated with a primary fuse so that any short circuit on the transformer secondary will open

the breaker before the primary fuse melts.
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Where two fuses are used to protect a transformer, there are two methods of achiev ing coordination of

the pair : ‘‘matched melt’’ and ‘‘time-current-cur ve crossover coordination’’ ( TCCCC).

3.13.4.1 Matched Melt

An example of matched-melt coordination is where a cutout wit h an expulsion fuse and a backup

current-limiting fuse are used to protect an overhead transformer. The two fuses are sized so that the

expulsion fuse always melts before or at the same time as the current-limiting fuse. This permits the

current-limiting fuse to help clear the fault if necessar y, and the cutout prov ides a v isible indication that

the fault has occurred.

3.13.4.2 TCCC Coordination of Bayonet and Partial-Range Current-Limiting Fuses

TCCCC is much more common for pad-mounted and self-protected transformers, where the fuses are

not v isible. The TCCCC method is described as follows.

3.13.4.2.1 Fuse Curves

The main tool used for coordination is a graph of time vs. current for each fuse or breaker, as seen in

Figure 3.39. The graph is displayed as a log–log plot and has two cur ves for any par ticular fuse. The first

curve is called the minimum-melt curve, and this represents time–current points where the fuse element

just starts to melt. The other curve is a plot of points at longer times (to the right of the minimum-melt

curve). The latter curve is called the maximum-clear or sometimes the average-clear curve. The

maximum-clear curve is where the fuse can be considered open and capable of sustaining full operating

voltage across the fuse without danger of restrike. Even if a fuse has melted due to a fault, the fault

current continues to flow until the maximum-clear time has passed. For expulsion fuses, there is a

maximum interrupting rating that must not be exceeded unless a current-limiting or other backup fuse

is present. For partial-range current-limiting fuses, there is a minimum interrupting current. Above that

minimum current, clearing occurs in about 0.25 cycles, so the maximum-clear curve is not actually

needed for most cases.

3.13.4.2.2 Transformer Characteristics

Each transformer has characteristics that are represented on the time–current curve to aid in the

coordination process:

. Rated current¼ primary current at rated kVA.

. Bolted fault current (ISC)¼ short-circuit current in the primary with secondary shorted.

. Inrush and cold-load-pickup curve:
. Inrush values are taken as 25 times rated current at 0.01 s and 12 times rated current at 0.1 s.
. Cold-load-pickup values are presumed to be six times rated current at 1 s and three times rated

current at 10 s.
. Through-fault duration or short-circuit withstand established by IEEE C57.109. For most trans-

formers, the curve is the plot of values for I2t ¼ 1,250 or 50 times rated current at 0.5 s, 25 times

rated current at 2 s, and 11.2 times rated current at 10 s. Values longer than 10 s are usually

ignored.

3.13.4.2.3 Fuse Coordination Steps

Select an expulsion fuse such that:

. the minimum-melt curve falls entirely to the right of the inrush–cold-load-pickup curve. For

most fuses, the minimum-melt curve will always be to the right of 300% of rated load, even for

very long times.
. the maximum-clear curve will fall entirely to the left of the through-fault-duration curve at 10 s

and below.
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FIGURE 3.39 Time–current-curve crossover coordination. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
Select a partial-range current-limiting (PRCL) fuse such that its minimum-melt curve:

. crosses the expulsion-fuse maximum-clear curve to the right of the bolted fault line, preferably

with a minimum 25% safety margin;
. crosses the expulsion-fuse maximum-clear curve at a current higher than the PRCL minimum

interrupting rating; and
. crosses the expulsion-fuse maximum-clear curve at a current below the maximum interrupting

rating of the expulsion fuse. It is not a critical issue if this criterion is not met, since the PRCL will

quickly clear the fault anyway.

There are additional considerations, such as checking for a longtime recross of the two fuse character-

istics or checking for a recross at a ‘‘knee’’ in the curves, as might occur with a dual-sensing fuse or a

low-voltage circuit breaker with a high-current magnetic trip.
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3.13.4.3 Low-Voltage Oil-Breaker Coordination

The coordination of an oil breaker with an expulsion fuse is slightly different than the previous example. The

oil-breaker current duty is translated to the high-voltage side and is sized in a manner similar to the

expulsion fuse in the previous example. The expulsion fuse is then selected to coordinate with the breaker

so that the minimum melt falls entirely to the right of the breaker’s maximum clear for all currents less than

the bolted fault current. This ensures that the breaker will protect against all secondar y faults and that the

internal expulsion fuse will only open on an internal fault, where current is not limited by the transformer

impedance.

3.13.5 Internal Secondary Circuit Breakers

Secondar y breakers that are placed in the bulk oil of a transformer can protect against overloads that

mig ht other wis e cause thermal damage to the conductor-insulation system. Some breakers also have

magnetically actuated trip mechanisms that rapidly interrupt the secondar y load in case of a secondar y

fault. When properly applied, secondar y breakers should limit the top-oil temperature of a transformer

to about 1108 C during a ty pical residential load cycle. Breakers on overhead transformers are often

equipped wi th a red signal lig ht. When this lig ht is on, it signifies that the transformer has come close to

tripping the breaker. The lig ht w ill not go off until a lineman resets the breaker. The lineman can also set

the breaker on its emergency position, which allows the transformer to temporarily supply a hig her

overload until the utilit y replaces the unit wi th one having a hig her kVA capacit y. The secondar y oil

breaker is also handy to disconnect load from a transformer w ithout touching the primar y connections.

3.13.6 CSP
1 2 Transformers

Overhead transformers that are built w ith the combination of secondar y breaker, primar y protective

link, and external lig htning arrester are referred to generically as CSPs (completely self-protected

transformers). This protection package is expected to prevent failures caused by excessive loads and

external voltage surges, and to protect the system from internal faults. The breaker is furnished with a

signal light and an emergency control as described above. The protective link is often mounted inside the

hig h-voltage bushing insulator, as seen in Figure 3.40.

3.13.7 Protection Philosophy

CSP transformers are still in use, especially in rural areas, but the trend is away from secondary breakers

to prevent transformer burnouts. Continued growth of residential load is no longer a foregone

conclusion. Furthermore, utilities are becoming more sophisticated in their initial transformer sizing

and are using computerized billing data to detect a transformer that is being overloaded. Experience

shows that modern distribution transformers can sustain more temporary overload than a breaker

would allow. Most utilities would rather have service to their customers maintained than to trip a

breaker unnecessarily.

3.13.8 Lightning Arresters

Overhead transformers can be supplied with primary lightning arresters mounted nearby on the pole

structure, on the transformer itself, directly adjacent to the primary bushing, or within the tank. Pad-

mounted transformers can have arresters too, especially those at the end of a radial line, and they can be

inside the tank, plugged into dead-front bushings, or at a nearby riser pole, where primary lines

transition from overhead to underground.
2CSP
1

is a registered trademark of ABB Inc., Raleigh, NC.
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FIGURE 3.40 Cutaway showing CSP components. (By permission of ABB Inc., Jefferson City, MO.)
3.14 Economic Application

3.14.1 Historical Perspective

Serious consideration of the economics of transformer ownership did not begin until the oil embargo of

the early 1970s. With large increases in the cost of all fuels, utilities could no longer just pass along these

increases to their customers without demonstrating fiscal responsibility by controlling losses on their

distribution systems.
3.14.2 Evaluation Methodology

An understanding soon developed that the total cost of owning a transformer consisted of two major

parts, the purchase price and the cost of supplying thermal losses of the transformer over an assumed

life, which might be 20 to 30 years. To be consistent, the future costs of losses have to be brought back to

the present so that the two costs are both on a present-worth basis. The calculation methodologies were

published first by Edison Electric Institute and recently updated in the form of a proposed ANSI

standard (IEEE, 2001). The essential part of the evaluation method is the derivation of A and B factors,

which are the utility’s present-worth costs for supplying no-load and load losses, respectively, in the

transformer as measured in $=W.
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3.14.3 Evaluation Formula

The proposed ANSI guide for loss evaluation expresses the present value of the total owning cost of

purchasing and operating a transformer as follows (in its simplest form):

TOC ¼ Transformer costþ A� no load lossþ B � load loss (3:8)

where

A¼ loss-evaluation factor for no-load loss ($=W)

B¼ loss-evaluation factor for load loss ($=W)

The guide develops in detail the calculation of A and B factors from utilit y operating parameters as

shown in Equation 3.9 and Equation 3.10, respectively:

A ¼ SCþ EC�HPY

FCR � 1000 
(3: 9)

B ¼ [(SC� RF)þ (EC� LSF�HPY)]� (PL)2

FCR� 1000
(3:10)

where

SC ¼ GC þ TD

SC ¼ avoided cost of system capacity

GC ¼ avoided cost of generation capacity

TD ¼ avoided cost of transmission and distribution capacity

EC ¼ avoided cost of energy

HPY¼ hours per year

FCR ¼ levelized fixed-charge rate

RF ¼ peak responsibility factor

LSF ¼ transformer loss factor

PL ¼ equivalent annual peak load

With the movement to deregulate electric utilities in the U.S., most utilities have now chosen to neglect

elements of system cost that no longer may apply or to abandon entirely the consideration of the effects

of transformer losses on the efficiency of their distribution system. Typical loss evaluation factors in the

year 2003 are A ¼ $2.50=W and B ¼ $0.80=W.
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4.1 Introduction

The necessit y to control the power flow rose early in the histor y of the development of electrical power

systems. When hig h-voltage grids were superimposed on local systems, parallel-connected systems or

transmission lines of different voltage levels became standard. Nowadays large hig h-voltage power grids

are connected to increase the reliabilit y of the electrical power supply and to allow exchange of electrical

power over large distances. Complications, attributed to several factors such as variation in power-

generation output and= or power demand, can arise and have to be dealt w ith to avoid potentially

catastrophic system distur bances. Additional tools in the form of phase-shifting transformers (PSTs) are

available to control the power flow to stabilize the grids. These may be justified to maintain the required

qualit y of the electrical power supply.

To transfer electrical power between two points of a system, a difference between source voltage ( VS)

and load voltage ( VL) in quantit y and=or in phase ang le is necessar y. See Figure 4.1. Using the notation

of Figure 4.1, it follows that:

Z ¼ R þ jX ¼ Z * ejgz (4:1)

Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 þ X2
p

(4:2)

gZ ¼ arc tan
X

R

� �
(4:3)

VS ¼ VS * (cos gS þ j sin gS), VL ¼ VL * (cos gL þ j sin gL) (4:4)

DV ¼ VS � VL (4:5)
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FIGURE 4.1 Power transfer.
DV ¼ ( VS * cos gS � VL * cos gL ) þ j(VS * sin gS � V L * sin gL ) ¼ DV * e �j gD (4: 6)

DV ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V 2S � 2 * V S * V L * cos ( gS � gL ) þ V 2L

q
(4: 7)

gD ¼ arc tan
VS * sin gS � VL * sin gL

VS * cos gS � V L * cos gL

� �
(4: 8)

I ¼ DV

Z * e j (gD�g  Z ) (4: 9)

For sy mmetrical conditions VS ¼ VL ¼ V, and gS ¼ g= 2, and gL ¼ �g= 2, R � X, then

DV ¼ V * 2 * sin (g=2) (4: 10)

gD ¼ p=2 (4: 11)

I ¼ V * 2 * sin (g= 2)

X 
(4: 12)

4.2 Basic Principle of Application

Because of the predominantly inductive character of the power system, an active power flow between

source and load must be accomplished w ith a phase lag between the terminals. Phase-shifting trans-

formers are a preferred tool to achieve this goal. Two principal configurations are of special interest: (1)

the power flow between transmission systems operating in parallel where one system includes a PST and

(2) where a sing le transmission line which includes a PST is connecting two other w ise independent

power systems. The latter is in fact a special case of the first, but it has become more import ant nowadays

for the interconnection of large systems. For the followi ng considerations, it is assumed that the ohmic

resistance R is small compared wi th the reactance X and thus has been neg lected.

One practical basic situation is that a location where power is needed (load side) is connected to the

source side through two systems that need not necessarily have the same rated voltage level. See Figure 4.2.
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FIGURE 4.2 Parallel systems.
Without any additional measure, the currents I1 and I2 would be distributed in proportion to the ratio of

the impedances of the systems,

I1 ¼ I� X2=(X1 þ X2) (4:13)

I2 ¼ I� X1=(X1 þ X2)

and there is no doubt that system 2 would take only a small part of the load because of the additional

impedances of the two transformers in that branch. If the power flow in system 2 should be increased, an

additional voltage DV must be introduced to compensate the increased voltage drop in system 2.

Presuming that active power should be supplied to the load side and considering the inductive character

of the systems, this voltage must have a 908 phase lag to the line-to-ground voltages of the system (VL).

In principle, the source of DV could be installed in each of the two systems. Figure 4.3 shows the voltage

diagrams of both options. Figure 4.3a corresponds to Figure 4.2 with the PST installed in system 2, the

system with the higher impedance. The additional voltage reduces the voltage drop in system 2 to that of

system 1. The voltage at the output or load side of the PST VL* leads the voltage at the input or

source side VS. Per definition, this is called an advanced phase angle. If the PST were installed in system

1 (Figure 4.3b), the additional voltage would increase the voltage drop to that of system 2. In this case,

the load-side voltage VL* lags the source side voltage VS, and this is defined as retard phase angle. As can

also be seen from the diagrams, an advanced phase angle minimizes the total angle between source and

load side.
(a) Advanced phase angle
VL* leads VS

(b) Retard phase angle
VL* lags VS

jI2*X2 jI2*X2

jI1*X1 jI1*X1

VL VL

I I

VS VS
VL* VL*ΔV

ΔV

FIGURE 4.3 No-load voltage diagram of parallel systems.
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FIGURE 4.4 Connection of two systems.
The second importan t application is the use of a PST to control the power flow between two large

independent grids (Figure 4.4). An advanced phase ang le is necessar y to achieve a flow of active power

from system 1 to system 2.

4.3 Load Diagram of a PST

So far, the PST has been considered as a black box under a no-load condition, and only its phase-shifting

effect has been discussed. Now phase-shifting is quite a normal condition for a transformer and can be

found in ever y transformer that incorporates differently connected primar y and secondar y w indings.

But this has no effect, as the aspects of the connected systems follow the same change of the phase ang le,

and only the voltage drop across the transformer is of interest. PSTs operate between systems having the

same frequency and phase sequence. The voltages can differ in magnitude and phase ang le. To develop

the load-diagram of a PST, the unit has to be split up into two par ts: the one presenting an ideal

transformer wit hout losses, which accomplishes the phase shift, and the other that is a transformer w ith

a 1:1 turn-to-turn ratio and an equivalent impedance (Figure 4.5a).

The diagram is developed beginning at the load side, where voltage VL and current IL are know n.

Adding the voltage drop, I*RT þ I* j XT, to voltage VL results in voltage VL *, which is an internal, not

measurable, voltage of the PST. This voltage is turned either clockw ise or counterclockw ise, and as a

result the source voltages VS,retard or VS,advanced are obtained, which are necessar y to produce voltage V L
and current IL at the load side. Ang le a determines the phase-shift at the no-load condition, either as

retard phase-shift ang le a(r) or as advanced phase-shift ang le a(a) . Under no load, the voltages VL and

VL * are identical, but under load, VL * is shifted by the load ang le b . As a result, the phase ang les under

load are not the same as under no load. The advanced phase-shift ang le is reduced to a *(a) , whereas the

retard phase-shift ang le is increased to a*(r). The advanced phase ang le under load is given by

a? (a) ¼ a  (a) � b (4: 14)

and the retard phase ang le under load is given by

a? (r) ¼ a(r) þ b (4:15)

This is very important for the operation of a PST. Because the phase angle determines the voltage across

the PST, an increase of the load phase angle in a retard position would mean that the PST is overexcited;

therefore the retard-load phase-shift angle should be limited with the no-load angle.
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FIGURE 4.5 On-load diagram of a PST.
The load angle b can be calculated from

b � arc tan
zT � cos g

100þ zT � sin g

� �
(4:16)

where all quantities are per unit (p.u.) and zT ¼ transformer impedance.

In reality, the PST does not influence the voltages neither at the source nor at the load side because it

is presumed that the systems are stable and will not be influenced by the power flow. This means that VS

and VL coincide and VL* would be shifted by a*(a) to VL** (Figure 4.5c). As for developing the PST load

diagram, a certain load has been assumed. The advanced phase-shift angle is a measure of the remaining

available excess power.

4.4 Total Power Transfer

The voltages at the source side (VS) and at the load side (VL) are considered constant, i.e., not influenced

by the transferred power, and operating synchronously but not necessarily of the same value and phase

angle. To calculate the power flow it has been assumed that the voltages at source side (VS) and load side

(VL) and the impedance (Z) are known.

VS ¼ VS
?(cos gS þ j sin gS) (4:17)

VL ¼ VL
?(cos gL þ j sin gL) (4:18)

Z ¼ jX (4:19)
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Then the current becomes

IL ¼
1

Z
� ( VS � VL ) ¼ 1

X 
� (( VS � sin gL � VL � sin gL ) � j(VS � cos gS � V L � cos gL )) ( 4 : 20)

and the power at source (SS) and load (S L) side can be calculated by multiply ing the respective voltage

w ith the conjugate complex current:

SS ¼
VS

X
� VL � sin ( gS � gL ) þ j

VS

X
� ( VS � VL � cos ( gS � gL )) ( 4 : 21)

SL ¼
VL

X
� VS � sin ( gS � g  L ) þ j

VL

X
� ( VS � cos ( gS � gL ) � VL ) (4: 22)

Because a mere inductive impedance has been assumed, only the reactive power changes.

Symmetrical conditions ( VS ¼ V L ¼ V, gS ¼ 0, and gL ¼ �g) are ver y common:

SS ¼
V 2

X
� (sin gþ j(1 � cos g)) ¼ 2 � V 2 � sin ( g=2)

X
� (cos ( g= 2) þ j sin (g=2)) (4: 23)

SL ¼
V 2

X
� (sin g� j(1 � cos g)) ¼ 2 � V 2 � sin ( g=2)

X
� (cos ( g= 2) � j sin (g=2)) (4: 24)

This solution can be considered as a basic load ( SL0 ¼ P0 þ jQ0) that exists only when the magnitude

and= or phase ang le of the source and load voltages are different. If a PST is installed in this circuit w ith

an advanced phase-shift ang le a, the transferred load can be calculated by substituting a þ g as ang le

and adding the PST impedance XT to X. By introducing the basic load in the result, the power flow can

be calculated as a function of a.

PL ( a) ¼ PL 0 � cos a� QL0
� sin aþ V 2

X
� sin a (4: 25)

QL (a ) ¼ PL 0 � sin aþ QL0
� cos aþ V 2

X
� (1 � cos a ) (4: 26)

Figure 4.6 shows the variation of the additional power flow for sy mmetrical conditions, no prev ious

load, constant impedance X, and maximum additional load 1 p.u. (P0 ¼ Q0 ¼ 0, V2= X ¼ 1). As can be

seen from Equation 4.25 and Equation 4.26 and Figure 4.6, a mere ohmic power flow is not possible in

the symmetrical case.

In Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b, the variation of the total power flow wi th the phase-shift ang le is

plotted for 1 p.u. additional load and constant impedance, depending on different previous loads. The

most effective active power transfer can be obtained in the case of a capacitive load.

Another problem is the determination of the necessary voltage difference (value and angle) when VS,

the load S0 ¼ P0 þ jQ0, and the impedance X are known:

VL ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V 2

S � 2 � Q0 � X

2
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
V 2

S � 2 � Q0 � X

2

!2

� (P2
0 þ Q2

0) � X2

vuut
vuuut (4:27)

VLa ¼ VS � V 2
L �

V 2
L þ Q0 � X

(P0 � X)2 þ (V 2
L þ Q0 � X)2

(4:28)

VLr ¼ �VS � V 2
L �

P0 � X

(P0 � X)2 þ (V 2
L þ Q0 � X)2

(4:29)
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gL ¼ arc tan
� P0 � X

(P0 � X ) 2 þ ( V 2L þ Q0 � X ) 2 
(4:30)

4.5 Types of Phase-Shifting Transformers

4.5.1 General Aspects

The general principle to obtain a phase shift is based on the connection of a segment of one phase w ith

another phase. To obtain a 908 additional voltage D V, the use of delta-connected winding offers the

simplest solution. Figure 4.8 shows a possible arrangement and is used to introduce a few basic

definitions. The secondar y w inding of phase V2 � V3 is split up into two halves and is connected in

series w ith phase V1. By designing this w inding as a regulating wi nding and using on-load tap changers

(OLTC), DV and the phase-shift ang le can be changed under load. The phasor diagram has been plotted

for no-load conditions, i.e., w ithout considering the voltage drop in the unit. It also should be noted that

the currents in the two halves of the series w inding are not in phase. This is different from normal power

transformers and has consequences w ith respect to the internal stray field.
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FIGURE 4.8 Single core symmetrical PST.
From the connection diagram (Figure 4.8a), the following equations can be derived:

VS1 ¼ V10 þ (DV1=2) (4:31)

VL1 ¼ V10 � (DV1=2) (4:32)

DV1 ¼ VS1 � VL1 (4:33)

From the phasor diagram (Figure 4.8b) follows (VS1 ¼ VL1 ¼ V):

V0 ¼ V � cos (a=2) (4:34)

DV ¼ V � 2 � sin (a=2) (4:35)

VD ¼ V � cos (a=2) �
ffiffiffi
3
p

(4:36)

and with IS ¼ IL ¼ I, the part of the current that is transferred to the exciting winding becomes

ID ¼
DV

VD

� I � cos (a=2) ¼ I � 2ffiffiffi
3
p � sin (a=2) (4:37)

The throughput power can be calculated from

PSYS ¼ 3 � V � I (4:38)

and the rated design power, which determines the size of the PST, becomes

PT ¼ 3 � DV � I ¼ PSYS � 2 � sin (a=2) (4:39)

A third kind of power (PD) is the power that is transferred into the secondary circuit. This power is

different from PT because a part of the primary current is compensated between the two parts of the

series winding itself. In two-core designs (see Equation 4.33), this power determines also the necessary

breaking capability of the OLTC.

PD ¼ VD � ID ¼
1

3
� PSYS � sin a (4:40)
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In addition to the transferred power, the phase-shift ang le is also impor tant. A phase-shift ang le of 208

means that the PST has to be designed for 34.8% of the throug hput power, and an ang le of 408 would

require 68.4%. In this respect, it has to be considered that the effective phase-shift ang le under load

is smaller than the no-load phase-shift ang le. In the optimum case when the load power factor is close to 1, a

PST impedance of 15% would reduce the load phase-shift ang le by 8.5 8 (Equation 4.14 and Equation 4.16).

In practice, various solutions are possible to design a PST. The major factors influencing the choice are:

. Throughput power and phase-shift ang le requirement

. Rated voltage

. Shor t-circuit capabilit y of the connected systems

. Shipping limitations

. Load tap-changer performance specification

In addition, preferences of a manufacturer as to the t y pe of transformer (core or shell) or t y pe

of win dings and other design characteristics may also play a role. Depending on the rating ,

sing le- or two-core designs are used. Two-core designs may require either a one-tank or a two-

tank design.
4.5.2 Single-Core Design

Symmetrical conditions are obtained wi th the design outlined in Figure 4.8a. Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b

show the general connection diagrams w ith more details of the regulating circuit.

The advantage of the sing le-core design is simplicity and economy. But there are also a number of

disadvantages. The OLTCs are connected to the system and directly exposed to all over voltages and

throug h faults. The voltage per OLTC step and the current are determined by the specification and do

not always permit an optimal economical choice of the OLTC. The shor t-circuit impedance of the PST

varies between a maximum and zero. Therefore, it can not be planned that the PST w ill contribute to the

limitation of fault currents in the system.

The advantage of the sy mmetrical design (Figure 4.9a) is that the phase-shift ang le is the only

parameter that influences the power flow. The design needs two single -phase OLTCs (for low ratings,

one two-phase OLTC may be used instead) per phase or two three-phase OLTCs.

Figure 4.9b shows an unsy mmetrical solution. Only one-half of the regulating w indings is used. The

number of necessar y OLTCs is reduced, but the ratio between source voltage and load voltage changes

w ith the phase-shift ang le and additionally influences the power flow.

A solution that often is used for transformers interconnecting two systems is shown in Figure 4.10.

The tap w inding of a regulating transformer can be connected to a different phase, causing a voltage shift

between the regulated wi nding and the other w indings of the unit. The regulated w inding normally is

connected to the source side, but indirect regulation of the load-side is also possible. The change from

the normal regulating transformer state to the phase-shifting state is possible in the middle position of

the OLTC wi thout the need to sw itch off the unit.

Another solution of a sy mmetrical PST, the delta-hexagonal phase-shifting transformer, is shown in

Figure 4.11.
4.5.3 Two-Core Design

The most commonly used circuit for a two-core design is shown in Figure 4.12. This configuration

consists of a series unit and a main unit. For smaller ratings and lower voltages, two-core PSTs can be

built into a sing le tank, while larger ratings and hig her-voltage PSTs require a two-tank design.

The advantage of a two-core design is the flexibilit y in selecting the step voltage and the current of the

regulating w inding . These can be optimized in line wit h the voltage and current ratings of the OLTC.

Since OLTCs have limited current ratings and step voltages per phase as well as limited sw itching

capacity, they are the main limiting features for the maximum possible rating of PSTs. More than one
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 4.9 (a) Single-core symmetrical PST (b) Single-core unsymmetrical PST.
OLTC per phase may have to be utilized for ver y large ratings. Up to a certain rating, three-pole OLTCs

can be used; for hig her ratings, three sing le-pole OLTCs are necessar y. The OLTC insulation level is

independent of the system voltage and can be kept low.

The shor t-circuit impedance is the sum of the impedances of the main and series transformers.

Because the impedance of the series unit is constant and independent from the phase ang le, the unit can

be designed to be self-protecting , and the variation of the impedance w ith the phase-shift ang le can be

kept small when the impedance of the main unit is kept low.
4.5.4 Quadrature Booster Transformers

Quadrature booster transformers are a combination of a regulating power- or auto-transformer w ith a

phase-shifting transformer. The PST, which can be a sing le- or two-core design, is supplied from the

regulated side of the power transformer (Figure 4.13). By this method, the output voltage can be

adjusted in a four-quadrant (magnitude and phase) relationship (Figure 4.14).
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FIGURE 4.13 Quadrature booster—simplified connection diagram.

FIGURE 4.14 Quadrature booster set (300 MVA, 50 Hz, 400+ 12*1.25%=115+ 12*1.458 kV). (By Courtesy of

EVN Energieversorgung Niederösterreich Austria and Siemens AG, Germany.)
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4.6 Details of Transformer
Design

In general, the design characteristics of PSTs do not

differ from ordinary power transformers. In the

symmetrical case, however, the phase-angle differ-

ence of the currents flowing through the two

parts of the series winding has to be recognized.

The additional magnetic field excited by the self-

compensating components in the series winding

influences mechanical forces, additional losses, and

the short-circuit impedance. Figure 4.15 shows

schematically variations of the physical winding

arrangements in PSTs.

In Figure 4.15a, a double concentric design of a

single-phase PST is shown. This arrangement does

not offer any problems with respect to the phase lag

between currents and is a standard winding ar-

rangement in shell-type transformers. In core

types, the arrangement of the connecting leads

from the innermost regulating winding need some

attention, but this does not present a real obstacle

to the use of this design. On the other hand, the

axial arrangement of the regulating winding in

core-type transformers, as shown in Figure 4.15b,

offers the advantage of direct access and saves space.
But because the pattern of the stray field is more complicated, thorough field calculations have to be

performed using the appropriate computer programs.

It is possible that a client may operate the PST in a bypassed condition. In this case, the source and

load terminals are directly connected phasewise. In this state, a lightning impulse would penetrate the

series winding from both ends at the same time. Two traveling waves would meet in the middle of the

winding and would theoretically be reflected to double the amplitude (Figure 4.16). Therefore the series
80

T (μs)

120

T).



FIGURE 4.17 Two-tank PST at a test site (coolers not assembled) (650 MVA, 60 Hz, 525=525+ 20*1.28 kV).

(By Courtesy of VATech Transformatoren Weiz Austria (since 2005, Member of Siemens Group).)
w inding must either be designed w ith a hig h internal capacitance or be protected by external or internal

surge arresters. A hig h internal capacitance can be obtained using any of the measures that are used to

improve the lig htning-impulse voltage distribution along the w inding , e.g., interleav ing or shielding .

Again, the axial arrangement is more advantageous and easier to make self-protecting .

Figure 4.15c shows the arrangement of a two-core design w ith two coarse and one fine tap w inding ,

which is a variation of the circuit draw n in Figure 4.12 (see also Section 4.7). If a two-tank solution has

to be used, the connection between the main and series unit requires an additional set of six hig h-voltage

bushings, which means that a total of nine hig h-voltage bushings would have to be arranged on the

series unit. Because a shor t circuit between the main and series units could destroy the regulating

w inding , a direct and encapsulated connection between the two tanks is preferred. This requires a hig h

degree of accuracy in the mechanical dimensions and the need for experienced field engineers to

assemble both units on site. If required, special oil-tig ht insulation systems allow the separation of the

two tanks w ithout the need to drain the oil in one or both units. In the latter case, an extra oil-expansion

system is needed for the connecting tubes. Figure 4.17 shows a double-tank PST design at a testing site.

4.7 Details of On-Load Tap-Changer Application

OLTCs are subject to numerous limits. The most essential limit is, of course, the current-interrupting or

current-breaking capabilit y. In addition to this limit, the voltage per step and the continuous current are

also limited. The product of these two limits is generally hig her than the capabilit y limit, so the

maximum voltage per step and the maximum current cannot be utilized at the same time. Table 4.1,

Table 4.2, and Table 4.3 show examples for design power, voltage per step, and system current as

functions of phase-shift ang le, throug hput power, system voltage, and number of voltage steps.

These limits (e.g ., 4000 V=step, 2000 A) determine the t y pe of regulation (the need for only a fine tap

w inding or a combination of fine and coarse tap w indings) and the number of parallel branches. But it

must be noted that the mutual induction resulting from the use of a coarse= fine-tap wi nding config-

uration also has to be taken into account and may influence the decision.

Another problem that also is not specific to PSTs, but may be more significant, is the possible altering

of the potential of the regulating winding when the changeover selector is operated. In this moment,
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TABLE 4.1 Design Power of PSTs as a Function of Throughput Power and Phase-Shift Angle, MVA

Phase-Shift Angle a8

Design Power, MVA 10 20 30 40 50

100 17.4 34.7 51.8 68.4 84.5

250 43.6 86.8 129.4 171.0 211.3

Throughput Power, MVA 500 87.2 173.6 258.8 342.5 422.6

750 130.7 260.5 388.2 513.0 633.9

1000 174.3 347.3 517.6 684.0 845.2

TABLE 4.2 Step Voltage as a Function of System Voltage and Phase-Shift Angle for a 16-Step OLTC, V

Step Voltage, V
Phase-Shift Angle a8

Steps:16 10 20 30 40 50

69.0 434 865 1,289 1,703 2,104

115.0 723 1,441 2,148 2,839 3,507

138.0 868 1,729 2,578 3,406 4,209

161.0 1,013 2,018 3,007 3,974 4,910

System Voltage, kV 230.0 1,447 2,882 4,296 5,677 7,015

345.0 2,170 4,324 6,444 8,516 10,522

500.0 3,145 6,266 9,339 12,342 15,250

765.0 4,812 9,587 14,289 18,883 23,332

TABLE 4.3 System Current as a Function of System Voltage and Throughput Power, A

Throughput Power, MVA

System Current, A 100 250 500 750 1000

69.0 837 2092 4184 6276 8367

115.0 502 1255 2510 3765 5020

138.0 418 1046 2092 3138 4184

161.0 359 897 1793 3974 3586

System Voltage, kV 230.0 251 628 1255 2690 2510

345.0 167 418 837 1883 1673

500.0 115 289 577 1255 1155

765.0 75 189 377 866 755
the tap selector is positioned at tap ‘‘K’’ (see Figure 4.18), and the regulating wi nding is no longer fixed

to the potential of the excitation wi nding. The new potential is determined by the ratio of the

capacitances between the regulating win ding and the excitation w inding and between the regulating

w inding and ground (location 1 in Figure 4.18). The resulting differential voltage stresses the swi tching

distance of the opening changeover selector and may cause discharges during the operation. This can be

prevented either by connecting the regulating winding to the excitation winding by a resistor (location 2)

or by a static shield (location 3) or by using a double-reversing (advanced-retard) changeover selector

sw itch (ARS sw itch, location 4).

When the voltage per step cannot be kept w ithin the OLTC limit, either a second OLTC must be used

(Figure 4.19a), or the number of steps can be doubled by using an additional coarse tap w inding . Two or

more of those w indings are also possible (Figure 4.19b). An appropriate multiple changeover selector

must be used.

Figure 4.20 shows a two-tank PST design w ith three coarse and one fine tap w inding at a field site. This

design was forced by the limitation of the mutual induction between the fine and coarse tap windings.
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FIGURE 4.19 Use of more than one OLTC and=or multiple changeover selector.
4.8 Other Aspects

4.8.1 Connection

PSTs can be operated in parallel or series connection or a combination of these two. It is assumed that all

n units are of equivalent design.

4.8.1.1 Parallel Connection

. The throughput power of a single unit is equal to 1=n of the total required throughput power.

. The phase-shift angle of all units is equal to the required phase-shift angle.

. The impedance of a single unit in ohms must be n times the required total impedance in ohms.
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FIGURE 4.20 Two-tank PST with three coarse- and one fine-tap winding at field site (650 MVA, 60 Hz,

525= 525 + 12*1.28 kV). (By Courtesy of VATech Transformatoren Weiz Austria (since 2005, Member of Siemens

Group).)
. The impedance of a sing le unit in percent, referred to 1= n of the total throug hput power, is equal

to the total impedance in percent.
. When one unit is lost, the total throug hput power decreases to (n � 1) =n, and the impedance in

ohms increases to n=(n � 1) of the original value.

4.8.1.2 Series Connection

. The throughput power of a sing le unit is equal to the total throug hput power.

. The phase-shift ang le of a sing le unit is equal to 1= n of the total phase-shift ang le.

. The impedance of a sing le unit in ohms is 1=n of the total impedance.

. The impedance of a sing le unit in percent, referred to the throug hput power, is 1= n of the total

impedance in percent.
. When one unit is lost or bypassed, the throug hput power remains constant, and the total phase-

shift angle and the total impedance in ohms and in percent are reduced by (n� 1)=n.

4.8.2 Tests

In case of a two-tank design, the PST should be completely assembled with the two units connected

together, as in service.

Auxiliary bushings may be necessary to make inner windings accessible for measurements of resist-

ances, losses, and temperatures or to allow dielectric tests.

4.8.2.1 Special Dielectric Tests

When bypassing of the unit is a specified operating condition, a special lightning impulse and a special

switching impulse has to be performed with both terminals of the series winding connected.

4.8.2.2 No-Load Phase-Shift Angle

From Figure 4.5, the phase shift ang le can be calculated as

a ¼ arc cos
V 2S þ V 2L � V 2S �L

2 � VS � VL

(4:41)
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with VS, VL, and VS–L being the absolute values of the voltages of corresponding source and load

terminals to ground and between them, respectively.

To differentiate between advanced and retard angle, the following criteria can be used: advanced

phase-shift angle:

VS1 � VS2 > VS1 � VL2

retard phase-shift angle:

VS1 � VS2 < VS1 � VL2

The tolerance depends on the accuracy of the voltages. ANSI=IEEE C57.135 recommends that this be

1%. This considers the worst case, when VS and VL are at the upper tolerance limit (1.005) and VS–L is at

the lower limit (0.995).
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Power electronic circuits can convert alternating current (ac) to direct current (dc). These are called

rectifier circuits. Power electronic circuits can also convert direct current to alternating current. These

are called inverter circuits. Both of these circuits are considered to be converters. A transformer that has

one of its windings connected to one of these circuits, as a dedicated transformer, is a converter

transformer, or rectifier transformer. IEC standards refer to these transformers as converter transform-

ers, while IEEE standards refer to these transformers as rectifier transformers. Because it is IEEE practice

to refer to these transformers as rectifier transformers, that same term is used throughout this

discussion.

Transformers connected to circuits with a variety of loads, but which may contain some electronic

circuits that produce harmonics, are not considered to be rectifier transformers. However, they may have

harmonic heating effects similar to rectifier transformers. Those transformers are covered under IEEE

Recommended Practice for Establishing Transformer Capability when Supplying Non-Sinusoidal Load

Currents, ANSI=IEEE C57.110.

Electronic circuits provide many types of control today, and their use is proliferating. These circuits

are generally more efficient than previous types of control, and they are applied in many types of

everyday use. Rectifier circuits are used to provide high-current dc for electrochemical processes like

chlorine production as well as copper and aluminum production. They are also used in variable-speed-

drive motor controls, transit traction applications, mining applications, electric furnace applications,

higher-voltage laboratory-type experiments, high-voltage direct-current power transmission (HVDC),

static precipitators, and others. While HVDC transmission and static precipitators are not directly

covered in this chapter, much of the basic information still applies.



5.1 Background and Historical Perspective

Rectifier transformers can be liquid-immersed, dry-type, or cast-coil technology. Dry-type trans-

formers were primarily used in distribution-voltage classes. Impregnation systems have improved

with the development of vacuum pressure impregnation (VPI) technology. These types of trans-

formers have been developed to 34-kV and 46-kV classes, although basic-impulse-insulation levels

(BIL) are often less than in liquid-immersed transformers. Cast-coil technology has developed as a

more rugged, nonliquid-filled technology. Both of these types of transformers—dry type and cast

coil—are limited by voltage and kVA size. They have advantages over liquid-filled transformers for

fire protection, since they have no liquids to ignite. However, liquid-immersed transformers can be

built to all voltage levels and current levels. High-fire-point fluids can be used for fire-protection

considerations. Auxiliary cooling can be utilized to cool larger levels of power loss developed in

higher-current applications.

The early rectifiers were pool-cathode mercury rectifiers. These had high levels of short-circuit

failures on transformers and suffered from arc-backs. When one phase faulted, all phases would

dump through the faulted phase. So on a six-phase transformer with 10% impedance, instead of

10 times rated current during a fault, it could develop up to 60 times rated current. Usually the fault

would not be this high, but it could still be in the area of 40 times rated current. This is an

extremely high fault current for a transformer to withstand. Transformers had to be built very

ruggedly and were extremely heavy compared with most transformers, which greatly increased the

cost of these systems. They also had the disadvantage of the environmental problems associated with

mercury. These transformers were built to comply with ANSI=IEEE C57.18-1964, Pool Cathode

Mercury-Arc Rectifier Transformer. The latest revision of this standard was 1964, but it was

reaffirmed later.

Semiconductor rectifiers advanced higher in voltage and current capability, and finally semicon-

ductor technology developed to the point that pool-cathode mercury-arc rectifiers were replaced.

Semiconductor rectifiers also brought the ability of control with thyristors in addition to diodes,

without the use of magnetic devices such as the saturable core reactors and amplistats that had been

used for this purpose. They did have the advantage of little harmonic production, but they are less

efficient than semiconductor devices. Nevertheless, they are still used in many applications today

with diodes.

The new problem presented by semiconductor technology was harmonic current. The operation of

the semiconductor rectifier produces harmonic voltages and currents. The harmonic currents are at

higher frequencies than the fundamental frequency of the transformer. These higher-frequency currents

cause high levels of eddy-current losses and other stray losses in other parts of the transformer. This can

create potentially high temperatures, which degrade the insulation of the transformer and can cause

early failure of the transformer.

Problems of failures were reported to the IEEE Power Engineering Society Transformer Commit-

tee. These were typically hottest-spot failures in the windings. In 1981 a new standard began

development. Rather than just updating the old mercury-arc rectifier standard, a new standard was

created—ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10-1998, Practices and Requirements for Semiconductor Power Rectifier

Transformers. In a similar time frame, IEC developed its own standard, IEC 61378-1-1997, Convertor

Transformers—Part 1: Transformers for Industrial Applications. The IEEE standard took an inor-

dinate amount of time to develop due to the development of new products, new terminology, the

definition of harmonics, the estimated harmonic effects on losses and heating, individual company

practices, conflicting standards, harmonization with the IEC’s efforts to develop a standard, and

development of appropriate test methods, to name a few of the obstacles.

Important developments occurred during the preparation of these standards. Some involve the

specification of transformers, some involve performance characteristics and calculations, and some

involve the testing of transformers.
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5.2 New Terminology and Definitions

At least two new terms were defined in ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10. Both are important in the specification of

rectifier transformers.

5.2.1 Fundamental kVA

The traditional IEEE method for rating a rectifier transformer has always been the root-mean-square

(rms) kVA drawn from the primary line. This is still the method used to develop all of the tables and

figures given in ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10, Clause 10. However, the IEC converter transformer standards

define the kVA by the fundamental kVA drawn from the primary line. The rms-rated kVA method is

based on the rms equivalent of a rectangular current waveshape based on the dc rated load commutated

with zero commutating angle. The fundamental kVA method is based on the rms equivalent of the

fundamental component of the line current. There are pros and cons to both methods. IEC allows only

the fundamental-kVA-method rating with an ‘‘in some countries’’ clause to accommodate North

American practice. The logic behind this rating is that the transformer manufacturer will only be able

to accurately test losses at the fundamental frequency. The manufacturer can not accurately test losses

with the complex family of harmonics present on the system. Therefore, according to IEC, it is only

proper to rate the transformer at the fundamental frequency. Transformer rating and test data will then

correspond accurately.

The traditional IEEE rms-kVA rating method will not be exactly accurate at test. However, it does

represent more accurately what a user sees as meter readings on the primary side of the transformer.

Users feel strongly that this is a better method, and this is what their loading is based on.

ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10 allows for both kVA methods. It is important for a user to understand the

difference between these two methods so that the user can specify which rating is wanted.

5.2.2 Harmonic Loss Factor

The term harmonic-loss factor, FHL, was developed by IEEE and IEC as a method to define the

summation of harmonic terms that can be used as a multiplier on winding eddy-current losses and

other stray losses. These items are separated into two factors, winding eddy-current harmonic-loss

factor, FHL-WE, and the other-stray-loss harmonic-loss factor, FHL-OSL. These are used as multipliers of

their respective losses as measured at test at the fundamental frequency. Both factors can be normalized

to either the fundamental current or the rms current.

These terms are similar to the values used by the Under w riters Laboratories (UL) K -factor multiplier,

except that stray losses are amplified by a lesser factor than the winding eddy-current losses. The term

FHL-WE comes mathematically closest to being like the term K-factor. It must be noted that the

term K-factor was never an IEEE term but only a UL definition. The new IEEE Recommended Practice

for Establishing Transformer Capability when Supplying Non-Sinusoidal Load Currents, ANSI=IEEE

C57.100, gives a very good explanation of these terms and comparisons to the UL definition of

K-factor. The Transformers Committee of the IEEE Power Engineering Society has accepted the term

harmonic-loss factor as more mathematically and physically correct than the term K-factor. K-factor is

used in UL standards, which are safety standards. IEEE standards are engineering standards.

In their most simple form, these terms for harmonic-loss factor can be defined as follows:

FHL-WE ¼
Xn

1

Ih(pu)2h2 (5:1)

and

FHL-OSL ¼
Xn

1

Ih(pu)2h0:8 (5:2)
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where

FHL-WE ¼ w inding eddy-current harmonic-loss factor

FHL-OSL ¼ other-stray-loss harmonic-loss factor

Ih ¼ harmonic component of current of the order indicated by the subscript h

h ¼ harmonic order

As is ev ident, the primar y difference is that the other stray losses are only increased by a harmonic

exponent factor of 0.8. Bus-bar, eddy-current losses are also increased by a harmonic exponent factor of

0.8. Winding eddy-current losses are increased by a harmonic exponent factor of 2. The factor of 0.8 or

less has been verified by studies by manufacturers in the IEC development and has been accepted in

ANSI =IEEE C57.18.10. Other stray losses occur in core clamping structures, tank walls, or enclosure

walls. On the other hand, current-carr y ing conductors are more susceptible to heating effects due to the

skin effect of the materials. Either the harmonic spectrum or the harmonic-loss factor must be supplied

by the specify ing engineer to the transformer manufacturer.
5.3 Rectifier Circuits

Rectifier circuits often utilize multiple-circuit w indings in transformers. This is done to minimize

harmonics on the system or to subdivi de the rectifier circuit to reduce current or voltage to the

rectifier. Since different win dings experience different harmonics on multiple-circuit transformers, the

kVA ratings of the wi ndings do not add arithmetically. Rather, they are rated on the basis of the rms

current carried by the w inding . This is an area where the rms-kVA rating of the wi ndings is

impor tant. The fundamental-kVA rating would add arithmetically, since harmonics would not be a

factor.

Rectifier circuits can be either sing le way or double way. Sing le-way circuits fire only on one side of the

waveform and therefore deliver dc. Double-way circuits fire on both side of the waveform.

A variet y of common rectifier circuits are shown in Figure 5.1 throug h Figure 5.11. Table 9 in

ANSI =IEEE C57.18.10 shows the proper ties of the more common circuits, including the currents and

voltages of the win dings. The dc wi nding—the wi nding connected to the rectifier—is usually the

secondar y win ding , unless it is an inver ter transformer. The ac w inding—the w inding connected to

the system—is usually the primar y w inding , unless it is an inverter transformer.

A six-pulse single -way transformer would have to have two secondar y win dings, like a Circuit 45

transformer (Figure 5.5), which has a delta primar y win ding w ith double-wye secondar y w indings. A

six-pulse double-way transformer can be a simple two-winding transformer, like a Circuit 23 trans-

former (Figure 5.1), which is a simple delta-wye transformer. This is due to the number of pulses each

circuit has over the normal period of a sine wave.
H2

23

H1 H3

Delta, six phase,
wye, double-way

R1

R2

R3ES

FIGURE 5.1 ANSI Circuit 23. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10-1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)
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H225

H1 H3
308

Delta, six phase,
delta, double-way

R1

R2

R3

ES

FIGURE 5.2 ANSI Circuit 25. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10-1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)

H2

26

H1 H3

Wye, six phase,
delta, double-way

R1

R2

R3

FIGURE 5.3 ANSI Circuit 26. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10-1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)

H2

H3

Delta, twelve phase, multiple
delta-wye, double-way

R3

R2

R4

R6
H1 308

31

R5R1

FIGURE 5.4 ANSI Circuit 31. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10-1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)

H2

H3

Delta, six phase, double wye

H1
R1

N1

N0

N2
R3 R2

R4

R5 R6

45

FIGURE 5.5 ANSI Circuit 45. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10-1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)
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Wye, six phase, double wye
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H3
308H1 R1

R5 R6

R3

N1

N0

N2

R2
R4

46

FIGURE 5.6 ANSI Circuit 46. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10-1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)

Delta, six phase, parallel double wye
with single interphase transformer
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H1
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R3

R5

R2

R4
S1

S3 S2

N0

N4

S4

S6S5

N2 N3

R6

N1

FIGURE 5.7 ANSI Circuit 50. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10–1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)

Delta, six phase, parallel double wye
with two interphase transformers
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50A N1

R1

R3 R2

N2 N3

N0

R5

R4

S3 S2

S6

S4 

N4

S5R6

H3H1

FIGURE 5.8 ANSI Circuit 50A. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10–1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)
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FIGURE 5.9 ANSI Circuit 51. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10–1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)
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Wye, six phase, parallel double wye
with two interphase transformers
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FIGURE 5.10 ANSI Circuit 51A. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10–1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)
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FIGURE 5.11 ANSI Circuit 52. (From ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10–1998. � IEEE 1998. With permission.)
5.4 Commutating Impedance

Commutating impedance is defined as one-half the total impedance in the commutating circuit

expressed in ohms referred to the total secondar y w inding . It is often expressed as percent impedance

on a secondar y kVA base. For wye, star, and multiple-wye circuits, this is the same as derived in ohms on

a phase-to-neutral voltage basis. With diametric and zigzag circuits, it must be expressed as one-half the

total due to both halves being mutually coupled on the same core leg or phase. This is not to be confused

w ith the shor t-circuit impedance, i.e., the impedance w ith all secondar y w indings shor ted. Care must be

taken when expressing these values to be careful of the kVA base used in each. The commutating

impedance is the impedance w ith one secondar y w inding shor ted, and it is usually expressed on its own

kVA base, althoug h it can also be expressed on the primar y kVA base if desired.

Care must be taken when specify ing these values to the transformer manufacturer. The impedance

value, whether it is commutating impedance or shor t-circuit impedance, and kVA base are extremely

impor tant.

Use ANSI= IEEE C57.18.10 as a reference for commutating impedance. The tables of circuits in this

reference are also useful.
5.5 Secondary Coupling

Three-w inding transformers w ith one primar y w inding and two secondar y win dings, such as Circuit 31

(Figure 5.4), Circuit 45 (Figure 5.5), and Circuit 46 (Figure 5.6), can be constructed as tig htly

coupled secondar y w indings or as loosely coupled or uncoupled secondar y w indings. The leakage

reactance is common to the tig htly coupled secondar y w indings but is independent for the uncoupled

secondar y w indings.
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If two separate transformers were constructed on separate cores, the couplings would be completely

independent of one another, i.e., uncoupled. When the w indings of one of these transformers are

combined on a common core, there can be var y ing degrees of coupling , depending on the transformer

construction.

Some transformers must be made w ith tig htly coupled w indings. This is commonly accomplished by

w inding the secondar y win dings in an interleaved or bifilar fashion. This is almost always done w ith low-

voltage, hig h-current w indings. Higher-voltage w indings would have hig h-voltage stresses from this ty pe

of construction. However, the hig her-current win dings also benefit from the harmonic cancellation

resulting from the close coupling of the secondar y w indings. This t y pe of construction is usually required

w ith Circuit 45 and 46 transformers and other sing le-way double-wye transformers. Such transformers

would suffer from three-pulse harmonics w ithout the tig ht coupling of the secondar y win dings.

Secondar y coupling is used in all t y pes of traction-dut y transformers. This offers the advantage of low

commutating impedance w ith hig h shor t-circuit impedance. Harmonic cancellation also is accom-

plished in the secondar y w indings.

The degree of coupling affects the magnitude of the fault current that can be produced at shor t circuit.

If secondar y circuits are paralleled, unbalanced commutation impedances can produce hig h fault

currents. The degree of coupling can also affect the voltage regulation at hig h overloads, as can be

seen in traction ser v ice or hig h-pulse dut y.

The degree of coupling also influences the voltage regulation when overloads are high, say in the range of

200% or higher. When developing these values, the impedance can be found mostly in the primary windings

or in the secondar y windings, depending on the transformer construction. Equation 5.3, Equation 5.4, and

Equation 5.5 will bear this out when used on different types of three-winding rectifier transformers. With

some constructions, all of the impedance is in the secondar y winding, and the primar y winding can actually

calculate as negative impedance. This can be beneficial in high overload conditions for 12-pulse converters.

Three-w inding transformers are usually not completely coupled or uncoupled in practicality. The

degree of coupling varies between one and zero, where zero means the secondar y w indings are

completely uncoupled. When the coupling is a one, the secondar y w indings are completely coupled.

Any thing between is par tial coupling , and the precise value gives an appraisal of the degree of coupling .

If a par ticular coupling is required, it must be specified to the transformer manufacturer.

Three-w inding transformers w ith one delta secondar y w inding and one wye secondar y win ding (an

ANSI Circuit 31) are the transformers where the coupling can be accomplished wi th a coupling from

nearly zero to nearly unity. The common t y pes of construction for three-winding rectifier transformer

w indings are shown in Figure 5.12a throug h Figure 5.12e.

To determine the degree of coupling , a series of impedance tests are required as explained in

ANSI =IEEE C57.18.10, Clause 8.6.3. An impedance test is done where each secondar y is shor ted in

turn. For commutating impedance, this is done at the secondar y kVA rating or base. However, for the

purposes of this calculation, it should be calculated at the primar y kVA base in order to keep all terms in

Equation 5.3, Equation 5.4, and Equation 5.5 on the same base. Finally, the shor t-circuit impedance test

is performed, where both secondar y w indings are shor ted and primar y current of sufficient magnitude is

applied to the transformer to obtain the primar y kVA rating.

For the purposes of this discussion and Figure 5.13, we w ill assume that the two secondar y

impedances are equal. In realit y, the two values are usually slig htly different. This would make the

calculations somewhat more complicated. The degree of coupling may be somewhat different based on

this simplification.

The variables depicted in Figure 5.13 are as follows:

Zp¼ primary impedance

Zs ¼ secondary impedance

K ¼ coupling factor

From the results of the impedance tests, we have the short-circuit impedance and the commutating

impedance, both on a primary kVA base. We can then express the two terms as follows:
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FIGURE 5.12 (a) Two-tier or stacked-coil arrangement. (b) Concentric-coil arrangement. (c) Split stacked-

secondary arrangement. (d) Interleaved or bifilar secondary arrangement. (e) Interleaved helical secondary arrangement.
The commutating impedance is

Zc ¼ Zp þ Zs (5:3)

The short-circuit impedance is

Zsc ¼ Zp þ Zs=2 (5:4)

From the results of the tests, solve the two simultaneous equations (Equation 5.3 and Equation 5.4)

for the value of the primary impedance. This value and the commutating impedance (Equation 5.3) are

the values needed to calculate the degree of coupling.

The coupling factor is

K ¼ Zp=Zc (5:5)
Zp

Zs

Zs

FIGURE 5.13 Impedance diagram of a three-winding transformer.
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If the coupling factor is zero, the secondar y w indings are completely uncoupled, and the primar y

impedance is zero. When the coupling factor is unit y, the secondar y wi ndings are completely coupled

and the secondar y impedance is zero. Values in between indicate par tial coupling .

The derived values can be fur ther broken dow n into reactance and resistance, which gives a closer

definition of the coupling factor if required.

Each of the transformer t y pes shown in Figure 5.12 gives a different coupling factor, and only the

interleaved t y pes prov ide close coupling . The coil design should be matched to the coupling desired by

the user. The designs in Figure 5.12a and Figure 5.12b are loosely coupled. The design in Figure 5.12c is

rather tig htly coupled, while the designs in Figure 5.12d and Figure 5.12e are ver y tig htly coupled. The

user must specify to the transformer manufacturer the t y pe of coupling desired.

5.6 Generation of Harmonics

Semiconductor power conver ters for both ac and dc conversions have long been known to produce

harmonic currents that affect other electrical equipment. IEEE 519, IEEE Recommended Practices and

Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electric Power Systems, is an excellent source for discussion of

the generation and amplitudes of the harmonic currents discussed.

Figure 5.14 shows a three-phase bridge rectifier. A periodic sw itching conver ts electrical power from

one form to another. A dc voltage w ith superimposed hig h-frequency ripple is produced. The ripple

voltage consists of the supply voltage w ith a frequency of multiples of six times the fundamental

frequency. This can be done using either diode rectifiers or thy ristors.

Energ y balance and Fourier analysis of the square waves confirms that each 6n harmonic in the dc

voltage requires harmonic currents of frequencies of 6n þ 1 and 6n � 1 in the ac line. The magnitude of

the harmonic current is essentially inversely propor tional to the harmonic number, or a value of 1= h.

This is true of all conver ters. Once the number of pulses is determined from a conver ter, the harmonics

generated wi ll begin to be generated on either side of the pulse number. So a six-pulse conver ter begins to

generate harmonics on the 5th and 7th harmonic, then again on the 11th and 13th harmonic, and so on. A

12-pulse conver ter w ill begin to generate harmonics on the 11th and 13th harmonic, and again on the 23rd

and 25th harmonic, and so on. In order to reduce harmonics, topologies are developed to increase the

number of pulses. This can be done using more-sophisticated converters or by using multiple converters

with phase shifts. From this, we can express the above in a general formula for all pulse converters as

per Equation 5.6.
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FIGURE 5.14 Three-phase bridge rectifier.
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TABLE 5.1 Theoretical Harmonic Currents Present in Input Current to a Typical Static Power Rectifier,

Per Unit of the Fundamental Current

Rectifier Pulse Number

Harmonic Order 6 12 18 24 30 36 48

5 0.2000 — — — — — —

7 0.1429 — — — — — —

11 0.0909 0.0909 — — — — —

13 0.0769 0.0769 — — — — —

17 0.0588 — 0.0588 — — — —

19 0.0526 — 0.0526 — — — —

23 0.0435 0.0435 — 0.0435 — — —

25 0.0400 0.0400 — 0.0400 — — —

29 0.0345 — — — 0.0345 — —

31 0.0323 — — — 0.0323 — —

35 0.0286 0.0286 0.0286 — — 0.0286 —

37 0.0270 0.0270 0.0270 — — 0.0270 —

41 0.0244 — — — — — —

43 0.0233 — — — — — —

47 0.0213 0.0213 — 0.0213 — — 0.0213

49 0.0204 0.0204 — 0.0204 — — 0.0204
h ¼ kq� 1 (5:6)

where

k¼ any integer

q¼ converter pulse number

Table 5.1 shows a variety of theoretical harmonics that are produced based on the pulse number of the

rectifier system. It should be emphasized that these are theoretical maximum magnitudes. In reality,

harmonics are generally reduced due to the impedances in the transformer and system, which block the

flow of harmonics. In fact, harmonics may need to be expressed at different values, depending on the

load. On the other hand, due to system interaction and circuit topology, sometimes the harmonic

current values are greater than the ideal values for certain harmonic values. The interaction of devices

such as filters and power-factor correction capacitors can have a great affect on the harmonic values.

These interactions are not always predictable. This is also one of the problems faced by filter designers.

This has increasingly led toward multisecondary transformers that cancel the harmonics at their primary

terminals, although the transformer generally still has to deal with the harmonics.

A quick study of Table 5.1 shows that the harmonic currents are greatly reduced as the pulse number

increases. Of course, the cost of the rectifiers and transformers increases as the complexity of the design

increases. One must determine what level of power quality one can afford or what level is necessary to

meet the limits given by IEEE 519.

5.7 Harmonic Spectrum

One requirement of ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10 is that the specifying engineer supply the harmonic load

spectrum to the transformer manufacturer. There are too many details of circuit operation, system

parameters, and other equipment, such as power-factor correction capacitors, for the transformer

manufacturer to be able to safely assume a harmonic spectrum with complete confidence. The require-

ment to specify the harmonic spectrum is of utmost importance. Indeed, the problem of harmonic

heating was the primary reason for the creation of ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10, which shows the theoretical

harmonic spectrum similar to that presented in Table 5.1, also in theoretical values. The 25th

harmonic was used as the cutoff point, since the theoretical values were given in the table. Table 1 of
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ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10 provides very conservative values. Consider what would happen if we used the

theoretical values of harmonic current and allowed the spectrum to go on and on. The harmonic-loss

factor from such an exercise would be infinity for any pulse system. A reasonable cutoff point and

accurate harmonic spectrum are necessary to properly design transformers for harmonic loads. While it

may be prudent to be somewhat conservative, the specifying engineer must recognize the cost of being

overly conservative. If the transformer spectrum is underestimated, the transformer may overheat. If the

harmonic spectrum is estimated at too high a value, the transformer will be overdesigned, and the user

will invest more capital in the transformer than is warranted.

It is also not possible to simply specify the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the current in order to

specify the harmonics. Many different harmonic-current spectra can give the same THD, but the

harmonic-loss factor may be different for each of them.

Total percent harmonic distortion, as it relates to current, can be expressed as:

ITHD ¼
XH

h¼2

I2
h=I2

1

" #
� 100% (5:7)

where

Ih¼ current for the hth harmonic, expressed in per-unit terms

I1¼ fundamental frequency current, expressed in per-unit terms

Limits of allowable total harmonic distortion are given in IEEE 519, Recommended Practices and

Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electric Power Systems.

Likewise, total harmonic distortion as it relates to voltage can be expressed as:

VTHD ¼
XH

h¼2

Vh
2=V1

2

" #
� 100% (5:8)

where

Vh¼ voltage for the hth harmonic, expressed in per-unit terms

V1¼ fundamental frequency current, expressed in per-unit, terms

Again, IEEE 519 also addresses total harmonic distortion and its limits.

Typically, voltage harmonics do not affect a rectifier transformer. Voltage and current harmonics

usually do not create a core-heating problem. However, if there is dc current in the secondary waveform,

the core can go into saturation. This results in high vibration, core heating, and circulating currents,

since the core can no longer hold the flux. Nevertheless, the normal effect of harmonics is a noisier core

as it reacts to different load frequencies.

Assume a harmonic spectrum as shown in Table 5.2.
TABLE 5.2 Theoretical Harmonic Spectrum

Harmonic Harmonic, Per Unit Current

1 1.0000

5 0.1750

7 0.1000

11 0.0450

13 0.0290

17 0.0150

19 0.0100

23 0.0090

25 0.0080
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TABLE 5.3 Comparison of Harmonic-Loss Factor for the Theoretical Spectrum and an Example Spectrum

Harmonic Ih Ih I2
h I2

h I2
hh2 I2

hh2

h Theoretical Example h2 Theoretical Example Theoretical Example

1 1.0000 1.0000 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

5 0.2000 0.1750 25 0.0400 0.3063 1.0000 0.7656

7 0.1429 0.1000 49 0.0204 0.0100 1.0000 0.4900

11 0.0909 0.0450 121 0.0083 0.0020 1.0000 0.2450

13 0.0769 0.0290 169 0.0059 0.0008 1.0000 0.1421

17 0.0588 0.0150 289 0.0035 0.0002 1.0000 0.0650

19 0.0526 0.0100 361 0.0028 0.0001 1.0000 0.0361

23 0.0435 0.0090 529 0.0019 0.0001 1.0000 0.0428

25 0.0400 0.0080 625 0.0016 0.0001 1.0000 0.0400

FHL ¼ S 9.0000 2.8266
If we look at the theoretical spectrum shown in Table 5.2 and compare it with an example spectrum in

Table 5.3, we can see that the effects of the harmonic currents are quite different. The harmonic-loss

factor, FHL, is calculated for both the theoretical spectrum and the example spectrum in Table 5.3.

The results in Table 5.3 dramatically show the realit y of many harmonic spectra. The w inding eddy-

and stray-loss multiplier from the example harmonic spectrum is much less than the theoretical value

would indicate. This was one of the failings of rating transformers using the UL K-factor and then

assigning an ar bitrar y value based on ser v ice. While this approach may be conser vative and acceptable in

a safet y standard, it is not an engineering solution to the problem. The values of FHL above demonstrate

the need to have a reasonable harmonic spectrum for applications. Many site-specific installations

measure and determine their harmonic spectra. For ease of specification, many specify ing engineers

use a standard spectrum that may not be applicable in all installations. This practice runs the risk of

underspecify ing or overspecify ing the transformer. Underspecifyi ng the harmonic spectrum results in

overheated transformers and possible failures. Overspecify ing the harmonic spectrum results in over-

built and more costly capital equipment.
5.8 Effects of Harmonic Currents on Transformers

To better understand how harmonic currents affect transformers one must first understand the basic

construction. For power transformers up to about 50 MVA, the t y pical construction is core form. The

low-voltage w inding is generally placed next to the core leg , w ith the hig h-voltage w inding wound

concentrically over the low-voltage w inding . For some hig h-current transformers, these wi ndings may

be reversed, w ith the low-voltage w inding wound on the outside over the hig h-voltage coil. The core and

coils are held together wi th core clamps, and the core and coil is generally enclosed by a tank or

enclosure. See Figure 5.15 for this construction and a v iew of leakage field around the transformer.

Losses in the transformer can be broken down into core loss, no-load loss, and load loss. Load losses

can be fur ther broken down into I 2R loss and stray loss. Stray loss can be fur ther broken down into

eddy-current losses and other stray losses. Electromagnetic fields from the ac currents produce voltages

across conductors, causing eddy currents to flow in them. This increases the conductor loss and

operating temperature. Other stray losses are due to losses in structures other than the w indings, such

as core clamps and tank or enclosure walls.

The region of maximum eddy-current losses is the upper region of the w inding , near the hig h-low

barrier. The same usually exists at the bottom of the transformer w inding as well, but it is t y pically the

upper region that has the most damaging effects, as it is in a hig her ambient temperature of liquid or air.

Core-loss components can be broken dow n into core eddy loss, hysteresis loss, and w inding-excitation

loss. These losses are a function of the grade of core steel, the lamination thickness, the type of core and

joint, the operating frequency, the destruction factor during manufacture, and the core induction.
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FIGURE 5.15 Transformer construction and electromagnetic leakage field.
Harmonic currents can create harmonic voltage distor tions and somewhat increase the core loss, the

exciting current, and sound levels while leading to potential core-saturation problems. However, this is

not considered to be the main cause of problems in rectifier transformers. ANSI= IEEE C57.18.10 does

not calculate any effect on the core loss by the harmonic currents.

Other stray losses are generally propor tional to the current squared times the harmonic frequency

order to the 0.8 power, as shown earlier in Equation 5.2. Metallic par ts w ill increase in temperature,

and load loss w ill increase. These losses are generally not detrimental to the life of the transformer as

long as the insulating system is not damaged. The metallic par ts t y pically affected are the core

clamps, win ding clamping structures, and tank or enclosure walls. The use of nonmagnetic materials,

magnetic shields, conductive shields, increased magnetic clearances, and interleaving of hig h-current

buswork are useful methods in reducing the stray losses that are amplified by the harmonic currents.

Eddy-current losses in the w indings are affected mostly by harmonic currents. The eddy-current

loss is proportional to the square of the load current and the square of the harmonic frequency, as

shown earlier in Equation 5.1. These losses are increased in the hottest-spot area of the win ding and can

lead to early insulation failure. The transformer designer must make effor ts to reduce the w inding eddy-

current losses due to the harmonic amplification of these losses. Careful w inding and impedance

balances, dimensioning of the conductors, and transposition of the conductors are useful methods in

this effor t.

I 2R losses increase as the rms current of the transformer increases. A transformer w ith a hig her

harmonic spectrum w ill draw more current from the system.

To see the results on the losses of the transformer, consider the follow ing example for a 5000-kVA

rectifier transformer wi th the harmonic spectrum shown in Table 5.4. From the design or test losses, we

can determine how many watts w ill be generated by each loss component and what needs to be cooled.

For this example we will assume that the transformer has the following loss data:

Core loss ¼ 9,000 W

I2R loss ¼ 30,000 W

Winding eddy-current loss ¼ 6,000 W

Bus loss ¼ 1,000 W

Other stray loss ¼ 4,000 W

Total sinusoidal loss ¼ 50,000 W
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TABLE 5.4 Example of a Harmonic

Spectrum for the Example Problem

Harmonic Order Per Unit Load Current

1 1.000

5 0.180

7 0.120

11 0.066

13 0.055

17 0.029

19 0.019

23 0.009

25 0.005
We can determine the harmonic loss factors in Table 5.5.

rms p :u: current ¼ p 
1: 055489 ¼ 1:02737 (5:9)

From the results of the calculations in Table 5.5, we can now calculate the ser v ice losses under harmonic

load conditions as follows:

1. Core loss remains unchanged from the fundamental kVA, per ANSI =IEEE C57.18.10.

2. The rms kVA would be 1.02737 times the fundamental kVA.

3. The fundamental I 2R losses would be increased by 1.055.

4. Multiply the fundamental w inding eddy-current losses by 3.9856.

5. Multiply the fundamental other stray losses and bus-bar eddy-current losses by 1.2521.

The results of these calculations are shown in Table 5.6. The losses to be considered for thermal

dimensioning would be the ser v ice losses, not the fundamental losses of Table 5.4. When the

temperature-rise test is performed, it must be done wit h the calculated ser v ice losses per ANSI= IEEE

C57.18.10. These calculated ser v ice losses should be a conser vative estimate of the actual losses. Actual

losses w ill probably be slig htly less.

These calculated ser v ice losses would require significantly more radiators for a liquid-filled unit or the

winding ducts for a dry-type or cast-coil transformer than the fundamental losses would indicate. More

detailed examples of these types of loss calculations are given in the Annex of ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10.
TABLE 5.5 Calculated Harmonic Loss Factors

Harmonic

Order (h)

Fundamental,

p.u. A

Fundamental,

p.u. A2 h2 h0.8 FHL_WE

FHL-OSL and

Bus Loss

1 1.000 1.000000 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

5 0.180 0.032400 25 3.6238 0.8100 0.1174

7 0.120 0.014400 49 4.7433 0.7056 0.0683

11 0.066 0.004356 121 6.8095 0.5271 0.0297

13 0.055 0.003025 169 7.7831 0.5112 0.0235

17 0.029 0.000841 289 9.6463 0.2430 0.0081

19 0.019 0.000361 361 10.5439 0.1303 0.0038

23 0.009 0.000081 529 12.2852 0.0428 0.0010

25 0.005 0.000025 625 13.1326 0.156 0.0003

S — 1.055489 — — 3.9856 1.2521
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TABLE 5.6 Calculated Service Losses

Fundamental Losses FHL Multiplier Service Losses

Core loss 9,000 W 1.0000 9,000 W

I2R loss 30,000 W 1.0555 31,655 W

Winding eddy-current loss 6,000 W 3.9856 22,914 W

Bus loss 1,000 W 1.2521 1,252 W

Other stray loss 4,000 W 1.2521 5,008 W

Total losses 50,000 W — 69,829 W
5.9 Thermal Tests

The losses calculated by using the harmonic-loss factors are used when the thermal tests are performed.

The thermal tests are performed per ANSI= IEEE C57.18.10. The methods are similar to ANSI =IEEE

C57.12.90 and ANSI = IEEE C57.12.91, except instead of the fundamental or rms current, the current

must be sufficient to produce the losses w ith harmonics considered.

In the case of liquid-filled transformers, sufficient current is applied to the transformer to obtain the

calculated ser v ice losses w ith harmonics. Once the top-oil temperature is obtained, the core loss is

backed out. The rated-current por tion of the test is performed w ith current sufficient to produce the

load losses w ith harmonics included.

In the case of dr y-t y pe transformers, the core-loss por tion of the test is the same as a standard

transformer. When the load por tion of the test is preformed, the rated-current por tion of the test is

performed w ith current sufficient to produce the load losses w ith the harmonics included.

Once the thermal tests are completed, there are possibly some adjustments necessar y to the calculated

temperature rise. This is especially true in the case of multiple-secondar y-w inding transformers. If the

harmonic-loss factor for the secondar y wi nding is different from the primar y w inding , the secondar y-

w inding rise may need to be adjusted upward based on the losses it should have had. The primar y-

w inding rise is then adjusted downward.

Temperature-rise tests of single -way transformers, such as ANSI Circuit 45 (Figure 5.5), are at best a

compromise, unless the rectifier is available. Standard shor t-circuit tests used to thermally test the

transformer w ill not even energize the interphase por tions of the transformer. Either the primar y

w indings or the secondar y win dings wi ll be either greatly overloaded or underloaded. Care must be

taken not to damage the transformer during the thermal tests. For instance, attempts to circulate

currents in both secondar y w indings may cause the primar y w inding to be overloaded.

This is a significant change from the mercur y-arc rectifier transformer standard, ANSI = IEEE C57.18.

That standard did not require the use of calculated harmonic losses in the thermal test. Transformers

were tested w ith the normal fundamental sinusoidal losses and were cooled to a fixed number of degrees

below the normal temperature rise, based on the ser v ice class and ty pe of transformer. These were shown

in Table 8 (limits of temperature rise) of that standard.

5.10 Harmonic Cancellation

Some harmonics can be cancelled, depending on how the w indings are constructed or on the trans-

former circuit selected. Cancellation considerations are v ital to the proper design and cooling of the

transformer win dings.

If the secondar y w indings are interleaved, the harmonic currents still exist for the conver ter pulse

of the secondary, but the effects of the harmonics are reduced to the next pulse converter level. This is

true of secondar y wi ndings constructed like Figure 5.12d and Figure 5.12e of Circuit 31 (Figure 5.4),

Circuit 45 (Figure 5.5), or Circuit 46 (Figure 5.6) secondar y wi ndings and the like. Circuit 45 and 46

secondary windings will still carry three-pulse harmonics, but the harmonic-loss factor affecting the
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FIGURE 5.16 Extended delta-winding shift.

FIGURE 5.17 Zigzag wye-winding shift.

FIGURE 5.18 Polygon w inding shift.
secondar y-w inding eddy-current losses is reduced to

that of a six-pulse transformer. For a Circuit 31

transformer w ith six-pulse secondar y win dings, it

w ill still carr y six-pulse secondar y harmonic cur-

rents, but the secondar y-w inding eddy-current losses

w ill only be affected by 12-pulse harmonics.

If primar y w indings are made of paralleled sec-

tions, they have the same harmonic currents and

harmonic-loss effects as their opposing secondar y

w indings. This is the case for Figure 5.12a, a

popular Circuit 31 transformer. All wi ndings of

this figure have six-pulse harmonics in the w inding

currents and the effect of the harmonics on the

secondar y-w inding eddy-current losses. At the pri-

mar y terminals of the transformer, the unit w ill

have 12-pulse harmonics. For the user, this is the

impor tant feature. The w inding construction is

usually the choice of the transformer manufacturer.

However, some specify ing engineers wi ll request

par ticular constructions in order to achieve their

desired system characteristics.

All of the harmonic cancellations discussed so far

have used simple delta and wye wi ndings in order to

achieve them. Additional phase shifts are used to

achieve hig her pulse orders. This is accomplished

by using extended delta wi ndings, zigzag wye w ind-

ings, and polygon w indings. These are shown in

Figure 5.16 throug h Figure 5.18. The w indings are

extended the required amount to produce the degree

of shift desired. These are usually done at 7½, 10, 15,

and 208, althoug h more increments are possible in

order to achieve the desired conver ter pulse.

The t y pe of w inding combinations required for

the conver ter pulse desired can be quite comprehen-

sive. A table of typical winding shifts is shown in

Table 5.7, but other combinations are acceptable.

The table shows the required number of secondary

windings needed with a single-primary-winding

transformer. This is usually used with higher-voltage,

low-current secondary windings. It can also be used

as the required number of primary-winding shifts

and transformers, when the transformers have the

same single-secondary-winding phase relationship.

This is usually used with high-current secondary
windings.

Using different phase shifts on the single winding of the transformer, whether the primary or

secondary winding, can increase the number of phase shifts. For instance, two 12-pulse transformers

can make a 24-pulse system by using a delta primary on one transformer and a wye primary on the

other. In cases where it may be desirable to have an interchangeable spare, it is sometimes beneficial to

use two 158 phase-shifted primary windings. The spare transformer can then be made with a reconnect-

able winding for +158 shift.
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TABLE 5.7 Required Number of Six-Pulse Windings and Connections

Pulse

Number

Number of Six-Pulse Windings and Typical Connections

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

6 delta or wye — — — — — — —

12 delta wye — — — — — —

18 delta wye �108 wye þ 108 — — — — —

18 delta þ 108 delta �108 wye — — — — —

18 delta þ 208 delta delta �208 — — — — —

24 delta þ 158 delta delta �158 wye — — — —

24 delta wye þ 158 wye wye �158 — — — —

24 delta þ 7 1=28 delta �7 1=28 wye þ 7 1=28 wye �7 1=28 — — — —

30 delta þ 128 delta delta �128 wye þ 68 wye �68 — — —

36 delta þ 108 delta delta �108 wye þ 108 wye �108 wye — —

48 delta þ 158 delta þ 7 1=28 delta delta �7 1=28 delta �158 wye �7 1=28 wye wye þ 7 1=28
It is importan t to note that harmonic cancellation is generally not perfect. This is due to several

factors, such as unbalanced loading , inaccurate phase shifts, differences in commutating impedances,

and tap changes. That may be acceptable at some times but not at others. It is common to assume a 5%

residual of lower harmonics to accommodate these realities.

When the phase shift is incorporated in the primar y w inding , the degree of shift w ill var y somewhat as

taps are changed on the transformer unless a tap changer is used in the main par t of the shifted w inding

and the extended par t of the shifted w inding . Even then, there may be a slig ht shift. These problems

may vary by about a degree of shift over the tap range of most transformers (Figure 5.19 through

Figure 5.23).

5.11 DC Current Content

If dc current is present in either the supply side or the load side of the transformer windings, it must be

specified to the transformer manufacturer at the time of quotation. Some rectifier circuits, such as

cycloconverters, have the possibility of dc current in the load current. A small amount of dc current can

saturate the core of a transformer. The effects of this may be core and core-joint overheating, core-clamp
FIGURE 5.19 A 12-pulse Circuit 31 5450-kVA, 4160-V delta primary to 2080-V delta and wye secondaries, cast-

coil transformer in case. (Photo courtesy of Niagara Transformer Corp.)
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FIGURE 5.20 A 24-pulse dr y-t y pe transformer. 7000-kVA drive dut y transformer, to be located in a tunnel , made

of two 3500-kVA 12-pulse transformers. Each core and coil has 1100-V delta and wye secondar y w indings. Each core

and coil has a 13,200-V extended-delta primar y w inding . One core and coil has its primar y w inding shifted �158 ,

while the other core and coil has its primar y w inding shifted þ158 . One reconnectable primar y spare core and coil

can be used to replace either core and coil assembly. (Photo courtesy of Niagara Transformer Corp.)
heating from fields and circulating currents, wi nding hot spots, and even tank heating . Noise and

v ibration are also often present.

5.12 Transformers Energized from a Converter =Inverter

Transfor mers ener giz ed from a conver ter =inver ter are often subject to considerably distor ted vo ltages.

If voltage h armo nics are know n to be above t he l imits o f IEEE 51 9, they must be specified. Variabl e-frequency
FIGURE 5.21 A 36-pulse system made up of 12 transformers wi th six t y pes of six-pulse transformers for hig h-

current electrochemical rectifier duty. Each transformer is 11,816-kVA OFWF with 426-V delta secondary windings.

Each transformer has a 34,500-V primar y w ith the shifts shown in Table 5.7 for a 36-pulse system. (Photo courtesy of

Niagara Transformer Corp.)
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FIGURE 5.22 A 5000-kVA 18-pulse transformer ready for shipment. Motor drive duty, 13,800-V delta primary to

secondaries of 1400-V delta, 1400-V deltaþ208, and 1400-V delta�208. (Photo courtesy of Niagara Transformer Corp.)
applications are generally considered to be at constant volts per hertz. If the volt-per-hertz ratio is variable, the

degree of variation must be specified. The flux density of the core is the governing factor, not the maximum

value of the sinusoidal voltage.

5.13 Electrostatic Ground Shield

It is usually desirable to have an electrostatic ground shield between the primary and secondary windings.

The electrostatic ground shield provides capacitive decoupling of the primary and secondary

windings. Generally, the winding connected to the rectifier circuit is ungrounded. Without the presence

of the electrostatic ground shield, transients on the primary side transfer to the secondary side of the
FIGURE 5.23 A 37,500-kVA OFAF regulating autotransformer with LTC and saturable core reactors and dc power

supplies. The high voltage is dual voltage for 13,800-V wye and 23,000-V wye. The LTC and saturable-core reactors

permit the secondary voltage to range from 14,850-V wye down to 7,150-V wye. The LTC makes coarse taps, while

the saturable-core reactors provide infinite variability between taps. This transformer powers downstream to an

electrochemical service diode rectifier. The transformer weighs over 170,000 lb, as it includes the main transformer, a

series transformer, a preventive autotransformer, and saturable core reactors. The dc power supplies provide control

to the saturable-core reactors. (Photo courtesy of Niagara Transformer Corp.)
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transformer. These may be approximately 50% of the magnitude of the primary transient if there are no

grounds in the system. This is high enough to fail secondary windings and core insulation or to cause

rectifier-circuit failures. The other normally considered advantage to the system is the minimization of

high-frequency disturbances to the primary system due to the rectifier.
5.14 Load Conditions

Load conditions generally are categorized by the service to which the transformer will be subjected.

ANSI=IEEE C57.18.10 gives the limits of rectifier transformer winding temperatures for defined load

cycles. These limits are the hottest-spot temperature limits of the applicable insulation systems. These

are the same limits that one may have with a standard power transformer that is not subject to loads rich

in harmonics. However, the harmonic losses are to be included in the calculation and test values used to

determine thermal capability for rectifier transformers. The standard service rating classes are as follows:

1. Electrochemical service

2. Industrial service

3. Light traction or mining service

4. Heavy traction service

5. Extra-heavy traction service

6. User-defined service

User-defined service is a catch-all for load patterns not defined in items 1 through 5.
5.15 Interphase Transformers

Interphase transformers help to combine multiple rectifier outputs. They may be external or internal to

the rectifier transformer. The interphase transformer supports ac voltage differences between the rectifier

outputs. They cannot balance steady-state differences in dc voltage, since they only provide support to ac

voltage differences. The interphase-transformer windings carry both ac and dc currents. The windings

are in opposition so as to allow dc current to flow, but this causes opposing ampere-turns on the core.

The core usually has to be gapped for the expected dc current unbalances and to be able to support the

expected magnetizing current from the ripple voltage. Excellent sources on this are Schaefer (1965) and

Paice (1996, 2001) listed in the references below.
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A dry-type transformer is one in which the insulating medium surrounding the winding assembly is a

gas or dry compound. Basically, any transformer can be constructed as ‘‘dry’’ as long as the ratings, most

especially the voltage and kVA, can be economically accommodated without the use of insulating oil or

other liquid media. This section covers single- and three-phase, ventilated, nonventilated, and sealed

dry-type transformers with voltage in excess of 600 V in the highest-voltage winding.

Many perceptions of dry-type transformers are associated with the class of design by virtue of the

range of ratings or end-use applications commonly associated with that form of construction. Of course,

the fundamental principles are no different from those encountered in liquid-immersed designs, as

discussed in other chapters. Considerations involving harmonics are especially notable in this regard.

Consequently, this chapter is brief, expounding only on those topics that are particularly relevant for a

transformer because it is dry.

Dry-type transformers when compared with oil-immersed transformers are lighter and nonflam-

mable. Increased experience with thermal behavior of materials, continued development of materials,

and transformer design has improved transformer thermal capability. Upper limits of voltage and kVA

have increased. Winding insulation materials have advanced from protection against moisture to

protection under more adverse conditions (e.g., abrasive dust and corrosive environments).
6.1 History

The history of dry-type transformers can be traced to demonstration of the principle of electromagnetic

induction and development of ac lighting systems. In 1831, Michael Faraday demonstrated induction of



current in a secondary coil by the electromagnetic effect of current in the primary coil. Sir William Grove

was the first to connect a transformer to an ac source needing high-voltage power for his laboratory

work, but its significance as a commercial application was not realized.

In 1882, Lucien Gaulard and John Dixon Gibbs were granted a patent for a secondary generator

placed in series to supply an ac arc lamp lighting system. The system, demonstrated in England in

1883 and Turin, Italy, in 1884 was not practical, but stimulated transformer development in several

countries [1].

Miksa Deri, Otto Blathy, and Karoly Zipernowski after seeing the lighting demonstration in Italy

made improvements and built transformers for parallel connection to a generator. Unlike the secondary

generator that had an open iron core, Deri, Blathy, and Zipernowski developed a transformer with a

closed iron core. In 1885, the lighting system was demonstrated at the Industrial Exhibition in Budapest.

Although manufacturing was expensive, the transformer functioned efficiently—low voltage drop and

low loss [2]. Similarly for England’s lighting system, Sebastian Ziani de Ferranti made improvements to

the transformer.

George Westinghouse, also impressed by the Gaulard and Gibbs lighting-system demonstration

in Italy, was encouraged by William Stanley to purchase the Gaulard and Gibbs transformer patents. In

1885, Stanley designed closed-core transformers subsequently modified by Oliver Shallenberger and

Albert Schmid making manufacturing of transformers easier and inexpensive, defining the basic

principles for transformer design. In 1886, Westinghouse and Stanley installed the first multivoltage

ac lighting system in North America. Driven by a 500-V generator, the transformer stepped up

voltage to 3000 V and stepped down to 100 V to supply electric lights in Great Barrington,

Massachusetts [1].
6.2 Transformer Taps

Transformers may be furnished with voltage taps in the high-voltage winding. Typically two taps above

and two taps below the rated voltage are provided, yielding a 10% total tap-voltage range [3,4].

6.3 Cooling Classes for Dry-Type Transformers

American and European cooling-class designations are indicated in Table 6.1. Cooling classes for dry-

type transformers are as follows [5,6]:

Ventilated—Ambient air may circulate, cooling the transformer core and windings

Nonventilated—No intentional circulation of external air through the transformer

Sealed—Self-cooled transformer with hermetically sealed tank

Self-cooled—Cooled by natural circulation of air

Force-air cooled—Cooled by forced circulation of air

Self-cooled=forced-air cooled—A rating with cooling by natural circulation of air and a rating with

cooling by forced circulation of air
TABLE 6.1 Cooling-Class Designation

Cooling Class IEEE Designation [7] IEC Designation [8]

Ventilated self-cooled AA AN

Ventilated forced-air cooled AFA AF

Ventilated self-cooled=forced-air cooled AA=FA ANAF

Nonventilated self-cooled ANV ANAN

Sealed self-cooled GA GNAN
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FIGURE 6.1 A cast-resin encapsulated high-voltage

(15 kV) coil for a 1500-kVA transformer. (Photo cour-

tesy of ABB.)
6.4 Winding Insulation
System

General practice is to seal or coat dry-type trans-

former windings with resin or varnish to provide

protection against adverse environmental condi-

tions that can cause degradation of transformer

windings. Insulating media for primary and

secondary windings are categorized as follows:

Cast coil—The winding is reinforced or placed

in a mold and cast in a resin under vacuum

pressure. Lower sound levels are realized as the

winding is encased in solid insulation. Filling

the winding with resin under vacuum pressure

eliminates voids that can cause corona. With a

solid insulation system, the winding has super-

ior mechanical and short-circuit strength and is

impervious to moisture and contaminants.

Vacuum-pressure encapsulated—The winding

is embedded in a resin under vacuum pres-

sure. Encapsulating the winding with resin

under vacuum pressure eliminates voids that

can cause corona. The winding has excellent

mechanical and short-circuit strength and

provides protection against moisture and con-

taminants.
Vacuum-pressure impregnated—The winding is permeated in a varnish under vacuum pressure. An

impregnated winding provides protection against moisture and contaminants.

Coated—The winding is dipped in a varnish or resin. A coated winding provides some protection against

moisture and contaminants for application in moderate environments.

Two photographs of dry-type transformer assemblies are shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2.
6.5 Application

Nonventilated and sealed dry-type transformers are suitable for indoor and outdoor applications [6]. As

the winding is not in contact with the external air, it is suitable for applications, e.g., exposure to fumes,

vapors, dust, steam, salt spray, moisture, dripping water, rain, and snow.

Ventilated dry-type transformers are recommended only for dry environments unless designed with

additional environmental protection. External air-carrying contaminants or excessive moisture could

degrade winding insulation. Dust and dirt accumulation can reduce air circulation through the windings

[6]. Table 6.2 indicates transformer applications based on the process employed to protect the winding

insulation system from environmental conditions.

After receipt of a transformer, auxiliary components, e.g., fans, meters, instrument transformers, etc.,

should be inspected and any loose bolts or connectors tightened. Additionally for a sealed transformer, the

integrity of the tank pressure should be verified. Acceptance tests may include winding resistance test and

ratio test.

Before energizing the transformer, check operation of fans, motors, relays, and other auxiliary devices;

verify transformer tap and ratio connections; and check tightness and clearance of electrical connections.

For a sealed transformer, also verify integrity of tank pressure and pressure gauge. Testing prior to placing
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



FIGURE 6.2 Three-phase 1500-kVA dry-type transformer, 15-kV-class primary, 600-V secondary. Three cooling

fans can be seen on the base, below the coils. (Photo courtesy of ABB.)
in service generally includes winding insulation resistance and ratio test; other tests such as winding

resistance, polarity and phase relation, and winding insulation power factor may also be performed.

6.6 Enclosures

All energized parts should be enclosed to prevent contact. Ventilated openings should be covered with

baffles, grills, or barriers to prevent entry of water, rain, snow, etc. The enclosure should be tamper

resistant. A means for effective grounding should be provided [9]. The enclosure should provide

protection suitable for the application, e.g., a weather- and corrosion-resistant enclosure for outdoor

installations.
TABLE 6.2 Transformer Applications

Winding Insulation System Cast Coil Encapsulated Impregnated or Coated Sealed Gas

Harsh environmentsa Yes Yes Yes Yes

Severe climatesb Yes Yes Yes

Load cycling Yes Yes Yes Yes

Short circuit Yes Yes Yes Yes

Nonflammability Yes Yes Yes Yes

Outdoor Yes Yes Yesc Yes

Indoor Yes Yes Yes Yes

aFumes, vapors, excessive or abrasive dust, steam, salt spray, moisture, or dripping water.
bExtreme heat or cold moisture.
cIf designed for installation in dry environments.
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If not designed to be moisture resistant, ventilated and nonventilated dry-type transformers operating

in a high-moisture or high-humidity environments when deenergized should be kept dry to prevent

moisture ingress. Strip heaters can be installed to switch on the transformer manually or automatically

when the transformer is deenergized after shutdown, for maintaining temperature to a few degrees

above ambient temperature.
6.7 Operating Conditions

The specifier should inform the manufacturer of any unusual conditions to which the transformer will

be subjected. Dry-type transformers are designed for application under the usual operating conditions

indicated in Table 6.3.

Unusual operating conditions such as frequent short-time thermal overloading and operating voltage

in excess of rating should be specified to facilitate the manufacturer providing a transformer that

meets requirements for performance. Frequent short-duration loading subjects the transformer wind-

ing assembly to severe mechanical stress. Operating at excessive voltage can cause overexcitation;

transformer core saturation, and excessive stray losses can result in thermal overloading and high

audible sound levels. Sound level of transformers installed indoors can be reduced with installation of

sound-attenuating walls and vibrations reduced by use of isolation pads and flexible connections to

winding terminals.

Gas may condense in a gas-sealed transformer left deenergized for a significant period of time at low

ambient temperature. Supplemental heating may be required to vaporize the gas before energizing the

transformer [6].
6.8 Limits of Temperature Rise

Winding-temperature rise limits are chosen so that the transformer will experience normal life expect-

ancy for the given winding insulation system under usual operating conditions. Table 6.4 indicates the

limits of temperature rise for the thermal insulation systems most commonly applied. Operation at

rated load and loading above nameplate will result in normal life expectancy. A lower average winding-

temperature rise, 908C rise for 1808C temperature class and 908C or 1158C rise for 2208C temperature

class, may be designed providing increased life expectancy and additional capacity for loading above

nameplate rating.
TABLE 6.3 Usual Operating Conditions for Transformers [7]

Temperature of cooling air �408C

24 h Average temperature of cooling air �308C

Minimum ambient temperature ��308C

Load currenta Harmonic factor �0.05 per unit

Altitudeb �3300 ft (1000 m)

Voltagec (without exceeding limiting temperature rise) . Rated output kVA at 105% rated secondary voltage,

power factor �0.80
. 110% rated secondary voltage at no load

aAny unusual load duty should be specified to the manufacturer.
bAt higher altitudes, the reduced air density decreases dielectric strength; it also increases temperature rise, reducing

capability to dissipate heat losses [7].
cOperating voltage in excess of rating may cause core saturation and excessive stray losses, which could result in overheating

and excessive noise levels [6,7].
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TABLE 6.4 Limits of Temperature Rise for Commonly Applied Thermal Insulation Systems

Winding Hottest-Spot Temperature Rise (8C) for Normal Life Expectancy

Insulation System

Temperature

Class (8C)

Continuous Operation

at Rated Load [7]

Loading above

Nameplate Rating

308C Ambient [10]

Loading above

Nameplate Rating

408C Ambient

Average Winding

Temperature Rise (8C) [7]

130 90 120 130 75

150 110 140 150 90

180 140 170 180 115

200 160 190 200 130

220 180 210 220 150
6.9 Transformer Loading

Dry-type transformers may be loaded above nameplate for short periods of time. Higher than normal

operating temperatures when loaded above nameplate rating or high ambient temperatures reduces life

expectancy. Refer to Table 6.4 for limits of temperature rise for operation at rated load and loading above

nameplate. Loading equations are as follows:

Equivalent load for any portion of the daily load cycle:

LEQ ¼ [(L2
1t1 þ L2

2t2 þ . . .þ L2
ntn)=(t1 þ t2 þ . . .þ tn)]0:5 (6:1)

where

L1
2, L2

2, . . . , Ln
2¼ the various load steps

t1, t2, . . . , tn ¼ the duration (generally 1 h increments) of the respective load steps

The 12-h period preceding peak loading is generally adequate for determining the initial equivalent load.

Calculations due to transient loading:

Initial winding hot spot temperature rise, 8C:

DuHS,i ¼ DuHS,r (Li=Lr)
2m (6:2)

where

DuHS,r is winding hottest spot temperature rise at rated load

m is an empirical constant—0.8 for ventilated self-cooled, 0.7 for sealed self-cooled, and 1.0 for

forced-cooled windings

Li is the initial loading for time period

Lr is rated nameplate loading

Winding hottest spot temperature rise due to transient loading, 8C:

DuHS ¼ (DuHS,U � DuHS,i)(1� e�t=t)þ DuHS,i (6:3)

where

DuHS,U and DuHS,i are ultimate and initial winding hotspot temperatures, respectively

t is the time duration

t is the winding time constant

Winding time constant at rated load:

tr ¼ (C DuHS,r=Wr) (6:4)
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where

Wr¼ rated watts loss at 208C

C ¼ thermal capacity of the winding in watts-minutes per 8C

C ¼ 0.106 weight of copper windings, or

¼ 0.033 weight of core and coils

C ¼ 0.260 weight of aluminum windings, or

¼ 0.44 weight of core and coils

Winding time constant when m 6¼ 1:

t ¼ tr[((DuHS,U=DuHS,r)� (DuHS,i=DuHS,r))=((DuHS,U=DuHS,r)
1=m � (DuHS,i � DuHS,r)

1=m)] (6:5)

Winding hottest spot temperature due to transient loading, 8C:

uHS ¼ uA þ DuHS (6:6)

where uA is ambient temperature in 8C.

6.10 Accessories

The winding-temperature indicator can be furnished with a thermal relay with contacts for starting fans,

providing indication and=or alarm of winding temperature approaching or exceeding maximum

operating limits, or for disconnecting the transformer.

For sealed dry-type transformers, a gas-pressure switch can be furnished with contacts to provide

indication and=or alarm of gas-pressure deviation from recommended range of operating pressure.

6.11 Fault Protection

Limiting exposure time to thermal and mechanical stresses from external faults requires coordination of

transformer short-circuit withstand capability and the protective device’s time-current characteristics.

When transformer through-faults occur infrequently, only the effect of thermal stress is considered for

elevated temperature within acceptable time limits. When transformer through-faults occur frequently,

both thermal and mechanical stresses are considered since the cumulative effect of mechanical stresses

can result in damage to the transformer [11].

Where fuses are installed, maximum transformer protection is provided with tight fusing (i.e., low

fusing ratio), which also coordinates better with source side protection. However, where lightning-

induced voltages are of primary concern, overvoltage protection is provided by larger fuse ratings that

also limit nuisance operations. In addition to thermal and mechanical fault protection, fusing and

protective relaying provide protection against electrical faults [12].

Transformer primary-fuses provide overcurrent protection for external faults and limited protection

for internal faults on transformers less than 10 MVA. Three-phase transformers require additional

protection for single-phasing fault conditions [13].

Overcurrent relaying provides protection from external faults. When a transformer is subjected to

many through-faults or auto-reclosing into line faults, overcurrent relaying with very inverse character-

istics provides faster fault clearing.

Percentage differential relaying provides protection from internal faults and is tolerant of mismatch

CT errors at high currents. The addition of harmonic restraint avoids nuisance tripping due to

transformer inrush and CT saturation.

Ground fault relaying provides protection from single phase-to-ground faults on the transformer

secondary.
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TABLE 6.5 Transformer BILs [7]

Nominal System Voltage BIL (kV)

1,200 and lower 10

2,500 20

5,000 30

8,700 45

15,000 60

25,000 110

34,500 150
6.12 Surge Protection

For transformers with exposure to lightning or other voltage surges, protective surge arresters should

be coordinated with transformer basic lightning impulse insulation level (BIL). The lead length

connecting transformer bushing to arrester—and arrester ground to neutral—should be of minimum

length to eliminate inductive voltage drop in the ground lead and ground current [14]. Table 6.5

provides transformer BILs corresponding to nominal system voltage. Lower BILs can be applied

where surge arresters provide appropriate protection. At 25 kV and above, higher BILs may be required

due to exposure to overvoltage or for a higher protective margin [7].

6.13 Harmonics

Stray magnetic flux results in losses in the windings, core, clamps, tanks, and other iron parts. As winding

eddy current loss is proportional to the square of the load current and square of the frequency, excessive

winding loss can cause an abnormal rise in winding temperature. Winding temperature rise in dry-type

transformers is more sensitive to the magnitude and distribution of eddy current loss within the winding;

eddy current loss in the core, clamps, tank, etc., does not affect winding-temperature rise [15]. The

harmonic-loss factor indicates the effect of nonsinusoidal load current on temperature rise for determin-

ation of transformer-loading capability [16]. Nonsinusoidal load current may have a dc component that

increases core loss slightly, but increases excitation current and audible sound more significantly [17].

6.14 Dry-Type Transformer Maintenance

Maintenance efforts can be minimized by attentiveness to installation. Adequate clearance from walls,

obstructions, and other equipment permit unrestricted access for maintenance. Adequate ventilation is

essential for proper cooling. Restricted natural airflow may necessitate adding ventilation to maintain

efficient cooling of indoor transformers.

The frequency of transformer inspection depends upon operating conditions. Inspection mainly

consists of visual observations including:

. Accumulated dust or dirt on windings, insulating surfaces, any visible portions of internal coil-

cooling ducts, louvers, and screens
. Overheating, tracking, carbonization or cracks of insulation and insulators; and chipped insulators
. Arcing or overheating of core laminations
. Corroded or loose connections
. Condition of tap changers and terminal boards
. Rusting, corroding, or deterioration of painted surfaces
. Deterioration of isolation dampers
. Condition of fans, motors, and other auxiliary devices
. Adequacy of ventilation
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The transformer should be deenergized and grounded in accordance with established safety procedures

before removing side panels. Excessive dust or residues on windings and insulators should be removed

with particular attention to the top and bottom ends of winding assemblies and ventilation ducts to

permit natural air circulation and reduce the possibility of insulation breakdown.

Dust should be vacuumed away; then insulating surfaces should be cleaned with dry, lint-free rags or

soft bristled brushes. Use of solvents or detergents is not recommended as they may accelerate insulation

deterioration and may leave residues attracting dust and contaminants. Dust in inaccessible areas not

removed by vacuuming, can be blown clear using compressed air or nitrogen with dew point of �508F

or less and pressure regulated at or below 25 psi [18].

In addition to visual inspection, maintenance may include one or more of the following diagnostics [19]:

Infrared inspection—Ambient temperature and loading at time of inspection should be recorded.

Examine insulators, connection components, and all sides of the enclosure for determining normal

operating temperature. A comparison of phases will indicate a uniform temperature pattern if

loading is balanced. Record any temperature rise �108C above normal. Significant rise in tempera-

ture is a cause for investigation [20].

Winding insulation resistance—The significance of recorded readings is dependent upon transformer

design, and insulation dryness and cleanliness. When insulation resistance is measured, the trend

should be plotted, necessitating all measurements to be made at the same voltage. Substantial

variation in the plotted values is a cause for investigation.

Insulation power factor—The insulation power factor of different transformer vintages and manu-

facturers varies over a wide range necessitating establishment of a baseline for each transformer

with trending and analysis of data for significant variations.

Turns ratio—The measured transformer turns ratio should be within 0.5% of the calculated ratio.

Ratios outside this limit may indicate winding damage.

Audible sound—Significant changes in sound characteristic as well as sound level may indicate loose

clamping hardware, defective vibration isolators, transformer overexcitation, or possible damage to

winding insulation.
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This section covers the fundamental basics and theor y of operation of instrument transformers.

Common ty pes of instrument transformers and construction hig hlig hts w ill be discussed. Application

features and characteristics of instrument transformers w ill be covered w ithout prov iding details of

three-phase circuit fundamentals, fault analysis, or the operation and selection of protective dev ices and

measuring instruments. Thoug h incomplete, this section covers the common practices used in industr y

over the last 30 years.
7.1 Overview

Instrument transformers are primarily used to prov ide isolation between the main primar y circuit and

the secondar y control and measuring dev ices. This isolation is achieved by magnetically coupling the

two circuits. In addition to isolation, levels in magnitude are reduced to safer levels.

Instrument transformers are divided into two categories: voltage transformers ( VT) and current trans-

formers (CT). The primary winding of the VT is connected in parallel with the monitored circuit, while the

primary winding of the CT is connected in series (see Figure 7.1). The secondary windings proportionally

transform the primar y levels to typical values of 120 V and 5 A. Monitoring devices such as wattmeters,

power-factor meters, voltmeters, ammeters, and relays are often connected to the secondar y circuits.
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FIGURE 7.1 Typical wiring and single-line diagram.
7.2 Transformer Basics

An ideal transformer (see Figure 7.2) magnetically induces from the primary circuit a level exactly

proportional to the turns ratio into the secondary circuit and exactly opposite in phase, regardless of the

changes occurring in the primary circuit. A review of the general relationships of the ideal case yields the

transformation ratio

VP=VS ¼ NP=NS (7:1)

and the law of conservation of energy yields

VP Ip ¼ VS IS (7:2)

IP NP ¼ IS NS (7:3)

where

VP¼ primary-terminal voltage

VS ¼ secondary-terminal voltage

IP ¼ primary current

IS ¼ secondary current

NP¼ primary turns

NS¼ secondary turns
Vp
Primary
turns
Np

Secondary
turns
Ns

IsIp

H1

H2

X1
Np:Ns

X2

Vs Z

FIGURE 7.2 Ideal transformer.
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7.2.1 Core Design

In practice, the use of steel core material is a major factor in forcing the transformer to dev iate from the

ideal. The available core steels offer differing properties around which to design. The most common t y pe

of steel used is electrical-grade silicon-iron. This material offers low losses at hig h flux densities, but it

has low initial permeabilit y. Exotic materials, such as nickel-iron, offer hig h initial permeabilit y and low

losses, but they have much lower saturation levels. These exotics are often used when extremely hig h

accuracy is desired, but they are cost prohibitive in standard products. A t y pical excitation characteristic

for instrument transformers is shown in Figure 7.3. There are three areas of interest: the ankle region, the

knee point, and saturation. The ankle region is at the lowest permeabilit y and flux levels. Due to the

uncer tainties in this region, performance w ill dev iate from core to core. Steel manufacturers never

guarantee performance in this region. As a result, the manufacturer must have tig ht control over its

annealing process. The exotic core steels have a well-defined characteristic as low as 0.001 T. The knee

represents the maximum permeabilit y and is the beginning of the saturation zone. The area between the

ankle and the knee is the linear por tion, where performance is predictable and repeatable. Saturation is

the point at which no additional flux enters the core.

There are occasions when the designer would like the benefits of both silicon-iron and nickel-iron.

A core using two or more different t y pes of steel is called a composite core. The ratio of each depends on

the proper ties desired and the overall cost. The most commonly used of the nickel-iron family are

the 49% and 80% varieties. Table 7.1 shows some t y pical characteristics as well as some trade names.

Figure 7.4 demonstrates how two cores of equal turns, area, and magnetic path are added to become one.

The voltages wi ll add, and the net saturation flux is the sum of one half of the indiv idual saturation

densit y of each core, i.e., ½ 1.960 þ ½ 0.760 ¼ 1.360 T.

Steel t y pe and lamination thickness are additional factors in reducing losses. Other materials, such as

noncr ystalline or amorphous metals, offer lower losses but are difficult to fabricate. However, new

developments in processing are improv ing steel qualit y. New compositions that claim to perform like

nickel—at a fraction of its cost—are now surfacing . But regardless of the improvement offered by these

materials, there are some inherent properties that must be overcome:
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TABLE 7.1 Core Materials

Material (0.009–0.014 in.)

Saturation

Density, T

Initial

Permeability,

m @ 0.004 T

Maximum

Permeability,

m @ T Trade Names

80% Ni=Fe=Mo 0.760 35,000 150 k @ 0.4T SuperPerm 80a

Hymu 80 Mu-Metalb

4–79 Permalloyc

49% Ni=Fe=Mo 1.200 5,000 60 k @ 0.4 T Super Perm 49a

High Perm 49c

48-Ni

4750b

3% Si=Fe – M3 1.900 8,000 51 k @ 1.15 T Microsila

Silectrond

Oriented T-Se

Hipersila

3% Si=Fe – M4 1.900 7,200 48 k @ 1.15 T

3% Si=Fe – M6 1.900 6,700 40 k @ 1.15 T

aMagnetic Metals Co.
bAllegheny Ludlum Steel.
cCarpenter Steel.
dArnold Engineering.
eArmco (now AK Steel).
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FIGURE 7.4 Typical composite core.
1. Some portion of the primary energy is required to establish the magnetic flux that is required to

induce the secondary winding.

2. The magnetization of the core is nonlinear in nature.
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From statement 1, the primar y energ y required to magnetize the core is a product of the flux in the core

and the magnetic reluctance of the core. This energ y is called the magnetomotive force, mmf, and is

defined as follows:

mmf ¼ f< ¼  k1
ZS IS

NS f

� �
k2

mmp

AC mC

� �
¼ k1 k 2

ZS IS mmp

NS fAC mC

� �
(7:4)

where

f ¼ flux in the core

< ¼magnetic reluctance

k1 ¼ constant of propor tionalit y

k2 ¼ constant of propor tionalit y

Zs ¼ secondar y impedance

mmp ¼ core mean magnetic path

Is ¼ secondar y current

AC ¼ core cross-sectional area

Ns ¼ number of secondar y turns

mC ¼ permeabilit y of core material

f ¼ frequency, Hz

The magnetic reluctance, in terms of Ohm’s law, is analogous to resistance and is a function of

the core t y pe used. An annular or toroidal core, one that is a continuous tape-wound core, has the least

amount of reluctance. A core w ith a straig ht cut throug h all of its laminations, thereby creating a

gap, exhibits hig h reluctance. Minimizing gaps in core constructions reduces reluctance. Figure 7.5

shows some of the more common core and w inding arrangements. Generally—after the steel material

is cut, stamped, or wound—it undergoes a stress-relief anneal to restore the magnetic proper ties that

may have been altered during fabrication. After the annealing process, the core is constructed and

insulated.

From statement 2, the core permeabilit y, mC, changes wi th flux densit y, f=AC. Negl ecting leakage flux,

we can now see the error-producing elements. From Equation 7.4, an increase in any of the elements in

the denominator w ill decrease errors, while an increase in ZS and mmf w ill increase errors.

There are also other contributing factors that, based on the construction of the instrument trans-

former, can introduce errors. The resistance of the w indings, t y pically of copper w ire and= or foil,

introduces voltage drops (see Figure 7.6). Moreover, the physical geometr y and arrangement of the

windings—with respect to each other and the core—can introduce inductance and, sometimes, capaci-

tance, which has an effect on magnetic leakage, reducing the flux linkage from the primary circuit

and affecting performance. A winding utilizing all of its magnetic path will have the lowest reactance.

Figure 7.5 shows some typical winding arrangements and leakage paths.

Figure 7.6 illustrates an equivalent transformer circuit,

where

VP, VS ¼ primary- and secondary-terminal voltage

EP, ES ¼ primary- and secondary-induced voltage

IP, IS ¼ primary and secondary current

NP, NS¼ primary and secondary turns

RP, RS ¼ primary- and secondary-winding resistance

XP, XS ¼ primary- and secondary-winding reactance

Rex ¼wattful magnetizing component

Z ¼ secondary burden (load)

Xex ¼wattless magnetizing component

Iex ¼magnetizing current
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FIGURE 7.5 Typical core and winding arrangements. (a) Tape-wound toroidal core with fully distributed winding.

Note the absence of leakage flux, which exists but is considered to be negligible. Sensitivity to primary-conductor

position is also negligible. The primary can also consist of several turns. (b) Cut core with winding partially

distributed. Leakage flux, in this case, depends on the location of the primary conductor. As the conductor moves

closer to the top of the core, the leakage flux increases. (c) Distributed-gap core with winding distributed on one leg

only. This type has high leakage flux but good coupling, since the primary and secondary windings occupy the same

winding space. (d) Laminated ‘‘El’’ core, shell-type. This type has high leakage flux, since a major portion of

magnetic domains are against the direction of the flux path. The orientation is not all in the same direction, as it is

with a tape-wound core.
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FIGURE 7.6 Equivalent transformer circuit.
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Those factors not directly related to construction would be (1) elements introduced from the primar y

circuit, such as harmonics, that account for hysteresis and eddy-current losses in the core material and

(2) fault conditions that can cause magnetic saturation. Most all can be compensated for by careful

selection of core and wi nding t y pe. It is also possible to offset error by adjusting turns on one of the

w indings, preferably the one w ith the hig her number of turns, which w ill prov ide better control. It is also

possible to compensate using external means, such as resistance capacitance and inductance (RCL)

networks, but this limits the transformer to operation to a specific load and can have adverse effects over

the operating range.
7.2.2 Burdens

The burden of the instrument transformer is considered to be ever y thing connected externally to its

terminals, such as monitoring dev ices, relays, and pilot wi ring. The impedance values of each compon-

ent, which can be obtained from manufacturer data sheets, should be added algebraically to determine

the total load. The units of measurement must be the same and in the rectangular form R þ jX. Table 7.2

shows t y pical ranges of burdens for various dev ices used.

For the purpose of establishing a uniform basis of test, a series of standard burdens has been defined

for calibrating VTs and CTs. The burdens are inductive and designated in terms of VA. All are based on

120 V and 5 A at 60 Hz. They can be found in Table 7.3.
7.2.3 Relative Polarity

The instantaneous relative polarity of instrument transformers may be critical for proper operation in

metering and protection schemes. The basic convention is that as current flows into the H1 terminal it

flows out of the X1 terminal, making this polarity subtractive. These terminals are identified on the

transformer by name and=or a white dot.
7.2.4 Industry Standards

In the U.S., the utility industry relies heavily on IEEE C57.13, Requirements for Instrument Transformers.

This standard establishes the basis for the test and manufacture of all instrument transformers used

in this country. It defines the parameters for insulation class and accuracy class. The burdens listed in

Table 7.3 are defined in IEEE C57.13. Often, standards for other electrical apparatus that may use instru-

ment transformers have adopted their own criteria based on IEEE C57.13. These standards, along with

utility practices and the National Electric Code, are used in conjunction with each other to ensure

maximum safety and system reliability. The industrial market may also coordinate with Underwriters

Laboratories. As the marketplace becomes global, there is a drive for standard harmonization with the
TABLE 7.2 Typical Burden Values for Common Devices

Voltage Transformers Current Transformers

Device Burden, VA Power Factor Burden, VA Power Factor

Voltmeter 0.1–20 0.7–1.0 — —

Ammeter — — 0.1–15 0.4–1.0

Wattmeter 1–20 0.3–1.0 0.5–25 0.2–1.0

P.F. meter 3–25 0.8–1.0 2–6 0.5–0.95

Frequency meter 1–50 0.7–1.0 — —

kW � h meter 2–50 0.5–1.0 0.25–3 0.4–0.95

Relays 0.1–50 0.3–1.0 0.1–150 0.3–1.0

Regulator 50–100 0.5–0.9 10–180 0.5–0.95
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TABLE 7.3 Standard Metering and Relaying Class Burdens

Voltage Transformers Current Transformers

Typical Use Burden Code Burden, VA Power Factor Burden Code Burden, VA Power Factor

Metering W 12.5 0.1 B0.1 2.5 0.9

Metering X 25 0.7 B0.2 5 0.9

Metering M 35 0.2 B0.5 12.5 0.9

Metering — — — B0.9 22.5 0.9

Metering — — — B1.8 45 0.9

Relaying Y 75 0.85 B1.0 25 0.5

Relaying Z 200 0.85 B2.0 50 0.5

Relaying ZZ 400 0.85 B4.0 100 0.5

Relaying — — — B8.0 200 0.5

TABLE 7.4 Instrument Transformer Standards

Country CT Standard VT Standard

U.S. IEEE C57.13 IEEE C57.13

Canada CAN-C13-M83 CAN-C13-M83

IEC 60044-1 (formerly 185) 60044-2 (formerly 186)

U.K. BS 3938 BS 3941

Australia AS 1675 AS 1243

Japan JIS C 1731 JIS C 1731
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), but we are not quite there yet. It is importan t to know

the international standards in use, and these are listed in Table 7.4. Most major countries originally

developed their own standards. Today, many are beginning to adopt IEC standards to supersede their own.

7.2.5 Accuracy Classes

Instrument transformers are rated by performance in conjunction w ith a secondar y burden. As the

burden increases, the accuracy class may, in fact, decrease. For revenue-metering use, the coordinates

of ratio error and phase error must lie w ithin a prescribed parallelogram, as seen in Figure 7.7 and

Figure 7.8 for VTs and CTs, respectively. This parallelogram is based on a 0.6 system power factor (PF).

The ratio error (RE) is converted into a ratio correction factor (RCF), which is simply

RCF ¼ 1� (RE=100) (7:5)

The total-error component is the transformer correction factor (TCF), which is the combined ratio and

phase-angle error. The limits of phase-angle error are determined from the following relationship:

TCF ¼ RCF� PA tan u

3438

� �
(7:6)

where

TCF ¼ transformer correction factor

RCF ¼ ratio correction factor

PA ¼phase-angle error, min

u ¼ supply-system PF angle

þ ¼ for VTs only (see Figure 7.7)

� ¼ for CTs only (see Figure 7.8)

3438 ¼minutes of angle in one radian
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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Therefore, using 0.6 system power factor (u¼ 538) and substituting in Equation 7.6, the relationship

for VTs is

TCF ¼ RCF þ (PA= 2600) (7: 7)

and for CTs is

TCF ¼ RCF � (PA= 2600) (7: 8)

The TCF is mainly applied when the instrument transformer is being used to measure energ y usage.

From Table 7.5, the limits of TCF are also the same as RCF. A negative RE w ill y ield an RCF > 1, while a

positive RE w ill y ield an RCF < 1. The ‘‘adopted’’ class in Table 7.5 is extrapolated from these

relationships and is recognized in industr y.

The accuracy-class limits of the CT apply to the errors at 100% of rated current up throug h the rating

factor of the CT. At 10% of rated current, the error limits permitted are tw ice that of the 100% class.

There is no defined requirement for the current range between 10% and 100%, nor is there any

requirement below 10%. There are certain instances in which the user is concerned about the errors

at 5% and wil l rely on the manufacturer’s guidance. Because of the nonlinearit y in the core and the ankle

region, the errors at low flux densities are exponential. As the current and flux densit y increase, the

errors become linear up until the core is driven into saturation, at which point the errors increase at a

tremendous rate (see Figure 7.9).

Trends today are driv ing accuracy classes to 0.15%. Althoug h not yet recognized by IEEE C57.13,

manufacturers and utilities are establishing acceptable guidelines that may soon become par t of the

standard. With much cogeneration, the need to meter at extremely low currents w ith the same CT used

for regular loads has forced extended-range performance to be constant from rating factor down to 1%

of rated current. This is quite a dev iation from the traditional class.

In the case of the VT, the accuracy-class range is between 90% and 110% of rated voltage for each

designated burden. Unlike the CT, the accuracy class is maintained throughout the entire range. The

manufacturer wil l prov ide test data at 100% rated voltage, but it can furnish test data at other levels if

required by the end user. The response is somewhat linear over a long range below 90%. Since the

normal operating flux densities are much higher than in the CT, saturation will occur much sooner at

voltages above 110%, depending on the overvoltage rating.

Protection, or relay class, is based on the instrument transformer’s performance at some defined fault

level. In VTs it may also be associated with an under- and overvoltage condition. In this case, the VT may

have errors as high as 5% at levels as low as 5% of rated voltage and at the VT overvoltage rating. In CTs,

the accuracy is based on a terminal voltage developed at 20 times nominal rated current. The limits of

RCF are 0.90 to 1.10, or 10% RE from nominal through 20 times nominal. This applies to rated burden

or any burden less than rated burden.
TABLE 7.5 Accuracy Classes

Accuracy Class RCF Range Phase Range, min TCF Range

New 0.15 1.0015–0.9985 +7.8 1.0015–0.9985

IEEE C57.13 0.3 1.003–0.997 +15.6 1.003–0.997

IEEE C57.13 0.6 1.006–0.994 +31.2 1.006–0.994

IEEE C57.13 1.2 1.012–0.988 +62.4 1.012–0.988

IEEE C57.13 2.4 1.024–0.976 +124.8 1.024–0.976

Adopted 4.8 1.048–0.952 +249.6 1.048–0.952
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7.2.6 Insulation Systems

The insulation system is one of the most impor tant features of the instrument transformer, establishing

its construction, the insulation medium, and the unit’s overall physical size. The insulation system is

determined by three major criteria: dielectric requirements, thermal requirements, and env ironmental

requirements.

Dielectric requirements are based on the source voltage to which the instrument transformer wil l be

connected. This source w ill define voltage-w ithstand levels and basic impulse-insulation levels (BIL). In

some cases, the instrument transformer may have to satisfy hig her levels, depending on the equipment

w ith which they are used. Equipment such as power sw itchgear and isolated-phase bus, for instance, use

instrument transformers w ithin their assembly, but they have test requirements that differ from

the instrument-transformer standard. It is not uncommon to require a hig her BIL class for use in a

hig hly polluted env ironment. See Table 7.6A and Table 7.6B.

Env ironmental requirements w ill help define the insulation medium. In indoor applications, the

instrument transformer is protected from external weather elements. In outdoor installations, the

transformer must endure all weather conditions from extremely low temperatures to severe UV

radiation and be imper v ious to moisture penetration. The outer protection can range from fabric or

polyester tape, varnish treatment, or thermoplastic housings to molding compounds, porcelain, or metal

enclosures. Table 7.7 identifies, by voltage rating , the commonly used materials and construction t y pes.

All installations above 69 kV are t y pically for outdoor ser v ice and are of the tank=oil =SF6= porcelain

construction t y pe.

7.2.7 Thermal Ratings

An impor tant par t of the insulation system is the temperature class. For instrument transformers, only

three classes are generally defined in the standard, and these are listed in Table 7.8A. This rating is

coordinated with the maximum continuous current flow allowable in the instrument transformer

that will limit the winding heat rise accordingly. Of course, other classes can be used to fit the applica-

tion, especially if the instrument transformer is part of an apparatus that has a higher temperature
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



TABLE 7.6A Low- and Medium-Voltage Dielectric Requirements

Instrument Transformers (IEEE C57.13) Other Equipment Standardsa

Class, kV BIL, kV Withstand Voltage, kV BIL, kV Withstand Voltage, kV

0.6 10 4 — 2.2

1.2 30 10 — —

2.4 45 15 — —

5.0 60 19 60 19

8.7 75 26 75=95 26=36

15.0 95=110 34 95=110 36=50

25.0 125=150 40=50 125=150 60

34.5 200 70 150 80

46 250 95 — —

69 350 140 350 160

aIEEE C37.06, C37.20.1, C37.20.2, C37.20.3, C37.23.

TABLE 7.6B High-Voltage Dielectric Requirements

Instrument Transformers (IEEE C57.13) Other Equipment Standards (IEEE C37.06)

Class, kV BIL, kV Withstand Voltage, kV BIL, kV Withstand Voltage, kV

115 450=550 185=230 550 215=260

138 650 275 650 310

161 750 325 750 365

230 900=1050 395=460 900 425

345 1300 575 1300 555

500 1675=1800 750=800 1800 860

765 2050 920 2050 960
class, e.g ., when used under hot transformer oil or w ithin sw itchgear, bus compar tments, and under-

ground network dev ices, where ambient temperatures can be 65 to 1058C. In these cases, a modest

temperature rise can change the insulation-system rating . These apply to the instrument transformer

under the most extreme continuous conditions for which it is rated. The insulation system used must be

coordinated wi thin its designated temperature class ( Table 7.8B). It is not uncommon for users to

specify a hig her insulation system even thoug h the unit w ill never operate at that level. This may offer a

more robust unit at a hig her price than normally required, but can also prov ide peace of mind.
TABLE 7.7 Materials=Construction for Low- and Medium-Voltage Classes

Class, kV Indoor Applications Materials=Construction Outdoor Applications Materials=Construction

0.6 Tape, varnished, plastic, cast, or potted Cast or potted

1.2–5.0 Plastic, cast Cast

8.7 Cast Cast

15.0 Cast Cast or tank=oil=porcelain

25.0 Cast Cast or tank=oil=porcelain

34.5 Cast Cast or tank=oil=porcelain

46 Not commonly offered Cast or tank=oil=porcelain

69 Not commonly offered Cast or tank=oil=porcelain

Note : the term cast can imply any polymeric material, e.g., butyl rubber, epoxy, urethane, etc. Potted implies

that the unit is embedded in a metallic housing with a casting material.
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TABLE 7.8A Temperature Class (IEEE C57.13)

308C Ambient 558C Ambient

Temperature Class

Temperature

Rise

Hot-Spot

Temperature Rise

Temperature

Rise

1058C 558C 658C 308C

1208C 658C 808C 408C

1508C 808C 1108C 558C

TABLE 7.8B Temperature Class (General)

Temperature Hot-Spot Temperature Rise @ 308C

Class Ambient (408C Maximum)

Class 90 (O) 508C

Class 105 (A) 658C

Class 130 (B) 908C

Class 155 (F) 1158C

Class 180 (H) 1408C

Class 220 (C) 1808C
7.2.8 Primary Winding

The primar y wi nding is subjected to the same dynamic and thermal stresses as the rest of the primar y

system when large shor t-circuit currents and voltage transients are present. It must be sized to safely

carr y the maximum continuous current w ithout exceeding the insulation system’s temperature class.

7.3 Voltage Transformer

The voltage transformer ( VT ) is connected in parallel w ith the circuit to be monitored. It operates under

the same principles as power transformers, the significant differences being power capabilit y, size,

operating flux levels, and compensation. VTs are not t y pically used to supply raw power; however,

they do have limited power ratings. They can often be used to supply temporar y 120-V ser v ice for lig ht-

dut y maintenance purposes where supply voltage normally would not other w ise be available. In

sw itchgear compartments, they may be used to drive motors that open and close circuit breakers.

In voltage regulators, they may power a tap-changing drive motor. The power ranges are from 500 VA

and less for low-voltage VT, 1–3 kVA for medium-voltage VT, and 3–5 kVA for hig h-voltage VT. Since

they have such low power ratings, their physical size is much smaller. The performance characteristics of

the VT are based on standard burdens and power factors, which are not always the same as the actual

connected burden. It is possible to predict, graphically, the anticipated performance when given at least

two reference points. Manufacturers typically provide this data with each VT produced. From that, one

can construct what is often referred to as the VT circle diagram, or fan cur ve, shown in Figure 7.10.

Knowing the ratio-error and phase-error coordinates, and the values of standard burdens, the graph can

be produced to scale in terms of VA and power factor. Other power-factor lines can be inserted to

pinpoint actual circuit conditions. Performance can also be calculated using the same phasor concept by

the following relationships, provided that the value of the unknown burden is less than the known

burden. Two coordinates must be known: at zero and at one other standard burden value.

RCFx ¼
Bx

Bt

� �
[(RCFt � RCF0) cos (ut � ux)þ (gt � g0) sin (ut � ux)] (7:9)

gx ¼
Bx

Bt

� �
[(gt � g0) cos (ut � ux)� (RCFt � RCF0) sin (ut � ux)] (7:10)
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FIGURE 7.10 Voltage transformer circle diagram (fan curves).
where

RC Fx ¼ RCF of new burden

RC Ft ¼ RCF of know n burden

RC F0 ¼ RCF at zero burden

gx ¼ phase error of new burden, radians (to obtain gx in minutes, multiply value from

Equation 7.7 by 3438)

gt ¼ phase error of know n burden, radians

g0 ¼ phase error at zero burden, radians

Bx ¼ new burden

Bt ¼ known burden

ux ¼ new burden PF ang le, radians

ut ¼ known burden PF ang le, radians

7.3.1 Overvoltage Ratings

The operating flux densit y is much lower than in a power transformer. This is to help minimize the

losses and to prevent the VT from possible overheating during over voltage conditions. VTs are normally

designed to w ithstand 110% rated voltage continuously unless other w ise designated. IEEE C57.13

div ides VTs into groups based on voltage and application. Group 1 includes those intended for line-

to-line or line-to-ground connection and are rated 125%. Group 3 is for units w ith line-to-ground

connection only and w ith two secondar y wi ndings. They are designed to wit hstand 173% of rated

voltage for 1 min, except for those rated 230 kV and above, which must w ithstand 140% for the same

duration. Group 4 is for line-to-ground connections with 125% in emergency conditions. Group 5 is for

line-to-ground connections with 140% rating for 1 min. Other standards have more stringent require-

ments, such as the Canadian standard, which defines its Group 3 VTs for line-to-ground connection on

ungrounded systems to withstand 190% for 30 sec to 8 h, depending on ground-fault protection. This

also falls in line with the IEC standard.
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7.3.2 VT Compensation

The hig h-voltage w indings are always compensated to prov ide the w idest range of performance wit hin

an accuracy class. Since there is compensation, the actual turns ratio wi ll var y from the rated-voltage

ratio. For example, say a 7200:120-V, 60:1 ratio is required to meet 0.3 class. The designer may desire

to adjust the primar y turns by 0.3% by removing them from the nominal turns, thus reducing the

actual turns ratio to, say 59.82:1. This wil l position the no-load (zero burden) point to the bottommost

par t of the parallelogram, as shown in Figure 7.10. Adjustment of turns has little to no effect on the

phase-angle error.

7.3.3 Short-Circuit Operation

Under no normal circumstance is the VT secondary to be short-circuited. The VT must be able to

withstand mechanical and thermal stresses for 1 sec with full voltage applied to the primary terminals

without suffering damage. In most situations, this condition would cause some protective device to

operate and remove the applied voltage, hopefully in less than 1 sec. If prolonged, the temperature rise

would far exceed the insulation limits, and the axial and radial forces on the windings would cause severe

damage to the VT.

7.3.4 VT Connections

VTs are provided in two arrangements: dual or two-bushing type and single-bushing type. Two-bushing

types are designed for line-to-line connection, but in most cases can be connected line-to-ground with

reduced output voltage. Single-bushing types are strictly for line-to-ground connection. The VT should

never be connected to a system that is higher than its rated terminal voltage. As for the connection

between phases, polarity must always be observed. Low- and medium-voltage VTs may be configured in

delta or wye. As the system voltages exceed 69 kV, only single-bushing types are available. Precautions

must be taken when connecting VT primaries in wye on an ungrounded system. (This is discussed

further in Section 7.3.5, Ferroresonance.) Primary fusing is always recommended. Indoor switchgear

types are often available with fuse holders mounted directly on the VT body.

7.3.5 Ferroresonance

VTs with wye-connected primaries on three-wire systems that are ungrounded can resonate with the

distributed line-to-ground capacitance (see Figure 7.11). Under balanced conditions, line-to-ground
R

Co Co Co

Rb

f A

f B

f C

FIGURE 7.11 VTs wye-connected on ungrounded system.
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voltages are normal. Momentar y ground faults or sw itching surges can upset the balance and raise

the line-to-ground voltage above normal. This condition can initiate a resonant oscillation between the

primar y w indings and the system capacitance to ground, since they are effectively in parallel w ith

each other. Higher current flows in the primar y wi ndings due to fluctuating saturation, which can

cause overheating . The current levels may not be hig h enoug h to blow the primar y fuses, since they

are generally sized for shor t-circuit protection and not thermal protection of the VT. Not ever y

distur bance w ill cause ferroresonance. This phenomenon depends on several factors:

. Initial state of magnetic flux in the cores

. Saturation characteristics (magnetizing impedance) of the VT

. Air-core inductance of the primar y w inding

. System circuit capacitance

One technique often used to protect the VT is to increase its loading resistance by (1) connecting a

resistive load to each of the secondaries individ ually or (2) connecting the secondaries in a delta-

configuration and inser ting a load resistance in one corner of the delta. This resistance can be empirically

approximated by Equation 7.11,

Rdelta ¼ (100 � LA )= N2 (7: 11)

where

Rdelta ¼ loading resistance, ohms

LA ¼ VT primar y inductance during saturation, mH

N ¼ VT turns ratio, NP= NS

This is not a fix-all solution, as ferroresonance may still occur, but this may reduce the chances of it

happening . The loading wi ll have an effect on VT errors and may cause it to exceed 0.3%, but that is not

critical for this scheme, since it is seldom used for metering .

7.3.6 VT Construction

The electromagnetic wound-t y pe VT is similar in construction to that of the power transformer. The

magnetic circuit is a core-ty pe or shell-t y pe arrangement, wi th the wi ndings concentrically wound

on one leg of the core. A barrier is placed between the primar y and secondar y w inding(s) to provide

adequate insulation for its voltage class. In low-voltage applications it is usually a two-w inding

arrangement, but in medium- and high-voltage transformers, a third (tertiary) winding is often

added, isolated from the other windings. This provides more flexibility for using the same VT

in metering and protective purposes simultaneously. As mentioned previously, the VT is available in

sing le- or dual-bushing arrangements (Figure 7.12a,b,c). A sing le bushing has one lead accessible

for connection to the high-voltage conductor, while the other side of the winding is grounded.

The grounded terminal (H2) may be accessible somewhere on the VT body near the base plate. There

is usually a grounding strap connected from it to the base, and it can be removed to conduct field

power-factor tests. In service, the strap must always be connected to ground. Some medium-voltage

transformers are solidly grounded and have no H2 terminal access. The dual-bushing arrange-

ment has two live terminal connections, and both are fully rated for the voltage to which it is to be

connected.

7.3.7 Capacitive-Coupled Voltage Transformer

The capacitive-coupled voltage transformer (CCVT) is primarily a capacitance voltage divider and

electromagnetic VT combined. Developed in the early 1920s, it was used to couple telephone carrier

current with the high-voltage transmission lines. The next decade brought a capacitive tap on many
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FIGURE 7.12 (a) 15-kV dual-bushing outdoor VT, (b) 242-kV single-bushing VT, (c) 69-kV single-bushing VT.

(Photos courtesy of Kuhlman Electric Corp.)
high-voltage bushings, extending its use for indication and relaying. To provide sufficient energy, the

divider output had to be relatively high, typically 11 kV. This necessitated the need for an electromag-

netic VT to step the voltage down to 120 V. A tuning reactor was used to increase energy transfer

(see Figure 7.13). As transmission voltage levels increased, so did the use of CCVTs. Its traditional low

cost versus the conventional VT, and the fact that it was nearly impervious to ferroresonance due to its

low flux density, made it an ideal choice. It proved to be quite stable for protective purposes, but it was
High voltage line

V T

C2

L

Z

C1

FIGURE 7.13 CCVT simplified circuit.
not adequate for revenue metering. In fact, the accuracy has

been known to drift over time and temperature ranges. This

would often warrant the need for routine maintenance.

CCVTs are commonly used in 345- to 500-kV systems.

Improvements have been made to better stabilize the out-

put, but their popularity has declined.

Another consideration with CCVTs is their transient

response. When a fault reduces the line voltage, the second-

ary output does not respond instantaneously due to the

energy-storing elements. The higher the capacitance, the

lower is the magnitude of the transient response. Another

element is the ferroresonance-suppression circuit, usually

on the secondary side of the VT. There are two types, active

and passive. Active circuits, which also contain energy-

storing components, add to the transient. Passive circuits

have little effect on transients. The concern of the transient
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response is with distance relaying and high-speed line protection. This transient may cause out-of-zone

tripping, which is not tolerable.
7.3.8 Optical Voltage Transducer

A new technology, optical voltage transducers, is being used in high-voltage applications. It works on the

principle known as the Kerr effect, by which polarized light passes through the electric field produced by

the line voltage. This polarized light, measured optically, is converted to an analog electrical signal

proportional to the voltage in the primary conductor. This device provides complete isolation, since

there is no electrical connection to the primary conductor. With regard to its construction, since there is

no magnetic core and windings, its physical size and weight is significantly smaller than the conventional

wound-type high-voltage VT. And with the absence of a core, there are no saturation limits or over-

voltage concerns. The full line-to-ground voltage is applied across the sensor. It is still required to satisfy

the system BIL rating. It also must have a constant and reliable light source and a means of detecting the

absence of this light source. The connection to and from the device to the control panel is via fiber-optic

cables. These devices are available for use in the field. High initial cost and the uncertainty of its

performance will limit its use.
7.4 Current Transformer

The current transformer (CT) is often treated as a ‘‘black box.’’ It is a transformer that is governed by the

laws of electromagnetic induction:

e ¼ k b AC Nf (7:12)

where

e ¼ induced voltage

b ¼flux density

AC¼ core cross-sectional area

N ¼ turns

f ¼ frequency

k ¼ constant of proportionality

As previously stated, the CT is connected in series with the circuit to be monitored, and it is this

difference that leads to its ambiguous description. The primary winding is to offer a constant-current

source of supply through a low-impedance loop. Because of this low impedance, current passes through

it with very little regulation. The CT operates on the ampere-turn principle (Faraday’s law): primary

ampere-turns¼ secondary ampere-turns, or

IP NP ¼ IS NS (7:13)

Since there is energy loss during transformation, this loss can be expressed in ampere-turns: primary

ampere-turns–magnetizing ampere-turns¼ secondary ampere-turns, or

IP NP � Iex NP ¼ IS NS (7:14)

The CT is not voltage dependant, but it is voltage limited. As current passes through an impedance, a

voltage is developed (Ohm’s law, V¼ I�Z). As this occurs, energy is depleted from the primary supply,

thus acting like a shunt. This depletion of energy results in the CT errors. As the secondary impedance

increases, the voltage proportionally increases. Thus the limit of the CT is magnetic saturation,
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a condition when the core flux can no longer support the increased voltage demand. At this point, nearly

all of the available energy is going into the core, leaving none to support the secondary circuit.
7.4.1 Saturation Curve

The saturation curve, often called the secondary-excitation curve, is a plot of secondary-exciting

voltage versus secondary-exciting current drawn on log-log paper. The units are in rms with the

understanding that the applied voltage is sinusoidal. This characteristic defines the core properties

after the stress-relief annealing process. It can be demonstrated by test that cores processed in the

same manner will always follow this characteristic within the specified tolerances. Figure 7.14 shows

a typical characteristic of a 600:5 multiratio CT. The knee point is indicated by the dashed line. Since

the voltage is proportional to the turns, the volts-per-turn at the knee is constant. The tolerances are

95% of saturation voltage for any exciting current above the knee point and 125% of exciting current

for any voltage below the knee point. These tolerances, however, can create a discontinuity about the

knee of the curve, which is illustrated in Figure 7.14. Since the tolerance is referenced at the knee

point, it is possible to have a characteristic that is shifted to the right of the nominal, within

tolerance below the knee point. But careful inspection shows that a portion of the characteristic will

exceed the tolerance above the knee point. For this reason, manufacturers’ typical curves may be

somewhat conservative to avoid this situation in regards to field testing. Some manufacturers will

provide actual test data that may provide the relay engineer with more useful information. Knowing

the secondary-winding resistance and the excitation characteristic, the user can calculate the expected

RCF under various conditions. Using this type of curve is only valid for nonmetering applications.

The required voltage needed from the CT must be calculated using the total circuit impedance and

the anticipated secondary-current level. The corresponding exciting current is read from the curve

and used to approximate the anticipated errors.

Vex ¼ ISf ZT ¼ ISf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(Rs þ RB)2 þ X2

B

q
(7:15)

RCF ¼ (ISf þ Iex)=ISf (7:16)

%RE ¼ Iex=ISf � 100 (7:17)
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FIGURE 7.14 (Left) Saturation curve for a multiratio CT; (right) Saturation curve discontinuity of tolerances.
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where

Vex ¼ secondar y-excitation voltage required at fault level

ISf ¼ secondar y fault current (primar y fault current =turns ratio)

Iex ¼ secondar y-exciting current at Vex , obtained from cur ve

ZT ¼ total circuit impedance, in ohms

Rs ¼ secondar y wi nding resistance, ohms

RB ¼ secondar y burden resistance, ohms

XB ¼ secondar y burden reactance, ohms

RC F ¼ ratio correction factor

RE ¼ ratio error

In the world of protection, the best situation is to avoid saturation entirely. This can be achieved by

sizing the CT knee-point voltage to be greater than Vex , but this may not be the most practical approach.

This could force the CT physical size to substantially increase as well as cause dielectric issues. There

must be some reasonable trade-offs to reach a desirable condition. Equation 7.15 prov ides the voltage

necessar y to avoid ac saturation. If there is an offset that w ill introduce a dc component, then the system

X =R ratio must be factored in:

Vex ¼ ISf ZT [1 þ (X =R)] (7: 18)

And if the secondar y burden is inductive, Equation 7.18 is rew ritten as

Vex ¼ I Sf ZT {1 þ [(X=R)(RS þ RB ) =ZT ]} (7: 19)

The saturation factor, KS, is the ratio of the knee-point voltage to the required secondar y voltage Vex . It is

an index of how close to saturation a CT w ill be in a given application. KS is used to calculate the time a

CT w ill saturate under cer tain conditions:

TS ¼ �
X

vR
ln 1 �

KS � 1
X

R

� �
(7: 20)

where

TS ¼ time to saturate

v ¼ 2 p f, where f ¼ system frequency

KS ¼ saturation factor ( Vk =Vex )

R ¼ primar y system resistance at point of fault

X ¼ primar y system reactance at point of fault

ln ¼ natural log function

7.4.2 CT Rating Factor

The continuous-current rating factor is given at a reference ambient temperature, usually 308 C. The

standard convention is that the average temperature rise wil l not exceed 558C for general-purpose use,

but it can be any rise shown in Table 7.8. From this rating factor, a given CT can be derated for use in

hig her ambient temperatures from the follow ing relationship:

RF2
NEW

RF2
STD

¼ 85�C� AMBNEW

85�C� 30�C
(7:21)

which can be simplified and rewritten as

RFNEW ¼ RFSTD

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
85�C� AMBNEW

55�C

r
(7:22)
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where

RFNEW ¼ desired rating factor at some other ambient temperature

RFSTD ¼ reference rating factor at 308C

AMBNEW ¼ desired ambient temperature < 858 C

Equation 7.22 is valid only for 558 C rise ratings and maximum ambient less than 858 C.

The rating factor ensures that the CT will not exceed its insulation-class rating. This expression follows

the loading curves of Figure 1 in IEEE C57.13 (see Figure 7.15). It assumes that the average winding-

temperature rise is proportional to the current squared and that core watt losses are insignificant under

continuous operating conditions.

Conversely, this expression will work for ambient temperatures lower than 308C, but in this situation

the rating factor will be higher. The concern is not with exceeding the insulation system but, rather, with

the chance of increasing the errors of the CT accuracy limits. A number of factors can affect this, such as

core material and compensation methods used. It is best to consult the manufacturer for overrating

performances.

Another consideration is the stated rating factor versus the actual temperature rise. In most cases, the

stated rating factor may be quite less than the permitted 558C rise allowance. For example, the actual

rating factor may be 2.67, but the stated rating factor is 2.0. If the actual rise data were known, then

Equation 7.22 could be rewritten as

RFNEW ¼ RFACTUAL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
85�C� AMBNEW

DTRISE

r
(7:23)

where

RFACTUAL¼ rating factor at actual temperature rise

DTRISE ¼ actual measured temperature rise
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This may be more useful when operating a CT at hig her ambient, where there is a need for the

maximum rating factor. For example, if the CT has an actual rating of 2.67 based on temperature-rise

data but is only rated 2.0, and if it is desired to use the CT at 508 C ambient wi th the stated rating factor

2.0, then this unit should work w ithin its insulation rating and w ithin its stated accuracy class.

If a hig her-temperature-class insulation system is prov ided, then the rise must be in compliance w ith

that class per Table 7.8. In some cases, the temperature class is selected for the env ironment rather than

the actual temperature rise of the CT.

7.4.3 Open-Circuit Conditions

The CT functions best w ith the minimum burden possible, which would be its own internal impedance.

This can only be accomplished by apply ing a shor t circuit across the secondar y terminals. Since the core

mmf acts like a shunt, w ith no load connected to its secondar y, the mmf becomes the primar y current,

thus driv ing the CT into hard saturation. With no load on the secondar y to control the voltage, the

w inding develops an extremely hig h peak voltage. This voltage can be in the thousands, or even tens of

thousands, of volts. This situation puts the w inding under incredible stress, ultimately leading to failure.

This could result in damage to other equipment or present a hazard to personnel. It is for this reason

that the secondar y circuit should never be open. It must always have a load connected. If it is installed to

the primar y but not in use, then the terminals should be shor ted until it is to be used. Most

manufacturers ship CTs w ith a shor ting strap or w ire across the secondar y terminals. The CT w inding

must be able to wi thstand 3500 Vpeak for 1 min under open-circuit conditions. If the voltage can exceed

this level, then it is recommended that over voltage protection be used.

7.4.4 Overvoltage Protection

Under load, the CT voltage is limited. The level of this voltage depends on the turns and core cross-

sectional area. The user must evaluate the limits of the burdens connected to ensure equipment safety.

Sometimes protective devices are used on the secondar y side to maintain safe levels of voltage. These

devices are also incorporated to protect the CT during an open-circuit condition. In metering applications,

it is possible for such a device to introduce a direct current (dc) across the winding that could saturate the

core or leave it in some state of residual flux. In high-voltage equipment, arrestors may be used to protect

the primar y winding from high voltage-spikes produced by switching transients or lightning.

7.4.5 Residual Magnetism

Residual magnetism, residual flux, or remanence refers to the amount of stored, or trapped, flux in the

core. This can be introduced during heavy saturation or w ith the presence of some dc component.

Figure 7.16 shows a t y pical B-H cur ve for silicon-iron driven into hard saturation. The point at which

the curve crosses zero force, identified by þBres, represents the residual flux. If at some point the CT is

disconnected from the source, this flux will remain in the magnetic core until another source becomes

present. If a fault current drove the CT into saturation, when the supply current resumed normal levels,

the core would contain some residual component. Residual flux does not gradually decay but remains

constant once steady-state equilibrium has been reached. Under normal conditions, the minor B-H loop

must be high enough to remove the residual component. If it is not, then it will remain present until

another fault occurrence takes place. The effective result could be a reduction of the saturation flux.

However, if a transient of opposite polarity occurs, saturation is reduced with the assistance of the

residual. Conversely, the magnitude of residual is also based on the polarity of the transient and the

phase relationship of the flux and current. Whatever the outcome, the result could cause a delayed

response to the connected relay.

It has been observed that in a tape-wound toroidal core, as much as 85% of saturation flux could be

left in the core as residual component. The best way to remove residual flux is to demagnetize the core.
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FIGURE 7.16 Typical B-H curve for Si-Fe steel.
This is not always practical. The user could select a CT wit h a relay class that is twi ce that required.

This may not eliminate residual flux, but it wi ll cer tainly reduce the magnitude. The use of hot-rolled

steel may inherently reduce the residual component to 40 to 50% of saturation flux. Another way of

reducing residual magnetism is to use an air-gapped core. Normally, the introduction of a gap that is,

say, 0.01% of core circumference could limit the residual flux to about 10% of the saturation flux.

Referring to Figure 7.16, a t y pical B-H loop for an air-gapped core is shown. The drawbac k is

significantly hig her exciting current and lower saturation levels, as can be seen in Figure 7.3. To

overcome the hig h exciting current, the core would be made larger. That—coupled w ith the gap—

would increase its overall cost. This t y pe of core construction is often referred to as a linearized core.
7.4.6 CT Connections

As previously mentioned, some dev ices are sensitive to the direction of current flow. It is often critical in

three-phase schemes to maintain proper phase shifting . Residually connected CTs in three-phase

ground-fault scheme (Figure 7.17a) sum to zero when the phases are balanced. Reversed polarit y of a

CT could cause a ground-fault relay to trip under a normal balanced condition. Another scheme to

detect zero-sequence faults uses one CT to simultaneously monitor all leads and neutral (Figure 7.17c).

In differential protection schemes (Figure 7.17b), current-source phase and magnitude are compared.

Reverse polarit y of a CT could effectively double the phase current flow ing into the relay, thus causing a

nuisance tripping of a relay. When two CTs are driv ing a three-phase ammeter throug h a sw itch, a

reversed CT could show 1.73 times the monitored current flow ing in the unmonitored circuit.

The wye-connected secondar y circuit is the most commonly used. The CT wi ll reproduce positive-,

negative-, and zero-sequence elements as they occur in the primar y circuit. In the delta-connected

secondar y, the zero-sequence components are filtered and left to circulate in the delta. This is a common

scheme for differential protection of delta-wye transformer. A general rule of thumb is to connect the

CT secondaries in wye when they are on the delta w inding of a transformer and, conversely, connect

the secondaries in delta when they are on the wye w inding of the transformer. See Table 7.9.
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FIGURE 7.17 (a) Overcurrent and ground-fault protection scheme. (b) Differential protection scheme. (c) Zero-

sequence scheme with all three-phase leads going through the window of the CT. This connection, as well as the

residual connection in Figure 7.17a, will cancel out the positive- and negative-sequence currents leaving only the

zero-sequence current to the 50G device. Sometimes the ground or neutral lead will be included. The diagram on the

right shows sheathed cable. It is important that one ground point go back through the window to avoid the

possibility of a shorted electrical turn via the ground path.
7.4.7 Construction

There are four major types of CT: window-type CT, which includes bushing-type (BCT); bar-type CT;

split-core-type CT; and wound-type CT, the latter having both a primary and secondary winding. There

is ongoing development and limited use of optical-type current transformers (OCT), which rely on the

principles of light deflection.

7.4.7.1 Window-Type CT

The window-type CT is the simplest form of instrument transformer. It is considered to be an

incomplete transformer assembly, since it consists only of a secondary winding wound on its core.

The most common type is that wound on a toroidal core. The secondary winding is fully distributed

around the periphery of the core. In special cases when taps are employed, they are distributed such that

any connection made would utilize the entire core periphery. Windings in this manner ensure optimum

flux linkage and distribution. Coupling is almost impervious to primary-conductor position, provided

that the return path is sufficiently distanced from the outer periphery of the secondary winding
TABLE 7.9 Total Burden on CT in Fault Conditions

CT Secondary Connections Three-Phase or Ph-to-Ph Fault Phase-to-GND Fault

Wye-connected at CT RS þ RL þ ZR RS þ 2RL þ ZR

Wye-connected at switchboard RS þ 2RL þ ZR RS þ 2RL þ ZR

Delta-connected at CT RS þ 2RL þ 3ZR RS þ 2RL þ 2ZR

Delta-connected at switchboard RS þ 3RL þ 3ZR RS þ 2RL þ 2ZR

Note : RS¼CT secondary-winding resistance þ CT lead resistance, ohms; RL¼ one-way circuit lead resistance, ohms;

ZR¼ relay impedance in secondary current path, ohms.
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(see Figure 7.5a ). The effects o f s tray flux a re neg ligible, th us making t his t y pe o f w inding a l ow-

re a c t an ce d e s i g n . T h e p r i m a r y w i n d in g in m o s t c a s e s i s a s in g l e co n d u c t o r ce n t r a l l y located in the

window. A common application is to position the CT over a high-voltage bushing, hence the name BCT.

Nearly all win dow-t y pe CTs manufactured today are rated 600-V class. In practice, they are intended to be

used over insulated conductors when the conductor voltage exceeds 600 V. It is common practice

to utilize a 600-V-class w indow t y pe in conjunction wi th air space between the wi ndow and

the conductor on hig her-voltage systems. Such use may be seen in isolated-phase bus com-

par tments. There are some w indow t y pes that can be rated for hig her voltages as stand-alone units,

for use w ith an integral hig h-voltage stress shield, or for use w ith an insulating sleeve or tube made of

porcelain or some poly meric material. Window-t y pe CTs generally have a round win dow opening but

are also available w ith rectangular openings. This is sometimes provided to fit a specific bus arrangement

found in the rear of sw itchgear panels or on drawout-t y pe circuit breakers. This type of CT is used for

general-purpose monitoring , revenue metering and billing, and protective relaying (Figure 7.20).

7.4.7.2 Bar-Type CT

The bar-t y pe CT is , for al l practical purposes, a w indow -t y pe CT w ith a p rimar y bar inser ted straight

t h ro u g h t h e w i n d ow ( F ig u re 7 . 1 8 ) . T h i s b ar as s e m b ly c a n b e p e r m an e n t l y a tt a c h e d o r h e l d i n p l a ce

w ith brac ket s. Eit h er way, the primar y conductor is a sing le turn throug h th e w indow, fully insulat ed

f ro m t h e se co n d a r y w in d i n g . T h e b ar m ust be sized to handle the continuous current to be passed

through it, and it must be mechanically secured to handle high-level short-circuit currents without

incurring damage. Uses are the same as the window-type.

7.4.7.3 Split-Core Type

The split-core type CT is a special case of window-type CT. Its winding and core construction is such

that it can hinge open, or totally separate into two par ts (Figure 7.19). This arrangement is ideal to use in
FIGURE 7.18 Bar-type CT. (Photo courtesy of Kuhlman Electric Corp.)
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FIGURE 7.19 Split-core type CT with secondary winding on three legs of core. (Photo courtesy of Kuhlman

Electric Corp.)
cases where the primar y conductor cannot be opened or broken. However, because of this cut, the winding

is not fully distributed (see Figure 7.5b). Often only 50% of the effective magnetic path is used. Use of this

type should be with discretion, since this construction results in higher-than-normal errors. There is also

some uncertainty in repeatability of performance from installation to installation. The reassembly of the

core halves is critical. It is intended for general-purpose monitoring and temporary installations.

7.4.7.4 Wound-Type CT

The wound-t y pe CT has a primar y w inding that is fully insulated from the secondar y w inding . Both

w indings are permanently assembled on the core (Figure 7.5c and Figure 7.5d). The insulation medium

used—whether poly meric, oil, or even air—in conjunction w ith its rated voltage class dictates the core

and coil construction. There are several core ty pes used, from a low-reactance toroid to hig h-reactance

cut-cores and laminations. The distribution of the cut(s) and gap(s) helps control the magnetizing

losses. The manner in which the wi ndings are arranged on the core affects the reactance, since it is a

geometric function. Generally, the w indings do not utilize the magnetic path efficiently. The proper

combination of core t y pe and coil arrangement can greatly reduce the total reactance, thus reducing

errors (Figure 7.21 and 7.22).

The auxiliar y CT is a wound-t y pe (see Figure 7.5d) used in secondar y circuits for totalizing ,

summation, phase shifting, isolation, or to change ratio. They are t y pically 600-V class (Figure 7.23),

since they are used in the low-voltage circuit. When apply ing auxiliar y CTs, the user must be aware of its

reflected impedance on the main-line CT.

7.4.8 Optical Current Transducers

A relatively new technolog y, optical current transducers are being used in hig h-voltage applications. It

works on the principle known as the Faraday effect, by which a polarized lig ht beam, passing around a

current-carr y ing conductor, deflects in the presence of magnetic fields. The angular deflection is

propor tional to the length of path throug h the dielectric medium, the magnetic field strength, and

the cosine of the angle between the direction of the light beam and the direction of the magnetic field.

This angle of deflection, measured optically, is converted to an electrical signal that is proportional

to the current flowing in the primary conductor. This device provides complete isolation, since there
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



FIGURE 7.20 (a) Small 600-V-class window-type CT mounted over a bushing on a 15-kV recloser. (b) 15-kV-class

window-type CTs with porcelain sleeve mounted on substation structure. (c) 600-V-class window-type CTs mounted

over a 15-kV bus inside a metal enclosure. (d) Large 600-V-class window-type CT (slipover) mounted over a high-

voltage bushing. (e) 8.7-kV-class window-type CT with rectangular opening. (Photos courtesy of Kuhlman Electric

Corp.)
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FIGURE 7.21 15-kV wound-type CT cast in epoxy resin. (Photo courtesy of Kuhlman Electric Corp.)

FIGURE 7.22 High-voltage wound-type CT in combination steel tank, oil, and porcelain construction. (Photo

courtesy of Kuhlman Electric Corp.)
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FIGURE 7.23 600-V, indoor-class auxiliary CT frame shell-type laminated ‘‘EI’’ core. (Photo courtesy of Kuhlman

Electric Corp.)
is no electrical connection to the primary conductor. With regard to its construction, since there is no

magnetic core and windings, its physical size and weight is significantly smaller than the conventional

wound-type high-voltage CT. And with the absence of a core, there are no saturation limits and

no mechanism for failure. It is still required to satisfy the system BIL rating. It also must have a

constant and reliable light source and a means to detect the absence of this light source.

The connection to and from the device to the control panel is via fiber-optic cables. These devices

have been used in the field over the last ten years. High initial cost and the uncertainty of its

performance has limited its use. However, it may prove to be a viable option in many high-voltage

applications.
7.4.9 Proximity Effects

Current flowing in a conductor will induce magnetic flux through the air. This flux is inversely

proportional to the distance squared, B ~ 1=d2. As current increases, the flux increases. Considering

the case in a three-phase bus compartment, each bus is equally spaced from the other. If CTs are

mounted on each phase, then it is possible that the flux from adjacent conductor fields link to the

adjacent CTs. Often, the distance is sufficient that stray flux linkage is almost negligible. But at higher

current levels it can cause problems, especially in differential protection schemes. This stray flux can

cause localized saturation in segments of the core, and this saturation can cause heating in the winding

and increase the CT errors. This same effect can be seen when return paths are also in close proximity to

a CT. In the case of draw-out circuit breakers rated 2000 A and above, the phase distances and return

paths are close together, causing problems with CTs mounted on the stabs. Sometimes magnetic shunts

or special winding arrangements are incorporated to offset the effects. Another concern is with CTs

mounted over large generator bushings. The distances are typically adequate for normal operation, but

overcurrent situations may lead to misoperation of protective devices. Consequently, CTs used in this

application rated above 10,000 A are shielded. The shield can be external, such as cast-aluminum or cast-

copper housings. These housings are of large cross section. In the presence of high stray-flux fields, large

eddy currents flow in the housings, producing high temperatures. The shield can also be internal as an

integral part of the secondary winding. This technique eliminates the eddy-current problems. Both

techniques are effective in protecting the core from stray flux, but neither will make it immune from it.
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FIGURE 7.24 Linear-coupler equivalent circuit.
7.4.10 Linear Coupler

The linear coupler (LC), or Rogowski coil, is a current transformer that utilizes a nonmagnetic core, e.g.,

wood, plastic, or paper, which acts only as a form for the winding. It is typically a window-type

construction. With an air core, the magnetizing components of error have been removed, thus offering

linear response and no possibility of saturation. They do not produce secondary currents that would be

provided by an ideal CT. If the magnetizing impedance approached infinity, the secondary current would

approach the ideal, iS ¼ �iP (NP=NS), as seen in Figure 7.24. The low permeability of the core prevents a

high-magnetizing inductance, thus providing considerable divergence of performance from that of a

conventional CT. Consequently, protective equipment must be designed to present essentially infinite

impedance to the LC and operate as mutual inductors. Closely matching the LC impedance will provide

maximum power transfer to the device. LC outputs are typically defined by VS=IP, e.g., 5 V per 1000 A. Since

the load is high impedance, the LC can be safely open-circuited, unlike the conventional iron-core CT.

Because coupling is important and there is no iron to direct the flux, the window size is made as small

as possible to accommodate the primary conductor. Positioning is critical, and the return conductor and

adjacent phases must be far enough away from the outer diameter of the LC so that stray flux is not

introduced into the winding.

7.4.11 Direct-Current Transformer

The basic direct-current transformer (DCT) utilizes two coils, referred to as elements, that require

external ac (alternating current) excitation (Figure 7.25). The elements are window-type CTs that fit over

the dc bus. The elements are connected in opposition such that the instantaneous ac polarity of one is

always in opposition to the other. The ac flux in one element opposes the dc flux in the primary bus and
120 V
60 Hz
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Z

~

~ ~

+

 –

FIGURE 7.25 Standard two-element connection.
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FIGURE 7.26 Three-element connection.
desaturates the core, while in the other element the ac flux aids the dc flux and further saturates the core.

This cycle is repeated during the other (opposite polarity) half of the ac cycle. The need to rectify is due

to the square-wave output. The direction of current flow in the primary is not important.

Proximity of the return conductor may have an effect on accuracy due to local saturation. For best

results, all external influences should be kept to a minimum.

The output waveform contains a commutation notch at each half-cycle of the applied exciting voltage.

These notches contribute to the errors and can interfere with the operation of fast-acting devices. Ideally,

the core material should have a square B-H characteristic, which will minimize the notches. There are

several connection schemes that can eliminate the notches but will increase the overall cost.

A simple approach could be the three-element connection (Figure 7.26), where the third element acts

as a smoothing choke to the notches. This also increases overall frequency response by providing ac

coupling between the primary and the output circuits.

Finally, there is the Hall-effect device. This solid-state chip is inserted into the gap of an iron core

whose area is much larger than the device itself. The core has no secondary winding. The Hall effect

requires a low-voltage dc source to power and provides an output proportional to the dc primary

current and the flux linked to the core and gap.

7.4.12 Slipover CT Installations

CTs are often installed on existing systems as power requirements increase. One of the most common

retrofit installations is the application of a window-type or external slipover CT, which is mounted over

the high-voltage bushing of a power transformer or circuit breaker (Figure 7.27). To maintain the

integrity of the insulation system, adequate strike clearances must be observed. It is also important to

protect the CT from a high-voltage flashover to ground. This can be done by placing the CT below the
FIGURE 7.27 600-V-class slipover CT installed on high-voltage bushing with ground shield. Note the ground lead

going back through the CT window to avoid shorted electrical turn. (Photo courtesy of Kuhlman Electric Corp.)
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FIGURE 7.28 High-voltage circuit breaker with BCTs mounted underneath a metallic cover. (Photo courtesy of

Kuhlman Electric Corp.)
ground plane or bushing flange. When using an external slipover CT, a ground shield can be placed on

top of the unit and connected to ground. When grounding the shield, it is import ant that the lead is

routed such that it does not make a shor ted electrical turn around the CT.

A slipover, when used internally, is called a bushing CT or BCT. Its insulation is not suitable for direct

outdoor use and requires protection from the weather. In hig h-voltage swi tchgear, BCTs are fitted over

the hig h-voltage bushing in a similar manner as described above, but they are enclosed inside a metallic

cover that protects them from the weather while providing a ground shield (Figure 7.28). The BCT can

also be inside the apparatus, mounted off of the hig h-voltage bushing , either above or submerged in the

oil. Either way, special materials must be used for exposure to oil.
7.4.13 Combination Metering Units

The last major assembly is the combination metering unit, which consists of a sing le VT and a sing le CT

element w ithin one common housing. These are t y pically available in 15-kV class and up. In most cases

this is more economical than using sing le-housed elements and can save space. With two primar y

terminals, it mimics the conventional wound-ty pe CT, thus simplify ing the installation. The H1 (line)

terminal is a common junction point for both the CT and VT elements. The H2 (load) terminal

completes the current loop. The VT element is connected from the H1 terminal to ground. All secondar y

terminals are isolated and located inside the secondar y-terminal box.

Optical metering units are available for use in hig h-voltage substations. They utilize the same

principles as prev iously discussed, w ith the current and voltage transducers housed in a common

structure.
7.4.14 Primary Metering Units

Primar y metering units are sing le CT and VT elements assembled on a common bracket for pole-

mounted installations or inside a pad-mount compar tment for ground installations. They are t y pically

molded products, 5 kV throug h 34.5 kV (Figure 7.29), but they are also available in oil-filled units

(Figure 7.30). It is a prew ired assembly w ith all of the elements’ secondar y leads connected to a common
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FIGURE 7.29 15-kV three-phase=four-wire metering rack with 3 VT and 3 CT. (Photo courtesy of Kuhlman

Electric Corp.)
junction box for easy access. The elements can be in any combination needed to provide accurate energy

measurement. For three-phase=four-wire installations use either 2 1
2
- or 3-element arrangements, and for

three-phase=three-wire installations use 2-element arrangements. There are even single-phase assemblies

available for special applications.
FIGURE 7.30 34.5-kV three-phase oil-filled metering unit. (Photo courtesy of Kuhlman Electric Corp.)
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When measuring energy usage for the purposes of revenue billing, and knowing the RCF and

phaseangle readings of each element, the watts or watt-hours can be corrected by multiplying the

reading by the product of [TCFCT][TCFVT].

7.4.15 New Horizons

With deregulation of the utility industry, the buying and selling of power, the leasing of power lines, etc.,

the need for monitoring power at the transmission and distribution level will increase. There will be a

need to add more metering points within existing systems beginning at the generator. The utilities will

want to add this feature at the most economical cost. The use of window-type slipover CTs for revenue

metering will drive the industry toward improved performance. The need for higher accuracies at all

levels will be desired and can be easily obtained with the use of low-burden solid-state devices. Products

will become more environmentally safe and smaller in size. To help the transformer industry fulfill these

needs, steel producers will need to make improvements by lowering losses and increasing initial

permeability and developing new composites.
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8.1 Introduction

Requirements for electrical power become more challenging every day in terms of both quality and

quantity. ‘‘Quality’’ means that consumers need stable voltage without distortions and interruptions.

‘‘Quantity’’ means that the user can draw as much load as needed without reducing the quality of the

supply. These requirements come from industry as well as from domestic consumers, and each

requirement influences the other. Maintaining voltage magnitude within a specified range is an import-

ant component of power quality. Power transformers and feeders impose their own impedance, and the

amount of voltage drop depends on the loads and, consequently, the currents that flow through them.

Voltage magnitudes decrease along the feeder, which means that consumers at the end of the feeder will

have the lowest voltage.

Distribution systems must be designed in such a way that voltage magnitudes always remain within a

specified range as required by standards. This is accomplished through the use of voltage-control

equipment and effective system design. Regulating power transformers (load-tap-changing transform-

ers, or LTCs), three-phase step-voltage regulators, single-phase step-voltage regulators, and Auto-

Boosters 1 are typical transformer-type equipment used to improve the voltage ‘‘profile’’ of a power

system. Most of this section is dedicated to the single-phase step-voltage regulator, shown in Figure 8.1,

that is used in substations and on distribution system feeders and laterals. Figure 8.2 shows the locations

on a power system where voltage regulators are commonly applied.

Single-phase step-voltage regulators maintain a constant voltage by on-load voltage regulation

wherever the voltage magnitude is beyond specified upper and lower limits. A common practice

among utilities is to stay within preferred voltage levels and ranges of variation as set forth by ANSI

84.1, Voltage Rating for Electric Power Systems and Equipment, as shown in Table 8.1.



FIGURE 8.1 Single-phase step-

voltage regulator.

Generation

Substation

Pow

FIGURE 8.2 Power system.
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Electric supply systems are to be designed and operated so that

most service voltages fall within the range A limits. User systems are

to be designed and operated so that, when the service voltages are

within range A, the utilization voltages are within range A. Utiliza-

tion equipment is to be designed and rated to give fully satisfactory

performance within the range A limits for utilization voltages.

Range B is provided to allow limited excursion of voltage outside

the range A limits that necessarily result from practical design and

operating conditions. The supplying utility is expected to take action

within a reasonable time (e.g., 2 or 3 min) to restore utilization

voltages to range A limits.

The combination of step-voltage regulators and fixed-ratio power

transformers is often used in lieu of load-tap-changing power trans-

formers in the substation. To obtain constant voltage at some dis-

tance (load center) from the step-voltage regulator bank, a line-drop

compensation feature in the control can be utilized.

Step-voltage regulators—single- and three-phase—are designed,

manufactured, and tested in accordance with IEEE Std. C57.15, IEEE

Standard Requirements, Technology, and Test Code for Step-Voltage

Regulators. A step-voltage regulator is defined as ‘‘an induction

device having one or more windings in shunt with and excited

from the primary circuit, and having one or more windings in series

between the primary circuit and the regulated circuit, all suitably

adapted and arranged for the control of the voltage, or of the phase

angle, or of both, of the regulated circuit in steps by means of taps

without interrupting the load.’’

The most common step-voltage regulators manufactured today

are single-phase, using reactive switching resulting in 325=8%

voltage steps (16 boosting and 16 bucking the applied voltage),
providing an overall +10% regulation. They are oil-immersed and typically use ANSI Type II

insulating oil in accordance with ANSI=ASTM D-3487.

Although not required by the IEEE standard, which now recognizes 658C rise, most manufacturers

today design and manufacture step-voltage regulators rated 558C average winding rise over a 308C
LTC
er transformer

Voltage regulator

Distribution
transformer

Distribution
transformer

Distribution
transformer

Load

Load

Load

Voltage regulator

Voltage regulator



TABLE 8.1 Voltage Rating for Electric Power Systems and Equipment

Range A, V Range B, V

Maximum allowable voltage 126 (125a) 127

Voltage-drop allowance for primary distribution line 9 13

Minimum primary service voltage 117 114

Voltage-drop allowance for distribution transformer 3 4

Minimum secondary service voltage 114 110

Voltage-drop allowance for plant wiring 6 (4b) 6 (4b)

Minimum utilization voltage 108 (110b) 104 (106b)

aFor utilization voltage of 120 through 600 V.
bFor building wiring circuits supplying lighting equipment.

Source : ANSI 84.1, Voltage Rating for Electric Power Systems and Equipment. With permission.
average ambient and use a sealed-tank-type construction. The gases generated from arcing in oil, as a

result of normal operation of the load-tap changer, are vented through a pressure-relief device located

on the tank above the oil level. Thermally upgraded paper insulation designed for an average winding

rise of 658C, along with the use of a sealed-tank-type system, allows for a 12% increase in load over the

nameplate 558C rise kVA rating.

Many regulators with a continuous-current rating of 668 A and below can be loaded in excess of their

rated ampere load if the range of voltage regulation is limited at a value less than the normal +10%

value. Table 8.2 shows the percent increase in ampere load permitted on each single-phase step-voltage

regulator when the percent regulation range is limited to discrete values less than +10%.

Some regulators have limitations in this increased current capacity due to tap-changer ampacity

limitations. In those cases, the maximum tap-changer capacity is shown on the regulator nameplate.

Limiting the percent regulation range is accomplished by setting limit switches in the position indicator

of the regulator to prevent the tap changer from traveling beyond a set position in either raise or lower

directions. It should be recognized, however, that although the regulators can be loaded by these

additional amounts without affecting the regulator’s normal coil-insulation longevity, when the percent

regulation is decreased, the life of the tap-changer contacts will be adversely affected.

8.2 Power Systems Applications

The following common types of circuits can be regulated using single-phase step-voltage regulators:

. A single-phase circuit

. A three-phase, four-wire, multigrounded wye circuit with three regulators

. A three-phase, three-wire circuit with two regulators

. A three-phase, three-wire circuit with three regulators

Figure 8.3 shows a voltage regulator that can be used to maintain voltage on a single-phase circuit or

lateral off of a main feeder where the terminals are designated by the standard as S(ource), L(oad), and SL,

as seen in Figure 8.4.
TABLE 8.2 Increase in Ampere Load Permitted on Single-

Phase Step-Voltage Regulators for Regulation Range <+10%

Range of Voltage Regulation, % Continuous Current Rating, %

10.0 100

8.75 110

7.5 120

6.25 135

5.0 160
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circuit.
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Regulators are designed to withstand se-

vere fault currents and frequent switching

or lightning surges that are encountered in

substations or out on a main feeder. Three-

phase power can be regulated by a bank of

three single-phase step-voltage regulators

connected in wye for a four-wire circuit or

two or three single-phase regulators con-

nected in an open- or closed-delta config-

uration for a three-wire circuit.
Wye-connected regulators (Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6) work independently from each other.

Regulators will regulate the voltage between the individual phases and neutral. It is not necessary
S

L

SL

ase, four-wire, multigrounded wye circuit.

m
e

0 ± 10%
regulation

S

L

-phase, four-wire, multigrounded wye circuit.
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FIGURE 8.7 Connection of two voltage regulators regulating a three-phase, three-wire wye or delta circuit.
for loads on each phase to be balanced. Unbalanced current will flow in the neutral wire, keeping

the neutral reference from floating. In the case of a three-wire wye, the neutral can shift, so the

regulator has no stable reference point from which to excite the controls of the regulator. This

can cause overstressing of insulation and erratic regulator operation. Therefore, three regulators

cannot be connected in ungrounded wye on a three-phase, three-wire circuit unless the neutral is

stabilized.

One method of stabilization is to link the common SL connections back to the grounded

secondary neutral of a substation transformer that is located in the same vicinity. If a substation

transformer is not available, the alternative is to install a small grounding bank consisting of three

transformers, each from one-third to two-thirds the kVA rating of the individual regulators. The

rating within the range depends on the expected unbalance in load. Either method allows a path for

the unbalanced current to flow. The primary windings are connected in a wye configuration tying

their neutral back to the neutral of the three regulators, while the secondary windings are connected

in a delta configuration.

Two single-phase regulators connected in an open-delta bank, as shown in Figure 8.7, allow for two of

the phases to be regulated independent of each other, with the third phase tending to read the average

of the other two. A 308 phase displacement between the regulator current and voltage, as shown in

Figure 8.8, is a result of the open-delta connection. Depending on the phase rotation, one regulator has

its current lagging the voltage, while the other has its current leading the voltage.
0 + 10%
Output voltage

System voltage

C’

A’
A

C

B

−

0 + 10%
Output voltage

−

FIGURE 8.8 Phasor diagram of two voltage regulators regulating a three-phase circuit.
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FIGURE 8.9 Connection of three voltage regulators in a three-phase, three-wire delta circuit.
When a three-phase, three-wire circuit incorporates three single-phase voltage regulators in a closed-

delta-connected bank as shown in Figure 8.9, the overall range of regulation of each phase is dependent

on the range of regulation of each regulator. This type of connection will give approximately 50% more

regulation (15% vs. 10%) than is obtained with two regulators in an open-delta configuration. A 308

phase displacement is also realized between the regulator current and voltage as a result of the delta

connection. The phasor diagram in Figure 8.10 shows this. Depending on the phase rotation, the current

will lag or lead the voltage, but the lag=lead relationship will be consistent for all three regulators.

Contributing to the effect is that the phase angle increases as the individual range of regulation of each

regulator increases. A 4 to 6% shift in the phase angle will be realized with the regulators set at the same

extreme tap position. A voltage improvement of 10% in the phase obtained with the regulator operation

leads to a 5% voltage improvement in the adjacent phase. If all three regulators operate to the same

extreme position, the overall effect increases the range of regulation to +15%, as shown in the phasor

diagram of Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.11 reflects the power connection of a closed-delta bank of regulators. Current within the

windings reaches a maximum of approximately minus or plus 5% of the line current as the regulators
A’

B’C’

A

B

C

Vsystem

B’C’  Voltage is 15% higher
than Vsystem (BC)

+10% Regulation

FIGURE 8.10 Phasor diagram of closed-delta-connected voltage regulators.
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FIGURE 8.11 Power connection of closed-delta-connected voltage regulators.
approach the full raise or lower positions, respectively. Because the operation of any regulator changes

the voltage across the other two, it may be necessary for the other two to make additional tap changes to

restore voltage balance. The 308 phase displacement between the regulator current and voltage at unity

power-factor load for open- and closed-delta connections also affects the resulting arc energy and

corresponding life of the tap-changer load-breaking contacts.
8.3 Ratings

The rated-load current of a step-voltage regulator is determined by the following equation:

IRated ¼
3fload

VL�L �
ffiffiffi
3
p (8:1)

If the regulators are used in a single-phase circuit, four-wire grounded-wye circuit, or connected in a

wye configuration in a three-wire system, the rated voltage of the regulator would be VL�L =
ffiffiffi
3
p 

. If the

regulators were connected in an open- or closed-delta configuration for a three-wire system, the rated

voltage of the regulator would be VL-L. As a result, the kVA rating of the regulator would be determined

by the following equation:

kVA ¼ (VRated � IRated � per-unit range of regulation) =1000 (8:2)

Thus the kVA rating of a step-voltage regulator is determined considering its range of voltage

regulation. Single-phase voltage regulators are available in the common ratings shown in Table 8.3,

where all entries are understood to be for +10% range of voltage regulation.

8.4 Theory

A step-voltage regulator is a tapped autotransformer. To understand how a regulator operates, one can

start by comparing it with a two-winding transformer.
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TABLE 8.3 Commonly Available Ratings for Single-Phase

Voltage Regulators

Rated Volts BIL, kV Rated, kVA Load Current, A

2,500 60 50 200

75 300

100 400

125 500

167 668

250 1000

333 1332

416 1665

5,000 75 50 100

75 150

100 200

125 250

167 334

250 500

333 668

416 833

7,620 95 38.1 50

57.2 75

76.2 100

114.3 150

167 219

250 328

333 438

416 548

500 656

667 875

833 1093

13,800 95 69 50

138 100

207 150

276 200

414 300

552 400

14,400 150 72 50

144 100

288 200

333 200

432 300

576 400

667 463

833 578

19,920 150 100 50

200 100

333 200

400 200

667 300

833 400
Figure 8.12 is a basic diagram of a transformer with a 10:1 turns ratio. If the primary winding or

Vsource has 1000 V applied, the secondary winding or Vload will have an output of 100 V (10%). These

two independent windings can be connected so that their voltages aid or oppose one another.

A voltmeter connected across the output terminals measures either the sum of the two voltages or

the difference between them. The transformer becomes an autotransformer with the ability to raise
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 8.12 Transformer with 10:1 turns ratio.
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VSOURCE = 1000 VLOAD = 1100

FIGURE 8.13 Step-up autotransformer.
(Figure 8.13) or lower (Figure 8.14) the primary or system voltage by 10%. This construction is similar

to a ‘‘Type A’’ single-phase step-voltage regulator, as described later in this section.

In a voltage regulator, the equivalent of the high-voltage winding in a two-winding transformer would

be referred to as the shunt winding. The low-voltage winding would be referred to as the series winding.

The series winding is connected to the shunt winding in order to boost or buck the applied or primary

voltage approximately 10%. The polarity of its connection to the shunt winding is accomplished by the

use of a reversing switch on the internal motor-driven tap changer. Eight approximately 1¼% taps

are added to the series winding to provide small voltage-adjustment increments. To go even further to

provide fine voltage adjustment, such as 16 approximate 5=8% tap steps, a center tapped bridging reactor

(preventive autotransformer)—used in conjunction with two movable contacts on the motorized tap

changer—is utilized. In all, there are 33 positions that include neutral, 16 lower positions (1L, 2L, 3L, 4L,
+

−

+

−

VSOURCE = 1000 VLOAD = 900

FIGURE 8.14 Step-down autotransformer.
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FIGURE 8.15 Tap-changer position indicator.
etc.), and 16 raise positions (1R, 2R, 3R, 4R, etc.). Figure 8.15 illustrates a dial that indicates the

arrangement of the tap positions.

It is common practice to have the tap changer located in the same compartment as the core and coil.

Dielectric practices consider the oil and insulation degradation due to the arc by-products. Figure 8.16

shows a typical load-break tap changer used in a single-phase step-voltage regulator.
FIGURE 8.16 Single-phase step-voltage regulator tap changer.
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Load

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Tapped bridging reactor

Series winding1¼%

Source − +

FIGURE 8.17 Two movable contacts on the same stationary contact (symmetrical position).
The process of moving from one voltage-regulator tap to the adjacent voltage-regulator tap consists of

closing the circuit at one tap before opening the circuit at the other tap. The movable tap-changer contacts

move through stationary taps alternating in eight bridging and eight nonbridging (symmetrical)

positions. Figure 8.17 shows the two movable tap-changer contacts on a symmetrical position, with the

center tap of the reactor at the same potential. This is the case at tap position N (neutral) and all evenly

numbered tap positions.

An asymmetrical position, as shown in Figure 8.18, is realized when one tap connection is open before

transferring the load to the adjacent tap. At this juncture, all of the load current flows through one-half

of the reactor, magnetizing the reactor, and the reactance voltage is introduced into the circuit for about

25 to 30 msec during the tap change.

Figure 8.19 shows the movable contacts in a bridging position; voltage change is one-half the 1¼% tap

voltage of the series winding because of its center tap and movable contacts located on adjacent

stationary contacts. This is the case at all oddly numbered tap positions.

Voltage phasor relations shown in Figure 8.20 represent a tap change. In this figure, S–SL represents

source or unregulated voltage, and sections of the series winding are represented by S–TAP 1 and TAP

1–TAP 2. In operating the tap changer from TAP 1 to TAP 2, the load or regulated voltage has the

following successive values:

SL–TAP 2: both contacts are closed on TAP 2; symmetrical position as shown in Figure 8.17.

SL–a: one contact is closed on TAP 2; asymmetrical position as shown in Figure 8.18. TAP 2–a is the

voltage drop across the reactor half.
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Series winding

Tapped bridging reactor

1¼%

Source − + Load

FIGURE 8.18 One movable contact on stationary contact (asymmetrical position).
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FIGURE 8.19 Two movable contacts on adjacent stationary contacts (bridging position).
SL–b: movable contacts are located on adjacent stationary contacts TAP 1 and TAP 2; bridging

position as shown in Figure 8.19.

SL–c: one contact is closed on TAP 1, asymmetrical position. TAP 1–c is the voltage drop across the

reactor half.

SL–TAP 1: both contacts are closed on TAP 1, symmetrical position.

TAP 1–c and TAP 2–a are reactance voltages introduced into the circuit by the reactor in the

asymmetrical positions. TAP 1–e and TAP 2–d represent the total reactor voltage. TAP 2–e represents

the voltage ruptured when bridging position is opened at TAP 2, while TAP 1–d represents the voltage

ruptured if bridging position is opened at TAP 1.

Figure 8.21 shows a typical tap-changer interruption envelope. Load current (IL), tap voltage, reactor

circulating current (IC), and power factor (PF) are key variables affecting a tap changer’s interrupting
a

b

S

SL

Tap 2

Tap 1

d

e
c

FIGURE 8.20 Voltage phasor diagrams

involved in a tap change.
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ability and its contact life. A circulating current (IC), caused by

the two contacts being at different positions (reactor energized

with 1¼% tap voltage), is limited by the reactive impedance of

this circuit. Two opposing requirements must be kept in mind

when designing the amount of reactance for the value of the

circulating current. First, the circulating current must not be

excessive; second, the variation of reactance during the switch-

ing cycle should not be so large as to introduce undesirable

fluctuations in the line voltage. The reactor has an iron core

with gaps in the magnetic circuit to set this magnetizing

circulating current between 25 and 60% of full-load current,

thus providing an equitable compromise between no-load and

load conditions. The value of this circulating current also has

a decided effect on switching ability and contact life. The ideal

reactor, from an arcing standpoint, would be one that has a

closed magnetic circuit at no-load with an air gap that would

increase in direct proportion to increase in load.

The voltage at the center tap is 5=8%, one-half of the 1¼%

tap voltage of the series winding taps. Some regulators, depend-

ing upon the rating, use an additional winding (called an

equalizer winding) in the bridging reactor circuit. The equalizer

winding is a 5=8% voltage winding on the same magnetic
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FIGURE 8.21 Tap-changer interruption envelope.
circuit (core) as the shunt and series winding. The equalizer winding is connected into the reactor

circuit opposite in polarity to the tap voltage. This is done so that the reactor is excited at 5=8% of line

voltage on both the symmetrical and bridging positions. Figure 8.22 shows an equalizer winding

incorporated into the main coil of a regulator.

Voltage regulators are designed and manufactured in two basic constructions, defined by IEEE

standards as Type A and Type B. Type A step-voltage regulators have the primary circuit (source

voltage) connected directly to the shunt winding of the regulator. The series winding is connected to

the load side of the regulator and, by adjusting taps, changes the output voltage. With Type A

construction, the core excitation varies with the source voltage because the shunt winding is connected
N 1 2 3

5
16

4 5 6 7 8

Load
Series winding

Tapped bridging reactor

Equalizer winding

Source

1¼ %

%

%− +

− +

5
8

FIGURE 8.22 Equalizer winding incorporated into the main coil of a regulator.
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FIGURE 8.23 Voltage regulation on the load side (Type A).
across the primary circuit. A separate voltage transformer is used to provide voltage for the tap-

changer and control. The maximum range of regulation of the ‘‘raise’’ side equals the maximum range

of regulation of the ‘‘lower’’ side, with 10% being the minimum amount of regulation. See the

schematic diagram in Figure 8.23.

Type B step-voltage regulators are constructed so that the primary circuit (source voltage) is applied

by way of taps to the series winding of the regulator, which is connected to the source side of the

regulator. With Type B construction, the core excitation is constant, since the shunt winding is

connected across the regulated circuit. A control winding located on the same core as the series and

shunt windings is used to provide voltage for the tap-changer and control. The maximum range of

regulation of the ‘‘raise’’ side is higher than the maximum range of regulation of the ‘‘lower’’ side,

with 10% being the minimum amount of regulation on the ‘‘raise’’ side. See the schematic diagram

in Figure 8.24.

Usually the choice of Type A or Type B is that of the supplier. However, the user can specify that an

identical regulator design be provided if the application can anticipate the need to parallel with

another unit in the same substation. Paralleling of regulators that are not of identical design can
Series winding

Current transformer

Shunt winding

SL

L

+

+

+

−

−

−

Control winding

VLOAD = 1000 + 10 %VSOURCE = 1000

S

FIGURE 8.24 Voltage regulation on the source side (Type B).
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cause excessive circulating current between them.

This is true even for short-term operation during

switching, when the units are placed on the same

numerical tap position and the control function

is disabled. Caution: Any paralleling of step-volt-

age regulators (as described in this chapter) that

may operate, even momentarily, on differing tap

positions requires the inclusion of supplemental

system reactance to avoid excessive circulating

current during operation.
FIGURE 8.25 Single-phase Auto-Booster1 four-step
8.5 Auto-Booster 1

Another type of voltage regulator available in the

industry, in addition to the 32-step single phase,

is the Auto-Booster 1 single-phase four-step volt-

age regulator. This voltage-regulating device,

shown in Figure 8.25, is mainly used for boost-

ing voltage on laterals off the distribution system

feeders. The voltage ratings range from 2,400 to

19,920, while the ampere ratings are either 50 A

or 100 A. The design is a 658 winding rise Type

B construction providing þ10% or þ6% regula-

tion in four steps of 21⁄2% or 11⁄2%, respectively.

The tap changer incorporates resistors to provide

the impedance during the switching cycle.

voltage regulator.
8.6 Three-Phase Regulators

If feeders have similar load characteristics and load-center voltage requirements—and if the incoming

supply voltage is balanced—then the distribution side of the substation bus can be regulated by a

three-phase regulator. The choice of using a three-phase or three single-phase regulators depends on

several factors, including cost and the need for unbalance correction. With a three-phase unit there is no

capability to correct for voltage imbalances caused by unequal loading. If the load is predominantly

three-phase, or consistently balanced, a three-phase unit may be the better choice. However, most rural

distribution systems contain only a small percentage of balanced three-phase loads. Therefore three-

phase regulators are less common in the industry than the single-phase step-voltage regulators. Chief

among the benefits of single-phase regulation is the ability of the single-phase voltage regulators to

correct system unbalance. Each phase is regulated to a given set point, irrespective of what is going on

with the other two phases.

Basic theory behind the design of three-phase regulators is similar to single-phase regulators.

Essentially, three single-phase regulators are located in the same tank with their tap changers ganged

together and being operated and monitored by one control. The three-phase regulator has only one of its

phases monitored to provide a current and voltage supply to the control. Thus all three phases are

regulated based on the monitoring of one phase. This is fine for a system that has balanced loads on all

three phases. Figure 8.26 shows a three-phase regulator connected to a four-wire system. The phasor

diagram is similar to the one shown in Figure 8.5.

The three-phase voltage regulators, up to 13.8 kV, inclusive, with a continuous-current rating of 668 A

and below, can be loaded in excess of their rated ampere load if the range of voltage regulation is limited
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 8.26 Connection of three-phase regulator regulating a three-phase, four-wire, multigrounded wye

circuit.
at a value less than the normal +10% value. Table 8.4 shows the percent increase in ampere load

permitted on each three-phase step-voltage regulator when the percent regulation range is limited to

values of +10%, +8.75%, +7.5%, +6.25%, and +5%.

Three-phase voltage regulators are available in the common ratings shown in Table 8.5.
TABLE 8.4 Increase in Ampere Load Permitted on Each Three-Phase

Step-Voltage Regulator at Five Levels of Voltage Regulation

Range of Voltage Regulation, % Continuous Current Rating, %

10.0 100

8.75 108

7.5 115

6.25 120

5.0 130

TABLE 8.5 Common Ratings for Three-Phase Voltage Regulators

Rated Volts BIL, kV Rated kVA Load Current, A

7,620=13,200 wye 95 500 219

750 328

1000 437

1500 656

2000 874

2500 1093

3000 1312

19,920=34,500 wye 150 500 84

750 126

1000 167

1500 251

2000 335

2500 418

3000 502
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8.7 Regulator Control

The purpose of the regulator control is to provide an output action as a result of changing input

conditions, in accordance with preset values that are selected by the regulator user. The output action is

the energization of the motorized tap changer to change taps to maintain the correct regulator output

voltage. The changing input is the output-load voltage and current from an internal voltage transformer

or control winding and current transformer, as shown previously in Figure 8.23 and Figure 8.24,

respectively. The preset values are the values the regulator user has selected as control parameters for

the regulated voltage. Basic regulator control settings are:

. Set voltage

. Bandwidth

. Time delay

. Line-drop resistive and reactive compensation
8.7.1 Set Voltage

The control set voltage is dependent upon the regulator rating and the system voltage on which it is

installed. The regulator nameplate shows the voltage transformer or shunt winding=control ratio that

corresponds to the system voltage. The regulator load voltage is the product of this ratio and the

control set voltage. If the winding ratio of the internal voltage transformer of the step-voltage

regulator is the same as that of a typical distribution transformer on the system, the voltage level

is simply the desired voltage, given on a 120-V base. However, the regulator voltage-transformer ratio

is not always the same, and it may be necessary to calculate an equivalent value that corresponds to

120 V on the distribution transformer secondary. Equation 8.3 can be used to find this equivalent

voltage value.

V ¼ (Distribution Transformer Ratio)

(Regulator VT Ratio)
� 120 (8:3)

For example, if the distribution transformers are connected 7620=120, this gives a ratio of 63.5:1. If

the regulator voltage-transformer ratio is 60:1, the equivalent voltage-level setting, from Equation 8.4, is

found to be:

V ¼ (63:5)

(60)
� 120 ¼ 127 V (8:4)

Normally the operator sets the voltage level at a minimum value that is required at the location, which

is usually above the optimum level, e.g., 122 V.
8.7.2 Bandwidth

The bandwidth is the total voltage range around the set-voltage value, which the control will

consider as a satisfied condition. For example, a 2-V bandwidth on a 120-V setting means that

the control will not activate a tap change until the voltage is above 121 V or below 119 V. The

bandwidth is generally kept quite narrow in order to keep the voltage as close as possible to

the desired level. Increasing the bandwidth may reduce the number of tap-change operations, but

at the expense of voltage quality. The regulators in a substation or on a main feeder tend to have

their bandwidths set at a smaller setting than units located on laterals that feed isolated loads.

A minimum bandwidth of two times the volts per tap (5=8% or 0.75 V) of the regulator is

recommended; this correlates to 1.5 V on most regulators.
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FIGURE 8.27 Cascading single-phase voltage regulators.
8.7.3 Time Delay

The time delay is the period of time in seconds that the control waits from the time the voltage goes out

of band to when power is applied to the tap-changer motor to make a tap change. Many voltage

fluctuations are temporary in nature, such as those resulting from motor starting, or even from fault

conditions. It is not desirable to have the step-voltage regulator change taps for these momentary voltage

swings. By specifying a time-delay value of 15 or 30 sec, for example, the regulator will ignore the vast

majority of these temporary voltage swings and only operate when the voltage change is more long term,

such as from adding or subtracting load. A general recommendation is a minimum time delay of 15 sec.

This length of time covers the vast majority of temporary voltage swings due to equipment starting,

cold-load pickup, etc.

The time-delay setting also has another important benefit when attempting to coordinate two or more

regulators in series along the line. One common situation would be to have a regulator bank at the

substation providing whole-feeder regulation, with a line regulator out on the feeder to regulate a

specific load. The substation regulators should be the first to respond to voltage changes on the system,

with the line regulator adjusting as needed for its individual area. By setting the time delay of the line

regulator higher that of the substation bank, the substation bank will respond first and regulate the

voltage as best it can. If the substation regulation is sufficient to return the feeder voltage to within the

bandwidth of the line regulator, that regulator will not need to operate. The suggested minimum

time-delay difference between banks of regulators is 15 sec. This coordination between cascading

banks of regulators, as shown in Figure 8.27, eliminates unnecessary hunting, thus improving efficiency.

8.7.4 Line-Drop Resistive and Reactive Compensation

Quite often regulators are installed some distance from a theoretical load center or the location at which

the voltage is regulated. This means the load will not be served at the desired voltage level due to the

losses (voltage drop) on the line between the regulator and the load. Furthermore, as the load increases,

line losses also increase, causing the lowest-voltage condition to occur during the time of heaviest

loading. This is the least desirable time for this to occur.

To provide the regulator with the capability to regulate at a ‘‘projected’’ load center, a line-drop-

compensation feature is incorporated in the control. Of all the devices in the step-voltage regulator

control system, none is more important—and at the same time less understood—than line-drop

compensation. This circuitry consists of a secondary supply from the internal current transformer,

proportional to the load current, and resistive and reactive components through which this current

flows. As the load current increases, the resulting secondary current flowing through these elements

produces voltage drops, which simulate the voltage drops on the primary line. This causes the ‘‘sensed’’

voltage to be correspondingly altered; therefore, the control responds by operating upon this pseudo

load-center voltage. To select the proper resistive and reactive values, the user must take into account

several factors about the line being regulated.
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FIGURE 8.28 Voltage profile using voltage-level setting without LDC.
When line-drop compensation is not used, the step-voltage regulator reads the voltage at its own

terminals and compares it with a reference voltage level and bandwidth setting. If the sensed voltage is

outside the set bandwidth, the regulator automatically responds to bring the load-side voltage in line

with the programmed settings. This is the normal operation of a step-voltage regulator that is not using

line-drop compensation. Adjusting the voltage level at the regulator to compensate for a low voltage

away from the regulator near a load center is only a temporary solution for a specific load. Figure 8.28

shows an example of a power-system voltage profile using the voltage-level setting in lieu of line-drop

compensation to improve voltage at a load center.

Therefore, the step-voltage regulator, without line-drop compensation, can hold a reasonably con-

stant voltage at the regulator location only. This is not likely to be the best scenario for most applications

that need a reliable voltage for the entire length of the feeder. The ideal situation is to provide the value

of the voltage-level setting at the primary side of the distribution transformer for all consumers. Since

this is not realistically attainable, the objective would be to provide each consumer a voltage as close as

possible to the voltage-level value for all loads. To do this, the point on the line at which the voltage is

regulated should not be at the regulator but at an area at the center of the majority of the consumers, the

load center. It is not always possible to locate a regulator at the exact location where the regulation is

most needed. Also, the system changes as loads are added and removed over time, and the desired point

of regulation may change. However, it may not be feasible to relocate the regulator bank. By having

line-drop-compensation devices, the regulation point can be changed without having to physically move

a bank of regulators.

In any mode, the regulator monitors a specific voltage and changes taps as needed based on that

voltage level and the existing settings. With line-drop compensation, this monitored voltage can be

modified in such a way as to simulate the voltage at some point further out on the distribution system.

Knowing the peak-load current expected on the line and the size and length of the line to the load center,

the voltage drop at the load center due to resistive and reactive components can be calculated. Inside the

regulator control, the line-drop-compensation device will model that portion of the system between the

load center and the step-voltage regulator. Figure 8.29 shows an example of a power-system voltage

profile resulting from a regulator set up with the line-drop-compensation feature.

When line-drop compensation is used, the correct polarity of the resistance and reactance compon-

ents is necessary for proper regulation. On four-wire wye-connected systems, the polarity selector is

always set for þX and þR values. On delta-connected systems, however, the line current is 308 displaced

from the line-to-line voltage (assuming 100% power factor). On open-delta-connected regulator banks,

one regulator is 308 leading, the other is 308 lagging. On closed-delta regulator banks, all regulators in a
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FIGURE 8.29 Voltage profile using voltage-level setting with LDC.
given bank will be either leading or lagging. As a result of this displacement, the polarity of the

appropriate resistive or reactive element must sometimes be reversed. The setting of the selector switch

would be set on the þX þ R, �X þ R, or þX�R setting. A number of publications are available from

manufacturers to assist in determining the variables needed and the resulting calculations.

8.8 Unique Applications

Most step-voltage regulators are installed in circuits with a well-defined power flow from source to load.

However, some circuits have interconnections or loops in which the direction of power flow through the

regulator may change. For optimum utility system performance, step-voltage regulators, installed on

such circuits, have the capability of detecting this reverse power flow and then sensing and controlling

the load-side voltage of the regulator, regardless of the direction of power flow.

In other systems, increasing levels of embedded (dispersed) generation pose new challenges to utilities

in their use of step-voltage regulators. Traditionally, distribution networks have been used purely to

transport energy from the transmission system down to lower voltage levels. A generator delivering

electricity directly to the distribution network can reverse the normal direction of power flow in a

regulator. Options in the electronic control of the step-voltage regulator are available for handling

different types of scenarios that give rise to reverse power-flow conditions.
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9.1 Background

Constant-voltage transformers (CVT) have been used for many years, primarily as a noise-isolation

device. Recently, they have found value when applied as a voltage-sag protection device for industrial

and commercial facilities. The purpose of this section in the handbook is to give power-system engineers

and facility engineers who are unfamiliar with the CVT technology (also known as ferroresonant

transformers) the insights and information necessary to determine the types of electric-service-supply

events that CVTs can mitigate. Items covered in this chapter include operation, characteristics, appli-

cations, specifications, and sizing guidelines of CVTs. The goal here is not to duplicate information

currently available but, rather, to collect information into a single location and then supplement it to

provide:

. Adequate information and procedures to applications personnel in effectively selecting CVTs for

voltage-sag ride-through protection
. Application notes to demonstrate how CVTs can improve process voltage-sag ride-through



9.1.1 History of Constant-Voltage Transformers

The industrial use of constant-voltage transformers (also called CVTs and ferroresonant transformers)

goes back to the early 1940s. Living in the U.S. during the 1930s, Joseph G. Sola, a German-born

engineer, discovered the CVT technology [1,2] based on a single transformer rather than an arrangement

of transformers, separate filters, and capacitors. This innovation provides several important advantages:

its inherent robustness (CVT consists of just three or four windings and a high-reliability capacitor), its

imperviousness to continuous short circuits (whether it is turned on into a short circuit or from full

load), and its capability to maintain output-voltage stabilization on a cycle-to-cycle basis for signifi-

cantly large overvoltages and undervoltages.

Sola was both a farsighted inventor and successful businessman. Internationally recognized as the

pioneer of transformer magnetics technology, his inventions and subsequent refinements of other

electronic equipment were considered revolutionary by the electrical industry. Sola’s first transformers

for furnace-ignition systems and neon lighting, based on the unique application of ferroresonant

principles, led in 1938 to his invention of the CVT. This timely discovery was eagerly accepted by

prime military contractors during World War II and established Sola as a world leader in voltage

regulation. Sola was awarded a total of 55 U.S. patents during his lifetime, including five patents each

for CVTs, Solatrons, and electronic power supplies, and 19 patents for high-intensity-discharge lighting

ballasts.

Throughout the last six decades, a series of applications has been found for products based on Sola’s

CVT technology. It is one of the most cost-effective ac power conditioners available.

9.1.2 What Is a Constant-Voltage Transformer?

A well-known solution for electrical ‘‘noise’’ in industrial plants has been the constant-voltage trans-

former, or CVT (see Figure 9.1).

The typical components of a CVT are shown in Figure 9.2. The magnetic shunt on the central core

has the following effects on the core’s reluctance. It reduces the reluctance of the core. This can be

thought of as introducing more resistance in parallel to an existing resistance. The magnetic shunt in the
FIGURE 9.1 Typical constant-voltage transformer.
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FIGURE 9.2 Components of a typical constant-voltage transformer.
CVT design allows the portion of the core below the magnetic shunt to become saturated while the

upper portion of the core remains unsaturated. This condition occurs because of the presence of the air-

gap between the magnetic shunt and the core limbs. Air has a much higher reluctance than the iron core.

Therefore, most of the flux passes through the lower portion of the core, as shown by the thick lines in

Figure 9.2. In terms of an electrical analogy, this configuration can be thought of as two resistances of

unequal values in parallel. The smaller resistance carries the larger current, and the larger resistance

carries the smaller current.

The CVT is designed such that:

. The lower portion of the central limb is saturated under normal operating conditions, and the

secondary and the resonating windings operate in the nonlinear portion of the flux-current curve.
. Because of saturation in the central limb, the voltage in the secondary winding is not linearly

related to the voltage in the primary winding.

There is ferroresonance between the resonating winding on the saturated core and the capacitor. This

arrangement acts as a tank circuit, drawing power from the primary. This results in sustained, regulated

oscillations at the secondary with the applied line frequency.

9.1.3 The Working of a Constant-Voltage Transformer

The working of a CVT can be explained with two physical phenomena:

. Saturation of the ferromagnetic core

. Ferroresonance

9.1.3.1 Saturation of Ferromagnetic Core

A flux-current curve is shown in Figure 9.3 [4]. In the linear portion of the curve, as the current

increases, the magnetic-flux density increases. However, a point is reached where further increases in

current yield smaller and smaller increases in flux density. This point is called the saturation point (see

Figure 9.3) and is characterized by a dramatic reduction in the slope of the curve. In fact, the curve is no

longer linear. Because the slope of the flux-current curve is proportional to the inductance of the coil,

the reduction in the slope causes reduction in the inductance. The new inductance may be 100 times less

than the inductance in the linear portion of the curve.

As shown on the hysteresis curve in Figure 9.3, the magnitude of current that causes the iron to go

into saturation is not the same as the magnitude at which the iron comes out of saturation. The

boundary between linear operation and saturated operation is not fixed but, instead, depends on the
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previous values of that current. The hysteresis phenomenon is a fundamental property of ferromagnetic

materials. Hysteresis occurs because of residual flux density stored in the iron that must be overcome

when the current changes direction. It should be noted that, for a particular value of flux, there are two

values of current for which the core would be in saturation.

9.1.3.2 Ferroresonance

Most engineers are well versed with linear resonance (referred to simply as resonance). In a circuit,

capacitive and inductive reactances (ZC and ZL, respectively) are calculated as shown in Equation 9.1 and

Equation 9.2. Resonance occurs when the inductive and capacitive reactances of a circuit exactly balance.

The resonating frequency is calculated as shown in Equation 9.3.

ZC ¼
1

j vC 
(9:1)

ZL ¼ j vL (9:2)

f ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p (9:3)

The inductance value used in Equation 9.2 and Equation 9.3 refers to the unsaturated or linear value of

the inductor. However, the case when the core is saturated needs special consideration. If the inductor

core is saturated, the relationship between flux (f) and current (I) is no longer linear, and the

inductance value is no longer a single value (L). The inductance in the nonlinear portion of the flux-

current curve is not fixed and cannot be represented by a single value. Once the ferromagnetic

inductance ‘‘enters’’ into saturation, it remains saturated until the current magnitude reduces. If the

inductance when saturated causes a resonance (i.e., results in an inductive reactance that matches

the capacitive reactance in the circuit), this phenomenon is called ‘‘ferroresonance.’’ At the ferroresonance

point, the current magnitude can increase dramatically, further driving the iron into saturation. If

the current is constantly fed (as happens in a CVT), a stable resonant point is obtained [5]. If, at

ferroresonance, the inductor value is LS, the resonant frequency (fS) is given by Equation 9.4.
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fS ¼
1

2v
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LS C
p (9:4)

It should be noted that LS << L. The ferroresonant frequency can be either system frequency or a

subharmonic of it. (Note: See Addendum, Section 9.7 for tutorial description of a ferroresonant circuit.)

If the current (I) drops below the saturation point, the inductance LS ‘‘comes’’ out of saturation and the

value changes back to L. Again, magnetic hysteresis causes the precise points where the inductor goes

into and out of saturation to be different.

The salient features of ferroresonance are:

. Resonance occurs when the inductance is in saturation.

. As the value of inductance in saturation is not known precisely, a wide range of capacitances can

potentially lead to ferroresonance at a given frequency.
. More than one stable, steady-state response is possible for a given configuration and parameter

values [6].

A schematic of a constant-voltage transformer is shown in Figure 9.4.

In the ferroresonant circuit of a constant-voltage transformer, more than one steady-state response is

possible for a given configuration and parameter values. This phenomenon (referred as ‘‘jump resonance’’)

is described next.

The y-axis in Figure 9.5 is the CVT’s output voltage at the secondary terminals, while the x-axis is the

CVT’s input primary voltage. There are three possible modes of behavior, depending on the level of the

input voltage. At input voltage V1, the CVT operates in nonsaturation mode. The secondary responds

linearly to the primary supply. Note that this mode is used in a conventional transformer but is

undesirable in a CVT.

At input voltage V2, there are three outputs denoted by Vo1, Vo2, and Vo3. Outputs Vo1 and Vo3 are

both stable states. Output Vo1 corresponds to the normal state, whereas Vo3 corresponds to ferroresonant

state. Output Vo2 is an unstable state that cannot be obtained in practice. Whether CVT output is Vo1 or

Vo3 depends on the initial value of residual flux and voltage at the capacitor terminals. The phenomenon

where the output voltage either suddenly changes to the regulating mode of operation at some value of
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FIGURE 9.4 Schematic of a constant-voltage transformer.
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the ascending input voltage, or suddenly drops out of the regulating mode of operation with descending

input voltage, is called jump resonance [7]. The jump resonance is a factor during dynamic supply-

voltage conditions. This is discussed in detail when the applications of a CVT are considered (Section

9.2). At input voltage V3, the CVT operates in ferroresonant mode. The CVT must operate in this mode

for proper operation.

9.1.4 Voltage Regulation on the Customer Side

The purpose of a voltage regulator is to maintain constant output voltage to the load in the face of

variations in the input line voltage. In the past, however, voltage regulation was usually not a primary

requirement for sensitive loads within end-user facilities. For instance, the Computer and Business

Equipment Manufacturers Association (CBEMA) curve (see Figure 9.6) indicates that computer equip-

ment should be able to handle steady-state voltage variations in the range of 87 to 106% of nominal.

(Note that the CBEMA organization has been assumed by Information Technology Industry Council

[ITIC] group.) However, with increased user-equipment sensitivity and the industry’s dependency on

sophisticated process-control devices in manufacturing, some types of equipment may have more

stringent voltage-regulation requirements than the regulation tolerances specified. Also, the particular

electric-service supply point may not be compatible with the connected electric load. In these cases, it is

usually prudent to implement voltage regulation at the end-user’s equipment level.

Many of the present voltage-regulation technologies can also provide mitigation of other power-

quality problems (e.g., voltage-sag ride-through improvement or isolation for transient overvoltages).

There are seven basic devices in use today. These include:

. Motor-actuated voltage regulator—Generally inexpensive, these devices can handle high kVA

loads, but they are slow to respond to changes in the electric-service supply and can only correct

for gradual load changes. See Chapter 8, Step-Voltage Regulators.
. Saturable reactor regulator—Relatively inexpensive and with a wide load-kVA range, these devices

have a sluggish (five to ten cycles) response time, high output impedance, and are sensitive to a

lagging-load power factor.
. Electronic tap-changing transformers—These devices use triacs or silicon-controlled rectifiers to

change taps quickly on an autotransformer. They respond in 0.5 cycle and are insensitive to load

power factor and voltage unbalances.
. Automatic voltage regulator—These devices function as an uninterruptible power supply with no

energy storage. They have a fast response time (1 to 2 ms), but the need for a fully rated 60-Hz

transformer can make their cost unacceptably high.
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Association. Note: This is reproduced from IEEE Std. 446 (Orange Book).
. Hybrid electronic voltage regulator—These devices use a series transformer and a power con-

verter to accomplish the voltage-regulation function.
. Soft-switching automatic voltage regulator—These devices combine the high performance of

active line filters with the lower cost of the more-conventional solutions. The electromagnetic

interference generated by these units is low in spite of the high-frequency switching employed.
. Constant-voltage transformer (ferroresonant transformers)—Appropriate application of a CVT

can handle most low-frequency disturbances, except for deep sags or outages. Detailed descrip-

tions of these devices are provided in the subsequent sections.
9.1.5 What Constant-Voltage Transformers Can and Cannot Do

CVTs are attractive power conditioners because they are relatively maintenance-free; they have

no batteries to replace or moving parts to maintain. They are particularly applicable to providing

voltage-sag protection to industrial process-control devices such as programmable logic controllers

(PLC), motor-starter coils, and the electronic control circuits of adjustable-speed drives.

Ongoing research [3] has demonstrated power-quality attributes of CVTs that include filtering

voltage distortion and notched waveforms. Figure 9.7 depicts typical distorted and notched input

voltages versus the filtered CVT output. Also, a CVT can practically eliminate oscillating transients

caused by capacitor switching and can significantly dampen impulsive transients caused by lightning (see

Figure 9.7).

To ensure full protection of sensitive electronic loads, CVTs may need to be coupled with other devices

designed to mitigate dynamic disturbances. In addition, CVTs have been used for years for voltage

isolation as well. Many plants install CVTs for voltage regulation. CVTs also offer protection for

voltage swells. If properly sized, a CVT can regulate its output voltage during input voltage sags to

60% of nominal voltage for virtually any duration (see Figure 9.8).
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However, many commercial and industrial

facilities are not aware of most of the CVT’s

attractive features. At the same time, the CVT

technology also has some negative character-

istics, which in some applications may possibly

outweigh its benefits. Some of these include:

. CVTs are not effective during momentary

voltage interruptions or extremely deep

voltage sags (generally below 50% of

nominal).
. Because CVTs have relatively high output

impedance, they produce large output

drops during high current demands. As a

result, conventionally sized CVTs cannot

handle significant changes in current and

are more attractive for constant, low-

power loads.
. Because CVTs are physically large devices,

it is not always practical to install this type

of device in either a small-office or home

environment.
. CVTs produce heat and noticeable

operating hum and are sensitive to line-

frequency variations.
. CVTs can have relatively poor efficiency

and high losses for light loading conditions.
9.2 Applications

Constant-voltage transformers have proven to be

a reliable means of enhancing voltage-sag toler-

ance of industrial process-control elements

such as relays, contactors, solenoids, dc power

supplies, programmable logic controllers (PLCs),

and motor starters. As mentioned earlier,

while the CVT tends to work well for voltage

sags, they are not a good solution for momentary

interruptions. Additionally, there are sizing and

fault-protection issues associated with proper

application of the CVT, particularly when the

output loads demand high-inrush starting

currents. Specific issues that will be addressed

in the subsequent sections include:
. Relationship between CVT input and output voltage under steady-state and dynamic supply

conditions
. Relationship between CVT sizing and load size to enhance sag tolerance of a given load
. Impact of load inrush current on CVT sizing; output performance during various loading

conditions



. Effect of different vendor designs in enhancing voltage-sag ride-through; three-phase designs

versus single-phase designs

9.2.1 Application Considerations—Sizing Guidelines

Because the type of loads connected to a single CVT can range widely, the startup and steady-state

operational characteristics of each load must be well understood before deciding on the appropriate

power rating of a CVT. A load draws inrush current when it is first turned on or when it cycles on and off

during normal process operation. If a CVT is sized [8] without considering the inrush currents of all

connected loads, the CVT may be inadequately sized for the inrush current. Thus, during the startup or

cycling of a connected load, the CVT output voltage may sag, causing other sensitive loads connected to

the same CVT output voltage to shut down.

The ability of a CVT to regulate its output voltage is generally based upon two characteristics of the

connected loads, both of which are related to current and both of which must be determined to properly

size a CVT. The first characteristic is the amount of steady-state current drawn by all connected loads

during their normal operation. As shown in Figure 9.9, the lower the ratio between the actual current

drawn by the connected loads and the rated current of the CVT, the better the CVT can regulate its

output voltage during dynamic load-switching events. As an illustration, a 1-kVA CVT loaded to 1 kVA

will not mitigate voltage sags nearly as well as the same CVT loaded to 500 VA, and performance is even

better if the same 1-kVA CVT is only loaded to 250 VA. Moreover, according to results of CVT testing at

the Electric Power Research Institute’s Power Electronics Application Center (known as EPRI PEAC), a

CVT rated at less than 500 VA may not be able to handle even moderate inrush current. Therefore, a

minimum CVT rating of 500 VA is recommended.

The second characteristic of a CVT load is the load’s inrush current. Values for inrush current and

steady-state current of the connected loads will enable a CVT to be properly sized.

A procedure to find the proper CVT size is described below:

1. Measure or estimate the total steady-state current drawn by the load and multiply this value by

the circuit voltage to get steady-state VA. For optimum regulation during input-voltage sags, the

VA rating of the CVT should be at least 2.5 times the steady-state VA calculated.

2. Measure the highest peak inrush current and multiply this value by the circuit voltage to get

the worst-case inrush VA for all loads. For good sag regulation of the CVT output voltage

during load starting or cycling, the VA rating of the CVT should be at least half of the
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FIGURE 9.9 Typical performance of a constant-voltage transformer (CVT) as a function of load; as the CVT load

increases, the ability of the CVT to regulate its output voltage decreases.
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TABLE 9.1 Typical Sizing Worksheet for a Constant-Voltage Transformer

CVT Circuit or Load

Measured Steady-State Current,

A rms

Measured Peak Inrush

Current, A (1 msec)

Programmable logic controller 0.16 14.8

Programmable logic controller 0.36 10.8

5-V, 12-V power supply 1.57 29.1

24-V power supply 1.29 14.4

NEMA size 3 motor starter 0.43 9.9

NEMA size 0 motor starter 0.13 3.1

Ice-cube relay 0.05 0.2

Master control relay 0.09 1.8

Computational Section

Sum of steady-state rms currents 4.08

Circuit voltage � 120

Steady-state load VA ¼ 490 �2.5 ¼ 1225

Highest peak inrush current 29.1

Circuit voltage � 120

Inrush load VA ¼ 3492 �0.5 ¼ 1746

Note : Use the larger of the steady-state load VA (1225 in this example) and the inrush load VA (1746 in this

example) to determine the CVT size.
maximum inrush VA. Recommended size of the CVT is based upon the larger of the two VA-

rating calculations.

3. Add together all the steady-state currents and then multiply the resulting value by the circuit

voltage to get the combined steady-state VA of all CVT loads. Then, select the highest peak-

inrush-current measurement and multiply this value by the circuit voltage to get the worst-case

inrush VA for all loads. For optimum regulation during input-voltage sags, the VA rating of

the CVT should be at least 2.5 times the steady-state VA. For example, if the steady-state VA

calculation is 490 VA, then the recommended size of the CVT would be 1225 VA or more. For

good sag regulation of the CVT output voltage during load starting or cycling, the VA rating of

the CVT should be at least half of the maximum inrush VA calculated. For example, if the

maximum inrush VA is 3.49 kVA, then the optimum size of the CVT would be 1.75 kVA or more.

A typical sizing worksheet for CVTs with measured data and calculations is shown in Table 9.1.
9.2.2 Application Considerations—Output Performance under Varying
Supply Conditions

A series of structured tests have been performed using a 1000-VA, 120-V, single-phase CVT. The

following results of these tests provide insight on the operational characteristics of CVTs. These tests

were designed to characterize the regulation performance of a constant-voltage transformer during

amplitude and frequency variations in the ac input voltage and to determine its ability to filter voltage

distortion and notching. The tests were performed at the EPRI PEAC power-quality test facility [9]. The

CVT was energized for more than 30 min before each test to stabilize its temperature.

9.2.2.1 Performance: Regulation

The CVT was tested for its ability to regulate variations in input voltage amplitude at both half- and full-

load levels for the three load types given in Table 9.2. The mixed nonlinear load was a combination of

purely resistive loads and a 187-VA nonlinear load with a 0.85 power factor, resulting in a composite true

power factor of 0.99. The amplitude of the ac input voltage was varied from 96 Vac (80% V nominal) to

144 Vac (120% V nominal) in 6-V increments.
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TABLE 9.2 Characteristics of Load Type Used in the Test

Load Type

Measured Characteristic

Resistive Resistive=Inductive Mixed Nonlinear

1
2

Load Full Load 1
2

Load Full Load 1
2

Load Full Load

Apparent power, VA 435 953 475 948 603 993

True power factor 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.79 0.99 0.99

Displacement power factor 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.79 1.00 1.00
The input voltage and resulting output voltage of the CVT for each load type are shown in Figure 9.10.

The ferroresonant transformer effectively reduces or eliminates the effects of several kinds of voltage

variations in the electric-service supply. When the amplitude of the input voltage was varied +20%, the

fully loaded transformer had an output voltage well within ANSI-C84.1 limits (from þ6% to �13%).

9.2.2.2 Performance: Frequency

The CVT was half loaded with a purely resistive load. While the input voltage was fixed at 120 V, the

frequency of the ac input voltage was varied from 50 Hz to 70 Hz in 1-Hz increments. The output

voltage amplitude changed proportionally with the changed in input frequency, ranging from 80% V

nominal voltage at 50 Hz to 120% V nominal voltage at 70 Hz (see Figure 9.11).

9.2.2.3 Performance: Harmonics

To test the ability of the transformer to filter out harmonics, a distorted input voltage (15.29% V total

harmonic distortion [THD]) with 15.1% third-harmonic content was applied. The resulting output
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harmonic distortion was 2.9%, with mostly fifth-harmonic content (2.3%). The distorted input voltage

and the filtered output voltage is shown in Figure 9.12.

9.2.2.4 Performance: Notching

A notched voltage was applied to the input of the fully loaded transformer. As shown in Figure 9.12, the

transformer successfully filtered the notched input voltage.

9.2.3 Application Considerations—Output Performance under Dynamic
Supply Conditions

The objective of this application was to characterize the CVT performance during power system

disturbances such as momentary interruptions, sags, phase shifts, capacitor switching, and lightning

strikes [10]. The CVT was connected to a full, purely resistive load.

9.2.3.1 Performance: Voltage Interruption

The CVT was subjected to voltage interruptions lasting from 0.5 to 5 cycles and adjusted in 0.5-cycle

increments. Switching from the normal supply voltage source to an open circuit created each interrup-

tion. The input and output voltages of the transformer during a three-cycle interruption are shown in

Figure 9.13.

During the three-cycle interruption, the CVT dropped out of the regulating mode (refer to jump

resonance shown in Figure 9.5), and the output voltage decreased as the resonant capacitor in the CVT
Distorted input

Notched input Ferro output

Ferro output

FIGURE 9.12 Output voltages resulting from distorted and notched input voltages at full load.
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FIGURE 9.13 Output voltages (labeled ferro-output) resulting from voltage interruption, sag, and phase shift on

the input.
discharged. When the input voltage returned to normal, an overshoot occurred on the output voltage as

the resonant capacitor recharged. Note that the CVT does not act as an uninterruptible power supply,

which is designed to eliminate the effect of an interruption on the electric service supply, but it does

slightly decrease the effect of an interruption by reducing it to a deep voltage sag. In conclusion, a CVT

can moderately mitigate, but not eliminate, the effects of momentary voltage interruptions.

9.2.3.2 Performance: Voltage Sag

To simulate a fault in the load’s electric-service supply, the input voltage to the CVT was decreased to

90%, 70%, and 58% of nominal voltage for one, two, three, four, and five cycles. The variations in the

output voltages were measured and recorded for each of the applied voltage sags. Figure 9.13 shows the

CVT’s input and output voltage waveforms down to 58% nominal voltage for sags lasting three cycles. In

general, the input voltage sags produced output voltage sag having approximately the same duration but

smaller sag depth. For example, during the nominal voltage sag to 58%, the CVT stayed in the regulation

mode and reduced the effect of the sag to approximately 20% of nominal voltage lasting three cycles.

Again, the recharging of the resonating capacitor caused an overshoot when the input voltage returned

to normal.

9.2.3.3 Performance: Voltage Phase Shift

To simulate the effects of a large load being switched off near the end of a long electric-service supply

feeder, the input voltage of the CVT was shifted forward 108 while the input and output voltages were

monitored and recorded. The phase shift occurred at the positive peak of the input voltage (see Figure

9.13). The resulting phase shift in the input voltage caused the output voltage to briefly swell. The CVT is

sensitive to voltage phase shifts in the electric-service supply.

9.2.3.4 Performance: Oscillating Transient

A transient caused by capacitor switching was simulated with a 500-Hz ring wave with a peak magnitude

of 1 per unit and duration of 10 ms. The ring wave was applied to the positive peak of the input voltage.
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FIGURE 9.14 Output voltages resulting from oscillating and impulsive transients in the input voltages.
Figure 9.14 shows the input voltage with the ring-wave transient and the output voltage with a small

impulsive transient.

9.2.3.5 Performance: Impulsive Transient

To simulate a lightning strike, a 2-kV, 1.2 =50-ms combination wave (as described in ANSI C62.41-1991)

was applied to the positive peak of the input voltage. As shown in Figure 9.14, the CVT significantly

damped and filtered the surge.

9.2.4 Application Considerations—CVT Electrical Characteristics during
Linear and Nonlinear Loading

The objective of this application was to characterize the CVT as a load while the CVT supplied a simple

linear load and while it supplied a complex nonlinear load [11]. In the following tests, the CVT was

connected first to a simple linear load and then to a complex nonlinear load. An electric-service supply

source with an average total harmonic distortion in the voltage of 3% supplied power to the CVT during

all tests.

9.2.4.1 Performance: Line Current Distortion

A resistive linear load consisting of incandescent lamps was connected to the output of the CVT. The

load was increased in ten equal increments from 0 to 8.3 A (output current rating of the CVT). Next, a

bridge rectifier (such as the type that might be used in electric-vehicle battery chargers) was connected to

the CVT. The rectifier and its resistive load (incandescent lamps) were the complex nonlinear load of the

CVT. By adding lamps, this complex load was increased in ten equal increments from approximately

0.4 A (rectifier with no lamps connected) to 8.3 A. Figure 9.15 and Figure 9.16 show the line-current

distortion during these tests compared with the line-current distortion for the same loads connected

directly to the electric-service supply. At no load, the power consumption of the CVT was approximately

120 W (core losses only). With the full linear load, total losses increased to approximately 134 W (core

losses plus load losses); with the full nonlinear load, total losses dropped to approximately 110 W.

Notice in Figure 9.15 and Figure 9.16 that, while the y-axis current-distortion magnitudes are

significantly different, the absolute current-distortion values of the CVT’s input current with either

linear or nonlinear load is nearly identical. Current distortion at the CVT’s input terminals was

practically independent of the type of load connected to the output (approximately 40% at no loading

to approximately 5% at full loading). When a linear, low-distortion load was connected to the CVT

output, the CVT contributed to the current distortion at its input terminals from the electric-service

power source, particularly during low loading. When a nonlinear, high-distortion load was connected,

the CVT substantially reduced load-current distortion. When fully loaded, the CVT had relatively small
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 9.15 Line-current distortions for a linear load.
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FIGURE 9.16 Line-current distortions for a nonlinear load.
power consumption and an efficiency of 85% to 90%. As opposed to most voltage regulators, the losses

of the CVT decreased as the nonlinear load increased. The CVT also significantly affected the power

factor of the load.

9.2.4.2 Performance: Power Factor

For both linear and nonlinear loads, the size of the load affected the input power factor of the CVT.

While the CVT was loaded at less than 40%, of its output power rating (approximately 3.3 A), the power

factor ranged from 0.65 to 0.95. While the CVT was loaded at greater than 40%, the power factor was

greater than 0.95 for the linear load and greater than 0.90 for the nonlinear load. For the linear load,

the power factor crossed from lagging to leading at approximately 60% load (approximately 5 A). Figure

9.17 and Figure 9.18 show the power factors for the linear and nonlinear load (without and with the

CVT), respectively. The CVT significantly affected the power factor of the load. At low loading,

the nonlinear load without the CVT had a power factor as low as 0.44. With the CVT, the total power

factor of the nonlinear load ranged from 0.61 to near unity. However, when loaded at less than 50%, the

CVT significantly reduced the power factor for the linear, resistive load, which normally has a unity

power factor. Note that in most CVT applications, the aggregate facility loading is significantly small, so

it would not be prudent to attempt any power-factor correction at individual CVT operating loads.

Power-factor-correction initiatives should be accomplished at the electric service meter of the facility.
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9.2.5 Application Considerations—Using Three-Phase Input

One of the drawbacks of using a CVT is its inability to protect equipment from voltage interruptions. A

traditional CVT can protect equipment down to approximately 40% of nominal voltage. A company in
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FIGURE 9.19 Schematic of a ride-through trans-

former.
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the midwestern U.S. has introduced a prototype CVT

that protects equipment from deep voltage sags and

brief power interruptions. As shown in Figure 9.19,

the ride-through transformer (RTT) is designed to

protect single-phase process controls. Unlike trad-

itional CVTs, the RTT uses all three phases of supply

voltage as its input. This enables the RTT to access

energy in unsagged phases of the supply voltage dur-

ing one- or two-phase voltage sags and interruptions.

EPRI tested the prototype, 1-kV, 480-V RTT [12]

to determine its ability to protect process controls

during single-phase, two-phase, and three-phase volt-

age sags and interruptions. The particular prototype

acquired for testing was connected to a load bank

that consisted of a mixture of 12 industrial control

components: ice-cube relays, motor starters, contac-

tors, a programmable logic controller, a linear dc

power supply, and a switch-mode power supply.

The test results revealed that the prototype RTT

protected the connected process controls from most



of the applied voltage sags and interruptions. Besides, it was observed that RTT performance greatly

depended on the phase configuration (that is, single-, two-, or three-phase) of the voltage sags or

interruption and, to a much lesser extent, on the loading of the RTT output. It was observed that the

RTT performed like a typical CVT during three-phase voltage sags. Figure 9.20a and Figure 9.20b show

the response of an RTT to phase-to-neutral and phase-to-phase sags.

To get the most out of a CVT with a three-phase input, the most trouble-free voltage phases of the

electric-service supply will have to be determined. For example, if most voltage sags occur on phase A or

B, then the center tap on the transformer primary should be connected to phase C. Although this

prototype transformer promises to retail at a price substantially higher than the price of a traditional,

single-phase CVT, the price differential can be greatly reduced by a reduction in size. Because the

performance of a traditional CVT greatly depends upon loading, CVTs are often oversized for the

connected load. A smaller but more loaded RTT should be able to perform as well as the derated,

traditional CVT.
9.3 Procurement Considerations

This section describes what to look for when purchasing CVTs; typical prices of various CVT ratings; and

typical sizes, weights, efficiencies, and service conditions of CVTs.

9.3.1 What to Look for When Purchasing a Constant-Voltage Transformer

Most CVT manufacturers guarantee their products will meet their published specifications [2]. In

general, most CVTs are specified to recognized industrial standards, and under well-defined conditions

(agreed to by the CVT manufacturer) they may be capable of operating outside their published limits.

Although CVTs are highly reliable and are effective at stabilizing variations in the electric-service supply,

it would be prudent to review the following application issues with each CVT manufacturer before

purchasing a CVT:

9.3.1.1 Effect of High Input and High Output Voltages upon Operation of Input
Protection Devices

Establish the proper input fuse and=or circuit-breaker rating required for the application. Identify with

the CVT manufacturer what the maximum primary rms current is under secondary short-circuit

conditions for determining the rating of the fuse or circuit breaker. Be aware that sizing fuses and

circuit breakers for conventional transformers is not applicable when sizing fuses and=or circuit breakers

for CVTs. This is because CVTs are high-impedance units (typically ten times higher than a control

transformer) compared with the equivalent-rated conventional transformer. Therefore, it is essential

that the guidelines in the CVT manufacturer’s specification should be consulted before finalizing the fuse

sizing and=or circuit-breaker rating requirements.

With the correct input fuse or circuit breaker, the application should work fine until the protection

opens at approximately 150% of the nominal input voltage. In some cases, after the circuit

protection opens, the CVT’s output voltage will rise with increasing input at approximately 20% of

the increase (that is, the output voltage may go up 1% for each 5% the input voltage rises). This

situation may ‘‘overvoltage’’ the load you want to protect. That’s why this issue should be discussed with

each CVT manufacturer.

9.3.1.2 Operating at Low Input Voltage

If the CVT is operated at significantly lower input voltage continuously, the output voltage will sag as the

input voltage sags. Underloading the CVT unit will greatly improve the output voltage performance of

the CVT. Discuss with each CVT manufacturer to what extend the CVT would have to be ‘‘underloaded’’

to prevent this situation from occurring.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 9.20 (a) Performance of a ride-through transformer (RTT) during a ten-cycle voltage interruption and

voltage sag. Voltage regulation of an RTT during a single-phase voltage interruption (top: input; bottom: output). (b)

Performance of a ride-through transformer (RTT) during a ten-cycle voltage interruption and voltage sag. Voltage

regulation of an RTT during a two-phase ten-cycle voltage sag to 60% of nominal (top: input; bottom: output).
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9.3.1.3 Nonsinusoidal Input Voltage

If the correct pure fundamental-frequency voltage is applied to the CVT, it will operate. Also, most CVTs

can tolerate an input-voltage THD up to 25% or even a square-wave input for short-term durations.

Discuss with each CVT manufacturer how their CVT will perform with various levels of voltage THD

versus application duration. It would also be good to request the CVT’s range of input-frequency

variance versus the CVT’s output-voltage variance characteristics.

9.3.1.4 Overloading

Depending on the actual level of the CVT’s input voltage, the CVT may deliver up to 50% more power

than specified. Beyond this level, the CVT will protect itself by reducing the output voltage progressively

until it reaches nearly zero. The CVT can be operated into a short circuit indefinitely. Whether the CVT

can handle the inrush current of any single load or group of loads will depend on the sequencing of the

loads and the aggregate inrush-current level. To establish the proper CVT rating for the intended

application, discuss both the steady-state and dynamic inrush-current profiles with each CVT manu-

facturer.

9.3.1.5 Non-Unity-Power-Factor Loads

Linear inductive loads depress the CVT’s output voltage and can usually be corrected by adding load

capacitors. Linear capacitive loads have the opposite effect on CVTs. If the loads are nonlinear, ask each

CVT manufacturer how its CVT will be affected.

9.3.1.6 Switching Loads

Ordinary switched-mode power supplies (SMPS) are particularly suited to be used with most CVTs. But

when CVTs have ‘‘self-adjusting’’ arrangements, care must be taken because problems could arise with

some dimmer or phased-controlled load circuits. In these kinds of applications, each CVT manufacturer

should specifically document its CVT product’s performance regarding the CVT’s compatibility with

dimmer and phased-controlled loads.
9.3.1.7 Low-Ambient-Temperature Performance

Most CVTs can tolerate ambient temperatures down to 08C. Lower than 08C, the capacitor becomes the

limiting factor. If the ambient temperature of the intended CVT application is less than 08C, discuss the

application with each CVT manufacturer on what CVT modifications are possible for operating the CVT

at less than 08C.

9.3.1.8 High-Ambient-Temperature Performance

Most CVTs can tolerate ambient temperatures up to 508C. Short-term operation at temperatures up to

708C may be possible. Again, the capacitor becomes the limiting factor. If the intended CVT application

is at temperatures higher than 508C, discuss the application with each CVT manufacturer on what CVT

modifications are possible for operating the CVT at greater than 508C. Note that most CVT manufac-

turers report that for every 58C above 508C, expect the life expectancy of the CVT to be halved from the

calculated 300,000-h mean time before failure (MTBF).

9.3.1.9 High-Humidity Performance

Most CVTs can operate at 90% relative humidity without problems. If the CVT has been stored at 100%

relative humidity, it probably will require drying out before starting up. Discuss with each CVT

manufacturer its proposed procedures for drying out CVTs and the consequences of operating the

CVT continuously at relative humidity greater than 90%.
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9.3.1.10 Failed-Capacitor Performance

If the CVT unit has several capacitors and one fails, the CVT may still provide reduced power. Shorted

capacitors will stop the CVT’s operation, but open-circuit capacitor failures can be tolerated. Prob-

lems will occur at CVT turn-on if the unit is operated at high input voltage and light loads when

a capacitor has failed. If the CVT makes a ‘‘humping’’ or ‘‘motor-boating’’ noise, the CVT should

be turned off and then on again. The effects of failed capacitors on each manufacturer’s CVT

may be different, so request each manufacturer to explain the CVT’s operating scenario under a

failed-capacitor condition.
9.4 Typical Service, Storage, and Shipment Conditions

Table 9.3 lists typical service conditions for ambient temperature, relative humidity, altitude, and type

of cooling. If forced-air cooling is available or required, the direction of airflow, velocity, temperature,

and volume flow per minute at the constant-voltage transformer are included in the specification.

For liquid-cooled units, the type of coolant, rate of flow, and the inlet coolant temperature range

are specified.

Table 9.4 lists storage temperature, relative humidity, and altitude ranges for a typical CVT.

Table 9.5 lists shipment conditions as it relates to temperature, relative humidity, and altitude ranges

for a typical CVT.
TABLE 9.3 Service Conditions

Service Conditions Range

Ambient temperature 0–508C

Relative humidity 20–90%

Altitude 0–1500 m

Type of cooling Convection cooling is assumed

TABLE 9.4 Storage Conditions

Storage Conditions Range

Storage temperature �40 to þ608C

Relative humidity 5–90%

Altitude 0–2000 m

TABLE 9.5 Shipment Conditions

Shipment Conditions Range

Temperature �558C to þ608C

Relative humidity 5–95%

Altitude 0–12,000 m
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9.5 Nameplate Data and Nomenclature

The following are important rating factors associated with a CVT:

. Input frequency or frequency range

. Input voltage range

. Input watts or volt-amperes

. Input current

. Output voltage

. Output current

. Output watts or volt-amperes

. Maximum and=or minimum ambient temperature

. Schematic diagram or connection information

. Maximum working voltage

. Resonant-capacitor information

9.6 New Technology Advancements

Because CVTs are primarily constructed with three major components—magnetic core, magnet wire,

and a capacitor—a consensus exists among a number of leading CVT manufacturers that, while nothing

revolutionary is expected in the near-future, their transformers will continue to be enhanced in many

ways. Whatever CVT innovations do occur will essentially be in improving CVT assembly procedures

and techniques. In general, advances in CVT design are focused on reducing CVT sizes and audible noise

levels and increasing efficiencies at all load conditions.

It is worth mentioning that the CVT user market seems to be moving toward controlled CVTs because

of their very precise output-voltage regulation, their ability to easily adjust the output voltage to exactly

the desired reference required, and their extraordinary immunity to becoming unstable in certain

loading applications. In a number of field situations, controlled1 CVTS can be customer-adjusted for

the specific application.

9.7 Addendum

The following is a tutorial description of the difference between a ferroresonant circuit and a linear circuit.

The main differences between a ferroresonant circuit and a linear resonant circuit are, for a given v:

. Resonance occurs when the inductance is in saturation.

. As the value of inductance in saturation is not known precisely, a wide range of capacitances can

potentially lead to ferroresonance at a given frequency.
. The frequency of the voltage and current waves may be different from that of the sinusoidal

voltage source.
. Initial conditions (initial charge on capacitors, remaining flux in the core of the transformers,

switching instant) determine which steady-state response will result.

A study of the free oscillations of the circuit in Figure 9.21a illustrates this specific behavior. Losses are

assumed negligible, and the simplified magnetization curve f(i) of the iron-core coil is that represented
1The principles of operation for the controlled CVT are in that the transformer’s output winding is on the same leg

of the magnetic core as the resonant winding, and the resonant capacitor acts to maintain this core section at a high

level of saturation, resulting in a fairly constant voltage. To provide a precise constant voltage, it is necessary to

control this level of core saturation. This is frequently accomplished by shunting the resonant circuit with a solid-

state switching device in series with an inductor.
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in Figure 9.21b. Despite these simplifying

assumptions, the corresponding wave-

forms (see Figure 9.21c) are typical of a

periodic ferroresonance.

Originally, voltage at the capacitance

terminals is assumed equal to V0. At the

instant t0 switch K closes, a current i is

created, and oscillates at the pulsation

�vv1 ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p (9:5)

The flux in the coil and voltage V at the

capacitor terminals are then expressed as:

f ¼ (V0=v1) sin (v1t) (9:6)

V ¼ V0 sin (v1t) (9:7)

If (V0=v1) > fsat at the end of time t1, the

flux f reaches the saturation flux fsat,

voltage V is equal to V1, and the inductance

of the saturated coil becomes LS. As LS is

very small compared with L, the capacitor

suddenly ‘‘discharges’’ across the coil in the

form of an oscillation of pulsation

�vv2 ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LSC
p (9:8)

The current and flux peak when the

electromagnetic energy stored in the coil

is equivalent to the electrostatic energy
1
2
CV2 restored by the capacitor.

At instant t2, the flux returns to fsat,

the inductance reassumes the value L, and

since the losses have been ignored, voltage V,

which has been reversed, is equal to �V1.
At instant t3, the flux reaches �fsat and voltage V is equal to �V2. As v1 is in practice very small,

we can consider V2 � V1�V0. Consequently, period T of the oscillation is included between

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p

in the nonsaturated case and 2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LSC
p

þ 2 (t3 � t2) in the saturated case, where

(t3 � t2) � 2fsat

V0
. The corresponding frequency f (f¼ 1=T) is thus such that:

1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p < f <

1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LSC
p

This initial frequency depends on fsat, i.e., on the nonlinearity and the initial condition V0. In

practice, due to the losses Ri2 in the resistance R, the amplitude of voltage V decreases (V2 < V1 < V0).

Because the flux varies as follows,

Df ¼ 2fstat ¼
ðt3

t2

vdt
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FIGURE 9.22 Waveforms typical of a periodic ferroresonance.
a decrease of V results in a reduction in frequency. If the energy losses are supplied by the voltage source

in the system, the frequency of the oscillations, as it decreases, can lock at the frequency of the source (if

the initial frequency is greater than the power frequency) or even submultiple frequency of the source

frequency (if the initial frequency is smaller than the power frequency).

Note that there can be four resonance types, namely fundamental mode, subharmonic mode,

quasiperiodic mode, or chaotic mode (see Figure 9.22).
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10.1 Reactors

Reactors, like capacitors, are basic to and an integral part of both distribution and transmission power

systems. Depending on their function, reactors are either connected in shunt or in series with the

network, singularly (current limiting reactors, shunt reactors) or in conjunction with other basic



components such as power capacitors (shunt capacitor sw itching reactors, capacitor discharge reactors,

filter reactors).

Reactors are utilized to provide inductive reactance in power circuits for a wid e variet y of purposes.

These include fault current limiting , inrush current limiting for capacitors and motors, harmonic

filtering , VAR compensation, reduction of ripple currents, blocking of power line carrier signals, neutral

grounding , damping of sw itching transients, flicker reduction for arc furnace applications, circuit

de-tuning , load balancing , and power conditioning . Reactors may be installed at any industrial,

distribution, or transmission voltage level and may be rated for any current dut y from a few amperes

to tens of thousands of amperes and fault current levels of up to hundreds of thousands of amperes.
10.2 Background and Historical Perspective

Reactors can be either dr y t y pe or oil immersed. Dr y-t y pe reactors may be of air-core or iron-core

construction. In the past, dr y-t y pe air-core reactors were only available in open st yle construction

(Figure 10.1); their wi ndings held in place by a mechanical clamping system and the basic insulation

prov ided by the air space between turns. Modern dr y-t y pe air-core reactors (Figure 10.2) feature fully

encapsulated w indings wi th the turns insulation prov ided by film, fiber, or enamel dielectric. Oil-

immersed reactors may be of gapped iron-core (Figure 10.3) or magnetically shielded construction.

The application range for the different reactor technologies has undergone a major realignment from

historical usage. In the past, dry-type air-core reactors (open style winding technology) were limited to

applications at distribution voltage class. Modern dry-type air-core reactors (fully encapsulated with

solid dielectric insulated windings) are employed over the full range of distribution and transmission
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FIGURE 10.1 Open style reactor.
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FIGURE 10.2 Modern fully encapsulated reactor.
voltages, including EHV (high voltage series reactors) and HVDC (filter reactors, smoothing reactors).

Oil-immersed reactors are primarily used for EHV shunt reactor and for some HVDC smoothing

reactor applications. Dr y-t y pe iron-core reactors (Figure 10.4) are usually used at low voltage and

indoors, for applications such as harmonic filtering and power conditioning (di= dt , smoothing, etc.).

Applicable IEEE standards, such as IEEE C57.21-1990 (R1995); IEEE C57.16-1996 (R2001); and IEEE

1277-2002, reflect these practices [1,2,3].

These standards prov ide considerable information not only concerning critical reactor ratings,

operational characteristics, tolerances, and test code, but also guidance for installation and importan t

application specific considerations.

10.3 Applications of Reactors

10.3.1 General Overview

Reactors have always been an integral par t of power systems. The t y pe of technolog y employed for the

various applications has changed over the years based on design evolution and construction or materials

breakthroug hs. Dr y-t y pe air-core reactors have traditionally been used for current limiting applications

due to their inherent linearity of inductance vs. current. For this application, fully encapsulated

construction usually became the design of choice, because its improved mechanical characteristics

enabled the reactors to w ithstand hig her fault currents. Conversely, hig h voltage series reactors were

initially oil-immersed shielded core designs. However, beginning in the early 1970s, the requirements of

these applications were also met by fully encapsulated dry-type air-core designs. Due to such developments,

the latest revision of IEEE C57.16-1996 (R2001), the series reactor standard, is now a dr y-t y pe air-core

reactor standard only.
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The construction technolog y employed for modern shunt reactors, on the other hand, is more

dependent on the applied voltage. Transmission class shunt reactors are usually of oil-immersed

construction, whereas ter tiar y connected, secondar y connected, or lower voltage direct connect shunt

reactors, utilize either dr y-t y pe air-core or oil-immersed construction. Hence ANSI =IEEE C57.21-1990

(R1995) covers both oil-immersed and dr y-t y pe air-core shunt reactors. A rev iew of modern reactor

applications is prov ided below.

10.3.2 Current Limiting Reactors

Current limiting reactors (CLRs) are now used to control shor t circuit levels in electrical power systems

covering the range from large industrial power complexes, to utilit y distribution networks, and to

HV=EHV transmission systems.

CLRs are primarily installed to reduce the shor t circuit current to levels consistent wit h the electro-

mechanical and thermal w ithstand level of circuit components (especially transformers and circuit

breakers) and to reduce the shor t circuit voltage drop on bus sections to levels that are consistent

w ith insulation coordination practice. High fault-currents on distribution or transmission systems, if

not limited, can cause catastrophic failure of distribution equipment and present a serious threat to the

safet y of operating crews. In summar y, current limiting reactors are installed to reduce the magnitude of

shor t circuit currents in order to achieve one or more of the follow ing benefits:

. Reduction of electromechanical loading and thermal stresses on transformer w indings, thus

extending the ser v ice life of transformers and associated equipment.
. Improvement of the stabilit y of primar y bus voltage during a fault event on a feeder.
. Reduction of current-interrupting duty of feeder circuit breakers.
. Reduction of line-to-line fault current to levels below those of line-to-ground faults or v ice versa.
. Protection of distribution transformer and all other downstream power equipment and dev ices

from the propagation of initial fast front voltage transients due to faults and circuit breaker

operations.
. Reduction of the requirement for downstream sw itching dev ices such as reclosers, sectionalizers,

and current limiting fuses.
. Allowance of complete control over the steady-state losses by meeting any specified Q -factor for

any desired frequency ; this feature is par ticularly impor tant for networks where hig h harmonic

currents are to be damped w ithout increasing the fundamental frequency loss.
. Increase in system reliabilit y.

CLRs may be installed at different points in the power network and as such they are normally referred to

by a name that reflects their location or application. The most common nomenclatures are

Phase reactors—installed in series wit h incoming or outgoing lines or feeders

Bus tie reactors—used to tie together two other wi se independent buses

Neutral grounding reactors—installed between the neutral of a transformer and ground

Duplex reactors—installed between a sing le source and two buses

10.3.2.1 Phase Reactors

Figure 10.5 shows the location of phase reactors in the feeder circuits of a distribution system. CLRs

may also be applied at transmission voltage levels as shown in Figure 10.6, depicting a 345 kV, 1100 A,

94.7 mH phase reactor installed in a U.S. utility substation.

The main advantage of the illustrated configuration is that it reduces line-to-line and phase-to-ground

short circuit current to any desired level at a strategic location in the distribution or transmission system.

Phase reactors are one of the most versatile embodiments of series connected reactors in that they can

be installed in one feeder of a distribution system to protect one circuit or at the output of a generator to

limit fault contribution to the entire power grid or anywhere in between. Any of the benefits listed in

Section 10.3.2 can be achieved with this type of current limiting reactor. The impedance of the phase
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FIGURE 10.5 Typical phase reactor connection.

FIGURE 10.6 345 kV phase reactors.
reactor required to limit the 3F shor t circuit current to a given value, may be calculated using either

Equation 10.1 or Equation 10.2:

XCLR ¼ VLL [(1= ISCA ) � (1 =I SCB )]=
ffiffiffi
3
p 

(10: 1)

XCLR ¼ V 2LL [(1= MVASCA ) � (1= MVASCB )] (10: 2)

where

XCLR ¼ reactance of the current limiting reactor, V

VLL ¼ rated system voltage, kV

ISC A or MVASCA ¼ req u ire d v a l ue o f t h e sh o r t c irc ui t c u r ren t o r p ow e r, aft e r th e i nstallat io n of

t he p h a se rea c to r, k A o r M VA , res p e c ti vel y

ISCB or MVA SCB ¼ available value of the shor t circuit current or power, before the installation of

the phase reactor, kA or MVA, respectively

10.3.2.2 Bus Tie Reactors

Bus tie reactors are used when two or more feeders or power sources are connected to a sing le bus and

it is desirable to sectionalize the bus due to hig h fault levels, wi thout losing operational flexibilit y.

Figure 10.7 illustrates the arrangement.
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FIGURE 10.7 Typical bus tie reactor connection.

FIGURE 10.8 230 kV bus tie reactors.
As in the case of phase reactors, bus tie reactors may be applied at any voltage level. Figure 10.8 shows

an example of a 230 kV, 2000 A, 26.54 mH bus tie reactor installed in a U.S. utilit y substation.

The advantages of this configuration are similar to those associated w ith the use of phase reactors. An

added benefit is that if the load is essentially balanced on both sides of the reactor under normal

operating conditions, the reactor has neg ligible effect on voltage regulation or system losses.

The required reactor impedance is calculated using either Equation 10.1 or Equation 10.2 for 3F

faults or Equation 10.3 for single line-to-ground faults.

A method to evaluate the merits of using either phase reactors or bus tie reactors is presented in

Section 10.4.2, Phase reactors vs. Bus tie reactors.

10.3.2.3 Neutral Grounding Reactors

Neutral grounding reactors (NGRs) are used to control sing le line-to-ground faults only. They do not

limit line-to-line fault current levels. They are par ticularly useful at transmission voltage levels, when

autotransformers w ith a delta ter tiar y are employed.

These transmission station transformers can be a strong source of zero-sequence currents and, as a

result, the ground fault current may substantially exceed the 3F fault current. Figure 10.9 shows a t y pical

neutral grounding reactor arrangement.
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FIGURE 10.9 Typical neutral grounding reactor connection.
These dev ices, normally installed between the transformer or generator neutral and ground, are

effective in controlling sing le line-to-ground faults; since, in general, the system shor t circuit impedance

is largely reactive. NGRs reduce shor t circuit stresses on station transformers for the most prevalent ty pe

of fault in an electrical system.

If the objective is to reduce the sing le line-to-ground (1 F) fault, then Equation 10.12 and Equation

10.12a must be used and, after algebraic manipulations, the required neutral reactor impedance, in

Ohms, is calculated as

XNGR ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p 

VLL [(1= ISCA ) � (1 =I SCB )]=3 (10: 3)

where

X NGR ¼ reactance of the neutral grounding reactor, V

V LL ¼ system line-to-line voltage, kV

I SC A ¼ req u i red si ng l e l i n e - to - gro und s h o r t c irc u it c ur ren t a f te r th e in st al l a ti o n o f t h e n e ut r al

reac t o r, k A

I SCB ¼ available sing le line-to-ground, shor t circuit current before installation of neutral re-

actor, kA

A factor to be taken into consideration when apply ing NGRs is that the resulting X0= X1 may exceed a

critical value ( X0 > 10X1) and, as a result, give rise to transient over voltages on the unfaulted phases

(See IEEE Std 142-1991, Green Book) [4].

Because only one NGR is required per three-phase transformer and their continuous current is the system

unbalance current, the cost of installing NGRs is lower than that for phase CLRs. Operating losses are also

lower than for phase CLRs and steady-state voltage regulation need not be considered with their application.

The impedance rating of a neutral grounding reactor may be calculated using Equation 10.1, prov ided

both the short circuit currents before and after the NGR installation are the single line-to-ground faults.

Although NGRs do not have any direct effect on line-to-line faults, they are of significant benefit since

most faults start from line-to-ground, some progressing quickly to a line-to-line fault if fault side energy

is high and the fault current is not interrupted in time. Therefore, the NGR can contribute indirectly to a

reduction in the number of occurrences of line-to-line faults by reducing the energy available at the

location of the line-to-ground fault.

10.3.2.3.1 Generator Neutral Grounding Reactors

The positive, negative, and zero sequence reactances of a generator are not equal and as a result, when its

neutral is solidly grounded, its line-to-ground short circuit current is usually higher than the three-phase short

circuit current [5]. However, generators are usually required to withstand only the three-phase short circuit

current and a grounding reactor or a resistor should be employed to lower the single line-to-ground fault

current to an acceptable limit. Other reasons for the installation of a neutral grounding device are listed below:

. A loaded generator can develop a third-harmonic voltage; and when the neutral is solidly

grounded, the third-harmonic current may approach the generator rated current. Providing

impedance in the grounding path can limit the third-harmonic current.
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



. When the neutral of a generator is solidly grounded, an internal ground fault can produce large fault

currents that may damage the laminated core and may lead to a lengthy and costly repair procedure.

10.3.2.3.1.1 Ratings

The reactance value required for limiting a single line-to-ground fault to the same value as a three-phase

fault current can be calculated by the following formula:

XNGR ¼
Xd
00 � Xm0

3
(10:4)

where

XNGR ¼ reactance of the neutral-grounding reactor, V

Xd
00 ¼ direct axis sub-transient reactance of the machine, V

Xm0 ¼ zero-sequence reactance of the machine, V

Equation 10.4 assumes that the negative sequence reactance is equal to Xd
00. In the absence of complete

information, the value of reactance calculated using Equation 10.4 is satisfactory. Equations presented in

Chapter 19 of the Westingh ouse T&D Reference Book [6] can also be used when the negative sequence

reactance of the generator is not equal to Xd
00.

The short circuit current rating of the grounding reactor is equal to the three-phase generator

short circuit current, when the machine is an isolated generator or operating in a unit system (see

Figure 10.10). When more than one generator is connected to a shared bus and not all of them are

grounded by a reactor with a reactance calculated from Equation 10.4, the short circuit current rating of

the reactor in question should be calculated by using proper system constants for a single line-to-ground

fault at the terminal of the machine being grounded. Equations in Chapter 19 of the Westinghouse T&D

Reference Book can be employed for this case.

The rated short circuit duration for the grounding reactor shall also be specified. When reactors are

used for a single isolated generator or in a unit system, a 10 sec rating is usually employed. When

grounding reactors are used in systems having feeders at generator voltage, a 1 min rating is usually

employed to accommodate for repetitive feeder faults.

The rated continuous current of the grounding reactor should be specified considering the allowable

unbalance current and third harmonic current. In the absence of this information, 3% of the reactor short

circuit rating can be specified as the continuous current rating when the duration of the rated short circuit

current is 10 sec. In cases when the rated short circuit duration is 1 min, 7% of rated short circuit current

is recommended as the rated continuous current. See IEEE Std. 32–1972 for more information [7].

Insulation class and associated BIL rating should be specified based on the reactor voltage drop, during

a single line-to-ground fault, and the nominal system voltage. Refer to Table 4 of IEEE Std. 32–1972.
FIGURE 10.10 Two generator arrangements where a reactor can be used as a neutral grounding device; unit system

(left) and three-wire system (right).
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10.3.2.3.1.2 Transient Overvoltages

When the neutral of a generator is not solidly grounded, transient overvoltages can be expected. These

overvoltages are usually caused by phase-to-ground arcing faults in air, or a switching operation

followed by one or more restrikes in the breaker. When a grounding reactor is used for generator

neutral grounding, the X0=X1 ratio at the generator terminals shall be less than 3 to keep transient

overvoltages within an acceptable level (X0 and X1 are the resultant of the generator and system zero and

positive sequence reactances, respectively). When a neutral reactor installation is intended only for

reduction of a single line-to-ground fault to the three-phase fault level, X0=X1 is equal to 1, which is a

safe ratio in terms of imposed transient overvoltages.

10.3.2.4 Arc Suppression Reactors (Petersen Coils)

An arc suppression coil is a single-phase, variable inductance, oil-immersed, iron-core reactor that is

connected between the neutral of a transformer and ground for the purpose of achieving a resonant

neutral ground. The zero sequence impedance of the transformer is taken into consideration in rating

the inductance of the arc suppression coil. The adjustment of inductance is achieved in steps by means of

taps on the winding or can be continuously adjusted by varying the reluctance of the magnetic circuit;

the length of an air gap is adjusted by means of a central moveable portion of the core (usually motor

driven) (see Figure 10.11). The inductance is adjusted, in particular, during nonground fault conditions,
Oil conservator
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Yoke

Movable plunger core
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Intermediate core packet

Winding
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FIGURE 10.11 Arc suppression reactor.
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to achieve cancellation of the capacitive ground fault current, so that in the case of a single line-to-

ground fault, cancellation of the capacitive fault current is achieved with an inductive current of equal

magnitude. Current injection by an active component (power converter) into the neutral, usually

through an auxiliary winding of the arc suppression coil, can also provide cancellation of the resistance

component of the fault current. See Figure 10.12 and Figure 10.13, which illustrate this principle.

Resonant grounding is used in distribution systems in Europe, parts of Asia, and in a few areas of the

U.S. The type of system ground employed is a complex function of system design, safety considerations,

contingency (fault) operating practices, and legislation. Arc suppression reactors are typically used to the

best advantage on distribution systems with overhead lines, to reduce intermittent arcing-type single

line-to-ground faults, which may otherwise occur on ungrounded systems.

10.3.2.5 Duplex Reactors

Duplex reactors are usually installed at the point where a large source of power is split into two

simultaneously and equally loaded buses (Figure 10.14). They are designed to provide low rated reactance

under normal operating conditions and full rated or higher reactance under fault conditions. A duplex
Duplex reactor

Simultaneous
feeds to

equal loads

FIGURE 10.14 Typical duplex reactors connections.
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reactor consists of two magnetically coupled coils per phase. This magnetic coupling , which is dependent

upon the geometric proximity of the two coils, determines the proper ties of a duplex reactor under steady-

state and shor t circuit operating conditions. During steady-state operation, the magnetic fields produced

by the two w indings are in opposition, and the effective reactance between the power source and each bus

is a minimum. Under shor t circuit conditions, the linking magnetic flux between the two coils becomes

unbalanced, resulting in hig her impedance on the faulted bus, thus restricting the fault current.

The voltage on the unfaulted bus is suppor ted significantly until the fault is cleared, both by the effect

of the reactor impedance between the faulted and unfaulted buses and also by the ‘‘voltage boosting’’

effect caused by the coupling of the faulted leg w ith the unfaulted leg of duplex reactors.

The impedance of a duplex reactor can be calculated using Equation 10.1 and Equation 10.2, the same

as those used for phase reactors.

10.3.3 Capacitor Reactors

The application of power capacitors in transmission and distribution systems has long been accepted as

a v iable and practicable solution for VAR and voltage suppor t, power factor correction, and power

qualit y problems. However, this solution approach does not come w ithout application ramifications.

The application of capacitors in power systems may create abnormal transient and steady-state condi-

tions such as the follow ing:

. Back-to-back sw itching current may result in damage to the capacitor sw itching dev ice

. Fault outrush current may damage other sw itching dev ices in the station

. Transient over voltages in the capacitor bank current transformer

. Creation of a low impedance path for hig h order harmonics in the system, resulting in harmonic

overloading of capacitor cans

Capacitor reactors are the only power product, among other available equipment such as breakers

equipped w ith a pre-inser tion resistor or inductor or point on wave swi tching dev ices, that can address

all of the above problems. Figure 10.20 is a photo of a t y pical installation.

10.3.3.1 Current Transients during Switching of Capacitor Banks

Unlike voltage transients, current transients associated w ith capacitor sw itching are mainly confined to

the station in which the sw itched capacitor banks are installed. Current transients associated w ith

capacitor sw itching are hig h in magnitude and frequency and failing to limit these transients can lead

to serious damage to

. switching dev ices such as circuit breakers and circuit swi tchers, and

. current transformers.

The circuit breakers capabilit y to ‘‘make’’ capacitive transient currents is standardized in all major circuit

breaker standards including ANSI C37.06 and IEC 60265 [8,9]. IEEE categorizes circuit breakers into

two groups regardless of the arc interruption medium. One group is general-purpose breakers, which

have limited capabilities to energize and de-energize isolated capacitor banks. The other group is

definite-purpose circuit breakers, which have increased capabilities for switching capacitor banks.

Table 10.1 shows the IEEE ratings for two 145 kV outdoor circuit breakers.
TABLE 10.1 Back-to-Back Switching Capabilit y

Circuit Breaker Type 

Rated

Voltage [kV] 

Rated Short

Circuit Current [kA] 

Maximum Back-to-

Back Current [kApeak ]

Maximum Rate of

Rise of Current [A=msec]a

Definitive purpose 145 63 16 427

General purpose 145 63 50 125

aThis value is often expressed as the current and frequency product (I � f ), which is equal to 2� 107 A=sec for general-

purpose breakers and 6.8� 107 A=sec for definite-purpose breakers.
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FIGURE 10.15 Back-to-back switching in a 138 kV substation.
In substations with capacitor bank installations, there are two switching scenarios that may lead to

current transients that can exceed circuit breaker capabilities. These scenarios are presented in the

following clauses.

10.3.3.1.1 Back-to-Back Switching

Back-to-back switching, by definition, occurs when energizing an individually switched capacitor bank

while there are one or more capacitor banks already energized at the same voltage level. Figure 10.15

illustrates an example of a back-to-back switching condition. In this example the transient current

is simulated when energizing bank number 2. If the first pole of the breaker closes at the peak of the bus

voltage, all the energy stored inside bank number 1 will be discharged into bank number 2 through its

switching device. The only inductive element in the circuit that can control the rate of rise of current is the

inherent reactance of the buses. In this example the length of the bus bar between two units is 200 ft.

Figure 10.16 shows the back-to-back current in the first pole to close of bank number 2 circuit

breaker. The peak of the current is 17.2 kA and the rate of rise of current is 1600 A=msec (15 kHz).
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FIGURE 10.16 Back-to-back current in the first pole to close of bank number 2 circuit breaker.
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FIGURE 10.17 Back-to-back current after installation of a back-to-back capacitor reactor (right), in the circuit (left).
Neither a general-purpose nor a definite-purpose circuit breaker is able to w ithstand this t y pe of current

transient, during closing of its contacts (see Table 10.1).

Installation of a 265 mH capacitor reactor in series with either of the capacitor banks and between the

bank and its circuit breaker can reduce the magnitude and frequency of the back-to-back current to an

acceptable level for a definite-purpose circuit breaker.

Figure 10.17 shows the circuit with a capacitor reactor added and the back-to-back current after

capacitor reactor installation. Since there are only two individually switched capacitor banks in this station,

only one back-to-back capacitor reactor is sufficient to mitigate any back-to-back switching operation.

10.3.3.1.2 Fault Outrush Current

Unlike back-to-back switching, which only impacts the capacitor bank switching device, outrush current

also creates a difficult switching condition for other circuit breakers in the station. An outrush condition

occurs, when a circuit breaker closes into a fault. In this condition, the charge stored in all capacitor

banks connected to the bus will be discharged through that circuit breaker in a very short period of time.

Similar to the back-to-back switching scenario, outrush current frequency and magnitude may be high

and damaging for circuit breakers. Often, capacitor banks are equipped with special types of circuit

breakers such as specific breakers with a pre-insertion resistor or reactor or circuit breaker with point on

wave switching mechanism that can limit back-to-back current transients without utilizing a capacitor

reactor. However none of these devices are capable of protecting other circuit breakers in the station

against damaging outrush conditions.

Figure 10.18 shows an example of an outrush-current scenario. Rate of rise of current in the breaker is

2600 A=msec, which is well above the acceptable limit for any type of circuit breaker. To reduce the rate
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FIGURE 10.18 Circuit condition that leads to outrush current (right), outrush current (left).
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FIGURE 10.19 Location of the outrush reactor in the circuit (right) and outrush current after reactor

installation (left).
of rise of current, outrush reactors must be employed. In a typical substation all of the circuit breakers,

except the ones used to switch the capacitor bank, are general-purpose type and outrush reactors must

be rated based on the use of general-purpose breakers. A set of three single-phase 900 mH reactors can be

employed to control the outrush current in the above example. Figure 10.19 shows the location of the

outrush reactor and outrush current after installation of the reactor.

10.3.3.2 Harmonic Overloading

Application of nonlinear loads and devices such as FACTS, static VAR compensators, and arc furnaces

introduce a wide spectrum of harmonics into the power system. Harmonics tend to flow from the

harmonic source to the lowest impedance path. Normally, the utility source represents the lowest

impedance for low order harmonics and therefore acts as a sink for those harmonics. Whereas for

high order harmonics, capacitor banks and the inherent inductance in the circuit or transformer leakage

reactance can interact to form a series resonant circuit that creates the lowest impedance path. Resultant

inflow of high order harmonics can cause dielectric and thermal damage to capacitor cans. The flow of
FIGURE 10.20 550 kV capacitor reactor.
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high order harmonics can also induce vibration in the

capacitor cans causing audible noise and mechanical dam-

age. This problem can be rectified in three different ways:

1. Relocating the capacitor bank;

2. Removal of neutral ground; and

3. De-tuning the bank.

De-tuning is very cost effective especially at the design stage

of the project, when outrush reactors have not been installed.

Since de-tuning normally requires a reactor with higher

inductance than normally required for a pure outrush

reactor application, station designers can always achieve

these two goals by sizing the reactor based on the de-tuning

application.
10.3.4 Discharge Current Limiting Reactors

High voltage series capacitor banks are utilized in transmission systems to improve stability operating

limits. Series capacitor banks may be supplied with a number of discrete steps, insertion or bypass being

achieved using a switching device. For contingencies, a bypass gap is also provided for fast bypass of the

capacitors. In both cases, bypass switch closed or bypass gap activated, a discharge of the capacitor

occurs, and the energy associated with the discharge must be limited by a damping circuit. A discharge

current limiting reactor is an integral part of this damping circuit. Therefore, the discharge current

limiting reactor must be designed to withstand the high frequency discharge current superimposed on

the system power frequency current. The damping characteristic of this reactor is a critical parameter of

the discharge circuit. Sufficient damping may be provided as an integral component of the reactor

design (de-Q’ing), or can be supplied as a separate element (resistor) (see Figure 10.21).

10.3.5 Power Flow Control Reactors

A more recent application of series reactors in transmission systems is that of power flow control (Figure

10.22) or its variant, overload mitigation.
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The flow of power throug h a transmission system is a function of the path impedance and the

complex voltage (magnitude and phase) at the ends of the line. In interconnected systems, the control of

power flow is a major concern for the utilities, because unscheduled power flow may give rise to a

number of problems such as

. overloading of lines;

. increased system losses;

. reduction in securit y margins;

. contractual v iolations concerning power import and expor t; and

. increase in fault levels beyond equipment rating .

Ty pical power flow inefficiencies and limitations encountered in modern power systems may be the

result of one or more of the follow ing:

. Nonoptimized parallel line-impedances resulting in one line reaching its thermal limit well before

the other line, thereby limiting peak power transfer.
. Parallel lines having different X=R ratios: a significant reactive component w ill flow in the

opposite direction to that of the active power flow.
. Hi g h lo s s l i n e m o re h e av ily l o a d e d t h a n l owe r lo s s p a r a llel line, resulting in hig her power t ransfer l osses.
. ‘‘Loop flow’’ (the difference between scheduled and actual power flow): althoug h inherent to

interconnected systems, loop flows may be so severe as to adversely affect the system reliability.

Power flow control reactors are used to optimize power flow on transmission lines throug h a modifi-

cation of the transfer impedance. As utilit y systems grow and the number of intert ies increases, parallel

operation of AC transmission lines is becoming more common in order to prov ide adequate power to

load centers. In addition, the complexit y of contemporar y power grids results in situations where the

power flow experienced (by a given line of one utilit y) can be affected by sw itching , loading , and outage

conditions occurring in another ser v ice area.

Strategic placement of power flow reactors may ser ve to increase peak power transfer, reduce power

transfer loss, and improve system reliabilit y. The paper ‘‘A Modern Alternative to Power Flow Control’’,

[10] provides a good case study. The inser tion of hig h voltage power flow control reactors in a low

impedance circuit allows parallel lines to reach their thermal limits simultaneously and hence optimize

peak power transfer at reduced overall losses. Optimum system performance may be achieved by

inser tion of one reactor rating to minimize line losses during periods of off peak power transfer and

one of an alternative rating to achieve simultaneous peak power transfer on parallel lines during peak

load periods or contingency conditions.

Contingency overload mitigation reactor schemes are used when the removal of generation sources or

lines in one area affects the loading of other lines feeding the same load center. This contingency may

overload one or more of the remaining lines. The insertion of series reactors, shunted by a normally

closed breaker, in the potentially overloaded lines keeps the line current below thermal limits. The

parallel breaker carries the line current under normal line loading conditions and the reactor is switched

into the circuit only under contingency situations.

Figure 10.23 (top) shows a sw itchable power flow control reactor. In this system, a current transformer

is being used to detect any overload condition in the line. Upon detection of an overload condition the

control system will trip the bypassing device and insert the reactor in series with the transmission line.

With the ever changing power grids, sometimes one single impedance value is not always suitable for

all the different grid topologies. Grid topology may change a few times during the year, due to seasonal

loading characteristics, or in the future, as a consequence of adding new generation facilities or loads to

the grid. To adapt to these changes, one solution is to employ tapped switchable power flow control

reactors. Figure 10.23 (bottom) shows a tapped switchable power flow control reactor using a ‘‘make and

break’’ switching scheme. This system employs six load switchers, which can change the impedance

under load. Control and interlocking circuitry is used to avoid unwanted switching.
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FIGURE 10.23 Swi tchable power control reactor (top); tapped sw itchable power control reactor (bottom).
10.3.6 Shunt Reactors (Steady-State Reactive Compensation)

High voltage transmission lines, par ticularly long ones, generate a substantial amount of leading reactive

power when lig htly loaded. Conversely, they absor b a large amount of lagging reactive power when

heavily loaded. As a consequence, unless the transmission line is operating under reactive power balance,

the voltage on the system cannot be maintained at rated values.

Reactive Power Balance ¼ Total Line Charging Capacitive VARs � Line Inductive VARs

To achieve an acceptable reactor power balance, the line must be compensated for a given operational

condition. For details of the definition of reactive power balance, please refer to Section 10.4.3. Under

heavy load, the power balance is negative and capacitive compensation (voltage suppor t) is required.

This is usually supplied by the use of shunt capacitors. Conversely, under lig ht load, the power balance is

positive and inductive compensation is required. This is usually supplied by the use of shunt reactors.

The large inherent capacitance of lig htly loaded transmission systems may cause two ty pes of over-

voltage in the system that can be controlled by employing shunt reactors. The first t y pe of over voltage

occurs when the leading capacitive charging current of a lig htly loaded, long , transmission line flows

throug h the inductance of the line and the system. This is referred to as Ferranti effect; operating voltage

increases w ith distance along the transmission line. Lagging reactive current consumed by a shunt

reactor reduces the leading capacitive charging current of the line and thus reduces the voltage rise.

Another t y pe of over voltage is caused by the interaction of line capacitance w ith any saturable por tion

of system inductive reactance; ferroresonance. When sw itching a transformer terminated line, the

voltage at the end of the line may rise to a sufficient value to saturate the transformer inductance.

Interaction between this inductance and the capacitance of the line can generate harmonics causing

over voltages. Application of a shunt reactor on the ter tiar y of the transformer can mitigate this t y pe of

over voltage by reducing the voltage to values below that at which saturation of the transformer core can

occur and also provide a low nonsaturable inductance in parallel wi th the transformer impedance.

Shunt reactors may be connected to the transmission system throug h a ter tiar y w inding of a power

transformer connected to the transmission line being compensated; t y pically 13.8, 34.5, and 69 kV.

Ter tiar y connected shunt reactors (Figure 10.24) may be of dr y-t y pe air-core sing le-phase per unit

construction or oil-immersed three-phase or oil-immersed sing le-phase per unit construction.

Alternatively, shunt reactors can be connected directly to the transmission line to be compensated.

Connection may be at the end of a transmission line or at an intermediate point, depending on voltage
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 10.24 Typical shunt reactor connections.
profile considerations. Directly connected shunt reactors are usually of oil-immersed construction

(Figure 10.24).

Tertiary connected shunt reactors (Figure 10.24), which may be of dry-type or oil-immersed construc-

tion, have several operational differences from direct connect shunt reactors; some of which are as follows:

. Tertiary connect shunts reactors require a simple protection scheme.

. Switchgear for the tertiary connect shunt reactors is less expensive.

. They can be installed in independently switched small MVAR banks which make the operation

more flexible and also do not impose any significant voltage dip during the switching.

Despite some of the operational benefits listed above, usage of tertiary connect shunts depends on the

available capacity on the tertiary of the transformer. In most cases, there is enough unused capacity in the

tertiary that full compensation can be achieved through the use of a tertiary connect shunt reactor. Figure

10.25 is a photo of typical tertiary connected shunt reactors. However, in cases when there is not enough

capacity for full compensation on the tertiary side, or for any other reason a tertiary connect shunt cannot be

employed, an alternative approach is secondary connect shunt reactor. As implied by its name, a secondary

connect shunt reactor is connected to the secondary of the transformer. Secondary connect shunt reactors
FIGURE 10.25 20 kV, 20 MVA (per phase) tertiary connection shunt reactors.
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w ill not impose any extra loading on the transformer since shunt reactors are swi tched during the lig ht load

hours of the day or during the lig ht load season of the year. Secondar y connect shunts are also available in

oil-immersed and dr y-t y pe construction up to 235 kV. For both ter tiar y and direct connect shunt reactors,

protection is an import ant consideration. Details regarding protection practices can be found in the IEEE

paper, ‘‘Shunt Reactor Protection Practices’’ [11] and also in IEEE C37. 109, [12].

Oil-immersed shunt reactors are available in two design configurations; coreless and iron-core (and

either self cooled or force cooled). Coreless oil-immersed shunt reactor designs utilize a magnetic circuit

or shield that surrounds the coil to contain the flux w ithin the reactor tank. The steel core that normally

prov ides a magnetic flux path throug h the primar y and secondar y w indings of a power transformer is

replaced by insulating suppor t structures resulting in an inductor that is nearly linear wi th respect to

applied voltage. Conversely, the magnetic circuit of an oil-immersed iron-core shunt reactor is con-

structed in a manner similar to that used for power transformers w ith the exception that an air gap or

distributed air gap is introduced to prov ide the desired reluctance. Because of the ver y hig h permeabilit y of

the core material, the reluctance of the magnetic circuit is dominated by the air gap; magnetic energ y is

primarily stored in the air gap. Inductance is less dependent on core permeabilit y and core saturation does

not occur in the normal steady-state current operating range resulting in a linear inductance. A distributed

air gap is employed to minimize fringing flux effects; reduce w inding eddy losses (adjacent to the gaps);

and improve ampere turns efficiency. Both t y pes of oil-immersed shunt reactors can be constructed as

sing le-phase or three-phase units and are similar in appearance to conventional power transformers.
10.3.7 Thyristor Controlled Reactors (Dynamic Reactive Compensation)

As the network operating characteristics approach system limits, such as dynamic or voltage stabilit y, or in

the case of large dynamic industrial loads, such as arc furnaces, the need for dynamic compensation arises.

Ty pically, static VAR compensators (SVCs) are used to prov ide dynamic compensation at a receiving

end bus, throug h microprocessor control, for maintaining a dynamic reserve of capacitive suppor t when

there is a sudden need.

Figure 10.26 illustrates a t y pical configuration for an SVC. Figure 10.27a shows the voltage and

current in one phase of a TCR when a is not zero. Figure 10.27b depicts the various harmonic current

spectra, as a percentage of fundamental current, generated by the TCR for various firing ang les ‘‘ a.’ ’

By var y ing the firing ang le, a, of the thy ristor controlled reactor ( TCR), the amount of current

absor bed by the reactor can be continuously varied. The reactor then behaves as an infinitely variable

inductance. Consequently, the capacitive suppor t prov ided by the fixed capacitor (FC) and by the

thy ristor sw itched capacitor ( TSC) can be adjusted to the specific need of the system. The efficiency, as

well as voltage control and stabilit y, of power systems is greatly enhanced w ith the installation of SVCs.

The use of SVCs is also well established in industrial power systems. Demands for increased

production and more strict regulations regarding both the consumption of reactive power and distur b-

ance mitigation on the power system may require the installation of SVCs. A t y pical example of an
industrial load which can cause annoyance to con-

sumers, usually in the form of flicker, is the

extreme load fluctuations of electrical arc furnaces

in steel works. A typical installation at a steel mill is

shown in Figure 10.28. The thy ristor controlled

reactors are rated at 34 kV, 710 A, and 25 MVAR

per phase.
TCR FC TSC

FIGURE 10.26 Static VAR compensator.
10.3.8 Filter Reactors

The increasing presence of nonlinear loads and the

widespread use of power electronic switching

devices in industrial power systems are causing an
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FIGURE 10.28 34 kV, 25 MVAR (per phase) thyristor controlled reactors.
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increase of harmonics in the power system. Major sources of harmonics are industrial arcing loads (arc

furnaces, welding dev ices), power converters for variable speed motor drives, distributed arc lig hting for

roads, fluorescent lig htning , residential sources such as telev ision sets, home computers, etc.

Power electronic swi tching dev ices are also applied in modern power transmission systems and

include hig h voltage direct current (HVDC) converters as well as (flexible AC transmission systems

(FACTS) dev ices such as SVCs. Harmonics can have detrimental effects on equipment such as trans-

formers, motors, sw itchgear, capacitor banks, fuses, and protective relays. Transformers, motors, and

sw itchgear may experience increased losses and excessive heating . Capacitors may fail prematurely from

increased heating and hig her dielectric stress. If distribution feeders and telephone lines have the same

‘‘rig ht-of-way,’’ harmonics may also cause telephone interference problems.

In order to minimize the propagation of harmonics into the connected power distribution or

transmission system, shunt filters are often applied close to the origin of the harmonics. Such shunt

filters in their simplest embodiment consist of a series inductance (filter reactor) and capacitance (filter

capacitor). If more than one harmonic is to be filtered, several sets of filters of different rating are applied

to the same bus. More complex filters are also used to filter multiple harmonics.

More background information can be found in the IEEE paper, ‘‘Selecting Ratings for Capacitors and

Reactors in Applications Involving Multiple Single Tuned Filters’’, [13].

10.3.9 Reactors for HVDC Application

In an HVDC system, reactors are used for various functions as shown, in principle, in Figure 10.30.

The HVDC smoothing reactors are connected in series with an HVDC transmission line or inserted

in the intermediate DC circuit of a back-to-back link to reduce the harmonics on the DC side, to reduce

the current rise caused by faults in the DC system, and to improve the dynamic stability of the HVDC

transmission system.

Filter reactors are installed for harmonic filtering on the AC and on the DC side of the converters. AC

filters serve two purposes simultaneously: the supply of reactive power and the reduction of harmonic

currents. AC filter reactors are utilized in three types of filter configurations employing combinations of

resistors and capacitors, namely single-tuned filters, double-tuned filters, and high-pass filters. A single-

tuned filter is normally designed to filter the low order harmonics on the AC side of the converter. A

double-tuned filter is designed to filter multiple discrete frequencies using a single combined filter

circuit. A high-pass filter is essentially a single-tuned damped filter. Damping flattens and extends the

filter response to more effectively cover high-order harmonics. DC filter reactors are installed in shunt

with the DC line, on the line side of the smoothing reactors. The function of these DC filter banks is to

further reduce the harmonic currents on the DC line (see Figure 10.29 and Figure 10.30).

Power line carrier (PLC) and Radio interference (RI) filter reactors are employed on the AC side, DC

side, or both sides of the HVDC converter to reduce high frequency noise propagation in the lines.
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FIGURE 10.29 Typical filter reactor connections.
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FIGURE 10.30 One line diagram of a typical HVDC bipole link illustrating reactor applications.
10.3.10 Series Reactors for Electric Arc Furnace Application

Series reactors may be installed in the medium voltage feeder (hig h voltage side of the furnace

transformer) of an AC electric arc furnace in order to improve efficiency, reduce furnace electrode

consumption, and limit shor t circuit current (thus reducing mechanical forces on the furnace elec-

trodes). Such reactors may either be ‘‘built into’’ the furnace transformer or are separate, stand-alone

units, of oil-immersed or dry-type air-core construction. Usually, the reactors are equipped w ith taps to

facilitate optimization of the furnace performance (see Figure 10.31 and Figure 10.32).
Service
transformer

Electric arc furnace
(EAF)

series reactor

EAF transformer

Electric arc
furnace load

FIGURE 10.31 Typical electric arc furnace series reactor connection.
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10.3.11 Other Reactors

Reactors are also used in such diverse applications as motor starting (current limiting), test laboratory

circuits (current limiting, dv=dt control, di=dt control), and insertion impedance (circuit switchers).

Design considerations, insulation system, conductor design, cooling method construction concept (dry

type, oil immersed), and subcomponent or subassembly variants (mounting and installation consider-

ations) are selected based on the application requirements.

10.4 Some Important Application Considerations

10.4.1 Short Circuit: Basic Concepts

Figure 10.33 represents a radial system in which the sending end bus is connected to an infinite source.

From inspection, the following equations may be established:

VS ¼ VR þ DV (10:5)

I ¼ (VR þ DV )=(ZS þ ZT þ ZL) (10:6)
Vs VR

SW

Load
Circuit breaker

ZS
(RS + j XS) ( j XT)

(ZL = RL + j XL)

SL = PL + j QL

ZT

I

FIGURE 10.33 Radial system.
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where

VS ¼ sending end voltage, p.u.

VR ¼ receiv ing end voltage, p.u.

DV ¼ bus voltage drop, p.u.

I ¼ bus current, p.u.

ZS ¼ source impedance, p.u.

ZT ¼ transformer impedance, p.u.

ZL ¼ load impedance, p.u.

Under steady state, the load impedance1 (ZL ) essentially controls the current I since both Z S and Z T are

small. Also, t y pically XS >> RS; XT >> XS; and the load PL > QL .

Therefore,

DV ¼ VS � VR ffi [ PRS þ Q ( XS þ XT )] (10:7)

where

P ¼ real power, p.u.

Q ¼ reactive power, p.u.

RS ¼ source resistance, p.u.

XS ¼ source reactance, p.u.

XT ¼ transformer reactance, p.u.

DV ¼ voltage drop, p.u.

and DV, per unit, is small.

When a short circuit occurs (closing the switch SW), VR ! 0 and ZL ¼ 0 (bolted fault) and Equation

10.6 can be rew ritten as

ISC ¼ DV=[RS þ j(XS þ XT)] (10:8)

ffi DV

(Xs þ XT)
< �90� (10:8a)

where, ISC¼ short circuit current, p.u.

Since jXs þ XTj is small, the short circuit current (ISC) may become very large. The total transmitted

power then equals the available power from the source (MVASC),

S ¼ VS � ISC (10:9)

S ¼ Vs � DV

(Xs þ XT)
< �90� (10:9a)

where, S¼ transmitted power, p.u.

Therefore, the system voltage is shared, as voltage drops, between the system impedance (transmission

lines) and the transformer impedance:

VS ¼ DV ffi QS(XS þ XT) (10:10)

where, QS¼ transmitted reactive power, p.u.
1The load may in fact be a rotating machine, in which case the back electromotive force (EMF) generated by the

motor is the controlling factor in limiting the current. Nevertheless, this EMF may be related to an impedance, which

is essentially reactive in nature.
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Since XT is t y pically much larger than XS, the voltage drop across the transformer almost equals the

system voltage. Two major concerns arise from this scenario:

. The mechanical stresses in the transformer : the w indings wil l experience a force propor tional to

the square of the current
. The abilit y of the circuit breaker to successfully interrupt the fault current

Therefore, it is imperative to limit the shor t circuit current so that it w ill not exceed the ratings of

equipment exposed to it.

Basic formulas are as follows:

Three-Phase Fault

I3F [kA] ¼ 100 [MVA]= [
ffiffiffi
3
p 

V LL � Z1 ] (10: 11)

1F to Ground Fault

ISLG [kA] ¼ 3 � 100 [MVA]= [
ffiffiffi
3
p 

VLL � ZT ] (10: 12)

ZT ¼ Z1 þ Z2 þ Z0 þ 3ZN (10: 12a)

where

VLL ¼ line-to-line base voltage, kV

ZT ¼ total equivalent system impedance seen from the fault, p.u.

Z1, Z2, and Z 0 ¼ equivalent system positive, negative, and zero sequence impedance seen from the

fault (in p.u. @ 100-MVA base)

ZN ¼ any impedance intentionally connected to ground in the path of the fault

current, p.u.

10.4.2 Phase Reactors vs. Bus Tie Reactors

A method to evaluate the merits of using either phase reactors vs. bus tie reactors is indicated below (see

also Figure 10.34 and Figure 10.35).

IS1 and IS2 are the available fault contribution from the sources, IL is the rated current of each feeder

and n is the total number of feeders in the complete bus (assuming all feeders are identical).

Definitions: Ib ¼a IS2, the interrupting rating of the feeder CB’s, a > 1

IS2 ¼K � IS1 (IS2 assumed < IS1, K < 1)

Ibt ¼b � IL, the rated current of the bus tie reactor

b ¼ number of feeders on that section of the bus which has the highest number out of the

total number of feeders for the complete bus.
IS1

Ibt

Xbt
Ib Ib

IS2

IL IL

FIGURE 10.34 Bus tie reactor connection.
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IS1

X fd X fd

IS2

Ib Ib

ILIL

FIGURE 10.35 Phase reactor connection.
Therefore, the required reactor impedance in each configuration, their ratio, and the ratio of the rated

power of the reactors are given by the follow ing equations:

Xbt ¼
VLLffiffiffi
3
p 

I S2

K (1 � a ) þ 1

a K � 1

� �
(10:13a)

Xfd ¼
VLLffiffiffi
3
p 

I S2

K (1 � a ) þ 1

a(1 þ K )

� �
(10:13b)

Xbt

Xfd

¼ a (1 þ K )

aK � 1 
(10 :13c)

MVAbt

Total MVAfd

¼ b2

n

a(1 þ K )

a K � 1

� �
(10 :13d)

From the above it is apparent that bus tie reactors are a good solution where a relatively small reduction

in fault level is required on a number of downstream feeders.

Also bus tie reactors grow rapidly in size and cost when (1) the fault contributions on either side of

the reactor are significantly different (i.e., as K moves away from 1.0) and (2) when the largest fault

contribution ( IS1) approaches the breaker rating I b.

Conversely, bus tie reactors decrease rapidly in size and cost when the reactor can be given a low

continuous rating due to low normal power transfer across the tie.
10.4.3 Power Line Balance

Consider the radial system shown in Figure 10.36, in which the sending end bus is fed from an infinite

power source.

By inspection from Figure 10.37 the follow ing equations may be w ritten:
V1 V2 0d

R

I

j XL P + j Q

FIGURE 10.36 Simplified radial system.
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)
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RI

I

jXI

f
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FIGURE 10.37 Power line balance phasor diagram.
DV ¼ V1 � V2 (10:14)

DV ¼ Z � I (10:15)

DV ¼ [RI cos fþ XI sin f]þ j[XI cos f� RI sin f] (10:16)

where

f ¼ tan�1 (Q=P)

V1 ¼ sending end voltage, kV

V2 ¼ receiving end voltage, kV

DV¼ line voltage drop, kV

R ¼ line resistance, V

X ¼ line reactance, V

I ¼ line current, kA

P ¼ real power, kW

Q ¼ reactive power, kVA

d ¼ transmission angle, degree

f ¼ current phase angle, degree

Since P¼V2I cos f and Q¼V2I sin f, then

DV ¼ [(PR þ QX)þ j(PX � QR)]=V2 (10:17)

DV ¼ DVf þ jDVq (10:18)

where

DVf ¼ in phase component of DV, kV

DVq¼ quadrature component of DV, kV

The phasor diagram, shown in Figure 10.37, illustrates the meaning of Equation 10.17 and Equation 10.18.

By inspection of Figure 10.37, it is clear that

sin d ¼ DVq=V1 (10:19)

therefore,

P ¼ [V1V2 sin d]=X þ Q[R=X] (10:20)
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and

d ¼ tan�1 {[PX � QR]=[V2 þ (PR þQX)]} (10:21)

In transmission systems, the X=R ratio is large and the grid usually operates with power factor close to

unity. Thus, assuming R¼ 0 and Q¼ 0,

DV ¼ jP � X=V2 (10:22)

P ¼ V1 � V2 � sin(d)ð Þ=X (10:23)

d ¼ tan�1(P � X=V2) (10:24)

Therefore, apart from the voltage magnitude, which must be kept within regulated limits, control of

power flow can only be achieved by variation of the line reactance (X), the transmission angle (d),

or both.

10.4.4 Reactive Power Balance

Figure 10.38 shows a transmission system represented by its p equivalent.

By inspection, the following expressions can be derived:

V1 ¼ V2 þ DV (10:25)

V1 cos dþ jV1 sin d ¼ V2 þ XI sin uþ jXI cos u (10:26)

XI cos u ¼ PL X=V2 ¼ V1 sin d (10:27)

PL ¼ V1V2 sin (d)ð Þ=X (10:28)

XI sin u ¼ Q L X=V2 ¼ V1 cos d� V2 (10:29)

Q L ¼ V1V2 cos d� V 2
2 =X (10:30)

Si ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(P2

i þ Q2
i )

q
(10:31)

Therefore,

Line Reactive Losses ¼ (Si=Vi)
2X (10:32)

Line Charging (at each end) ¼ Vi
2 � Y=2, i ¼ 1, 2 (10:33)
V1 V2

X

Y /2 Y /2

Load: PL + jQL

q = tan−1(QL/PL)

0d

FIGURE 10.38 Transmission system p equivalent circuit.
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Line Surge Impedance, ZS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X =Y

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L =C

p
(10: 34)

Surge Impedance Loading, SIL ¼ V 2LL =ZS (10: 35)

Power Balance ¼ Total Line Charging � Line Reactive Losses

10.5 Shunt Reactors and Switching Transients

Since the amount of the reactive compensation needed in a power system varies wi th the loading of the

transmission line, shunt reactors are t y pically sw itched daily. Shunt reactors w ill thus experience a large

number of sw itching transients [19]. Transient over voltages mainly occur, while disconnecting the

reactor from the circuit, due to the two follow ing phenomena in the sw itching dev ice:

. Current chopping

. Singl e or multiple restrikes

The behavior of these over voltages depends on a number of factors such as

. Circuit connection (wye or delta);

. Method of neutral grounding (floating neutral, solidly grounded, or grounded through a reactor);

. Rated MVAR of the reactor ;

. Construction of reactor (air core, iron core, three legs, or five legs); which impacts the hig h

frequency characteristics;
. Ty pe of connection to the system (tert iar y w inding or direct connection);
. Ty pe and ratings of circuit breaker ; and
. Neig hboring equipment characteristics.

10.5.1 Current Chopping
Ls

Cb

CS CL

LL

R(f )
uL−G

FIGURE 10.39 Single-phase equivalent circuit for a

star connected and solidly grounded shunt reactor

bank, where LL is the reactor reactance (for gapped

iron-core shunt reactor, manufacturer should be

consulted to obtain the core saturation level at high

transient frequencies and thus the resultant induct-

ance; for air-core shunt reactors the inductance can

always be considered a constant value equal to the 60

Hz rated value); CL is the equivalent capacitance at the

reactor side of the Cb; R( f ) is the reactor frequency

dependent resistance; LS is the system equivalent react-

ance; Cb is the equivalent capacitance across the

breaker terminals; CS is the system equivalent capaci-

tance; and uL–G ¼ System line-to-ground voltage.
When the contacts of a breaker par t, current in the

circuit w ill not be interrupted immediately. Current

continues to flow throug h the arc established between

the contacts rig ht after the instant of contact par ting .

Normally the arc extinguishes when the AC current

crosses zero. In some cases, however, due to arc

instabilit y caused by the circuit parameters and the

breaker characteristics, the arc extinguishes abruptly

and prematurely ahead of the natural zero crossing of

the AC current. When this happens, the energy trapped

in the magnetic field of the reactor is transferred to the

electric field of the stray capacitances in the circuit,

thus initiating a resonant response. The resonance fre-

quency is typically a few kHz and its magnitude is

directly proportional to the chopped current and the

surge impedance of the circuit and it may exceed the

dielectric withstand of the reactor. Figure 10.39 shows

an equivalent circuit that can be used for simulating

the chopping overvoltages for a star connected and

solidly grounded reactor with negligible coupling

between phases. The parameter ka in Equation 10.36

provides a relative indication of the magnitude of the

overvoltage for this type of reactor connection. Circuit

damping effects are neglected.
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ka ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ 3 � I 2ch

2vC1 Q

s
ka ¼

Vreactor chopping

VL�G

(10:36)

where

ka ¼ Per unit parameter that indicates the relative magnitude of the over voltage due to

current chopping

Vreactor_chopping ¼ Maximum peak of the over voltage across the reactor terminals after current

chopping [kV]

VL�G ¼ Ma x im u m p e a k l in e - t o - g ro u n d s y s t e m voltage [kV]

Ich ¼ Magnitude of current chopped [A]

C1 ¼ Total capacitance on the reactor side [ mF]

v ¼ Angular power frequency [rad=s]

Q ¼ Shunt reactor bank three-phase MVAR

Fo r S F6, bulk oil, and air blast circuit breakers Ich is a function of the high frequency stray and grading

capacitances in parallel with the circuit breaker terminals [15]. The following equation shows this

re la ti o n sh i p.

Ich ¼ l �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CCB

p
(10:37)

where

l is the chopping number [ AF �0.5] , an d i t d e p e n d s o n t h e b rea ke r co n s t r u c ti o n a n d a rc

extinguishing media

CCB is the equivalent capacitance across the breaker terminals for circuit represented in Figure 10.39

CCB ¼ Cb þ
CSCL

CS þ CL

(10:38)

Since CS in the case of tertiary winding connected shunt reactor is relatively smaller than CS for a

shunt reactor directly connected to the high voltage bus, tertiary connected reactors normally

experience overvoltages of lower magnitude. Vacuum circuit breakers have a constant Ich, which is

weakly affected by the capacitance seen across its terminal. To obtain current chopping characteristics

of a vacuum breaker the breaker manufacturer should be consulted. IEEE C37.015-1993 provides

helpful information for evaluating overvoltages caused by CB current chopping [14]. Current chop-

ping can be mitigated by employing an opening resistor with the circuit breaker. The shunt reactor can

also be protected against current chopping overvoltages by a surge arrester installed across the

reactor terminals.
10.5.2 Restrike

When interrupting a small inductive current just before the natural current zero in a circuit with a

critical combination of source side and load side capacitances and inductances, the voltage across the

breaker terminals may exceed its TRV capability and lead to breaker restrikes [15]. This process may

repeat several times until the gap between the breaker contacts becomes sufficiently large so that its

dielectric withstand exceeds the voltage across the breaker terminals. Each time the circuit breaker

restrikes, a transient overvoltage is imposed on the reactor. This type of overvoltage has a very fast rate of

rise of voltage that may distribute nonlinearly across the reactor winding turns. Current chopping may

also increase the magnitude of transient overvoltages produced by restrike.
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Multiple restrikes can excite a resonant oscillation in the reactor w inding . This may lead to hig h

frequency over voltages between some coil w inding turns. The follow ing equation approximates the

relation magnitude of the first restrike over voltage for the reactor shown in Figure 10.37.

k ¼ 1 þ (k a þ 1)
CS � C L

CS þ C L

� �
k ¼ Vreactor restrike

VL�G

(10: 39)

When reactors are not solidly grounded, hig her restrike voltages may occur. IEEE C37.015-1993 [14]

prov ides detailed information for evaluating this t y pe of over voltages for reactors w ith different t y pes of

grounding .

Restrike can be mitigated by the use of a surge arrester across the circuit breaker terminals or by the

use of a synchronous opening dev ice w ith the circuit breaker. Overvoltage caused by restrike can be

limited by adding a surge arrester across the reactor terminals. If multiple restrikes excite the natural

frequency of the reactor w inding , employ ment of an RC circuit can change the resonant frequency of the

circuit and aver t hig h frequency over voltages between coil wi nding turns.

10.6 Current Limiting Reactors and Switching Transients

10.6.1 Definitions

Transient recover y voltage ( TRV ) is the voltage that appears across the contacts of a circuit breaker pole

upon interruption of a fault current. The first time that shor t circuit current passes throug h zero after

circuit breaker contacts par t, the arc extinguishes and the voltage across the breaker contacts rapidly

increases. If the dielectric strength between the breaker contacts does not recover as fast as the recover y

voltage across the contacts, the breaker w ill restrike and it wi ll continue to conduct.

There are various sources of hig h rate of rise of transient recover y voltage, which may potentially

cause the breaker to restrike, e.g ., transformer impedance, shor t-line fault (SLF) or distant fault reflected

waves. In cases where the fault current is limited by the inductance of a current limiting reactor, a hig h

rate of rise of transient recover y voltage may also occur. It is recommended to conduct a TRV study prior

to selection of a circuit breaker or prior to installation of a current limiting reactor.
10.6.2 Circuit Breakers TRV Capabilities

Rated circuit breaker TRV capabilities can be obtained from the manufacturers or from

various standards such as ANSI C37.06 [8] or IEC 62271 [16]. Breaker TRV capabilities are normally

defined by two sets of parameters. One indicates the maximum voltage peak that the breaker can

withstand and the other one represents the rate of rise of the voltage; in other words, the minimum

time to the voltage peak.

Parameters introduced in ANSI C37.06 define the TRV capability of a breaker by means of two types

of envelopes. For breakers rated 123 kV and above, the envelope has an exponential-cosine shape if the

sy mmetrical shor t circuit current is above 30% of the breaker shor t circuit capabilit y (see Figure 10.40).

At 30% and below, the envelope has a (1-cosine) shape. For breakers rated 72.5 kV and below, the

envelope has a (1-cosine) shape over the entire fault current range. Breakers are also required to

withstand line side TRV originating from a ‘‘kilometric fault’’ or SLF. This type of TRV normally reaches

its peak during the delay time of the source side TRV (see Figure 10.40). When the actual fault current is

less than the circuit breaker rated fault current, breakers can withstand higher TRV voltages in a short

rise time vs. their rated value. As shown in Figure 10.40, when the actual fault current is 60% of rated

value, the breaker can withstand a TRV of 7% higher voltage for a duration 50% shorter than rated time.

Therefore, when using reactors to reduce the short circuit level at a substation, it might be more

beneficial from the TRV point of view, to install current limiting reactors at the upstream feeding

substation where breakers are rated for higher short circuit level.
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FIGURE 10.40 Typical TRV capability envelopes for 123 kV class circuit breaker at (a) 60% and (b) 100% of rated

fault current.
10.6.3 TRV Evaluation

Computer simulation or even manual calculation using the current-injection method can be employed

to evaluate the TRV across the circuit breaker terminals. IEEE C37.011-1994 [17] also provides

some guidance for evaluating the TRV. To conduct the study, electrical characteristics of all the

equipment involved in the TRV circuit is required. Equipment characteristics can normally be obtained

from the equipment nameplate. However, stray capacitances or inductances are not normally shown on

the nameplates. To obtain this information, the equipment manufacturer should be consulted. When

dealing with TRV associated with fault current limited by a current limiting reactor, normally the first

pole to open experiences the highest peak of TRV during an ungrounded three-phase fault at terminal (for

certain conditions during a two-phase-to-ground fault higher TRV can be experienced [18]). The shape of

TRV when fault current is limited by a reactor is oscillatory (under-damped) and is very similar to the TRV

generated when fault current is limited by a transformer impedance.
C t

Cg2Cg1

L R(f)

FIGURE 10.41 Reactor model for TRV studies

where Cgl and Cg2 are the stray capacitance of

reactor terminals to ground. Ct, terminal to

terminal stray capacitance; L, reactor inductance;

R( f ), reactor frequency dependent resistance.
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When modeling a reactor for TRV studies the

following items shall be considered:

. All types of reactors have stray capacitances.

These stray capacitances can be obtained from

the manufacturers. Generally stray capacitance

of a dry-type reactor is in the order of a few

hundred pF and an oil filled reactor is in the

order of a few nF, see Figure 10.41.
. Reactor losses at power frequency are very

small and insignificant. However, as a result

of skin effect and eddy losses at high frequen-

cies (in the range of kHz), the reactor losses

are significant (see Figure 10.41). This charac-

teristic of the reactor can help to damp the

transients and shall be reflected in the model

by including a frequency dependent resistance

in series with the reactance.
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FIGURE 10.42 Results of a TRV study for a subtransmission substation: (a) Breaker TRV capability, (b) system

TRV when no reactor installed, (c) system TRV when a current limiting reactor installed, and (d) system TRV with

capacitor across reactor terminals.
10.6.4 TRV Mitigation Methods

Should the system TRV exceed the breaker capability, one or a combination of the following mitigation

methods can be employed:

. Installation of a capacitor across the reactor terminals.

. Installation of a capacitor to ground from the reactor terminal connected to the breaker. For bus

tie reactors, capacitors shall be installed to ground at both reactor terminals.

From a TRV point of view, either of the previous mitigation methods is acceptable. However, from the

economic point of view it is more cost effective to install the capacitor between the reactor terminals,

since the steady-state voltage drop across the reactor is significantly lower than the line-to-ground

voltage and as a result a lower voltage capacitor can be used.

Figure 10.42 shows the result of a TRV study for a subtransmission substation. Curve (b) in this

figure shows the system TRV prior to installation of a current limiting reactor. It slightly exceeds the

breaker capability depicted by curve (a). After installation of a current limiting reactor the system TRV

(Figure 10.42, curve (c)), exceeds the breaker capability significantly. To reduce the rate of rise of TRV,

a capacitor was installed across the reactor terminals. As is shown in curve (d) the system TRV has been

modified to an acceptable level.
10.7 Reactor Loss Evaluation

Loss evaluation is often given a high profile by utilities in their tender analysis when purchasing reactors.

The consideration of the cost of losses can be a significant factor in the design of reactors, so that the

purchaser needs to ensure that loss evaluation, if applied, is made under clearly defined conditions

according to clearly defined procedures. Reactor designs can readily be modified to provide the lowest

loss evaluated total equipment cost (the sum of capital cost and cost of losses as calculated from the loss

evaluation).
10.7.1 Reactor Losses

The losses in a reactor loaded with fundamental current and, if present, with harmonic current can be

determined by
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P ¼
XN

n¼1

I2
n Xn

Qn

(10:40)

where

P ¼The reactor loss, kW

n ¼The harmonic number (n¼ 1. . . . fundamental current)

N ¼The maximum harmonic order

In ¼The current in the reactor at harmonic order n, in amperes

Xn¼The reactor reactance at harmonic order n, V

Qn¼The reactor Q-factor at harmonic order n

Unlike transformers, reactors do not have no-load losses and in most cases nil or negligible auxiliary

losses (oil-immersed reactors only; cooling fans, oil pumps, etc.). If a reactor is off-load, then the losses

are zero; and if the reactor is energized, then it exhibits power loss consumption. Thus, reactor losses

may be treated in the same way as transformer load losses.

The main aspects that need to be considered when assessing reactor losses are

1. anticipated load profile (load factor),

2. rated (operating) busbar voltage (for shunt and filter reactors),

3. ambient temperature, and

4. harmonics.

Series reactors (current limiting and load balancing reactors) are load cycled and thus the loss will vary

with current. Shunt reactors are constantly at full load when they are connected to the bus. Their losses

will only depend on the operating voltage of the busbar and the cost of losses is a function of connection

time (in-service time).

As the reactor losses vary with temperature, it is important to specify an appropriate reference

temperature at which the losses shall be declared by the reactor manufacturer. A standard reference

level is 758C. In case of highly loss evaluated reactors, the temperature rise of the winding is usually low.

For this condition, it is reasonable to specify a lower reference temperature. For example, if the average

winding temperature rise of a reactor is 358C and the average ambient is 208C, then 558C, instead of

758C, will better represent a reference temperature for loss evaluation.

It should be noted that harmonic currents can be decisive in declaring the losses for filter reactors, but

the losses at harmonic frequencies of reactors other than filter reactors are usually almost negligible in

comparison to those at fundamental frequency. Also, harmonic losses (Q-factor) are not usually

included in loss evaluations since filter quality factors at the tuning frequency are often dictated by

other filter design considerations such as filter bandwidth, damping requirements, and required level of

harmonic filtering.

10.7.2 Basic Concepts for Loss Evaluation

Each supply authority determines the cost of losses for its own particular operating conditions. Because

these differ from authority to authority, the cost of capitalized losses will also vary. The cost of losses is

generally the sum of two components:

a) The cost reflecting the generating capacity (installation cost): The cost required for installing the

generating capacity to supply the peak losses in the supply system so that in turn it can supply

the power losses in the reactors. The cost of capacity is generally assumed to be the lowest cost

means of providing the peaking capacity, e.g., gas turbine peaking units, or alternatively it may be

based on the average costs of new generating capacity.

b) The energy cost (kilowatt-hour cost) of reactor losses: The energy cost to reflect the actual cost of

supplying the energy consumed by the reactor. Because energy is consumed through the entire life
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of the reactor, fur ther factors need to be considered to determine a present value wor th of the

future losses. These include

. the load factor or in-serv ice time (shunt reactors),

. the efficiency of supply ing the energ y consumed by the reactor,

. the cost escalation rate for energ y,

. the discount rate for present valuing future costs, and

. the anticipated operating life of the reactor.

Ty pical loss evaluation figures (load power loss cost rates, LLCR), range from a few hundred dollars per

kilowatt to a few thousands of dollars per kilowatt.

Loss penalties for reactors w ith measured losses exceeding guaranteed values are often applied at the

same rate as the evaluation. A method to calculate the LLCR is prov ided in IEEE Std. C57.120-1991 IEEE

Loss Evaluation Guide for Power Transformers and Reactors [20].
10.7.3 Operational Benefits of Loss Evaluation

Where loss evaluations are significant and result in lower loss reactor designs, fur ther operational

advantages may ensue including

1. lower reactor operating temperature and hence increased ser v ice life,

2. increased reactor overload capabilit y, and

3. less cooling required for indoor units.
10.8 De-Q’ing

Various levels of electrical damping are required in a number of reactor applications including harmonic

filters, shunt capacitor banks, and series capacitor banks. All are inductive or capacitive circuits and

damping is usually governed by the resistive component of the reactor impedance. If this is insufficient,

then other means of prov iding damping must be employed. The required level of damping in a

harmonic filter depends on system parameters. In the case of harmonic filter, shunt capacitor bank,

and series capacitor bank applications, the required level of damping is system design driven. Damping

is usually required at a specific frequency. The Q -factor is a measure of the damping; the lower the Q the

hig her the damping . The Q -factor is the ratio of reactive power to active power in the reactor at a

specific frequency. In cases requiring hig h damping , the natural Q-factor of the reactor is usually too

hig h. However, there are methods available to reduce the Q of a reactor by increasing the stray losses

throug h special design approaches, namely, increasing conductor eddy loss and mechanical clamping

structure eddy loss. In the case of reactors for shunt capacitor banks and series capacitor bank

applications this method is usually sufficient. In the case of reactors for harmonic filter applications

other more stringent approaches may be necessar y. One traditional method involves the use of resistors

that, depending on their rating , can be mounted in the interior of the reactor or on the top of the reactor

or separately mounted. Resistors are usually connected in parallel w ith the reactor. Figure 10.43 shows a

tapped filter reactor, separately mounted resistor arrangement for an ac filter on an HVDC project.

Another more innovative and patented approach involves the use of de-Q’ing rings, which can reduce

the Q -factor of the reactor by a factor of as much as 10. A filter reactor w ith de-Q’ing rings is illustrated

in Figure 10.44. The de-Q’ing ring system comprises a sing le or several coaxially arranged closed rings

that couple with the main field of the reactor. The induced currents in the closed rings dissipate energy

in the rings, which lowers the Q-factor of the reactor.

Because of the large energy dissipated in the rings, they must be constructed to have a very large

surface to volume ratio in order to dissipate the heat and are therefore usually constructed of thin tall

sheets of stainless steel. Cooling is provided by thermal radiation and by natural convection of the

surrounding air, which enters between the sheets at the bottom end of the de-Q’ing system and exits at
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FIGURE 10.43 AC filter for an HVDC project; capacitors, tapped filter reactors, and separately mounted resistors.

FIGURE 10.44 Tapped filter reactor with de-Q’ing rings.
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its top end. The stainless steel material used for the rings may be operated up to about 3008C without

altering the physical characteristics or parameters. Especially important is that the variation of resistance

with temperature is negligible. The physical dimensions of the rings, their number, and location with

respect to the winding are chosen to give the desired Q-factor at the appropriate frequency.

The Q characteristic of a reactor with de-Q’ing rings is very similar to that of a reactor shunted by a

resistor. The basic theory for both approaches is described in the following paragraphs.
10.8.1 Paralleled Reactor and Resistor

Figure 10.45(a) shows the circuit diagram corresponding to a resistor in parallel with a fully modeled

reactor, i.e., one having series resistance. For simplicity it is assumed that the series resistance is not

frequency dependent. For this nonideal case, the expression for Q is given by the following equation:

Q ¼ vL1Rp

RsRp þ R2
s þ v2L2

1

(10:41)

where

L1 ¼ self inductance of reactor, H

Rp¼ resistance of parallel resistor, V

Rs ¼ series resistance of reactor, V

The Q vs. frequency characteristic is shown in Figure 10.45b. For very low frequencies the system

behaves like a series R–L circuit, i.e., Q is approximately equal to vL1=Rs and Q equals zero when v

equals zero. For very high frequencies the system behaves like a paralleled R–L circuit, Q is approxi-

mately equal to Rp=vL1 and Q approaches zero as v approaches infinity. It can be shown that Q reaches

a maximum at a frequency given by the following equation:

v ¼ 1

L1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RsRp þ R2

s

q
(10:42)

and the maximum value of the Q is given by the following equation:
V

(a)

RS

L1
RP

Q

(b) f

FIGURE 10.45 (a) Circuit diagram corresponding to a resistor in parallel with a fully modeled reactor, i.e., one

having series resistance; (b) Q vs. frequency characteristic of a reactor with parallel resistor.
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Qmax ¼
Rp

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rs Rp þ R 2S

p (10:43)

10.8.2 Reactor with a De-Q’ing Ring

The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 10.46a. For simplicity, it w ill be assumed that the series resistance

is not a function of frequency. The expression for Q as a function of frequency is given by the follow ing

equation:

Q ¼ v2 ( L1 L 22 � M 2 L 2 ) þ vR 22 L 2

v2 (R2 M 2 þ R 1 L 22 þ R 1 R 22 ) 
(10:44)

where

L1 ¼ self inductance of reactor, H

L2 ¼ self inductance of de-Q’ing ring system, H

M ¼ mutual inductance between reactor and de-Q’ing ring system, H

R1 ¼ series resistance of reactor, V

R2 ¼ resistance of de-Q’ing ring system, V

The shape of the Q vs. frequency characteristic depends upon the value of the coupling factor and also

on the values of the series resistance and load resistance. Figure 10.46b is a t y pical characteristic for a

practical reactor. It is seen that the Q cur ve has both a maximum and a minimum. In general, the

maximum depends mostly on the series resistance whereas the minimum depends primarily on the

coupling factor and the ring resistance.

10.8.3 Summary

Figure 10.47 contains a graph of Q vs. frequency for a natural Q-filter reactor, a filter reactor plus parallel

resistor, and a filter reactor with a de-Q’ing ring system. Note the virtually identical Q vs. f characteristic

for the parallel resistor vs. de-Q’ing ring option.
R1

R2V

(a)

M

L1 L2

Q

(b) f

FIGURE 10.46 (a) Circuit diagram for a reactor with a de-Q’ing ring; (b) Typical graph of Q vs. frequency for

a reactor plus de-Q’ing rings.
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FIGURE 10.47 Graph of Q vs. frequency for natural Q-filter reactor, a filter reactor plus parallel resistor, and a

filter reactor with a de-Q’ing ring system.
10.9 Sound Level and Mitigation

10.9.1 General

The primary source of sound from dry-type and oil-immersed reactors is related to electromagnetic

forces generated at fundamental power frequency current and where applicable, harmonic frequency.

The sources of sound in dry-type air-core reactors are the ‘‘breathing mode’’ (expansion or relaxation)

vibrations of the windings resulting from the interaction of the winding currents, and the ‘‘global’’

magnetic field of the reactor. In the case of oil-immersed reactors, the sound sources are more complex;

and depending on design approach, they include combinations of and contributions from winding, core

(including air gap), magnetic shields, and nonmagnetic shielding and ancillary equipment such as

cooling fans. The basic mechanism involves the magnetic field at the iron–air interfaces and the resultant

‘‘pulling’’ forces on the magnetic core material.

10.9.2 Oil-Immersed Reactors

Oil-immersed shunt reactors utilize two basic design approaches; air-core magnetically shielded and

distributed air-gap iron-core. Unlike power transformers, where magnetostriction in the core material is

the primary source of noise in an unloaded transformer, the major source of noise in a shunt reactor is

vibrational forces resulting from magnetic ‘‘pull’’ effects at iron–air interfaces, primarily at the air gaps.

On a secondary order, leakage flux penetrates structural components of the reactor and the resultant

electromagnetic forces generate vibrational movement and audible noise at twice the power frequency.

In the case of oil-immersed magnetically shielded air-core designs, the forces primarily act on the end

shiel producing bending forces in the laminations. The resulting vibrations depend on the geometry of

the laminated iron-core shields and the mechanical clamping structure. Additional forces or vibrations

result from leakage flux interaction with the tank walls and any ancillary laminated magnetic core

material used to shield the tank walls. Distributed air-gap iron-core reactors produce a major portion of

their noise as a result of the large magnetic attraction forces in the gaps and also, due to similar forces, at

the end yoke–core leg interfaces. The avoidance of mechanical resonance is key to minimizing sound

levels. It should be noted that gapped iron-core technology was used in the past for the design of high

voltage filter reactors for HVDC application and the issues described above were acerbated by the

presence of harmonic currents.
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Another design approach that can be used for oil-immersed reactors is essentially an air-core reactor

design that is placed in a conducting tank (usually aluminum) or in a steel tank with continuous

aluminum shielding; in other words, an oil-immersed air-core reactor with nonmagnetic conductive

shielding. In this case, noise sources are the windings and the shielding.

Mitigation of sound begins at the design stage by ensuring that critical mechanical resonances are

avoided in clamping structure, tank walls, etc., and where necessary by utilizing mechanical damping

techniques such as vibration isolation mounting of core material. Site mitigation measures include the

use of large, tank supported, external screens with thick acoustic absorbent material, walled compounds,

and barriers made of, for instance, acoustic (resonator) masonry blocks and full acoustic enclosures.
10.9.3 Air-Core Reactors

For air-core reactors, the primary source of acoustic noise is the radial vibration of the winding due to

the interaction of the current flowing through the winding and the ‘‘global’’ magnetic field. Air-core

reactors carrying only power frequency current such as series reactors, shunt reactors, etc. produce noise

at twice the fundamental power frequency current. In the case of filter reactors and TCRs, the noise

generated by harmonic currents contributes more to the total sound level than the noise resulting from

the fundamental power frequency current because of the A-frequency weighing of the sound. Because

there are multiple harmonic currents present in reactors employed on HVDC systems, the design for low

operating sound level is a challenge; avoidance of mechanical resonances at the numerous forcing

functions requires excellent design linked modeling tools.

The winding may be regarded in simplified modeling as a cylinder radiating sound from the surface

due to radial pulsation. A reactor winding has several mechanical self-resonance frequencies. However,

predominately one mode shape, the first tension mode or the so-called ‘‘breathing’’ mode, will be

excited, since this mode shape coincides with the distribution of the electromagnetic forces. The

‘‘breathing’’ mode mechanical frequency is inversely proportional to the winding diameter. For example,

a cylindrical aluminum winding with a diameter of 1400 mm has a natural ‘‘breathing’’ mode mechan-

ical frequency of approximately 1000 Hz. To avoid dynamic resonance amplification, the reactor should

be designed so that the self resonance frequency is not near the forcing frequency.

The exciting electromagnetic forces are proportional to the square of the current and oscillate with

twice the frequency of the current. If, however, the reactor is simultaneously loaded by several currents of

different frequencies, in addition to vibration modes at double the electrical frequencies, additional

vibration frequencies occur as shown below:

. Loading with two AC currents with frequencies f1 and f2 will generate acoustic sound with

frequencies

2f1, 2f2, f1 þ f2, f1 � f2

. Loading with DC current and one AC current with a frequency f1 will generate acoustic

frequencies

f1, 2f1

The acoustic frequency spectrum will substantially increase if the reactor’s current spectrum includes

multiple harmonics; ‘‘n’’ harmonic currents can generate at most n2 forcing frequencies, and the

practical number is usually less because some overlapping occurs.

With the increasing concern for the environment, there are now often stringent sound level require-

ments for many sites. Extensive sound modeling software and mitigation techniques have been devel-

oped for dry-type air-core reactors. The predictive software allows the design of air-core reactors with

mechanical resonances distant from any major exciting frequency and the optimum use of component

materials to reduce sound level. Where extremely low sound levels are required, mitigating methods

such as acoustic foam lined sound shields are also available and have been used with great success.
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Figure 10.48 shows an installation of harmonic filter reactors for an HVDC project with a sound shield

enclosure. Sound shield enclosures can typically reduce the sound pressure level by up to 10–12 dB. Very

low sound levels were required as people live in houses on the hillsides overlooking the HVDC site.

Figure 10.49 shows three curves of the sound pressure level (SPL) plotted as a function of the

frequency of the filter reactor current for one of the filter reactors shown in Figure 10.48. One curve

shows the sound characteristic of the original or natural design. The second curve shows the sound

characteristic of the reactor redesigned to avoid mechanical resonances and with increased damping

material, thus resulting in a lower amplitude of the sound pressure level at the dominating frequencies of

the forcing function. The third curve shows the effect of sound reduction due to a sound shield enclosure.
FIGURE 10.48 Installation of harmonic filter reactors for an HVDC project with a sound-shield enclosure.
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FIGURE 10.49 Design Comparison of sound-pressure levels; natural design vs. reduced noise design vs. shielded

reduced noise design.
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10.10 Line Traps and Power Line Carrier Communication =
Data =Protective Relaying Systems

Line traps are a major component of power line carrier communication=data transmission=protective

relaying systems utilized by utilities. The power transmission lines provide the telecommunications med-

ium. The power line carrier system consists of line traps, coupling capacitors (CC) or coupling capacitor

voltage transformer (CCVT), line tuners, line matching units (LMU), and radio transmitters and receivers.

The main coil component of a line trap is essentially a dry-type air-core reactor. The other components of the

line trap are the tuning device and the protective device, usually a distribution class metal oxide surge

arrester. Figure 10.50 shows a fully encapsulated line trap mounted on a CCVT.

Power line carrier systems (depicted in Figure 10.50) are employed by utilities due to the hig h

reliabilit y of the transmission path or medium (power transmission line), utilit y ownership of the

transmission ‘‘right of way’’ (and hence communication pathway), and low terminal equipment

cost [21]. Figure 10.51 illustrates a t y pical PLC system. The line trap is a hig h frequency blocking filter

that prevents the power line carrier radio frequency signal from entering the substation; conversely they

provide a low impedance path for the power frequency line current. The high voltage coupling capacitor

and line tuner unit provide a low impedance path for injection of the high frequency carrier signal and

present a high impedance at power frequency. The radio terminal located at either end of the designated

power line link can be single function (frequency shift keyed carrier, ‘‘on–off ’’ carrier), multichannel

voice and data, or combinations of the preceding. Technology may be analog or digital, and techniques

such as multiplexing are utilized to ensure the number of independent channels for protection signals,

data, and voice. The most modern power line carrier terminals are computer technology based and

include data processing, functionality, operational verification, as well as radio transmitter and receiver.
FIGURE 10.50 Line traps mounted on top of CCVTs.
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FIGURE 10.51 Block diagram of typical PLC system; Interphase Coupling.
There are various methods of coupling power line carrier terminal equipment to the power trans-

mission lines.

1. The simplest method is to utilize sing le-phase-to-ground coupling; usually the center phase.

2. A second method, which prov ides signal path redundancy, is interphase or inter-circuit coupling .

In this case the power line carrier is coupled between two conductors of the transmission line or

between one conductor of one line and one conductor of the second line. In this case two line

traps, two coupling capacitors, and commensurate tuning equipment are required at each end of

the transmission line. The advantage of this approach is that if one line conductor fails or is

momentarily unavailable (due to a fault condition) the power line carrier system, and associated

protection and relaying function w ill still operate (w ith possibly degraded performance). This is

illustrated in Figure 10.51.

3. A third coupling methodolog y that is employed is a three-phase coupling . In this system the

power line carrier is coupled to all three phases of the power line. This ty pe of coupling results in

much lower signal attenuation, and it is t y pically used on ver y long power lines. In addition, path

redundancy is provided wi th three phases in use as transmission media.

As shown in Figure 10.51, the line trap is connected in series with the power line, between the point of

connection of the coupling capacitor and the substation. Basically the line trap consists of a main coil

designed to carry the rated continuous power frequency current and the rated short-time or short circuit

current of the line. The other major components of the line trap are the protective device and tuning

device. Figure 10.52 illustrates the main components of a line trap. The protective device (normally a

distribution type metal oxide lightning arrester) is connected across the main coil and tuning device.

Its main function is to protect the line trap components from being damaged by transient overvoltages

normally associated with power lines. The tuning device can be composed of a combination of capacitors,

inductors, and resistors connected across the main coil. Depending on the type of tuning arrangements, all

of these components may not be present in any given application. The main purpose of the tuning device

is to improve the blocking efficiency of the main coil over a specified band of carrier frequencies. In

addition to tuned line traps, specially constructed line traps without tuning devices are also available.

In summar y, the main function of the line trap is to present hig h impedance at the carrier frequencies

band while introducing neg ligible impedance at the power frequency. This main function must be

maintained independent of the impedance connected on the station side of the line trap to prevent the

carrier signals from (1) being dissipated in the station equipment, (2) being grounded in the event of a

fault outside the carrier transmission path, or (3) being attenuated by a tap line or a branch of the main
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FIGURE 10.52 Internal view of line trap showing tuning device and protective device.
transmission path. In effect, the purpose of a line trap is to ensure that the carrier transmission path

remains isolated, at carrier frequencies, from the rest of the system [22].

Line traps are available with a variety of performance characteristics that can allow the selection of the

type most suitable for present and future system requirements. Line traps may be tuned or specially

constructed to operate without tuning devices. The tuned type of line trap is essentially a parallel L=C

network, and with variations in the tuning circuit, the choice of single frequency, double frequency, or

wide-band tuning can be provided. In Figure 10.53, the equivalent circuits for the various blocking
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FIGURE 10.53 (a) Single frequency schematic and impedance response.
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schematic and impedance response.
modes are illustrated along with the blocking characteristics. Tuning packs are normally designed to

operate in a specific band of the carrier frequency spectrum. These bands are available from manufac-

turers in standard ranges or in custom-designed ranges to meet specific requirements.

The main coil of a line trap is basically a dry-type air-core reactor. Main coils may be open style or

fully encapsulated. Open style designs are typically available in standard inductance and current ratings.

Encapsulated designs are usually custom engineered and are available in a wide range of power frequency

inductance and current ratings. The net result is that a wider range of high frequency blocking

characteristics is possible.

Most designs can be accomplished by utilizing a 0.265 mH main coil, but any value can be used up to

approximately 5 mH for practical reasons. The continuous current ratings are in the range of 100–6000 A.

The international standards that cover line traps are ANSI C93.3-1995 [23] and IEC 60353-1989 [24].
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10.10.1 Coupling Equipment and Hybrids

The high frequency signal is coupled into the transmission line by utilizing single frequency, double

frequency, high pass, or band-pass frequency filters inside the line tuner that series resonate with the

capacitance in a coupling capacitor (CC) or CCVT. The CCVT also has a voltage output to monitor

phase voltage. The line tuner is usually located at the base of the CC or CCVT in the substation.

There is also a class of coupling equipment called hybrids. Hybrids are located alongside the receiver–

transmitter equipment. They are used to combine or split multiple transmitter frequencies while

maintaining isolation between transmitters and reducing intermodulation distortion. The types are

1. balanced (resistive),

2. unbalanced (skewed–resistive),

3. reactance, and

4. L=C.

10.10.2 Receiver–Transmitter Equipment

The state of the art receiver–transmitter equipment available today employs microprocessor controlled,

programmable equipment that can be programmed to be either on–off or FSK carrier in one device.

These devices also have built-in diagnostic and automatic transmitter and receiver sensitivity configur-

ation functions. They also have Ethernet connections that allow them to be integrated into substation

automation systems.

This equipment can provide 1–100 watts signal output between 30 and 500 kHz in either 2-wire or

4-wire configuration.

10.11 Installation Considerations for Dry-Type
Air-Core Reactors

10.11.1 Introduction

Installation considerations for oil-immersed reactors are generally the same as those for oil-immersed

transformers. Therefore, the appropriate section of Electric Power Transformer Engineering can be

referenced regarding issues and guidance related to the installation of oil-immersed reactors.

Installation considerations for dry-type iron-core reactors are similar to those for dry-type trans-

formers. Hence, the appropriate section of Electric Power Transformer Engineering can be used for

guidance concerning issues related to the installation of dry-type iron-core reactors.

In the case of dry-type air-core reactors, however, there are several unique and specific installa-

tion considerations. Therefore, this section focuses only on dry-type air-core reactor installation

considerations.2
10.11.2 Notes on Safety

10.11.2.1 Electrical Safety

The dry-type air-core reactor winding and all associated elements, such as terminals, winding end

electrodes, mounting fittings, are live when the reactor is in service. It is the responsibility of the

contractor, customer, or user to safeguard persons in accordance with the applicable electrical safety

code and regulations during the installation, operation, and maintenance of the reactors.
2The installation considerations presented are only provided for background information and general guidance

and are not intended to replace installation information provided by the reactor manufacturer. Specific details are

typically provided by the equipment manufacturer. The manufacturer’s installation guidelines only should strictly be

followed for the installation of dry-type air-core reactors as details are often equipment design specific.
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10.11.2.2 Magnetic Field

The magnetic field of a dry-type air-core reactor loaded with current is not constrained and will occupy

the space around the reactor. Although the magnetic field decreases with increasing distance from the

reactor, the presence of this field must be taken into consideration in the design of the installation.

Information concerning the magnetic field strength around the reactor can often be provided by the

reactor manufacturer.
10.11.3 Transport and Receiving Inspection

10.11.3.1 Transport

All transport to and from the installation site should be exclusively carried out with the packing still in

place and using suitable lifting and transport equipment. During transport, the units must be adequately

fixed onto the transport equipment and in compliance with government regulations. Impact loading

during handling and any jerking during hoisting and lowering is to be avoided.

When lifting the units, all lifting lugs expressly marked for this purpose must be utilized and the load

distributed equally; approved multilifting point slings should be utilized.

10.11.3.2 Inspection of the Equipment upon Arrival

When the reactor consignment arrives, the condition of the packing should be examined visually. If the

packing is damaged, immediately inform the manufacturer via fax, email, or telephone about the exact

extent of the damage. In such cases, the removal of the packing should only be performed in the presence

of a representative of the transport insurance company, in order to determine the extent of possible

damage to the reactors and to determine the liability. The manufacturer should be supplied with a

complete description of the damage to the reactors, in order that instructions can be provided regarding

appropriate actions.

10.11.3.3 Unpacking

10.11.3.3.1 Crates or Cases

If possible, the unpacking should be performed in close vicinity to the place of assembly, on a firm and

level base. Where applicable, the top of the crate or case should be cleaned before uncrating to avoid any

contaminants falling into the reactor when the crate or case roof is removed. Remove all items from the

case or crate and check them against the packing list for completeness.

10.11.3.4 Visual Inspection of the Equipment after Unpacking

After unpacking, a visual inspection of the units for possible damage should be made. Check all

parts of the reactor for signs of deformation or damage. If damage is detected, do not install

the reactor and contact the manufacturer for further information. Check for coating damage

on the surface of unit. If damage to the surface below the coating is apparent, immediately contact

the manufacturer for guidance. If the coating (paint) is only scuffed, installation may proceed. It is

important that only manufacturer approved paint and recoating procedures be used to recoat the

damaged area.
10.11.4 Installation

10.11.4.1 Assembly of the Reactor

1. Knocks or blows to reactor surfaces should be avoided to prevent possible damage to the reactor

components.

2. If it is necessary for site personnel to go on top of the reactor, care must be taken to ensure foot-

wear is clean.
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3. When work is to be performed above or alongside of the reactor, any loose items should be

removed from pockets to avoid dropping items into reactor cooling ducts, which could lead to

premature reactor failure.

4. If an item is dropped, it is important to ensure that it is recovered and removed before energizing

the reactor.

5. Falling items may also pose a safety hazard to those working below and may damage support

insulator sheds.

6. If electrical connections are not made at the time of reactor erection, both reactor terminals should

be grounded until system connections are made. This will eliminate the possibility of the

accumulation of stray or induced charge from surrounding lines or equipment on the reactor

winding.

7. It is important that only the hardware that is provided with the reactors is used for reactor

assembly. In most cases hardware is austenitic stainless steel to avoid overheating due to eddy

current induction effect.

8. For general information concerning erection of equipment, reference can be made to the local

uniform building code (UBC).

9. The reactor manufacturer may be consulted for details regarding reactor forces resulting in

overturning moments. This information is required for foundation design, including anchorage.

10.11.4.2 Electrical Connection, Grounding

As far as possible, the connecting leads are to be orientated in a radial direction and perpendicular to the

coil vertical axis to minimize the electromagnetic force and the induced heating effect on the connectors

by the magnetic field of the reactor.

Connection cables should be provided with sufficient sag, and connecting bars should be equipped

with suitable expansion elements, so as to provide adequate mechanical decoupling of the reactor

terminals from the system.

Large ampacity connection cables can exert high static loads on the terminals. Also, long runs of cable may

be subjected to large electrodynamic forces during short circuit conditions. Therefore, the connecting cables

should be supported in the vicinity of the coil to minimize the forces and moments on the terminals.

Attention should be paid when using bundled cables so as to avoid torsional loads on terminals. Care

should be taken to minimize any prestressing of reactor terminals. Terminal loading must be kept as far

below maximum loads (provided by the manufacturer) as possible.

Before the electrical connections are made to the reactor terminals, the contact area of the terminals

must be prepared. Application of a suitable electrical contact compound is recommended.

The bolts for electrical connection to the reactor terminals must meet the requirements given in the

applied standards. For large dry-type air-core reactors, the use of nonmagnetic (austenitic) stainless steel

bolts is recommended. To maintain the required contact pressure, bolted connections should be

equipped with spring-type lock washers preferably made out of mechanically plated (to avoid hydrogen

embrittlement) austenitic stainless spring steel.

The reactor winding and all elements, which are integrated with the winding, such as terminals,

winding end electrodes, mounting fittings, etc., are live when the reactor is in service. Therefore, it

is important to keep all grounded cable sheaths or other components well away from the reactor.

Relevant clearances for phase-to-ground voltages must be met between all parts of each reactor and any

grounded component.

The support structure of reactors (e.g., foundation brackets) should be grounded in a manner that avoids

the creation of any electrical closed loops. The following pre-energization checklist is included as a guide.

10.11.4.3 Pre-Energization Checklist

Inspection Items: Operational Considerations Vibration
1. Check the reactor and its components for damage during transportation=installation.
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2. Verify that all magnetic clearances recommended by the reactor manufacturer have

been considered.



3. Verify that electrical clearances from all parts of the reactor to surrounding grounded

cable sheaths, structures, other equipment, etc. have been met.
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4. Check the tightening torque of all bolted connections that have been made at site in

the course of assembly, erection, and electrical connection.
p

5. Check the electrical leads to the reactor for proper alignment and sufficient sag to

avoid introduction of undue static loads on the terminals.
p

6. Check the ground connections for possible closed loops.

p
p

7. Check the cooling ducts for foreign objects, in particular for bolts, nuts, washers, and

wires, and remove them prior to energization.
8. Check the surface of the reactors and insulators for contamination. If applicable, clean

reactors and insulators prior to energization.
p

9. Check the reactor winding for damage to the surface finish and repair damage,

(after consultation with the manufacturer) if necessary.
p

10. Remove all components that do not pertain to the operation of the device, such as

tools, bolts and other metal parts, ladders, tarpaulins, etc., prior to energization.
p

10.11.4.4 Operational Considerations

10.11.4.4.1 Vibration

The magnetic field generated by the reactor, when crossing the current carrying winding of the

reactor, produces electromagnetic forces. Further, electromagnetic forces act on the electrical leads to

the reactor and on the terminals and winding end electrodes, if loaded with current. All of these forces

are proportional to the square of the current. In the case of a single frequency AC current, the forces

oscillate with twice the electrical frequency. The oscillatory forces on the winding cause the reactor to

vibrate in the axial and in the radial direction. The winding vibrations are further transmitted to reactor

components mechanically linked with the winding (winding end electrodes, support insulators, support

columns, etc.). The extent to which vibrations are initiated depends on the reactor’s power rating.

The vibrations may cause loosening of bolts and adjacent elements of the reactor and of its support

structure if bolts are not properly tightened. Vibration of the windings and other large surfaces generates

acoustic noise that is radiated by the reactor. This noise is tonal in nature and is subject to change with

the reactor’s load current. However, noticeable variations from the typical noise pattern (e.g., rattling

sound) may be an indication of loose parts.

10.11.4.4.2 External Magnetic Field

The magnetic field generated by the energized reactor induces eddy currents in neighboring metallic

parts, in the steel rebar of the concrete foundation, or in the grounding system. Depending on the size

and shape of these elements certain thermal and electrodynamic effects may occur.

Signal wiring for system control, protection, voice or data communication, and any electronic

apparatus should be properly shielded or moved away from the reactor area. The reactor manufacturer

can provide detailed analysis and consequent recommendations.

10.11.4.4.3 Magnetic Field Background and Examples of Stray Magnetic Heating

An air-core reactor generates an unconstrained magnetic field whenever electrical current is passed

through its windings. This magnetic field is most intense in the internal air-core and adjacent to the

windings, and decreases in strength with increasing distance away from the reactor outer surface.

Since reactors are commonly used where the applied voltages and currents are AC, the magnitude of

the magnetic field generated by the reactor varies proportionally with the current and the induction

effect is proportional to the frequency of the current. By magnetic induction, a time-varying magnetic

field creates electric current in metallic structures. This current, usually called eddy current, will cause

losses and consequently a temperature rise in these structures. The magnitude of these eddy currents is a

function of the magnitude of the magnetic field and the time rate of charge of the magnetic field.

The following recommendations have the objective of avoiding undue heating effects in metallic

structures due to eddy currents. The final outline drawing, which is usually part of the documentation



supplied by the manufacturer wit h each reactor, normally contains some ‘‘rule of thumb’’ information

regarding magnetic field effects and magnetic clearances. The clearances to metallic par ts are often

prov ided on the drawi ngs in terms of a recommended magnetic clearance contour (MC) for small metallic

par ts. Further information regarding reactor magnetic clearances is prov ided in IEEE C57.16 standard

requirements, terminolog y and test code for dr y-t y pe air-core series connectors, reactors, annex.

A t y pical magnetic clearance contour may derive from a limiting level for the magnetic field strength,

t y pically on the order of a few milliTesla. Outside this contour, the magnetic field strength is attenuated

to such a degree that stray heating of ‘‘small’’ metallic par ts is neg ligible. Several factors such as the t y pe

of metal, geometr y of the par t, and its orientation vs. the magnetic field have an impact on the thermal

effects. However, as a rule of thumb any metallic object that is less than 200 mm (8 in.) � 200 mm (8 in.) �
200 mm (8 in.) may be regarded as small.

The main concern regarding eddy current heating effects can be more extensive in metallic geometries

or structures consisting of sheets, grids, rods, or w ires forming closed loops that are crossed by the

magnetic field; especially for large dr y-t y pe air-core reactors.

Examples of such structures are

. reinforced concrete utilizing steel rebar or grids forming closed loops,

. metallic fences near a reactor,

. metal sheets for roofing and wall cladding ,

. copper grounding grids or conductors forming closed loops, and

. sky w ires, etc. for lig htning protection.

For such structures, it is recommended to maintain a distance to the reactor surface, which is at least

tw ice the value shown on the reactor outline draw ing for the magnetic clearance to small metallic par ts.

This contour is also usually included on draw ings. In some cases, only a por tion of the loop may lie

w ithin the second clearance contour identified above, w ith the other section of the circuit outside the

contour. These t y pes of loops should also be avoided.

The rebar in concrete pads and foundations for large reactors (t y pically ratings greater than 500 kVA),

installed outdoors and the rebar in the floor underneath or in the ceiling above large reactors installed

indoors, become of concern for possible eddy current heating effects, due to the magnetic field of the

reactor. Such effects may be mitigated by prov iding a nonmetallic separation between all indiv idual steel

rebar rods so as to avoid the formation of loops. It is fur ther recommended to maintain a maximum

rebar rod diameter (roug hly 12 mm) to minimize the induction of eddy currents in the rods themselves.

Fiberg lass rebar or non metallic fiber reinforced concrete may be used to eliminate potential stray

magnetic heating of the concrete near a large reactor.

Continuous metallic fencing or other closed loops around reactors may also experience local hot

spots or sparking as gates are opened or closed. Therefore, it is recommended to isolate (sectionalize)

the fence sections by using double posts, including gates w ith only one ground per fence section.

Another option is to consider nonmetallic fencing materials; true nonmetallic fencing materials and

not v inyl clad.

Where large electrical loops exist around the reactors at distances even beyond the rule of thumb

minimum clearances described above, it is recommended to avoid any hig h resistance contact points

between loop sections. For example, where sheet steel roof or wall sections are used near the reactors

(w ithin say five times the magnetic clearance contour distance for small par ts), care should be taken

at the sheet joints and fastening points. The panel sections should either be electrically isolated from

each other and from structural steel elements, or the electrical contact resistance between sheets and

between sheets and structural members should be on the same order as the electrical resistance of the

sheets themselves. In this case, any induced current in the panel sections will not be forced through

high resistance contact points, which could cause local overheating. Instead, the panels will experi-

ence an insignificant, more uniform temperature rise over the entire surface area (see Figure 10.54).

A circulating current, I, is forced through points A and B. The concentrated current flowing through

these points creates local hot spots. Therefore, these sheets should either be electrically isolated with
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Steel roof panels

B
I

some small barrier strip or the two sheets can

be welded together or bolted at many points

to form a low resistance contact between

sheets.
A

FIGURE 10.54 Example of improper joining of panels and

potential local overheating.
10.11.5 Partial Indoor
Installation

Where a roof is constructed above the

reactors but one or more walls are left open

to the environment, care should be taken to

ensure that the reactors are adequately pro-

tected by the roof from contamination and

rain. The roof overhang should extend out

beyond the edge of each reactor at least the

same distance as the roof is above the top

edge of the reactors.

10.11.6 Room Ventilation

When dry-type air-core reactors are
installed indoors, it is important to ensure adequate ventilation is provided to keep the ambient

temperature around the reactors to temperature values stated in the reactor specification and per the

appropriate international standard; consistent with maximum and 24 h average ambient temperature.

Ideally, the air around the reactors should be calm. Where forced air cooling is necessary, care

should be taken not to force the air stream directly toward the reactors, since this may disturb the natural

convective airflow up the reactor cooling ducts and cause the reactor windings to overheat in some areas.

Any forced air cooling should be directed as much as possible away from the reactor windings, with

baffles or other apparatus used to disperse the air stream and calm the air around the reactor.

If these general recommendations are considered when installing reactors indoors, the potential for

local hot spots can be eliminated. If in doubt, the reactor manufacturer, upon request can often provide

specific guidance and analysis for particular reactor installation sites.
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Insulating media in high voltage transformers consists of paper wrapped around the conductors in the

transformer coils plus mineral oil and pressboard to insulate the coils from ground. From the moment a

transformer is placed in service, both the solid and liquid insulation begin a slow but irreversible process

of degradation.
11.1 Solid Insulation—Paper

11.1.1 Composition of Paper—Cellulose

Paper and pressboard are composed primarily of cellulose, which is a naturally occurring polymer of

plant origin. From a chemical perspective, cellulose is a naturally occurring polymer. Each cellulose

molecule is initially composed of approximately 1000 repeating units of a monomer that is very similar

to glucose. As the cellulose molecule degrades, the polymer chain ruptures and the average number of

repeating units in each cellulose molecule decreases. With this reduction in the degree of polymerization

of cellulose, there is a decrease in the mechanical strength of the cellulose as well as a change in

brittleness and color. As a consequence of this degradation, cellulose will reach a point at which it will

no longer properly function as an insulator separating conductors. When cellulose will reach its end of

life as an insulator depends greatly on the rate at which it degrades.
11.1.2 Parameters That Affect Degradation of Cellulose

11.1.2.1 Heat

Several chemical reactions contribute to the degradation of cellulose. Oxidation and hydrolysis are the

most significant reactions that occur in oil-filled electrical equipment. These reactions are dependent on

the amounts of oxygen, water, and acids that are in contact with the cellulose. In general, the greater the

level of these components, the faster are the degradation reactions. Also, the rates of the degrada-

tion reactions are greatly dependent on temperature. As the temperature rises, the rates of chemical

reactions increase.

For every 10 8 (Celsius) rise in temperature, reaction rates double.



Consequently, the useful life of cellulose and oil is markedly reduced at higher temperatures. Paper

and oil subjected to an increased temperature of 108C will have their lives reduced by a factor of 50%.

Elevations in temperature can result from voluntary events such as increased loading, or they can result

from a large number of involuntary events, such as the occurrence of fault processes (partial discharge

and arcing).

11.1.2.2 Oxygen

The cellulose that is present in paper, pressboard, and wood oxidizes readily and directly to carbon

oxides. The carbon oxides (carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide) that are found in oil-filled electrical

equipment result primarily from the cellulose material. This has very important consequences, since the

useful life of major electrical devices such as power transformers is generally limited by the integrity of

the solid insulation—the paper. It is now possible to determine more closely the extent and the rate of

degradation of the cellulose by observing the levels of the carbon oxides in the oil as a function of time.

As cellulose reacts with oxygen, carbon dioxide, water, and possibly carbon monoxide are produced.

Carbon monoxide is produced if there is an insufficient supply of oxygen to meet the demands of the

oxidation reaction. The levels of these products in the oil continue to increase as oxidation continues.

However, they never exceed concentrations in the oil that are referred to as their solubility limits, which

are temperature and pressure dependent. After the solubility limit of each has been reached, further

production cannot increase their concentration in the oil. If carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide were

to ever exceed their solubility limits, they would form bubbles that would be lost to the atmosphere or to

a gas blanket; this rarely happens. Any water that forms will fall to the bottom of the tank or be adsorbed

into the solid insulation (the cellulose).

11.1.2.3 Moisture

Cellulose has a great affinity for holding water (notice how well paper towels work). Water that is held in

the paper can migrate into the oil as the temperature of the system increases, or the reverse can happen

as the temperature of the system decreases. In a typical large power transformer, the quantity of cellulose

in the solid insulation can be several thousand pounds.

For new transformers, the moisture content of the cellulose is generally recommended to be no more

than 0.5%. Water distributes between the oil and the paper in a constant ratio, depending on the

temperature of the system. As the temperature increases, water moves from the paper into the oil until

the distribution ratio for the new temperature is achieved. Likewise, as the temperature decreases, water

moves in the opposite direction.

In addition to the water that is in the paper and the oil at the time a transformer is put into service,

there is also water introduced into the system because of the ongoing oxidation of the cellulose. Water is

a product of the oxidation of cellulose, and it is therefore always increasing in concentration with time.

Even if the transformer were perfectly sealed, the moisture concentration of the paper would continue to

increase. The rate of generation of water is determined primarily by the oxygen content of the oil and the

temperature of the system. An increase in either of these factors increases the rate of water generation.

11.1.2.4 Acid

Cellulose can degrade by a chemical process referred to as hydrolysis. During hydrolysis, water is

consumed in the breaking of the polymeric chains in the cellulose molecules. The process is catalyzed

by acids. Acids are present in the oil that is in contact with the cellulose. Carboxylic acids are produced

from the oil as a result of oxidation. The acid content of the oil increases as the oil oxidizes. With an

increase in acidity, the degradation of the cellulose increases.
11.2 Liquid Insulation—Oil

The insulating fluid that has the greatest use in electrical equipment is mineral oil. There are insulating

materials that may be superior to mineral oil with respect to both dielectric and thermal properties;
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however, to date, none has achieved the requisite combination of equal or better performance at an

equal or better price. Consequently, mineral oil continues to serve as the major type of liquid insulation

used in electrical equipment.

11.2.1 Composition of Oil

11.2.1.1 Types of Hydrocarbons and Properties of Each

Mineral oil can vary greatly in its composition. All mineral oils are mixtures of hydrocarbon compounds

with about 25 carbon atoms per molecule. The blend of compounds that is present in a particular oil is

dependent on several factors, such as the source of the crude oil and the refining process. Crude oils

from different geographical areas will have different chemical structures (arrangement of the carbon

atoms within the molecules). Crude oils from some sources are higher in paraffinic compounds, whereas

others are higher in naphthenic compounds. Crude oils also contain significant amounts of aromatic and

polyaromatic compounds. Some of the polyaromatic compounds are termed ‘‘heterocyclics’’ because,

besides carbon and hydrogen, they contain other atoms such as nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen.

Some heterocyclics are beneficial (e.g., oxidation inhibitors), but most are detrimental (e.g., oxidation

initiators, electrical charge carriers).

The refining of crude oil for the production of dielectric fluids reduces the aromatic and polyaromatic

content to enhance the dielectric properties and stability of the oil.

The terms paraffinic and naphthenic refer to the arrangement of carbon atoms in the oil molecule.

Carbon atoms that are arranged in straight or branched chains, i.e., carbon atoms bonded to one

another in straight or branched lines, are referred to as being paraffinic. Carbon atoms that are bonded

to one another to form rings of generally five, six, or seven carbons are referred to as being naphthenic.

Carbon atoms that are bonded as rings of benzene are referred to as being aromatic. Carbon atoms that

are contained in ‘‘fused’’ benzene rings are referred to as being polyaromatic. These forms of bonded

carbon atoms are depicted in Figure 11.1. The straight lines represent the chemical bonds between

carbon atoms that are present (but not depicted) at the ends and vertices of the straight lines.

Figure 11.2 illustrates a typical oil molecule. Remember that a particular oil will contain a mixture of

many different molecular species and types of carbon atoms. Whether a particular oil is considered

paraffinic or naphthenic is a question of degree. If the oil contains more paraffinic carbon atoms than

naphthenic carbons, it is considered a paraffinic oil. If it contains more naphthenic carbons, it is

considered a naphthenic oil.

The differences in the chemical composition will result in differences in physical properties and in the

chemical behavior of the oils after they are put in service. The chemical composition has profound

effects on the physical characteristics of the oil.
Paraffin Isoparaffin

Napthenes Aromatic Polyaromatic

FIGURE 11.1 Carbon configurations in oil molecules.
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= C in Paraffinic Structure, Cp = 32%

= C in Naphthenic Structure, Cn = 44%

= C in Aromatic Structure, Ca = 24%

FIGURE 11.2 Typical oil molecule.
For electrical equipment, the main concerns are:

. Paraffinic oils tend to form waxes (solid compounds) at low temperature.

. Paraffinic oils have a lower thermal stability than that of naphthenic and aromatic oils.

. Paraffinic oils have a higher viscosity at low temperature than that of naphthenic and

aromatic oils.

These factors can impair the performance of high-voltage electrical equipment. The first two factors

have an unfavorable effect on the dielectric characteristics of the oil. The third factor unfavorably affects

the heat=dissipation ability of the oil. Unfortunately, the availability of insulating oil is limited.

Therefore, electrical equipment owners have a choice of only a few producers, who produce only a

very few different products.

11.2.1.2 Oxidation Inhibitors

Oxidation inhibitors, such as DBPC (di-tertiary butyl paracresol) and DBP (di-tertiary butylphenol), are

often added to oil to retard the oxidation process. These compounds work by attracting oxygen

molecules to themselves rather than allowing oxygen to bind with oil molecules. With time, the inhibitor

gets consumed because of its preferential reaction with oxygen. As a result, the oil will then oxidize at a

more rapid rate. The remedy is to add inhibitor to oil that has lost its antioxidant capabilities.

11.2.2 Functions of Oil

11.2.2.1 Electrical Insulation

The primary function of insulating oil is to provide a dielectric medium that acts as insulation

surrounding various energized conductors. Another function of the insulating oil is to provide a

protective coating to the metal surfaces within the device. This coating protects against chemical

reactions, such as oxidation, that can influence the integrity of connections, affect the formation of

rust, and contribute to the consequent contamination of the system.

Insulating oil, however, is not a good lubricant. Despite this fact, it is widely used in load tap changers,

circuit breakers, and transformers. Therefore, Its use in these devices presents a challenge to the

mechanical design of the system.

11.2.2.2 Heat Dissipation

A secondary function of the insulating fluid is to serve as a dissipater of heat. This is of particular

importance in transformers where localized heating of the windings and core can be severe. The oil aids

in the removal of heat from these areas and distributes the thermal energy over a generally large mass of

oil and the tank of the device. Heat from the oil can then be transferred by means of conduction,

convection, and radiation to the surrounding environment.

All mineral oils are comparable in their ability to conduct and dissipate heat. To ensure that a given oil

will perform satisfactorily with respect to heat dissipation, several specifications are placed on the oil.
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These specifications are based upon certain factors that influence the oil’s ability to dissipate heat over a

wide range of possible operating conditions. These factors include such properties as viscosity, pour

point, and flash point.

11.2.2.3 Diagnostic Purposes

The third function of the insulating fluid is to serve as an indicator of the operational condition of the

liquid-filled equipment. The condition (both chemical and electrical) of the insulating fluid reflects the

operational condition of the electrical device. In a sense, the fluid can provide diagnostic information

about the electrical device much like blood can provide diagnostic information about the human body.

The condition of the blood is important as it relates to its primary function of transporting oxygen and

other chemical substances to the various parts of the body. Indeed the condition of the blood is

symptomatic of the overall health of the body. For example, the analysis of the blood can be used to

diagnose a wide variety of health problems related to abnormal organ function.

In much the same way, insulating fluid can be viewed as serving its primary functions as an insulator

and heat dissipater. It can also be viewed as serving another (and perhaps equally important) function as

a diagnostic indicator of the operational health of liquid-filled equipment. This is possible because when

faults develop in liquid-filled equipment, they cause energy to be dissipated through the liquid. This

energy can cause a chemical degradation of the liquid. An analysis for these degradation products can

provide information about the type of fault that is present.
11.2.3 Parameters That Affect Oil Degradation

11.2.3.1 Heat

Just as temperature influences the rate of degradation of the solid insulation, so does it affect the rate of

oil degradation. Although the rates of both processes are different, both are influenced by temperature in

the same way. As the temperature rises, the rates of degradation reactions increase.

For every 10 8 (Celsius) rise in temperature, reaction rates double!

11.2.3.2 Oxygen

Hydrocarbon-based insulating oil, like all products of nature, is subject to the ongoing, relentless process

of oxidation. Oxidation is often referred to as aging. The abundance of oxygen in the atmosphere

provides the reactant for this most common degradation reaction. The ultimate products of oxidation of

hydrocarbon materials are carbon dioxide and water. However, the process of oxidation can involve the

production of other compounds that are formed by intermediate reactions, such as alcohols, aldehydes,

ketones, peroxides, and acids.

11.2.3.3 Partial Discharge and Thermal Faulting

Of all the oil degradation processes, hydrogen gas requires the lowest amount of energy to be produced.

Hydrogen gas results from the breaking of carbon–hydrogen bonds in the oil molecules. All of the three

fault processes (partial discharge, thermal faulting, and arcing) will produce hydrogen, but it is only with

partial discharge or corona that hydrogen will be the only gas produced in significant quantity. In the

presence of thermal faults, along with hydrogen will be the production of methane together with ethane

and ethylene. The ratio of ethylene to ethane increases as the temperature of the fault increases.

11.2.3.4 Arcing

With arcing, acetylene is produced along with the other fault gases. Acetylene is characteristic of arcing.

Because arcing can generally lead to failure over a much shorter time interval than faults of other types,

even trace levels of acetylene (a few parts per million) must be taken seriously as a cause for concern.

11.2.3.5 Acid

High levels of acid (generally acid levels greater than 0.6 mg KOH=g of oil) cause sludge formation in the

oil. Sludge is a solid product of complex chemical composition that can deposit throughout
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the transformer. The deposition of sludge can seriously and adversely affect heat dissipation and

ultimately result in equipment failure.

11.3 Sources of Contamination

11.3.1 External

External sources of contamination can generally be minimized by maintaining a sealed system, but on

some types of equipment (e.g., free-breathing devices) this is not possible. Examples of external sources

of contamination are moisture, oxygen, and solid debris introduced during maintenance of the equip-

ment or during oil processing.

11.3.2 Internal

Internal sources of contamination can be controlled only to a limited extent because these sources of

contamination are generally chemical reactions (like the oxidation of cellulose and the oxidation of oil)

that are constantly ongoing. They cannot be stopped, but their rates are determined by factors that are

well understood and often controllable. Examples of these factors are temperature and the oxygen

content of the system.

Internal sources of contamination are:

. Nonmetallic particles such as cellulose particles from the paper and pressboard

. Metal particles from mechanical or electrical wear

. Moisture from the chemical degradation of cellulose (paper insulation and pressboard)

. Chemical degradation products of the oil that result from its oxidation (e.g., acids, aldehydes,

ketones)
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12.1 Purpose of Electrical Bushings

ANSI=IEEE Std. C57.19.00 [1] defines an electrical bushing as ‘‘an insulating structure, including a

through conductor or providing a central passage for such a conductor, with provision for mounting a

barrier, conducting or otherwise, for the purpose of insulating the conductor from the barrier and

conducting current from one side of the barrier to the other.’’ As a less formal explanation, the purpose

of an electrical bushing is simply to transmit electrical power in or out of enclosures, i.e., barriers, of an

electrical apparatus such as transformers, circuit breakers, shunt reactors, and power capacitors. The

bushing conductor may take the form of a conductor built directly as a part of the bushing or,

alternatively, as a separate conductor that is drawn through, usually through the center of, the bushing.

Since electrical power is the product of voltage and current, insulation in a bushing must be capable of

withstanding the voltage at which it is applied, and its current-carrying conductor must be capable

of carrying rated current without overheating the adjacent insulation. For practical reasons, bushings are

not rated by the power transmitted through them; rather, they are rated by the maximum voltage and

current for which they are designed.



12.2 Types of Bushings

There are many methods to classify the ty pes of bushings. These classifications are based on practical

reasons, which w ill become apparent in the follow ing discussion in three broad areas. Bushings can be

classified:

1. According to insulating media on ends

2. According to construction

3. According to insulation inside bushing

12.2.1 According to Insulating Media on Ends

One method is to designate the t y pes of insulating media at the ends of the bushing . This classification

depends primarily on the final application of the bushing .

An air-to-oil bushing has air insulation at one end of the bushing and oil insulation at the other. Since

oil is more than tw ice as strong dielectrically as air at atmospheric pressure, the oil end is approximately

half as long (or less) than the air end. This t y pe of bushing is commonly used between atmospheric air

and any oil-filled apparatus.

An air-to-air bushing has air insulation on both ends and is normally used in building applications

where one end is exposed to outdoor atmospheric conditions and the other end is exposed to indoor

conditions. The outer end may have hig her creep distances to w ithstand hig her-pollution env ironments,

and it may also have hig her strike distances to w ithstand transient voltages during adverse weather

conditions such as rainstorms.

Special application bushings have limited usage and include: air-to-SF6 bushings, usually used in SF6-

insulated circuit breakers; SF6-to-oil bushings, used as transitions between SF6 bus ducts and oil-filled

apparatus; and oil-to-oil bushings, used between oil bus ducts and oil-filled apparatus.

12.2.2 According to Construction

There are basically two types of construction, the solid or bulk type and the capacitance-graded or

condenser type.

12.2.2.1 Solid Bushing

The solid-t y pe bushing , depicted in Figure 12.1, is ty pically made wi th a central conductor and porcelain

or epoxy insulators at either end and is used primarily at the lower voltages through 25 kV. Generally,

this construction is relatively simple compared with the capacitance-graded type. This was the con-

struction method used for the original bushings, and its current usage is quite versatile with respect to

size. Solid bushings are commonly used in applications ranging from small distribution transformers

and circuit switchers to large generator step-up transformers and hydrogen-cooled power generators.

At the lower end of the applicable voltage range, the central conductor can be a small-diameter lead

connected directly to the transformer winding, and such a lead typically passes through an arbitrarily

shaped bore of an outer and inner porcelain or epoxy insulator(s). Between the two insulators there is

typically a mounting flange for mounting the bushing to the transformer or other apparatus. In one

unique design, only one porcelain insulator was used, and the flange was assembled onto the porcelain

after the porcelain had been fired. At higher voltages, particularly at 25 kV, more care is taken to make

certain that the lead and bore of the insulator(s) are circular and concentric, thus ensuring that the

electric stresses in the gap between these two items are more predictable and uniform. For higher-

current bushings, typically up to 20 kA, large-diameter circular copper leads or several copper bars

arranged in a circle and brazed to copper end plates can be used.

The space between the lead and the insulator may consist of only air on lower-voltage solid-type

bushings, or this space may be filled with electric-grade mineral oil or some other special compound

on higher-voltage bushings. The oil may be self-contained within the bushing, or it may be oil from
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FIGURE 12.1 Solid-type bushing.
the apparatus in which the bushing is installed. Special compounds are typically self-contained. Oil

and compounds are used for three reasons: First, they enable better cooling of the conductor than does

air. Second, they have higher dielectric constants (about 2.2 for oil) than air, and therefore, when used

with materials with higher dielectric constants, such as porcelain or epoxy, they endure a smaller share

of the voltage than an equally sized gap occupied by air. The result is that oil and compounds

withstand higher voltages than air alone. Third, oil and other compounds display higher breakdown

strengths than air.

The primary limitation of the solid bushing is its ability to withstand 60-Hz voltages above 90 kV.

Hence, its applications are limited to 25-kV equipment ratings, which have test voltages of 70 kV. Recent

applications require low partial-discharge limits on the 25-kV terminals during transformer test and

have caused further restrictions on the use of this type of bushing. In these cases, either a specially

designed solid bushing, with unique grading shielding that enables low inherent partial-discharge levels,

or a more expensive capacitance-graded bushing must be used.

12.2.2.2 Capacitance-Graded Bushings

Technical literature dating back to the early twentieth century describes the principles of the capacitance-

graded bushing [2]. R. Nagel of Siemens published a German paper [3] in 1906 describing an analysis

and general principles of condenser bushings, and A.B. Reynders of Westinghouse published a U.S.

paper [4] that described the principles of the capacitance-graded bushing and compared the character-

istics of these bushings with those of solid-type construction. Thereafter, several additional papers were

published, including those by individuals from Micafil of Switzerland and ASEA of Sweden.

The value of the capacitance-graded bushing was quickly demonstrated, and this bushing type was

produced extensively by those companies possessing the required patents. Currently, this construction is

used for virtually all voltage ratings above 25-kV system voltage and has been used for bushings through

1500-kV system voltage. This construction uses conducting layers at predetermined radial intervals

within oil-impregnated paper or some other insulation material that is located in the space between the
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central conductor and the insulator. Different manufacturers have used a variet y of materials and

methods for making capacitance-graded bushings. Early methods were to inser t concentric porcelain

cylinders w ith metallized surfaces or laminated pressboard tubes wi th embedded conductive layers.

Later designs used conductive foils, t y pically aluminum or copper, in oil-impregnated kraft paper.

An alternative method is to print semiconductive ink (different manufacturers have used different

conductiv ities) on all or some of the oil-impregnated kraft-paper w raps.

Figure 12.2 shows the general construction of an oil-filled, capacitance-graded bushing . The principal

elements are the central circular conductor, onto which the capacitance-graded core is wound; the top

and lower insulators; the mounting flange; the oil and an oil-expansion cap; and the top and bottom

terminals. Figure 12.3 is a representation of the equipotential lines in a simplified capacitance-graded

bushing in which neither the expansion cap nor the sheds on either insulator are shown. The bold lines

within the capacitance-graded core depict the voltage-grading elements. The contours of the equipoten-

tial lines show the influence of the grading elements, both radially within the core and axially along the

length of the insulators.

The mathematical equation for the radial voltage distribution as a function of diameter between two

concentric conducting cylinders is:

V(d) ¼ V ln D2=dð Þ½ �= ln D2=D1ð Þ½ � (12:1)

where

V¼ voltage between the two cylinders

d¼ position (diameter) at which the voltage is to be calculated

D1 and D2¼ diameters of the inner and outer cylinders, respectively
Oil reservoir
Magnetic oil gage

Upper insulator

Capacitance-graded core

Voltage tap receptacle

Mounting flange

CT pocket

Lower end insulator

Lower end shield

FIGURE 12.2 Oil-filled, capacitance-graded bushing.
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Since this is a logarithmic function, the voltage is nonlinear, concentrating around the central

conductor and decreasing near the outer cylinder. Likewise, the associated radial electric stress,

calculated by

E(d) ¼ 2V=[d ln (D2=D1)] (12:2)

will be the greatest at d¼D1. The lengths of grading elements and the diameters at which they are

positioned are such as to create a more uniform radial-voltage distribution than found in a solid-type

bushing.
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As seen from Figure 12.3, the axial voltage distribution along the inner and outer insulators is almost

linear when the proper capacitance grading is employed. Thus both insulators on capacitance-graded

bushings can be shor ter than their solid-bushing counterpar ts.

Capacitance-graded bushings involve many more technical and manufacturing details than solid

bushings and are therefore more expensive. These details include the insulation =conducting layer

system, equipment to w ind the capacitor core, and the oil to impregnate the paper insulation. However,

it should be noted that the radial dimension required for the capacitance-graded bushing is much less

than the solid construction, and this saves on material w ithin the bushing as well in the apparatus in

which the bushing is used. Also, from a practical standpoint, hig her-voltage bushings could not possibly

be manufactured w ith a solid construction.
12.2.3 According to Insulation Inside Bushing

Still another classification relates to the insulating material used inside the bushing . In general, these

materials can be used in either the solid- or capacitance-graded construction, and in several ty pes, more

than one of these insulating materials can be used in conjunction. The follow ing text gives a brief

description of these t y pes:

12.2.3.1 Air-Insulated Bushings

Air-insulated bushings generally are used only w ith air-insulated apparatus and are of the solid

construction that employs air at atmospheric pressure between the conductor and the insulators.

12.2.3.2 Oil-Insulated or Oil-Filled Bushings

Oil-insulated or oil-filled bushings have electrical-grade mineral oil between the conductor and the

insulators in solid-t y pe bushings. This oil can be contained w ithin the bushing , or it can be shared w ith

the apparatus in which the bushing is used. Capacitance-graded bushings also use mineral oil, usually

contained w ithin the bushing , between the insulating material and the insulators for the purposes of

impregnating the kraft paper and transferring heat from the conducting lead.

12.2.3.3 Oil-Impregnated Paper-Insulated Bushings

Oil-impregnated paper-insulated bushings use the dielectric synerg y of mineral oil and electric grades of

kraft paper to produce a composite material w ith superior dielectric-withstan d characteristics. This

material has been used extensively as the insulating material in capacitance-graded cores for approxi-

mately the last 50 years.

12.2.3.4 Resin-Bonded or -Impregnated Paper-Insulated Bushings

Resin-bonded paper-insulated bushings use a resin-coated kraft paper to fabricate the capacitance-

graded core, whereas resin-impregnated paper-insulated bushings use papers impregnated w ith resin,

which are then used to fabricate the capacitance-graded core. The latter t y pe of bushing has superior

dielectric characteristics, comparable wit h oil-impregnated paper-insulated bushings.

12.2.3.5 Cast-Insulation Bushings

Cast-insulation bushings are constructed of a solid-cast material with or without an inorganic filler.

These bushings can be either of the solid or capacitance-graded types, although the former type is more

representative of present technology.

12.2.3.6 Gas-Insulated Bushings

Gas-insulated bushings [5] use pressurized gas, such as SF6 gas, to insulate between the central

conductor and the flange. The bushing shown in Figure 12.4 is one of the simpler designs and is

typically used with circuit breakers. It uses the same pressurized gas as the circuit breaker, has no
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FIGURE 12.4 Pressurized SF6 gas bushing.
capacitance grading, and uses the dimensions and placement of the ground shield to control the electric

fields. Other designs use a lower insulator to enclose the bushing, which permits the gas pressure

to be different than within the circuit breaker. Still other designs use capacitance-graded cores made of

plastic-film material that is compatible with SF6 gas.

12.3 Bushing Standards

Several bushing standards exist in the various countries around the world. The major standards have

been established by the Transformers Committee within the IEEE Power Engineering Society and by IEC

Committee 37. Five important standards established by these committees include the following:

1. ANSI=IEEE Std. C57.19.00, Standard Performance Characteristics and Test Procedure for

Outdoor Power Apparatus Bushings [1]. This is the general standard that is widely used by

countries in the Western Hemisphere and contains definitions, service conditions, ratings, general

electrical and mechanical requirements, and detailed descriptions of routine and design test

procedures for outdoor-power-apparatus bushings.

2. IEEE Std. C57.19.01, Standard Performance Characteristics and Dimensions for Outdoor Power

Apparatus Bushings [6]. This standard lists the electrical-insulation and test-voltage requirements

for power-apparatus bushings rated from 15 through 800-kV maximum system voltages. It also

lists dimensions for standard-dimensioned bushings, cantilever-test requirements for bushings

rated through 345-kV system voltage, and partial-discharge limits as well as limits for power

factor and capacitance change from before to after the standard electrical tests.

3. IEEE Std. C57.19.03, Standard Requirements, Terminology and Test Procedures for Bushings

for DC Applications [7]. This standard gives the same type of information as ANSI=IEEE
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Std. C57.19.00 for bushings for direct-current equipment, including oil-filled conver ter trans-

formers and smoothing reactors. It also covers air-to-air dc bushings.

4. IEEE Std. C57.19.100, Guide for Application of Power Apparatus Bushings [8]. This guide

recommends practices to be used (1) for thermal loading above nameplate rating for bushings

applied on power transformers and circuit breakers and (2) for bushings connected to isolated-

phase bus. It also recommends practices for allowable cantilever loading caused by the pull of the

line connected to the bushing , applications for contaminated env ironments and hig h altitudes,

and maintenance practices.

5. IEC Publication 137 [9], Bushings for Alternating Voltages above 1000 V. This standard is the IEC

equivalent to the first standard listed above and is used w idely in European and Asian countries.
12.4 Important Design Parameters

12.4.1 Conductor Size and Material

The conductor diameter is determined primarily by the current rating . There are two factors at work

here. First, the skin depth of copper material at 60 Hz is about 1.3 cm and that of aluminum is about

1.6 cm. This means that most of the current wil l flow in the region from the outer por tion of the

conductor and radially inward to a depth of the skin depth d . Second, the losses generated w ithin a

conductor w ill be:

Ploss ¼ I2 R ¼ I2 rL =A ¼ 4I2 rL =p (D2
1 � D 20 ) (12: 3)

where

I ¼ rated current

r ¼ resistiv it y of the conductor material, ohm �m
r ¼ 1.7241 � 10 � 3 ohm �m for copper w ith 100% IACS (international annealed copper standard)

r ¼ 3.1347 � 10 � 3 ohm �m for electrical aluminum alloy w ith 55% IACS

L ¼ length of conductor, m

A ¼ cross section of conductor ¼ p(D1
2� D0

2) =4

D1 ¼ outside diameter of conductor, m

D0 ¼ D 1 � d, m

d ¼ skin depth of the conductor in the case that a tubular conductor is used

d � 0.0127 m for copper, 0.0159 m for aluminum, both at 60-Hz frequency

It can be seen from Equation 12.3 that Ploss decreases as D1 increases. Hence, design practice is to

increase the outside diameter of the conductor for higher current ratings and to limit the wall thickness

to near the skin depth. There are other technical advantages to increasing the outside conductor

diameter : First, from Equation 12.2, obser ve that electric-field stress reduces as d ¼ D1 increases.

Therefore, a larger diameter conductor will have higher partial-discharge inception and withstand

voltages. Second, the mechanical strength of the conductor is dependent on the total cross-sectional

area of the conductor, so that a larger diameter is sometimes used to achieve higher withstand forces in

the conductor.

12.4.2 Insulators

Insulators must have sufficient length to withstand the steady-state and transient voltages that the

bushing will experience. Adequate lengths depend on the insulating media in which the insulator is used

and on whether the bushing is capacitively graded. In cases where there are two different insulating

media on either side of an insulator, the medium with the inferior dielectric characteristics determines

the length of the insulator.
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12.4.2.1 Air Insulators

Primar y factors that determine the required length of insulators used in air at atmospheric pressure are

lig htning-impulse voltage under dr y conditions and power-frequency and sw itching-impulse voltages

under wet conditions. Standard dr y conditions are based on 760-mm (Hg) atmospheric pressure and

208C, and wet conditions are discussed in Section 12.6.1, High Altitude Applications.

Bushings are normally designed to be adequate for altitudes up to 1000 m. Beyond 1000 m, longer

insulators must be used to accommodate the lower air density at hig her altitudes. Under clean

conditions, air insulators for capacitively graded bushings are normally shor ter in length than insulator

housings wit hout grading elements w ithin them. However, as the insulator becomes more contamin-

ated, the effects of grading elements disappear, and the w ithstand characteristics of graded and

nongraded insulators become the same over the long term (15 to 30 min) [10]. Further guidance on

this subject is given in Section 12.6.2, Hig hly Contaminated Env ironment.

12.4.2.2 Oil Insulators

Since mineral oil is dielectrically stronger than air, the length of insulators immersed in oil is t y pically

30 to 40% the length of air insulators. In equipment having oil wit h low contamination levels, no sheds

are required on oil-immersed insulators. In situations where some contamination exists in the oil, such

as car bon par ticles in oil-insulated circuit breakers, small ripples are generally cast on the outer insulator

surface exposed to the oil.

12.4.2.3 Pressurized SF 6 Gas Insulators

Since various pressures can be used for this application, the length of the insulator can be equal to or less

than an insulator immersed in oil. Since par ticles are harmful to the dielectric strength of any

pressurized gas, precautions are generally taken to keep the SF6 gas free of par ticles. In such cases, no

sheds are required on the insulators.

12.4.3 Flange

The flange has two purposes: first, to mount the bushing to the apparatus on which it is utilized, and

second, to contain the gaskets or other means of holding the insulators in place located on the extreme

ends of the flange, as described in Section 12.4.5, Clamping System. Flange material can be cast

aluminum for hig h-activit y bushings, where the casting mold can be economically justified. In cases

where production activ ities are not so hig h, flanges can be fabricated from steel or aluminum plate

material. A fur ther consideration for hig h-current bushings is that aluminum, or some other nonmag-

netic material, is used in order to eliminate magnetic losses caused by currents induced in the flange by

the central conductor.

12.4.4 Oil Reservoir

An oil reser voir, often called the expansion cap, is required on larger bushings wi th self-contained oil

for at least one and often two related reasons: First, mineral oil expands and contracts wi th temperature,

and the oil reser voir is required to contain the oil expansion at hig h oil temperatures. Second, oil-

impregnated insulating paper must be totally submerged in oil in order to retain its insulating qualities.

Hence, the reser voir must have sufficient oil in it to maintain oil over the insulating paper at the lowest

anticipated temperatures. Since oil is an incompressible fluid, the reservoir must also contain a sufficient

volume of gas, such as nitrogen, so that excessive pressures are not created within the bushing at high

temperatures. Excessive pressures within a bushing can cause oil leakage.

On bushings for mounting at angles up to about 308 from vertical, the reservoir is mounted on the top

end of the bushing. On smaller, lower-voltage bushings, the reservoir can be within the top end of the

upper insulator. Oil-filled bushings that are horizontally mounted usually have an oil reservoir mounted

on the flange, but some have bellows, either inside or outside the bushing, which expand and contract

with the temperature of the oil.
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For the purpose of checking the oil level in the bushing , an oil-level gauge is often incorporated into

the reser voir. There are two basic t y pes of oil gauges, the clear-g lass ty pe and the magnetic t y pe. The

former t y pe is cast from colored or clear g lass such that the oil level can be seen from any ang le of

rotation around the bushing . The second t y pe is a two-piece gauge, the par t inside the reser voir being a

float attached to a magnet that rotates on an axis perpendicular to the reservoir wall. The par t outside

the reser voir is then a gauge dial attached to a magnet that follows the rotation of the magnet mounted

inside the reser voir. This t y pe of gauge suffers a disadvantage in that it can only be v iewed at an ang le of

approximately 1208 around the bushing . For this reason, bushings wi th this t y pe of gauge are normally

rotated on the apparatus such that the gauge can be seen from ground level.
12.4.5 Clamping System

The clamping system used on bushings is ver y impor tant because it prov ides the mechanical integrit y of

the bushing . A thoroug h discussion and excellent illustration of different t y pes of clamping systems used

for all insulators, including those used on bushings, is given in Section Q.2.2 of Appendix Q of the IEEE

693-1997, Recommended Practice for Seismic Design of Substations [11].

Two t y pes of clamping systems are generally used on bushings, and a third t y pe is used less frequently.

The first, the mechanically clamped t y pe, uses an external flange on the end of each insulator, and bolts

are used to fasten them to mating par ts, i.e., the mounting flange and the top and bottom terminals.

A grading ring is often placed over this area on hig her-voltage designs to shield the bolts from electric

fields. The mechanically clamped ty pe is economical and compact, but it has an increased potential for

breakage due to stress concentration present at the bolted clamps.

The second t y pe, the center-clamped t y pe, involves the use of a compression-t y pe spring assembly in

the reser voir located at the top of the bushing , thereby placing the central conductor in tension when the

spring assembly is released. This action simultaneously places the insulators, the flange and gaskets

between these members, and the terminals at the extreme ends of the insulators in compression, thereby

sealing the gaskets. The center-clamped t y pe is also an economical, compact design, but it has the

potential of oil leaks due to cantilever or seismic forces placed on the insulator. The capacitance-graded

bushing show n in Figure 12.2 uses a center-clamped t y pe of clamping system.

The third t y pe, the cemented t y pe, uses a metal flange to encircle of the ends of the insulator. A small

radial gap is left between the outer diameter of the insulator and the inside diameter of the flange. This gap

is filled w ith grout material rigid enoug h to transfer the compressive loads but pliable enoug h to prevent

load concentrations on the porcelain. As w ith the mechanically clamped t y pe, bolts are used to fasten them

to mating par ts, and grading rings are used at the hig her voltages. This t y pe of clamping system minimizes

the potential for oil leakage or breakage due to mechanical stress concentrations, but the overall length

of the insulator must be increased slig htly in order to maintain electrical metal-metal clearances.

The pressurized gas bushing shown in Figure 12.4 uses the cemented t y pe of clamping system.

Whatever method is used for the clamping system, the clamping force must be adequate to w ithstand

the cantilever forces that w ill be exer ted on the ends of a bushing during its ser v ice life. The major

mechanical force to which the top end of an outdoor bushing is subjected during ser v ice is the cantilever

force applied to the top terminal by the line pull of the connecting lead. This force comprises the static

force exer ted during normal conditions plus the forces exer ted due to wi nd loading and=or icing on the

connecting lead. In addition, bushings mounted at an ang le from ver tical exer t a force equivalent to a

static cantilever force at the top of the bushing , and this force must be accounted for in the design.

In addition to the static forces, bushings must also withstand shor t-time dynamic forces created by

shor t-circuit currents and seismic shocks. In par ticular, the lower end of bushings mounted in circuit

breakers must also w ithstand the forces created by the interruption dev ices within the breaker.

Users can obtain guidance for allowable line pull from IEEE Std. C57.19.100-1995 [8], which

recommends permissible loading levels. According to the standard, the static line loading should not

exceed 50% of the test loading , as defined later in Section 12.8.3, and the shor t-time, dynamic loading

should not exceed 85% of the same test loading.
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12.4.6 Temperature Limits

Temperature limits within bushings depend on the type of bushing and the materials used in them.

Solid-type bushings are made of only the central conductor, the porcelain or epoxy insulator(s), and the

sealing gaskets. These bushings are therefore limited to the maximum allowable temperatures of

the sealing gaskets and possibly the epoxy insulators, if used.

The kraft-paper insulation typically used to provide electrical insulation and mechanical support for

the grading elements in a capacitance-graded bushing is severely limited by temperature. The maximum

temperature that this paper can endure without accelerated loss of life is 1058C. Standards [1] have

therefore established the following maximum temperatures for this type of bushing:

Temperature of immersion oil: 958C average over a 24-hr period, with a maximum of 1058C

Ambient air temperature: 408C

Top terminal temperature: 708C (308C rise over ambient air)

Bushing hottest-spot temperature: 1058C

IEEE Guide C57.19.100 [8] gives a detailed procedure for establishing thermal constants for conductor

hottest spot of bottom-connected bushings with no significant dielectric losses and no cooling ducts.

After the tests have been performed, an estimate for the steady-state temperature rise at any current can

be made with the following equation [12]:

DQHS ¼ k1 In þ k2 DQo (12:4)

where

DQHS¼ steady-state bushing hottest-spot rise over ambient air, 8C

DQo ¼ steady-state immersion-oil rise over ambient air, i.e., transformer top-oil rise, 8C

I ¼ per unit load current based on bushing rating

k2 ¼DQHS=DQo, with both quantities being obtained by measurement when I¼ 0

k1 ¼DQHS� k2DQo, with both quantities being obtained by measurement when I¼ 1.0

n ¼ ln DQHS I ¼ X puð Þ � k2 DQo I ¼ X puð Þ½ �f g= k1 ln I I ¼ X puð Þ½ � (12:5)

Typical values of k1, k2, and n generally range from 15 to 32, 0.6 to 0.8, and 1.6 to 2.0, respectively.

A transformer’s top-oil temperature sometimes exceeds 958C (558C rise) at rated load. In such cases,

the rating of the bushing must be derated such that the kraft-paper insulation does not exceed 1058C

(658C rise). The following equations can be used to establish a derating factor, based on the transfor-

mer’s top-oil temperature, to be multiplied by the bushing’s current rating in order to determine the

maximum current rating for that particular application:

Id ¼ d Ir (12:6)

where

Id¼ derated current at transformer top-oil temperature rise DQo

d ¼ 65� k2 DQoð Þ=k1½ �1=n
(12:7)

Ir ¼ rated current

DQo¼ transformer top-oil rise, 8C

Constants k1, k2, and n are as defined above

Note from Equation 12.7 that d¼ 1 when DQo¼ 558C. This consequently leads to the following

dependence between k1 and k2:
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FIGURE 12.5 Bushing derating factors for transformer top-oil rises between 55 and 658C.

TABLE 12.1 Definition of Cur ves Depicted in Figure 12.5

Constants k 1 and k2 Exponent, n

k 1 k 2 1.6 1.8 2.0

15.5 0.9 L K J

21.0 0.8 I H G

26.5 0.7 F E D

32.0 0.6 C B A
k1 ¼ 65 � 55 k 2 (12: 8)

Figure 12.5 shows the bushing derating factors for transformer top-oil rises between 55 and 658C. The

cur ves in Figure 12.5 are defined in Table 12.1.
12.5 Other Features of Bushings

12.5.1 Voltage Taps

It is p o s s i bl e w i t h i n c ap a c i t a n ce- g r aded bushings to create a capacitance div ider arrangement wh erein

a s m a l l vo l t a g e , o n t h e o rd e r o f 5 t o 1 0 k V, a p p e a r s a t t h e ‘‘ vo l t ag e t a p’’ w h e n t h e bu s h in g i s o p e r at e d a t

normal voltage. The voltage tap is c reat ed by at taching to o ne of the grading elements just to the

inside of th e gro unded eleme nt. This tap i s normally located i n t he flan g e, as show n i n Figure 1 2.2 an d

in more detail as an exa mple in Figure 12.6. Two se ts of standard dimensions we re used for vol tage

taps in the past, but modern bush in gs u se only one set of sta ndard dimensi o ns [6]. The cen ter

co n d u c t o r o f t h e t ap i s g ro u n d e d d u r i n g n o r m al o p e r at i o n u n l e s s vo l t a g e i s re q u ire d t o p ow e r s o m e

measuring e qu ipment.

The voltage tap can be used during the testing operation of the bushing and the apparatus into which

it is installed, as well as during field operation. In the former application, it is used to perform power-

factor and capacitance measurements on the bushing star ting at the factor y and throug hout its life, as

well as par tial-discharge measurements w ithin the bushing tested by itself or wi thin the transformer. It is

used during field operation to provide voltage to relays, which monitor phase voltages and instruct the

circuit breakers to operate under cer tain conditions, in conjunction w ith the bushing potential device,

discussed in Section 12.7.1, Bushing Potential Dev ice.
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12.5.2 Bushing Current Transformer Pockets

The bushing flange creates a ver y convenient site to locate bushing current transformers (BCTs). The

flange is extended on its inner end, and the BCTs, having 500 to 5000 turns in the w indings, are placed

around the flange. This location is called the BCT pocket and is show n in Figure 12.2. In this case, the

bushing central conductor forms the sing le-turn primar y of the BCT, and the turns in the w indings form

the secondar y. Bushings built wi th standard dimensions have standard lengths for the BCT pocket [6].

12.5.3 Lower Support=Lower Terminal

Bushings that do not use draw-throug h leads, described in Section 12.7.3, must have a lower terminal in

order to connect to the transformer w inding or the circuit-breaker internal mechanism. This terminal

can be one of any number of shapes, e.g., a smooth stud, threaded stud, spade, tang , or simply a flat

surface w ith tapped holes for an additional terminal to be attached. Standards [6] prescribe several of

these for various sizes of bushings.

One lower terminal specified by standards for bushings w ith voltage ratings 115 throug h 230 kV

incorporates the lower-suppor t function of the bushing w ith the lower terminal. The lower suppor t is an

integral par t of the second t y pe of clamping system (compression) described above, and in this function,

it helps create the required forces for compressing the seals. The lower surface of the flat suppor t

has tapped holes in it so that the desired lower terminal can be attached. Two lower terminals specified

by standards have a spherical radius of 102 mm (4.0 in.) machined into their bottom surfaces.

This spherical radius enables the use of an additional lower terminal w ith a suitably shaped matching

surface to be attached v ia the tapped holes, but at a small ang le wi th the bottom of the bushing . This

feature is useful for attaching rigid leads that are not always perfectly true wi th respect to the placement

of the bushing , or when bushings are mounted at a small ang le from ver tical.

12.5.4 Lower-End Shield

It can be seen from Figure 12.3 that all regions of the lower end of air-to-oil bushings experience

hig h dielectric stresses. In par ticular, the areas near the corners of the lower suppor t and terminal

are ver y hig hly stressed. Therefore, electrostatic shields w ith large radii, such as the one shown in
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Figure 12.2 and Figure 12.7, are attached to the lower end of these bushings in order to reduce the

electric fields that appear in this area. Shields also ser ve the purpose of shielding the bolted connections

used to connect the leads to the bushing . Since shields w ith a thin dielectric barrier are somewhat

stronger dielectrically, crepe paper is w rapped, or molded pressboard is placed on, the outer surfaces of

the shield.
12.6 Bushings for Special Applications

12.6.1 High-Altitude Applications

Bushings intended for application at altitudes hig her than 1000 m suffer from lower air densit y along the

outer insulator. Standards [1] specify that, when indicated, the minimum insulation necessar y at

the required altitude can be determined by div iding the standard insulation length at 1000 m by the

correction factor given in Table 12.2. For instance, suppose that the required length of the air insulator

on a bushing is 2.5 m at 1000-m altitude. Fur ther, suppose that this bushing is to be applied at 3000 m.

Hence, the air insulator must be at least 2.5 =0.8 ¼ 3.125 m in length. The air insulator on the bushing

designed for 1000 m must be replaced wi th a 3.125-m-long insulator, but the remainder of the bushing ,

i.e., the central core and the oil insulator, wi ll remain the same as the standard bushing because these

par ts are not affected by air insulation. These rules do not apply to altitudes hig her than 4500 m.

12.6.2 Highly Contaminated Environments

Insulators exposed to pollution must have adequate creep distance, measured along the external contour

of the insulator, to w ithstand the detrimental insulating effects of contamination on the insulator

surface. Figure 12.2 shows the undulations on the weather sheds, and additional creep distance is

obtained by adding undulations or increasing their depth. Recommendations for creep distance [8]

are shown in Table 12.3 according to four different classifications of contamination.
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TABLE 12.2 Dielectric-Strength Correction

Factors for Altitudes Greater than 1000 m

Altitude, m

Altitude Correction Factor

for Dielectric Strength

1000 1.00

1200 0.98

1500 0.95

1800 0.92

2100 0.89

2400 0.86

2700 0.83

3000 0.80

3600 0.75

4200 0.70

4500 0.67

Source: ANSI=IEEE, 1997 [1]. With permission.

TABLE 12.3 Recommended Creep Distances for Four Contamination Levels

Contamination Level

Equivalent Salt-Deposit

Density (ESDD), mg=cm2

Recommended Minimum

Creep Distance, mm=kV

Light 0.03–0.08 28

Medium 0.08–0.25 35

Heavy 0.25–0.6 44

Extra heavy above 0.6 54

Source: IEEE Std. C57.19.100-1995 (R1997) [8]. With permission.
For example, a 345-kV bushing has a maximum line-to-ground voltage of 220 kV, so that the

minimum creep is 220� 28¼ 6160 mm for a light contamination level and 220� 44¼ 9680 mm for a

heavy contamination level. The term ESDD (equivalent salt-density deposit) used in Table 12.3 is the

conductivity of the water-soluble deposits on the insulator surface. It is expressed in terms of the density

of sodium chloride deposited on the insulator surface that will produce the same conductivity.

Following are typical environments for the four contamination levels listed [8]:

Light-contamination areas include areas without industry and with low-density emission-producing

residential heating systems, and areas with some industrial areas or residential density but with frequent

winds and=or precipitation. These areas are not exposed to sea winds or located near the sea.

Medium-contamination areas include areas with industries not producing highly polluted smoke

and=or with average density of emission-producing residential heating systems, areas with high industrial

and=or residential density but subject to frequent winds and=or precipitation, and areas exposed to sea

winds but not located near the sea coast.

Heavy-contamination areas include those areas with high industrial density and large city suburbs

with high-density emission-producing residential heating systems, and areas close to the sea or exposed

to strong sea winds.

Extra-heavy-contamination areas include those areas subject to industrial smoke producing thick,

conductive deposits and small coastal areas exposed to very strong and polluting sea winds.

12.6.3 High-Current Bushings within Isolated-Phase Bus Ducts

As already noted, there are applications where temperatures can exceed the thermal capabilities of kraft-

paper insulation used within bushings. One such application is in high-current bushings that connect
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between generator step-up transformers (GSUT) and isolated-phase bus duct. Typically, forced air is

used to cool the central conductors in the isolated-phase bus duct, air forced toward the GSUT in the

two outer phases and returned at twice the speed in the center phase. Air temperatures at the outer ends

of the bushings typically range from 80 to 1008C, well above the standard limit of 408C. This means that

either a derating factor, sometimes quite severe, must be applied to the bushing’s current rating, or

materials with higher temperature limits must be used.

In older bushings, which were of the solid type, the only materials that were temperature limited were

the gaskets, typically cork neoprene or nitrile. In this case, these gasket materials were changed to higher-

temperature, oil-compatible fluorosilicon or fluorocarbon materials. However, solid-type bushings do

not have low-partial-discharge characteristics. Therefore, as requirements for low-partial-discharge

characteristics arose for GSUTs, a capacitance-grade core was used. As has already been explained,

kraft-paper insulation is limited to 1058C, so that higher-temperature materials have been adapted for

this purpose. This material is a synthetic insulation called aramid, i.e., Nomex1, and it has a limiting

temperature in the order of 2008C. The material with the next-highest limiting temperature is the

mineral oil, and to date, its temperature limits have been adequate for the high-temperature, high-

current bushing application.

12.7 Accessories Commonly Used with Bushings

12.7.1 Bushing Potential Device

It is often desirable to obtain low-magnitude voltage and moderate wattage at power frequency for

purposes of supplying voltage to synchroscopes, voltmeters, voltage-responsive relays, or other devices.

This can be accomplished by connecting a bushing potential device (BPD) [13] to the voltage tap of

a condenser-type bushing. Output voltages of a BPD are commonly in the 110 to 120-V range, or these

values divided by 1.732, and output power typically ranges from about 25 W for 115-kV bushings to

200 W for 765-kV bushings.

A simple schematic of the BPD and bushing voltage tap is shown in Figure 12.8. The BPD typically

consists of several components: a special fitting on the end of a shielded, weatherproof cable that fits into
Tap layer
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Condenser bushing
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C2

Ground layer

C3

FIGURE 12.8 Bushing potential device.
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the voltage tap of the bushing; a padding capacitor that reduces the voltage seen by the BPD; a main

transformer having an adjustable reactance; an adjustable-ratio auxiliary transformer; a tapped capacitor

used to correct the power factor of the burden; a protective spark gap in case a transient voltage appears

on the bushing; and a grounding switch that enables de-energization of the device. All items except

the first are housed in a separate cabinet, typically mounted to the side of the transformer or circuit-

breaker tank. Since the BPD is essentially a series-tuned device, output phase shift is sensitive to output

frequency. The greatest phase shift is experienced when the BPD is loaded to its rating and system

voltage is low relative to the bushing rating.

If the BPD is called upon to carry a burden beyond its capacity, the voltage appearing on the tap rises.

If it rises enough, it will cause the protective gap to operate. This phenomenon is also a consequence of

the series-resonant circuit in the BPD.

12.7.2 Upper Test Terminals

In order to perform periodic maintenance tests on bushings, transformers, and other electrical equip-

ment, it is necessary to disconnect the line leads from the bushing terminals. This often requires the

use of bucket trucks and=or lifting cranes to loosen the connections and lower the leads, particularly on

the higher voltage ratings. This operation therefore requires several people and a substantial amount

of time.

A device known as the Lapp test terminal [14] is used to simplify this operation. This device, shown

with the shunting bars opened and closed in Figure 12.9, is made of a short length of porcelain,

mounting terminals on both ends, and some shunting bars that connect both terminals during normal

operation. Its bottom terminal connects to the top terminal of the bushing, and the line leads are

connected to its top terminal. When maintenance tests are required, one end of each shunt is loosened,

and the shunts are swung away so that there is no connection from top to bottom. This enables the line

to be isolated from the bushing without actually removing the line, and the testing on the transformer or

other equipment can proceed, saving both time and manpower.

The bushing and outer-terminal design for the bushing must be adequate for the use of the Lapp

test terminal. The outer terminal must be capable of withstanding the moment placed on the top of

the test terminal without permanently bending the bushing’s top terminal or upper part of the

central conductor, and the bushing must be capable of withstanding the extra moment placed on it.
FIGURE 12.9 Lapp test terminal. (Photo courtesy of Lapp Insulator Company, Leroy, NY.)
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TABLE 12.4 Current Ratings of Bushings Capable of Being Used with Draw-Leads

Nominal System

Voltage, kV

Maximum Draw-Lead

Current Rating, A

Bottom-Connected

Current Rating, A

Minimum Diameter

inside Tube, mm

34.5–69 400 1200 22

138–230 800 1200 41

345–765 800 1200 51
The primary location of concern is at the bottom of the upper insulator, which can be lifted up off the

sealing gasket, if one is used, and allow leakage of the internal insulating oil.

At higher voltages, excessive amounts of corona may occur due to the relatively sharp edges present on

the top or both ends of the Lapp test terminal. Large-diameter corona rings are therefore placed over one

or both ends of the terminal.

12.7.3 Draw-Lead Conductors

Normally, bushings have current ratings of 1200 A or higher. Some applications of bushings mounted in

transformers with lower MVA ratings do not require these current-carrying capacities. In these cases, it

is practical to run a smaller-diameter cable inside the hollow central tube in the bushing and connect

it directly to the transformer winding. If the bushing must be removed for some reason, the transformer

oil can be lowered, as necessary, to a level below the top of the transformer tank or turret. Then, the

top of the draw-lead is unfastened from the top terminal of the bushing. The bushing can then be lifted

out of the transformer and replaced with a new one, and the top terminal is reinstalled to the draw-lead.

Finally, the oil can be adjusted to the proper level in the transformer. The use of a draw-lead therefore

enables much faster replacement of bushings and eliminates the need for time-consuming processing

of oil for the transformer.

Current-carrying capabilities of draw-leads are established by transformer manufacturers and are not

standardized at this time. In general, the capability will increase with the cross-sectional area of the cable

and decrease with the length of the cable. For these reasons, larger-sized holes are placed in the central

tubes of bushings with higher voltage ratings. Table 12.4 gives the maximum current ratings of draw-

lead applications, the current rating of the same bushing for bottom-connected applications, and the

minimum hole size in the central conductor. [6]

12.8 Tests on Bushings

12.8.1 Categories of Tests

Standards [1] designate three types of tests to be applied to bushings:

1. Design tests

2. Routine tests

3. Special tests

12.8.1.1 Design Tests

Design, or type, tests are only made on prototype bushings, i.e., the first of a design. The purpose of

design tests is to ascertain that the bushing design is adequate to meet its assigned ratings, to ensure that

the bushing can operate satisfactorily under usual or special service conditions, and to demonstrate

compliance with industry standards. These tests need not be repeated unless the customer deems it

necessary to have them performed on a routine basis.

Test levels at which bushings are tested during design tests are higher than the levels encountered

during normal service so as to establish margins that take into account dielectric aging of insulation as
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well as material and manufacturing variations in successive bushings. Bushings must withstand

these tests without evidence of partial or full failure, and incipient damage that initiates during the

dielectric tests is usually detected by comparing values of power factor, capacitance, and partial discharge

before and after the testing program.

Standards [1] prescribe the following design tests:

Low-frequency wet-withstand voltage on bushings rated 242 kV maximum system voltage and less

Full-wave lightning-impulse-withstand voltage

Chopped-wave lightning-impulse-withstand voltage

Wet-switching-impulse-withstand voltage on bushings rated 345 kV maximum system voltage and

greater

Draw-lead bushing-cap pressure test

Cantilever-withstand test

Temperature test at rated current

12.8.1.2 Routine Tests

Routine, or production, tests are made on every bushing produced, and their purpose is to check the

quality of the workmanship and the materials used in the manufacture. Standards [1] prescribe

the following routine tests:

Capacitance and power-factor measurements at 10 kV

Low-frequency dry-withstand test with partial-discharge measurements

Tap-withstand voltage test

Internal hydraulic pressure test

12.8.1.3 Special Tests

Special tests are for establishing the characteristics of a design practice and are not part of routine or

design tests. The only special test currently included in standards [1] is the thermal-stability test, only

applicable to extra high voltage (EHV) bushings, but other tests could be added in the future. These

include short-time, short-circuit withstand and seismic capabilities.
12.8.2 Dielectric Tests

12.8.2.1 Low-Frequency Tests

There are two low-frequency tests:

1. Low-frequency wet-withstand voltage test

2. Low-frequency dry-withstand voltage test

12.8.2.1.1 Low-Frequency Wet-Withstand Voltage Test

The low-frequency wet-withstand voltage test is applied on bushings rated 242 kV and below while a

waterfall at a particular precipitation rate and conductivity is applied. The values of precipitation rate,

water resistivity, and the time of application vary in different countries. American standard practice

is a precipitation rate of 5 mm=min, a resistivity of 178 ohm-m, and a test duration of 10 sec, whereas

European practice is 3 mm=min, 100 ohm�m, and 60 sec, respectively [15]. If the bushing flashes

over externally during the test, it is allowed that the test be applied one additional time. If this attempt

also flashes over, then the test fails and something must be done to modify the bushing design or test

setup so that the capability can be established.

12.8.2.1.2 Low-Frequency Dry-Withstand Voltage Test

The low-frequency dry-withstand test was, until recently, made for a 1-min duration without the aid

of partial-discharge measurements to detect incipient failures, but standards [1] currently specify a
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one-hour duration for the design test, in addition to partial-discharge measurements. The present test

procedure is:

Partial discharge (either radio-influence voltage or apparent charge) shall be measured at 1.5 times the

maximum line-ground voltage. Maximum limits for partial discharge vary for different bushing

constructions and range from 10 to 100 mV or pC.

A 1-min test at the dry-withstand level, approximately 1.7 times the maximum line-ground voltage, is

applied. If an external flashover occurs, it is allowed to make another attempt, but if this one also fails,

the bushing fails the test. No partial-discharge tests are required for this test.

Partial-discharge measurements are repeated every 5 min during the one-hour test duration at 1.5

times maximum line-ground voltage required for the design test. Routine tests specify only a measure-

ment of partial discharge at 1.5 times maximum line-ground voltage, after which the test is considered

complete.

Bushing standards were changed in the early 1990s to align with the transformer practice, which

started to use the one-hour test with partial-discharge measurements in the late 1970s. Experience with

this new approach has been good in that incipient failures were uncovered in the factory test laboratory,

rather than in service, and it was decided to add this procedure to the bushing test procedure. Also from

a more practical standpoint, bushings are applied to every transformer, and transformer manufacturers

require that these tests be applied to the bushings prior to application so as to reduce the number of

bushing failures during the transformer tests.

12.8.2.2 Wet-Switching-Impulse-Withstand Voltage

This test is required on bushings rated for 345-kV systems and above. The test waveshape is 250 ms time-

to-crest and 2500 ms time-to-half-value with tolerance of +30% on the time to crest and +20% on the

time-to-half-value. This is the standard waveshape for testing insulation systems without magnetic-core

steel present in the test object and is different than the waveshape for transformers.

Three different standard test procedures are commonly used to establish the wet-switching-impulse-

withstand voltage of the external insulation:

Fifteen impulses of each polarity are applied, with no more than two flashovers allowed.

Three impulses of each polarity are applied. If a flashover occurs, then it is permitted to apply three

additional impulses. If no flashovers occur at either polarity, then the bushing passes the test. Otherwise,

the bushing fails the test.

The 90% (1.3 s) level is established from the 50% flashover tests.

12.8.2.3 Lightning-Impulse Tests

The same waveshapes are used to establish the lightning-impulse capability of bushings and transform-

ers. The waveshape for the full wave is 1.2 ms for the wavefront and 50 ms for the time-to-half-value, and

the chopped wave flashes over at a minimum of 3.0 ms. One of the same procedures as described above

for the wet-switching-impulse tests is followed to establish the full-wave capability for both polarities.

The chopped-wave capability is established by applying a minimum of three chopped impulses at

each polarity.
12.8.3 Mechanical Tests

IEEE Std. C57.19.01 [6] specifies the static-cantilever-withstand forces to be applied separately to the top

and bottom ends of outdoor-apparatus bushings. The forces applied to the top end range from 68 kg

(150 lb) for the smaller, lower-voltage bushings to 545 kg (1200 lb) for the larger, higher-voltage or

current bushings, and the forces applied to the lower end are generally about twice the top-end forces.

The test procedure is to apply the specified forces perpendicular to the bushing axis, first at one end

then at the other, each application of force lasting 1 min. Permanent deflection, measured at the bottom

end, shall not exceed 0.76 mm, and there shall be no oil leakage at either end at any time during the test

or within 10 min after removing the force.
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12.8.4 Thermal Tests

There are two thermal tests. The first is the thermal test at rated current, and it is applied to all bushing

designs. The second test is the thermal-stability test [11], and it is applied for only EHV bushings.

12.8.4.1 Thermal Test at Rated Current

This test demonstrates a bottom-connected bushing’s ability to carry rated current. The bushing is first

equipped with a sufficient number of thermocouples, usually placed inside the inner diameter of the

hollow-tube conductor, to measure the hottest-spot temperature of the conductor. The bushing is then

placed in an oil-filled tank, the oil is heated to a temperature rise above ambient air of 558C for

transformers and 408C for circuit breakers, and rated current is passed through the central conductor

until thermal equilibrium is reached. The bushing passes the test if the hottest-spot temperature rise

above ambient air does not exceed 658C.

12.8.4.2 Thermal-Stability Test [16]

Capacitive leakage currents in the insulating material within bushings cause dielectric losses. Dielectric

losses within a bushing can be calculated by the following equation using data directly from the

nameplate or test report:

Pd ¼ 2p f C V2 tan d (12:9)

where

Pd ¼ dielectric losses, W

f ¼ applied frequency, Hz

C ¼ capacitance of bushing (C1), F

V ¼ operating voltage, rms V

tan d¼ dissipation factor, p.u.

A bushing operating at rated voltage and current generates both ohmic and dielectric losses within

the conductor and insulation, respectively. Since these losses, which both appear in the form of heat,

are generated at different locations within the bushing, they are not directly additive. However,

heat generated in the conductor influences the quantity of heat that escapes from within the core.

A significant amount of heat generated in the conductor will raise the conductor temperature and

prevent losses from escaping from the inner surface of the core. This causes the dielectric losses to escape

from only the outer surface of the core, consequently raising the hottest-spot temperature within the

core. Most insulating materials display an increasing dissipation factor, tan d, with higher temperatures,

such that as the temperature rises, tan d also rises, which in turn raises the temperature even more. If this

cycle does not stabilize, then tan d increases rapidly, and total failure of the insulation system ensues.

Bushing failures due to thermal instability have occurred both on the test floor and in service. One of

the classic symptoms of a thermal-stability failure is the high internal pressure caused by the gases

generated from the deteriorating insulation. These high pressures cause an insulator, usually the outer

one because of its larger size, either to lift off the flange or to explode. If the latter event occurs with a

porcelain insulator, shards of porcelain saturated with oil become flaming projectiles, endangering the

lives of personnel and causing damage to nearby substation equipment.

Note from Equation 12.9 that the operating voltage, V, particularly influences the losses generated

within the insulating material. It has been found from testing experience that thermal stability only

becomes a factor at operating voltages 500 kV and above.

The test procedure given in ANSI=IEEE Std. C57.19.00-1991 [1] is to first immerse the lower end of

the bushing in oil at a temperature of 958C and then pass rated current through the bushing. When the

bushing comes to thermal equilibrium, a test voltage equal to 1.2 times the maximum line-ground

voltage is applied, and tan d is measured at regular, normally hourly, intervals. These conditions are
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maintained until tan d rises no more than 0.02% (0.0002 p.u.) over a period of five hours. The bushing

is considered to have passed the test if it has reached thermal stability at this time and it withstands all of

the routine dielectric tests without significant change from the previous results.

12.9 Maintenance and Troubleshooting

Once a bushing has been successfully installed in the apparatus, without breakage or other damage, it

will normally continue to operate without problems for as long as its parent apparatus is in service

unless it is thermally, mechanically, or electrically overloaded. However, such overloads do occur, plus

some designs have design flaws, and bushings can sustain incipient damage during shipment or

installation. All of these potential problems must be watched by periodic inspections and maintenance.

The type and frequency of inspection and maintenance performed on bushings depend on the type of

bushing plus the relative importance and cost of the apparatus in which the bushing is installed.

The following gives a brief description of some common problems and maintenance that should be

performed [8,17,18]:

12.9.1 Oil Level

Proper oil level is very important in the operation of a bushing, and abnormal change in oil level can

indicate problems within the bushing. Loss of oil can indicate that the bushing has developed a leak,

possibly through a gasket, a soldered or welded seal, or an insulator that has been cracked or broken.

A leak on the air-end side may be an indication that water has entered the bushing, and the water

content and dielectric properties of the bushing oil should be checked as soon as possible to determine

whether this has occurred. Excessive water can cause deterioration of the dielectric integrity along

the inside of the insulators, particularly the oil-end insulator and, if used, the bushing core. Further-

more, excessive loss of oil in a capacitance-graded bushing can cause oil level to drop below the top of

the core. Over time, this will cause the insulating paper to become unimpregnated, and the bushing can

suffer dielectric failure, possibly an explosive one.

An abnormal increase in oil level on a bushing installed in a transformer with a conservator oil-

preservation system may indicate a leak in an oil-end gasket or seal, or the oil-end insulator may be

cracked or broken.

12.9.2 Power-Factor=Capacitance Measurements

Two methods are used to make power (dissipation) factor and capacitance measurements [17,18]. The

first is the grounded specimen test (GST), where current, watts, and capacitance of all leakage paths

between the energized central conductor and all grounded parts are measured. Measurements include

the internal core insulation and oil as well as leakage paths over the insulator surfaces. The use of a

guard-circuit connection can be used to minimize the effects of the latter.

The second method is the ungrounded specimen test (UST), where the above quantities are measured

between the energized center conductor and a designated ungrounded test electrode, usually the voltage

or test tap. The two advantages of the UST method are that the effects of unwanted leakage paths, for

instance across the insulators, are minimized, and separate tests are possible while bushings are mounted

in apparatus.

Standards [8] recommend that power factor and capacitance measurements be made at the time of

installation, a year after installation, and every three to five years thereafter. A significant increase in a

bushing’s power factor indicates deterioration of some part of the insulating system. It may mean

that one of the insulators, most likely the air-end insulator, is dirty or wet, and excessive leakage currents

are flowing along the insulator. A proper reading can be obtained by cleaning the insulator. On the other

hand, a significant increase of the power factor may also indicate deterioration within the bushing.

An increase in the power factor across the C1 portion, i.e., from conductor to tap, typically indicates
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deterioration within the core. An increase across the C2 portion of a bushing using a core, i.e., from

tap to flange, typically indicates deterioration of that part of the core or the bushing oil. If power

factor doubles from the reading immediately after initial installation, the rate of change of the increase

should be monitored at more frequent intervals. If it triples, then the bushing should be removed from

service [8].

An increase of bushing capacitance is also a very important indicator that something is wrong inside

the bushing. An excessive change, on the order of 2 to 5%, depending on the voltage class of the bushing,

over its initial reading probably indicates that insulation between two or more grading elements has

shorted out. Such a change in capacitance is indication that the bushing should be removed from service

as soon as possible.
12.9.3 Damage or Contamination of Air-End Insulator

Insulators, particularly those that are porcelain, are susceptible to damage during handling, shipping, or

from flying parts of other failed equipment. Chips can be broken out of the sheds, and these can

generally be repaired by grinding off the rough edges with a file and painting over the break with a

suitable paint. In some cases, a composite material can be used to fill the void caused by the break [17].

On the other hand, some damage may extend into the body of the insulator. These areas should be

watched closely for oil leakage for a period after the damage is noticed, since the impact may have cause

the insulator to crack.

Bushings used in highly polluted environments should be washed periodically. Washing involves

either de-energizing the apparatus and cleaning the insulators by hand with a cleaning agent or using a

suitable jet of low-conductivity water while energized [17].
12.9.4 Improper Installation of Terminals

Improper installation of either the top or bottom terminals can cause thermal problems. A common

problem with threaded terminals is that force of some kind must be placed on the mating threads so that

a good current path is formed; in the absence of such force on the joint, the terminal is not suitable for

carrying large currents. These problems can be found by using thermography methods [17].

Some manufacturers require that threaded terminals be torqued to a certain minimum value. Another

method commonly used is to cut the member with the female threads in half. Then, it is first threaded

onto the bushing top terminal and finally clamped such that it compresses onto the male threads of

the top terminal.
12.9.5 Misaligned or Broken Voltage Tap Connections

In some cases, usually during rough shipment of bushings, the core will rotate within the insulators. This

can cause the connection to the tap layer to break. In some older bushings, a spring connection was used

to make the tap connection, and this connection sometimes shifted during handling or shipment. Both

of these problems cause the tap to become inoperative, and the power-factor=capacitance measurements

involving the tap cannot be made.
12.9.6 Dissolved-Gas-in-Oil Analysis

It is not recommended that dissolved-gas-in-oil analysis (DGA) samples be made on a routine basis

because bushings have only a limited supply of oil, and the oil will have to be replenished after several

such oil samples have been taken. However, if power-factor=capacitance measurements indicate

that something is wrong with the bushing, DGA samples are indicated. Large amounts of CO and

CO2 gases indicate deterioration of paper insulation within the bushing, whereas other DGA gases

indicate by-products of arcing or thermal overheating, just as they do in transformer insulation.
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Today, both the IEEE term ‘‘load tap changer (LTC)’’ and the IEC term ‘‘on-load tap-changer (OLTC)’’

are in the terminology of international standards, but the term ‘‘load tap changer (LTC)’’ is used

primarily in this chapter. Load tap changers are one of the indispensable components for the regulation

of power transformers used in electrical energy networks and industrial application. This contribution

explains the technological developments of resistor-type LTCs as well as of reactor-type LTCs. The

general switching principles for LTCs are discussed and applications of LTCs are introduced. Today’s

design concepts of LTCs are described including the new generation of vacuum-type LTCs. The vacuum

switching technology—used in LTCs—is the ‘‘state-of-the-art’’ design at the present time and for the

foreseeable future. Examples of LTC designs and the associated switching principles show the variety of

the use of vacuum interrupters.
13.1 Introduction

For many decades, power transformers equipped with LTCs have been the main components of electrical

networks and industry. The LTC allows voltage regulation and=or phase shifting by varying the

transformer ratio under load without interruption.



Externally mounted tap changer Internally mounted tap changer

FIGURE 13.1 General LTC designs.
From the beginning of LTC development, two switching principles have been used for the load-

transfer operation, the high-speed-resistor-type and the reactor-type. Over the decades, both principles

have been developed into reliable transformer components available in a broad range of current and

voltage applications to cover the needs of today’s network and industrial-process transformers as well as

ensuring optimum system and process control (Goosen, 1996).

The majority of resistor-type LTCs are installed inside the transformer tank (in-tank LTCs) whereas

the reactor-type LTCs are in a separate compartment, which is normally welded to the transformer tank

(Figure 13.1).

This contribution mainly refers to LTCs immersed in transformer mineral oil. The use of other

insulating liquids or gas insulation requires the approval of the manufacturer of the LTC and may lead to

a different LTC design as shown in Section 13.3.2.2.

13.2 Switching Principle

The LTC changes the ratio of a transformer by adding turns to or subtracting turns from either the

primary or the secondary winding. Therefore, the transformer is equipped with a so-called regulating or

tap winding that is connected to the LTC.

Figure 13.2 shows the principle winding arrangement of a three-phase regulating transformer, with

the LTC located at the wye connection in the high-voltage winding.

Simple changing of taps during energized condition is unacceptable due to momentary loss of

system load and=or short-circuit condition between adjacent taps during the switching operation

(Figure 13.3). Therefore, the ‘‘make (2) before break (1) contact concept’’, shown in Figure 13.4, is the

basic design for all LTCs. The transition impedance in form of a resistor or reactor consists of one or

more units that are bridging adjacent taps for the purpose of transferring load from one tap to the other

without interruption or appreciable change in the load current. At the same time they are limiting

the circulating current ( Ic) for the period when both taps are used. Normally, reactor-type LTCs use the

bridging position as a service position and, therefore, the reactor is designed for continuous operation.

The voltage between the mentioned taps is the step voltage; it normally lies between 0.8% and 2.5% of

the rated voltage of the transformer.
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FIGURE 13.2 Principle winding arrangement of a regulating transformer in wye connection.
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FIGURE 13.3 Loss of system load with single contact switching.
The main components of an LTC are contact systems for make and break currents as well as carrying

currents, transition impedances, gearings, spring energy accumulators, and a drive mechanism.

Depending on the various winding arrangements (details in Section 13.4.1) and LTC designs, separate

selector switches and change-over selectors (reversing or coarse type) are used in addition.

13.3 Design Concepts of Today’s Load Tap Changers

Beside the selection of taps, the most important duty of an LTC is the break function or current (load)

transferring action (see Figure 13.4). After transferring the current, the contact that ‘‘breaks’’ must be

capable to withstand the recovery voltage. The so-called required switching capacity (product of

switched current and recovery voltage) for a specific contact in a LTC is based on the relevant step

voltage and current but is also determined by the design and circuit of the LTC. The switching capacity

itself is primarily a function of the contact design, contact speed, and arc quenching agent.

Historically most power transformers use mineral oil as a cooling and insulation medium. Also the

development of LTCs toward the present state-of-the-art designs was focused on transformer oil. Beside

the insulation properties of the transformer oil, the arc-quenching behavior for the switching contacts

determined the design and size of so-called oil-type LTCs.

Oil-type LTC means the LTC is immersed in transformer oil and switching contacts makes and breaks

current under oil (e.g., see Section 13.3.1). This conventional LTC technology has reached a very high

level and is capable of meeting most requirements of the transformer manufacturer. This applies to the
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 13.4 Basic switching principle ‘‘make (2) before break (1)’’ using transition impedances.
complete voltage and power fields of today, which will probably remain unchanged in the foreseeable

future.

Along with the increase in demand for electrical energy in metropolitan areas, the necessity for

installing transformers in buildings creates a need for regulating transformers with reduced fire hazards.

In addition to this and with respect to the prevention of water pollution, those regulating transformers

are preferable that do not require conventional mineral oil as insulating or switching medium.

Apart from gas-immersed transformers, mainly used in Japan, dry-type transformers and transform-

ers with alternative insulating liquids meet these requirements, which are increasingly specified.

For these kind of regulating transformers, the conventional tap changers are little suitable, because the

use of mineral oil as switching medium is—for the reasons mentioned above—not desirable and would

moreover require technically complex and expensive overall solutions.

Furthermore, worldwide deregulation in the electric industry is still of concern. As part of this market,

mechanisms have been encouraged to price transmission services and encourage both generation and

transmission investment. In consequence, increased cost pressure on utilities as well as for the industry

has led to increased performance expectations on the transformer equipment and LTC, in particular:

1. Long-term uninterrupted availability of the regulating transformer, i.e.,

a. extension of the maintenance intervals and

b. reduction of the maintenance work

2. Low failure rate

3. Reduction of the operating costs

For all above mentioned new application fields and increased performance expectations a new common

switching technology was asked for.

Various approaches with solid-state technology are being discussed since the 1980s, like static LTCs

and hybrid LTCs as resistor or commutating-type, but only a few applications have been realized.

More successful was the first use of vacuum interrupters in reactor-type LTCs in the USA, which

started at the same time. The size of the vacuum interrupters at that time, especially for the range of high

currents, was not a limiting factor because of the compartment-type design, but it was not-so for in-tank

resistor-type LTCs.

Looking at the overall profile of

. Quality

. Reliability

. Economy

. LTC lifespan

. Range of ratings

at present time and foreseeable future the vacuum switching technology in LTCs provides the best

solution for today’s expectations.
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All new LTC designs (resistor and reactor types) of Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH are based on

the vacuum switching technology. Therefore, these new designs are described in more detail (see Section

13.3.2) compared to oil-type LTCs.

13.3.1 Oil-Type Load Tap Changers

13.3.1.1 Resistor Oil-Type Load Tap Changer

The LTC design that is normally applied to larger powers and higher voltages comprises of a diverter

switch (arcing switch) and a tap selector. For lower ratings, LTC designs are used where the functions of

the arcing switch and the tap selector are combined in a so-called selector switch (arcing tap switch).

With an LTC comprising an arcing switch and a tap selector (Figure 13.5), the tap change takes place

in two steps (Figure 13.6).

First, the next tap is preselected by the tap selector at no load (Figure 13.6, positions a–c). Then the

arcing switch transfers the load current from the tap in operation to the preselected tap (Figure 13.6,

positions d–g). The LTC is operated by means of a drive mechanism. The tap selector is operated by a

gearing directly from the drive mechanism. At the same time, a spring energy accumulator is tensioned.

This operates the arcing switch—after releasing in a very short time—independently of the motion of

the drive mechanism. The gearing ensures that this arcing switch operation always takes place after the

tap preselection operation has been finished. With today’s designs, the switching time of an arcing

switch lies between 40 and 60 ms.

During the arcing switch operation, transition resistors are inserted (Figure 13.6, positions d–f),

which are loaded for 20 to 30 ms, i.e., the resistors can be designed for short-term loading. The amount

of resistor material required is therefore relatively small. The total operation time of a LTC is between

3 and 10 sec, depending on the respective design.
Tap selector

Diverter switch

Switching principle
Design

R R

Diverter switch

Tap selector

FIGURE 13.5 Design principle—diverter switch (arcing switch) with tap selector. (Photo courtesy of Maschinenfabrik

Reinhausen GmbH.)
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FIGURE 13.6 Switching sequence of tap selector—diverter switch (arcing switch).
A selector switch (arcing tap switch) (Figure 13.7) carries out the tap change in one step from the tap

in service to the adjacent tap (Figure 13.8). Beside the shown in-tank-type LTC, arcing tap switches are

designed as well as compartment-type LTCs (similar to Figure 13.1). The spring energy accumulator,

wound up by the drive mechanism actuates the arcing tap switch sharply after releasing. The above

statements are valid for switching time and resistor loading (Figure 13.8, positions b–d).

The details of switching duty, including phasor diagrams, are described by IEEE (Annex A of

IEEE, 1995) and IEC (Annex A of IEC, 2003).

13.3.1.2 Reactor Oil-Type Load Tap Changers

For reactor oil-type LTCs, the following types of switching are used (Annex B of IEEE, 1995 and

IEC, 2003):

. Selector switch (arcing tap switch)

. Diverter switch (arcing switch) with tap selector

All reactor-type LTCs are compartment types where the preventive autotransformer (reactor) is not part

of the LTC. The preventive autotransformer is designed by the transformer manufacturer and located

in the transformer tank.

Today only selector switches (arcing tap switches) for voltage regulators are still in production

whereas the reactor vacuum-type LTCs (see Section 13.3.2.2 and Section 13.3.2.3.2) are going to be

the state-of-the-art in the field of power transformers. Therefore, this oil technology is not further
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 13.7 Design principle—selector switch (arcing tap switch). (Photo courtesy of Maschinenfabrik

Reinhausen GmbH.)
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FIGURE 13.8 Switching sequence of selector switch (arcing tap switch.)
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discussed in this contribution. For more detailed information about switching duty and phasor

diagrams of reactor oil-type LTCs see Annex B of IEEE (1995) and IEC (2003).

13.3.2 Vacuum-Type Load Tap Changers

13.3.2.1 Fundamentals of Vacuum Switching Technology

In the course of the last two decades, the vacuum switching technology has become the predominant

switching technology in the areas of medium-voltage substations and high-capacity power contactors,

and has replaced oil and SF6 technologies. Today, worldwide more than 60% of the demand for circuit

breakers in the medium-power voltage segment is covered by vacuum-type circuit breakers (Slade, 1997;

Reininghaus and Saemann, 1997; Saemann, 1999).

The vacuum switching technology offers also the best qualification to meet new application require-

ments and increased performance demands from endusers on LTCs. Its superiority to competing

switching technologies in the range of low and medium power is based on a number of its technical

features (Dohnal and Kurth, 2001; Dohnal and Krämer, 2002; Dohnal, Krämer, and Shen, 2006):

1. Vacuum interrupter is a hermetically sealed system

a. There is no interaction with the surrounding medium, despite the arc

b. Switching characteristics do not depend on the surrounding medium

2. Arc (drop) voltage in vacuum is considerably lower than in oil or SF6

a. Low energy consumption

b. Reduced contact wear

3. Elimination of the insulating medium as the arc quenching agent

a. Elimination of by-products, e.g., carbon when using transformer oil

b. On-line filter becomes unnecessary

c. Easy disposal

4. No ageing of the quenching medium

a. Constant or even improving switching characteristics throughout the entire life of the vacuum

interrupters (getter effect)

5. No interaction=oxidation during switching

a. High rate of recondensation of metal vapor on contacts extends contact life

b. Constantly low contact resistance

6. Extraordinary fast dielectric recovery of up to 10 kV=msec

a. Ensures short arcing times (maximum one half-cycle) even in case of large phase angles

between current and voltage or high-voltage steepness dU=dt after the current zero (converter

transformers)

13.3.2.2 Implementation of the Vacuum Switching Technology in Load Tap Changers

When developing a vacuum interrupter for use in LTCs the unique parameters are:

. Mechanical life in transformer oil (or any other given insulating medium) for the operating

temperature range and expected lifetime of the LTC
. Switching performance
. Contact life
. Physical dimension

Since the early 1970s vacuum interrupters that fulfilled the characteristics required by reactor-type LTCs

have been developed. These LTCs, which in general are external compartment-type designs, did not

dictate any special requirements in regards to the physical size of the interrupter.

Not so with resistor-type LTCs, which in general have a very compact design. Today, after more than

three decades of development, vacuum interrupters have reached an advanced technical performance

level. The use of modern clean room and furnace soldering technologies during the production process,

and new designs of contact systems and material are some of the milestones for this reliable product.
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FIGURE 13.9 LTCs with tungsten–copper arcing contact system for mineral transformer oil (different scales).

(Photo courtesy of Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH.)
This has made the designing of considerably smaller vacuum interrupters possible, opening the door

for its application in resistor-type LTCs with overall dimensions equivalent to those of conventional

resistor-type LTC designs (see Figure 13.9 and Figure 13.10).

The break through of the vacuum switching technology in LTCs started with the use in reactor-type

LTCs. Since the introduction of a new designed reactor-type LTC using vacuum interrupters (Figure

13.11) in 1990, more than 5,000 units of this type have been produced. This number represents a total of

15,000 vacuum interrupters in service today, with excellent experience for contact and mechanical life

time. Particularly in industrial applications (furnace transformers) with extremely high number of

switching operations ( >100,000 per year), vacuum interrupters have demonstrated their safe operation

and superiority compared to the conventional switching process in oil.

Some units have already reached the remarkable number of 1,000,000 operations under load condi-

tion where the vacuum interrupters have been changed the first time as a precautionary measure. As

mentioned before, this is due to the extreme low loss of contact material of vacuum interrupters.
FIGURE 13.10 Vacuum interrupter designed for different LTC types. (Photo courtesy of Maschinenfabrik

Reinhausen GmbH.)
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FIGURE 13.11 Reactor vacuum-type LTC with one vacuum interrupter per phase. (Photo courtesy of

Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH.)
In Figure 13.12, the contact wear due to current breaking is shown for conventional copper–tungsten

contacts under oil and for vacuum interrupters. The rate is more than one decade smaller for vacuum

interrupters (e.g., rate: 1=30 at 1000 A). Beside the contact material, the contact geometry is the most

important factor for this current range and LTC applications. This results in improved contact life,
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FIGURE 13.12 Comparison of the rates of contact wear of conventional copper–tungsten contacts and vacuum

interrupters.
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FIGURE 13.13 Resistor vacuum-type LTC for dry-type transformers. (Photo courtesy of Maschinenfabrik

Reinhausen GmbH.)
where vacuum interrupters easily reach numbers of switching operations up to 500,000, without

changing the interrupters.

In parallel to the above-mentioned development in the field of reactor-type tap changers, in 1995 the

first resistor-type LTC using vacuum interrupters was designed for the regulation of dry-type trans-

formers and therefore operates in air (see Figure 13.13). So far more than 1000 single-phase units with

3000 vacuum interrupters have been built and are in service successfully.

Since the year 2000, the LTC shown in Figure 13.14 is the first commercially available integrated high-

speed resistor vacuum-type LTC for in-tank installations (see Figure 13.14). It represents the first step of
FIGURE 13.14 Resistor vacuum-type LTC for in-tank installations in oil-filled power transformers. (Photo courtesy

of Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH.)
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FIGURE 13.15 Resistor vacuum-type LTC with separate diverter switch and tap selector for in-tank installation in

liquid filled power transformers. (Photo courtesy of Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH.)
the consequent implementation of the vacuum switching technology in the worldwide-applied in-tank

LTCs for oil-filled power transformers. Already 2,400 LTCs with 14,400 vacuum interrupters are in

service.

The design principle comprising of a separate diverter switch and tap selector is shown in Figure

13.15. This LTC design is normally applied to larger power and voltage requirements as well as tapping

range. The shown LTC—introduced in the market in 2003—with ratings up to 700 A through-current,

4000 V step voltage, and 1050 kV BIL to ground is the beginning of the vacuum switching implemen-

tation in this design concept with its wide range of applications. Consequently, in the year 2006, the

current range was extended to 1300 A to cover most of the network and industrial demand.

13.3.2.3 The Switching Principles of Resistor and Reactor Vacuum-Type
Load Tap Changer

The switching principles of vacuum-type LTCs differ from those of conventional ones. A simple

duplication of the switching contacts of a conventional LTC with vacuum interrupters would lead to a

solution that is unnecessarily more expansive and greater in volume. Therefore, special designs with

special switching principles were created on the one hand to reduce the number of necessary vacuum

interrupters, but on the other hand to increase the switching duty only a little bit. In the following two

sections, two possible designs are introduced.

13.3.2.3.1 Example of a Sw itching Pr inc iple for a Resistor Vacuum-Ty pe Load Tap Changer

Usually, a conventional resistor-type LTC has different sets of switching contacts for the opening and the

closing sides of the diverter switch. One idea needed to reduce the number of vacuum interrupters is

to use the same vacuum interrupters for the opening and the closing sides. This method was applied for

the switching principle shown below (Figure 13.16) and is used in the resistor vacuum-type LTC in

Figure 13.14.
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MTS  Tap selector contacts, main path 

MSV Main switching contacts (vacuum interrupter), main path 

TTS Tap selector contacts, transition path 
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FIGURE 13.16 Switching sequence of resistor-type LTC with the same vacuum interrupters for the closing and

opening side of the diverter switch.
This tap changer incorporates two current paths. The main path comprises the main switch-

ing contacts (vacuum interrupter MSV) and the corresponding main tap selector contacts MTS

connected in series. The transition path comprises the transition contacts (vacuum interrupter TTV)

with the corresponding transition tap selector contacts TTS connected in series, and the transition

resistor R.

The sequence of operation is shown in Figure 13.16. In the initial position (step 1) at tap 1 both

vacuum interrupters are closed. Consequently, the interrupters are not exposed to a voltage stress. The

tap-change operation starts with the opening of the transition tap selector contacts TTS (step 2).
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The vacuum interrupter TTV in the transition path opens (step 3) before the transition tap selector

contacts TTS close on the adjacent tap, eliminating the possibility of a predischarge arc. Once the

transition tap selector contacts TTS has reached the adjacent tap (step 4), the vacuum interrupter TTV

closes (step 5) and a circulating current starts to flow.

The circulating current is driven by the voltage difference between the two adjacent taps and is limited

by the transition resistor R. Subsequently, the vacuum interrupter MSV opens (step 6) transferring the

current flow from the main tap selector contacts MTS to the transition path. The load current now flows

through tap 2. The main tap selector contacts can now move load free to the adjacent tap (steps 7 and 8).

The tap-change operation is finalized with the closing of the vacuum interrupter MSV, which shunts the

transition path (step 9).

Tap-change operations in this direction ( m!mþ1), here defined as ‘‘raise’’, follow the described

sequence of steps 1 through 9. On the other hand, tap-change operations in the ‘‘lower’’ direction follow

the inverse order of events (steps 9 through 1).
13.3.2.3.2 Example of a Sw itching Principle for a Reactor Vacuum-Type Load Tap Changer

The LTC in Figure 13.11 represents the state-of-the-art reactor vacuum-type design for three-

phase application with full isolation between phases and to ground (nominal voltage level 69 kV, max-

imum through-current up to 2500 A). It consists of an oil compartment containing tap selector and

reversing=coarse change-over selector, vacuum interrupters, and bypass switches.

A typical winding layout and the operating sequence of the said LTC are shown in Figure 13.17.

This design utilizes the switching principle (see Figure 13.18 and Figure 13.19) most applied today

when using a reactor, which incorporates two auxiliary contacts, the ‘‘bypass’’ switch contacts, to reduce

the number of vacuum interrupters required to one interrupter per phase. The tap selector comprises

two sets of contacts, which are operated by two separate Geneva wheels. Like any other reactor-type LTC,

this tap changer can be operated continuously on ‘‘bridging’’ and ‘‘nonbridging’’ positions. Bridging

positions are those positions where the two tap selector contacts connect to two adjacent taps of the

regulating winding. On nonbridging positions on the other hand, both selector contacts connect to the

same tap of the regulating winding. Figure 13.18 shows the sequence of operation from a nonbridging
Tapped winding
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FIGURE 13.17 Reactor vacuum-type LTC—typical winding layout, LTC in position 16L.
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FIGURE 13.18 Switching sequence of reactor-type LTC with one vacuum interrupter per phase from nonbridging

to bridging position.
position (step 1) to a bridging position (step 7). The continuation from the bridging position (step 7) to

the next nonbridging position (step 13) is shown in Figure 13.19.

When on a nonbridging position (Figure 13.18, step 1) the LTC selector contacts and bypass

contacts are closed, forming two separate current paths, each carrying 50% of the load current. The

tap-change operation starts with the opening of contact P3 of the bypass switch (step 2). This action

routes one half of the load current through the vacuum interrupter. Subsequently, the vacuum

interrupter opens (step 3) under spring force and extinguishes the arc within the first current

zero. This transfers the current flow to the P1-P2 current path and the tap selector contact P4 can now

advance load free to the adjacent tap (step 4). Once it has reached its new operating position (step 5),

the vacuum interrupter recloses (step 6), followed by the reclosing of the bypass switch P3 (step 7).

The LTC is now on a bridging position. Bridging positions are characterized by a circulating current
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FIGURE 13.19 Switching sequence of reactor-type LTC with one vacuum interrupter per phase from bridging to

nonbridging position.
( IC in Figure 13.18 and Figure 13.19, step 7) that is driven by the voltage difference between the two

adjacent taps and is limited by the impedance of the preventive auto transformer (reactor).

Contrary to resistance-type LTCs, the bridging position—in which the moving selector contacts

P1 and P4 are on neighboring fixed selector contacts—is a service position, and therefore the preventive

auto transformer=reactor (normally produced by the transformer manufacturer) is designed for con-

tinuous operation; i.e., the number of tap positions is twice the number of steps of the tap winding. In

other words, the preventive auto transformer works as a voltage divider for step voltage of the tap

winding in the bridging position. In comparison with the resistance-type LTC, the reactor-type

LTC requires only half the number of taps of the tap winding for the equivalent number of service

tap positions.

Continuing to the following nonbridging position, the tap-change operation starts now with the

opening of the P2 bypass switch contact (Figure 13.19, step 8). The current now routed through

the vacuum interrupter is again extinguished within the first current zero after the opening of the

interrupter (step 9). The P1 selector contact can now move load free to the adjacent tap (step 10).

Once the tap selector P1 reaches its next operating position (step 11), the tap-change operations are

completed with the reclosing of the vacuum interrupter (step 12) and bypass switch contact P2 (step 13).

In order to double the number of positions a reversing or coarse change-over selector is provided.

For this operation, the moving selector contacts P1 and P4 have to be on the fixed selector contact M

(Figure 13.17).

For more detailed information about switching duty and phasor diagrams, see Annex B of IEEE

(1995) and IEC (2003).
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13.3.3 Tap Position Indication

There are no general rules for defining the numerals on the tap-position indicator dial. This is a

question of the user’s specifications or national standards. Some users are accustomed to designa-

tions such as 1 through 33 (or 0 through 32), while others have traditionally known 16L (lower),

15L, 14L, . . . ,N (neutral); 1R (raise), 2R, . . . ,16R. An additional point of confusion comes about

with the selection of the placement of the tap changer on the primary or secondary winding of the

transformer. A tap changer on the primary is sometimes designated such as 1 through 33, but

position #1 may indicate the greatest degree of voltage boost or buck, depending upon the transformer

designer.
13.4 Applications of Load Tap Changers

13.4.1 Basic Arrangements of Regulating Transformers

The following basic arrangements of tap windings are used as shown in Figure 13.20.

Linear arrangement (Figure 13.20a) is generally used on power transformers with moderate regulating

ranges up to a maximum of 20%.

With a reversing change-over selector (Figure 13.20b), the tap winding is added to or subtracted from

the main winding so that the regulating range can be doubled or the number of taps reduced. During

this operation the tap winding is disconnected from the main winding (for a discussion on problems

arising from this disconnection, see Section 13.7.2). The greatest copper losses occur, however, in the

position with the minimum number of effective turns. This reversing operation is realized with the help

of a change-over selector, which is part of the tap selector or of the arcing tap switch. The double

reversing change-over selector (Figure 13.20c) avoids the disconnection of tap winding during the

change-over operation. In phase-shifting transformers (PST), this apparatus is called an advance-retard

switch (ARS).
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FIGURE 13.20 Basic arrangements of tap windings.
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FIGURE 13.21 LTC for tap windings with tickler coil.
By means of a coarse change-over selector (Figure 13.20d), the tap winding is either connected to

the plus or minus tapping of the coarse winding. Also during coarse-selector operation, the tap winding

is disconnected from the main winding. Special winding arrangements can cause the same disconnec-

tion problems as above. In addition, the value of the leakage inductance of the coarse winding =tap

winding arrangement has to be checked (see Section 13.7.3). In this case, the copper losses are lowest

in the position of the lowest effective number of turns. This advantage, however, puts higher demands

on insulation material and requires a larger number of windings. The multiple coarse change-over

selector (Figure 13.20e) allows a multiplication of the regulating range. It is mainly applied for

industrial-process transformers (rectifier=furnace transformers). The coarse change-over selector is

also part of the LTC.

An arrangement of LTC for tap winding with tickler coil is applied when the tap winding has, for

example, eight steps and where the regulation should be carried out in +16 steps. In this case, a tickler

coil, whose voltage is half the step voltage of the tap winding, is used. The tickler coil is electrically

separated from the tap winding and is looped into the diverter switch (arcing switch)=tap selector

connection. Figure 13.21 shows the switching sequence: in positions 1,3,5, . . . ,  the tickler coil is out of

circuit; in positions 2,4,6, . . . , the tickler coil is inserted.

Which of these basic winding arrangements is used in the individual case depends on the system and

the operating requirements. These arrangements are applicable to two-winding transformers as well as

to voltage and PSTs.

The position in which the tap winding and therefore the LTC is inserted in the windings depends on

the transformer design.

13.4.2 Examples of Commonly Used Winding Arrangements

Two-winding transformers with wye-connected windings have the regulation applied to the neutral end as

shown in Figure 13.22. This results in relatively simple and compact solutions for LTCs and tap windings.

Regulation of delta-connected windings (Figure 13.23) requires a three-phase LTC, whose three

phases are insulated according to the highest system voltage applied (Figure 13.23a), or three single-

phase LTCs, or one single-phase and one two-phase LTC (Figure 13.23b). Today, the design

limit for three-phase LTCs with phase-to-phase insulation is a nominal voltage level of 138 kV

(BIL [basic impulse insulation level] 650 kV). To reduce the phase-to-phase stresses on the delta-LTC,

the three-pole mid-winding arrangement (Figure 13.23c) can be used.

For regulated autotransformers, Figure 13.24 shows various schemes.
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FIGURE 13.22 LTC with wye-connected windings.

Three pole
line-end arrangement

(a) (b) (c)

One and two pole
line-end arrangement

Three pole
mid-winding arrangement

FIGURE 13.23 LTC with delta-connected windings.
Depending on their regulating range, system conditions and=or requirements, weight, and size

restrictions during transportation, the most appropriate scheme is chosen. Autotransformers are always

wye connected.

. Neutral-end regulation (Figure 13.24a) may be applied with a ratio above 1:2 and a moderate

regulating range up to 15%. It operates with variable flux.
. Scheme shown in Figure 13.24c is used for regulation of high voltage, U1.
. For regulation of low voltage U2 the circuits in Figure 13.24b,d,e,f are applicable. The arrange-

ments in Figure, 13.24e and Figure 13.24f are two core solutions. Circuit Figure 13.24f is
(a) (b) (c)

u1 u1 u1 u1 u1 u1

u2

u2u2u2

u2 u2

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 13.24 LTC in autotransformers.
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operating with variable flux in the series transformer, but it has the advantage that a neutral-end

LTC can be used. In case of arrangement according to Figure 13.24e, main and regulating

transformers are often placed in separate tanks to reduce transport weight. At the same time,

this solution allows some degree of phase shifting by changing the excitation connections within

the intermediate circuit.

13.5 Phase-Shifting Transformers (PSTs)

In recent years, the importance of PSTs used to control the power flow on transmission lines in meshed

networks has steadily been increasing (Krämer and Ruff, 1998; Preininger, 2004). The fact that IEEE has

prepared a ‘‘Guide for the Application, Specification, and Testing of Phase-Shifting Transformers’’

proves the demand for PSTs (IEEE C57.135-2001). These transformers often require regulating ranges

that exceed those normally used. To reach such regulating ranges, special circuit arrangements are

necessary. Two examples are given in Figure 13.25 and Figure 13.26. Figure 13.23 shows a circuit with

direct line-end regulation (single-core design). Figure 13.25 shows an intermediate circuit arrangement

(two-core design).

Figure 13.25 illustrates very clearly how the phase-angle between the voltages of the source- and load-

system can be varied by the LTC position. Various other circuit arrangements have been realized.

The number of LTC operations of PSTs is much higher than that of other regulating transformers in

networks (10 to 15 times higher). In some cases, according to regulating ranges—especially for line-end

arrangements (Figure 13.25)—the transient overvoltage stresses over tapping ranges have to be limited

by the application of nonlinear resistors. Furthermore, the short-circuit-current ability of the LTC must

be checked, as the short-circuit power of the network determines the said current. The remaining

features of LTCs for such transformers can be selected according to the usual rules (see Section 13.7

entitled ‘‘Selection of Load Tap Changers’’).

Significant benefits resulting from the use of a PST are:

. Reduction of overall system losses by elimination of circulating currents

. Improvement of circuit capability by proper load management

. Improvement of circuit power factor

. Control of power flow to meet contractual requirements
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FIGURE 13.25 Phase-shifting transformer—direct circuit arrangement.
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13.6 Rated Characteristics and Requirements for Load
Tap Changers

The rated characteristics of LTCs are as follows:

. Rated through-current

. Maximum rated through-current

. Rated step voltage

. Maximum rated step voltage

. Rated frequency

. Rated insulation level

Within the maximum rated through-current of the LTC, there may be different combinations of values

of rated through-current and corresponding rated step voltage. Figure 13.27 shows the correlation in the
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FIGURE 13.27 Rated step capacity diagram of a diverter switch: 1—upper limit point; 2—lower limit point.
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rated step capacity diagram. When a value of rated step voltage is referred to as a specific value of rated

through-current ( Iu), it is called the relevant rated step voltage ( Ui).

The rated step capacity PStN is the product of rated through-current Iu and relevant rated step

voltage Ui:

PStN ¼ Iu * Ui (13:1)

Furthermore, Figure 13.27 illustrates the typical load limits of a diverter switch (arcing switch). This

means that the permissible range on the voltage side is limited by the maximum rated step voltage Uim

and, on the current side, by the maximum rated through-current Ium.

The points of the curve located between limit points 1 and 2 are determined by the permissible rated

switching capacity. The permissible switching capacity between limit points 1 and 2 corresponds to

related pairs of values for Iu and Ui and may be constant or varying.

The rated step capacity diagram as well as individual values for Iu and Ui in limit points 1 and 2 is

specified separately for each type of LTC.

The basic requirements for LTCs are laid down in various standards (IEEE Std. C57.131-1995,

IEC 60214-1, 2003 and IEC 60214-2, 2004).

The main features to be tested during design tests are:

. Contact life: IEEE Std. C57.131-1995-6.2.1.1; IEC 60214-1-5.2.2.1.

. 50,000 operations at the maximum rated through-current and the relevant rated step voltage shall

be performed. The result of these tests may be used by the manufacturer to demonstrate that the

contacts used for making and breaking current are capable of performing, without replacement of

the contacts, the number of operations guaranteed by the manufacturer at the rated through-

current and the relevant rated step voltage.
. Temporary overload: IEEE Std. C57.131-1995-6.1.3 and 6.2.2; IEC 60214-1-4.3, 5.2.1, and 5.2.2.2.

At 1.2 times maximum rated through-current, temperature-rise tests of each type of contact carrying

current continuously shall be performed to verify that the steady-state temperature rise does not exceed

20 K above the temperature of the insulating liquid, surrounding the contacts. In addition, breaking-

capacity tests shall be performed with 40 operations at a current up to twice the maximum rated

through-current and at the relevant rated step voltage.

LTCs that comply with the said design tests, and when installed and properly applied to the

transformer, can be loaded in accordance with the applicable IEEE or IEC loading guides:

. Mechanical life: IEEE Std. C57.131-1995-6.5.1; IEC 60214-1-5.2.5.1

A mechanical endurance test of 500,000 tap-change operations without load has to be performed.

During this test the LTC shall be assembled and filled with insulating liquid or immersed in a test tank

filled with clean insulating liquid, and operated as for normal service conditions.

Compared with the actual number of tap-change operations in various fields of application

(Table 13.1) it can be seen that the mechanical endurance test covers the service requirements:

. Short-circuit-current strength: IEEE Std. C57.131-1995-6.3; IEC 60214-1-5.2.3

All contacts of different design that carry current continuously shall be subjected to three short-circuit

test currents of 10 times maximum rated through-current (valid for I > 400 A), with an initial peak

current of 2.5 times the rms value of the rated short-circuit current, each current application of at least

2-sec duration:

. Dielectric requirements: IEEE Std. C57.131-1995-6.6; IEC 60214-1-5.2.6

The dielectric requirements of an LTC depend on the transformer winding to which it is to be connected.
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TABLE 13.1 Number of LTC Switching Operations in Various Fields of Application

Transformer

Transformer Data

Number of On-Load Tap Changer

Operations Per Year

Power MVA Voltage kV Current A Min. Medium Max.

Power station 100–1300 110–765 100–2000 500 3000 10000

Interconnected 200–1500 110–765 300–3000 300 5000 25000

Network 15–400 60–525 50–1600 2000 7000 20000

Electrolysis 10–300 20–110 50–3000 10000 30000 150000

Chemistry 1.5–80 20–110 50–1000 1000 20000 70000

Arc furnace 2.5–150 20–230 50–1000 20000 50000 300000
The transformer manufacturer shall be responsible not only for selecting an LTC of the appropriate

insulation level, but also for the insulation level of the connecting leads between the LTC and the

winding of the transformer.

The insulation level of the LTC is demonstrated by dielectric tests—in accordance with the standards

(basic lightning impulse=rated lightning impulse withstand voltage; switching impulse=rated switching

impulse withstand voltage, when required; applied voltage=rated separate source AC withstand voltage;

partial discharge, when required)—on all relevant insulation spaces of the LTC.

The test and service voltages of the insulation between phases and to ground shall be in accordance

with the standards. The values of the withstand voltages of all other relevant insulation spaces of an LTC

shall be declared by the manufacturer of the LTC.

. Oil tightness of diverter switch (arcing-switch) oil compartment: IEC 60214-1-5.2.5.4

The analysis of gases dissolved in the transformer oil is an important, very sensitive, and commonly

used indication for the operational behavior of a power transformer. To avoid any influence of the

switching gases produced by each operation of the arcing switch, on the results of the said gas-in-oil

analysis, the arcing-switch oil compartment has to be oil tight. Furthermore, the arcing switch conser-

vator tank must be completely separated from the transformer conservator tank on the oil and on the

gas side.

Vacuum- and pressure-withstand values of the oil compartment shall be declared by the manufacturer

of the LTC.

13.7 Selection of Load Tap Changers

13.7.1 General Selection Criteria

The selection of a particular LTC will render optimum technical and economical efficiency if require-

ments due to operation and testing of all conditions of the associated transformer windings are met. In

general, usual safety margins may be neglected as LTCs designed, tested, selected, and operated

in accordance with IEEE standards C57.131-1995 and IEC standards 60214-1, 2003 and 60214-2, 2004

are most reliable. The details for the selection of LTCs are described in Krämer, 2000.

To select the appropriate LTC, the following important data of associated transformer windings

should be known:

. MVA rating

. Connection of tap winding (for wye, delta, or single-phase connection)

. Rated voltage and regulating range
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. Number of service tap positions

. Insulation level to ground

. Lightning-impulse and power-frequency voltage of the internal insulation

The following LTC operating data may be derived from this information:

. Rated through-current: Iu

. Step voltage: Ust

. Step capacity: Pst ¼ Iu * Ust

and the appropriate tap changer can be determined:

. LTC type

. Number of poles

. Nominal voltage level of LTC

. Tap selector size=insulation level

. Basic connection diagram

If necessary, the following characteristics of the tap changer should be checked:

. Breaking capacity

. Overload capability

. Short-circuit current (especially to be checked in case of Figure 13.25 applications)

. Contact life

In addition to that, the following two important LTC stresses—resulting from the arrangement and

application of the transformer design—have to be checked.
13.7.2 Voltage Connection of Tap Winding during Change-Over Operation

During the operation of the reversing or coarse change-over selector, the tap winding is disconnected

momentarily from the main winding. It thereby takes a voltage that is determined by the voltages of

the adjacent windings as well as by the coupling capacities to these windings and to grounded parts.

In general, this voltage is different from the voltage of the tap winding before the change-over selector

operation. The differential voltages are the recovering voltages at the opening contacts of the change-

over selector and, when reaching a critical level they are liable to cause inadmissible discharges on the

change-over selector. If these voltages exceed a certain limit value (for special product series, said limit

voltages are in the range of 15 to 35 kV), measures regarding voltage control of the tap winding must

be taken.

Especially in case of PSTs with regulation at the line end (e.g., Figure 13.25), high recovery voltages

can occur due to the winding arrangement. Figure 13.28 (top) illustrates a typical winding arrange-

ment of PST according to Figure 13.25. Figure 13.28 (bottom) gives the phasor diagram of that

arrangement without limiting measures. As it can be seen, the recovery voltages appearing at the

change-over selector contacts are in the range of the system voltages on the source and the load side.

It is sure that an LTC cannot be operated under such conditions. This fact has already been taken into

account during the planning stage of the PST design. There are three ways to solve the above-mentioned

problem:

1. Install screens between the windings. These screens must have the voltage of the movable change-

over selector contact 0 (Figure 13.25). See also Figure 13.29.

2. Connect the tap winding to a fixed voltage by a fixed ohmic resistor (tie-in resistor) or by an

ohmic resistor, which is only inserted during change-over selector operation by means of a

voltage switch. This ohmic resistor is usually connected to the middle of the tap winding and

to the current take-off terminal of the LTC (Figure 13.30).
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FIGURE 13.28 Top: Phase-shifting transformer, circuit (as shown in Figure 13.25); bottom: typical winding

arrangement with two tap windings; recovery voltages (Urþ, Ur�) for tap windings 1 and 2 (phasor diagram).
3. Use an ARS as change-over selector (Figure 13.31). This additional unit allows the change-over

operation to be carried out in two steps without interruption. With this arrangement, the tap

winding is connected to the desired voltage during the whole change-over operation. As this

method is relatively complicated, it is only used for high-power PSTs.

The common method for the voltage connection of tap windings is to use tie-in resistors. The following

information is required to dimension tie-in resistors:

. All characteristic data of the transformer such as power, high and low voltages with regulating

range, winding connection, insulation levels
. Design of the winding, i.e., location of the tap winding in relation to the adjacent windings or

winding parts (in case of layer windings)
. Voltages across the windings and electrical position of the windings within the winding arrange-

ment of the transformer that is adjacent to the tap winding
. Capacity between tap winding and adjacent windings or winding parts
. Capacity between tap winding and ground or, if existing, grounded adjacent windings
. Surge stress across half of tap winding
. Service and test power-frequency voltages across half of the tap winding
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FIGURE 13.29 Top: Phase-shifting transformer, circuit (as shown in Figure 13.25); bottom: winding arrangement

with two windings and screens; recovery voltages (Urþ, Ur�) for tap windings 1 and 2 (phasor diagram).
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FIGURE 13.30 Methods of voltage connection (reversing change-over selector in mid-position): (a) fixed tie-in

resistor Rp; (b) with voltage switch Sp and tie-in resistor Rp.
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FIGURE 13.31 Phase-shifting transformer—change-over operation by means of an advance-retard switch (ARS).
13.7.3 Effects of the Leakage Inductance of Coarse Winding=Tap Winding
during the Operation of the Diverter Switch (Arcing Switch) When
Passing the Mid-Position of the Resistor-Type Load Tap Changer

During the operation of the arcing switch from the end of the tap winding to the end of the coarse

winding and vice versa (passing mid-position, see Figure 13.32a), all turns of the whole tap winding and

coarse winding are inserted in the circuit.
+ 0 0

K K
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1
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Ic
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FIGURE 13.32 Effect of the leakage inductance of coarse winding=tap winding arrangement: (a) operation

through mid-position; (b) operation through any tap position beside mid-position.
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This results in a leakage inductance value that is substantially higher than during operation within

the tap winding, where only negligible leakage inductance of one step is relevant (Figure 13.32b). The

higher inductance value in series with the transition resistors has an effect on the circulating current,

which is flowing in the opposite direction through coarse winding and tap winding during the arcing

switch operation.

Consequently, a phase shift between switched current and recovery voltage takes place at the

transition contacts of the arcing switch and may result in an extended arcing time.

In order to ensure optimum selection and adaptation of the LTC to these operating conditions, it is

necessary to specify the leakage inductance of coarse winding and tap winding connected in series.
13.8 Protection Devices for Load Tap Changers

The protective devices for LTCs are designed to limit or prevent the effect of the following stresses:

inadmissible increase of pressure within the diverter switch (arcing-switch) compartment or the separate

compartment of the reactor-type LTC, respectively; operation of LTCs with overcurrents above certain

values; operation of LTCs at oil temperatures below the limit laid down in the standards (�258C) (IEEE,

1995; IEC, 2004), and inadmissible voltage stresses of the insulation in the arcing switch caused by

transient overvoltages. The following control and protective equipment are in use:

. Liquid-flow relays inserted into the pipe between LTC head and conservator are mostly used

for in-tank LTCs (Figure 13.33). They respond to disturbances in the arcing-switch compartment

of relatively low-energy up to high-energy dissipation within a reasonable time, avoiding damages

to the LTC and the transformer. The liquid-flow relay has to disconnect the transformer. To give

alarm only, as it is practiced in some users’ systems, is not allowed because it is dangerous and

could lead to severe faults.
. Pressure-sensing and=or pressure-releasing relays are also often used parallel to the liquid-flow

relay or alone. Their response time is a little bit shorter than that of the liquid-flow relay. But decrease

in the response time is of minor importance because the complete disconnecting time of the
(a) Diverter switch oil compartment
(b) Integrated pressure relief diaphragm
(c) Liquid-flow relay

(d) Liquid conservator
(e) Tap selector

a b c d

e

FIGURE 13.33 Arrangements of protection devices of internally mounted LTCs.
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transformer is determined by the total response time of the control circuit that trips the

circuit breakers of the transformer and that is much longer than the response time of the liquid-

flow relay.
. At oil temperatures below �258C, it may be necessary to provide special devices, e.g., blocking the

drive mechanism to obtain reliable service behavior of the LTC.
. An overcurrent blocking device that stops the LTCs drive mechanism during an overload is used

in many utilities as a standard device. It is normally set at 1.5 times the rated current of the

transformer.
. In transformers with regulation on the high-voltage side and coarse winding arrangements,

extremely high-voltage stresses can occur at the inner insulation of the diverter switch (arcing

switch) of the resistor-type LTC during impulse testing when the LTC is in mid-position

(Figure 13.34). Up to 25% of the incoming wave for BIL tests or 40% for chopped-wave tests

can appear over the said distance. Critical values could be reached above a BIL of 550 kV.
. There are two principles to protect the arcing switch from undue overvoltages. Spark gaps or

nonlinear resistors could be installed in series to the transition resistors, as shown in Figure 13.35.

The spark gap is a safe overvoltage protection for applications in medium-size power transform-

ers. Nonlinear resistors are solutions for high-power transformers and for all transformers where

the service conditions would cause the spark gaps to respond frequently.

In the early stages, silicon carbide (SiC) elements were installed. The specific characteristics of this

material did not allow full-range application. When high-power zinc-oxide (ZnO) varistors came on the

market, the application of these elements for overvoltage protection was studied in detail with good

results. For more than 25 years, ZnO varistors have been in use with excellent field experience.
Voltage stress at “αo”

Wave shape

100%

+

−

Chopped wave

Coarse/tapped winding arrangement OLTC in mid-
position

1.2/50 μs

Stress in % due to input impulse

10%−20% max. 25%

15%−30% max. 40%

α
0

FIGURE 13.34 Voltage stress between selected and preselected tap of coarse=tapped winding arrangement, LTC in

mid-position.
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FIGURE 13.35 Overvoltage protection devices arranged within the diverter switch (arcing switch).
13.9 Maintenance of Load Tap Changers

LTC maintenance is the basis for the regulating transformer’s high level of reliability. The background for

maintenance recommendations is as follows:

For LTCs where oil is used for arc-quenching, the arcing at the diverter switch (arcing switch) or

selector switch (arcing tap switch) contacts causes contact erosion and carbonization of the arcing

switch oil. The degree of contamination depends upon the operating current of the LTC, the number of

operations, and to some degree, the quality of the insulating oil. For LTCs using vacuum interrupters for

arc-quenching, contact life of the vacuum interrupters and the mechanically stressed parts of the device

are the key indicators for the maintenance recommendations. The overall performance of vacuum-type

LTCs leads more and more toward maintenance-free LTC designs.

Maintenance and inspection intervals depend on the type of LTC, the LTC rated through-current, the

field experience, and the individual operating conditions. They are suggested as periodical measures

with respect to a certain number of operations or after a certain operating time, whichever comes first.

The recommended maintenance intervals for an individual LTC type are given in the operating and

inspection manuals available for each LTC type.

Normally, maintenance of an LTC can be performed within a few hours by qualified and experienced

personnel, provided that it has been properly planned and organized. In countries with tropical or

subtropical climate, the humidity must also be taken into consideration. In some countries, customers

decide to start maintenance work only if the relative humidity is less than 75%.

Economical factors are taken more and more into consideration by users of large power transformers

in distribution networks when assessing the operating parameters for cost-intensive operating equip-

ment. While users are aiming at cost reduction for transformer maintenance, they are also demanding

higher system reliability. Besides the new generation of LTCs with vacuum switching technology,

modern supervisory concepts on LTCs (LTC monitoring) offer a solution for the control of these

divergent development tendencies. Today, a few products that differ significantly in their performance

are on the market.

A state-of-the-art LTC on-line monitoring system should include an early-fault-detection function

and information on condition-based maintenance, which requires an expert-system of the LTC manu-

facturer. The data processing and visualization should provide information about status-signal messages,

trend analyses, and prognoses. Monitoring application is a judgment of transformer size and importance

and of maintenance and equipment costs.
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13.10 Refurbishment and Replacement of Load Tap Changers

With regard to system planning of power utilities, the lifetime of regulating transformers is nor-

mally assumed to be about 30 years of service. The actual lifetime is, however, much longer. Due to

economic aspects and aging networks, as well as the requirement to improve reliability, refurbish-

ment=replacement is becoming a major policy issue for utility companies.

Refurbishment includes a complete overhaul of the regulating transformer plus other improvements

regarding loading capability, an increase in insulation levels, a decrease in noise levels, and the possible

replacement of the bushings and of the LTC or a complete overhaul of the LTC. This overhaul should

be performed by specialists from the LTC manufacturer in order to avoid any risk when judging

the condition of the LTC components, when deciding which components have to be replaced, and

with regard to the disassembly and the reassembly as well as the cleaning of insulation material.

The replacement of an old risky LTC (for which neither maintenance work nor spare parts are

available) by a new LTC may economically be justified, compared with the expenses for a new regulating

transformer, even if the transformer design has to be modified for that reason. The manufacturer of the

new LTC must, of course, guarantee maintenance work and spare parts for the foreseeable future.
13.11 Summary

For the time being, no alternative to regulating transformers is expected. The LTC will therefore

continue to play an essential part in the optimum operation of electrical networks and industrial

processes in the foreseeable future.

With regard to the future of LTC systems, one can say that a static LTC, without any mechanical

system and consisting only of power electronics, leads today to extremely uneconomical solutions and

this will not change in the near future. Therefore, the mechanical LTC will still be used.

Conventional LTC technology has reached a very high level and is capable of meeting most require-

ments of the transformer manufacturer. This applies to the complete voltage and power fields of today,

which will probably remain unchanged in the foreseeable future. It is very unlikely that, due to new

impulses given to development, greater power and higher voltages will be required.

Today, the main concern goes to service behavior as well as reliability of LTCs and how to keep this

reliability at a consistently high level during the regulating transformer’s life cycle.

At the present time and for the foreseeable future, the proper implementation of the vacuum

switching technology in LTCs provides the best formula of quality, reliability, and economy achievable

toward a maintenance-free design. The vacuum switching technology entirely eliminates the need for

an on-line filtration system and offers reduced down-times with increased availability of the trans-

former and simplified maintenance logistics. All this translates into substantial savings for the end user.

Consequently, today’s design concepts of LTCs—resistor- and reactor-type LTCs—are based more

and more on vacuum interrupters. The vacuum switching technology—used in LTCs—is in fact state-

of-the-art design of today and tomorrow.

Another target of development is the insulation and cooling media with low or no flammability

for regulating transformers, mainly relevant in the field of medium-power transformers (<100 MVA).

Such media include: several synthetic=organic liquids provided as PCB-replacement, SF6 gas, and air.

The application of these transformers is preferred in areas where mineral oil would be too dangerous,

considering pollution and fire. The application of these media may require a different LTC design.

For many years SF6-regulating transformers have been in service in Japan and a few other countries.

As an alternative, dry-type distribution transformers with regulation have been available for several

years. The LTC is operating in air with vacuum interrupters. These transformers are used for indoor

application with extreme fire hazard and=or pollution requirements, existing in metropolitan and

special industrial areas.
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14.1 Design Criteria

ANSI standards collection for the C57 series sets forth the general requirements for the design of power

transformers. With respect to loading, the requirements of concern are those that define the transfor-

mer’s thermal characteristics. The average ambient temperature of the air in contact with the cooling

equipment for a 24-hr period shall not exceed 308C, and the maximum shall not exceed 408C (IEEE,

1994). For example, a day with a high temperature of 358C and a low of 258C has an approximate

average ambient temperature of 308C.

The average winding-temperature rise above ambient shall not exceed 658C for a specified

continuous-load current (IEEE, 1994). The industry uses this criterion rather than the more relevant

hot-spot temperature rise because manufacturers can obtain it by simply measuring the resistance of the

windings during temperature-rise tests. The manufacturer must guarantee to meet this requirement.

The hottest-conductor temperature rise (hot spot) in the winding shall not exceed 808C under these

same conditions (IEEE, 1994). This 808C limit is no assurance that the hot-spot rise is 158C higher than

the average winding-temperature rise. In the past, using the 158C adder to determine the hot-spot rise

produced very conservative test results. The greatest thermal degradation of cellulose insulation occurs

at the location of the hottest spot. The hot-spot location is near the top of the high- or low-voltage

winding. The most common reason for hot spots to occur is that these regions have higher localized

eddy losses because the leakage flux fringes radially at the winding ends.

Standards specify requirements for operation of the transformer above rated voltage. At no load, the

voltage shall not exceed 110% (IEEE, 1994). At full load, the voltage shall not exceed 105% (IEEE, 1994).

Modern transformers are usually capable of excitation beyond these limits without causing undue

saturation of the core. However, this causes the core to contribute greater than predicted heating.



Consequently, all temperature rises wil l increase. While not critical at rated load, this becomes import ant

when loading transformers above the nameplate rating .
14.2 Nameplate Ratings

The transformer nameplate provides the voltage (excitation) rating for all tap positions. If a transformer

has a four-step de-energized hig h-voltage tap changer (DETC) and a 32-step load tap changer (LTC) on

the low-voltage w inding , then it has five primar y voltage ratings and 33 secondar y voltage ratings. The

excitation limits apply to all ratings.

The cooling class affects the design of the cooling package. Different cooling classes have different

thermal profiles. Therefore, gauge readings can be different for equivalently rated transformers under the

same loading conditions. Consequently, the operator must understand the cooling classes and their

thermal profiles in order to confirm that a given transformer is responding properly.

ONAN cooling uses natural air flow throug h the radiators to dissipate heat. (See Chapter 2, Power

Transformers, for description of cooling classes). ONAF cooling uses fans to force air throug h radiators

in order to substantially increase the rate of cooling . There is natural flow by convection of the oil in the

radiators from top to bottom w ith both ONAN and ONAF cooling. There may additionally be pumps

used to draw the hot oil out of the top of the transformer and force it throug h the radiators into the

bottom of the tank. If the design incorporates a cooling duct that directs the oil from the radiator outlet

directly throug h the w inding from bottom to top, it is classified as ODxx (Pierce, 1993).

Medium–size power transformers, 12 MVA and larger, have three stages of cooling, i.e., natural

convection plus two stages of forced air throug h the radiators. Large power transformers usually employ

directed-flow cooling to the main w indings. Some large power transformers, especially generator step-

up (GSU) transformers, are rated for only forced oil and air cooling; the nameplate reveals no rating

unless the auxiliary cooling equipment is operating.

The nameplate kVA (or MVA) rating is the continuous load at rated voltage that produces an average

winding-temperature rise within the 658C limit and hot-spot temperature rise within the 808C limit

(IEEE, 1994). The rating of each cooling stage is given. The transformer design must meet temperature-

rise guarantees for each cooling stage. Operators and planners generally express loading capability as a

percent (or per unit) of the maximum MVA rating.

The windings contribute most of the heat that produces the temperature rises. The winding heat

results mostly from the I2R loss in the conductor. When users express loading as a percent on an MVA

basis, they are assuming that the transformer is operating at rated voltage, both primary and secondary.

Operators should express the load for thermal calculations as a percent (or per unit) of the full load

current for a given set of primary and secondary tap positions (Tillman, 1998).

14.3 Other Thermal Characteristics

Other thermal characteristics are dependent on the design, loss optimization, and cooling class. Top-oil

temperature is the temperature of the bulk oil at the top of the tank. Users can directly measure this with

a gauge mounted on the transformer tank. The temperature of the oil exiting the oil duct in the top of

the winding is actually the important characteristic (Chew, 1978; Pierce, 1993). Users normally do not

have a direct measurement of this in practice. Manufacturers can measure this during heat run tests, but

that is not common practice.

Bottom-oil rise is the temperature rise above ambient of the oil entering the bottom of the core and

coil assembly. In all cooling classes, the bottom-oil temperature is approximately equal to the temp-

erature of the oil exiting the radiators (Chew, 1978; Pierce, 1993). Manufacturers can easily measure

it during heat run tests and provide the information on certified test reports. Users should

require manufacturers to provide this information. In service, users can glean a measurement of the

bottom-oil temperature with an infrared camera.
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Average oil rise is the key oil thermal characteristic needed to calculate the winding gradient (Chew,

1978). It is approximately equal to the average of the temperature rise of oil entering the bottom of the

core and coil assembly and the oil exiting the top. The location of the average oil is approximately equal

to the location of the mid-winding.

The winding gradient is the difference between the average winding- and average oil-temperature rises

(Chew, 1978). Designers assume that this gradient is the same from the bottom to the top of the

winding except at the ends, where the hot spot exists. The hot-spot gradient is somewhat higher than

the winding gradient. Designers calculate this gradient by determining the effects of localized eddy losses

at the end of the winding. Computers allow designers to calculate this very accurately. An engineer can

obtain an estimate of the hot-spot gradient by multiplying the winding gradient by 1.1 (Chew, 1978).
14.4 Thermal Profiles

Thermal profiles show the relationships between different temperatures inside a transformer. Operators

must understand these thermal profiles for given cooling classes in order to understand a transformer’s

thermal response to a given load. A plot of winding temperature vs. its axial position in the tank is a

thermal profile.

For ONxx cooling, the oil temperature outside the winding is approximately equal to the oil

temperature inside the winding from bottom to top (Chew, 1978). This is due to the oil movement

by natural convection both inside and outside the core and coil assembly. The oil temperature exiting the

bottom of the radiators approximately equals that entering the bottom of the core and coil assembly

(Chew, 1978; Pierce, 1993). The top bulk-oil temperature approximately equals the oil temperature at

the top of the winding (IEEE, 1995). It is relatively easy for engineers to determine the gradients for this

cooling class. They can verify that a transformer is responding properly to a given load by obtaining load

information, reading the top-oil temperature gauge, measuring the bottom-oil temperature by use of an

infrared camera, and comparing with calculations and data from the manufacturer’s test reports.

For OFxx cooling, the oil pumps force oil into the bulk oil at the bottom of the tank. The higher rate of

flow produces a small bottom-to-top temperature differential in the coolers. The oil flow in the winding

is by natural convection. The pumps circulate cool oil throughout the tank and around the core and coil

assembly while only a small portion passes through the windings. Therefore, the temperature profile of

the oil internal to the windings does not match that of the external profile. The top winding-duct oil, the

key temperature, is much hotter than the top bulk oil (Pierce, 1992; 1993).

For ODxx directed-flow cooling, the oil pumps force oil through a sealed oil duct directly into the

bottom of the core and coil assembly. The oil flows within the winding and exits the top of the winding

into the bulk oil. The temperature profile of the oil external to the winding approximately equals that of

the oil internal to the winding. The bottom-to-top oil-temperature rise is very small. Top-oil tempera-

ture rises for this design are lower than equivalent ONxx designs. The hot-spot temperature is not lower

because the hot-spot gradient is much larger (Pierce, 1992; 1993).

14.5 Temperature Measurements

The user specifies the gauges and monitors installed by the manufacturer. The top-oil temperature gauge

directly measures the temperature of the top bulk oil. Most oil gauges in service are mechanical and

provide instantaneous and maximum temperature readings. They also have contacts for controlling

cooling and providing alarms. Some of these gauges are electronic and provide analog outputs for

communication by supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). This gauge reading is approxi-

mately equal to the temperature of the top winding-duct oil for ONxx and ODxx cooling and is much

lower for OFxx nondirected-flow cooling (IEEE, 1995; Chew, 1978; Pierce, 1992; 1993).

In most cases the winding temperature gauge is actually an assembly that simulates the hot-spot

winding temperature. This hot-spot temperature simulator measures top bulk oil and adds to it another
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temperature increment (hot-spot gradient) proportional to the square of the load current. This

incremental temperature is actually a simulation of the hot-spot gradient. An oil-temperature probe

inserted in a resistive well and a current obtained from a BTCT in the main winding is a method used for

simulating the hot-spot temperature. Designers calibrate the resistor and the current to the hot-spot

gradient. For ODxx directed flow and ONxx cooling, this simulation is valid because the measured top-

oil temperature is approximately equal to the top winding-duct oil temperature (IEEE, 1995; Chew,

1978). However, this simulation is not valid for OFxx nondirected-flow cooling because the measured

top-oil temperature is less than the top winding-duct oil temperature (Pierce, 1992). It is more difficult

to predict and verify the thermal response of a transformer with OFxx nondirected-flow cooling.

The hot-spot simulator exhibits its greatest accuracy for constant loads because there is a thermal lag

between the top-oil and hot-spot winding temperatures. It takes several hours for the bulk oil to attain

its ultimate temperature after a change of the load. On the other hand, the same load change takes only a

few minutes to heat up the winding conductors to their ultimate temperature. Consequently, a

transformer must have an applied constant load for several hours for the hot-spot simulator to indicate

an accurate measurement. For transient loading, the instantaneous indication is meaningless to an

operator. The actual hot-spot temperature is greater for increasing loads than the simulator indicates

and lower for decreasing loads (IEEE, 1995).

Users also specify electronic gauges. These have many features built into one box. They include many

adjustable alarm and control contacts, both top-oil and simulated hot-spot temperatures, and analog

outputs for SCADA. This monitor creates the hot-spot simulation by routing the current directly to the

monitor. Designers calibrate the microprocessor in the monitor to calculate the hot-spot gradient. This

provides a more reliable indication than mechanical gauges, but it is still a simulation with the same

drawbacks discussed above.

Direct measurements of the hot-spot temperature are possible through application of fiber optics. A

sensor inserted in the oil duct between two winding discs replaces a key-spacer. Design engineers

determine the locations to install the sensors. Fiber-optic probes transmit the temperature from the

sensors to a storage device, often a personal computer. These applications are relatively unreliable.

Designers typically call for many probes in order to have a few that work properly. The application of

fiber optics also produces additional risk of internal dielectric failure in the transformer. While fiber

optics is a good research tool and appropriate for special applications, its general application is usually

not worth the added risk and cost (Pierce, 1993).

14.6 Predicting Thermal Response

The IEEE Std. C57.91-1995, Guide for Loading Mineral-Oil-Immersed Transformers, gives detailed

formulas for calculating oil and winding temperatures. It gives formulas for constant steady-state and

transient loading. Users apply the transient-loading equations in computer programs. Computer

simulations are good for gaining understanding but are not necessary for most situations.

Users must calculate oil temperatures in order to predict a transformer’s thermal response. The total

losses in a transformer cause the oil temperature to rise for a given load (IEEE, 1995). Total losses

include core, load, stray, and eddy losses. The oil temperatures vary directly with the ratio of the total

losses raised to an exponent. The industry designation for the oil-rise exponent is n (IEEE, 1995; Chew,

1978; Pierce, 1993).

TO2 ¼ TO1(TL2=TL1)n (14:1)

where

TO2¼ ultimate top-oil rise

TO1¼ initial or known top-oil rise

TL2 ¼ total losses at ultimate load

TL1 ¼ total losses at known load
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Users can calculate a conservative approximation by neglecting the core, stray, and eddy losses and

considering only the i2r load losses:

TO2 ¼ TO1(i2
2r=i2

1r)n ¼ TO1(i2
2=i2

1)n ¼ TO1(i2=i1)2n (14:2)

The value of n varies with different transformer designs. The industry generally accepts an approximate

value of 0.9 for ONAF-class transformers (IEEE, 1995; Chew, 1978; Pierce, 1993). This is a conservative

value.

TO2 ¼ TO1(i2=i1)1:8 (14:3)

If i1 is the full-load current rating, then i2=i1 is the per-unit current loading. As an example, consider a

transformer with ONAF cooling that has a top-oil temperature rise of 558C at full-load current.

Calculate the ultimate steady-state top-oil temperature rise due to a constant 120% load:

TO2 ¼ 55(1:2)1:8 ¼ 76�C

If the maximum ambient temperature is 358C, then the ultimate top-oil temperature is 1118C. The user

can find detailed transient equations in IEEE C57.91-1995. They appear complex but are only expanded

forms of the above equations. The same basic principles apply. However, their use requires many

incremental calculations summed over given time periods. There are computer programs available

that apply these equations.

Transient analysis has the most value when actual temperature profiles are available. Except for

special applications, this is often not the case. Usually, the temperature available is the maximum for

a given time period. Furthermore, engineers do not always have time available to analyze and compare

computer outputs vs. field data. The key issue is that the engineer must have the ability to predict

a transformer’s thermal response to a given load (steady state or transient) in order to ensure that the

transformer is responding properly. They can use the above simplified steady-state equations to calculate

maximum temperatures reached for a given load cycle. Using a load equal to 90% of a peak cyclical

load in the steady-state equations yields a good approximation of the peak temperature for an operator

to expect. In the above example, the resultant expected top-oil temperature for a cyclical 120% load

is 988C.

The relationships for winding-temperature equations are similar to the oil-temperature equations.

The key element is the hot-spot gradient. Once an engineer calculates this gradient, it is added to

the calculated top-oil temperature to obtain the hot-spot temperature. Similar to Equation 14.2, the hot-

spot gradient varies directly with the ratio of the current squared raised to an exponent m (IEEE, 1995;

Chew, 1978; Pierce, 1993).

HSG2 ¼ HSG1(i2=i1)2m (14:4)

where

HSG2¼ ultimate hot-spot gradient

HSG1¼ initial or known hot-spot gradient

i2 ¼ current at the ultimate load

i1 ¼ current at the known or initial load

As with n, the values of m vary between transformers. However, the variance for m is much greater. It

is very dependent on the current density and loss optimization used to design a particular transformer.

High losses and current densities produce large values of m. Low losses and current densities produce
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small values for m. For example, a high-loss transformer design may have a lower hot-spot temperature

at rated load than a similar low-loss transformer design. However, the low-loss transformer is likely

more suitable for loading past its nameplate criteria. The industry generally accepts an approximate

value of 0.8 for ONAF-class transformers (IEEE, 1995; Chew, 1978; Pierce, 1993). Again, this is a

conservative value:

HSG2 ¼ HSG1(i2=i1)1:6 (14:5)

Engineers can calculate the m and n constants by requiring manufacturers to perform overload

temperature tests (e.g., 125% load). This, along with temperature data from standard temperature

tests, provides two points for calculating these values.

There are limiting elements in a transformer other than the active part. These include bushings, leads,

tap changers, and bushing-type current transformers (BTCTs). Sometimes it is difficult to determine the

bushing rating in older transformers. Infrared scanning can help determine if a bushing is heating

excessively. In modern transformers, manufacturers choose bushings with ample margin for overloading

the transformer. Insulated leads are also subject to overheating, especially if the manufacturer applies too

much insulation. LTC contact life can accelerate. For arcing-under-oil tap changers, oil contamination

increases. It is also important to know if a transformer includes a series transformer to reduce the LTC

current to a manageable value. The user will probably not know the ratio of the series transformer for

older transformers.

14.7 Load Cyclicality

Past practices for many users called for loading power transformers to a stated percentage of their

nameplate kVA or MVA rating. A typical loading criteria was 100%. The measured load used to

determine the percent loading was the annual peak 15-min integrated output demand in kVA or

MVA. Few users considered the cyclical nature of the load or the ambient temperature. These thermal

cycles allow operators to load transformers beyond their nameplate rating criteria for temporary peak

loads with little or no increased loss of life or probability of failure.

To completely define the load profile, the user must know the current for thermal calculations and the

power factor for voltage-regulation calculations as a function of time, usually in hourly increments.

Cyclical loads generally vary with the ambient temperature due to air conditioning and heating.

However, summer and winter profiles are very different. Summer peak loads occur when peak temper-

atures occur. The reverse occurs in winter. In fall and spring, not only is the ambient temperature mild,

but there is little or no air conditioning or heating load. The thermal stress on a transformer with a

cyclical normal load during fall and spring is negligible. It is also usually negligible during winter peak

loading.

If ambient conditions differ from the nameplate criteria, then the user must adjust the transformer

capability accordingly. IEEE C57.91-1995 provides tables and equations for making these adjustments. A

good approximation is an adjustment of 1% of the maximum nameplate rating for every degree C above

or below the nameplate rating (IEEE, 1995). If the transformer operates in 408C average ambient, then

the user must de-rate the nameplate kVA by 10% in order to meet the nameplate thermal-rating criteria.

Conversely, operating in a 08C average ambient environment allows the user to up-rate the transformer

by approximately 30%.

Twenty-four-hour summer load cycles resemble a sine wave. The load peak occurs approximately

when the temperature peak occurs at 3:00 to 5:00 in the evening. The load peak lasts less than 1 hr. The

load valley occurs during predawn hours, when ambient temperature minimums occur at 4:00 to 6:00.

The magnitude of the valley load is 50 to 60% of the peak load. The user can calculate the top-oil

temperature at the valley in the same manner as at the peak. The value of making these calculations is to

verify that a particular transformer’s load response is correct. If the transformer responds properly, then

it meets one of the criteria for recommending overload capability.
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14.8 Science of Transformer Loading

The thermal rating of a power transformer differs from the thermal rating of other current-carrying

elements in a substation. Examples of other elements are conductor, buswork, connectors, disconnects,

circuit breakers, etc. The insulation system for these elements is air and solid support insulators. The

cooling system is passive (ambient air). The thermal limits depend on the properties of the conductor

itself. These elements are maximum-rated devices. In a power transformer, the cooling system is active.

The thermal limits depend on the dielectric and mechanical properties of the cellulose and oil insulation

system. As a maximum-rated device, the transformer capability may be 200% of the maximum

nameplate rating (IEEE, 1995).

With overly conservative loading practices, cellulose insulation life due to thermal stress is practically

limitless, theoretically more than 1000 years. In practice, deterioration of accessories and nonactive parts

limits the practical life of the transformer. These elements include the tank, gauges, valves, fans,

radiators, bushings, LTCs, etc. The average, practical life of a transformer is probably 30 to 50 years.

Many fail beyond economical repair before 30 years. Therefore, it is reasonable and responsible to allow

some thermal aging of the cellulose insulation system. The key is to identify the risk. Loss of insulation

life is seldom the real risk. Most of the time, risks other than loss of insulation life are the limiting

characteristics.

Paper insulation must have mechanical and dielectric strength. The mechanical strength allows it to

withstand forces caused by through faults. When through faults occur, the winding conductors encounter

forces to move. If the paper has sufficient mechanical strength, the coil assemblies will also have sufficient

strength to withstand these forces. When aged paper loses its mechanical strength, through faults

may cause winding movement sufficient to tear the paper. Physical damage due to excessive winding

movement during through-fault conditions reduces the dielectric withstand of the paper insulation. At

this point, the risk of dielectric failure is relatively high.

The Arrhenius reaction equation is the basic principle for thermal-aging calculations (Kelly et al.,

1988a; Dakin, 1948):

L ¼ AeB=T (14:6)

L is the calculated insulation life in hours. A and B are constants that depend on the aging rate and

end-of-life definition. They also depend on the condition of the insulation system. T is the absolute

temperature in Kelvins (8Cþ 273) (Kelly et al., 1988a). There is a limited amount of functional-life test

data available. Most available data is over 20 years old. Past calculations of life expectancy used extremely

conservative numbers for the A and B constants (Kelly et al., 1988a).

Normal life of cellulose insulation is the time in years for a transformer operated with a constant

1108C hot-spot winding temperature to reach its defined end-of-life criteria. Degree of polymerization

(DP) and tensile strength are properties that quantify aging of cellulose paper insulation (Kelly et al.,

1988b). In the past, the industry accepted approximately 71⁄2 years for normal life. This is a misleadingly

low value. Actual practice and more-recent studies show that normal life under these conditions is

somewhere between 20 years and infinity (IEEE, 1995). It is not important for users to master these

relationships and equations. However, the user should understand the following realities:

1. The relationship between life expectancy and temperature is logarithmic (McNutt, 1995). As the

hottest-spot conductor temperature moves below 1108C, the life expectancy increases rapidly,

and vice versa. An accepted rule of thumb is that the life doubles for every 88C decrease in

operating temperature. It halves for every 88C increase in operating temperature (Kelly et al.,

1988a).

2. Users seldom operate transformers such that the hot-spot winding temperature is above, at, or

anywhere near 1108C. Even when peak loads cause 1408C hot-spot winding temperatures, the
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cumulative time that it operates above 1108C is relatively short, probably less than 200 to 400 hr

per year.

3. Cellulose aging is a chemical reaction. As in all reactions, heat, water, and oxygen act as a catalyst.

In the Arrhenius equation, the A and B constants are highly dependent on the presence of

moisture and oxygen in the system (Kelly et al., 1988b). The expected life of the paper halves

when the water content doubles (Bassetto et al., 1997; Kelly et al., 1988b). Also, tests indicate that

the aging rate increases by a factor of 2.5 when oxygen content is high (Bassetto et al., 1997; Kelly

et al., 1988b).
14.9 Water in Transformers under Load

The action of water in the insulation system of power transformers poses one of the major risks in

loading transformers past their nameplate rating criteria. The insulation system inside a transformer

consists of cellulose paper and oil working together. Water always exists in this system. Indeed, the paper

must have some moisture content in order to maintain its tensile strength (Kelly et al., 1988b). However,

the distribution of the water in this system is uneven. The paper attracts much more water than the oil

(Kelly et al., 1988c). As the transformer cycles thermally throughout its life, the water redistributes itself.

The water collects in the coldest part of the winding (bottom disks) and in the area of highest electrical

stress (Kelly et al., 1988c). This redistribution of moisture is very unpredictable.

When a transformer is hot due to a heavy load, water moves from the paper to the oil. The heat in the

conductor pushes the water out of the paper insulation, while the solubility of water in oil increases with

temperature (Kelly et al., 1988b). When the transformer cools, water moves back to the paper. However,

the water goes back into the paper much more slowly than it is driven out (Kelly et al., 1988b). As the oil

cools, the water in the oil can approach saturation.

As long as changes take place gradually and temperatures do not reach extreme levels, the insulation

system can tolerate the existence of a significant amount of water (Kelly et al., 1988b). However, loading

transformers to a higher level causes higher temperatures and greater changes during the thermal

cycling. Emergency loading causes greater temperature swings than normal loading. The key is to

understand the point at which elevated temperatures introduce the risk of failure. That temperature

level depends on the moisture content in the insulation system. There are two basic risks associated with

the relationship between loading and water in the insulation system:

1. Reduction in dielectric strength due to saturation of moisture in oil

2. Bubble evolution
14.9.1 Dielectric Effects of Moisture in Oil

The dielectric strength of oil is a function of the average oil temperature and percent saturation of water

in the oil (Moore, 1997). As long as the oil is hot, the water solubility is high (Kelly et al., 1988b).

Therefore, a given amount of water in the oil produces a lower percent saturation at high temperature

than at low temperature. As an example, consider a transformer with 1.5% water in the paper. A 100%

load on a hot summer day produces a 708C average oil temperature. The water content of the oil reaches

20 ppm as the moisture is driven from the paper into the oil (Kelly et al., 1988c). The water saturation at

this point is 220 ppm, resulting in less than 10% saturation (Kelly et al., 1988b). The dielectric

breakdown of the oil as measured by ASTM D1816 method is quite high, approximately 50 kV

(Moore, 1997). In the evening, the load and temperature decrease, producing an average oil temperature

of 508C. The saturation level of water in the oil reduces to approximately 120 ppm (Kelly et al., 1988b).

Since the oil goes back into the paper slowly, the water in oil is still 20 ppm, resulting in almost 20%

saturation, which is still quite low. The dielectric breakdown is somewhat lower, approximately 45 kV

(Moore, 1997). This is still quite high and poses no real problem.
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Now consider the same example where the peak load increases to 120%. The resultant peak average oil

temperature is 908 C, causing the moisture content of the oil to reach 60 ppm (Kelly et al., 1988c). The

percent saturation at peak temperature is still less than 10% (Kelly et al., 1988b). However, during the

evening the average oil temperature is 558C. The water saturation level is 140 ppm, greater than 40%

saturation (Kelly et al., 1988b). The dielectric breakdown reduces significantly to approximately 35 kV

(Moore, 1997).

The conditions in this example should not cause problems, especially if the transformer in question is

relatively new. However, the insulation systems in ser v ice-aged transformers have proper ties that

magnify the risk illustrated in this example (Oommen et al., 1995). Severe emergency loading can

produce hig her risk levels, especially if they occur in w inter. At 08 C, oil saturates at approximately 20 ppm

(Kelly et al., 1988b). There is a point where the probabilit y of failure increases to an unacceptable level.
14.9.2 Bubble Evolution

Bubble evolution is a function of conductor temperature, water content by dr y weig ht of the paper

insulation, and gas content of the oil (Oommen et al., 1995). Gas bubbles in a transformer insulation

system are of concern because the dielectric strength of the gases is significantly lower than that of the

cellulose insulation and oil. When bubbles evolve, they replace the liquid insulation. At this point, the

dielectric strength decreases, and the risk of dielectric failure of the major and minor insulation systems

increases.

Bubbles result from a sudden thermal change in the insulation at the hottest conductor. In a paper

insulation system, there is an equilibrium state between the par tial pressures of the dissolved gases in the

paper. As temperature increases, the vapor pressure increases exponentially. When the equilibrium

balance tips, the water vapor pressure causes the cellulose insulation to suddenly release the water

vapor as bubbles (Oommen et al., 1995).

According to past studies, moisture content is the most impor tant factor influencing bubble evolu-

tion. The temperature at which bubbles evolve decreases exponentially as the moisture content in the

cellulose insulation increases. Increasing content of other gases also significantly influences bubble

evolution when hig h moisture content exists. Increasing content of other gases does not significantly

influence bubble evolution at low moisture content (McNutt, 1995). Data show that in a dr y trans-

former (less than 0.5% moisture by dr y weig ht) bubble evolution from overload may not occur below

2008C. A ser v ice-aged transformer wi th 2.0% moisture may evolve bubbles at 1408C or less (Oommen

et al., 1995).
14.10 Loading Recommendations

The IEEE loading guide and many published papers give guidelines and equations for calculating

transformer loading . In theor y, operators can load modern transformers temporarily up to 200% of

nameplate rating or 1808 C hottest-conductor temperature. These guidelines prov ide a tool to help a user

understand the relationship between loading and the design limitations of a power transformer.

However, understanding the relationship between loading and the general condition of and the moisture

in the insulation system, along with voltage regulation, is also important. Unless conditions are ideal,

these factors will limit a transformer’s loading capability before quantified loss-of-life considerations.

The loading recommendations in Table 14.1 assume that the load is summer and w inter peaking , that

the fall and spring peak is approximately 60% of summer peak, that the average ambient temperature on

a normal summer day is 308C, that the daily load profile is similar to the cyclical load profile described

earlier, that the winter peak is less than 120% of the summer peak, and that noncyclical loading is

constant except for downtime.

1. The normal summer loading accounts for periods when temperatures are abnormally high. These

might occur every three to five years. For every degree that the normal average ambient
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TABLE 14.1 Loading Recommendations

ONAFa Maximum Top OFAFa Maximum Top

Maximum

Type of Load Oil Temperature, 8C Oil Temperature, 8C

Winding

Temperature, 8C

Maximum

Load, %

Normal summer load 105 95 135 130

Normal winter load 80 70 115 140

Emergency summer load 115 105 150 140

Emergency winter load 90 80 130 150

Noncyclical load 95 85 115 110

ONAFa OFAFa

Alarm Settings 658C Rise 658C Rise

Top oil 1058C 958C

Hot spot 1358C 1358C

Load amps 130% 130%

aSee Table 2.2 for a list of four th letter codes used in cooling-class designations.
temperature during the hottest month of the year exceeds 308 C, derate the transformer 1% (i.e.,

129% loading for 318C average ambient).

2. The percent load is given on the basis of the current rating. For MVA loading , multiply by the per

unit output voltage. If the output voltage is 0.92 per unit, the recommended normal summer

MVA loading is 120%.

3. Exercise caution if the load power factor is less than 0.95 lagging . If the power factor is less than

0.92 lagging , then lower the recommended loading by 10% (i.e., 130% to 120%).

4. Verify that cooling fans and pumps are in good working order and oil levels are correct.

5. Verify that the oil condition is good: moisture is less than 1.5% (1.0% preferred) by dr y weig ht,

oxygen is less than 2.0%, acidit y is less than 0.5, and CO gas increases after heavy load seasons are

not excessive.

6. Verify that the gauges are reading correctly when transformer loads are heavy. If correct field

measurements differ from manufacturer’s test repor t data, then investigate fur ther before loading

past nameplate criteria.

7. During heavy load periods, verify w ith infrared camera or RTD that the LTC top-oil temperature

relative to the main tank top-oil temperature is correct. For normal LTC operation, the LTC top

oil is cooler than the main tank top oil. A significant and prolonged dev iation from this indicates

LTC abnormalities.

8. If the load current exceeds the bushing rating , do not exceed 1108C top-oil temperature (IEEE,

1995). If bushing size is not know n, perform an infrared scan of the bushing terminal during

heavy load periods. Investigate fur ther if the temperature of the top terminal cap is excessive.

9. Use w inding power-factor tests as a measure to confirm the integrit y of a transformer’s insulation

system. This gives an indication of moisture and other contaminants in the system. High-BIL

(basic insulation level) transformers require low w inding power factors (< 0.5%), while low-BIL

transformers can tolerate hig her w inding power factors (< 1.5%).

10. If the transformer is extremely dr y (less than 0.5% by dr y weig ht) and the load power factor is

extremely good (0.99 lag to 0.99 lead), then add 10% to the above recommendations.
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15.1 Introduction

In deciding the transformer connections required in a particular application, there are so many

considerations to be taken into account that the final solution must necessarily be a compromise. It is

therefore necessary to study in detail the various features of the transformer connections together with

the local requirements under which the transformer will be operated. The advantages and disadvantages

of each type of connection should be understood and taken into consideration.

This section describes the common connections for distribution, power, HVDC (high-voltage dc)

converter, rectifier, and phase-shifting transformers. Space does not permit a detailed discussion of other

uncommon transformer connections. The information presented in this section is primarily directed to

transformer users. Additional information can be obtained from the IEEE transformer standards. In

particular, reference is made to IEEE Std. C57.12.70, Terminal Markings and Connections for Distribu-

tion and Power Transformers; C57.105, Application of Transformer Connections in Three-Phase

Distribution Systems; C57.129, General Requirements and Test Code for Oil-Immersed HVDC Con-

verter Transformers; C57.18.10, Practices and Requirements for Semiconductor Power and Rectifier

Transformers; C57.12.20, Overhead-Type Distribution Transformers; and C57.135, IEEE Guide for the

Application, Specification, and Testing of Phase-Shifting Transformers.
15.2 Polarity of Single-Phase Transformers

The term polarity as applied to transformers is used to indicate the phase relationship between the primary

and secondary windings of a given transformer or to indicate the instantaneous relative direction of voltage

phasors in the windings of different transformers. This facilitates rapid and accurate connections of

transformers in service. Transformer manufacturers have agreed to standardize the marking of terminals
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FIGURE 15.1 Single-phase transformer-terminal markings.
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to indicate their polarit y. For a sing le-phase,

two-w inding transformer, the hig h-voltage ter-

minals are labeled H1 and H2, while the low-

voltage terminals are labeled X1 and X2. When

transformers are to be operated in parallel, like-

marked terminals are to be joined together.

Transformers can be either subtractive or

additive polarit y. When like-numbered ter-

minals such as H1 and X1 are joined together,

the voltage between the other open terminals

w ill be the difference of the indiv idual

impressed wi nding voltages for a transformer

w ith subtractive polarit y. For additive-polarit y

transformers, the voltage between the open ter-

minals w ill be the sum of the indivi dual w ind-
ing voltages. The standards specify subtractive polarity for all transformers except for single-phase

transformers 200 kVA and smaller and having high-voltage windings 8660 volts and below. In either case,

the polarity of the transformer is identified by the terminal markings as shown in Figure 15.1. Subtractive

polarity has correspondingly marked terminals for the primar y and secondar y windings opposite each

other. For additive polarity, like-numbered winding terminal markings are diagonally disposed.

Transformers w ith subtractive polarit y normally have the primar y and secondar y w indings wound

around the core in the same direction. However, the transformer can have subtractive-polarit y terminal

markings wit h the primar y and secondar y coils wound in the opposite directions if the internal w inding

leads are reversed.
15.3 Angular Displacement of Three-Phase Transformers

Angular displacement is defined as the phase ang le in degrees between the line-to-neutral voltage of the

reference-identified hig h-voltage terminal and the line-to-neutral voltage of the corresponding identified

low-voltage terminal. The ang le is positive when the low-voltage terminal lags the hig h-voltage terminal.

The convention for the direction of rotation of the voltage phasors is taken as counterclockw ise.

Since the bulk of the electric power generated and transmitted is three-phase, the grouping of

transformers for three-phase transformations is of the greatest interest. Connection of three-phase

transformers or three single -phase transformers in a three-phase bank can create angular displacement

between the primar y and secondar y terminals. The standard angular displacement for two-w inding

transformers is shown in Figure 15.2. The references for the angular displacement are shown as dashed

lines. The angular displacement is the ang le between the lines drawn from the neutral to H1 and from

the neutral to X1 in a clockw ise direction from H1 to X1. The angular displacement between the

primar y and secondar y terminals can be changed from 08 to 3308 in 308 steps simply by altering the

three-phase connections of the transformer. Therefore, selecting the appropriate three-phase trans-

former connections w ill permit connection of systems wi th different angular displacements. Figure

15.2 shows angular displacement for common double-wound three-phase transformers. Multicircuit

and autotransformers are similarly connected.

15.4 Three-Phase Transformer Connections

Three-phase connections can be made either by using three single-phase transformers or by using a

three-phase transformer. Advantages of the three-phase transformer is that it costs less, the weight is less,

it requires less floor space, and has lower losses than three single-phase transformers. Circuit compu-

tations involving three-phase transformer banks under balanced conditions can be made by dealing with
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FIGURE 15.2 Standard angular displacement for three-phase transformers.
only one of the transformers or phases. It is more convenient to use line-to-neutral values, since

transformer impedances can then be added directly to transmission-line impedances. All impedances

must be converted to the same side of the transformer bank by multiplying them by the square of the

voltage ratio.

There are two basic types of three-phase transformers, core type and shell type. The magnetic circuit of

the shell type is very similar to three single-phase transformers. This type of transformer has a return circuit

for each phase of the magnetic flux. Consequently, the zero-sequence impedance is equal to the positive-

sequence impedance. The conditions with respect to magnetizing currents and zero-sequence impedances

are essentially the same as for single-phase transformers connected in the same way. The center-phase coil is

usually wound in a direction opposite to that of the two outer phases in order to decrease the core yoke

required between phases. This reversal of polarity is corrected when the leads are terminated.

The magnetic circuit of each phase of a three-limb core-type transformer is mutually connected in

that the flux of one phase must return through the other two phases. In this type of transformer, the total

instantaneous magnetic flux in each core section due to the fundamental excitation current is zero.

However, in the wye–wye-connected transformer, there are third-harmonic voltages in the phases caused

by the third-harmonic current. These voltages and the resulting magnetic flux are all induced in the

same direction. Since there is no return path for this flux in the core, the flux must return through the

relatively low-reluctance path outside the core. The core-type transformer is occasionally manufactured

with a five-limb core. In this case, the magnetic circuit and performance characteristics are similar to

that of shell-type or single-phase transformers.

Unbalanced system faults and loads can cause significant zero-sequence magnetic flux to occur for

some three-phase connections. Unless a magnetic return path for this flux is provided, the flux returns

outside the core and can cause eddy-current heating in other transformer conductive components, such

as the tank. The existence of zero-sequence flux either within or outside the core depends on both

core configuration and winding connections. Three-phase transformer-core assemblies do not usually

provide full-capacity return legs for zero-sequence flux. Thus, if sufficient zero-sequence flux occurs, it

will be forced to return outside the core.
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Three-phase transformer connections can be compared w ith each other wi th respect to:

. Ratio of kVA output to the kVA internal rating of the bank

. Degree of voltage sy mmetr y wi th unbalanced phase loads

. Voltage and current harmonics

. Transformer ground availabilit y

. System fault-current level

. Sw itching and system fault and transient voltages

In some cases, there may also be other operating characteristics to determine the most suitable

connection for each application.
15.4.1 Double-Wound Transformers

The majorit y of three-phase transformer connections are made by connecting the indiv idual phases

either between the power-system lines, thus forming a delta connection, or by connecting one end of

each phase together and the other ends to the lines, thus forming a wye (also referred to as star)

connection. For these connections, the total rating of the internal w indings is equal to the throug h-load

rating . This accounts for the popularit y of these connections. For all other double-wound transformer

connections, the ratio is less than unity. For example, in the interconnected star or zigzag connection,

the transformer is capable of delivering a load equal to only 86.6% of the internal w inding rating . Since

the cost of a transformer varies approximately wit h the three-quar ter power of the internal kVA, the

cost of an interconnected star or zigzag transformer is approximately 5% higher than for a similar

double-wound transformer. All of these t y pes of three-phase connections are shown in Figure 15.2.

15.4.1.1 Wye-Wye Connections of Transformers

Joining together the terminals of similar windings with the same polarity derives the neutral of the wye

connection. This neutral point is available and can be brought out for any desired purpose, such as

grounding or zero-sequence current measurements and protection. For high-voltage transmission

systems, the use of the wye-connected transformer is more economical because the voltage across the

phase of each winding is a factor of 1.73 less than the voltage between the lines. If the neutral point is

grounded, it is not necessary to insulate it for the line voltage.

If the neutral is not grounded, the fault current during a system line to ground fault is insignificant

because of the absence of a zero-sequence current path. If the neutral is grounded in the wye–wye

transformer and the transformer is made with a three-limb core, the zero-sequence impedance is still

high. As a result, the fault currents during a system line-to-ground fault are relatively low. For wye–wye

transformers made of three single-phase units or with a shell-type or five-limb core-type, the zero-

sequence impedance is approximately equal to the positive-sequence impedance. The fault current

during a system ground fault for this case is usually the limiting factor in the design of the transformer.

In all types of wye-wye transformer connections, only the transformer positive-sequence impedance

limits the fault current during a system three-phase system fault.

With the wye connection, the voltages are symmetrical as far as the lines are concerned, but they

introduce third-harmonic (or multiples of the third harmonic) voltage and current dissymmetry

between lines and neutral. The third-harmonic voltage is a zero-sequence phenomenon and thereby is

exhibited in the same direction on all phases. If the transformer and generator neutrals are grounded,

third-harmonic currents will flow that can create interference in telephone circuits. If the transformer

neutral is not grounded, the third-harmonic voltage at the neutral point will be additive for all three

phases, and the neutral voltage will oscillate around the zero point at three times the system frequency.

Third-harmonic voltages are also created on the lines, which can subject the power system to

dangerous overvoltages due to resonance with the line capacitance. This is particularly true for shell-

type three-phase transformers, five-limb core-type transformers, and three-phase banks of single-phase

transformers. For any three-phase connection of three-limb core-form transformers, the impedance to
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third-harmonic flux is relatively high on account of the magnetic coupling between the three phases,

resulting in a more stabilized neutral voltage. A delta tertiary winding can be added on wye–wye

transformers to provide a path for third-harmonic and zero-sequence currents and to stabilize the

neutral voltage. The tertiary in this application will be required to carry all of the zero-sequence fault

current during a system line-to-ground fault.

The most common way to supply unbalanced loads is to use a four-wire wye-connected circuit.

However, the primary windings of the transformer bank cannot be wye-connected unless the primary

neutral is joined to the neutral of the generator. In this case, a third-harmonic voltage exists from each

secondary line-to-neutral voltage because the generator supplies a sinusoidal excitation current. The

third-harmonic currents created by the third-harmonic voltages can be a source of telephone interfer-

ence. If the primary neutral is not connected to the generator, single-phase or unbalanced three-phase

loads in the secondary cannot be supplied, since the primary current has to flow through the high

impedance of the other primary windings.

15.4.1.2 Delta–Delta Connection

The delta–delta connection has an economic advantage over the wye–wye connection for low-voltage,

high-current requirements because the winding current is reduced by a factor of 1.73 to 58% of that in

the wye–wye connection.

Voltage and current symmetry with respect to the three lines is obtained only in the delta and zigzag

connections. Delta-connected transformers do not introduce third harmonics or their multiples into the

power lines. The third-harmonic-induced voltage components are 3608 apart. They are therefore all in

phase and cause a third-harmonic current to flow within the delta winding. This third-harmonic current

acts as exciting current and causes a third-harmonic voltage to be induced in each winding that is in

opposition to the third-harmonic component of voltage that was originally induced by the sinusoidal

exciting current from the lines. As a result, the third harmonic is eliminated from the secondary voltage.

Another advantage of the delta–delta connection, if composed of three single-phase transformers, is

that one transformer can be removed and the remaining two phases operated at 86.6% of their rating in

the open delta connection.

The principle disadvantage of the delta–delta connection is that the neutral is not available. As a

result, the phases cannot be grounded except at the corners. The insulation design is more costly because

this type of three-phase transformer connection has higher ground voltages during system fault or

transient voltages. Supplying an artificial neutral to the system with a grounding transformer can help to

control these voltages. The delta-connection insulation costs increase with increasing voltage. Conse-

quently, this type of connection is commonly limited to a maximum system voltage of 345 kV.

Differences in the voltage ratio of the individual phases causes a circulating current in both the

primary and secondary deltas that is limited only by the impedance of the units. Differences in the

impedances of the individual phases also causes unequal load division among the phases. When a

current is drawn from the terminals of one phase of the secondary, it flows in the windings of all three

phases. The current among the phases divides inversely with the impedance of the parallel paths between

the terminals.

15.4.1.3 Delta–Wye and Wye–Delta Connections

The delta–wye or wye–delta connections have fewer objectionable features than any other connections.

In general, these combine most of the advantages of the wye–wye and delta–delta connections. Complete

voltage and current symmetry is maintained by the presence of the delta. The exciting third-harmonic

current circulates within the delta winding, and no third-harmonic voltage appears in the phase voltages

on the wye side. The high-voltage windings can be connected wye, and the neutral can be brought out

for grounding to minimize the cost of the insulation.

Differences in magnetizing current, voltage ratio, or impedance between the single-phase units are

adjusted by a small circulating current in the delta. All of these factors result in unbalanced phase

voltages on the delta, which causes a current to circulate within the delta.
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If the primary windings of a four-wire, wye-connected secondary that is supplying unbalanced loads

are connected in delta, the unbalanced loading can be readily accommodated. There will be unbalanced

secondary voltages caused by the difference in the regulation in each phase, but this is usually

insignificant.

Although the delta–wye connection has most of the advantages of the wye–wye and delta–delta, it still

has several disadvantages. This connection introduces a 308 phase shift between the primary and

secondary windings that has to be matched for paralleling. A delta–wye bank cannot be operated with

only two phases in an emergency. If the delta is on the primary side and should accidentally open, the

unexcited leg on the wye side can resonate with the line capacitance.
15.4.2 Multiwinding Transformers

Transformers having more than two windings coupled to the same core are frequently used in power and

distribution systems to interconnect three or more circuits with different voltages or to electrically

isolate two or more secondary circuits. For these purposes, a multiwinding transformer is less costly and

more efficient than an equivalent number of two winding transformers. The arrangement of windings can

be varied to change the leakage reactance between winding pairs. In this way, the voltage regulation and the

short-circuit requirements are optimized. The application of multiwinding transformers permits:

. Interconnection of several power systems operating at different voltages

. Use of a delta-connected stabilizing winding, which can also be used to supply external loads

. Control of voltage regulation and reactive power

. Electrical isolation of secondary circuits

. Duplication of supply to a critical load

. Connection for harmonic-filtering equipment

. A source for auxiliary power at a substation

Some of the problems with the use of multiwinding transformers are associated with the effect leakage

impedance has on voltage regulation, short-circuit currents, and the division of load among the different

circuits. All the windings are magnetically coupled to the leakage flux and are affected by the loading of

the other windings. It is therefore essential to understand the leakage impedance behavior of this type of

transformer to be able to calculate the voltage regulation of each winding and load sharing among the

windings. For three-winding transformers, the leakage reactance between each pair of windings must

be converted into a star-equivalent circuit. The impedance of each branch of the star circuit is calculated

as follows:

Za ¼ 0:5(Zab þ Zca � Zbc) (15:1)

Zb ¼ 0:5(Zbc þ Zab � Zca) (15:2)

and

Zc ¼ 0:5(Zca þ Zbc � Zab) (15:3)

where

Za, Zb, and Zc are the star-equivalent impedances in each branch

Zab, Zbc, and Zca are the impedances as seen from the terminals between each pair of windings with

the remaining winding left open circuit

The equivalent star-circuit reactances and resistances are determined in the same manner.

The four-winding transformer coupled to the same core is not commonly used because of the

interdependence of the voltage regulation of each winding to the loading on the other windings. The
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equivalent circuit for a four-winding transformer is much more complicated, involving a complex

circuit of six different impedances.

After the loading of each winding is determined, the voltage regulation and load sharing can be

calculated for each impedance branch and between terminals of different windings. The currents in each

winding during a system fault can also be calculated in a similar fashion.

15.4.3 Autotransformers Connections

It makes no difference whether the secondary voltage is obtained from another coil or from the

primary turns. The same transformation ratio is obtained in either case. When the primary and

secondary voltages are obtained from the same coil, schematically, the transformer is called an

autotransformer. The performance of autotransformers is governed by the same fundamental consid-

erations as for transformers with separate windings. The autotransformer not only requires less turns

than the two-winding transformer; it also requires less conductor cross section in the common

winding because it has to carry only the differential current between the primary and secondary. As

a result, autotransformers deliver more external load than the internal-winding kVA ratings, depending

on the voltage ratios of the primary and secondary voltages, as shown in Figure 15.3 and the following

formula:

Output=internal rating ¼ V1=(V1�V2) (15:4)

where

V1¼ voltage of the higher-voltage winding

V2¼ voltage of the lower-voltage winding

The internal rating, size, cost, excitation current, and efficiency of autotransformers are higher than in

double-wound transformers. The greatest benefit of the autotransformer is achieved when the primary

and secondary voltages are close to each other.

A disadvantage of the autotransformer is that the short-circuit current and forces are increased

because of the reduced leakage reactance. In addition, most three-phase autotransformers are wye–

wye connected. This form of connection has the same limitations as for the wye–wye double-wound

transformers. Furthermore, there is no electrical isolation between the primary and secondary circuits

with an autotransformer connection.

An autotransformer often has a delta-connected tertiary winding to reduce third-harmonic voltages,

to permit the transformation of unbalanced three-phase loads, and to enable the use of supply-station

auxiliary load or power-factor improvement equipment. The tertiary winding must be designed to
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accept all of these external loads as well as the severe shor t-circuit currents and forces associated w ith

three-phase faults on its own terminals or sing le line-to-ground faults on either the primar y or

secondar y terminals. If no external loading is required, the ter tiar y wi nding terminals should not be

broug ht out except for one terminal to ground one corner of the delta during ser v ice operation. This

eliminates the possibilit y of a three-phase external fault on the w inding .

The problem of transformer insulation stresses and system transient protection is more complicated

for autotransformers, par ticularly when tapping wi ndings are also required. Transient voltages can also

be more easily transferred between the power systems wi th the autotransformer connection.

15.4.4 Interconnected-Wye and Grounding Transformers

The interconnected-wye-wye connections have the advantages of the star–delta connections w ith the

additional advantage of the neutral. The interconnected-wye or zigzag connection allows unbalanced-

phase load currents wit hout creating severe neutral voltages. This connection also prov ides a path for

third-harmonic currents created by the nonlinearity of the magnetic core material. As a result, inter-

connected-wye neutral voltages are essentially eliminated. However, the zero-sequence impedance of

interconnected-wye win dings is often so low that hig h third-harmonic and zero-sequence currents wi ll

result when the neutral is directly grounded. These currents can be limited to an acceptable level by

connecting a reactor between the neutral and ground. The interconnected-wye-wye connection has

the disadvantage that it requires 8% additional internal kVA capacit y. This and the additional complex-

it y of the leads make this t y pe of transformer connection more costly than the other common t y pes

discussed above.

The stable neutral inherent in the interconnected-wye or zigzag connection has made its use possible

as a grounding transformer for systems that would be isolated otherwise. This is shown in Figure 15.4.

The connections to the second set of windings can be reversed to produce the winding angular

displacements shown in Figure 15.2.

For a line-to-neutral load or a line-to-ground fault on the system, the current is limited by the leakage

reactance between the two coils on each phase of the grounding transformer.

15.4.5 Phase-Shifting Transformers

The development of large, high-voltage power grids has increased the reliability and efficiency of electric

power systems. However, the difference of voltages, impedance, loads, and phase angles between

paralleled power lines causes unbalanced line-loading. The phase-shifting transformer is used to provide

a phase shift between two systems to control the power flow. A phase-shifting transformer (PST) is a

transformer that advances or retards the voltage phase-angle relationship of one circuit with respect to
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FIGURE 15.4 Interconnected star-grounding transformer: (a) current distribution in the coils for a line-to-ground

fault and (b) normal operating voltages in the coils.
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another circuit. In some cases, phase-shifting transformers can also control the reactive power flow by

varying the voltages between the two circuits.

There are numerous different circuits and transformer designs used for this application. The two main

type of PSTs used are shown in Figure 15.5a and Figure 15.5b. The single-core design shown in Figure

15.5a is most commonly used. With this design, it is generally accepted practice to provide two sets of

three single-pole tap changers: one set on the source terminals and one set on the load terminals. This

permits symmetrical voltage conditions while varying the phase angle from maximum advance to

maximum retard tap positions. If only one set of three single-pole tap changers is used, the load voltage

varies as the tap-changer phase-shift position is varied. The single-core design is less complicated, has

less internal kVA, and is less costly than the other designs used. However, it has the following

disadvantages:

. The LTC and tap windings are at the line ends of the power systems and are directly exposed to

system transient voltages.
. The impedance of the PST varies directly with the square of the number of tap positions away

from the mid-tap position. The impedance of this type of PST at the mid-tap or zero-phase-shift

position is negligible. As a result, the short-circuit current at or near the mid-tap position is

limited only by the system impedance.
. The maximum capacity of this type of PST is generally limited by the maximum voltage or

current limitation of the tap changers. As a result, the maximum switching capacity of the tap
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changer cannot be fully utilized. The space required by these tap changers cause shipping

restrictions in large-capacit y PSTs.
. The transient voltage on the tap-changer reversing sw itch when swi tching throug h the mid-point

position is ver y hig h. Usually, additional components are required in the PST or tap changer to

limit these transfer voltages to an acceptable level.
. The cost of sing le-pole tap changers is substantially hig her than three-pole tap changers used w ith

some of the other PST designs.

The other common PST circuit used is shown in Figure 15.5b. This PST design requires two separate

cores, one for the series unit and one for the main or excitation unit. For large power, this PST design

requires two separate tanks w ith oil-filled throat connection between them. This t y pe of design does not

have the technical limitations of the sing le-core design. Furthermore, another tap wi nding connected in

quadrature to the phase-shifting tap w indings can be readily added to prov ide voltage regulation as well

as phase-shift control. This enables essentially independent control of the real and reactive power flow

between the systems. However, the cost of this t y pe of PST design is substantially hig her because of the

additional core, w indings, and internal kVA capacity required.

15.5 Three-Phase to Six-Phase Connections

The three-phase connections discussed above are commonly used for six-pulse rectifier systems. However,

for 12-pulse rectifier systems, three-phase to six-phase transformations are required. For low-voltage dc

applications, there are numerous practical connection arrangements possible to achieve this. However, for

hig h-voltage dc (HVDC) applications, there are few practical arrangements. The most commonly used

connections are either a delta or wye primar y wi th two secondaries: one wye- and one delta-connected.

15.6 Paralleling of Transformers

Transformers having terminals marked in the manner shown in Section 15.2, polarit y of Sing le-Phase

Transformers, can be operated in parallel by connecting similarly marked terminals provided that their

ratios, voltages, angular displacement, resistances, reactances, and ground connections are such as to

permit parallel operation.

The difference in the no-load terminal voltages of the transformers causes a circulating current to flow

between the transformers when paralleled. This current flows at any load. The impedance of the circuit,

which is usually the sum of the impedances of the transformers that are operating in parallel, limits the

circulating current. The inductive circulating current adds, considering proper phasor relationships, to

the load current to establish the total current in the transformer. As a result, the capacity of the

transformer to carry load current is reduced by the circulating current when the transformers are

paralleled. For voltage ratios with a deviation of less than the 0.5%, as required by the IEEE standards,

the circulating current between paralleled transformers is usually insignificant.

The load currents in the paralleled transformers divide inversely with the impedances of the paralleled

transformers. Generally, the difference in resistance has an insignificant effect on the circulating current

because the leakage reactance of the transformers involved is much larger than the resistance. Trans-

formers with different impedance values can be made to divide their load in proportion to their load

ratings by placing a reactor in series with one transformer so that the resultant impedance of the two

branches creates the required load sharing.

When delta–delta connected transformer banks are paralleled, the voltages are completely determined

by the external circuit, but the division of current among the phases depends on the internal charac-

teristics of the transformers. Considerable care must be taken in the selection of transformers, particu-

larly single-phase transformers in three-phase banks, if the full capacity of the banks is to be used when

the ratios of transformation on all phases are not alike. In the delta–wye connection, the division of

current is indifferent to the differences in the characteristics of individual transformers.
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16.1 Introduction

Reliable delivery of electric power is, in great part, dependent on the reliable operation of power

transformers in the electric power system. Power transformer reliability is enhanced considerably by a

well-written test plan, which should include specifications for transformer tests. Developing a test plan

with effective test specifications is a joint effort between manufacturers and users of power transformers.

The written test plan and specifications should consider the anticipated operating environment of the

transformer, including factors such as atmospheric conditions, types of grounding, and exposure to

lightning and switching transients. In addition to nominal rating information, special ratings for

impedance, sound level, or other requirements should be considered in the test plan and included in

the specifications. Selection of appropriate tests and the specification of correct test levels, which ensure

transformer reliability in service, are important parts of this joint effort.

Transformers can be subjected to a wide variety of tests for a number of reasons, including:

. Compliance with user specifications

. Assessment of quality and reliability

. Verification of design calculations

. Compliance with applicable industry standards



16.1.1 Standards

ANSI standards for power transformers are given in the C57 series of standards. Requirements that apply

generally to all power and distribution transformers are given in the follow ing two standards. These

standards are par ticularly relevant and useful for those needing information on transformer testing.

IEEE C57.12.00, IEEE Standard General Requirements for Liquid-Immersed Distribution, Power, and

Regulating Transformers [1].

IEEE C57.12.90, IEEE Standard Test Code for Liquid-Immersed Distribution, Power, and Regulating

Transformers; and Guide for Shor t-Circuit Testing of Distribution and Power Transformers

(ANSI) [2].

These two ANSI and IEEE standards, and others, wil l be cited frequently in this ar ticle. There are many

other standards in the ANSI C57 series for transformers, covering the requirements for many specific

products, product ranges, and special applications. They also include guides, tutorials, and recom-

mended practices. These documents w ill be of interest to readers wanting to find out detailed,

authoritative information on testing power and distribution transformers.

The standards cited above are very important documents because they facilitate precise communication

and understanding between manufacturers and users. They identify critical features, prov ide minimum

requirements for safe and reliable operation, and ser ve as valuable references of technical information.

16.1.2 Classification of Tests

According to ANSI and IEEE standards [1], all tests on power transformers fall into one of three

categories: (1) routine tests, (2) design tests, and (3) other tests. The manufacturer may perform

additional testing to ensure the quality of the transformer at various stages of the production cycle.

For this discussion, tests on power transformers are categorized as shown in Table 16.1.

Some of these tests are performed before the transformer core and coil assembly is placed in the tank,

while other tests are performed after the transformer is completely assembled and ready for ‘‘final

testing.’’ However, what are sometimes called ‘‘final tests’’ are not really final. Additional tests are

performed just before transformer shipment, and still others are carried out at the customer site during

installation and commissioning. All of these tests, the test levels, and the accept=reject criteria represent

an important aspect of the joint test plan development effort made between the manufacturer and the

purchaser of the transformer.

16.1.3 Sequence of Tests

The sequence in which the various tests are performed is also specified. An example of test sequence is as

follows:

Tests before tanking

. Preliminary ratio, polarity, and connection of the transformer windings

. Core insulation tests

. Ratio and polarity tests of bushing-current transformers

Tests after tanking (final tests)

. Final ratio, polarity, and phase rotation

. Insulation capacitance and dissipation factor

. Insulation resistance

. Control-wiring tests

. Lightning-voltage impulse tests

. Applied-voltage tests

. Induced-voltage tests and partial-discharge measurements

. No-load-loss and excitation-current measurements
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TABLE 16.1 Transformer Tests by Category

Dielectric Tests

Transients

Low (Power)

Frequency

Tests of Performance

Characteristics Thermal Tests Other Tests

Lightning impulse Applied voltage No-load loss Winding resistance Insulation capacitance

and dissipation factora

- Full wave

- Chopped wave

- Steep wave

Switching impulse Single-phase induced Excitation current, % Heat-run test Sound-level tests

- Oil rise

- Winding rise

- Hottest-spot rise

Three-phase induced Load loss Overload heat run 10-kV excitation

current

Partial discharge Impedance, % Gas in oil Megger

Zero-sequence

impedance

Thermal scan Core ground

Ratio test Electrical centera

Short-circuit test Recurrent surge

Dew point

Core loss before

impulse

Control-circuit testa

Test on series

transformera

LTC testsa

Preliminary ratio testsa

Test on bushing CTa

Oil preservation

systema

aQuality control tests
. Winding-resistance measurements

. Load-loss and impedance-voltage measurements

. Temperature-rise tests (heat runs)

. Tests on gauges, accessories, LTCs, etc.

. Sound-level tests

. Other tests as required

Tests before shipment

. Dew point of gas

. Core-ground megger test

. Excitation-frequency-response test

Commissioning tests

. Ratio, polarity, and phase rotation

. Capacitance, insulation dissipation factor, and megger tests

. LTC control settings check

. Test on transformer oil

. Excitation-frequency-response test

. Space above the oil in the transformer tank.
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16.1.4 Scope of This Chapter

This chapter will cover testing to verify or measure the following:

. Voltage ratio and proper connections

. Insulation condition

. Control devices and control wiring

. Dielectric withstand

. Performance characteristics

. Other tests
16.2 Voltage Ratio and Proper Connections

16.2.1 The Purpose of Ratio, Polarity, and Phase-Relation Tests

Tests for checking the winding ratios, and for checking the polarity and phase relationships of winding

connections, are carried out on all transformers during factory tests. The purpose of these tests is to

ensure that all windings have the correct number of turns according to the design, that they are

assembled in the correct physical orientation, and that they are connected properly to provide the

desired phase relationship for the case of polyphase transformers. If a transformer is equipped with

either a de-energized tap changer (DETC) or a load tap changer (LTC), or both, then ratio tests are also

carried out at the various positions of the tap changer(s). The objective of ratio tests at different tap

positions is to ensure that all winding taps are made at the correct turns and that the tap connections are

properly made to the tap-changing devices.

The standards [2] define three separate tests:

1. Ratio test

2. Polarity test

3. Phase-relation test

However, test sets are available that, once all the connections are made, determine ratio and polarity

simultaneously and facilitate testing of three-phase transformers to determine phase relationship by

switch selection of the required leads. In this sense, the three tests can be combined.
16.2.2 Ratio Test

ANSI and IEEE standards [1] require that the measured voltage ratio between any two windings

be within+0.5% of the value indicated on the nameplate. To verify this requirement, ratio tests are

performed in which the actual voltage ratio is determined through measurements. Ratio tests can be

made by energizing the transformer with a low ac test voltage and measuring the voltage induced in

other windings at various tap settings, etc. In each case, the voltage ratio is calculated and compared with

the voltage ratio indicated on the transformer nameplate. More commonly, transformer-turns-ratio test

sets (TTRs) are used for making the tests. In this method, the transformer to be tested is energized with a

low ac voltage at power frequency in parallel with the high-turn winding of a standard reference

transformer in the test set. The induced voltage in the low-voltage (LV) winding of the transformer

under test is compared against the induced voltage of the variable low-turn reference winding, in both

magnitude and phase, to verify voltage ratio and polarity.
16.2.3 Polarity Test

Polarity is usually checked at the same time as turns ratio, using the test set. At balance, a transformer-

turns-ratio test set displays the voltage ratio between two windings and also indicates winding polarity.
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There are three other ways to check polarit y :

1. Inductive kick

2. Alternating voltage

3. Comparison w ith transformer of known polarit y and same ratio

Information on these methods can be found in the IEEE test code [2].

16.2.4 Phase Relationship Test

The transformer test sets used to determine voltage ratio and polarit y are designed for sing le-phase

operation, but supplemental sw itching arrangements are employed to facilitate testing of three-phase

transformers. Based on the phasor diagram of the three-phase transformer, appropriate hig h and low

voltages (HV and LV ) are selected by sw itches for determining the phase relationships.

The IEEE test code [2] discusses additional methods that can be used to determine or verify phase

relationship.

16.3 Insulation Condition

16.3.1 The Purpose of Insulation Condition Tests

Full-scale dielectric testing of the transformer insulation system is discussed in a later section of this

ar ticle. To be discussed here are insulation tests, performed at voltages of about 10 kV, to verify the

condition of the insulation system. Initial measurements at the factor y can be recorded and compared

w ith later measurements in the field to assess changes in the condition of the transformer insulation.

The qualit y of the transformer insulation and the efficacy of the insulation processing for moisture

removal are evaluated throug h the results of insulation power-factor tests and insulation resistance tests.

16.3.2 Insulation Power Factor

Insulation power-factor tests are performed in one of two ways. In the first general method, a bridge

circuit is used to measure the capacitance and dissipation factor (tan d ) of the insulation system. In the

second general method, a specially designed test set measures voltage, current, and power when tests are

made at about 10 kV. From these measurements, the insulation power factor (cos f) is determined. For a

well-processed insulation system, the dielectric loss w ill be low, w ith a correspondingly small loss ang le.

When the loss ang le is small, then cos f is nearly equal to tan d, and the ‘‘insulation power factor’’ and

‘‘tan d’’ methods are therefore equivalent.

16.3.2.1 Insulation Capacitance and Dissipation Factor (tan d) Test

The measurement of insulation capacitance and dissipation factor (tan d ) is carried out using a

capacitance bridge. A transformer ratio arm bridge or a Schearing bridge can be used for this purpose.

In a two-w inding transformer, there are three measurements of capacitance: (1) HV to ground, (2) LV to

ground, and (3) HV to LV. These values of capacitance and their respective values of insulation

dissipation factor (tan d) are to be measured.

For performing these tests, the follow ing connections are made. All HV line terminals are connected

together and labeled (H); all LV line terminals are connected together and labeled (L); and a connection

is made to a ground terminal, usually a connection to the transformer tank, which is labeled (G). Leads

from the measuring instrument or bridge are connected to one or both terminals and ground. Either

grounded specimen measurements or guarded measurements are possible, so that all capacitance values

and dissipation-factor values can be determined. Figure 16.1 shows the measurement of capacitance and

dissipation factor of the HV-to-LV capacitance, using guarded measurements. Figure 16.2 is for the

low-to-ground capacitance. These measurements are usually made at voltages of 10 kV or less, at or
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FIGURE 16.1 Measurement of capacitance and dissipation factor—high to low.
near power frequency. In substations and factory test floors, interference control circuits may be

required to achieve the desired sensitivity at balance.

16.3.2.2 Volt-Ampere-Watt Test

Test sets, specifically designed for this purpose, determine the required parameters by measurements of

voltage, current, and power when tests are made with about 10-kV excitation. Insulation power factor is

computed from the measured quantities, based on the definition of power factor, W=VA.

16.3.2.3 Interpretation of Results

Insulation power factor values of less than 0.5% are considered an indication of well-processed, dried-

out transformer insulation. Although there is general recognition and agreement that power-factor and

dissipation-factor values are dependent on temperature, the exact relationship is not uniformly agreed

upon. When insulation power factor is measured, temperature should also be recorded.
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FIGURE 16.2 Measurement of capacitance and dissipation factor—low to ground.
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16.3.3 Insulation Resistance

Insulation resistance of a two-winding transformer insulation system—HV to ground, LV to ground,

and HV to LV—is determined with a ‘‘megger’’ type of instrument, so named because the expected value

for resistance is in the millions of ohms. Historically, insulation-resistance measurements are also made

to assess the amount of moisture in transformer insulation. However, the measurement of insulation

dissipation factor has shown to be a better indicator of the overall condition of insulation in a power

transformer.

16.4 Control Devices and Control Wiring

Modern power transformers often incorporate equipment-condition-monitoring devices and substation-

automation-related devices as part of their control systems. Testing of the devices and the functional

verification of the control system is a very critical aspect of the controls test plan. The controls test should

include performance verification of control devices with various equipment protection, monitoring,

and supervisory functions. Such devices may include: liquid-temperature gauges, winding-temperature

simulator gauges, liquid-level gauges, pressure-vacuum gauges, conservator Buchholz relays, sudden-

pressure relays, pressure-relief devices, etc. Many power transformers are equipped with-load tap

changers, and tests to verify operation of the LTC at rated current during factory tests are now included

in the latest ANSI standards. LTC control settings for voltage level, bandwidth, time delay, first-customer

protection, backup protection, etc., should also be verified during factory tests and at commissioning.

Bushing current transformer leads are usually routed to the control cabinet for connection by the

customer. That these leads are connected to the proper terminals is usually checked during the load-

loss test on power transformers by monitoring the secondary current in various tap positions of the

bushing CTs.

Applied voltage tests, commonly called ‘‘hipot’’ tests, are performed to check the dielectric integrity of

the control wiring. A 2.5-kV ac test is recommended for current transformer leads, and a 1.5-kV ac test is

required for other control circuit wiring.

16.5 Dielectric Withstand

In actual operation on a power system, a transformer is subjected to both normal and abnormal

dielectric stresses. For example, a power transformer is required to operate continuously at 105% of

rated voltage when delivering full-load current and at 110% of rated voltage under no-load for an

indefinite duration [1]. These are examples of conditions defined as normal operating conditions [1]. The

voltage stresses associated with normal conditions as defined above, although higher than stresses at

rated values, are nonetheless considered normal stresses.

A transformer may be subjected to abnormal dielectric stresses, arising out of various power system

events or conditions. Sustained power-frequency overvoltage can result from Ferranti rise, load rejec-

tion, and ferroresonance. These effects can produce abnormal turn-to-turn and phase-to-phase stresses.

On the other hand, line-to-ground faults can result in unbalance and very high terminal-to-ground

voltages, depending upon system grounding. Abnormal transient overvoltages of short duration arise

out of lightning-related phenomena, and longer duration transient overvoltages can result from line-

switching operations.

Even though these dielectric stresses are described as abnormal, the events causing them are expected

to occur, and the transformer insulation system must be designed to withstand them. To verify the

transformer capability to withstand these kinds of abnormal but expected transient and low-frequency

dielectric stresses, transient and low-frequency dielectric tests are routinely performed on all transfor-

mers. The general IEEE transformer standard [1] identifies the specific tests required. It also defines test

levels for each test. The IEEE test code [2] describes exactly how the tests are to be made; it defines pass-

fail criteria; and it provides valid methods of corrections to the results.
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16.5.1 Transient Dielectric Tests

16.5.1.1 Purpose of Transient Dielectric Tests

Transient dielectric tests consist of lig htning-impulse tests and sw itching-impulse tests. They demon-

strate the strength of the transformer insulation system to w ithstand transient voltages impinged upon

the transformer terminals during surge-arrester discharges, line-shielding flashovers, and line-sw itching

operations.

Power transformers are designed to have cer tain transient dielectric strength characteristics based on

basic impulse insulation levels (BIL). The general IEEE transformer standard [1] prov ides a table listing

various system voltages, BIL, and test levels for selected insulation classes. The transient dielectric tests

demonstrate that the power transformer insulation system has the necessar y dielectric strength to

w ithstand the voltages indicated in the tables.

16.5.1.2 Lightning-Impulse Test

Impulse tests are performed on all power transformers. In addition to verification of dielectric strength

of the insulation system, impulse tests are excellent indicators of the qualit y of insulation, workmanship,

and processing of the paper and insulating-oil system. The sequence of tests, test connections, and

applicable standards is described below.

Lig htning-impulse voltage tests simulate traveling waves due to lig htning strikes and line flashovers.

The full-wave lig htning-impulse voltage waveshape is one where the voltage reaches crest magnitude in

1.2 m s, then decays to 50% of crest magnitude in 50 ms. This is shown in Figure 16.3. Such a wave is said

to have a waveshape of 1.2 � 50.0 ms. The term waveshape wi ll be used in this ar ticle to refer to the test

wave in a general way. The term wavefor m w ill be used when referring to detailed features of the test

voltage or current records, such as oscillations, ‘‘mismatches,’’ and chops. The difference in meaning of

these two terms can be found in the IEEE dictionar y [3].

In addition to the standard-impulse full wave, a second t y pe of lig htning-impulse wave, know n as the

chopped wave, or sometimes called the tail-chopped wave, is used in transformer work. The chopped

wave employs the same waveshape as a full-wave lig htning impulse, except that its crest value is 10%

greater than that of the full wave, and the wave is chopped at about 3 ms. The chop in the voltage wave is

accomplished by the flashover of a rod gap, or by using some other chopping device, connected in parallel

w ith the transformer terminal being tested. This wave is shown in Figure 16.4. The chopped-wave
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FIGURE 16.3 Standard full-wave lightning impulse.
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FIGURE 16.4 Standard chopped-wave lightning impulse.
test simulates the sudden external flashover (in air) of the line insulation to ground. When the voltage

applied to a transformer terminal suddenly collapses, the step change in voltage causes internal oscilla-

tions that can produce high dielectric stresses in specific regions of the transformer winding. The

chopped-wave test demonstrates ability to withstand the sudden collapse of instantaneous voltage.

In addition to the full-wave test and the chopped-wave test, a third type of test known as front-of-

wave test is sometimes made. (The test is sometimes called the steepwave test or front-chopped test.)

The front-of-wave test simulates a direct lightning strike on the transformer terminals. Although direct

strokes to transformer terminals in substations of modern design have very low probabilities of

occurrence, front-of-wave tests are often specified. The voltage wave for this test is chopped on the

front of the wave before the prospective crest value is reached. The rate of rise of voltage of the wave is set

to about 1000 kV=ms. Chopping is set to occur at a chop time corresponding to an assigned instant-

aneous crest value. Front-of-wave tests, when required, must be specified.

Lightning-impulse tests, including full-wave impulse and chopped-wave impulse test waves, are made

on each line terminal of power transformers. The recommended sequence is:

1. One reduced-voltage, full-wave impulse, with crest value of 50 to 70% of the required full-wave

crest magnitude (BIL) to establish reference pattern waveforms (impulse voltage and current) for

failure detection.

2. Two chopped-wave impulses, meeting the requirements of crest voltage value and time to chop,

followed by:

3. One full-wave impulse with crest value corresponding to the BIL of the winding line terminal

When front-of-wave tests are specified, impulse tests are carried out in the following sequence: one

reduced full-wave impulse, followed by two front-of-wave impulses, two chopped-wave impulses, and

one full-wave impulse.

Generally, impulse tests are made on line terminals of windings, one terminal at a time. Terminals

not being tested are usually solidly grounded or grounded through resistors with values of resistance in

the range of 300 to 450 V. The voltage on terminals not being tested should be limited to 80% of the

terminal BIL. Details about connections, tolerances on waveshapes, voltage levels, and correction factors

are given in the IEEE test code [2] and the IEEE impulse guide [4].

16.5.1.2.1 Lightning-Impulse Test Equipment

The generation, measurement, and control of impulse voltage waves is a very specialized subject. In this

section, only a very brief general introduction to the subject is provided. Most impulse-generator designs
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are based on the Marx circuit. Figure 16.5 shows a schematic diagram of a t y pical Marx-circuit impulse

generator wi th four stages. In principle, voltage multiplication is obtained by charging a set of parallel-

connected capacitors in many stages of the impulse generator to a predetermined dc voltage, then

momentarily reconnecting the capacitor stages in series to make the indiv idual capacitor voltages add.

The reconnection from parallel to series is accomplished throug h the controlled firing of a series of

adjustable sphere gaps, adjusted to be near breakdown at the dc charging voltage. After the capacitors are

charged to the proper dc voltage level, a sphere gap in the first stage is made to flash over by some means.

This initiates a cascade flashover of all the sphere gaps in the impulse generator. The gaps function as

sw itches, reconnecting the capacitor stages from parallel to series, producing a generator output voltage

that is approximately equal to the voltage per stage times the number of stages.

The desired time to crest value on the front of the wave and the time to half-crest value on the tail of

the wave are controlled by wave-shaping circuit elements. These elements are indicated as Rc, Rp, and

CLoading in Figure 16.5. Generally, control of the time to crest on the front of the wave is realized by

changing the values of series resistance, the impulse-generator capacitance, and the load capacitance.

Control of the time to 50% magnitude on the tail of the wave is realized by changing the values of

parallel resistors and the load capacitance. Control of the voltage crest magnitude is prov ided by

adjustment of the dc charging voltage and by changing the load on the impulse generator. The time

of flashover for chopped waves is controlled by adjustment of gap spacings of the chopping gaps or the

rod gaps.

The capacitor-charging current path for the impulse generator is shown in Figure 16.6. At steady

state, each of the capacitors is charged to a voltage equal to the dc supply voltage. After the cascade
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FIGURE 16.5 Marx generator with four stages.
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FIGURE 16.6 Charging the capacitors of an impulse generator.
firing of the sphere gaps, the main discharging current path becomes, in simplified form, that of Figure

16.7. The RC time constants of the dc charging resistors, Rc as defined in Figure 16.5, have values

t y pically expressed in seconds, while the waveshape control elements, Rp and Rs as defined in Figure

16.5, have RC time constants ty pically expressed in microseconds. Hence, for the time period of the
DC charging supply

CLoading XXfmr CXfmr

∼

FIGURE 16.7 Discharging the capacitors of an impulse generator.
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impulse-generator discharge, the relatively hig h resistance values of the charging resistors represent

open circuits for the relatively shor t time period of the generator discharge. This is indicated by dotted

lines in Figure 16.7.

The discharge path shown in the figure is somewhat simplified for clarity: Significant currents do flow

in the shunt wave-shaping resistors, Rp, and significant current also flows in the loading capacitor,

CLoading. These currents, which are significant in controlling the waveshape, are ignored in Figure 16.7.

The measurement of impulse voltage in the range of a million volts in magnitude requires the use of

voltage dividers. Depending upon requirements, either resistive, capacitive, or optimally damped (RC)

types of dividers, having stable ratios and fast response times, are utilized to scale the high-voltage

impulses to provide a suitable input for instruments. Most impulse-test facilities utilize specially

designed impulse oscilloscopes or, more recently, specially designed transient digitizers, for accurate

measurement of impulse voltages.

Measurement of the transient currents associated with impulse voltages is carried out with the aid of

special noninductive shunts or wideband current transformers included in the path of current flow.

Usually, voltages proportional to impulse currents are measured with the impulse oscilloscopes or

transient digitizers described earlier.

16.5.1.2.2 Impulse Test Setup

For consistent results it is important that the test setup be carefully made, especially with respect

to grounding, external clearances, and induced voltages produced by impulse currents. Otherwise,

impulse-failure detection analysis could be flawed. One example of proper impulse-test setup is

shown in Figure 16.8. This figure illustrates proper physical arrangement of the impulse generator,

main circuit, chopping circuit, chopping gap, test object, current shunt, voltage measuring circuit, and

voltage divider. High voltages and currents at high frequencies in the main circuit and the chopping

circuit can produce rapidly changing electromagnetic fields, capable of inducing unwanted noise and

error voltages in the low-voltage signal circuits connected to the impulse-recorder inputs. The purpose

of this physical arrangement is to minimize these effects.
Current
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Chopping

circuit

Voltage
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Voltage measuring circuit

Main circuit

Impulsegenerator

Chopping gap

I V

Test
object

FIGURE 16.8 Impulse-test setup.
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16.5.1.2.3 Impulse-Test Failure Detection

To accomplish failure detection or to verify the absence of a dielectric failure in the transformer

insulation system, the impressed impulse-voltage waveforms and the resulting current waveforms of

the full-wave test are compared with the reduced full-wave test reference waveforms. The main idea

behind failure detection in transformers is that if no dielectric breakdowns or partial discharges occur,

then the final full-wave test voltage and current waves will exhibit waveforms identical to the initial

reduced full-wave reference tests when appropriately scaled. The occurrence of a dielectric breakdown

would produce a sudden change in the inductance-capacitance network seen at the tested terminals

of the transformer, causing a deviation in the test waveforms compared with the reference waveforms.

The act of comparing the reduced full-wave records and the full-wave records is sometimes called

‘‘matching’’ the waves. If they are identical, the waves are said to be matched. Any differences in the

waves, judged to be significant, are said to be mismatches. If there are mismatches, something is

not correct, either in the test setup or in the dielectric system of the transformer. Various waveforms

of voltages and currents associated with different types of defects are presented in great detail in the IEEE

impulse guide [4]. When digital recorders are employed, methods of waveform analysis using the

frequency dependence of the transformer impedance, transformer transfer function, and other digital

waveform-analysis tools are now being developed and used to aid failure detection. Measurements of

the voltages and currents in various parts of the transformer under test can aid in location of dielectric

defects. These schemes are summarized in Figure 16.9.
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FIGURE 16.9 Impulse-current measurement locations.
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FIGURE 16.10 Standard switching-impulse wave.
16.5.1.3 Switching-Impulse Test

Man-made transients, as opposed to nature-made transients, are often the result of switching operations

in power systems. Switching surges are relatively slow impulses. They are characterized by a wave that:

1. Rises to peak value in no less than 100 ms

2. Falls to zero voltage in no less than 1000 ms

3. Remains above 90% of peak value, before and after time of crest, for no less than 200 ms

This is shown in Figure 16.10. Generally, the crest value of the switching-impulse voltage is approxi-

mately 83% of the BIL.

Voltages of significant magnitude are induced in all windings due to core-flux buildup that results

from the relatively long duration of the impressed voltage during the switching-impulse test. The

induced voltages are approximately proportional to the turns ratios between windings. Depending

upon the transformer construction, shell-form versus core-form, three-leg versus five-leg construction,

etc., many connections for tests are possible. Test voltages at the required levels can be applied directly to

the winding under test, or they can be induced in the winding under test by application of switching

impulse voltage of suitable magnitude across another winding, taking into consideration the turns ratio

between the two windings. The magnitudes of voltages between windings and between different phases

depend on the connections. This is discussed in great detail in the IEEE impulse guide [4].

Because of its long duration and high peak-voltage magnitude, application of switching impulses on

windings can result in saturation of the transformer core. When saturation of the core occurs, the

resulting waves exhibit faster-falling, shorter-duration tails. By reversing polarity of the applied voltages

between successive shots, the effects of core saturation can be reduced. Failures during switching-

impulse tests are readily visible on voltage wave oscillograms and are often accompanied by loud noises

and external flashover.

Switching-impulse tests are generally carried out with impulse generators having adequate energy

capacity and appropriate wave-shaping resistors and loading capacitors.

16.5.2 Low-Frequency Dielectric Tests

16.5.2.1 Purpose of Low-Frequency Dielectric Tests

When high-frequency impulse voltages are applied to transformer terminals, the stress distributions

within the windings are not linear but depend on the inductances and capacitances of the windings.
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Also, the effects of oscillations penetrating the windings produce complex and changing voltage

distributions. Low-frequency stresses that result from power-frequency overvoltage, on the other

hand, result in stresses with a linear distribution along the winding. Because the insulation system is

stressed differently at low frequency, a second set of tests is required to demonstrate dielectric withstand

under power-frequency conditions. The low-frequency dielectric tests demonstrate that the power

transformer insulation system has the necessary dielectric strength to withstand the voltages indicated

in the tables of the standards for low-frequency tests.

16.5.2.2 Applied-Voltage Test

The applied-voltage test is often called the hipot test. The purpose of this test is to verify the major

insulation in transformers. More specifically, the purpose is to ensure that the insulation between

windings and the insulation of windings to ground can withstand the required power-frequency

voltages, applied for 1-min duration. For fully insulated windings, the test voltage levels are related to

the BIL of the windings. For windings with graded insulation, test levels correspond to the winding

terminal with the lowest BIL rating.

For two-winding transformers, there are two applied tests. Test 1 is the applied-voltage test of the HV

winding, which is carried out by connecting all HV terminals together and connecting them to a high-

voltage test set, as shown in Figure 16.11. The LV terminals are connected together and connected

to ground. Power frequency voltage of the correct level with respect to ground is applied to the HV

terminals with LV terminals grounded. In this test, the insulation system between HV to ground and

between HV to LV is stressed. A second test, Test 2, is made at the correct level of test voltage for the LV

winding, with the LV winding terminals connected together and connected to the high-voltage test set.

In Test 2, the HV winding terminals are connected together and to ground. In the second test, the

insulation system LV to ground and LV to HV are stressed. This is also shown in Figure 16.11.

A dielectric failure during this test is the result of internal or external flashover or tracking. Internal

failures may be accompanied by a loud noise heard on the outside and ‘‘smoke and bubbles’’ seen in

the oil.

16.5.2.3 Induced-Voltage Test

The induced-voltage test, with monitoring of partial discharges during the test, is one of the most

significant tests to demonstrate the integrity of the transformer insulation system. During this test, the
Test 1

Test 2

FIGURE 16.11 Applied-voltage tests on two-winding transformers.
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turn-to-turn, disc-to-disc, and phase-to-phase insulation systems are stressed simultaneously at levels

that are considerably hig her than during normal operation. Weaknesses in dielectric design, processing ,

or manufacture may cause par tial discharge activ it y during this test. Par tial discharges are generally

monitored on all line terminals rated 115 kV or hig her during the induced-voltage test. This test

produces the required voltages in the w indings by magnetic induction. Because the test voltages are

significantly hig her than rated voltages, the core would ordinarily saturate if 60-Hz voltage were

employed. To avoid core saturation, the test frequency is increased to a value normally in the range of

100 to 400 Hz.

Tests for Class II power transformers require an extended duration induced test. Class II is defined in

ANSI and IEEE standards [1]. The test is usually made by raising the voltage on the LV w indings to a

value that induces 1.5 times maximum operating voltage in the HV w indings. If no par tial discharge

activ it y is detected, the voltage is raised to the enhancement level (usually 1.73 per unit [p.u.]) for a time

period of 7200 cycles at the test frequency. Voltage is then reduced to the 1.5-p.u level and held for a

period of one hour. This test is described graphically in Figure 16.12. In the U.S., PD (par tial discharge)

level measurements are carried out w ith w ideband PD detectors or narrowb and RIV (radio influence

voltage) meters. The wi deband PD detectors read apparent charge in picocoulombs (pC). The narrow-

band RIV meters read the radio influence voltage in microvolts (m V ). Often both instruments are used,

taking w ideband pC and narrowband mV readings simultaneously.

During the 1-h period, par tial discharge readings are taken ever y 5 min. The criteria for a successful

test are:

. The magnitude of par tial discharge activ it y does not exceed 100 mV (500 pC).

. After the PD level has stabilized, any increase in par tial discharge activ it y does not exceed 30 mV

(150 pC).
. The partial discharge levels during the 1-h period do not show an increasing trend.
. There is no sustained increase in partial discharge level during the last 20 min of the test.

The test circuit for PD measurement during the induced-voltage test is shown in Figure 16.13. The

bushing capacitance tap is connected to a coupling impedance unit, which provides PD signals to the PD

detection unit. Methods for measurement and calibration are described in detail in the IEEE test code

[2] and in the IEEE partial discharge measurement guide [5].

If there is significant level of PD activity during the test, it is desirable to identify the location of the

PD source inside the transformer so that the problem can be corrected. This will ensure PD-free

operation. Methods for location of PD sources inside the transformer often are based on triangulation.

Ultrasonic acoustic waves arriving at transformer tank surfaces due to PD activity are monitored at

various locations on the tank walls. Knowing wave propagation velocities and travel paths, it is possible

to locate sources of PD activity with reasonable accuracy.
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FIGURE 16.12 Induced-voltage test for Class II power transformers.
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16.6 Performance Characteristics

16.6.1 No-Load Loss and Excitation-Current Measurements

16.6.1.1 Purpose of No-Load Loss Measurements

A transformer dissipates a constant no-load loss as long as it is energized at constant voltage, 24 hours a

day, for all conditions of loading. This power loss represents a cost to the user during the lifetime of the

transformer. Maximum values of the no-load loss of transformers are specified and often guaranteed by

the manufacturer. No-load-loss measurements are made to verify that the no-load loss does not exceed

the specified or guaranteed value.

16.6.1.2 Nature of the Quantity Being Measured

Transformer no-load loss, often called core loss or iron loss, is the power loss in a transformer excited at

rated voltage and frequency but not supplying load. The no-load loss comprises three components:

1. Core loss in the core material

2. Dielectric loss in the insulation system

3. I2R loss due to excitation current in the energized winding

The no-load loss of a transformer is primarily caused by losses in the core steel (item 1, above). The

remaining two sources are sometimes ignored. As a result, the terms no-load loss, core loss, and iron loss

are often used interchangeably. Core loss and iron loss, strictly speaking, refer only to the power loss that

appears within the core material. The following discussion on no-load loss, or core loss, will explain why

the average-voltage voltmeter method, to be described later, is recommended. The magnitude of no-load

loss is a function of the magnitude, frequency, and waveform of the impressed voltage. These variables

affect the magnitude and shape of the core magnetic flux waveform and hence affect the value of the core

loss. It has been verified through measurements on power and distribution transformers that core

loss also depends, to some extent, upon the temperature of the core. According to the IEEE test code [2],

the approximate rate of change of no-load loss with core temperature is 0.00065 per-unit core loss

increase for each 8C reduction in core temperature. The two main components of the core loss are
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hysteresis loss and eddy-current loss. The change in eddy-current loss, due to a change in the resistivity

of the core steel as temperature changes, appears to be one factor that contributes to the observed core-

loss temperature effect. The hysteresis loss magnitude is a function of the peak flux density in the

core-flux waveform. When the impressed voltage waveform is distorted (not a pure sine wave), the

resulting peak flux density in the flux waveform depends on the average absolute value of the impressed

voltage wave. Eddy-current loss is a function of the frequency of the power source and the thickness of

the core-steel laminations. Eddy loss is strongly influenced by harmonics in the impressed voltage. The

IEEE transformer test code [2] recommends the average-voltage voltmeter method, to be described

below, for measuring no-load loss.

16.6.1.3 How No-Load Loss Is Measured

The measurement of no-load loss, according to the average-voltage voltmeter method, is illustrated in

Figure 16.14. Voltage and current transformers are required to scale the inputs for voltmeters, ammeters,

and wattmeters. Three-phase no-load-loss measurements are carried out the same way, except that three

sets of instruments and instrument transformers are utilized. The test involves raising voltage on one

winding, usually the low-voltage winding, to its rated voltage while the other windings are in open circuit.

Two voltmeters connected in parallel are employed. The voltmeter labeled Va in Figure 16.14 represents an

average-responding, rms-calibrated voltmeter. The voltmeter labeled Vr represents a true rms-responding

voltmeter. Harmonics in the impressed voltage will cause the rms value of the waveform to be different

from the average-absolute (rms-scaled) value, and the two voltmeter readings will differ. When the voltage

reading, as measured by the average-responding voltmeter, reaches a value corresponding to the rated

voltage of the excited winding, readings are taken of the rms current, the rms voltage, and the no-load

power. The ratio of the measured rms current to the rated load current of the excited winding, expressed in

percent, is commonly referred to as the percent excitation current. The measured no-load loss is corrected

to a sine-wave basis by a formula given in the IEEE test code [2], using the readings of the two voltmeters.

The correction is shown below. The corrected value is reported as the no-load loss of the transformer.

Pc ¼
Pm

P1þ Vr

Va

� �2

P2

(16:1)

where

Pc is the corrected (reported) value of no-load loss

Pm is the measured value of no-load loss

Va is the reading of the average-responding, rms-calibrated voltmeter

Vr is the reading of the true-rms-responding voltmeter

P1 and P2 are the per-unit hysteresis and per-unit eddy-current losses, respectively

According to the IEEE test code [2], if the actual values of P1 and P 2 are not available, it is suggested

that the two loss components be assumed equal in value, assigning each a value of 0.5 p.u.
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FIGURE 16.14 Test circuit for no-load-loss measurement.
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16.6.2 Load Loss and Impedance Measurements

16.6.2.1 Purpose of Load Loss Measurements

A transformer dissipates a load loss that depends upon the transformer load current. Load loss is a cost

to the user during the lifetime of the transformer. Maximum values of the load loss of transformers at

rated current are specified and often guaranteed by the manufacturer. Load-loss measurements are made

to verify that the load loss does not exceed the specified or guaranteed value.

16.6.2.2 Nature of the Quantity Being Measured

The magnitude of the load loss is a function of the transformer load current. Its magnitude is zero when

there is no load on the transformer. Load loss is always given for a specified transformer load, usually

at rated load. Transformer load loss, often called copper loss or w inding loss, includes I 2R losses due to

load current in the w inding conductors and stray losses in various metallic transformer par ts due to eddy

currents induced by leakage fields. Stray losses are produced in the w inding conductors, in core clamps,

in metallic structural par ts, in magnetic shields, and in tank walls due to the presence of leakage fields.

Stray losses also include power loss due to circulating currents in parallel wi ndings and in parallel

conductors wi thin w indings.

Because wi nding resistance varies w ith conductor temperature, and because the resistiv ities of the

structural par ts producing stray losses var y w ith temperature, the transformer load losses are a function

of temperature. For this reason, a standard reference temperature (usually 858C) for repor ting the load

loss is established in ANSI and IEEE standards [1]. To correct the load-loss measurements from the

temperature at which they are measured to the standard reference temperature, a correction formula

is provided in the IEEE test code [2]. This correction involves the calculation of w inding I 2R losses,

where I is the rated current of the w inding in amperes, and R is the measured dc resistance of the

winding. The I2R losses and the stray losses are separately corrected and combined in the formula given

in the standard. The measurement of the dc w inding resistance, R, is covered in Section 16.6.3. Stray

losses are determined by subtracting the I2R losses from the measured total load losses. All of this is

covered in detail in the IEEE test code [2]. The formula for this conversion is stated in general in

Equation 16.2:

WLL ¼
I 2p Rp þ I2

s Rs

� �
Tk þ Trð Þ

Tk þ Tmð Þ þ
Wm � I 2p Rp � I 2

s Rs

� �
Tk þ T mð Þ

Tk þ T rð Þ  
(16:2)

where

Tr is the reference temperature (8 C)

Tm is the temperature at which the load loss is measured (8 C)

Wm is the load loss ( W ) as measured at temperature Tm (8 C)

WLL is the load loss (W ) corrected to a reference temperature Tr ( 8C)

Tk is a w inding material constant: 234.5 for copper, 225 for aluminum

Rp and Rs are, respectively, the primar y and secondar y resistances (V )

Ip and Is are the primary and secondary rated currents (A)

It can be seen from Equation 16.2 that the measurement of load losses and correction to the reference

temperature involves the measurement of five separate quantities:

1. Electric power (the load loss as measured)

2. Temperature (the temperature at time of test)

3. Resistance of the primary winding (at a known temperature)

4. Resistance of the secondary winding (at a known temperature)

5. Electric current (needed to adjust the current to the required values)
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Another characteristic of transformer load loss is its low power factor. Most often, when considering

electric-power measurement applications, the power factor of the load being measured is relatively hig h,

usually exceeding 80%. For large modern power transformers, the power factor can be ver y low, in the

range from 1 to 5%. The measurement of electric power at ver y low power factor requires special

consideration, as discussed in the next section.

16.6.2.3 How Load Loss Is Measured

Load losses are normally measured by connecting one w inding , usually the low-voltage w inding , to a

shor t circuit wi th adequately sized shor ting bars and connecting the other w inding , usually the hig h-

voltage wi nding, to a power-frequency voltage source. The source voltage is adjusted until the impressed

voltage causes rated current to flow in both wi ndings. Input rms voltage, rms current, and electric power

are then measured. Figure 16.15 shows a circuit commonly used for measurement of load losses of a

sing le-phase transformer. Three-phase measurement is carried out in the same way but wi th three sets of

instruments and instrument transformers. Precision scaling dev ices are usually required because of the

hig h magnitudes of current, voltage, and power involved.

The applied test voltage when the transformer is connected as in Figure 16.15, w ith rated currents in

the w indings, is equal to the impedance voltage of the transformer. Hence impedance, or impedance

voltage, is also measured during the load-loss test. The ratio of the measured voltage to the rated voltage

of the win ding , multiplied by 100, is the percent impedance voltage of the transformer. This quantit y is

commonly called ‘‘percent impedance’’ or, simply, ‘‘impedance.’’

16.6.2.4 Discussion of the Measurement Process

The equivalent circuit of the transformer being tested in the load-loss test and the phasor diagram of test

voltage and current during the test are shown in Figure 16.16. The load-loss power factor for the load-

loss test is cos u¼ER=EZ. Because the transformer leakage impedance, consisting of R and X in Figure

16.16, is mainly reactive, and more so the larger the transformer, the power factor during the load-loss

test is very low. In addition, there is a trend in modern transformers to create designs with lower losses

due to increased demands for improved efficiency and transformer load-loss evaluations for optimal

life-cycle costs. Transformer designs for low values of load loss lead to reductions in the equivalent

resistance shown in Figure 16.16, and hence to low values for the quantity, ER, which translates to lower

values for the load-loss power factor in modern transformers. In fact the load-loss power factors for

large modern transformers are often very low, in the range from 0.01 to 0.05 per unit. Under circuit

conditions with very low power factor, the accurate measurement of electric power requires special

scaling devices having very low phase-angle error and power measuring instruments having high

accuracy at low power factor. In addition to the IEEE test code [2], a Transformer Loss Measurement

Guide, C57.123, has recently been developed by a working group of the IEEE PES Transformers

Committee. When generally available, it will provide a complete background and the basis for carrying
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FIGURE 16.16 Equivalent circuit and phasor diagram for load-loss test.
out measurements and calibrations to ensure accurate values of repor ted losses as required by ANSI and

IEEE standards [1].

Because the magnitudes of load losses and impedance depend upon the tap positions of the

deenergized tap changer (DETC) and the load tap changer (LTC), if present, load-loss and imped-

ance-voltage measurements are usually carried out in the rated voltage connection and at the tap

extremes. If the transformer under test has multiple MVA ratings that depend on the ty pe of cooling ,

the tests are normally carried out at all ratings.
16.6.3 Winding Resistance Measurements

16.6.3.1 Purpose of Winding Resistance Measurements

Measurements of dc w inding resistance are of fundamental impor tance because they form the basis for

determining the follow ing:

Resistance measurements, taken at know n temperatures, are used in the calculation of wi nding

conductor I 2R losses. The I 2R losses at know n temperatures are used to correct the measured

load losses to a standard reference temperature. Correction of load losses is discussed in Section

16.6.2.

Resistance measurements, taken at know n temperatures, prov ide the basis to determine the tempera-

ture of the same w inding at a later time by measuring the resistance again. From the change in

resistance, the change in temperature can be deduced. This measurement is employed to determine

average w inding temperatures at the end of heat run tests. Taking resistance measurements after a

heat run test is discussed in Section 16.6.4.

Resistance measurements across the transformer terminals prov ide an assessment of the qualit y of

internal connections made to the transformer w indings. Loose or defective connections are

indicated by unusually hig h or unstable resistance readings.

16.6.3.2 Nature of the Quantity Being Measured

The dc w inding resistance differs from the value of resistance indicated for the resistor shown in Figure

16.16 or the resistors that appear in textbook illustrations of the PI or T equivalent circuits of

transformers to represent the resistance of the windings. The resistors in the equivalent circuits include

the effects of winding I2R loss, eddy loss in the windings, stray losses in structural parts, and circulating
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currents in parallel conductors—namely, they represent the resistive components of the load loss. The

resistors shown in the equivalent circuits can be thought of as representing an equivalent ac resistance of

the windings. The dc resistance of the windings is a different quantity, one that is relevant for calculating

I2R, for determining average winding temperature, and for evaluating electrical connections.

16.6.3.3 How Winding-Resistance Measurements Are Made

The measurement of power transformer winding resistance is normally done using the voltmeter-

ammeter method or using a ratiometric method to display the voltage-current ratio directly. A circuit

for the measurement of winding resistance is shown in Figure 16.17. A dc source is used to establish

the flow of steady direct current in the transformer winding to be measured. After the R-L transient has

subsided, simultaneous readings are taken of the voltage across the winding and the current through

the winding. The resistance of the winding is determined from these readings based on Ohm’s law.

16.6.3.4 Discussion of the Measurement Process

If a dc voltage is applied as a step to a series R-L circuit, the current will rise exponentially with a time

constant of L=R. This is familiar for the case where both resistance and inductance remain constant

during the transient period. For a transformer winding, however, it is possible for the true resistance, the

apparent resistance, and the inductance of the winding to change with time. The true resistance may

change if the direct current is of high-enough magnitude and is applied long enough to heat the winding

substantially, thereby changing its resistance during the measurement. The inductance changes with time

because of the nonlinear B-H curve of the core steel and varies in accordance with the slope of the core-

steel saturation curve. In addition, there is an apparent resistance, Ra, during the transient period.

Ra ¼ V

I
¼ R þ L

I

dI

dt
(16:3)

Note that the apparent resistance, Ra, is higher than the true resistance, R, during the transient period

and that the apparent resistance derived from the voltmeter and ammeter readings equals the true

resistance only after the transient has subsided.

Resistance measurement error due to heating of the winding conductor is usually not a problem in

testing transformers, but the possibility of this effect should be taken into consideration, especially for

some low-current distribution transformer windings where the dc current can be significant compared

with the rated current. It is more likely that errors will occur because of meter readings taken before core

saturation is achieved. The process involved in core saturation is described below.

Compared with the exponential current-vs.-time relationship for the R-L circuit with constant R and

constant L, the current in a transformer winding, when a dc voltage is first applied, rises slowly. The slow

rate of rise comes about because of the high initial impedance of the winding. The initially high

impedance results from the large effective inductance of the winding with its iron core. As the current

slowly increases, the flux density in the core slowly rises until the core begins to saturate. At this point,
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FIGURE 16.17 Circuit for measuring winding resistance.
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the w inding no longer behaves like an iron-core coil and instead behaves like an air-core coil, w ith

relatively low inductance. The rate of rise of the current increases for a period as the core saturates; then

the current levels off at a steady-state value. Ty pical shapes for the voltage, current, and apparent

resistance are shown in Figure 16.18. The magnitude of the dc voltage affects the rate at which flux builds

up in the core, since V ¼ N (d F= dt). The hig her the magnitude of the dc voltage, the shor ter is the time

to saturation because of a hig her value for dF= dt. At the same time, thoug h, the coil must be able to

prov ide the required magnetomotive force in ampere turns, N � I, needed to force the core into

saturation, which leads to a minimum value for the dc current. Of course, there is an upper limit to the

value for dc current, namely the point at which conductor heating would distur b the resistance

measurement.

Note the time scale of the graph in Figure 16.18. It is very important that the steady-state dc current

be attained before meter readings are taken. If this is not done, errors in excess of 20% are easily realized.

16.6.3.5 Winding Resistance and Average Winding Temperature

Two of the three purposes listed above for measuring the dc resistance of a transformer wi nding

inherently involve a concomitant measurement of temperature. When measuring resistance for the

purpose of calculating I 2R at a given temperature, the I 2R value obtained wi ll be used to determine the

load-loss value at a different temperature. When the w inding resistance is measured before and during a

heat run, the determination of average w inding temperature at the end of a heat run test requires

knowledge of wi nding resistance at two temperatures.

The w inding dc resistance at two temperatures, T 1 and T 2, wil l have values of R1 and R2, respectively,

at the two temperatures. The functional relationship between w inding resistance and average tempera-

ture is show n in Equation 16.4:

R 1

R 2 
¼ T 1 þ Tk

T 2 þ Tk

(16:4)

where

R1 is the value of w inding resistance, corresponding to average wi nding temperature of T1

R2 is the value of winding resistance, corresponding to average winding temperature of T2

Tk is 234.58C for copper, 2258C for aluminum

Correction of load loss for temperature is covered in Section 16.6.2. Determination of average

w inding temperature in a heat run test is covered in Section 16.6.4.
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16.6.4 Heat Run Tests

16.6.4.1 Purpose of Heat Run Tests

The maximum allowable average and hottest-spot temperature rises of the windings over ambient

temperature and the maximum allowable temperature rise of the top oil of the transformer are specified

by ANSI and IEEE standards and are guaranteed by the manufacturer. The purpose of temperature-rise

tests is to demonstrate that the transformer will deliver rated load without exceeding the guaranteed

values of the temperature rises of the windings and oil. According to the ANSI and IEEE standards, these

tests are performed at the minimum and maximum load ratings of a transformer.

16.6.4.2 Test Methods

For factory testing, it is not practical to connect the transformer to a load impedance with full rated

secondary voltage applied to the simulated load. Although this would most directly simulate service

conditions, most of the total test input power would dissipate in the load impedance. The load power,

which equals the load rating of the transformer, is much larger than the sum of no-load and load losses

that dissipate in the transformer. The electrical heating of the load would not contribute to transformer

heating. Electric power consumption for the test would be excessive, and the test would not be practical

for routine testing.

In factory tests according to methods specified in the ANSI and IEEE standards, several artificial

loading schemes can be used to simulate heat dissipation caused by the load and no-load losses of the

transformer. The back-to-back loading method, described in the IEEE test code [2], requires two

identical transformers and is often used for heat runs of distribution transformers. For power trans-

formers, it is most common to use the short-circuit loading method, as specified in the IEEE test

code [2]. The test setup is similar to that used for measurement of load loss and impedance voltage. One

winding is connected to a short circuit, and sufficient voltage is applied to the other winding to result in

currents in both windings that generate the required power loss to heat the oil and windings.

16.6.4.3 Determination of the Top, Bottom, and Average Oil Rises

This discussion applies to the short-circuit loading method. Initially, the test current is adjusted to

provide an input power loss equal to the no-load loss plus the load loss. This can be called the total

loss. The total loss is corrected to the guaranteed temperature rise plus ambient temperature. During

this portion of the heat run, the windings provide a heat source for the oil and the oil cooling system.

The winding temperatures will be higher than expected because higher-than-rated currents are applied

to the windings, but here only the oil temperature rises are being determined. For an oil-filled power

transformer, the total power loss for a given rating is maintained until the top-oil temperature rise is

stabilized. Stabilization is defined as no more than 18C change in three consecutive 1-h periods.

After stabilization is achieved, the top- and bottom-oil readings are used to determine the top,

bottom, and average oil temperature rises over ambient at the specified load.

16.6.4.4 Determination of the Average Winding-Temperature Rise

After the top, bottom, and average oil temperature rises are determined, the currents in the windings are

reduced to rated value for a period of 1 h. Immediately following this 1-h period, the ac power leads

are disconnected, and resistance measurements are carried out on both windings. The total time from

disconnection of power and the first resistance readings should be as short as possible, typically less than

2 min—certainly not more than 4 min. Repeated measurements of winding resistance are carried out for

a period of 10 to 15 min as the windings cool down toward the surrounding average oil temperature.

The average oil temperature is itself falling, but at a much slower rate (with a longer time constant). Data

for the changing resistance vs. time is then plotted and extrapolated back to the instant of shutdown.

With computers, the extrapolation can be done using a regression-based curve-fitting approach. The

extrapolated value of winding resistance at the instant of shutdown is used to calculate winding
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temperature, using the method discussed below, with some correction for the drop in top-oil rise during

the 1-h loading at rated current. The winding temperature, thus determined, minus ambient tempera-

ture is equal to the winding temperature rise at a given loading.

Similar tests are repeated for all ratings for which temperature rise tests are required.

16.6.4.5 Determining the Average Temperature by Resistance

The average winding temperature, as determined by the following method, is sometimes called the

‘‘average winding temperature by resistance.’’ The word measurement is implied at the end of this phrase.

The conversion of measured winding resistance to average winding temperature is accomplished as

follows. Initial resistance measurements are made at some time before commencement of the heat run

when the transformer is in thermal equilibrium. When in equilibrium, the assumption can be made that

the temperature of the conductors is uniform and is equal to that of the transformer oil surrounding the

coils. Initial resistance measurements are made and recorded, along with the oil temperature. This

measurement is sometimes called the cold-resistance test, so the winding resistance measured during the

test will be called the cold resistance Rc, and the temperature will be called the cold temperature Tc. At

the end of the heat run, Rh, the hot resistance is determined from the time series of measured resistance

values by extrapolation to the moment of shutdown. The formula given below is used to determine Th,

the hot temperature, knowing the hot resistance, cold resistance, and the cold temperature. This

calculated temperature is the average winding temperature by resistance.

Th ¼
Rh

Rc

[Tc þ Tk]� Tk (16:5)

where

Th is the ‘‘hot’’ temperature

Tc is the ‘‘cold’’ temperature

Rh is the ‘‘hot’’ resistance

Rc is the ‘‘cold’’ resistance

Tk is a material constant: 234.58C for copper, 2258C for aluminum

Accurate measurements of Rc and Tc during the cold-resistance test, as well as accurate measurements

of hot winding resistance, Rh, at the end of the heat run are extremely critical for accurate determination

of average winding temperature rises by resistance. The reason for this will be evident by analyzing the

above formula. The following discussion illustrates how measurement errors in the three measured

quantities, Rh, Rc, and Tc, affect the computed quantity, Th, via the functional relationship by which Th is

computed.

Shown in Table 16.2 are computed values for Th and the resulting error, eTh, in the computation of Th

for sample sets of the measured quantities Rh, Rc, and Tc, measured in error by the amounts eRh, eRc, and
TABLE 16.2 Effect of Measurement Error in Average Winding Temperature by Resistance

Row Th þ eT h (8C) Rh þ eRh (V) Rc þ eRc (V) Tc þ eTh (8C)

1 87.375 þ 0 0.030 þ 0 0.024 þ 0 23.0 þ 0

2 87.375� 3.187 ¼
84.188 (�3.6%)

0.030 þ 0 0.024 þ 0.00024 ¼
0.02424 (þ1.0%)

23.0 þ 0

3 87.375 þ 3.218 ¼
90.594 (þ3.7%)

0.030 þ 0.0003 ¼
0.0303 (þ1.0%)

0.024 þ 0 23.0 þ 0

4 87.375 þ 1.25 ¼
88.625 (þ1.43%)

0.030 þ 0 0.024 þ 0 23.0 þ 1.0 ¼
24.0 (4.35 %)
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eT c, respectively. Let us examine this table row by row. The way that measurement error propagates in

the calculation is shown in the formula below for copper conductors.

(Th þ e Th ) ¼ (Rh þ e Rh )

(Rc þ e Rc ) 
[(Tc þ e Tc ) þ 234:5] � 234: 5 (16: 6)

In row 1 of Table 16.2, there is no measurement error. The sample shows a set of t y pical measured values.

The value for Th in this row can be considered the ‘‘correct answer.’’ In row 2 the cold-resistance

measurement was 1% too hig h, causing the calculated value of Th to be 3.6% too low. This amplification of

the relative measurement error is due to the functional relationship employed to perform the calculated

result. This example illustrates the impor tance of measuring the resistance ver y carefully and accurately.

Similarly, in row 3 a hot-resistance reading 1% too hig h results in a calculated hot temperature that is 3.7%

too hig h. Row 4 shows the result if the cold-resistance reading is 18C too hig h. The result is that the

determined hot resistance is 1.258 C too hig h. In this case, while there is a reduction in the error expressed

as percent, the absolute error in 8 C is in fact greater than the original temperature error in the cold-

temperature reading . These examples show that all three measured quantities— Rh, Rc, and T c—must be

measured accurately to obtain an accurate determination of the average w inding temperature.

Other methods for correction to the instant of shutdow n based on W=kg , or W=kg and time, are

given in the IEEE test code [2]. The cooling-cur ve method, however, is preferred.

16.7 Other Tests

16.7.1 Short-Circuit-Withstand Tests

16.7.1.1 Purpose of Short-Circuit Tests

Short-circuit currents during through-fault events expose the transformer to mechanical stresses caused by

magnetic forces, with typical magnitudes expressed in thousands of kilograms. Heating of the conductors

and adjacent insulation due to I2R losses also occurs during a short-circuit fault. The maximum mechanical

stress is primarily determined by the square of the peak instantaneous value of current. Hence, the short-

circuit magnitude and degree of transient offset are specified in the test requirements. Fault duration and

frequency of occurrence also affect mechanical performance. Therefore, the number of faults, sometimes

called ‘‘shots,’’ during a test and the duration of each fault are specified. Conductor and insulation

heating is for the most par t determined by the rms value of the fault current and the fault duration.

Shor t-circuit-w ithstand tests are intended primarily to demonstrate the mechanical-wi thstand

capabilit y of the transformer. Thermal capabilit y is demonstrated by calculation using formulas

prov ided by IEEE C57.12.00 [1].

16.7.1.2 Transformer Short-Circuit Categories

The test requirements and the pass-fail evaluation criteria for shor t-circuit tests depend upon trans-

former size and construction. For this purpose, transformers are separated into four categories as shown

in Table 16.3. The IEEE standards [1] and [2] refer to these categories while discussing the test

requirements and test results evaluation.

16.7.1.3 Configurations

A short circuit is applied using low-impedance connections across either the primary or the secondary

terminals. A secondary fault is preferred, since it more directly represents the system conditions. The

fault can be initiated in one of two ways:

1. Starting with an open circuit at the terminal to be faulted, energize the transformer and then

apply the short circuit by closing a breaker across the terminal.

2. Starting with a short circuit across the terminal to be faulted, close a breaker at the source

terminal to energize the prefaulted transformer.
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TABLE 16.3 Transformer Short-Circuit Test Categories

Category Single-Phase, kVA Three-Phase, kVA

I 5 to 500 15 to 500

II 501 to 1,667 501 to 5,000

III 1,668 to 10,000 5,001 to 30,000

IV above 10,000 above 30,000
The first fault-initiation method is the preferred method. Given in the order of preference as listed in

C57.12.90 [2], the following fault types are permissible:

. Three-phase source, three-phase short circuit.

. Single-phase source, single phase-to-ground short circuit.

. Single-phase source, simulated three-phase short circuit.

. Single-phase source, single-phase short circuit, applied one phase at a time

The simulated three-phase short circuit, using single-phase source, is conducted as follows, depending

on whether the connection is delta or wye. For wye-connected windings, the fault or source is applied

between one terminal and the other two terminals connected together. For delta-connected windings,

the fault or source is connected between two line terminals, with no connection to the other terminal,

which must be repeated for each of the three phases.

16.7.1.4 Short-Circuit Current Duration, Asymmetry, and Number of Tests

The required short-circuit current magnitude and degree of asymmetry of the first cycle of current is

given in IEEE C57.1200 [1]. Each phase of the transformer is subjected to a total of six tests that satisfy

the symmetrical current requirements. At least two of the six must also satisfy the asymmetrical current

tests. Five of the six tests must have a fault duration of 0.25 sec. One of the tests, which is sometimes

called the ‘‘long duration test,’’ must be of longer duration for Category I, II, and III transformers. The

longer duration must be determined as follows:

For Category I transformers,

t ¼ 1250=I2

where

t ¼ duration, sec

I ¼ fault current, per unit of load current

For Category II transformers,

t ¼ 1.0 sec

For Category III transformers,

t ¼ 0.5 sec

Clause 7 of IEEE C57.12.00-1993 [1] and Clause 12 of IEEE C57.12.90-1993 [2] provide a detailed and

excellent description of the requirements and procedures for short-circuit testing.

16.7.1.5 Evaluation of Short-Circuit Test Results

Clause 12.5 of IEEE C57.12.90-1993 [2], Proof of Satisfactory Performance, spells out the requirements

for passing or failing the tests. These include:

. Visual inspection

. Dielectric tests following short-circuit tests

. Observations of terminal voltage and current waveforms—no abrupt changes

. Changes in leakage impedance are limited to values specified in the standards
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. Low-voltage impulse tests may be performed

. Increases in excitation current are limited by the standards

Clause 12.5 of the test code discusses these criteria in detail.

16.7.2 Special Tests

Many additional tests are available to obtain certain information about the transformer, usually to

address a specific application issue. These are listed below.

. Overload heat run

. Gas-in-oil sampling and analysis (in conjunction with other tests)

. Extended-duration no-load-loss tests

. Zero-sequence impedance measurements

. Tests of the load tap changer

. Short-circuit-withstand tests

. Fault-current capability of enclosures (overhead distribution transformers)

. Telephone line voice frequency electrical noise (overhead distribution transformers)

. Tests on controls

These tests and others, of a specific nature, are beyond the scope of this general article. Interested readers

will find more information about these and other tests in the national and international standards

dealing with transformers.
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17.1 Introduction

Tap changing under load (TCUL), be it with load-tap-changing (LTC) power transformers or step-

voltage regulators, is the primary means of dynamically regulating the voltage on utility power systems.

Switched shunt capacitors can also be used for this purpose, but in the context of this discussion, shunt

capacitors are presumed to be applied with the objective of improving the system power factor.



The control of a tap changer is much more involved than simply responding to a voltage excursion at

the transformer secondary. Modern digital versions of LTC control include so many ancillary functions

and calculated parameters that it is often used with its communications capability to serve as the means

for system-condition monitoring.

The control of the tap changer in a transformer or step-voltage regulator is essentially the same.

Unless stated otherwise, the use of the term ‘‘transformer’’ in this section applies equally to step-voltage

regulators. It should be recognized that either type of product can be constructed as single-phase or

three-phase apparatus, but that transformers are more often three phase, while step-voltage regulators

are more commonly single phase.

17.2 System Perspective, Single Transformer

This discussion is patterned to a typical utility distribution system, the substation and the feeder,

although much of the material is also applicable to transmission applications. This first discussion of

the control considers that the control operates only one LTC in isolation, i.e., there is not the

opportunity for routine operation of transformers in parallel.

The system can be configured in any of several ways according to the preference of the user. Figure 17.1

depicts two common implementations. In the illustrations of Figure 17.1, the dashed-line box depicts a

substation enclosing a transformer or step-voltage regulators. The implementations illustrated accom-

plish bus-voltage regulation on a three-phase (Figure 17.1a) or single-phase (Figure 17.1b) basis. Another
LTC power
tranformer

Z

L

L L
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S

Regulated
bus

(a)
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L
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transformer

Step-voltage
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(b)

FIGURE 17.1 (a) Three-phase bus regulation with three-phase LTC transformer. (b) Independent-phase bus

regulation with three single-phase step-voltage regulators.
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common application is to use voltage regulators on the distribution feeders. A principal argument for the

use of single -phase regulators is that the voltages of the three phases are controlled independently, whereas

a three-phase transformer or regulator controls the voltage of all phases based on knowledge of the voltage

of only one phase. For Figure 17.1:

S ¼ source, the utilit y network at transmission or subtransmission voltage, usually 69 kV or greater

Z ¼ impedance of the source as ‘‘seen’’ looking back from the substation

L ¼ loads, distributed on the feeders, most often at 15 kV to 34.5 kV

The dominance of load-tap-changing apparatus involves either 33 voltage steps of 5= 8% voltage

change per step, or 17 voltage steps of 1Z|v% voltage change per step. In either case, the range of voltage

regulation is +10%.
17.3 Control Inputs

17.3.1 Voltage Input

The voltage of the primar y system is unimpor tant to the LTC control. The system wil l always include a

voltage transformer ( VT ) or other means to drop the system voltage to a nominal 120 V for use by the

control. Because of this, the control is calibrated in terms of 120 V, and it is common to speak of the

voltage being , say, 118 V, or 124 V, it being understood that the true system voltage is the value stated

times the VT ratio. Presuming a sing le tap step change represents 5= 8% voltage, it is easily seen that a

sing le tap step change w ill result in 0.00625 per unit (p.u.) � 120 V ¼ 0.75-V change at the control.

The control receives only a sing le 120-V signal from the voltage transformer, tracking the line-ground

voltage of one phase or a line-line voltage of two phases. For the case of three-phase apparatus, the user

must take great care, as later described, in selecting the phase(s) for connecting the VT.
17.3.2 Current Input

The current transformers (CT ) are provided by the transformer manufacturer to deliver control current

of ‘‘not less than 0.15 A and not more than 0.20 A . . . when the transformer is operating at the maximum

continuous current for which it is designed.’’ ( This per ANSI Std. C57.12.10, where the nominal current

is 0.2 A. Other systems may be based on a different nominal current, such as 5.0 A.) As w ith the voltage,

the control receives only one current signal, but it can be that of one phase or the cross connection (the

paralleling of two CTs) of two phases.
17.3.3 Phasing of Voltage and Current Inputs

In order for the control to perform all of its functions properly, it is essential that the voltage and current

input signals be in phase for a unity power factor load or, if not, that appropriate recognition and

corrective action be made for the expected phasing error.

Figure 17.2 depicts the three possible CT and VT orientations for three-phase apparatus. Note that for

each of the schemes, the instrument transformers could be consistently shifted to different phases from

that illustrated without changing the objective. The first scheme, involving only a line-to-ground-rated

VT and a single CT, is clearly the simplest and least expensive. However, it causes all control action to be

taken solely on the basis of knowledge of conditions of one phase. Some may prefer the second scheme,

as it gives reference to all three phases, one for voltage and the two not used for voltage to current. The

third scheme is often found with a delta-connected transformer secondary. Note that the current signal

derived in this case is
p

3 times the magnitude of the individual CT secondary currents. This must be

scaled before the signal is delivered to the control.
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FIGURE 17.2 Phasing of voltage and current inputs.
The user must assure the proper placement of the VT(s) to be consistent w ith the CT(s) prov ided

inside the transformer. This is not a concern w ith step-voltage regulators, where all instrument

transformers are provided (per ANSI = IEEE C57.15) internal to the product.

17.4 The Need for Voltage Regulation

Referring to the circuits of Figure 17.1, note that system conditions w ill change over time, w ith the result

that the voltage at the substation bus, and as delivered to the load, wil l change. From Figure 17.1, the
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source voltage, the source impedance, and the load conditions w ill be expected to change w ith time. The

most notable of these, the load, must be recognized to consist of two factors—the magnitude

and the power factor, or what is the same point, the real (watt) and reactive (var) components.

17.4.1 Regulation of the Voltage at the Bus

Many times, the object of the LTC is simply to hold the substation bus voltage at the desired level. If this

is the sole objective, it is sufficient to bring only a VT signal that is representative of the bus voltage into

the control. The secondar y of the VT is usually 120 V at the nominal bus voltage, but other VT secondar y

voltages, especially 125 V, 115 V and 110 V, are used. Figure 17.3 shows the circuit. The figure shows a

motor (M) on the LTC, which is driven in either the raise or lower direction by the appropriate output

(MR or ML) of the control. This first control, Figure 17.3, is provided with only three settings, these

being those required for the objective of regulating the substation secondary-bus voltage:

17.4.1.1 Voltage Set Point

The voltage set point on the control voltage base, e.g., 120 V, is the voltage desired to be held at the load.

(The load location for this first case is the substation secondary bus because line-drop compensation is

not yet considered and is therefore zero.) This characteristic is also commonly referred to as ‘‘voltage

band center,’’ this being illustrative of the point that there is a band of acceptable voltage and that this is

the midpoint of that band. If line-drop compensation (LDC, as detailed later) is not used, the set point

will often be somewhat higher than 120 V, perhaps 123 V to 125 V; with use of LDC the setting will be

lower, perhaps 118 V.

17.4.1.2 Bandwidth

The bandwidth describes the voltage range, or band, that is considered acceptable, i.e., in which there is

not a need for any LTC corrective action. The bandwidth is defined in the ANSI=IEEE C57.15 standard

as a voltage with one-half of the value above and one-half below the voltage set point. Some other

controls adjust the bandwidth as a percentage of the voltage set point, and the value represents the band

on each side of the band center. The bandwidth voltage selected is basically determined by the LTC

voltage change per step. Consider a transformer where the voltage change per step is nominally 0.75 V

(5=8% of 120 V). Often this is only the average; the actual voltage change per step can differ appreciably

at different steps. Clearly, the bandwidth must be somewhat greater than the maximum step-change

voltage, because if the bandwidth were less than the voltage change per step, the voltage could pass fully

across the band with a single step, causing a severe hunting condition. The minimum suggested
LTC Control
Component Min Common Max
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6.0 V
120 s

120 V
2.0 V
30 s

105 VVoltage set point
Bandwidth
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1.0 V
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secondary
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M

FIGURE 17.3 Control for voltage regulation of the bus.
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bandw idth setting is tw ice the nominal step-change voltage, plus 0.5 V, for a 2.0-V minimum setting for

the most common 5=8% systems. Many users choose somewhat hig her bandw idths when the voltage is

not critical and there is a desire to reduce the number of daily tap changes.

17.4.1.3 Time Delay

All LTC controls incorporate an intentional time delay from the time the voltage is ‘‘out of band,’’ until a

command is given for tap-changer action. Were it not for the control delay, the LTC would respond to

shor t-lived system voltage sags and swells, causing many unwanted and unnecessar y tap changes. Most

applications use a linear time-delay characteristic, usually set in the range of 30 to 60 sec, althoug h

controls w ith inverse time-delay characteristics are also available, where the delay is related inversely to

the voltage digression from the set point

17.4.2 Regulation of the Voltage at the Load

It is recognized that if it were easy to do so, the preferred objective would be to regulate the voltage at the

load rather than at the substation bus. The difficult y is that the voltage at the load is not commonly

measured and communicated to the control; therefore it must be calculated in the control using system

parameters calculated by the user. Basically, the calculation involves determining the line impedance

(R þ jXL ) between the substation and the load, the location of which is itself usually nebulous.

The procedure used is that of line-drop compensation (LDC), i.e., the boosting of the voltage at the

substation to compensate for the voltage drop on the line. The validit y of the method is subject to much

debate because of (1) the uncer taint y of where to consider the load to be when it is in fact distributed,

and (2) the inaccuracies encountered in determining the feeder line resistance and reactance.

The principle upon which LDC is based is that there is one concentrated load located a sufficient

distance from the LTC transformer for the voltage drop in the line to be meaningful. Consider

Figure 17.4, which is similar to Figure 17.3 wit h the addition of a load located remote from the

substation and a current signal input to the control. The distance from the substation to the load

must be defined in terms of the electrical distance, the resistance (R), and inductive reactance (X) of the

feeder. The means of determining the line R and X values is available from numerous sources (Beckw ith

Electric Co., 1995; Harlow Engineering Associates, 2001).

The LDC resistance and reactance settings are expressed as a value of volts on the 120-V base. These

voltage values are the voltage drop on the line (R ¼ in-phase component; X ¼ quadrature component)

when the line-current magnitude is the CT primar y rated current.

The manner is which the control accounts for the line-voltage drop is illustrated with phasor

diagrams. Figure 17.5 consists of three illustrations showing the applicable phasor diagram as it changes
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FIGURE 17.4 Control for voltage regulation at the load.
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FIGURE 17.5 (a) Load phasor diagram, normal load, lagging power factor. (b) Load phasor diagram, heavy load,

lagging power factor. (c) Load phasor diagram, normal load, leading power factor.
by virtue of the load magnitude and power factor. In the illustrations, the voltage desired at the load,

VLoad is the reference phasor; its magnitude does not change. All of the other phasors change when the

load current changes in magnitude or phase angle. For all of the diagrams:

IR ¼ voltage drop on the line due to line resistance; in-phase with the current

IX ¼ voltage drop on the line due to line inductive reactance; leads the current by 908

IZ ¼ total line-voltage drop, the phasor sum of IR and IX

In the first illustration (Figure 17.5a), the power-factor angle, w, is about 458, lagging, for an illustration

of an exaggerated low power factor of about 0.7. It is seen that the voltage at the bus needs to be boosted

to the value VBus to overcome the IR and IX voltage drops on the line. The second illustration (Figure

17.5b) shows simply that if the line current doubles with no change of phase angle, the IR and IX

phasors also double, and a commensurately greater boost of VBus is required to hold the VLoad constant.

The third illustration (Figure 17.5c) considers that the line-current magnitude is the same as the first
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case, but the angle is now leading. The IZ phasor simply pivots to reflect the new phase angle. It is

interesting to note that in this case, the VLoad magnitude exceeds VBus. This is modeling the real system.

Too much shunt capacitance on the feeder (excessive leading power factor) results in a voltage rise along

the feeder. The message for the user is that LDC accurately models the line drop, both in magnitude and

phase.

No ‘‘typical’’ set-point values for LDC can be given, unless it is zero, as the values are so specific to the

application. Perhaps due to the difficulty in calculating reasonable values, line-drop compensation is not

used in many applications. An alternative to line-drop compensation, Z-compensation, is sometimes

preferred for its simplicity and essential duplication of LDC. To use Z-comp, the control is programmed

to simply raise the output voltage, as a linear function of the load current, to some maximum voltage

boost. This method is not concerned with the location of the load, but it also does not compensate for

changes in the power factor of the load.
17.5 LTC Control with Power-Factor-Correction Capacitors

Many utility distribution systems include shunt capacitors to improve the load power factor as seen

from the substation and to reduce the overall losses by minimizing the need for volt-amperes reactive

(vars) from the utility source. This practice is often implemented both with capacitors that are fixed and

others that are switched in response to some user-selected criterion. Further, the capacitors can be

located at the substation, at the load, or at any intermediate point.

The capacitors located at the load and source are illustrated in Figure 17.6. The position of the

capacitors is important to the LTC control when LDC is used.

With the capacitors located at the load, it is presumed that the var requirement of the load is matched

exactly by the capacitor, Figure 17.6a, and that the transformer CT current is exactly the current of the

line. Here LDC is correctly calculated in the control because the control LDC circuit accurately

represents the current causing the line voltage drop.

In the second illustration, Figure 17.6b, the capacitor supplying the var requirement of the load is

located at the substation bus. There is an additional voltage drop in the line due to the reactive current in

the line. This reactive current is not measured by the LDC CT. In this case, the line drop voltage is not

correctly calculated by the control. To be accurate for this case, it is necessary to determine the voltage

drop on the feeder due to the capacitor-produced portion of the load current and then add that voltage

to the control set-point voltage to account for the drop not recognized by the LDC circuit.
Load

R

(a)

X

CT

R

(b)

X

Load

CT

FIGURE 17.6 (a) Feeder with power-factor-correction capacitors, capacitors at the load. (b) Feeder with

power-factor-correction capacitors, capacitors at the source bus.
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The matter is fur ther confused when the capacitor bank is sw itched. With the capacitor bank in the

substation, it is possible dev ise a control change based on the presence of the bank. No realistic

procedure is recognized for the case where the bank is not in close physical proximit y to the control,

keeping in mind that the need is lessened to zero as the capacitor location approaches the load location.

17.6 Extended Control of LTC Transformers and Step-Voltage
Regulators

A LTC control often includes much more functionality than is afforded by the five basic set points. Much

of the additional functionality can be provided for analog controls w ith supplemental hardware

packages, or it can be prov ided as standard equipment wit h the newer digital controls. Some function-

alit y, most notably serial communications, is available only wi th digital controls.

17.6.1 Voltage Limit Control

Perhaps the most requested supplemental LTC control function is voltage limit control, also commonly

referred to as ‘‘first house (or first customer) protection.’’ This feature can be impor tant w ith the use of

line-drop compensation where excessive line current could result in the voltage at the substation bus

becoming excessive. System realities are such that this means that the voltage at the ‘‘first house,’’ or the

load immediately outside the substation, is also exposed to this high-voltage condition.

Revi ew again Figure 17.4, where LDC is used and it is desired to hold 118 V at the load. The voltage at

the source (the secondary substation bus) is boosted as the load increases in order to hold the load at

118 V. If the load continues to grow, the voltage at the source rises accordingly. At some point, the load

could increase to the point where the first customer is receiving power at excessive voltage. Recognize

that the control and the load tap changer are performing properly; the bus voltage is too high because

of the unanticipated excessive load on the system.

The voltage limit control functions only in response to the actual local bus voltage, opening the

‘‘raise’’ circuit to the drive motor at a user-selected voltage, thereby defeating the basic control ‘‘raise’’

signal when the bus voltage becomes excessive. In this way, the LTC action will not be responsible for

first-customer overvoltage.

These controls provide a degree of protection for the case where the bus voltage further exceeds the

selected voltage set-point cutoff voltage, as might occur with a sudden loss of load or other system

condition unrelated to the LTC. If the voltage exceeds a second value, usually about 2 V higher than the

selected voltage set-point cutoff voltage, the voltage limit control will, of itself, command a ‘‘lower’’

function to the LTC.

Most of these controls provide a third capability, that of undervoltage LTC blocking so that the LTC

will not run the ‘‘lower’’ function if the voltage is already below a set-point value. This function mirrors

the ‘‘raise’’ block function described above.

The voltage-limit-control functionality described is built into all of the digital controls. This is good in

that it is conveniently available to the user, but caution needs to be made regarding its expected benefit.

The function can not be called a backup control unless it is provided as a physically separate control.

Consider that the bus voltage is rising, not correctly because of LDC action, but because of a failure of

the LTC control. The failure mode of the control may cause the LTC to run high and the bus voltage to

rise accordingly. This high voltage will not be stopped if the voltage-limit-control function used is that

which is integral to the defective digital control. Only a supplemental device will stop this and thereby

qualify as a backup control.

17.6.2 Voltage Reduction Control

Numerous studies have reported that, for the short term, a load reduction essentially proportional to a

voltage reduction can be a useful tool to reduce load and conserve generation during critical periods of
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supply shortage. It is very logical that this can be implemented using the LTC control. Many utilities

prepare for this with the voltage-reduction capability of the control.

With analog controls, voltage reduction is usually implemented using a ‘‘fooler’’ transformer at the

sensing-voltage input of the control. This transformer could be switched into the circuit using SCADA

(supervisory control and data acquisition) to boost the voltage at the control input by a given

percentage, or often up to three different percentages, using different taps on the fooler transformer.

Having the sensed voltage boosted by, say, 5% without changing the voltage set point of the control will

cause the control to run the tap position down by 5% voltage, thus accomplishing the desired voltage

reduction. The percentage of three reduction steps, most commonly 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5%, is preestablished

by the design of the fooler transformer.

Digital controls do the same function much more conveniently, more accurately, and more quickly.

The voltage reduction applicable to steps 1, 2, and 3 are individually programmed and, upon imple-

mentation, effectively lower the voltage set point. Control based on the new set point is implemented

without intentional time delay, reverting to panel time delay after the voltage reduction has been

implemented. Most often, controls provide for three steps of voltage reduction, each step individually

programmed up to 10.0%.
17.6.3 Reverse Power Flow

Voltage regulators as used on distribution feeders are sometimes subjected to reverse power flow due

to system switching. A common practice is to install the distribution system per the illustration of

Figure 17.7. Normally, step-voltage regulators A and B both usually ‘‘see’’ forward power flow, as in

Figure 17.7a. Line switching, such as might be necessary due to service required in Substation B, causes

Feeder B to be served from Substation A and the Regulator B to operate in reverse power flow mode, as

in Figure 17.7b. Were special precautions not taken, Regulator B would operate incorrectly, inevitably

running to a ‘‘raise’’ or ‘‘lower’’ tap limit. This would have occurred because the regulator would
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FIGURE 17.7 (a) Step-voltage regulator in routine application.

(b) Step-voltage regulator in reverse power-flow application.
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terminal voltage, the recognized tap position plus, in some cases, an approximation of the internal

regulation of the regulator. Accomplishing voltage regulation with Regulator B during reverse power-

flow operation in this manner adds only about 0.5% to the error of the control vis a vis having a

supplemental VT for the application.

The apparatus and procedures defined above for step-voltage regulators are not correct for most

transformer applications where reverse power flow can occur. The basic difference is that the feeder-

regulator application remains a radial system after the line switching is complete. Reverse power in

transformers is more likely to occur on a system where the reverse power is due to a remote generator

that is operating continuously in parallel with the utility. The proper operation of the LTC in this case

must be evaluated for the system. Perhaps the preferred operation would be to control the LTC so as to

minimize the var exchange between the systems. Some systems are simply operated with the LTC control

turned off of automatic operation during reverse power flow so that the LTC says fixed on position until

forward power flow resumes.

17.7 Introduction to Control for Parallel Operation of LTC
Transformers and Step-Voltage Regulators

For a variety of reasons, it may be desirable to operate LTC transformers or regulators in parallel with

each other. This may be done simply to add additional load-handling capability to an existing over-

loaded transformer, or it may be by initial design to afford additional system reliability, anticipating that

there may be a failure of one transformer.

Most common paralleling schemes have the end objective of having the load tap changers operate on

the same, or on nearly the same, tap position at all times. For more-complex schemes, this may not be

the objective. A knowledge of the system is required to assess the merits of the various techniques.
17.7.1 The Need for Special Control Considerations

To understand why special control consideration needs to be given to paralleling, consider two LTC

transformers operating in parallel, i.e., the primary and secondary of the transformers are bused together

as in Figure 17.8. If the transformers are identical, they will evenly divide the load between them at all times

while they are operating on the same tap position. Consider that the voltage at the secondary bus goes out

of band. Even if the controls are set the same, they are never truly identical, and one will command tap-

change operation before the other. Later, when the voltage again changes so as to require a second voltage
CT

R L
LTC Transformer 1

LTC Transformer 2

LTC Control #1

CT
52–2

52–T

 52–1

VT

VT

R L

LTC Control #2

FIGURE 17.8 LTC transformers in parallel with no intercon-

nections.
correction, the same control that oper-

ated more quickly the first time would

be expected to do so again. This can

continue indefinitely, with one LTC

doing all of the operation. As the tap

positions of the LTC transformers

digress, the current that circulates in

the substation increases. This current

simply circulates around the loop

formed by the buses and the two trans-

formers doing no useful work, but it

causes an increase in losses, perhaps

causing one or both of the transformers

to overheat. To put the matter in per-

spective, consider the case of a distribu-

tion substation where there are two

5=8%-step, 15-MVA LTC transformers
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of 8.7% impedance in parallel. The secondar y voltage is 12.47 kV. For a tap difference of only one step, a

circulating current of 25 A flows in the substation LV bus. This current magnitude increases linearly w ith

tap-position difference.

In the illustration above for LTC transformers, the circulating current was limited by the impedances

of the transformers. It is ver y impor tant to recognize that the same procedure cannot be done w ith step-

voltage regulators, as the impedance of a regulator is ver y low at even the extreme tap positions, and it

may be essentially zero at the neutral tap position. In this case, if one regulator is on neutral and the

other moves to position 1R, the circulating current w ill be expected to be sufficiently large to cause

catastrophic failure of the regulators. The user is cautioned: Step-voltage regulators can only be operated

in parallel when there is adequate supplemental impedance included in the current loop. This is most

often the impedance of the transformers that are in series w ith each regulator bank, or it could be a series

current-limiting reactor.
17.7.2 Instrument Transformer Considerations

Refer again to Figure 17.2. Most techniques for paralleling use the voltage and current signals derived for

line-drop compensation. It is essential that the paralleled transformers deliver voltage and current

signals that are in phase with each other when the system has no circulating current. This means that

the instrument transformers must deliver signals from equivalent phases. Further, the ratios of the

instrument transformers must be the same, except under very special conditions that dictate otherwise.
17.8 Defined Paralleling Procedures

Numerous procedures have been identified over the years to accomplish LTC transformer paralleling

using electronic control. These are listed with some limited description along with alternative names

sometimes used:

1. Negative reactance (reverse reactance): Seldom used today except in some network applications,

this is one of the oldest procedures accomplished by other than mechanical means. This means of

paralleling is the reason LTC controls are required by the standard to provide negative X

capability on the line-drop compensation.

Advantages: Simplicity of installation. The system requires no apparatus other than the basic

control, with LDC X set as a negative value. There is no control interconnection wiring, so

transformers can be distant from each other.

Disadvantages: Operation is with a usually high-X LDC set point, meaning that the bus voltage

will be lowered as the load increases. This can be sufficiently compensated in particular cases with

the additional use of þR LDC settings.

2. Cross-connected current transformers: Unknown in practice today, the system operates on

precepts similar to the negative reactance method. The LDC circuits of two controls are fed

from the line CT of the opposite transformer.

Advantages: System requires no apparatus other than the basic control, but it does require CT

circuits to pass between the transformers

Disadvantages: System may need to be operated with a value of þX LDC much higher than that

desired for LDC purposes, thereby boosting the voltage too much. The system can be used on two

transformers, only.

3. Circulating current (current balance): The most common method in use in the U.S. today; about

90% of new installations use this procedure. It has been implemented with technical variations by

several sources.

Advantages: Generally reliable operation for any reasonable number of paralleled transformers.

Uses the same CT as that provided for LDC, but it operates independently of the line-drop

compensation.
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Disadvantages: Control circuits can be confusing, and they must be accurate as to instrument

transformer polarities, etc. Proper operation is predicated on the system being such that any

significant difference in CT currents must be due only to circulating current. Matched transformers

will at times operate unbalanced, i.e., at differing tap steps under normal conditions.

4. Master=follower (master=slave, electrical interlock, lock-in-step): Used by most of the 10% of

new installations in the U.S. that do not use circulating current. It is used much more commonly

elsewhere in the world than in the U.S.

Advantages: Matched transformers will always be balanced, resulting in minimal system losses.

Disadvantages: As usually implemented, involves numerous auxiliary relays that may fail, locking

out the system.

5. Reactive current balance (delta var): Generally used only when special system circumstances

require it. Operates so as to balance the reactive current in the transformers.

Advantages: Can be made to parallel transformers in many more-complex systems where other

methods do not work.

Disadvantages: May be more expensive than more common means.

The two most common paralleling procedures are master=follower and circulating-current minimiza-

tion. The negative-reactance method also deserves summary discussion.

17.8.1 Master=Follower

The master=follower method operates on the simple premise: Designate one control as the master; all other

units are followers. Only the master needs to know the voltage and need for a tap change. Upon recognition

of such a need, the master so commands a tap change of the LTC on the first transformer. Tap-changer action

of #1 activates contacts and relays that make the circuit for LTC following action in all of the followers,

temporarily locking out further action by the master. The LTC action of the followers in turn activates

additional contacts and relays, thus freeing the master to make a subsequent tap change when required.

17.8.2 Circulating-Current Method

All of the common analog implementations of the circulating-current method provide an electronic

means (a ‘‘paralleling balancer’’) of extracting the load current and the circulating current from the total

transformer current. These currents are then used for their own purposes, the load current serving as the

basis for line-drop compensation and the circulating current serving to bias the control to favor the next
Trans #1
Line CT

Trans #2

Balancer
#2

Balancer
#1

Control
#1

Control
#2

6

R
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R

L

ILoad

ICirc

Line CT

FIGURE 17.9 Control block diagram, paralleling by usual

circulating-current method.
LTC action that will tend to keep the

circulating current to a minimum.

Consider Figure 17.9. The balancers

receive the scaled transformer current

and divide it into the components of load

current and circulating current. The

load-current portion of the trans-

former current is that required for

line-drop compensation. The circulat-

ing-current portion is essentially

totally reactive and is the same in

magnitude in the two controls, but of

opposite polarity. Presuming a lagging

power-factor load, the control moni-

toring the transformer on the higher

tap position will ‘‘see’’ a more lagging

current, while that on the lower tap

position sees a less lagging, or perhaps
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leading, current. This circulating current is injected into the controls. The polarity difference serves to bias

them differently. The next LTC to operate is the one that will correct the voltage while tending to reduce

the circulating current, i.e., the one that brings the tap positions into closer relation to each other.

17.8.3 Negative Reactance Method

The negative reactance method (Harlow, 2002) has a very distinct advantage over all others: it involves

no supplemental apparatus beyond the basic LTC control. It also involves no wiring between controls,

and it is very forgiving of mismatched transformers, including the built-in instrument transformers. It

fell from favor about 50 years ago because of an inherent inaccuracy in its operation. The error, in the

all-important voltage-regulation function, is a function of the power factor of the load. If the load power

factor changes from about 1.0 to 0.7 lag, there will be a maximum error of perhaps +1.5 V (3 V total

swing) in the regulated voltage. This, coupled with the overall inaccuracy of controls of 50 years past

(the standard of the day allowed up to 5% error!), apparently made for an intolerable condition.

Today’s controls are far superior in accuracy, and the power system typically operates at a much

improved and consistent power factor. These two points combine to afford an order-of-magnitude

improvement in the operating accuracy of the technique. The technique is little known in the industry,

perhaps to the detriment of many who would find applications to benefit from the procedure.

17.9 Characteristics Important for LTC Transformer Paralleling

There are many transformer characteristics that must be known and evaluated when it is planned to

parallel LTC transformers. Some of the more notable follow:

1. Impedance and MVA. ‘‘Impedance’’ as a criterion for paralleling is more correctly stated as the

percent impedance referred to a common MVA base. Two transformers of 10% impedance—one

of 10 MVA and the other of 15 MVA—are not the same. Two other transformers, one 10%

impedance and 10 MVA and another of 15% impedance and 15 MVA, are suitably matched per

this criterion. There is no definitive difference in the impedances that will be the limit of

acceptability, but a difference of no greater than 7.5% is realistic.

2. Voltage rating and turns ratio. It may not be essential that the voltage ratings and turns ratios be

identical. If one transformer is 69–13.8 kV and the other 69–12.47 kV, the difference may be

tolerated by recognizing and accepting a fixed-step tap discrepancy, or it may be that the ratios

can be made more nearly the same using the de-energized tap changers.

3. Winding configuration. The winding configuration, as delta–wye, wye–wye, etc., is critical, yet

transformers of different configurations can be paralleled if care is taken to ensure that the phase

shift through the transformers is the same.

4. Instrument transformers. The transformers must have VTs and CTs that produce in-phase signals of

the correct ratio to the control, and they must be measuring the same phase in the different

transformers.

17.10 Paralleling Transformers with Mismatched Impedance

Very often it is desired to use two existing transformers in parallel, even when it is recognized that the

impedance mismatch is greater than that recommended for proper operation. This can usually be

accomplished, although some capacity of one transformer will be sacrificed.

If the impedances of the transformers in parallel are not equal, the current divides inversely with the

impedances so that the same voltage appears across both impedances. The impedances—effectively the

transformer impedance as read from the nameplate—can be taken to be wholly reactive. The problem

when dealing with mismatched transformers in parallel is that while the current divides per the

impedances, the control—if operating using the conventional circulating-current method—is attempt-

ing to match the currents.
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FIGURE 17.10 Control block diagram, paralleling by equal

power factor, circulating-current method.
Realize that the LTC control and the

associated paralleling equipment really

have no knowledge of the actual line

current. They know only a current on

its scaled base, which could represent

anything from 100 to 3000 A. The

objective of the special considerations

to permit the mismatched-impedance

transformers to be paralleled is to sup-

ply equal current signals to the controls

when the transformers are carrying

load current in inverse proportion to

their impedances.

To illustrate, consider the paralleling

of two 20-MVA transformers of 9% and

11% impedance, which is much more
than the 7.5% difference criterion stated earlier. We establish that Z1 ¼ k � Z2, so:

k ¼ Z1=Z2 ¼ 9=11 ¼ 0:818 (17:1)

And since I1 ¼ I2=k:

I1 ¼ I2=k ¼ 1:222I2 (17:2)

Transformer T1 will carry 22.2% more load than transformer T2, even though they are of the same MVA

rating. A resolution is to fool the controls to act as though the current is balanced when, in fact, it is

mismatched by 22%. A solution is found by placing a special ratio auxiliary CT in the control-current

path of T2 that boosts its current by 22%. This will cause both controls to see the same current when, in

fact, T1 is carrying 22% more current. In this way, the controls are fooled into thinking that the load is

balanced when it is actually unbalanced due to the impedance mismatch. Transformer T2 has effectively

been derated by 22% in order to have the percent impedances match.

The circulating-current paralleling described here is commonly used in the U.S. Another basis for

implementing circulating-current paralleling is now available. The new scheme does not require the

breakout of the circulating current and the load current from the total transformer current. Rather,
0

0

0 V

V

#1 ILoad real

#2 ILoad real

#1 ILoad reactive

#2 ILoad reactive

ITransformer(1)

ITransformer(2)

ϕ1

ϕ2
ϕ1 ≈ ϕ2 ≈ ϕLoad

FIGURE 17.11 Phasor diagram—mismatched transformers in

parallel by equal-power-factor method.
the procedure is to recognize the appar-

ent power factors as seen by the trans-

formers and then act so as to make

the power factors be equal. The control

configuration used is that of Figure

17.10, where the phasor diagram, Figure

17.11, shows typical loading for mis-

matched transformers. The fundamen-

tal difference in this manner of

circulating-current paralleling is that

the principle involves the equalization

of the apparent power factors as seen by

the transformers, i.e., the control acts to

make w1 � w2. The benefit of this sub-

tle difference is that it is more amenable

to use where the transformers exhibit

mismatched impedance.
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18.1 Introduction

Three characteristics generally prov ide means for detecting transformer internal faults [1]. These

characteristics include an increase in phase currents, an increase in the differential current, and gas

formation caused by the fault arc [2,3]. When transformer internal faults occur, immediate disconnec-

tion of the faulted transformer is necessar y to avoid extensive damage and=or preser ve power system

stabilit y and power qualit y. Three t y pes of protection are normally used to detect these faults: over-

current protection for phase currents, differential protection for differential currents, and gas accumu-

lator or rate-of-pressure-rise protection for arcing faults.

Overcurrent protection wi th fuses or relays provided the first t y pe of transformer fault protection [4],

and it continues to be applied in small-capacity transformers. The differential principle for transformer

protection was introduced by connecting an inverse-time overcurrent relay in the paralleled secondaries

of the current transformers (CT) [4]. The percentage-differential principle [5], which was immediately

applied to transformer protection [4,6,7], provided excellent results in improving the security of

differential protection for external faults with CT saturation.



The analysis presented here focuses primarily on differential protection. Differential relays are prone

to misoperation in the presence of transformer inrush currents, which result from transients in

transformer magnetic flux. The first solution to this problem was to introduce an intentional time

delay in the differential relay [4,6]. Another proposal was to desensitize the relay for a given time to

override the inrush condition [6,7]. Others suggested adding a voltage signal to restrain [4] or to

supervise the differential relay [8].

Researchers quickly recognized that the harmonic content of the differential current provided

information that helped differentiate faults from inrush conditions. Kennedy and Hayward proposed

a differential relay with only harmonic restraint for bus protection [9]. Hayward [10] and Mathews

[11] further developed this method by adding percentage-differential restraint for transformer

protection. These early relays used all of the harmonics for restraint. With a relay that used only

the second harmonic to block, Sharp and Glassburn introduced the idea of harmonic blocking

instead of restraining [12].

Many modern transformer differential relays use either harmonic restraint or blocking methods.

These methods ensure relay security for a very high percentage of inrush and overexcitation cases.

However, these methods do not work in cases with very low harmonic content in the operating current.

Common harmonic restraint or blocking, introduced by Einval and Linders [13], increases relay security

for inrush, but it could delay operation for internal faults combined with inrush in the nonfaulted

phases.

Transformer overexcitation is another possible cause of differential-relay misoperation. Einval and

Linders proposed the use of an additional fifth-harmonic restraint to prevent such misoperations [13].

Others have proposed several methods based on waveshape recognition to distinguish faults from

inrush, and these methods have been applied in transformer relays [14–17]. However, these techniques

do not identify transformer overexcitation conditions.

This chapter describes an improved approach for transformer differential protection using current-

only inputs. The approach ensures security for external faults, inrush, and overexcitation conditions,

and it provides dependability for internal faults. It combines harmonic restraint and blocking methods

with a waveshape recognition technique. The improved method uses even harmonics for restraint and

the dc component and the fifth harmonic to block operation.

18.2 Transformer Differential Protection

Percentage-restraint differential protective relays [5,6] have been in service for many years. Figure 18.1

shows a typical differential-relay connection diagram. Differential elements compare an operating

current with a restraining current. The operating current (also called differential current), IOP, can be

obtained as the phasor sum of the currents entering the protected element:

IOP ¼ j~IIW 1 þ~IIW 2j (18:1)
Power transformer

Differential relay

CT2CT1IW1 IW2

FIGURE 18.1 Typical differential-relay connection diagram.
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IOP is proportional to the fault current for internal faults and approaches zero for any other operating

(ideal) conditions.

There are different alternatives for obtaining the restraining current, IRT. The most common ones

include the following:

IRT ¼ kj~IIW 1 �~IIW 2j (18:2)

IRT ¼ k j~IIW 1j þ j~IIW 2j
� �

(18:3)

IRT ¼ Max j~IIW 1j,j~IIW 2j
� �

(18:4)

where k is a compensation factor, usually taken as 1 or 0.5.

Equation 18.3 and Equation 18.4 offer the advantage of being applicable to differential relays with

more than two restraint elements.

The differential relay generates a tripping signal if the operating current, IOP, is greater than a

percentage of the restraining current, IRT:

IOP > SLP � IRT (18:5)

Figure 18.2 shows a typical differential-relay operating characteristic. This characteristic consists of a

straight line having a slope (SLP) and a horizontal straight line defining the relay minimum pickup

current, IPU. The relay operating region is located above the slope characteristic (Equation 18.5), and the

restraining region is below the slope characteristic.

Differential relays perform well for external faults as long as the CTs reproduce the primary currents

correctly. When one of the CTs saturates, or if both CTs saturate at different levels, false operating

current appears in the differential relay and could cause relay misoperation. Some differential relays use

the harmonics caused by CT saturation for added restraint and to avoid misoperations [9]. In addition,

the slope characteristic of the percentage-differential relay provides further security for external faults

with CT saturation. A variable-percentage or dual-slope characteristic, originally proposed by Sharp and

Glassburn [12], further increases relay security for heavy CT saturation. Figure 18.2 shows this charac-

teristic as a dotted line.

CT saturation is only one of the causes of false operating current in differential relays. In the case of

power transformer applications, other possible sources of error include the following:

. Mismatch between the CT ratios and the power transformer ratio

. Variable ratio of the power transformer caused by a tap changer
Operating region

Restraining region

Dual slope characteristic

Single slope characteristic
(SLP)

IOP

IPU

IRT

FIGURE 18.2 Differential relay with dual-slope characteristic.
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. Phase shift between the power transformer primary and secondary currents for delta–wye

connections
. Magnetizing inrush currents created by transformer transients because of energization, voltage

recovery after the clearance of an external fault, or energization of a parallel transformer
. High exciting currents caused by transformer overexcitation

The relay percentage-restraint characteristic typically solves the first two problems. A proper connection

of the CTs or emulation of such a connection in a digital relay (auxiliary CTs historically provided this

function) addresses the phase-shift problem. A very complex problem is that of discriminating internal

fault currents from the false differential currents caused by magnetizing inrush and transformer over-

excitation.
18.3 Magnetizing Inrush, Overexcitation, and CT Saturation

Inrush or overexcitation conditions in a power transformer produce false differential currents that could

cause relay misoperation. Both conditions produce distorted currents because they are related to

transformer core saturation. The distorted waveforms provide information that helps to discriminate

inrush and overexcitation conditions from internal faults. However, this discrimination can be compli-

cated by other sources of distortion such as CT saturation, nonlinear fault resistance, or system resonant

conditions.
18.3.1 Inrush Currents

The study of transformer excitation inrush phenomena has spanned more than 50 years [18–26].

Magnetizing inrush occurs in a transformer whenever the polarity and magnitude of the residual flux

do not agree with the polarity and magnitude of the ideal instantaneous value of steady-state flux [22].

Transformer energization is a typical cause of inrush currents, but any transient in the transformer

circuit can generate these currents. Other causes include voltage recovery after the clearance of an

external fault or after the energization of a transformer in parallel with a transformer that is already in

service. The magnitudes and waveforms of inrush currents depend on a multitude of factors and are

almost impossible to predict [23]. The following list summarizes the main characteristics of inrush

currents:

. Generally contain dc offset, odd harmonics, and even harmonics [22,23]

. Typically composed of unipolar or bipolar pulses, separated by intervals of very low current

values [22,23]
. Peak values of unipolar inrush current pulses decrease very slowly. Time constant is typically

much greater than that of the exponentially decaying dc offset of fault currents.
. Second-harmonic content starts with a low value and increases as the inrush current decreases.
. Relay currents are delta currents (a delta winding is encountered in either the power- or current-

transformer connections, or is simulated in the relay), which means that currents of adjacent

windings are subtracted, and the following occur:
. DC components are subtracted.
. Fundamental components are added at 608.
. Second harmonics are added at 1208.
. Third harmonics are added at 1808 (they cancel out), etc.

Sonnemann et al. initially claimed that the second-harmonic content of the inrush current was never less

than 16 to 17% of the fundamental [22]. However, transformer energization with reduced voltages can

generate inrush currents with second-harmonic content less than 10%, as will be discussed later in this

section.
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18.3.2 Transformer Overexcitation

The magnetic flux inside the transformer core is directly propor tional to the applied voltage and

inversely propor tional to the system frequency. Overvoltage and= or underfrequency conditions can

produce flux levels that saturate the transformer core. These abnormal operating conditions can exist in

any par t of the power system, so any transformer can be exposed to overexcitation.

Transformer overexcitation causes transformer heating and increases exciting current, noise, and

v ibration. A severely overexcited transformer should be disconnected to avoid transformer damage.

Because it is difficult, w ith differential protection, to control the amount of overexcitation that a

transformer can tolerate, transformer differential protection tripping for an overexcitation condition

is not desirable. Instead, use separate transformer overexcitation protection, and the differential

element should not trip for these conditions. One alternative is a V= Hz relay that responds to the

voltage= frequency ratio.

Overexcitation of a power transformer is a t y pical case of ac saturation of the core that produces odd

harmonics in the exciting current. Figure 18.3 shows the exciting current recorded during a real test of a

5-kVA, 230= 115-V, sing le-phase laborator y transformer [24]. The current corresponds to an over voltage

condition of 150% at nominal frequency. For comparison purposes, the peak value of the transformer

nominal current is 61.5 A, and the peak value of the exciting current is 57.3 A.

Table 18.1 shows the most significant harmonics of the current signal depicted in Figure 18.3.

Harmonics are expressed as a percentage of the fundamental component. The third harmonic is the

most suitable for detecting overexcitation conditions, but either the delta connection of the CTs or the

delta-connection compensation of the differential relay filters out this harmonic. The fifth harmonic,

however, is still a reliable quantit y for detecting overexcitation conditions.

Einval and Linders [13] were the first to propose using the fifth harmonic to restrain the transformer

differential relay. They recommended setting this restraint function at 35% of fifth harmonic w ith

respect to the fundamental. Figure 18.4 [25] shows the harmonic content of the excitation current of a

power transformer as a function of the applied voltage. As the voltage increases, saturation and

the exciting current increase. The odd harmonics, expressed as a percentage of the fundamental,

first increase and then begin to decrease at over voltages on the order of 115 to 120%. Setting the
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FIGURE 18.3 Exciting current of an overexcited transformer; overvoltage of 150% applied to a 5-KVA, 230=115-V

single-phase transformer.
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TABLE 18.1 Harmonic Content of the Current Signal Shown in Figure 18.3

Frequency Component Magnitude (Primary Amps) Percentage of Fundamental

Fundamental 22.5 100.0

Third 11.1 49.2

Fifth 4.9 21.7

Seventh 1.8 8.1
differential-relay fifth-harmonic restraint to 35% ensures securit y for over voltage conditions less than

140%. For greater over voltages, which could quickly destroy the transformer in a few seconds, it is

desirable to have the differential-relay fast tripping added to that of the transformer-overexcitation relay.

18.3.3 CT Saturation

CT saturation during faults and its effect on protective relays have received considerable attention [26–31].

In the case of transformer-differential protection, the effect of CT saturation is double-edged. For

external faults, the resulting false differential current can produce relay misoperation. In some cases,

the percentage restraint in the relay addresses this false differential current. For internal faults, the

harmonics resulting from CT saturation could delay the operation of differential relays having harmonic

restraint or blocking.
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The main characteristics of CT saturation are the following:

. CTs reproduce faithfully the primary current for a given time after fault inception [30]. The time

to CT saturation depends on several factors, but it is typically one cycle or longer.
. The worst CT saturation is produced by the dc component of the primary current. During this dc

saturation period, the secondary current can contain dc offset and odd and even harmonics

[10,28].
. When the dc offset dies out, the CT has only ac saturation, characterized by the presence of odd

harmonics in the secondary current [9,10,26].

Figure 18.5 shows a typical secondary current waveform for computer-simulated ac symmetrical CT

saturation. This figure also depicts the harmonic content of this current. The figure confirms the

presence of odd harmonics and the absence of even harmonics in the secondary current.

18.4 Methods for Discriminating Internal Faults from Inrush
and Overexcitation Conditions

Early transformer differential-relay designs used time delay [4,6] or a temporary desensitization of

the relay [6,7] to override the inrush current. An additional voltage signal to restrain [4] or to supervise

(block) [8] the differential relay has also been proposed. These proposals increased operating speed

at the cost of higher complexity. Recent methods use voltage information to provide transformer

protection [32–35]. It is recognized, however, that while an integrated digital substation-protection

system provides voltage information, this is not the case for a stand-alone differential relay. Adding

voltage signals to such a relay requires voltage transformers that are normally not available in the

installation.
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The current-based methods for discriminating internal faults from inrush and overexcitation condi-

tions fall into two groups: those using harmonics to restrain or block [9–13] and those based on

waveshape identification [14–17].

18.4.1 Harmonic-Based Methods

The harmonic content of the differential current can be used to restrain or to block the relay, prov iding a

means to differentiate between internal faults and inrush or overexcitation conditions. The technical

literature on this topic has not clearly identified the differences between restraint and blocking .

The first harmonic-restrained differential relays used all harmonics to prov ide the restraint function

[9–11]. The resulting hig h level of harmonic restraint prov ided securit y for inrush conditions at the

expense of operating speed for internal faults w ith CT saturation.

Figure 18.6 shows a simplified schematic diagram of a well-know n transformer differential relay w ith

harmonic restraint [36]. Auxiliar y current transformers (not shown) form the operating and restraint

currents of the relay. The operating current is the phasor sum of the currents entering the protected

transformer (Equation 18.1). For two-winding transformers, the restraint current is formed in a

throug h-current transformer having two primar y circuits, one of which is connected in each of the

main-current transformer circuits. The resulting restraint current is the phasor difference of the currents

entering the transformer (Equation 18.2). For three-w inding transformers, three independent throug h-

current transformers are provided, one for each of the current transformer windings. The secondary

currents of the through-current transformers are independently rectified and summed to form a

restraint current with the following form:

IRT ¼ k j~IIW 1j þ j~IIW 2j þ j~IIW 3j
� �

(18:6)

The main operating unit of the transformer differential relay is a polarized relay (see Figure 18.6). This

unit performs an amplitude comparison of the rectified currents applied to the operating (O) and

restraint (R) coils. The unit trips when the current in the operating coil is greater than the current in

the restraint coil.
R2R1

R3

C1

L
1

C2 L2

Unfiltered 
operating 
current

Unfiltered 
restraint 
current

D

O R

Polarized relay

FIGURE 18.6 Transformer differential relay with harmonic restraint.
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The circuit supply ing the operating coil of the polarized relay includes a band-pass series filter (L1, C1)

tuned to 60 Hz. The circuit supply ing the restraint coil of the polarized relay contains a notch-t y pe

parallel filter (L2, C2) tuned to 60 Hz. Restraint current is also supplied to the restraint coil to provide a

percentage-differential characteristic. As a result, the polarized unit compares the fundamental com-

ponent of the operating current w ith a restraint signal consisting of the harmonics of the operating

current plus the unfiltered restraint current.

The differential relay operating condition can be expressed as

IOP > SLP � I RT þ K 2 I 2 þ K 3 I3 þ . . .  (18:7)

where

IOP represents the fundamental component of the operating current

I2, I3, . . . are the hig her harmonics

IRT is the unfiltered restraint current

K2, K3, . . . are constant coefficients

Re s i s t o r R1 (see Figure 18.6) provides adjustment of the minimum pickup current, IPU, o f t h e di ff ere nti al

relay (see Figure 18.2). Resistor R2 controls the level of harmonic restraint in the relay. Resistor R3 provides

the slope percentage adjustment; it has three taps corresponding to the slope values of 15, 25, and 40%.

During transformer-magnetizing inrush conditions, the unfiltered operating current may, in addition

to harmonics, contain a dc-offset component. The band-pass filter (L1, C1) blocks the dc component,

but the notch filter (L2, C2) passes the dc component, thus prov iding an additional temporar y restraint

that increases relay securit y for inrush.

Diode D (see Figure 18.6) did not appear in the initial version of this transformer differential relay [11].

For hig h values of the restraint current, diode D conducts, and Equation 18.7 is valid. On the other hand,

the diode cuts off for low-restraint currents, and only the operating-current harmonics are applied to the

restraint coil of the polarized relay. In this case, the differential-relay operation condition is as follows:

I OP > K 2 I 2 þ K 3 I 3 þ . . .  (18:8)

The transformer differential relay also contains an instantaneous overcurrent element (not shown) that

prov ides instantaneous tripping for heavy internal faults, even if the current transformers saturate.

Einval and Linders [13] designed a three-phase differential relay wi th second- and fifth-harmonic

restraint. This design complemented the idea of using only the second harmonic to identify inrush

currents (originally proposed by Sharp and Glassburn [12]), by using the fifth harmonic to avoid

misoperations for transformer overexcitation conditions.

The relay [13] includes air-gap auxiliar y current transformers that produce voltage secondary signals

and filter out the dc components of the input currents. A maximum-voltage detector produces the

percentage-differential-restraint voltage, so the restraint quantit y is of the form shown in Equation 18.4.

The relay forms an additional restraint voltage by summing the second- and fifth-harmonic components

of a voltage proportional to the operating current. The basic operation equation for one phase can be

expressed according to the following:

IOP > SLP � IRT þ K2I2 þ K5I5 (18:9)

Einval and Linders [13] first introduced the concept of common harmonic restraint in this relay. The

harmonic-restraint quantity is proportional to the sum of the second- and fifth-harmonic components

of the three relay elements. The relay-operation equation is of the following form:

IOP > SLP � IRT þ
X3

n¼1

(K2I2n þ K5I5n) (18:10)
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FIGURE 18.7 Transformer differential relay with second-harmonic blocking. (a) Differential unit, DU,

(b) Harmonic blocking unit, HBU and (c) Simplified contact logic.
Sharp and Glassburn [12] were first to propose harmonic blocking. Figure 18.7 depicts a simplified

schematic diagram of the transformer differential relay w ith second-harmonic blocking [12]. The relay

consists of a differential unit, DU, and a harmonic blocking unit, HBU. Differential-relay tripping

requires operation of both DU and HBU units.

In the differential unit (Figure 18.7a), an auxiliar y current transformer (not shown) forms the

operating current according to Equation 18.1. This current is rectified and applied to the operating

coil of a polarized relay unit. Auxiliar y air-gap current transformers (not shown) produce secondar y

voltages that are propor tional to the transformer wi nding currents. These voltages are rectified by

parallel-connected rectifier bridges, which behave as a maximum voltage detector. The resulting restraint

current, applied to the restraint coil of the polarized relay unit, has the form of Equation 18.4. The

polarized relay unit performs an amplitude comparison of the operating and the restraint currents and

generates the relay percentage-differential characteristic (Equation 18.5). Resistor R1 (see Figure 18.7a)

provides the slope percentage adjustment for the differential relay. An auxiliary saturating transformer

(not shown) connected in the operating circuit provides a variable slope characteristic.

In the harmonic blocking unit (Figure 18.7b), an auxiliary air-gap current transformer (not shown)

generates a version of the operating current (Equation 18.1) without the dc-offset component, which is

blocked by the air-gap transformer. The fundamental component and higher harmonics of the operating

current are passed to two parallel circuits, rectified, and applied to the operating and restraint coils of the

polarized relay unit. The circuit supplying the operating coil of the polarized relay unit includes a notch-

type parallel filter (L1, C1) tuned to 120 Hz. The circuit supplying the restraint coil of the polarized relay

contains a low-pass filter (L3) combined with a notch filter (L2, C2) tuned to 60 Hz. The series

combination of both filters passes the second harmonic and rejects the fundamental component and

remaining harmonics of the operating current. As a result, the polarized relay compares an operating

signal formed by the fundamental component plus the third- and higher-order harmonics of the
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operating current, w ith a restraint signal that is propor tional to the second harmonic of the operating

current. The operating condition of the harmonic blocking unit, HBU, can be expressed as follows:

IOP þ K 3 I 3 þ K 4 I4 þ . . . > K 2 I2 (18:11)

Figure 18.7c shows a simplified diagram of the relay contact logic. Transient response of the filters for

inrush currents w ith low second-harmonic content can cause differential-relay misoperation. A time-

delay auxiliar y relay, T, show n in Figure 18.7c, prevents this misoperation. The relay also includes an

instantaneous overcurrent unit (not shown) to prov ide fast tripping for heavy internal faults.

Ty pically, digital transformer differential relays use second- and fifth-harmonic blocking logic. Figure

18.8a shows a logic diagram of a differential element having second- and fifth-harmonic blocking . A

tripping signal requires fulfillment of the operation depicted in Equation 18.5 w ithout fulfillment of the

follow ing blocking conditions (Equation 18.12 and Equation 18.13):

IOP < K2 I 2 (18:12)

IOP < K5 I 5 (18:13)

Figure 18.8b depicts the logic diagram of a differential element using second- and fifth-harmonic

restraint. Figure 18.9 shows the three-phase versions of the transformer differential relay w ith independ-

ent harmonic blocking or restraint. The relay is composed of three differential elements of the t y pes shown

in Figure 18.8. In both cases, a tripping signal results when any one of the relay elements asser ts.
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FIGURE 18.8 Two approaches to a differential element. (a) Harmonic blocking and (b) Harmonic restraint.
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harmonic restraint.
Note that in the harmonic-restraint element (see Figure 18.8b), the operating current, IOP, should

overcome the combined effects of the restraining current, IRT, and the harmonics of the operating

current. On the other hand, in the harmonic-blocking element, the operating current is independently

compared wi th the restraint current and the harmonics. Table 18.2 summarizes the results of a

qualitative comparison of the harmonic restraint (using all harmonics) and blocking methods for

transformer differential protection.

The comparison results given in Table 18.2 suggest use of the blocking method, if securit y for inrush

can be guaranteed. However, it is not always possible to guarantee securit y for inrush, as is explained

later in this chapter. Therefore, harmonic restraint is an alternative method for prov iding relay securit y

for inrush currents having low harmonic content.
TABLE 18.2 Comparison of Harmonic Restraint and Blocking Methods

All-Harmonic

Restraint (HR)

Harmonic

Blocking (HB) Remarks

Security for external faults high er lower HR always uses harmonics from CT saturation

for additional restraint; HB only blocks if the

harmonic content is high

Security for inrush high er lower HR adds the effects of percentage and harmonic

restraint; HB evaluates the harmonics

independently

Security for

overexcitation

high er lower Same as above; however, a fifth-harmonic

blocking scheme is the best solution, as will

be shown in a later section

Dependability lower hig her Harmonics from CT saturation reduce the

sensitivit y of HR for internal faults; the use of

only even harmonics solves this problem

Speed lower hig her Percentage differential and harmonic blocking

run in parallel in HB

Slope characteristic harmonic dependent well defined HB slope characteristic is independent from

harmonics

Testing results depend

upon harmonics

straightforward Same as above
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FIGURE 18.10 Common harmonic blocking method.
Another alternative is to use common har-

monic restraint or blocking . This method is

simple to implement in a blocking scheme and

is the preferred alternative in present-day

digital relays. Figure 18.10 shows a logic dia-

gram of the common harmonic blocking

method.

A method that prov ides a compromise in

reliabilit y between the independent- and
common-harmonic blocking methods, described earlier, forms a composite signal that contains infor-

mation on the harmonics of the operating currents of all relay elements. Comparison of this composite

signal w ith the operating current determines relay operation.

The composite signal, ICH , may be of the follow ing form:

ICH ¼
X3

n ¼1

K2 I 2n þ K 3 I3n þ . . .  (18:14)

ICH may contain all or only par t of the harmonics of the operating current. Another possibilit y is to

calculate the root-mean-square (rms) value of the harmonics for each relay element, IHn:

IHn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I 22n þ I 23n þ . . .

q
(18:15)

The composite signal, ICH , can then be calculated as some t y pe of an average value using Equation 18.16

or Equation 18.17.

ICH ¼
1

3

X3

n ¼1

IHn (18:16)

ICH ¼
1

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3

n ¼1

I 2Hn

vuut (18:17)

The relay blocking condition is the follow ing:

IOP < K CH I CH (18:18)

Common-harmonic-blocking logic provides hig h securit y but sacrifices some dependability. Energiza-

tion of a faulted transformer could result in harmonics from the inrush currents of the nonfaulted

phases, and these harmonics could delay relay operation.

18.4.2 Wave-Shape Recognition Methods

Other methods for discriminating internal faults from inrush conditions are based on direct recognition

of the waveshape distor tion of the differential current.

Identification of the separation of differential current peaks represents a major group of waveshape

recognition methods. Ber tula [37] designed an early percentage-differential relay in which the contacts

v ibrated for inrush current (because of the low current interv als) and remained firmly closed for

sy mmetrical currents corresponding to internal faults. Rockefeller [16] proposed blocking relay opera-

tion if successive peaks of the differential current fail to occur at about 7.5 to 10 msec.

A well-know n principle [14,38] recognizes the length of the time inter vals during which the differ-

ential current is near zero. Figure 18.11 depicts the basic concept behind this low-current-detection

method. The differential current is compared with positive and negative thresholds having equal

magnitudes. This comparison helps to determine the duration of the intervals during which the absolute
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 18.11 Differential-relay blocking based on recognizing the duration time of low-current intervals.

(a) Inrush current and (b) Internal fault current.
value of the current is less than the absolute value of the threshold. The time inter vals are then electronically

compared w ith a threshold value equal to one-quarter cycle. For inrush currents (Figure 18.11a), the low-

current inter vals, tA, are greater than one-quarter cycle, and the relay is blocked. For internal faults (Figure

18.11b), the low-current inter vals, tB, are less than one-quarter cycle, and the relay operates.

Using the components of the rectified differential current provides an indirect way to identify the

presence of low-current interv als. Hegazy [39] proposed comparing the second harmonic of the rectified

differential current w ith a given threshold to generate a tripping signal. Dmitrenko [40] proposed

issuing a tripping signal if the polarit y of a summing signal remains unchanged. This signal is the sum of

the dc and amplified fundamental components of the rectified differential current.

Another group of methods makes use of the recognition of dc offset or asy mmetr y in the differential

current. Some early relays [15,41,42] used the saturation of an intermediate transformer by the dc offset

of the differential current as a blocking method. A transient additional restraint based on the dc

component was an enhancement to a well-know n harmonic-restraint transformer differential relay

[11]. Michelson [43] proposed comparing the amplitudes of the positive and negative semicycles of

the differential current w ith given thresholds in two different polarized elements. Both elements must

pick up to produce a trip. Rockefeller [16] suggested extending this idea to a digital relay.

Another alternative [44] is to use the difference of the absolute values of the positive and negative

semicycles of the differential current for restraint. It has also been proposed [44] to use the amplitude

of the negative semicycles of the differential current as the relay operating quantit y. The negative

semicycle is that having the opposite polarity with respect to the dc component. More recently,

Wilkinson [17] proposed making separate percentage-differential comparisons on both semicycles of

the differential current. Tripping occurs if an operation condition similar to Equation 18.7 is true for

both semicycles.

18.5 An Improved Approach for Transformer Protection

The evaluation in the previous section of existing harmonic-restraint=blocking methods makes clear

that independent restraint=blocking methods may fail to ensure security for some real-life inrush
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conditions. Common harmonic restraint = blocking could provide solutions, but the behav ior of these

methods for internal faults combined w ith inrush currents requires fur ther study.

Combining restraint and blocking into an independent restraint= blocking method prov ides an

improved approach to transformer differential protection. Even harmonics of the differential current

prov ide restraint, while both the fifth harmonic and the dc component block relay operation.

18.5.1 Even-Harmonic Restraint

In contrast to the odd harmonics ac CT saturation generates, even harmonics are a clear indicator of

magnetizing inrush. Even harmonics resulting from dc CT saturation are transient in nature. It is

impor tant to use even harmonics (and not only the second harmonic) to obtain better discrimination

between inrush and internal fault currents.

Tests suggest use of even harmonics (second and four th) in a restraint scheme that ensures securit y for

inrush currents hav ing ver y low second-harmonic current. The operation equation is:

IOP > SLP � I RT þ K 2 I 2 þ K 4 I4 (18:19)

18.5.2 Fifth-Harmonic Blocking

It is a common practice to use the fifth harmonic of the operation current to avoid differential-relay

operation for transformer overexcitation conditions [13]. A preferred solution may be a harmonic

blocking scheme in which the fifth harmonic is independently compared w ith the operation current.

In this scheme, a given relay setting , in terms of fifth-harmonic percentage, always represents the

same overexcitation condition. In a fifth-harmonic restraint scheme, a given setting may represent

different overexcitation conditions, depending on the other harmonics that may be present.

Relay tripping in this case requires fulfillment of Equation 18.19 and not Equation 18.13.

18.5.3 DC Blocking

The improved method of even-harmonic restraint and fifth-harmonic blocking prov ides ver y hig h

relay securit y for inrush and overexcitation conditions. There are, however, some inrush cases in

which the differential current is practically a pure sine wave. One of the real cases analyzed later

exhibits such a behav ior. Any harmonic-based method could cause relay misoperation in such

extreme inrush cases.

The dc component of inrush current t y pically has a greater time constant than that for internal faults.

The presence of dc offset in the inrush current is an additional indicator that can be used to guarantee

relay securit y for inrush. This waveshape recognition method is relatively easy to apply in a digital relay,

because extraction of the dc component is a low-pass filtering process.

The improved method splits the differential current into its positive and negative semicycles and

calculates one-cycle sums for both semicycles. Then, the method uses the ratio of these sums to block

relay operation. The one-cycle sum of the positive semicycle is propor tional to the area A þ (see Figure

18.11); the one-cycle sum of the negative semicycle is propor tional to the area A �.

The sum, Sþ, of the positive-current samples is given by the following equations:

Sþ ¼
XN

k¼1

ik

�����
�����! (ik > 0) (18:20)

Sþ ¼ 0! (ik � 0) (18:21)

where ik represents the current samples, and N is the number of samples per cycle.
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The sum S� of the negative-current samples is given by :

S � ¼
XN

k ¼1

ik

�����
�����! ( ik < 0) (18: 22)

S � ¼ 0 ! ( ik � 0) (18: 23)

Calculate the dc ratio, DCR, according to Equation 18.24, to account for both positive and negative dc

offsets:

DCR ¼ Min( S þ , S � )

Max ( S þ , S � ) 
(18: 24)

Equation 18.24 gives a DCR value that is normalized (the value of DCR is always between 0 and 1) and

also avoids div ision by zero. By comparing DCR w ith a 0.1 threshold, the relay dc-blocking method is

implemented:

DCR < 0:1 (18:25)

Relay tripping requires the fulfillment of Equation 18.19 but not Equation 18.13 or Equation 18.25.

Selecting a value for the threshold in Equation 18.25 means deciding on a compromise between security

and speed. A high value (near 1) affords high security but is detrimental to speed. From tests, a value of 0.1

is selected as a good solution. The delay is practically negligible for system X=R ratios as great as 40.

The response of this dc blocking method depends on the dc signal information apart from the harmonic

content of the differential current. For example, the method ensures dependability for internal faults with

CT saturation and maintains its security during inrush conditions with low even-harmonic content.

18.6 Current Differential Relay

The relay consists of three differential elements. Each differential element provides percentage-differential

protection with independent even-harmonic restraint and fifth-harmonic and dc blocking. The user may

select even-harmonic blocking instead of even-harmonic restraint. In such a case, two blocking modes are

available: (1) independent harmonic and dc blocking and (2) common harmonic and dc blocking.

18.6.1 Data Acquisition, Filtering, Scaling, and Compensation

Figure 18.12 shows the block diagram of the data acquisition, filtering, scaling, and compensation

sections for Winding 1 currents. The input currents are the CT secondary currents from Winding 1 of

the transformer. The data-acquisition system includes analog low-pass filters and analog-to-digital
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Fundamental
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filter

Tap 1
scaling

Connection
compensation

Second
harmonic
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FIGURE 18.12 Data acquisition, filtering, scaling, and compensation for Winding 1 currents.
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conver ters. The digitalized current samples are the inputs to four digital band-pass filters. These filters

extract the samples corresponding to the fundamental component and to the second, four th, and fifth

(not shown) harmonics of the input currents. A dc filter (not shown) also receives the current samples as

inputs and forms the one-cycle sums of the positive and negative values of these samples. The outputs of

the digital filters are then processed mathematically to prov ide the scaling and connection compensation

required by the power and current transformers.

18.6.2 Restraint-Differential Element

Figure 18.13 shows a schematic diagram of one of the percentage-differential elements w ith even-

harmonic restraint (Element 1). Inputs to the differential element are the filtered, scaled, and compen-

sated sets of samples corresponding to the fundamental component and second and four th harmonics of

the currents from each of the transformer w indings. The magnitude of the sum of the fundamental-

component currents forms the operating current, IOP1, according to Equation 18.1. The scaled sum of

the magnitudes of the fundamental-component currents forms the restraint current, IRT1, according to

Equation 18.3, wi th k ¼ 0.5. The magnitudes of the sums of the second-and four th-harmonic currents

represent the second- (I1F2) and four th- (I1F4) harmonic restraint currents.

Restraint current, IRT1, is scaled to form the restraint quantit y IRT1 � f (SLP). Comparator 1 and

sw itch S1 select the slope value as a function of the restraint current to provide a dual-slope percentage

characteristic. Harmonic-restraint currents are scaled to form the second- and fourth-harmonic

restraint quantities. The scaling factors 100=PCT2 and 100=PCT4 correspond to K2 and K4, respectively

(Equation 18.19).
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FIGURE 18.13 Even-harmonic restraint, 87R1, and unrestraint, 87U1, differential elements.
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FIGURE 18.14 Percentage restraint differential characteristic.
Comparator 4 compares the operating current to the sum of the fundamental and harmonic restraint

quantities. The comparator asser ts for fulfillment of Equation 18.19. Comparator 3 enables Comparator

4 if the operating current, IOP1, is greater than a threshold value, O87P. Asser tion of Comparator 3

prov ides the relay minimum pickup current, IPU. Sw itch S2 permits enabling or disabling of even-

harmonic restraint in the differential element.

Comparators 5 and 6 compare the operating current to the second- and four th-harmonic restraint

quantities, respectively, to generate the second- and four th-harmonic blocking signals. Comparison of

the operating current wi th the fifth-harmonic restraint quantit y (not shown) permits generation of the

fifth-harmonic blocking signal (5HB1).

The differential element includes an unrestrained, instantaneous differential overcurrent function.

Comparator 2, which compares the operating current, IOP1, wi th a threshold value, U87P, prov ides the

unrestrained differential overcurrent function.

Figure 18.14 depicts the operating characteristic of the restraint-differential element. The character-

istic can be set as either a sing le-slope, percentage-differential characteristic or as a dual-slope, variable

percentage-differential characteristic. Figure 18.14 shows recommended setting values.
18.6.3 DC Filtering and Blocking Logic

Figure 18.15 shows a schematic diagram of the dc blocking logic for Element 1. The positive, Sþ, and

negative, S�, one-cycle sums of the differential current are formed. Then determine the minimum and

the maximum of the absolute values of the two one-cycle sums and calculate the dc ratio, DCR, by

div iding the minimum one-cycle sum value by the maximum one-cycle sum value. When DCR is less

than a threshold value of 0.1, the relay issues a blocking signal, DCBL1. Then, the relay blocking

condition is according to Equation 18.25.

By defining DCR as the ratio of the minimum to the maximum values of the one-cycle sums, an

accounting is made for differential currents having positive or negative dc-offset components. In

addition, the resulting DCR value is normalized.

Relay tripping requires the fulfillment of Equation 18.19 but not Equation 18.13 or Equation 18.25.
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18.6.4 Relay Blocking Logic

Figure 18.16 depicts the blocking logic of the differential elements. If the even-harmonic restraint is not

in use, switch S1 closes to add even-harmonic blocking to the fifth-harmonic and dc blocking functions.

In this case, the differential elements operate in a blocking-only mode. Switches S2, S3, S4, and S5

permit enabling or disabling each of the blocking functions. The output (87BL1) of the differential-

element blocking logic asserts when any one of the enabled logic inputs asserts.

Figure 18.17 shows the blocking logic of the differential relay. The relay can be set to an independent

blocking mode (IHBL¼Y) or a common blocking mode (IHBL¼N).
87R
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87R2
87R3

87BL1
87BL2
87BL3

87R

87R1
87BL1

87R2
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87R3
87BL3
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FIGURE 18.17 Differential-relay blocking logic. (a) IHBL ¼ Y and (b) IHBL ¼ N.
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FIGURE 18.18 Transformer energization while A-phase is faulted.
18.7 Differential-Element Performance during Inrush Conditions

Following is a study of the performance of the differential elements for three field cases of transformer

energization. These cases are special because they cause some of the traditional differential elements to

misoperate.
18.7.1 Case 1

Figure 18.18 shows a transformer energization case while A-phase is faulted and the transformer is

not loaded. The transformer is a three-phase, delta-wye-connected distribution transformer ; the CT

connections are wye at both sides of the transformer.

Figure 18.19 shows the differential element 1 inrush current; this element uses IAB current. This signal

looks like a t y pical inrush current. The current signal has low second-harmonic content and hig h dc

content compared w ith the fundamental. Another interesting fact is that this signal also has hig h third-

harmonic content. Figure 18.20 shows the second, third, and four th harmonic as percentages of

fundamental. Notice that the second harmonic drops below 5%. Figure 18.21 shows the dc content as

a percentage of fundamental of the inrush current. The dc content is hig h during the event; this is useful

information for adding security to the differential relay.
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FIGURE 18.19 Element 1 high-side winding current, IAB, recorded while energizing the transformer with an

A-phase external fault.
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FIGURE 18.20 Second, third, and fourth harmonic as percentages of fundamental of the inrush current where the

third-harmonic content is greater than the even-harmonic content.
The differential elements operate as follows:

18.7.1.1 Second- and Fourth-Harmonic Blocking

The low second- and fourth-harmonic content produces misoperation of the differential element that

uses independent harmonic blocking.

18.7.1.2 All-Harmonic Restraint

The harmonic-restraint relay that uses all harmonics maintains its security because of the high third-

harmonic content of the inrush current.
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FIGURE 18.21 DC component as percentage of the rms value of fundamental during inrush conditions.
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FIGURE 18.22 Transformer energization while A-phase is faulted and the transformer is loaded.
18.7.1.3 Low-Current Detection

The waveform has a low-differential-current section that lasts one-quar ter of a cycle each cycle, the

minimum time that the element requires for blocking; this element marginally maintains its securit y.

18.7.1.4 Second- and Fourth-Harmonic Restraint

The low second- and four th-harmonic content produces misoperation of the differential element that

uses independent harmonic restraint.

18.7.1.5 DC-Ratio Blocking

The ratio of the positive to the negative dc value is zero, so this element properly blocks the differential

element.

18.7.2 Case 2

This case is similar to Case 1, but it differs in that the transformer is loaded while being energized w ith

reduced A-phase voltage. Figure 18.22 shows the delta–wye distribution transformer ; the CT connec-

tions are wye and delta to compensate for transformer phase shift. In this application, the differential

relay does not need to make internal phase-shift compensation.

Figure 18.23 shows the differential Element 1 inrush current from the hig h- and low-side transformer

w indings after relay scaling . The two signals are 1808 out of phase, but they have different instantaneous

values. These values create the differential current shown in Figure 18.24.
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FIGURE 18.23 Element 1 inrush currents from the high- and low-side transformer windings after relay scaling.
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FIGURE 18.24 Differential current during transformer energization with the power transformer loaded.
Figure 18.25 and Figure 18.26 show the harmonic and dc content, respectively, of the differential

current as a percentage of fundamental. This signal has a second-harmonic content that drops to 7%,

while the four th harmonic drops to approximately 10%. In this case, the even harmonics, especially the

four th, prov ide information to properly restrain or block the differential element. The dc content also

prov ides information that adds securit y to the differential element.

The differential elements operate as follows:

18.7.2.1 Second- and Fourth-Harmonic Blocking

The second and four th harmonics properly block the differential element. Notice that the second-

harmonic percentage must be set to 6% for independent harmonic blocking applications.
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FIGURE 18.25 When the loaded transformer is energized with reduced voltage, the fourth harmonic provides

information to restrain or block the differential element.
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FIGURE 18.26 DC content of the differential current for Case 2.
18.7.2.2 All-Harmonic Restraint

The harmonic-restraint relay that uses all harmonics maintains its securit y because of the even-

harmonic content of the signal.

18.7.2.3 Low-Current Detection

The waveform has a low-differential-current section that lasts longer than one-quar ter cycle, so this logic

properly blocks the differential element.

18.7.2.4 Second- and Fourth-Harmonic Restraint

The even-harmonic content of the signal restrains the differential relay from tripping .

18.7.2.5 DC-Ratio Blocking

The ratio of the positive to the negative dc value is close to zero at the beginning of the event and

increases to values greater than 0.1, so this element only blocks at the beginning of the event.

18.7.3 Case 3

Figure 18.27 shows a field case of the energization during commissioning of a three-phase, 180-MVA,

230=138-kV autotransformer. The autotransformer connection is wye–wye; the CTs are connected in

delta at both sides of the autotransformer.

Figure 18.28 shows the relay secondar y currents from the autotransformer hig h side. These currents

result from autotransformer energization w ith the low-side breaker open. The currents are t y pical inrush

waves wit h a relatively small magnitude. Notice that the signal low-current interv als last less than one-

quar ter cycle.

Figure 18.29 shows the harmonic content of the inrush current. We can see that the inrush current has

a relatively small second-harmonic percentage, which drops to approximately 9%.

As in prev ious cases, Figure 18.30 shows that the dc content of the inrush current is hig h during

the event.

All differential elements except the low-current detector operate correctly for this case. The low-

current zone in this case lasts less than the one-quarter cycle required to determine blocking conditions.
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FIGURE 18.27 Transformer energization during commissioning.
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FIGURE 18.28 Inrush current with low-current intervals lasting less than one-quarter cycle.
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FIGURE 18.29 Second-harmonic percentage drops to approximately 9%.
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FIGURE 18.30 DC content of the differential current for Case 3.
Table 18.3 summarizes the performance of the different inrush-detection methods discussed earlier.

The all-harmonic restraint method performs correctly for all three cases, as seen in Table 18.3. This

method sacrifices relay dependability during symmetrical CT saturation conditions. Combining the

even-harmonic restraint method and the dc-ratio blocking method provides a good compromise of

speed and reliability.

18.8 Conclusions

1. Most transformer differential relays use the harmonics of the operating current to distinguish

internal faults from magnetizing inrush or overexcitation conditions. The harmonics can be used

to restrain or to block relay operation. Harmonic-restraint and -blocking methods ensure relay

security for a very high percentage of inrush and overexcitation cases. However, these methods

fail for cases with very low harmonic content in the operating current.
TABLE 18.3 Inrush Detection Methods Performance during Inrush Conditions

Method Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Second- and fourth-harmonic

blocking

H

Low even-harmonic

content

�
Second-harmonic

setting 6%

�
Second-harmonic

setting 8%

All-harmonic restraint � � �
High third-harmonic

content

Even-harmonic

content

Harmonic content

Low-current detection � � H

Low-current interval

¼ Z|v cycle

Low-current interval

> Z|v cycle

Low-current interval

< Z|v cycle

Even-harmonic restraint H � �
Low even-harmonic

content

Even-harmonic

content

Even-harmonic

content

DC-ratio blocking H H �
DC ratio ¼ zero DC ratio > 0.1 after

1 cycle

DC ratio ¼ zero

Note: � ¼ Correct operation; H¼ Misoperation.
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2. Common harmonic restraint or blocking increases differential-relay security, but it could delay

relay operation for internal faults combined with inrush currents in the nonfaulted phases.

3. Waveshape-recognition techniques represent another alternative for discriminating internal faults

from inrush conditions. However, these techniques fail to identify transformer overexcitation

conditions.

4. An improved approach for transformer protection that combines harmonic-restraint and

blocking methods with a waveshape-recognition technique provides added security to the

independent harmonic-restraint element without sacrificing dependability. This new method

uses even harmonics for restraint, plus dc component and fifth harmonic for blocking.

5. Using even-harmonic restraint ensures security for inrush currents with low second-

harmonic content and maintains dependability for internal faults with CT saturation. The use

of fifth-harmonic blocking guarantees an invariant relay response to overexcitation. Using

dc-offset blocking ensures security for inrush conditions with very low total harmonic distortion.
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In many cities today there are local ordinances specifying maximum allowable sound levels at commercial

and residential property lines. Consequently, the sound energy radiated from transformers has become a

factor of increasing importance to the neighboring residential areas. It is therefore appropriate that a good

understanding of sound power radiation and its measurement principles be developed for appropriately

specifying sound levels in transformers. An understanding of these principles can be helpful in minimizing

community complaints regarding the present and future installations of transformers.
19.1 Transformer Sound Levels

An understanding of the following basic principles is necessary to evaluate a sound source to quantify

the sound energy.



19.1.1 Sound Pressure Level

The main quantity used to describe a sound is the size or amplitude of the pressure fluctuations at a

human ear. The weakest sound a healthy human ear can detect has an amplitude of 20 millionths of a

pascal (20 mPa). A pressure change of 20 mPa is so small that it causes the eardrum to deflect a distance

less than the diameter of a single hydrogen molecule. Amazingly, the ear can tolerate sound pressures

more than a million times higher. Thus, if we measured sound in Pa, we would end up with some quite

large, unmanageable numbers. To avoid this, another scale is used—the decibel or dB scale.

The decibel is not an absolute unit of measurement. It is a ratio between a measured quantity and an

agreed reference level. The dB scale is logarithmic and uses the hearing threshold of 20 mPa as the

reference level. This is defined as 0 dB. A sound pressure level Lp can therefore be defined as:

Lp ¼ 10 log (P=P0)2 (19:1)

where

Lp¼ sound pressure level, dB

P0¼ reference level¼ 20 mPa

One useful aspect of the decibel scale is that it gives a much better approximation of the human

perception of relative loudness than the pascal scale.

19.1.2 Perceived Loudness

We have already defined sound as a pressure variation that can be heard by a human ear. A healthy

human ear of a young person can hear frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In terms of sound

pressure level, audible sounds range from the threshold of hearing at 0 dB to the threshold of pain,

which can be over 130 dB.

Although an increase of 6 dB represents a doubling of the sound pressure, in actuality, an increase of

about 10 dB is required before the sound subjectively appears to be twice as loud. The smallest change in

sound level we can perceive is about 3 dB.

The subjective or perceived loudness of a sound is determined by several complex factors. One such

factor is that the human ear is not equally sensitive at all frequencies. It is most sensitive to sounds

between 2 kHz and 5 kHz and less sensitive at higher and lower frequencies.

19.1.3 Sound Power

A source of sound radiates energy, and this results in a sound pressure. Sound energy is the cause. Sound

pressure is the effect. Sound power is the rate at which energy is radiated (energy per unit time). The

sound pressure that we hear (or measure with a microphone) is dependent on the distance from the

source and the acoustic environment (or sound field) in which sound waves are present. This in turn

depends on the size of the room and the sound absorption characteristics of its wall surfaces. Therefore

the measuring of sound pressure does not necessarily quantify how much noise a machine makes. It is

necessary to find the sound power because this quantity is more or less independent of the environment

and is the unique descriptor of the noisiness of a sound source.

19.1.4 Sound Intensity Level

Sound intensity describes the rate of energy flow through a unit area. The units for sound intensity are

watts per square meter.

Sound intensity also gives a measure of direction, as there will be energy flow in some directions but

not in others. Therefore, sound intensity is a vector quantity, as it has both magnitude and direction. On

the other hand, pressure is a scalar quantity, as it has magnitude only. Usually we measure the intensity

in a direction normal (at 908) to a specified unit area through which the sound energy is flowing.
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Sound intensity is measured as the time-averaged rate of energy flow per unit area. At some points of

measurements, energy may be traveling back and forth. If there is no net energy flow in the direction

of measurement, there will be no net recorded intensity.

Like sound pressure, sound intensity level LI is also quantified using a dB scale, where the measured

intensity I in W=m2 is expressed as a ratio to a reference intensity level I0 as follows:

LI ¼ 10 log (I=I0) (19:2)

where

LI¼ sound intensity level, dB

I0 ¼ reference level¼ 10�12 W=m2

19.1.5 Relationship between Sound Intensity and Sound Pressure Level

For any free progressive wave, there is a unique relation between the mean-square sound pressure and

the intensity. This relation at a particular point and in the direction of the wave propagation is described

as follows:

I ¼ P2
rms=rc (19:3)

where

I ¼ sound intensity, W=m2

P2
rms= mean-square sound pressure, (N=m2)2, measured at that particular point where I is desired

in the free progressive wave

rc ¼ characteristic resistance, mks rayls

Note that for air, at T¼ 208C and atmospheric pressure¼ 0.751 m of Hg, rc¼ 406 mks rayls. This value

does not change significantly over generally encountered ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure

conditions.

As described in Equation 19.2, sound intensity level, in decibels is:

LI ¼ 10 log (I=I0)

where I¼ sound intensity (power passing in a specified direction through a unit area), W=m2.

Combining the above equations, the sound intensity level can be expressed as:

LI ¼ 10 log [(P2
rms=rc)=I0] ¼ 10 log (Prms=P0)2 þ 10 log [(P2

0=rc)=I0] (19:4)

From this expression, LI can be defined as follows:

LI ¼ Lp � 10 log K (19:5)

where K¼ constant¼ I0� rc=P0
2, which is dependent upon ambient pressure and temperature.

By definition,

P2
0=I0 ¼ (20� 10�6)2=10�12 ¼ 400 mks rayls

Note that the quantity 10 log K will equal zero when K¼ 1 or when rc equals 400. As described earlier,

under commonly encountered temperature and atmospheric conditions, rc � 400. Therefore, in free

field measurements, Lp� LI. That is, noise pressure and noise intensity measurement, in free space, yield

the same numerical value.
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19.2 Sound-Energy Measurement Techniques

Sound level of a source can be measured by directly measuring sound pressure or sound intensity at a

known distance. Both of these measurement techniques are quite equivalent and acceptable. In most of

the industry worldwide, sound-pressure measurements have been used for quantifying sound levels in

transformers. As a result of the recent work completed by CIGRE, sound-intensity measurements are

now being incorporated as an alternative in IEC Std. 60076-10.
19.2.1 Sound-Pressure-Level Measurement

A sound-level meter is an instrument designed to respond to sound in approximately the same way as

the human ear and to give objective, reproducible measurements of sound pressure level. There are

many different sound measuring systems available. Although different in detail, each system consists of a

microphone, a processing section and a readout unit.

The microphone converts the sound signal to an equivalent electrical signal. The most suitable type of

microphone for sound-level meters is the condenser microphone, which combines precision with

stability and reliability. The electrical signal produced by the microphone is quite small. It is therefore

amplified by a preamplifier before being processed.

Several different types of processing may be performed on the signal. The signal may pass through a

weighting network of filters. It is relatively simple to build an electronic circuit whose sensitivity varies

with frequency in the same way as the human ear, thus simulating the equal-loudness contours. This has

resulted in three different internationally standardized characteristics termed the A, B, and C weightings.

The A-weighting network is the most widely used, since the B and C weightings do not correlate well

with subjective tests.
19.2.2 Sound-Intensity Measurements

Until recently, only sound pressure that was dependent on the sound field could be measured. Sound

power can be related to sound pressure only under carefully controlled conditions where special

assumptions are made about the sound field. Therefore, a noise source had to be placed in specially

constructed rooms, such as anechoic or reverberant chambers, to measure sound power levels with the

desired accuracy.

Sound intensity, however, can be measured in any sound field. This property allows all the

measurements to be done directly in situations where a plurality of sound sources are present.

Measurements on any sound source can be made even when all the others are radiating noise

simultaneously. Sound intensity measurements are directional in nature and only measure sound energy

radiated form a sound source. Therefore, steady background noise makes no contribution to the sound

power of the source determined with sound-intensity measurements.

Sound intensity is the time-averaged product of the pressure and particle velocity. A single micro-

phone can measure pressure. However, measuring particle velocity is not as simple. With Euler’s

linearized equation, the particle velocity can be related to the pressure gradient (i.e., the rate at which

the instantaneous pressure changes with distance).

Euler’s equation is essentially Newton’s second law applied to a fluid. Newton’s second law relates

the acceleration given to a mass to the force acting on it. If the force and the mass are known, the

acceleration can be found. This can then be integrated with respect to time to find the velocity.

With Euler’s equation, it is the pressure gradient that accelerates a fluid of density r. With the

knowledge of pressure gradient and density of the fluid, the particle acceleration (or deceleration) can

be calculated as follows.

a ¼ �1=r @P=@r (19:6)
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FIGURE 19.1 Measurement of pressure gradient using

two closely spaced microphones.
where a ¼ par ticle deceleration due to a pres-

sure change @ P in a fluid of density r across a

distance @ r.

Integrating Equation 19.6 gives the par ticle

velocit y, u, as follows:

u ¼
þ

1=r @ P=@ r dt (19 :7)

It is possible to measure the pressure gradient
w ith two closely spaced microphones facing each other and relate it to the par ticle velocit y using the

above equation. With two closely spaced microphones A and B separated by a distance D r (Figure 19.1),

it is possible to obtain a linear approximation of the pressure gradient by taking the difference in their

measured pressures, PA and P B, and div iding it by the distance Dr between them. This is called a finite-

difference approximation.

The pressure-gradient signal must now be integrated to give the par ticle velocity u as follows:

u ¼ �1=r

ð
[(PA � P B )=Dr]dt (19:8)

Since intensity I is the time-averaged product of pressure P and par ticle velocit y u,

I ¼ �P =r

ð
[(PA � PB ) =D r]dt (19:9)

where P ¼ (PA þ P B)= 2.

This is the basic principle of signal processing in sound-intensit y-measuring equipment.

19.3 Sources of Sound in Transformers

Unlike cooling-fan or pump noise, the sound radiated from a transformer is tonal in nature, consisting

of even harmonics of the power frequency. It is generally recognized that the predominant source

of transformer noise is the core. The low frequency, tonal nature of this noise makes it harder to mitigate

than the broadband hig her frequency noise that comes from the other sources. This is because low

frequencies propagate far ther wi th less attenuation. Also, tonal noise can be perceived more acutely than

broadband levels, even w ith hig h background noise levels. This combination of low attenuation and hig h

perception makes tonal noise the dominant problem in the neig hboring communities around

transformers. To address this problem, most noise ordinances impose penalties or stricter requirements

for tonal noise.

Even thoug h the core is the principal noise source in transformers, the load noise, which is primarily

caused by the electromagnetic forces in the w indings, can also be a significant influence in low-sound-

level transformers. The cooling equipment (fans and pumps) noise t y pically dominates the ver y low-and

ver y hig h-frequency ends of the sound spectrum, whereas the core noise dominates in the intermediate

range of frequencies between 100 and 600 Hz. These sound-producing mechanisms can be further

characterized as follows.

19.3.1 Core Noise

When a strip of iron is magnetized, it undergoes a very small change in its dimensions (usually only a

few parts in a million). This phenomenon is called magnetostriction. The change in dimension is
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independent of the direction of magnetic flux; therefore, it occurs at twice the line frequency. Because

the magnetostriction curve is nonlinear, higher harmonics of even order also appear in the resulting core

vibration at higher induction levels (above 1.4 T).

Flux density, core material, core geometry, and the wave form of the excitation voltage are the factors

that influence the magnitude and frequency components of the transformer core sound levels. The

mechanical resonance in transformer mounting structure as well as in core and tank walls can also have a

significant influence on the magnitude of transformer vibrations and, consequently, on the acoustic

noise generated.

19.3.2 Load Noise

Load noise is caused by vibrations in tank walls, magnetic shields, and transformer windings due to the

electromagnetic forces resulting from leakage fields produced by load currents. These electromagnetic

forces are proportional to the square of the load currents.

The load noise is predominantly produced by axial and radial vibration of transformer windings.

However, marginally designed magnetic shielding can also be a significant source of sound in transfor-

mers. A rigid design for laminated magnetic shields with firm anchoring to the tank walls can greatly reduce

their influence on the overall load sound levels. The frequency of load noise is usually twice the power

frequency. An appropriate mechanical design for laminated magnetic shields can be helpful in avoiding

resonance in the tank walls. The design of the magnetic shields should take into account the effects of

overloads to avoid saturation, which would cause higher sound levels during such operating conditions.

Studies have shown that except in very large coils, radial vibrations do not make any significant

contribution to the winding noise. The compressive electromagnetic forces produce axial vibrations and

thus can be a major source of sound in poorly supported windings. In some cases, the natural

mechanical frequency of winding clamping systems may tend to resonate with electromagnetic forces,

thereby severely intensifying the load noise. In such cases, damping of the winding system may be

required to minimize this effect.

The presence of harmonics in load current and voltage, most especially in rectifier transformers, can

produce vibrations at twice the harmonic frequencies and thus a sizeable increase in the overall sound

level of a transformer.

Through several decades, the contribution of the load noise to the total transformer noise has

remained moderate. However, in transformers designed with low induction levels and improved core

designs for complying with low sound-level specifications, the load-dependent winding noise of elec-

tromagnetic origin can become a significant contributor to the overall sound level of the transformer. In

many such cases, the sound power of the winding noise is only a few dB below that of the core noise.

19.3.3 Fan and Pump Sound

Power transformers generate considerable heat because of the losses in the core, coils, and other metallic

structural components of the transformer. This heat is removed by fans that blow air over radiators or

coolers. Noise produced by the cooling fans is usually broadband in nature. Cooling fans usually

contribute more to the total noise for transformers of smaller ratings and for transformers that are

operated at lower levels of core induction. Factors that affect the total fan noise output include tip speed,

blade design, number of fans, and the arrangement of the radiators.

19.4 Sound Level and Measurement Standards for Transformers

In NEMA Publication TR-1, Tables 02 through 04 list standard sound levels for liquid-filled power,

liquid-filled distribution, and dry-type transformers. These sound-level requirements must be met

unless special lower sound levels are specified by the customer.

The present sound-level measurement procedures as described in IEEE standards C57.12.90 and

C57.12.91 specify that the sound-level measurements on a transformer shall be made under no-load
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conditions. Sound-pressure measurements shall be made to quantify the total sound energ y radiated by

a transformer. Sound-intensit y measurements have already been incorporated into IEC Sound Level

Measurement Standard 60076-10 as an acceptable alternative. It is anticipated that this method wi ll be

adopted in the IEEE standards also in the near future. The follow ing is a brief description of the

procedures used for this determination.

19.4.1 Transformer Connections during Test

This test is performed by exciting one of the transformer w indings at rated voltage of sinusoidal wave

shape at rated frequency while all the other wi ndings are open circuited. The tap changer (if any) is at the

rated-voltage tap position. In some cases (e.g ., transformers equipped w ith reactor-t y pe on-load tap

changers), a tap position other than the rated may be used if the transformer produces maximum sound

levels at this position.

19.4.2 Principal Radiating Surface for Measurements

The principal radiating surface is that from which the sound energ y is emanating toward the receiver

locations. The location of the radiating surface is determined based on the proximit y of the cooling

equipment to the transformer.

For transformers w ith no cooling equipment (or w ith cooling equipment mounted less than 3 m

from the transformer tank) or dr y-t y pe transformers w ith enclosures prov ided w ith cooling equip-

ment (if any) inside the enclosure, the principal radiating surface is obtained by taking the vertical

projection of a string contour surrounding the transformer and its cooling equipment (if any), as

shown in Figure 19.2. The ver tical projection begins at the tank cover and terminates at the base of

the transformer.

Separate radiating surfaces for the transformer and its cooling equipment are determined if the

cooling equipment is mounted more than 3 m from the transformer tank. The principal radiating

surface for the cooling equipment is determined by taking the ver tical projection of the string perimeter

surrounding the cooling equipment, as shown in Figure 19.3. The ver tical projection begins at the top of

the cooling structure and terminates at its base.

19.4.3 Prescribed Contour Location for Measurements

All sound-level measurements are made on a prescribed contour located 0.3 m away from the radiating

surface. The location of this contour depends on the radiating surface as determined by the proximity of

the cooling equipment to the transformer, as shown in Figure 19.2 and Figure 19.3. The location of the

prescribed contours above the base of the transformer shall be at half the tank height for transformer

tanks <2.5 m high or at one-third and two-thirds the tank height for transformer tanks >2.5 m high.

19.4.4 Measuring Positions on Prescribed Contour

The first microphone position is located on the prescribed contour opposite the main tank drain valve.

Proceeding in a clockwise direction (as viewed from the top of the transformer) additional measuring

positions on the prescribed contour are located no more than 1 m apart.

The minimum number of measurements as stipulated in IEEE C57.12.90 or IEEE C57.12.91 for North

American practice are taken on each prescribed contour. These standards specify that sound-level

measurements shall be made with and without the cooling equipment in operation. IEC 60076-10

standard should be consulted for European practices, which are slightly different.

19.4.5 Sound-Pressure-Level Measurements

A-weighted sound-pressure-level measurements are the most commonly used method for determining

sound levels in transformers. Sound pressure measurements are quite sensitive to the ambient sound
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FIGURE 19.2 Typical microphone positions for sound measurement on transformers having cooling auxiliaries

mounted either directly on the tank or on a separate structure spaced <3 m from the principal radiating surface of

the main tank. (From IEC 60076-10. With permission.)
levels on the test floor. Therefore, appropriate corrections for the ambient sound level and reflected

sound from the surrounding surfaces must also be quantified to determine the true sound level of the

transformer.

It is recommended that acceptable ambient sound level conditions should be met for obtaining

reliable measurements on transformers. For this reason, industry standards specify that A-weighted

ambient sound pressure levels must be measured immediately before and after the measurements on the

transformer. The ambient noise level readings are taken at each microphone position on the prescribed

contours with the transformer and cooling equipment (if any) de-energized. These measurements are

used to correct the measurements made on the transformer. The magnitude of this correction depends

on the difference between the ambient and the transformer sound levels. This difference should not be
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FIGURE 19.3 Typical microphone positions for sound measurement on cooling auxiliaries mounted on a separate

structure spaced�3 m from the principal radiating surface of the transformer. (From IEC 60076–10. With permission.)
less than 5 dB for a valid measurement. No correction is necessary if the ambient sound level is more

than 10 dB lower than the transformer sound level.

From the measured sound-pressure levels, LpAi, at each microphone position on the prescribed

contour, an A-weighted average sound-pressure level, LpA, can be calculated using Equation 19.10:

LpA ¼ 10 log 1=N
XN

i¼1

100:1LpAi

" #
� K dB (19:10)

where

LpA ¼A-weighted average sound-pressure level, dB (reference = 20 mPa)

LpAi¼A-weighted sound-pressure level measured at the ith position and corrected for the ambient

noise level per Table 1, dB (reference = 20 mPa)

N ¼ total number of measuring positions on the prescribed contour

K ¼environmental correction for the influence of reflected sound and ambient sound level, dB

(IEEE and IEC standards should be consulted for details)
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19.4.6 Sound-Intensity Measurements

The equipment for these measurements has only recently emerged in the industry. By definition, the

A-weighted sound-intensity measurements provide a measure of sound power radiated in watts through

a unit area per unit time. This type of measurement yields a vector quantity that represents the sound

energy radiated in a direction normal to the principal radiating surface of the transformer.

The noise-intensity measuring probes use two matched microphones that respond to sound pressure

so that the readings taken by them does not differ by more than 1.5 dB at any location.

From the measured sound intensity levels, LIAi, at each position of the prescribed contour, an

A-weighted average sound intensity level in decibels, LIA, can be calculated using Equation 19.11:

LIA ¼ 10 log 1=N
XN

i¼1

100:1Lia

" #
dB (19:11)

where

LIA¼A-weighted average sound-intensity level, dB (reference¼ 10�12 W=m2)

Lia ¼A-weighted sound-intensity level measured at the ith position for the ambient noise level,

(reference¼ 10�12 W=m2)

N ¼ total number of measuring positions on the prescribed contour

Unlike sound pressure, the noise-intensity measurements are not influenced by the ambient noise

level, provided that the ambient noise remains constant as the measurements are taken around the

prescribed contour. Under such conditions, noise-intensity measurements can be made in ambient

sound level even higher than the sound level of the transformer. For this reason, this type of measure-

ment is especially suitable for transformers designed for very low noise levels.

It should be recognized that, at this time, the transformer industry’s experience in sound intensity

measurement is rather limited. Actual measurements published in CIGRE publications have demon-

strated that the reliability of the sound-intensity measurements depends on the difference DL between

the average sound intensity and pressure measurements made by the same probes. This work suggests

that for optimum results, DL should not be more than 8 dB.

19.4.7 Calculation of Sound Power Level

It is necessary to calculate sound pressure levels at property lines located away from the transformer in

order to demonstrate compliance with the local ordinances.

Sound power level provides a measure of the total sound energy radiated by a transformer. With this

quantity, the sound pressure levels at any desired distance (outside the prescribed contour) from the

transformer can be calculated.

Since sound-pressure or sound-intensity measurements yield the same numerical result, the following

equations can be used to calculate sound power levels in decibels from the measured sound-pressure or

sound-intensity levels.

LWA ¼ LIA þ 10 log (S) (19:12)

or

LWA ¼ LpA þ 10 log (S) (19:13)

where

S ¼ area of the radiating surface, m2

LWA¼ 10 log (W=W0)¼A-weighted sound power level, dB (W0¼ 10�12 W)
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LpA¼A-weighted average sound pressure level, dB (reference¼ 20 mPa)

LIA ¼A-weighted average sound intensity level, dB (reference¼ 10�12 W=m2)

The calculation of effective radiating surface area S is also a function of the distance at which the sound

measurements were made. IEEE or IEC standards can be consulted for details.
19.4.8 Sound-Pressure-Level Calculations at Far Field Receiver Locations

Sound-level requirements at a specific receiver location in the far field play a major role in specifying

sound levels for transformers.

The following basic method can be considered for estimating transformer sound pressure levels for

simple installations. These calculations provide an accurate estimate of transformer noise emissions at

distances roughly greater than twice the largest dimension of the transformer.

Given the sound-pressure-level requirement of LpD dB at a distance D from the transformer,

the maximum allowable sound power LW (in watts) for the transformer can be estimated using

Equation 19.14:

LW ¼ LpD þ 10 log (2 P D2) (19:14)

Therefore, the maximum allowable sound-pressure level LpT at the measurement surface near the

transformer will be:

LpT ¼ LW � 10 log (measurement surface area) (19:15)

where measurement surface area, m2¼ 1.25 � transformer tank height � measurement contour

length.
19.5 Factors Affecting Sound Levels in Field Installations

To ensure repeatability, the factory measurements are made under controlled conditions specified by

sound-measurement standards. Every effort is made to maintain core excitation voltage constant and

sinusoidal to ensure the presence of a known core induction while making sound-level evaluations in

transformers.

The effects of ambient sound levels and reflections must be subtracted from the overall sound-level

measurements in order to determine the true sound power of a transformer. Therefore, it is essential that

the ambient sound levels are constant and that they are measured accurately. Many times it becomes

necessary to make these measurements in a sound chamber, where ambient sound level is very low and

the effects of reflecting surfaces can also be eliminated.

The sound-level measurements at the transformer site can be drastically different, depending on its

operating conditions. The effects of the following factors should therefore be considered while defining

the sound-level requirements for transformers.
19.5.1 Load Power Factor

In the factory, core and winding sound levels are measured separately at rated voltage and full-load

current, respectively. These sound levels are produced by core and winding vibrations of twice the power

frequency and its even harmonics. It is assumed that these vibrations are in phase with each other, and

therefore their power levels are added to predict the overall sound level of the transformer. However, this

assumption applies only when the transformer is carrying purely resistive load.
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Under actual operating conditions, depending on the power factor of the load, the phase angle

between voltage and load current may induce a change in the factory-predicted transformer sound level.

19.5.2 Internal Regulation

The magnitude and the phase angle of the load currents also change the internal voltage drop in the

transformer windings. The transformer loading conditions therefore can change the core induction level

and significantly influence the core sound levels.

19.5.3 Load Current and Voltage Harmonics

During factory tests, only sinusoidal load current is simulated for measuring winding noise. This noise is

produced by magnetic forces that are proportional to the square of the load current. However, harmonic

content in the load current has a larger impact on the sound level than might be expected from

the amplitude of the harmonic currents alone, since they interact with the power-frequency load

current. In such cases, the magnetic force is proportional to the cross product between the

power-frequency current and the harmonic current in addition to the force that is proportional to

the square of load current and the square of the harmonic current. Thus, the highest contribution

to the sound level due to the harmonic current occurs when the product of the load current and the

harmonic current reaches the maximum. The resulting audible tones are made up of frequencies of the

harmonic current+ the fundamental power frequency.

Current harmonics are a major source of increase in sound levels in HVDC and rectifier transformers.

Nonlinear loads cause harmonics in the excitation voltage, resulting in an increase in core sound levels.

This influence must be considered when specifying sound level for a transformer.

19.5.4 DC Magnetization

Even a moderate dc magnetization of a transformer core will result in a significant increase in the

transformer audible sound level. In addition to increasing the power level of the normal harmonics in

the transformer vibrations (i.e., even harmonics of the power frequencies), dc magnetization will add

odd harmonic tones to the overall sound level of the transformer.

Modern cores have high remnant flux density. Upon energization, the core sound levels may be as

much as 20 dB higher than the factory test value. It is therefore recommended that a transformer should

be energized for approximately six hours before evaluating its sound levels.

Traditionally, circuits like dc feeders to the transportation systems have been a source of dc fields in

transformers. However, with the increased used of power electronic equipment in power transmission

systems and in the industry, the number of possible sources for dc magnetization is increasing.

Geomagnetic storms can also cause severe dc magnetization in transformers connected to long trans-

mission lines.

19.5.5 Acoustical Resonance

Dry-type transformers are most frequently applied inside buildings. In a room with walls of low sound-

absorption coefficient, the sound from the transformer will reflect back and forth between walls,

resulting in a buildup of sound level in the room.

The number of dBs by which the sound level at the transformer will increase can be approximated

using Equation 19.16:

dB buildup ¼ 10 log [1þ 4(1� a) AT=(a AU)] (19:16)

where

AT¼surface area of the transformer
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AU¼ area of the reflecting surface

a ¼ average absorption coefficient of the surfaces

In a room with concrete walls (with an absorption coefficient of 0.01) and with sound-reflecting surface

area four times that of the transformer (AU=AT¼ 4), the increase in sound level at the transformer can be

20 dB. However, covering the reflecting surfaces of this room with sound-absorbing material with

absorption coefficient of 0.3 will reduce this buildup to 5.5 dB.

Sound propagation is affected by many factors, such as atmospheric absorption, interceding barriers,

and reflective surfaces. An explanation of these factors is beyond the scope of this text; however, they are

mentioned to make the reader aware of their potential influence. If the existing site conditions

will influence the sound propagation, the reader is advised to reference textbooks dealing with the

subject of acoustic propagation or to consult an expert in conducting more accurate sound-propagation

calculations.
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20.1 Transient-Voltage Concerns

20.1.1 Normal System Operation

Transformers are normally used in systems to change power from one voltage (or current) to another.

This is often driven by a desire to optimize the overall system characteristics, e.g., economics, reliability,



or performance. To achieve these system goals, a purchaser must specify—and a designer must

configure—the transformer to meet a desired impedance, voltage rating, power rating, thermal charac-

teristic, short-circuit strength, sound level, physical size, and voltage-withstand capability. Obviously,

many of these goals will produce requirements that are in conflict, and prudent compromise will be

required. Failure to achieve an acceptable characteristic for any of these goals will make the overall

transformer design unacceptable. Transformer characteristics and the concomitant design process are

outlined in the literature [1–4].

Normally, a transformer operates under steady-state voltage excitation. Occasionally, a transformer

(in fact all electrical equipment) experiences a dynamic or transient overvoltage. Often, it is these

infrequent transient voltages that establish design constraints for the insulation system of the transformer.

These constraints can have a far-reaching effect on the overall equipment design. The transformer must

be configured to withstand any abnormal voltages covered in the design specification and realistically

expected in service. Often, these constraints have great impact on other design issues and, as such, have

significant effect on the overall transformer cost, performance, and configuration. In recent years,

engineers have explored the adverse effect of transient voltages on the reliability of transformers [5–7]

and found them to be a major cause of transformer failure.

20.1.2 Sources and Types of Transient-Voltage Excitation

The voltages to which a transformer’s terminals are subjected can be broadly classed as steady state and

transient. The transient voltages a transformer experiences are commonly referred to as dynamic,

transient, and very fast transients.

The majority of the voltages a transformer experiences during its operational life are steady state, e.g.,

the voltage is within +10% of nominal, and the frequency is within 1% of rated. As power-quality

issues grow, the effect of harmonic voltages and currents on performance is becoming more of an issue.

These harmonics are effectively reduced-magnitude steady-state voltages and currents at harmonic

frequencies (say 2nd to the 50th). These are addressed in great detail in IEEE Std. 519, Recommended

Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems [8]. Strictly speaking, all

other voltage excitations are transients, e.g., dynamic, transient, and very fast transient voltages.

Dynamic voltages refer to relatively low-frequency (60 to 1500 Hz), damped oscillatory voltage.

Magnitudes routinely observed are from one to three times the system’s peak nominal voltage. Transient

voltage refers to the class of excitation caused by events like lightning surges, switching events, and line

faults causing voltages of the chopped waveform [9]. Normally, these are aperiodic waves. Occasionally,

the current chopping of a vacuum breaker will produce transient periodic excitation in the 10- to 200-kHz

range [10]. The term very fast transient encompasses voltage excitation with rise times in the range

of 50 to 100 hsec and frequencies from 0.5 to 30 MHz. These types of voltages are encountered in gas-

insulated stations. The voltages produced within the transformer winding structure by the system is a

part of the problem that must be addressed and understood if a successful insulation design is to be

achieved [11]. Since transient voltages affect system reliability, in turn affecting system safety and

economics, a full understanding of the transient characteristic of a transformer is warranted.

20.1.3 Addressing Transient-Voltage Performance

Addressing the issue of transient-voltage performance can be divided into three activities: recognition,

prediction, and mitigation. By 1950 over 1000 papers had been written to address these issues [12–14].

The first concern is to appreciate that transient-voltage excitation can produce equipment responses

different than one would anticipate at first glance. For example, the addition of more insulation around

a conductor may, in fact, make the transient-voltage distribution worse and the insulation integrity of

the design weaker. Another example is the internal voltage amplification a transformer experiences when

excited near its resonant frequency. The transient-voltage distribution is a function of the applied voltage

excitation and the shape and material content of the winding being excited. The capability of the

winding to withstand the transient voltage is a function of the specific winding shape, the material’s
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voltage-vs.-time characteristic, the past histor y of the structure, and the statistical nature of the voltage-

w ithstand characteristic of the structure.

The second activ it y is to assess or predict the transient voltage w ithin the coil or wi nding. Today, this

generally is accomplished using a lumped-parameter model of the w inding structure and some form of

computer solution method that facilitates calculation of the internal transient response of the w inding .

Once this voltage distribution is known , its effect on the insulation structure can be computed wit h a

two- or three-dimensional finite element method (FEM). The resultant voltages, stresses, and creeps are

examined in lig ht of the know n material and geometrical capabilit y of the system, wi th consideration for

desired performance margins.

The third activ it y is to establish a transformer structure or configuration that—in lig ht of the

anticipated transient-voltage excitation and material capabilit y, variability, and statistical nature—w ill

prov ided acceptable performance margins. Occasionally, nonlinear resistors are used as par t of the

insulation system to achieve a cost-effective, reliable insulation structure. Additionally, means of limiting

the transient excitation include the use of nonlinear resistors, capacitors, and snubbers.

20.1.4 Complex Issue to Predict

The accurate prediction of the transient-voltage response of coils and w inding has been of interest for

almost 100 years. The problem is complex for several reasons. The form of excitation varies greatly. Most

large power transformer are unique designs, and as such each transformer’s transient-response charac-

teristic is unique. Each has its own impedance-vs.-frequency characteristic. As such, the transient-

response characteristic of each transformer is different. Generally, the problem is addressed by building

a large lumped-parameter model of inductances, capacitances, and resistances. Constructing the

lumped-parameter model is challenging . The resultant mathematical model is ill-conditioned, e.g ., the

resultant differential equation is difficult to solve. The follow ing sections outline how these challenges

are currently addressed.

It should be emphasized that the voltage distribution w ithin the w inding is only the first component

of the insulation design process. The spatial distribution of the voltages wit hin the w inding must be

determined, and finally the abilit y of the w inding configuration in v iew of its voltage-vs.-time charac-

teristic must be assessed.

20.2 Surges in Windings

20.2.1 Response of a Simple Coil

Transformer w indings are complex structures of w ire and insulation. This is the result of many

contradictor y requirements lev ied during the design process. In an effor t to introduce the basic concepts

of transient response, a ver y simple disk coil was modeled and the internal transient response computed.

The coil consisted of 100 identical continuous disk sections of 24 turns each. The inside radius of the coil

is 318.88 mm; the space between each disk coil is 5.59 mm; and the coil was assumed to be in air w ith no

iron core. Each turn was made of copper 7.75 mm in heig ht, 4.81 mm in the radial direction, w ith

0.52 mm of insulation between the turns. For this example, the coil was subjected to a full wave w ith a

1.0 per-unit voltage. Figure 20.1 prov ides a sketch of the coil and the node numbers associated

w ith the calculation. For this example, the coil has been subdiv ided into 50 equal subdiv isions, w ith

each subdivis ion a section pair. Figure 20.2 contains the response of the w inding as a function of time for

the first 200 msec. It should be clear that the response is complex and a function of both the applied

excitation voltage and the characteristics of the coil itself.

20.2.2 Initial Voltage Distribution

If the voltage distribution along the helical coil shown in Figure 20.2 is examined at times very close to

time zero, it is observed that the voltage distribution is highly nonuniform. For the first few tenths of a
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FIGURE 20.1 Sample of section used to model example coil.
msecond, the distribution is dominated exclusively by the capacitive structure of the coil. This distri-

bution is often referred to as the initial (or shor t time) distribution, and it is generally hig hly nonuni-

form. This initial distribution is shown in Figure 20.3. For example, examining the voltage gradient over

the first 10% of the w inding , one sees that the voltage is 82% rather that the anticipated 10%, or one sees

a rather large enhancement or gradient in some por tions of the w inding .
FIGURE 20.2 Voltage versus time for helical winding.
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The initial distribution shown in Figure 20.3 is based on the assumption that the coil knows how it is

connected, i.e., it requires some current to flow in the w inding , and this requires some few tens of a

nanosecond. The initial distribution can be determined by evaluating the voltage distribution for the

capacitive network of the w inding and ignoring both the inductive and resistive components of

the transformer. This discussion is applicable for times greater than approximately 0.25 msec. This is

the star t of the transient response for the wi nding. For times smaller than 0.25 msec, the distribution is

still dictated by capacitance, but the transformer’s capacitive network is unaware that it is connected.

This is addressed in the chapter on ver y fast transients and in the work of Narang et al. [11].
20.2.3 Steady-State Voltage Distribution

The steady-state voltage distribution depends primarily on the inductance and losses of the wi ndings

structure. This distribution, referred to by Abetti [15] as the pseudo-final, is dominated primarily by the

self-inductance and mutual inductance of the w indings and the manner in which the w inding is

connected. This steady-state voltage distribution is ver y nearly (but not identical) to the turns ratio.

For the simple win ding shown in Figure 20.1, the distribution is know n by inspection and shown in

Figure 20.3, but for more complex w indings it can be determined by finding the voltage distribution of

the inductive network and ignoring the effect of w inding capacitances.
20.2.4 Transient-Voltage Distribution

Figure 20.2 shows the transient response for this simple coil. The transient response is the voltage the

coil experiences when the voltage wit hin the coil is in transition between the initial voltage distribution

and the steady-state distribution. It is the ver y same idea as pulling a rubber-band away from its

stretched (but steady-state position) and then letting it go and monitoring its movement in space and

time. What is of considerable impor tance is the magnitude and duration of these transient voltages and

the abilit y of the transformer’s insulation structure to consistently sur v ive these voltages.

The coil shown in Figure 20.1 is a ver y simple structure. The challenge facing transformer design

engineers since the early 1900s has been to determine what this voltage distribution would be for a

complex winding structure of a commercial transformer design.
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20.3 Determining Transient Response

20.3.1 History

Considerable research has been devoted to determining the transformer’s internal transient-voltage

distribution. These attempts started at the beginning of this century and have continued at a steady pace

for almost 100 years [12–14]. The earliest attempts at using a lumped-parameter network to model the

transient response was in 1915. Until the early 1960s, these efforts were of limited success due to

computational limitations encountered when solving large numbers of coupled stiff differential equa-

tions. During this period the problem was attacked in the time domain using either a standing-wave

approach or the traveling-wave method. The problem was also explored in the frequency domain and

the resultant individual results combined to form the needed response in the time domain. Abetti

introduced the idea of a scale model, or analog, for each new design. Then, in the 1960s, with the

introduction of the high-speed digital computer, major improvements in computational algorithms,

detail, accuracy, and speed were obtained.

In 1956 Waldvogel and Rouxel [16] used an analog computer to calculate the internal voltages in the

transformer by solving a system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients resulting from

a uniform, lossless, and linear lumped-parameter model of the winding, where mutual and self-

inductances were calculated assuming an air core. One year later, McWhirter et al. [17], using a digital

and analog computer, developed a method of determining impulse voltage stresses within the trans-

former windings; their model was applicable, to some extent, for nonuniform windings. But it was not

until 1958 that Dent et al. [18] recognized the limitations of the analog models and developed a digital

computer model in which any degree of nonuniformity in the windings could be introduced and any

form of applied input voltage applied. During the mid 1970s, efforts at General Electric [19–21] focused

on building a program to compute transients for core-form winding of completely general design. By the

end of the 1970s, an adequate linear lossless model of the transformer was available to the industry.

However, adequate representation of the effects of the nonlinear core and losses was not available.

Additionally, the transformer models used in insulation design studies had little relationship with

lumped-parameter transformer models used for system studies.

Wilcox improved the transformer model by including core losses in a linear-frequency-domain model

where mutual and self-impedances between winding sections were calculated considering a grain-

oriented conductive core with permeability mr [20]. In his work, Wilcox modeled the skin effect, the

losses associated with the magnetizing impedance, and a loss mechanism associated with the effect of the

flux radial component on the transformer core during short-circuit conditions. Wilcox applied his

modified modal theory to model the internal voltage response on practical transformers. Vakilian [23]

modified White’s inductance model [19] to include the saturable characteristics of the core and

established a system of ordinary differential equations for the linearized lumped-parameter induction

resistive and capacitive (LRC) network. These researchers then used Gear’s method to solve for the

internal voltage response in time. During the same year, Gutierrez and Degeneff [24,25] presented a

transformer-model reduction technique as an effort to reduce the computational time required by linear

and nonlinear detailed transformer models and to make these models small enough to fit into the

electromagnetic transients program (EMTP). In 1994 de Leon and Semlyen [26] presented a nonlinear

three-phase-transformer model including core and winding losses. This was the first attempt to combine

frequency dependency and nonlinearity in a detailed transformer model. The authors used the principle

of duality to extend their model to three-phase transformers.

20.3.2 Lumped-Parameter Model

Transient response is a result of the flow of energy between the distributed electrostatic and electro-

magnetic characteristics of the device. For all practical transformer winding structures, this interaction is

quite complex and can only be realistically investigated by constructing a detailed lumped-parameter
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model of the winding structure and then carrying out a numerical solution for the transient-voltage

response. The most common approach is to subdivide the winding into a number of segments (or

groups of turns). The method of subdividing the winding can be complex and, if not addressed carefully,

can affect the accuracy of the resultant model. The resultant lumped-parameter model is composed of

inductances, capacitances, and losses. Starting with these inductances, capacitances, and resistive

elements, equations reflecting the transformer’s transient response can be written in numerous forms.

Two of the most common are the basic admittance formulation of the differential equation and the

state-variable formulation. The admittance formulation [27] is given by:

[I(s)] ¼ 1

s
[Gn]þ [G]þ s[C]

� �
[E(s)] (20:1)

The general state-variable formulation is given by Vakilian [23] describing the transformer’s lumped-

parameter network at time t:
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5 (20:2)

where the variables in Equation 20.1 and Equation 20.2 are:

[ie] ¼ vector of currents in the winding

[en] ¼model’s nodal voltages vector

[fe] ¼windings’ flux-linkages vector

[r] ¼ diagonal matrix of windings series resistance

[T] ¼windings connection matrix

[T]t ¼ transpose of [T]

[C] ¼ nodal capacitance matrix

[U] ¼ unity matrix

[I(s)] ¼ Laplace transform of current sources

[E(s)]¼ Laplace transform of nodal voltages

[Gn] ¼ inverse nodal inductance matrix¼ [T][L]�1 [T]t

[L] ¼matrix of self and mutual inductances

[G] ¼ conductance matrix for resistors connected between nodes

[Is] ¼ vector of current sources
In a linear representation of an iron-core transformer, the permeability of the core is assumed

constant regardless of the magnitude of the core flux. This assumption allows the inductance model

to remain constant for the entire computation. Equation 20.1 and Equation 20.2 are based on this

assumption that the transformer core is linear and that the various elements in the model are not

frequency dependent. Work in the last decade has addressed both the nonlinear characteristics of the

core and the frequency-dependent properties of the materials. Much progress has been made, but their

inclusion adds considerably to the model’s complexity and increases the computational difficulty. If the

core is nonlinear, the permeability changes as a function of the material properties, past magnetization

history, and instantaneous flux magnitude. Therefore, the associated inductance model is time depen-

dent. The basic strategy for solving the transient response of the nonlinear model in Equation 20.1 or

Equation 20.2 is to linearize the transformer’s nonlinear magnetic characteristics at an instant of time

based on the flux in the core at that instant.

Two other model formulations should be mentioned. De Leon addressed the transient problem using

a model based on the idea of duality [26]. The finite element method has found wide acceptance in

solving for electrostatic and electromagnetic field distributions. In some instances, it is very useful

in solving for the transient distribution in coils and windings of complex shape.
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20.3.3 Frequency-Domain Solution

A set of linear differential equations representing the transient response of the transformer can be solved

either in the time domain or in the frequency domain. If the model is linear, the resultant solution wi ll

be the same for either method. The frequency-domain solution requires that the components of the

input waveform at each frequency be determined; then these indiv idual sinusoidal waves are applied

indiv idually to the transformer, and the resultant voltage response throughout the w inding determined;

and finally the total response in the time domain is determined by summing the component responses at

each frequency by apply ing superposition. An advantage of this method is that it allows the recognition

of frequency-dependent losses to be addressed easily. Disadvantages of this method are that it does not

allow the modeling of time-dependent sw itches, nonlinear resistors like ZnO, or the recognition of

nonlinear magnetic-core characteristics.

20.3.4 Solution in the Time Domain

The followi ng briefly discusses the solution of Equation 20.1 and Equation 20.2. There are numerous

methods to solve Equation 20.1, but it has been found that when solving the stiff differential equation

model of a transformer, a generalization of the Dommel method [28,29] works very well. A lossless

lumped-parameter transformer model containing n nodes has approximately n(n þ 1)=2 inductors and

3n capacitors. Since the total number of inductors far exceeds the number of capacitors in the network,

this methodology reduces storage and computational time by representing each capacitor as an inductor

in parallel with a current source. The following system of equations results:

[ŶY ][F(t)] ¼ [I(t)]� [H(t)] (20:3)

where

[F(t)] ¼ nodal integral of the voltage vector

[I(t)] ¼ nodal injected current vector

[H(t)] ¼ past history current

and

[ŶY ] ¼ 4

Dt2
[C]þ 2

Dt
[G]þ [Gn] (20:4)

The lumped-parameter model is composed of capacitances, inductances, and losses computed from

the winding geometry, permittivity of the insulation, iron core permeability, and the total number of

sections into which the winding is divided. Then the matrix [ŶY ] is computed using the integration

step size, Dt. At every time step, the above system of equations is solved for the unknowns in the integral

of the voltage vector. The unknown nodal voltages, [E(t)], are calculated by taking the derivative of

[F(t)]. Dt is selected based on the detail of the model and the highest resonant frequency of interest.

Normally, Dt is smaller than one-tenth the period of this frequency.

The state-variable formulation shown as Equation 20.2 can be solved using differential equation

routines available in IMSL or others based on the work of Gear or Adams [30]. The advantage of these

routines is that they are specifically written with the solution of stiff systems of equations in mind. The

disadvantage of these routines is that they consume considerable time during the solution.

20.3.5 Accuracy versus Complexity

Every model of a physical system is an approximation. Even the simplest transformer has a complex

winding and core structure and, as such, possesses an infinite number of resonant frequencies.

A lumped-parameter model, or for that matter any model, is at best an approximation of the actual

device of interest. A lumped-parameter model containing a structure of inductances, capacitances, and
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resistances will produce a resonant-frequency characteristic that contains the same number of resonant

frequencies as nodes in the model. The transient behavior of a linear circuit (the lumped-parameter

model) is determined by the location of the poles and zeros of its terminal-impedance characteristic. It

follows then that a detailed transformer model must posses two independent characteristics to faithfully

reproduce the transient behavior of the actual equipment. First, accurate values of R, L, and C, reflecting

the transformer geometry. This fact is well appreciated and documented. Second, the transformer must

be modeled with sufficient detail to address the bandwidth of the applied waveshape. In a valid model,

the highest frequency of interest would have a period at least ten times larger than the travel time of the

largest winding segment in the model. If this second characteristic is overlooked, a model can produce

results that appear valid, but may have little physical basis. A final issue is the manner in which the

transformer structure is subdivided. If care is not taken, the manner in which the model is constructed

will itself introduce significant errors, with a mathematically robust computation but an inaccurate

approximation of the physically reality.

20.4 Resonant Frequency Characteristic

20.4.1 Definitions

The steady-state and transient behavior of any circuit, for any applied voltage, is established by the

location of the poles and zeros of the impedance function of the lumped-parameter model in the

complex plane. The zeros of the terminal-impedance function coincide with the natural frequencies of

the model, by definition. McNutt [31] defines terminal resonance as the terminal current maximum and

a terminal impedance minimum. In a physical system, there are an infinite number of resonances. In a

lumped-parameter model of a system, these are as many resonances as nodes in the model (or the order

of the system). Terminal resonance is also referred to as series resonance [32,33]. Terminal antiresonance

is defined as a terminal current minimum and a terminal impedance maximum [31]. This is also

referred to as parallel resonance [32,33]. McNutt defines internal resonance as an internal voltage

maximum and internal antiresonance as an internal voltage minimum.

20.4.2 Impedance versus Frequency

The terminal resonances for a system can be determined by taking the square root of the eigenvalues

of the system matrix, [A], shown in the state-variable representation for the system shown in

Equation 20.5:

[ _qq] ¼ [A][q]þ [B][u]

[y] ¼ [C][q]þ [D][u] (20:5)

where

[A]¼ state matrix

[B] ¼ input matrix

[C]¼ output matrix

[D]¼ direct transmission matrix

q ¼ vector of state variables for system

_qq ¼ first derivative of [q]

u ¼ vector of input variables

y ¼ vector of output variables

The impedance-vs.-frequency characteristic requires a little more effort. In light of the previous

definitions, terminal resonance can be defined as occurring when the reactive component of the terminal

impedance is zero. Equivalently, terminal resonance occurs when the imaginary component of the

quotient of the terminal voltage divided the injected terminal current is zero. Recalling that, in the
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Laplace domain, s is equivalent to j v w ith a system containing n nodes w ith the excited terminal node j ,

one can rewrite Equation 20.1 to obtain:

e1 (s )

e2 (s )

�
ej ( s )

�
en ( s )

2
6666664

3
7777775
¼

Z1j ( s )

Z2j ( s )

�
Zjj (s )

�
Znj ( s )

2
6666664

3
7777775

[ij (s )] (20: 6)

The voltage at the primar y (node j) is in operational form. Rearranging the terminal impedance is

given by :

Zt ( v) ¼ Zjj (j v) ¼ Zjj ( s ) ¼ ej ( s )

ij ( s ) 
(20: 7)

In these equations, the unknown quantities are the voltage vector and the frequency. It is a simple

matter to assume a frequency and solve for the corresponding voltage vector. Solv ing Equation 20.7 over

a range of frequencies results in the well-know n impedance-vs.-frequency plot. Figure 20.4 shows the

impedance versus frequency for the example used in Figure 20.1 and Figure 20.2.

20.4.3 Amplification Factor

The amplification factor or gain function is defined as:

Nlm ,j

� �
¼ Voltage between points l and m at frequency v

Voltage applied at input node j at frequency v 
(20: 8)

As shown by Degeneff [27], this results in:

Nlm ,j ¼
[ Zlj ( j v) � Zmj ( j v)]

Zjj ( j v) 
(20: 9)
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It is a simple matter to assume a frequency and solve for the corresponding voltage-vs.-frequency

vector. If one is interested in the voltage distribution w ithin a coil at one of the resonant frequencies, this

can be found from the eigenvector of the coil at the frequency of interest. If one is interested in the

distribution at any other frequency, Equation 20.9 can be utilized. This is shown in Figure 20.5.

20.5 Inductance Model

20.5.1 Definition of Inductance

Inductance is defined as:

L ¼ d l

dI 
(20:10)

and if the system is linear :

L ¼ l

I 
(20:11)

where

L ¼ inductance, H

l ¼ flux linkage caused by current I , weber turns

I ¼ current producing flux linkages, A

dl ¼ first derivative of l

dI ¼ first derivative of I

L is referred to as self-inductance if the current producing the flux is the same current being linked.

L is referred to as mutual inductance if the current producing the flux is other than the current being

linked [3]. Grover [34] published an extensive work prov iding expressions to compute the mutual and

self-inductance in air for a large number of practical conductor and wi nding shapes.

One of the most difficult phenomena to model is the magnetic flux interaction involv ing the different

w inding sections and the iron core. Historically, this phenomenon has been modeled by div iding the flux

into two components: the common and leakage flux. The common flux dominates when the trans-

former behavior is studied under open-circuit conditions, and the leakage flux dominates the transient
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response when the winding is shorted or loaded heavily. Developing a transformer model capable of

representing the magnetic-flux behavior for all conditions the transformer will see in factory test and in

service requires the accurate calculation of the mutual and self-inductances.

20.5.2 Transformer Inductance Model

Until the introduction of the computer, there was a lack a practical analytical formulas to compute

the mutual and self-inductances of coils with an iron core. Rabins [35] developed an expression to calculate

mutual and self-inductances for a coil on an iron core based on the assumption of a round core leg and

infinite core yokes, both of infinite permeability. Fergestad and Heriksen [36] improved Rabins’s induct-

ance model in 1974 by assuming an infinite permeable core except for the core leg. In their approach, a

set of state-variable equations was derived from the classic lumped-parameter model of the winding.

White [19,37] derived an expression to calculate the mutual and self-inductances in the presence of an

iron core with finite permeability under the assumption of an infinitely long iron core. White’s

inductance model had the advantage that the open-circuit inductance matrix could be inverted [37].

White derived an expression for the mutual and self-inductance between sections of a transformer

winding by solving a two-dimensional problem in cylindrical coordinates for the magnetic vector

potential assuming a nonconductive and infinitely long open core. He assumed that the leakage

inductance of an open-core configuration is the same as the closed core [19,37].

Starting from the definition of the magnetic vector potential ~BB ¼ r�~AA and r�~AA ¼ 0 and using

Ampere’s law in differential form,~JJf ¼ r� ~HH , White solved the following equation:

r2~AA(r,z) ¼ mo
~JJ(r,z) (20:12)

The solution broke into two parts: the air-core solution and the change in the solution due to the

insertion of the iron core, as shown in the following equations:

~AA(r ,z) ¼
~AAo(r ,z)þ~AA1(r,z), 0 � r < Rc

~AAo(r ,z)þ~AA2(r,z), r > Rc

(
(20:13)

~AA0(r ,z) is the solution when the core is present, and ~AA1(r,z) and ~AA2(r,z) are the solutions when the iron

core is added. Applying Fourier series to Equation 20.12, the solution for ~AA0(r,z) was found first and

then ~AA2(r,z).

Knowing the magnetic vector potential allows the flux linking a filamentary turn at (r,z) to be

determined by recalling f(r ,z) ¼
H
~AA(r,z) � d~ll. The flux for the filamentary turn is given by:

f(r ,z) ¼ 2pr ~AAo(r,z)þ~AA2(r,z)
� �

¼ fo(r,z)þ 2pr~AA2(r,z) (20:14)

The flux in air, f0 (r,z), can be obtained from known formulas for filaments in air [49], therefore it is

only necessary to obtain the change in the flux linking the filamentary turn due to the iron core. If the

mutual inductance Lij between two coil sections is going to be calculated, then the average flux linking

section i need to be calculated. This average flux is given by

fave ¼
Ð~RRi

Ri

Ð~ZZi

Zi
f(r ,z)dzdr

Hi(Ri �~RRi)
(20:15)

Knowing the average flux, the mutual inductance can be calculated using the following expression

Lij ¼
NiNjfave

Ij

(20:16)
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White’s final expression for the mutual inductance between two coil segments is:

Lij ¼ Lijo þ 2NiNj(1� nr )moRc

ð1
0

I0(vRc )I1(vRc)F(v)

nr þ (1� nr )vRc I1(vRc)K0(vRc)
dv (20:17)

where

F(v) ¼ 1

v

1

v(~RRi � Ri)

ðv~RRi

vRi

xK1(x)dx

" #
2

vHi

sin
vHi

2

� 	

1

v(~RRi � Ri)

ðv~RRi

vRi

xK1(x)dx

" #
2

vHj

sin
vHj

2

� 	
cos (vdij) (20:18)

and where

Lijo is the air-core inductance

nr¼ 1=mr is the relative reluctivity

I0(vRc), I1(vRc), K0(vRc), and K1(vRc) are modified Bessel functions of first and second kind

20.5.3 Inductance Model Validity

The ability of the inductance model to accurately represent the magnetic characteristic of the trans-

former can be assessed by the accuracy with which it reproduces the transformer electrical character-

istics, e.g., the short-circuit and open-circuit inductance and the pseudo-final (turns ratio) voltage

distribution. The short-circuit and open-circuit inductance of a transformer can be determined by

several methods, but the simplest is to obtain the inverse of the sum of all the elements in the inverse

nodal inductance matrix, Gn. This has been verified in other works [38,39]. The pseudo-final voltage

distribution is defined in a work by Abetti [15]. It is very nearly the turns-ratio distribution and must

match whatever voltage distribution the winding arrangement and number of turns dictates. An

example of this is available in the literature [39].

20.6 Capacitance Model

20.6.1 Definition of Capacitance

Capacitance is defined as:

C ¼ Q

V
(20:19)

where

C¼ capacitance between the two plates, F

Q¼ charge on one of the capacitor plates, C

V¼ voltage between the capacitor plates, V

Snow [40] published an extensive work on computing the capacitance for unusual shapes of

conductors. Practically, however, most lumped-parameter models of windings are created by subdividing

the winding into segments with small radial and axial dimensions and large radiuses, thus enabling the use

of a simple parallel plate formula [20] to compute both the series and shunt capacitance for a segment.

For example:

C ¼ eoer

RadCir

nD
(20:20)
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where

e0 ¼ permittiv it y of freespace, 8.9 � 10� 12, C � m
er ¼ relative permittiv it y between turns

Rad ¼ radial build of the segments turns, m

Cir ¼ circumference of the mean turn w ithin segment, m

n ¼ number of turns w ith the segment

D ¼ separation between turns, m

In computing these capacitances, the relative permittiv it y, er , of the materials must be recognized.

This is a function of the material, moisture content, temperature, and effective age of the material. A

large database of this t y pe of information is available [41,42]. Since most lumped-parameter models

assume the topolog y has circular sy mmetr y, if the geometr y is unusually complex, it may be appropriate

to model the system wi th a three-dimensional FEM. It should be emphasized that all of the above is

based on the assumption that the capacitive structure of the transformer is frequency invariant. If the

transient model is required to be valid over a ver y large bandw idth, then the frequency characteristic of

dielectric structure must be taken into account.
20.6.2 Series and Shunt Capacitance

In order to construct a lumped-parameter model, the transformer is subdiv ided into segments (or

groups of turns). Each of these segments contains a beginning node and an exit node. Between these two

nodes there w ill generally be associated a capacitance, traditionally called the series capacitance. These

are the intrasection capacitances. In most cases, it is computed using the simple parallel plate capaci-

tance given by Fink and Beaty [43]. An exception to this is the series capacitance of disk w inding

segments, and expressions for their series capacitance is given in the next section.

Additionally, each segment w ill have associated w ith it capacitances between adjacent sections of turns

or to a shield or ear th. These are the intersection capacitances. These capacitances are generally referred

to as shunt capacitances and are normally div ided in half and connected to each end of the appropriate

segments. This is an approximation, but if the w inding is subdivide d into relatively small segments, the

approximation is acceptable and the error introduced by the model is small.
20.6.3 Equivalent Capacitance for Disk Windings

This section presents simplified expressions to compute the series capacitance for disk w inding section

pairs. Since most lumped-parameter models are not turn-to-turn models, an electrostatic equivalent of

the disk section is used for the series capacitance. It is well know n that as the series capacitance of disk

w inding sections becomes larger w ith respect to the capacitances to ground, the initial distribution

becomes more linear (straig ht line) and the transient response in general more benign. Therefore, since

it is possible to arrange the turns w ithin a disk section in many ways wi thout affecting the section’s

inductance characteristics or the space or material it requires, the industr y has offered many arrange-

ments in an effort to increase this effective series capacitance.

The effective series capacitance of a disk winding is a capacitance that, when connected between the

input and output of the disk winding section pair, would store the same electrostatic energy the disk

section pair would store (between all turns) if the voltage were distributed linearly within the section. A

detailed discussion of this modeling strateg y is available in the literature [44,45]. Figure 20.6 illustrated

the cross section of three common disk winding configurations. The series capacitance of the continuous

disk is given by:

Ccontinuous ¼
2

3
Cs þ

n� 2

n2

� �
Ct (20:21)
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FIGURE 20.6 Common disk winding section pairs: (a) continuous; (b) interleaved; and (c) internally shielded.
The series capacitance of the interleaved disk section pair is given by:

Cinterleaved ¼ 1:128Cs þ
n� 4

4

� �
Ct (20:22)

The interleaved disk provides a greater series capacitance than the continuous disk, but it is more

difficult to produce. A winding that has a larger series capacitance than the continuous disk but that is

simpler to manufacture than the interleaved is the internally shielded winding. Its series capacitance is

given by:

Cinternalshield ¼
2

3
Cs þ

n� 2� 2ns

n2

� �
Ct þ 4Cts

Xns

i¼1

ni

n

h i2

(20:23)

where

Cs ¼ capacitance between sections

Ct ¼ capacitance between turns

Cts¼ capacitance between turn and internal shield

n ¼ turns in section pair

ni ¼ location of shield within section

ns ¼ internal shields within section pair

Selecting the disc winding section is often a compromise of electrical performance, economics, and

manufacturing preference for a given firm.

20.6.4 Initial Voltage Distribution

The initial voltage distribution can be determined experimentally by applying a voltage wave with a

fairly fast rise time (e.g., 0.5 msec) and measuring the normalized distribution within the winding
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structure at an intermediate time (e.g ., 0.3 msec). The initial distribution can be computed analy tically

by injecting a current into the excited node and determining the normalized voltage throug hout the

transformer w inding structure. This computational method is outlined in detail in another work [39]. If

one is considering a sing le coil, it is common practice to determine the gradient of the transient voltage

near the excited terminal (which is the most severe). This gradient is referred to as a and is found by an

equation from Greenwood [46]:

a ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cg

Cs

s
(20: 24)

where

a ¼ w inding gradient

Cg ¼ capacitance to ground, F

Cs ¼ effective series capacitance, F

For the coil w ith the initial distribution shown in Figure 20.3, the a is on the order of 12.
20.7 Loss Model

At steady state, losses are a costly and unwanted characteristic of physical systems. At high frequency,

losses produce a beneficial effect in that they reduce the transient-voltage response of the transformer by

reducing the transient-voltage oscillations. In general, the oscillations are underdamped. The effect of

damping on the resonant frequency is to reduce the natural frequencies slightly. Losses within the

transformer are a result of a number of sources, each source with a different characteristic.
20.7.1 Copper Losses

The losses caused by the current flowing in the winding conductors are referred to as series losses. Series

losses are composed of three components: dc losses, skin effect, and proximity effect.

20.7.1.1 DC Resistance

The conductor’s dc resistance is given by:

Rdc ¼ r
l

A
(20:25)

where

r ¼ conductor resistivity, V �m
l ¼ length of conductor, m

A¼ conductor area, m2

The variable r is a function of the conductor material and its temperature.

20.7.1.2 Skin Effect

Lammeraner and Stafl [47] give an expression for the skin effect in a rectangular conductor. The

impedance per unit length of the conductor (Z, V=m) is given by:

Z ¼ k

4hs
coth kb V=m (20:26)
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where

k ¼ 1 þ j

a 
(20:27)

and where

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2

vsm

s
(20:28)

h ¼ half the conductor heig ht, m

b ¼ half the conductor thickness, m

s¼ conductiv it y of the conductor, S=m

m¼ permeabilit y of the material, H =m

v¼ frequency, rad= sec

Defining j as follows,

j ¼ b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jvsm

p
(20:29)

then Equation 20.26 can be expressed as

Zskin ¼ Rdcj coth j (20:30)

where Rdc is the dc resistance per unit length of the conductor. Equation 20.30 is used to calculate the

impedance due to the skin effect as a function of frequency.

20.7.1.3 Proximity Effect

Proximity effect is the increase in losses in one conductor due to currents in other conductors produced

by a redistribution of the current in the conductor of interest by the currents in the other conductors.

A method of finding the proximity-effect losses in the transformer winding consists in finding a

mathematical expression for the impedance in terms of the flux cutting the conductors of an open

winding section due to an external magnetic field. Since windings in large power transformers are

mainly built using rectangular conductors the problem reduces to the study of eddy-current losses in a

packet of laminations. Lammeraner and Stafl [47] derived an expression for the flux as a function of

frequency in a packet of laminations. It is given in the following equation:

F ¼ 2alm

1þ j
Ho tan h(1þ j)

b

a
(20:31)

where

l is the conductor length

H0 is the rms value of the magnetic flux intensity, and the remaining variables are the same as

defined in Equation 20.28

Assuming H0 in Equation 20.31 represents the average value of the magnetic field intensity inside the

conductive region represented by the winding section I, and defining Lijo as

Lijo ¼ Ni Nj fijo (20:32)

where fijo is the average flux cutting each conductor in section i due to the current Ij and where N is the

number of turns in each section, then the inductance (Lij, H) as a function of frequency is

Lij ¼
Lijo

(1þ j) b
a

tanh(1þ j) b
a H (20:33)
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The impedance (Zprox,ij , V) is obtained by multiply ing the inductance by the complex variable s .

Using the same notation as in Equation 20.30, the impedance of the conductor due to the proximity

effect is given as

Zproxij
¼ S

Lijo

j
tanh j V  (20: 34)

20.7.2 Core Losses

The effect of eddy currents in the core have been represented in various works [26,48,49] by the well-

tested formula:

Z ¼ 4N 2 A

ld 2 s
x tanh x (20: 35)

where

x ¼
d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jvms

p
2 

(20: 36)

and where

l ¼ length of the core limb (axial direction), m

d ¼ thickness of the lamination, m

m¼ permeability of the material, H =m

N ¼ number of turns in the coil

A ¼ total cross-sectional area of all laminations

v¼ frequency, rad= sec

This formula represents the equivalent impedance of a coil wound around a laminated iron core limb.

The expression was derived [49] by solv ing Maxwell’s equations assuming the electromagnetic field

distribution is identical in all laminations and an axial component of the magnetic flux.

The total hysteresis loss in core volume, V, in which the flux densit y is ever ywhere uniform and

var y ing cyclically at a frequency of v, can be expressed as:

Ph ¼ 2pvh V b  
n
max (20: 37)

where

Ph ¼ total hysteresis loss in core

h ¼ constant, a function of material

V ¼ core volume

b ¼ flux densit y

n ¼ exponent, dependent upon material, 1.6 to 2.0

v ¼ frequency, rad =sec

20.7.3 Dielectric Losses

The capacitive structure of a transformer has associated w ith it parallel losses. At low frequency, the

effect of capacitance on the internal voltage distribution can be ignored. As such, the effect of the losses

in the dielectric structure can be ignored. However, at hig her frequencies the losses in the dielectric

system can have a significant effect on the transient response. Batruni et al. [50] explore the effect of

dielectric losses on the impedance-vs.-frequency characteristic of the materials in power transformers.

These losses are frequency dependent and are shown in Figure 20.7.
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FIGURE 20.7 (a) Oil-soaked paper capacitance as a function of frequency; (b) Oil-soaked paper conductance as a

function of frequency.
20.8 Winding Construction Strategies

20.8.1 Design

The successful design of a commercial transformer requires the selection of a simple structure so that the

core and coils are easy to manufacture. At the same time, the structure should be as compact as possible

to reduce required materials, shipping concerns, and footprint. The form of construction should allow

convenient removal of heat, sufficient mechanical strength to withstand forces generated during system

faults, acceptable noise characteristics, and an electrical insulation system that meets the system steady-

state and transient requirements. There are two common transformer structures in use today. When the

magnetic circuit is encircled by two or more windings of the primary and secondary, the transformer is
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referred to as a core-type transformer. When the primary and secondary windings are encircled by the

magnetic material, the transformer is referred to as a shell-type transformer.

20.8.2 Core Form

Characteristics of the core-form transformer are a long magnetic path and a shorter mean length of turn.

Commonly used core-form magnetic circuits are single-phase transformers with two-legged magnetic

path, with turns wound around each leg; three-legged magnetic path, with the center leg wound

with conductor; and a legged magnetic path, with the two interior legs wound with conductors [2,3].

Three-phase core-form designs are generally three-legged magnetic cores, with all three legs possessing

windings, and a five-legged core arrangement, with the three center legs possessing windings. The

simplest winding arrangement has the low-voltage winding nearest the core and the high-voltage

winding wound on top of the low. Normally, in the core-form construction the winding system is

constructed from helical, layer, or disk-type windings. Often the design requirements call for a winding

arrangement that is a more complex arrangement, e.g., interleaving high- and low-voltage windings,

interwound taps, or bifurcated windings having entry and exit points other than the top or bottom of

the coil. Each of these variations has, to one degree or another, an effect on the transformer’s transient-

voltage response. To ensure an adequate insulation structure, during the design stage each possible

variation must be explored to evaluate its effect on the transient overvoltages.

20.8.3 Shell Form

Shell-form transformer construction features a short magnetic path and a longer mean length of

electrical turn. Fink and Beaty [43] point out that this results in the shell-form transformer having a

larger core area and a smaller number of winding turns than the core-form of the same output and

performance. Additionally, the shell form generally has a larger ratio of steel to copper than an

equivalently rated core-form transformer. The most common winding structure for shell-form windings

is the primary-secondary-primary (P-S-P), but it is not uncommon to encounter shell-form winding of

P-S-P-S-P. The winding structure for both the primary and secondary windings is normally of the

pancake-type winding structure [2].

20.8.4 Proof of Design Concept

The desire of the purchaser is to obtain a transformer at a reasonable price that will achieve the required

performance for an extended period of time. The desire of the manufacturer is to construct and sell a

product, at a profit, that meets the customer’s goals. The specification and purchase contract are the

document that combines both purchaser’s requirements and manufacturer’s commitment in a legal

format. The specification will typically address the transformer’s service condition, rating, general

construction, control and protection, design and performance review, testing requirements, and trans-

portation and handling. Since it is impossible to address all issues in a specification, the industry uses

standards that are acceptable to purchaser and supplier. In the case of power transformers, the applicable

standards would include those found in IEEE C57, IEC 76, and NEMA TR-1.

20.8.5 Standard Winding Tests

ANSI=IEEE C57.12.00 [51] defines routine and optional test and testing procedures for power trans-

formers. The following are listed as routine tests for transformers larger than 501 kVA:
� 2006
. Winding resistance

. Winding-turns ratio

. Phase-relationship tests: polarity, angular displacements, phase sequence

. No-load loss and exciting current

. Load loss and impedance voltage

. Low-frequency dielectric tests (applied voltage and induced voltage)

. Leak test on transformer tank
by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.



The following are listed as tests to be performed on only one of a number of units of similar design

for transformers 501 kVA and larger:
FIGU

� 2006
. Temperature-rise tests

. Lightning-impulse tests (full and chopped wave)

. Audible sound test

. Mechanical test from lifting and moving of transformer

. Pressure tests on tank
Other tests are listed [51] that include, for example, short-circuit forces and switching-surge-impulse

tests. Additionally, specific tests may be required by purchasers base on their application or field

experience.

The variety of transient voltages a transformer may see in its normal useful life are virtually unlimited

[9]. It is impractical to proof test each transformer for every conceivable combination of transient

voltages. However, the electrical industry has found that it is possible, in most instances, to assess the

integrity of the transformer’s insulation systems to withstand transient voltages with the application

of a few specific, aperiodic voltage waveforms. Figure 20.8 illustrates the forms of the full, chopped, and

switching surge waves. IEEE C57-1990 [51] contains the specific wave characteristics, relationships

and acceptable methods and connections required for these standard tests. Each of these tests is designed
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RE 20.8 Standard voltage waveforms for impulse tests: (a) full, (b) chopped, and (c) switching surge.
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to test the insulation structure for a different transient condition. The purpose of applying this variety of

tests is to substantiate adequate performance of the total insulation system for all the various transient

voltages it may see in service.

The insulation integrity for steady-state and dynamic voltages is also assessed by factory tests called

out in ANSI=IEEE C57.12.00 [51]. One should not be lulled to sleep and think that a transformer that

has passed all factory voltage tests (both impulse and low frequency) can withstand all transient voltages

to which it may be subjected by the system. One should always assess the environment the transformer is

applied in and determine if there may be unusual transient-voltage excitation present in an application

that is not covered in the standards (see [9,10,31]).

20.8.6 Design Margin

The actual level of insulation requested, e.g., basic impulse insulation level (BIL) and switching impulse

level (BSL), is determined by recognizing the system within which the transformer will operate and the

arrester’s level of protection. Normally, a minimum protective margin of 15 to 20% between the arrester

peak voltage and the transformer capability at three sigma (3s) is established. This is illustrated in Figure

20.9 for a 230-kV transformer at 750-kV BIL protected with a 180-kV-rated arrester [52]. The curve

designated A in Figure 20.9 is used to represent the transformer’s insulation-coordination characteristic

(insulation capability) when subjected to aperiodic and oscillatory wave forms. The curve to be used to

represent the transformer volt–time insulation-coordination characteristic when subjected to aperiodic

wave forms with a time to failure between 0.1 and 2000 msec is to be based on five points [53]. The five

points are:

1. Front-of-wave voltage plotted at its time of crest (about 0.5 msec). If the front-of-wave voltage is

not available, a value of 1.3 times the BIL should be plotted at 0.5 msec.

2. Chopped-wave voltage at its time of crest (about 3.0 msec)
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3. Full-wave voltage (or BIL) plotted at about 8 m sec

4. Sw itching-surge voltage (or BSL) plotted at about 300 msec

5. A point at 2000 m sec, where its magnitude is established w ith the followi ng expression:

log V2000 ¼
log TBSL � log T 2000

m 
þ log V BSL ¼

log 300
2000

m
þ log VBSL

where

V2000 is the voltage at 2000 msec, T 2000

VBSL is the BSL voltage (or 0.83 the BIL)

TBSL is equal to 300 m sec

The value of m is established as the inverse of the slope of a straig ht line draw n on log-log paper from

the BSL point to a point established by the peak of the 1-h induced test voltage plotted at a time the

induced voltage exceeds 90% of its peak value (i.e., 28.7% of 3600 sec or 1033.2 sec).

The connection between all points is made w ith a smooth continuous cur ve. The first four points in

the cur ve establish an approximate level of insulation voltage capabilit y for which one would anticipate

only one insulation failure out of 1000 applications of that voltage level, e.g., at 3s the probability of

failure is 1.0 – 0.99865 or 0.001. Experience has shown that the standard deviation for transformer

insulation structures is on the order of 10 to 15%. Figure 20.9 assumes that s is 10%. Cur ve B, or the

50% failure-rate curve, is established by increasing the voltage in Curve A by 30%. Therefore, for Curve

B, on average the unit would be expected to fail one out of two times if it were subjected to this level of

voltage. Curves C and D establish 1- and 2-s curves, or 16% and 2.3% failure-rate curves, respectively.

The inserted normal distribution on the right of Figure 20.9 illustrate this concept. All of this discussion

is based on the assumption that the transformer is new.
20.8.7 Insulation Coordination

In a field installation, an arrester is normally placed directly in front of the transformer to afford it

protection from transient voltages produced on the system. Curve E in Figure 20.9 is a metal-oxide-

arrester protective curve established in a manner similar to that described in IEEE Std. C62.2. The curve

is specified by three points:

1. The front-of-wave voltage held by the arrester plotted at 0.5 msec

2. The 8� 20 msec voltage plotted at 8.0 msec

3. The switching-surge voltage plotted in straight line from 30 to 2000 msec

The protective ratio is established by dividing the transformer insulation capability by the arrester

protective level for the waveshape of interest. For example, in Figure 20.9 the protective level for a

switching surge is on the order of 177% or (0.83=0.47)� 100.
20.8.8 Additional System Considerations

The current standards reflect the growing and learning within the industry, and each year they expand in

breadth to address issues that are of concern to the industry. However, at present the standards are silent

in regard to the effects of system voltage on transient response, multiphase surges, aging or mechanical

movement of insulation structures, oscillatory voltage excitation, temperature variations, movement of

oil, and loading history. A prudent user will seek the advice of users of similar products and explore their

experience base.
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20.9 Models for System Studies

20.9.1 Model Requirements

The behavior of large power transformers under transient conditions is of interest to both transformer

designers and power engineers. The transformer designer employs detailed electrical models to establish

a reliable and cost-effective transformer insulation structure. The power engineer models not only the

transformer, but also the system in order to investigate the effects of power-system transients.

Considerable effort has been devoted to computing the transformer’s internal transient response.

Models of this type may contain several hundred nodes for each phase. This detail is necessary in order

to compute the internal response in enough detail to establish an adequate transformer insulation

design. The utility engineer usually is not interested in the internal response, but is concerned only with

the transformer’s terminal response. Even if the transformer’s detailed model were available, its use

would create system models too large to be effectively used in system studies. What has been the normal

practice is to create a reduced-order model of the transformer that represents the terminal response of

the transformer. Experience has shown that great care must be taken to obtain a terminal model that

provides a reasonable representation of the transformer over the frequency range of interest [24,27].

The challenge in creating a high-fidelity reduced model lies in the fact that as the size of the model is

reduced, the number of valid eigenvalues must also decrease. In effect, any static reduction technique

will produce a model that is intrinsically less accurate than the more detailed lumped-parameter model

[54,55].
20.9.2 Reduced-Order Model

McNutt et al. [31] suggested a method of obtaining a reduced-order transformer model by starting with

the detailed model and appropriately combining series and shunt capacitances. This suggestion was

extended by de Leon and Semlyen [55]. This method is limited to linear models and can not be used to

eliminate large proportions of the detailed models without effecting the resulting model accuracy.

Degeneff [38] proposed a terminal model developed from information from the transformer’s name

plate and capacitance as measured among the terminals. This model is useful below the first resonant

frequency, but it lacks the necessary accuracy at higher frequencies for system studies. Dommel et al.

[56] proposed a reduced model for EMTP described by branch impedance or admittance matrix

calculated from open-and short-circuit tests. TRELEG and BCTRAN matrix models for EMTP can be

applied only for very-low-frequency studies. Morched et al. [54] proposed a terminal transformer

model, composed of a synthesized LRC network, where the nodal admittance matrix approximates

the nodal admittance matrix of the actual transformer over the frequency range of interest. This method

is appropriate only for linear models.

Other references [24,25] present a method for reducing both a detailed linear and nonlinear lumped-

parameter model to a terminal model with no loss of accuracy. The work starts with equation 1,

progresses to equation 4, and then applies Kron reduction to obtain a terminal model of the transformer

that retains all the frequency fidelity of the initial transformer lumped-parameter model. All of the

appropriate equations to apply this technique within EMTP are available in the literature [24,25].
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Maintenance Tests
21.1 Transformer Installation

The first priority is to hire a reliable contractor to move and assemble the transformer. There are many

stories where the contractors, lacking experience or proper equipment, drop the transformer or do not

assemble the components correctly. Accepting a low bid could cost your company more than securing a

competent contractor.

Do not assume that all manufacturers have the same methods of installation. Your understanding of

the manufacturer’s transformer installation book and reviewing the complete set of drawings in advance

will help you to understand ‘‘their’’ procedures. Some manufacturers have a toll-free number which

allows you to clarify drawings and=or the assembly methods. Others have put together a series of videos

and=or CDs that will assist you to understand the complete assembly. Then you should review all of the

information with your assembly contractor.
21.1.1 Receiving Inspection

Prior to unloading a transformer and the accessories, a complete inspection is necessary. If any damage

or problems are found, contact the transformer manufacturer before unloading. Freight damage should

be resolved, as it may be required to return the damaged transformer or the damaged accessories.

Photographs of the damage should be sent to the manufacturer. Good receiving records and photo-

graphs are important, should there be any legal problems.

Three important inspections checks are (1) loss of pressure on the transformer, (2) above zone 3 on

the impact recorder, and (3) signs of movement by the transformer or its accessories. If any of the three

inspection checks indicate a problem, an internal inspection is recommended.
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FIGURE 21.1 Conversion of dew point to vapor pressure. (Courtesy of Waukesha Electric Systems.)
A shor ted core reading could also mean a bad transit ride. With a railroad shipment, if any of the

checks indicate problems and an internal inspection does not reveal the problem, get an exception report

filled out by a railroad representative. This repor t wi ll assist you later if hidden damages are found.

Low core meggar readings (200 Megohms) could be an indication of moisture in the unit and require

extra costs to remove. 1 The moisture could have entered the unit throug h a cracked weld caused by the

bad transit ride. (See Figure 21.1 and Figure 21.2.)

Entering a unit requires good confined entr y procedures and can be done after contacting the

manufacture, as they may want to have a representative present to do the inspection. Units shipped

full of oil require a storage tanker and the costs should be agreed upon before star ting .

Assuming that we now have a good transformer and it is setting on its substation pad, there are some

items that are essential for assembly. First ground the transformer before star ting the assembly. Static

electricit y can build up in the transformer and cause a problem for the assembly crew. A static discharge

could cause a crew member to jump or move and lose their balance while assembling par ts.

Another item is to have all accessories to be assembled set close to the unit, as this eliminates a lot of

lost time moving par ts closer or from a storage yard. With the contractor setting the accessories close to

the unit, you can usually save a day of assembly time. Keep in mind that some transformer manufactures

‘‘match-mark’’ each item. This means that each par t has a specific location on the unit. Do not tr y to

interchange the par ts. Some manufacturers do not have this requirement, which allows bushings,

radiators, and other parts to be assembled at the contractor or customer’s discretion.
1A dew point test will determine the moisture in the transformer. A dew point reading should be used with

the winding temperature value (insulation temperature) to determine the percentage of moisture. (See Figure 21.1

and Figure 21.2.)
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(Courtesy of Waukesha Electric Systems.)
Weather is a major factor during the assembly of any transformer. Always have an ample supply of dry

air flowing through the unit during the assembly. Be ready to seal the unit on positive pressure at the end

of the day or if the weather turns bad. If the weather is questionable, keep the openings to a minimum

and have everything ready to seal the unit.

There are many types of contaminants that can cause a transformer to fail. Foreign objects dropped

into the windings, dirt brought into the unit on the assemblers’ shoes, moisture left in the assembled

parts, and misplaced or forgotten tools left inside are just a few items that could cause a failure. Take

time to caution the assemblers about the preventions of contaminants and to follow good safety

procedures. Again, an experienced contractor should have experienced assemblers and good assembly

procedures in place.

If weather conditions are a problem, there are many other assembly operations that can be done

during marginal weather. The following are a few:
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1. Uncrate all items.

2. Locate and count all hardware.

3. Clean bushings wi th denatured alcohol and cover.

4. Count and replace gaskets—if possible.

Caution: Do not supply power to the control cabinet as it could back-feed into the inside current

transformers, which could energize the primar y and secondar y bushings. A shock from the bushings

could cause serious injur y.
21.1.2 Bushings

You need to read the installation manual to understand the correct lifting and assembly methods. There

are a variet y of bushings so it w ill save time to have read this information. All bushing surfaces should be

cleaned again wit h denatured alcohol. This also includes the inside tube (draw-throug h t y pe bushing).

During shipment, even thoug h the bushings may be protected, contaminants, such as moisture, could be

found inside the bushing tube. The draw-throug h bushings have a conductive cable, or a rod, that has to

be pulled throug h the bushing while it is being installed. In some cases, the corona shield on HV

bushings should be removed and cleaned. There are also bottom connected bushings that require copper

bus, a terminal, and hardware to secure the connection to the bushing and w inding . All connections

should be cleaned and free of oxidation or corrosion and then w iped down wit h denatured alcohol.2

After the installation of all bushings and all internal connections are made, another inspection should

be made for the follow ing:

1. Lead clearances. During the internal assembly work, some leads may have been moved. Check the

manufacturer’s installation book for the necessar y clearances. The information should include the

basic installation level (bil) rating along w ith the clearances needed.

2. Bolted connections, done by the assemblers, should be inspected for proper clearances.

3. Wipe down and vacuum clean the inside of the unit around the assembly area to remove any dir t

or oil smudges.

4. Operate the de-energized tap changer (DETC) and check its mechanical operation.

5. Check for items, such as tools, that may have been left inside during the assembly.

6. Replace man-hole gaskets, if required.

Some units have conser vators and require gas piping and oil piping connected to the transformer, after

the man-hole covers are installed on the transformer and before pressure or vacuum cycles are star ted.
21.1.3 Oil Conservators

Conservators are usually mounted on one end of the transformer and well above the cover and bushings.

Conservators normally have a rubber bladder inside. This bladder expands or retracts due to the

temperature of the oil vs. the ambient temperature. The inside of the bladder is connected to external

piping, and then to a silica gel breather. All exposure of the oil to the air is eliminated, yet the bladder

can flex. (See Figure 21.3.)

The oil supply piping, from the conservator to the transformer, should have at least one valve. The

valve(s) must be closed during the vacuum cycle as the vacuum will try to pull the rubber bladder

through the piping. The oil piping should have been cleaned prior to installation and the valves

inspected. The conservator should have an inspection cover and the inside bladder inspected. While

making this inspection, also check the operation of the oil float. (See Figure 21.3.)
2Some manufacturers will require all bushing gaskets to be replaced. Others furnish a Buta-N O-Ring that, in most

cases, will not need replacing.
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FIGURE 21.3 Outline of typical relay installation on transformer cover. (Courtesy of Waukesha Electric Systems.)
21.1.4 Gas Monitoring and Piping

The piping is used to bring any combustible gases to a monitor. The monitor is usually located on the

cover where it is visible from ground level. All gas piping should be cleaned by blowing dry air through

them, or cleaning with a rag and denatured alcohol. Gas pipes are usually not connected to the gas

monitor until after the vacuum=oil filling. The gas monitor could have tubing running down the side of

the unit to allow ground-level sampling or bleeding of the line. There are other types of oil=gas monitors

than the one shown in Figure 21.4.
Lubricate lightly
with petroleum jelly

Relay

Relay support (when furnished)

Transformer cover

Tube (use minimum bend, only at fittings)

Cover flangeTube support

FIGURE 21.4 Conservator tank construction. (Courtesy of Waukesha Electric Systems.)
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21.1.5 Radiators

All radiators should be free of moisture and contaminants such as rust. If anything is found, the

radiators should be cleaned and oil flushed with new transformer oil. The radiators may have to be

replaced with new ones. Take time to inspect each radiator for bent fins or welding defects. If a problem

is found, the repair should be made before installation. Touch-up painting, if needed, should be done, as

it is difficult to reach all areas after the radiators are installed. During the radiator installation, all of the

radiator valves need to be tested on at least 1 kg (2 lb) of pressure, or under oil, for a good seal.

Some gaskets for mounting the radiator=valve mounting flange may have to be replaced. Coating the

outside of the gasket with petroleum jelly protects the surface of the gasket during the radiator assembly.

The radiator surface will then slide without damaging the gasket.

21.1.6 Coolers

Coolers are oil to air heat exchangers which require oil pumps and usually less space around the

transformer. Forced oil cooling can be controlled by a top oil or a winding temperature gauge, or

both. All pumps, piping, and coolers should be inspected for contaminants before assembly. The correct

pump rotation is an important checkpoint.

21.1.7 Load Tap Changers (LTC)

Some LTCs mounted external to the main tank are shipped full of oil but you may want to make an

internal inspection. After removing the oil you can inspect for problems. Check the manufacturer’s

installation book for information concerning vacuum oil filling of the unit. Some LTCs require a

vacuum line to main tank for equalizing the pressure. Do not operate the LTC mechanism while the

unit is on vacuum, as severe damage could occur to the mounting board.

If the LTC requires oil, do not add the oil while the main tank is on vacuum as the unequal pressure

could damage the LTC. The process of adding oil to the external LTC tank will put pressure inside the

tank. This added positive pressure along with the negative gage pressure of the main tank could cause the

LTC barrier boards to rupture. No additional work should be attempted while the main transformer

tank is under vacuum.

Look for loose hardware or any misalignment of the contacts. Operate the LTC through all positions

and check each contact for alignment. Refer to the supplier’s instruction manual for the allowable

variance. Perfect ‘‘center line’’ alignment during the complete range of operation from 16R to 16L will be

difficult to achieve.

21.1.8 Positive Pressure System

This system consists of a cabinet with regulating equipment and alarms with an attached nitrogen bottle.

A positive supply of nitrogen is kept on the transformer. With positive pressure on the tank, the

possibility of moisture entering is reduced. Loss of nitrogen pressure, without any oil spillage, is usually

found in the transformer ‘‘gas space’’ or the nitrogen supply system.

21.1.9 Control Cabinet

All control equipment must be inspected for loose wiring or problems caused by the shipping. The fan,

gauges, LTC controls, and monitoring equipment must be tested or calibrated. Information for the

installation and=or the calibration should be supplied by the manufacturer.

21.1.10 Accessories

There are many items that could be required for your particular transformer. A few are listed below.

1. HV and LV arrestors

2. External current transformers
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3. Discharge meters

4. Neutral grounding resistors

5. Bushing potential dev ices

6. Cooling fan (hi speed)

7. Gas monitors (various t y pes)

Caution: All oil handling equipment, transformer bushings, and the transformer should be grounded

before star ting the vacuum oil cycle. Special requirements are needed for vacuum oil filling in cold

weather. Check your manufacturer’s manual.

21.1.11 Vacuum Cycle

Pulling vacuum on a transformer is usually done throug h the mechanical relief flange or a special

vacuum valve located on the cover of the transformer. A vacuum sensor, to send a sign al to the vacuum

recording g auge, should be at the hig hest location on the transfor mer’s cover. This position reduces

the risk of the sensor being contaminated wit h oil, which would let the vacuum gauge give a false

reading . All readings from this gauge should be recorded at least ever y hour. Note: All radiator and

cooler valves should be open prior to star ting the vacuum cycle.

21.1.12 Vacuum Filling System

Manufacturers differ on the duration of vacuum required and the method to add oil to the unit. It is

impor tant that the vacuum crew doing this process follow the correct procedure as stated by the

manufacturer or the warrant y can be invalid. Good record-keeping during this process is just as importan t

for your information as it is for supply ing the manufacturer w ith information that validates the warrant y.

The length of time (pulling vacuum) wi ll var y as to the exposure time to atmospheric air, the

transformer rating, and the dew point=moisture calculations. Most of the needed information as to

the vacuum cycle time, should be furnished in the installation book. (See Figure 21.1 and Figure 21.2.)

Always consider that some contractors have used their equipment on older and=or failed transformers.

The equipment needs to be thoroughly cleaned with new transformer oil and a new filter medium added to

the oil filtering equipment. The vacuum oil pump should have new vacuum oil installed and it should be

able to ‘‘pull-down’’ against a closed valve to below 1 mm of pressure.

21.1.13 Transformer Oil

The oil supplied should be secured from an approved source and meet the IEEE C57 106-1991 guide for

acceptance. When requested, an inhibitor can be added to the oil, to a level of 0.3% by weight.

21.1.14 Adding the Oil

All oil from tankers should be field tested for acceptable dielectric level prior to pumping oil through the

oil handling equipment. The oil temperature should be at least 08C while pumping directly from an oil

tank car. A superior method that will assist in the removal of moisture involves heating the oil to 50 to

708C and passing the oil through a filter. Oil filling a conservator transformer takes a lot more time as

the piping and the conservator have to be slowly filled while air is ‘‘bled’’ out of the piping, bushings, CT

turrets, and gas monitor. Methods vary for adding the oil to the conservator because of the risk to the oil

bladder. Weeks later, the air should be ‘‘bled’’ again. If this is not done, you could receive a false signal

that may take the transformer out of service.

21.1.15 Field Test

After the vacuum oil filling cycle, the transformer should be field tested and compared to some of the

factory tests. The field test also will give you a baseline record for future reference.
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These are a few of the tests that are routinely done:

1. Current transformer ratio

2. Turns ratio of the transformer, including tests at al LTC tap positions

3. Power factor bushings

4. Power factor transformer

5. Winding resistance

6. Core ground

7. Lab test of the oil

8. Test all gauges

9. Test all pressure switches

A field test report may be required by the manufacturer in order to validate the warranty. Any

questionable test values should be brought to the attention of the transformer manufacturer.

21.2 Transformer Maintenance

The present maintenance trend is to reduce cost, which in some cases means lengthening the intervals of

time to do maintenance or eliminating the maintenance completely. The utility, or company, realizes

some savings on manpower and material by lengthening the maintenances cycle, but by doing this, the

risk factor is increased. A few thousand dollars for a maintenance program could save your utility or

company a half-million dollar transformer. Consider the following:

1. The length of time to have a transformer rebuilt or replaced

2. The extra load on your system

3. Rigging costs to move the transformer

4. Freight costs for the repair, or buying a new one

5. Disassembly and reassembly costs

6. Costs to set up and use a mobile transformer

7. Costs for oil handling of a failed unit

8. Vacuum oil filling of the rebuilt or new transformer

9. Customer’s dissatisfaction with outage

10. Labor costs, which usually cover a lot of overtime or employees pulled away from their normal

work schedule

You will have to answer questions such as: Why did this happen? Could it have been prevented? Time

spent on a scheduled maintenance program is well worth the expense.

There are many systems available to monitor the transformer which can assist you in scheduling your

maintenance program. Many transformer manufacturers can supply monitoring equipment that alerts

the owner to potential problems. However, relying solely on monitoring equipment may not give your

notice or alert you to mechanical problems. Some of these problems can be: fans that fail, pressure

switches that malfunction, or oil pumps that cease to function. You could also have oil leaks that need to

be repaired. Annual inspections can provide a chance for correcting a minor repair before it becomes a

major repair.

21.2.1 Maintenance Tests

There are two important tests that could prevent a field failure. Using an infrared scan on a transformer

could locate ‘‘hot spots’’. The high temperature areas could be caused by a radiator valve closed, low oil

in a bushing, or an LTC problem. Early detection could allow time to repair the problem.

Another important test is dissolved gas analysis test of the oil by a lab. A dissolved gas analysis lab test

will let you know if high levels of gases are found and they will inform you as to the recommended

action. Following the lab report could let you plan your course of action. If there seems to be a problem,
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it would be worthwhile to take a second dissolved gas in oil sample and send it to a different lab and

compare the results (IEEE C57 104-1991). Maintenance inspection and tests can be divided into two

sections: (1) minor and, after a set period of years, (2) major inspection. Annual tests are usually done

while the transformer is in service, and consist of the following:

1. Check the operation of the LTC mechanism for misalignment or excessive noise.

2. Take an oil sample from the LTC.

3. Change silica gel in breathers.

4. Inspect fan operation.

5. Take an oil sample from the main tank.

6. Check oil level in bushings.

7. Check tank and radiators for oil leaks.

8. Check for oil levels in main tank and the LTC.

9. Make sure all control heaters are operating.

10. Check all door gaskets.

11. Record the amount of LTC operations and operate through a couple of positions.

12. Most importantly, have your own check-off list and take time to do each check. This record

(check-off list) can be used for future reference.

Major inspections require the transformer to be out of service. Both primary and secondary bushings

should be grounded before doing the work. Besides the annual inspection checks that should be made,

the following should also be done:

1. Power factor the bushings and compare to the values found during the installation tests.

2. Power factor the transformer and check these valves.

3. Make a complete inspection of the LTC and replace any questionable parts. If major repair is

required during this inspection, a turns ratio test should be done.

4. Painting rusty areas may be necessary.

5. Test all pressure switches and alarms.

6. Check the tightness of all bolted connections.

7. Check and test the control cabinet components.

The lists for annual and major inspections may not be complete for your transformer and you may want

to make a formal record for your company’s reference. Some transformer installation=installation books

furnished by the manufacturer may have a list of their inspections areas which you should utilize in

making your own formal record.

Reference

Waukesha Electric Systems Instruction Book.
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22.1 Introduction

The investigation of transformer problems or failures is in many respects similar to medical procedures.

The health of a transformer can be monitored using the many diagnostic tools available today. Ignoring

a minor problem can lead to a more severe failure. Documenting and recording the results of operation

and diagnostic testing is essential to a complete evaluation. Early detection and mitigation of developing

problems can, in the long term, save the cost of major repairs. Many transformer operators wi th

significant numbers of transformers perform field diagnostics and share this information w ith other

operators to establish benchmark performance for transformers in different applications and w ith

different designs.

Elements of transformer design, application, and operation are involved in failure investigation. The

elements to be investigated depend on the nature and the severit y of the problem. If a failure is involved,

all of the elements are usually investigated. The analyses required can be quite complex and involved. It

would be impossible to describe the many details involved in complex failure investigations wit hin this

one section; indeed, a complete book could be written on this subject. In the space allotted here, it will

only be possible to describe the processes involved in such investigations.

Excellent references are ANSI=IEEE C57.117, IEEE Guide for Reporting Failure Data for Power

Transformers and Shunt Reactors on Electrical Power Systems, and ANSI=IEEE C57.125, IEEE Guide

for Failure Investigation, Documentation, and Analysis for Power Transformers and Shunt Reactors.



The following steps are involved in problem and failure investigations.

. Collect pertinent background data.

. Visit the site to obtain application and operational data.

. Interview all persons that may have relevant knowledge.

. Inspect the transformer and perform a partial or complete dismantling if a failure is involved.

. Analyze the available information and transformer history.

. Prepare a preliminary report and review with persons who are involved or who have a direct

interest to generate additional inputs.
. Write a final report.

As a general statement, no details should be neglected in such investigations. Experience has indicated

that what may appear to be minor details sometimes hold the essential clues for solutions. Collection of

all relevant data is the most important aspect of problem and failure investigation.
22.2 Background Investigation

The background investigation usually involves exploring the following.

. Identification of failure. How did the transformer problem manifest itself or how did the failure

occur? This starting point assumes that some event has occurred, such as a trip, malfunction, or

abnormal diagnostic test results.
. The original transformer design
. A history of similar transformer designs
. The original manufacturing and testing of the transformer
. System application and operational data

22.2.1 Transformer Records

22.2.1.1 Transformer Application

Cooperation between parties involved will speed the investigation and lead more easily to a correct

conclusion. The manufacturer should be contacted even when the transformer is many years old.

Most equipment manufacturers track problems with their designs, and awareness of problems can

help them improve designs and manufacturing processes. The manufacturer may also be able to provide

information leading to a solution.

Application of the transformer in the power system should be determined. A party with expertise in

transformer application should confirm that the transformer was properly rated for the purpose for

which it was intended and that subsequent operation has been consistent with that intent.

Transformer problems can lead to service outages. Careful analysis of the situation before restoring

service can avoid a repetition of the outage and avoid increasing damage to the transformer.

The performance of transformers made by the manufacturer should be studied. Industry records of

transformers of similar rating and voltage class may be helpful in establishing base data for the

investigation. For example, there have been transformers made by certain manufacturers that have a

history of short-circuit failures in service. At one time, the failure record of extra high voltage (EHV)

transformers designed with three steps of reduced basic impulse insulation level (BIL) had a higher

failure rate than those with higher BILs.

22.2.1.2 Transformer Design

The specifications for the transformer, instruction books and literature, nameplate, and drawings such as

the outline and internal assembly should be examined. If failures involving the core and windings have

occurred, the investigative process is much like a design review in which the details of the insulation

design, winding configuration, lead configurations and clearances, short-circuit capability, and the core
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construction and normal operating induction must be studied. If components are involved, bushings

and bushing clearances, tap changers, heat exchanger equipment, and control equipment should be

investigated.

22.2.1.2.1 Design Re v ie w Process

An explanation of the design rev iew process would require a separate chapter and is beyond the scope of

this subject. The process involves a detailed study of the w inding and insulation designs, shor t-circuit

capabilit y, thermal design, magnetic-circuit characteristics, leakage flux losses and heating analysis,

materials used, oil preser vation systems, etc. In some cases, it may be desirable to conduct par t or all

of a design review as a par t of a problem investigation.

22.2.1.2.2 Determi ne if Similar Designs Exper ienced Problems or Failures

This can be difficult, since there is no agency that collects and distributes data on all industr y problems.

It has been made even more difficult by the closing of several major transformer manufacturing plants.

However, some information can usually be obtained by discussions w ith users having transformers made

by the same manufacturer.

22.2.1.3 Manufacturing and Testing of the Transformer

The manufacturing and test records should be studied to determine if discrepancies occurred. Of particular

importance are deviations from normal manufacturing specifications or practices. Such deviations could be

involved in the problem or failure. All parts of the test data must be studied to determine if discrepancies or

deviations existed. Partial-discharge and impulse test data that have any deviation from good practices

should be recorded. Approvals of deviations made during testing, especially relating to dielectric and other

test standards, are sometimes indications of difficulty during testing.

22.2.1.4 Transformer Installation

The records of installation and initial field tests should be used as a benchmark for any future test results.

These initial field tests are more easily compared w ith subsequent field tests than w ith factor y tests.

Factor y tests are performed at full load current or full voltage, and adjustments must be made to field

test results to account for differences in losses at reduced load and differences in excitation at the

operating voltage.

22.2.2 Transformer Protection

The protection of the transformer is as important a part of the application as the rating values on the

transformer. Entire texts, as well as Chapter 18 in this text, are devoted to the subject of transformer

protection. When investigating a failure, one should collect all the protection-scheme application and

confirm that the operation of any tripping function was correct.

22.2.2.1 Surge Arresters

Surge arrester protective level must be coordinated with the BIL of the transformer. Their purpose, to

state what may seem obvious, is to protect the transformer from impulse voltages and high-frequency

transients. Surge arresters do not eliminate voltage transients. They clip the voltages to a level that the

transformer insulation system is designed to tolerate. However, repeated impulse voltages can have a

harmful effect on the transformer insulation.

22.2.2.2 Overcurrent Protection

Overcurrent devices must adequately protect the transformer from short circuits. Properly applied, the

time-current characteristic of the device should coordinate with that of the transformer. These chara-

cteristics are described in IEEE C57.109–1993, Guide for Liquid-Immersed Transformer Through-Fault

Duration. Overcurrent devices may be as simple as power fuses or more complex overcurrent relays.
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Modern overcurrent relays contain recording capability that may contain valuable information on the

fault being investigated.

22.2.2.3 Differential Protection

Differential relays, if applied, should be coordinated with the short-circuit current available, the

transformer turns ratio and connection, and the current transformers employed in the differential

scheme. If differential relays have operated correctly, a fault occurred within the protected zone. One

must determine if the protected zone includes only the transformer, or if other devices, such as buswork

or circuit breakers, might have faulted.

22.2.3 Recording Devices

The occurrence of unusual trends or events that indicated a possible problem should be recorded.

Operation of relays or protective equipment that indicated a failure should be studied. Copies of

oscillographic or computer records of the events surrounding the problem or failure should be obtained.

Records of events immediately prior to the observation of a problem or immediately prior to a trip are

often only the final events in a series that led to the failure. Investigations at the transformer location

should concentrate on collecting such data as relay targets, event recordings, and on-line monitoring

records as well as making observations of the condition of the transformer and associated equipment.

Records of relay operation must be analyzed to determine the sequence of events. A failure of a

transformer due to a through fault, if uncorrected, can lead to the failure of a replacement unit. This can

be a very expensive oversight.

Based on initial observations and recordings, a preliminary cause may be determined. Subsequent

tests should focus on confirming or refuting this cause.

22.2.4 Operational History

22.2.4.1 Diagnostic Testing

The operation records of the transformer should be examined in detail. Records of field tests such as

insulation resistance and power factor, gas-in-oil analyses, oil test data, and bushing tests should be studied.

Any trends from normal such as increasing power factor, water in oil, or deterioration of oil properties

should be noted. Any internal inspections that may have been performed, changes in oil, and any repairs or

modifications are of interest. Maintenance records should be examined for evidence of either good or poor

maintenance practices. Proper application of arresters and other protective schemes should be verified.

22.2.4.2 Severe Duty

Operational history such as switching events, numbers and type of system short circuits, known

lightning strikes, overloads, etc., should be recorded.

22.2.4.2.1 Overloads

The effect of loading a transformer beyond nameplate is not apparent without disassembly. The history

of transformer operation will be the first indication of damage from overloads. The transformer may

have some inherent capability to handle loading in excess of nameplate rating. However, the result of

loading beyond nameplate can result in accelerated loss of life. This loss of life is cumulative and cannot

be restored. Loading recommendations are more fully described in IEEE C57.91-1995, Guide for

Loading Mineral-Oil-Immersed Transformers, and in IEEE C57.96-1999, Guide for Loading Dry-Type

Distribution and Power Transformers.

22.2.4.2.2 Overvoltages

Maximum continuous transformer operating voltage should not exceed the levels specified in ANSI

C84.1-1995. Overexcitation will result in core heating and subsequent damage. The results of core
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heating may not be readily discerned until a transformer is untanked. Examination of the operating

records may prov ide insig ht into this as a cause of damage.

22.2.4.2.3 Shor t Circuits

IEEE C57.12.00-2000, IEEE Standard General Requirements for Liquid-Immersed Distribution, Power,

and Regulating Transformers, and IEEE C57.12.01, IEEE Standard General Requirements for Dr y-Ty pe

Distribution and Power Transformers Including Those wit h Solid-Cast and=or Resin-Encapsulated

Windings, state limits for shor t-circuit durations and magnitude. Not all shor t-circuits reach the

magnitude of those limits. However, like overloads, the effect can be cumulative. This effect is fur ther

expanded in IEEE C57.109-1993, IEEE Guide for Liquid-Immersed Transformer Throug h-Fault-Current

Duration. The effect is described as an ‘‘extremely inverse time-current characteristic’’ upon which the

overcurrent protection of the transformer should be based.

22.3 Problem Analysis Where No Failure Is Involved

22.3.1 Transformer Components

Component failures can lead to major failures if left uncorrected. All of these should be corrected as

soon as identified to avoid letting them develop into problems that are more serious.

22.3.1.1 Transformer Tank

Transformer tank welds can crack after thermal cycling or even after wi thstanding the stresses of

throug h-faults. Bushing and radiator gaskets can deteriorate over time, leading to leaks. Left unattended,

these leaks can result in moisture entering the transformer insulation.

22.3.1.2 Transformer Radiators and Coolers

Radiators can leak, leading to ingress of moisture, or they can clog , reducing their cooling efficiency. Fan

motors can fail, resulting in a loss of cooling. Today’s modern low-loss transformer designs can have a

dual rating ONAN=ONAF wi th as few as one or two cooling fans. Loss of a large percentage of the fans

necessitates using the ONAN rating for transformer capacit y. (See Section 2.2.3 Cooling Classes, for a

discussion of cooling-class terminolog y.)

22.3.1.3 Transformer Bushings

Bushings occasionally develop problems such as leaks or hig h power factor and thermal problems.

Problems detected during periodic diagnostic testing should be remedied as quickly as possible.

22.3.1.4 Transformer Gauges

Gauges and indicating dev ices should be repaired or replaced as soon as it is suspected that they are

giv ing false indication. Confirm that the abnormal indication is false and replace the dev ice. Letting a

false indication continue may disguise the development of a more severe problem.
22.3.2 Severe Duty Investigations

It is advi sable to make some investigations after severe operating events such as direct lig htning strikes

(if known ), hig h-magnitude shor t-circuit faults, and inadvertent hig h-magnitude overloads. Problem

investigations are sometimes more difficult than failure analyses because some of the internal

parts cannot be seen without dismantling the transformer. The same data-collection process is

recommended for problems as for failures. It is recommended that a plan be prepared when the

investigation is initiated, including a checklist to guide the study and to ensure that no important steps

are omitted. A recommended checklist is in ANSI=IEEE C57.125. Specific steps that are recommended

are as follows:
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22.3.2.1 Communication with Persons Involved or Site Visit

. Obtain the background of the events indicating a problem.

. If there is any external evidence such as loss of oil, overheated parts, or other external indications,

a site visit may be advisable to get first-hand information and to discuss the events with persons

who operated the transformer.
. Determine if there have been any unusual events such as short circuits, overvoltages, or overloads.

22.3.2.2 Diagnostic Testing

If the utility has a comprehensive field-testing program, obtain and study the following data. If the data

are not available, arrange for tests to be made.

22.3.2.2.1 Gas-in-Oil Analyses

Obtain test results for several years prior to the event, if possible. Many good papers and texts have

discussed the interpretation of dissolved gas-in-oil analysis (DGA) results. One must also remember that

once an internal failure has occurred, the initiating cause may be masked by the resulting fault gases.

IEEE C57.104–1991, IEEE Guide for Interpretation of Gases Generated in Oil-Immersed Transformers,

can provide the latest interpretation of DGA results.

22.3.2.2.2 Oil Test Data

Dielectric strength in accordance with ASTM D 1816

. Water in oil

. Power factor at 25 and 1008C, if available

. General characteristics such as color, inter-facial tension (IFT), etc.

22.3.2.2.3 Turns Ratio

This test should match the factory results and be within the standard 0.5% of calculated value (except as

noted in Clause 9.1 of IEEE C57.12.00-2000). Any deviation indicates a partially shorted turn.

22.3.2.2.4 Resistance

Such measurements must be made using suitable high-accuracy instruments; these measurements are

not easy to make under service conditions.

22.3.2.2.5 Insulation Power Factor, Resistance, and Capacitance

A polarization index can be determined in the same manner. Polarization index results that are less than

2.0 indicate deterioration of the insulation.

22.3.2.2.6 Low-Voltage Exciting Current (if Previous Data Are Available)

This information is an excellent indication of winding movement, but the test must be performed under

circumstances similar to the benchmark test to be of value.

22.3.2.2.7 Short-Circuit Impedance (if Faults Have Been Involved)

This test is an indicator of winding movement that may also give indication of shorted turns.

22.3.2.3 Internal Inspection

If the problem cannot he identified from the test data and behavior analyses, an internal inspection may

be necessary. In general, internal inspections should be avoided because the probability of failure

increases after persons have entered transformers. The following items should be checked when the

transformer is inspected.
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. Is there evidence of carbon tracks indicating flashovers or severe partial discharges?

. Check leads for evidence of overheating. The insulation will be tan, brown, or black in

extreme cases.
. Check for evidence of partial-discharge trees or failure paths. Do odors indicate burned

insulation or oil?
. Check bolted connections for proper tightness.
. Are leads and bushing lower shields in position? Is the lead insulation tight?
. Inspect the windings for evidence of distortion or movement.
. Check the end insulation on core-form designs for evidence of movement or looseness.
. Are the support members at the ends of the phases tight in shell-form designs?
. Are coil clamping devices tight and in position?
. Check tap changers for contact deterioration. Is there evidence of problems in the operating

mechanisms?
. In core-form units, check visible parts of the core for evidence of heating.

After the inspection has been completed, look over everything again for evidence of ‘‘does anything

look abnormal.’’ Such final inspections frequently reveal something of value.
22.4 Failure Investigations

The same processes are required in failure investigations as for problem analyses. In fact, it is recom-

mended that the approaches described for problem investigations be performed before dismantling of

the transformer to determine possible causes for the failure. Performing this work in advance usually

results in hypotheses for the failure and frequently indicates directions for the dismantling. Thus, the

only additional steps to be performed following a failure are to dismantle the transformer and make a

determination whether it should be repaired. There is never a 100% certainty that the cause of failure

can be determined. All theories should be tested against the facts available, and when assumptions come

into doubt, the information must be replaced with data that is confirmed by the other facts available.

As a general rule, all steps of the process should be documented with photographs. All too often it

happens that something that was not considered relevant in the early stages of the investigation is later

determined to be important. A photographic record will ensure that evidence that has been destroyed in

the dismantling process is available for later evaluation.
22.4.1 Dismantling Process

Complete dismantling is usually performed when a failure has occurred. In a few instances, such

operations are performed to determine the cause for a problem, such as excessive gassing that could

not be explained by other investigations.

The following steps are recommended for this process.

22.4.1.1 Transformer Expert

The process should be directed by a person or persons having knowledge of transformer design. If it

is done in the original manufacturer’s plant, the manufacturer’s experts will usually be available.

However, it is recommended that the user have experts available if the failure mechanism is in doubt.

It is good to have two experts available because they may look into the failure from different perspectives

and will provide the opportunity to discuss various aspects of the investigation from differing

viewpoints.

22.4.1.2 Inspection Before Untanking

Inspect the tank for distortion resulting from high internal pressures that sometimes result from failures.

Check the position of leads and connections. Determine if there has been movement of bushings.
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22.4.1.3 Inspection After Removal of Core and Windings

. Make a detailed inspection of the top ends of windings and cores.

. Inspect the mechanical and electrical condition of the interphase insulation and the insulation

between the windings and the tank.
. Check the core ground.
. Check lead entrances to windings for mechanical, thermal, and electrical condition.
. Check the general condition of leads, connections, and tap changers.
. Check the leakage flux shields on tank walls or on frames for heating or arcing.
. Examine the wedging between phases and from the windings to the core on shell-form units and

the winding clamping structures on core-form units to determine if there is still pressure on the

windings.

22.4.1.4 Detailed Inspection of the Windings

. Is there evidence of electrical failure paths from the windings over the major insulation to

ground?
. Is there evidence of distortion of the coils or windings resulting from short-circuit failures?
. Has electrical failure occurred between turns, and has there been mechanical distortion of

the turns?
. Have failures occurred between windings or between coils? Are there weaknesses in nonfailed

portions that could affect the electrical strength? Such instances include damage to turn insula-

tion, distorted disks or coils, or insulation pieces not properly assembled.
. Is there evidence of metallic contamination on the insulation and windings?
. Is there evidence of hot spots at the ends of windings or in cap leads inside the disks or coils?
. Is there any evidence of partial discharges or overheating in the leads or connections?
. Were the windings properly supported for short circuit?
. Are spacers in alignment?
. Is insulation between windings and between the inner winding and the core tight?

22.4.1.5 Examination of the Magnetic Circuit

. Have electrical arcs occurred to the core? If so, determine if the fault current flowed from the

failure point to ground, resulting in damage to core laminations in this path. Note that any such

damage will usually require scrapping of the laminations.
. Is there evidence of leakage flux heating in the outer laminations?
. Has heating occurred as the result of large gaps at the joints, excessive burrs at slit, or cut edges

and joints?
. Does mechanical distortion exist in any parts of the core?
. Is there evidence of heating in the lock plates used for mechanical support of the frames?
. Is the core ground in good condition, with no evidence of heating or burning? Is there any

evidence of a second (unintended) core ground having developed?

22.4.1.6 Mechanical Components

. Is there distortion in the mechanical supports?

. Is there evidence of leakage flux heating in the frames or frame shields?

22.5 Analysis of Information

Information on interpretation of the data could take volumes, and there is much information on this

subject in the technical literature. Some simple guides are listed below for reference.

. The presence of high carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are indications of thermal or

oxidative damage to cellulose insulation. If there is high CO and there have been no overloads

or previous indications of thermal problems, the problem may be excessive oxygen in the oil.
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. High oxygen is usually an indication of inadequate oil processing, gasket leaks, or leak of air

through the rubber bag in expansion tanks.
. Acetylene is an indication of arcing or very high temperatures.
. Deterioration of oil dielectric strength usually results from particulate contamination or excessive

water.
. High power factor or low resistance between windings or from the windings to ground is usually

the result of excessive water in the insulation.
. High water in oil may result from excessive water in the paper. Over 95% of the total water in the

system is in the paper, so that high water in oil is a reflection of the water in the paper.
. Turns ratio different from previous measurements is an indication of shorts in a winding. The

shorts can be between turns or between parts of windings, such as disk-to-disk.
. A measurable change in the leakage impedance is an indication of winding movement or

distortion.
. Open circuits result from major burning in the windings or possibly a tap-changer malfunction.
. High hydrogen, with methane being about 20% of the hydrogen, is an indication of partial

discharges. ‘‘Spitting’’ or ‘‘cracking’’ noises noted prior to the failure are sometimes indicators of

intense partial discharges.

22.5.1 Interpretation and Analysis of Information

The most important part of the process is analysis of the information gathered. The objective is

determining the cause of the problem or failure, and adequate analysis is obviously necessary if problems

are to be solved and failures are to be prevented. There is no one process that is best for all situations.

However, there are two helpful steps for reaching conclusions in such matters.

. Make a systematic analysis of the data.

. Compare data analyses to known problem and failure modes.

22.5.1.1 Systematic Analysis of Data

. Prepare a list of known facts. List also the unknowns. Attempt to find answers for the unknowns

that appear to be of importance.
. Analyze known facts to determine if a pattern indicates the nature of the problem.
. Prepare a spreadsheet of test data and observations, including inspections. Note items that appear

to indicate the cause of the problem or failure.
. Use problem-solving techniques.

22.5.1.2 Comparison to Known Problem and Failure Modes

There are many recognized possible failure modes; a few are listed here as examples and for guidance.

22.5.1.2.1 Dielectric or Insulation Failures

Surface or creepage over long distances. If the design is shown to be adequate, this phenomenon is

usually caused by contamination. If the design is marginal, slight amounts of contamination may initiate

the discharges or failure.

. Oil space breakdown. This can occur in any part of the insulation, since oil is the weak link in the

insulation system. If the design is marginal, discharges can be initiated by particulate contamin-

ation or water in the oil. This type of breakdown usually occurs at interfaces with paper, such as at

the edge of a radial spacer in a disk-to-disk space or at the edge of a spacer in a high-voltage

winding to low-voltage winding space.
. Oil breakdown over long distances, as from a bushing shield to tank wall or from a lead to

ground. This problem type is usually caused by overstress in the large oil gap. It can occur in

marginal situations if particles or gas bubbles are present in the gap. The dielectric strength of oil
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is lower at low temperatures if there is an appreciable amount of water in the oil. If such

breakdowns occur in very low temperature conditions, investigate the oil strength at the low

temperature as a function of the water in the oil. Consider also that the oil level may have been

low by virtue of the very low temperature, causing parts normally under the oil to be exposed.
. Turn-to-turn failures. If the design is adequate, such failures can result from mechanical weakness

in the paper or from damage during short circuits if the paper is brittle due to thermal aging or

oxidation. These failures usually are associated with fast transients such as lightning.
. Extensive treeing in areas of high oil velocity, such as the oil entrance to the windings in forced-

cooled designs. This can be associated with static electrification and usually occurs when the oil

temperature is less than 408C and all pumps are in operation.
. Discharges or failure originating from joints in leads. This type of failure usually results from the

paper not being tight at the joint in the tape. Discharges start in the oil space at the surface of the

cable and propagate out through the joint.

IEEE C57.125–1991, IEEE Guide for Failure Investigation, Documentation, and Analysis for Power

Transformers and Shunt Reactors, contains a comprehensive treatment of insulation system failure and

analysis of the relative voltage stresses that can lead to discharges.

22.5.1.2.2 Thermal or Oxidation Failure Modes

Deteriorated insulation at the end turns of core-form transformers or on the outer turns of line coils in

shell-form designs. Such deterioration is caused by local hot spots. The eddy losses are higher in these

regions, and the designer may have used added insulation in some regions that have high electrical stress.

. Overheated lap leads. This usually occurs because the designer has used added insulation on the

leads. The leads may have added eddy loss because they are in a high leakage flux field.
. Leads with brown or black paper at the surface of the conductor. This results from excessive paper

insulation on the lead.
. Joints with deteriorated paper. The resistance of the joint may be too high, or there may be

leakage flux heating if the connector is wide.
. Damaged paper or pressboard adjacent to the core or core supports. This type of heating is

usually the result of leakage flux heating in the laminations or core joints.
. Paper has lost much of its strength, but there have been no thermal stresses. This is the result of

excessive oxygen in the oil. In the initial stages of the process, the outer layers of paper will have

more damage than the inner layers.

22.5.1.2.3 Magnetic-Circuit Heating

Large gaps at joints can result in localized saturation of the core. The gap area will be black, and there

may be low levels of methane, ethane, and some hydrogen.

. Local heating on the surface or at joints. Such heating is caused by excessive burrs on the edges or

at end cuts of the laminations.
. Burning at the joint of outer laminations. This can he caused by circulating currents in the outer

laminations of cores. It results from an imbalance in leakage flux.

22.5.1.2.4 Short-Circuit Failure Modes

Failure at the ends of shell-form coils. This type of failure results from inadequate support of the outer

layers of the coils.

. Beam bending between spacers in either shell- or core-form designs, which is caused by stresses

higher than the beam strength of the conductor. Missing spacers can also be involved.
. Buckling of inner winding in core-form construction. This results from inadequate strength of

the conductor or inadequate spacer support. The evidence is radial distortion of the winding.
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. Telescoping of conductors. This occurs in windings with a thin conductor where there is not

adequate support by an inner cylinder. The layers slip over adjacent layers.
. Lead distortion.
. Turns or disks telescoping over the end insulation or supports. This results from high axial forces

in combination with insulation that may not have been properly dried and compressed.

Short-circuit failures are mechanical failures where the forces internal to the transformer generated by

the current feeding the external fault through the windings. This results in movement of insulation or

conductor, which can lead to collapse, breakage, or stretching of insulation and=or conductor. When

winding movement or an internal short occurs, magnetic fields and force vectors become abnormal.

Stresses may be placed on materials that the designer could not anticipate. The resulting damage can

make it difficult to determine the first cause.

22.5.1.3 Examples of Multiple Failure Modes

It is important to consider that many problems and failures are a combination of events or problems.

Some examples will be used to illustrate the technique.

22.5.1.3.1 Example of Excessive Water in the Solid Insulation of a Transformer

Measured water in the oil is high, particularly after the transformer has been loaded and the oil is hot.

(At elevated temperatures, water comes from the paper to the oil rather quickly.)

. Power factor of the insulation is increasing.

. The hydrogen content of the oil is increasing.

. The dielectric strength of the oil is decreasing when tested in accordance with ASTM D-1816.

This analysis indicates that the insulation has excessive water and it should be dried. This conclusion

could have been made without the power-factor measurements.

22.5.1.3.2 Example of Excessive Oxygen in the System (Usually Recognized as >3000 ppm

of Oxygen in the Oil)

Generation of CO is high.

. There is no history of overloads.

. Design analysis indicated no excessive hot spots.

. Oxygen appears to vary as the CO increases. (The oxygen is being consumed by the process that

forms CO.)
. Internal inspection indicated that the outer layers of paper on a taped cable had greater

deterioration than the inner layers.

22.5.1.3.3 Example of Multiple Causes

The importance of keeping good records of transformer operation and maintenance events and of

making a complete analysis of all data involved in problem solving cannot be overemphasized. Many

failures and problems result from multiple causes. The following example demonstrates the importance

of diligent investigations.

. Transformer experienced a severe short circuit as the result of a through-fault on the system.

Transformer did not fail.
. Oxygen in the oil had been high—4000 ppm or higher for years.
. Transformer had history of high CO generation.
. Failure occurred some months after a switching event.

The failure was at first attributed to the switching event alone. However, the investigation showed that

it was initiated by damage to brittle insulation, probably during the short-circuit event. The brittle
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condition was caused by the high oxygen in the system. The overvoltage involved in the switching event

caused the failure at the damaged paper location.

Another important factor in problem and failure analysis is to use two experienced persons when

possible. Each can challenge the ideas expressed by the other and offer suggestions for different

approaches in the investigation. Experience has shown that a better analysis results when using

this approach.

22.5.2 Analysis of Current and Voltage Waveforms

It is important to determine which phase (or phases) of a three-phase transformer or bank of single-

phase transformers is (are) involved in a short circuit. Sophisticated measuring devices exist and are

often part of the protective scheme for modern transformer installations. High-speed recording devices,

like oscillographs and digital recorders, can provide records of the current and voltage waveshapes

before, during, and after the fault. Some of these devices will provide current magnitude and phase angle

(from a reference value) of the currents and voltages. Determine, from these devices, the magnitude of

the fault and the phase(s) involved by determining which phase voltages distorted because of the IZ

drop. Take into account the winding connections when calculating the current flowing in the windings

of the transformer. Subsequent investigation should concentrate on this (or these) phase(s).

22.5.3 Analysis of Short-Circuit Paths

Observe any evidence of arc initiation and terminus. Signs of partial discharge or streamers across

insulation parts may be found. The impurity that initiated the arc may have been destroyed by the
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ensuing arc. An accurate shor t-circuit current can lead to analysis of the location of the fault by

determining the impedance to the fault location, even if the location is inside the transformer w inding .

Electrical failures are frequently dielectric system (insulation) failures.

22.5.4 Analysis of Mechanical Stresses

O bser ve any ev idence of misalignment of w inding components. Coil or insulation that has shifted

indicates a hig h level of force that may have broken or abraded the insulation. This mechanical failure

w ill then manifest itself as an electrical breakdown.

Each t y pe of w indings has specific failure modes. Core-form transformers have many different

w inding arrangements, such as disk w indings, layer w indings, helical w indings, and other variations.

Figure 22.1 helps explain the forces and stresses in a concentric circular wi nding. Figure 22.2 describes

the same force vectors in rectangular w indings. Thoug h not shown, a shell-form w inding exhibits

similar forces.

22.6 Special Considerations

22.6.1 Personal Injury

The first person on the scene followi ng an incident involv ing personal injur y must preserve as much

ev idence as possible. While protection of human life is the first priorit y, make note as soon as possible of
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the situation existing at the time of the failure. It may fall to the first technical person on the scene

to make the necessary observations and record the data. Interview witnesses and record indicators to

preserve as much data as possible.

22.6.2 Safety

Every possible safety precaution should be observed when dealing with power transformers. The power

system has lethal voltages, and even when a unit is de-energized by automatic action of the protective

scheme, the possibility of hazardous voltages remains. All OSHA and electric utility safety requirements

must be followed to ensure that workers, investigators, and the public are protected from harm. This

includes, but is not limited to, isolation and grounding of devices, following applicable tagging

procedures, use of personal protective gear, and barricading the area to prevent ingress by unauthorized

or unqualified individuals.
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On-line monitoring of transformers and associated accessories (measuring certain parameters or

conditions while energized) is an important consideration in their operation and maintenance. The

justification for on-line monitoring is driven by the need to increase the availability of transformers, to

facilitate the transition from time-based and=or operational-based maintenance to condition-based

maintenance, to improve asset and life management, and to enhance failure-cause analysis.

This discussion covers most of the on-line monitoring methods that are currently in common

practice, including their benefits, system configurations, and application to the various operational

parameters that can be monitored. For the purposes of this section, the term transformer refers, but is

not limited, to: step-down power transformers; generator step-up transformers; autotransformers;

phase-shifting transformers; regulating transformers; intertie transmission transformers; dc converter

transformers; high-voltage instrument transformers; and shunt, series, and saturable reactors.

23.1 Benefits

Various issues must be considered when determining whether or not the installation of an on-line

monitoring system is appropriate. Prior to the installation of on-line monitoring equipment, cost-

benefit and risk-benefit analyses are typically performed in order to determine the value of the

monitoring system as applied to a particular transformer. For example, for an aging transformer,

especially with critical functions, on-line monitoring of certain key parameters is appropriate and

valuable. Monitoring equipment can also be justified for transformers with certain types of load tap

changers that have a history of coking or other types of problems, or for transformers with symptoms of

certain types of problems such as overheating, partial discharge, excessive aging, bushing problems, etc.

However, for transformers that are operated normally without any overloading and have acceptable

routine maintenance and dissolved gas analysis (DGA) test results, monitoring can probably not be

justified economically.



23.1.1 Categories

Both direct and strategic benefits can arise from the installation of on-line monitoring equipment. Direct

benefits are cost-savings benefits obtained strictly from changing maintenance activities. They include

reducing expenses by reducing the frequency of equipment inspections and by reducing or delaying active

interventions (repair, replacement, etc.) on the equipment. Strategic benefits are based on the ability to

prevent (or mitigate) failures or to avoid catastrophe. These benefits can be substantial, since failures can be

very damaging and costly. Benefits in this category include better safety (preventing injuries to workers or the

public in the event of catastrophic failure), protection of the equipment, and avoiding the potentially large

impact caused by system instability, loss of load, environmental cleanup, etc.

23.1.2 Direct Benefits

23.1.2.1 Maintenance Benefits

Maintenance benefits represent resources saved in maintenance activities by the application of on-line

monitoring as a predictive maintenance technique. On-line monitoring can mitigate or eliminate the

need for manual time-based or operation-based inspections by identifying problems early and allowing

corrective actions to be implemented.

23.1.2.2 Equipment Usage Benefits

Equipment usage benefits arise because additional reinforcement capacity may be deferred because on-

line monitoring and diagnostics allow more effective utilization of existing equipment. On-line

monitoring equipment can continuously provide real-time capability limits, both operationally and in

terms of equipment life.
23.1.3 Strategic Benefits

Strategic benefits are those that accrue when the results of system failures can be mitigated, reduced,

or eliminated. A key feature of on-line monitoring technology is its ability to anticipate and

forestall catastrophic failures. The value of the technology is its ability to lessen the frequency of such

failures.

23.1.3.1 Service Reestablishment Benefits

Service reestablishment benefits represent the reduced need for repair and=or replacement of damaged

equipment because on-line monitoring has been able to identify a component failure in time for

planned corrective action. Unscheduled repairs can be very costly in terms of equipment damage and

its potential impact on worker safety and public relations.

23.1.3.2 System Operations Benefits

System operations benefits represent the avoidance of operational adjustments to the power system as a

result of having identified the component failure prior to a general failure. System adjustments, in the

face of a delivery-system breakdown, can range from negligible to significant. An example of a negligible

adjustment is when the failure is in a noncritical part of the network and adequate redundancy exists.

Significant adjustments are necessary if the failure causes large, baseload generation to experience a

forced outage, or if contractual obligations to independent generators cannot be met. These benefits are

driven in part by the duration of the resulting circuit outage.

23.1.3.3 Outage Benefits

Outage benefits represent the impact of component failure and resulting system breakdown on end-use

customers. A utility incurs direct revenue losses as a result of a system or component failure. A

utility’s customers, in turn, may also experience losses during failures. The magnitude and=or frequency

of such losses may result in the customer’s loss of significant revenues.
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23.2 On-Line Monitoring Systems

The characteristics of transformer on-line monitoring equipment can var y, depending on the

number of parameters that are monitored and the desired accessibilit y of the data. An on-line moni-

toring system t y pically records data at regular inter vals and initiates alarms and repor ts when

preset limits are exceeded. The equipment required for an on-line transformer monitoring

system consists of sensors, data-acquisition units (DAU), and a computer connected w ith a communi-

cations link.
23.2.1 Sensors

Sensors measure electrical, chemical, and physical signals. Indiv idual sensor t y pes and monitoring

methods are discussed in Section 23.3, On-Line Monitoring Applications Standard sensor output signal

levels are 4 to 20 mA, 0 to 1 mA, and 0 to 10 V when an analog representation is used. The sensors can be

directly connected to the data acquisition unit(s). Another category of sensors communicates in serial

format, as is characteristic of those implemented within intelligent electronic devices (IED).

Information=data about a function or status that is being monitored is captured by a sensor that can

be attached directly to the transformer or within the control house. Once captured, the data are

transferred to a data-acquisition unit (DAU) that can also be attached to the transformer or located

elsewhere in the substation. The transfer is triggered by a predefined event such as a motor operation, a

signal reaching a threshold, or the changing state of a contact. The transfer can also be initiated by a

time-based schedule such as an hourly measurement of the power factor of a bushing, or any other such

quantity.

The method of data collection depends on the characteristics of the on-line monitoring system. A

common characteristic of all systems is the need to move information=data from the sensor level to the

user. The following represent examples of possible components in a data-collection system.
23.2.2 Data-Acquisition Units

A data-acquisition unit collects signals from one or more sensors and performs signal conditioning and

analog-to-digital conversions. The DAU also provides electrical isolation and insulation between the

measured output signals and the DAU electronics. For example, a trigger could cause the DAU to start

recording, store information about the event, and send it to a substation computer.
23.2.3 DAU-to-Computer Communications Line

The data-collection process usually involves transferring the data to a computer. The computer could be

located within the DAU, elsewhere in the substation, or off-site. The data can be transferred via a variety

of communications networks such as permanent direct connection, manual direct connection, local-area

networks (LAN), or wide-area networks (WAN).
23.2.4 Computer

At the computer, information is held resident for additional analysis. The computer may be an integral

part of the DAU, or it may be located separately in the station. The computer is based on standard

technology. From a platform point of view, software functions of the substation computer program

include support of the computer, the users, communications systems, storage of data, and communi-

cations with users or other systems, such as supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). The

computer manages the DAUs and acts as the data and communications server to the user-interface

software. The computer facilitates expert-system diagnostics and contains the basic platform for data

acquisition and storage.
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23.2.5 Data Processing

The first step in data processing is the extraction of sensor data. Some types of data can be used in the

form in which it is acquired, while other types of data need to be processed further. For example, a

transformer’s top-oil temperature can be directly used, while a bushing’s sum current waveform requires

additional processing to calculate the fundamental frequency (50 or 60 Hz) phasor. The data are then

compared with various reference values such as limits, nameplate values, and other measurements,

depending on the user’s application.

In situations where reference data are not available, a learning period may be used to generate a

baseline for comparison. Data are accumulated during a specified period of time, and statistical

evaluation is used to either accept or reject the data. In some applications, the rejected data are still

saved, but they are not used in the calculation of the initial benchmark. In other applications, the initial

benchmark is determined using only the accepted data.

The next data-processing step is to determine if variations suggest actual apparatus problems or if

they are due to ambient fluctuations (such as weather effects), power-system variables, or other effects.

A combination of signal-processing techniques and=or the correlation of the information obtained from

measurements from locations on the same bus can be used to eliminate both the power-system effects

and temperature influences.

The next step in processing depends on the sophistication of the monitoring system. However, the

data generally need to be interpreted, with the resulting information communicated to the user. One

common approach is to compare the measured parameter with the previous measurement. If the value

has not changed significantly, then no data are recorded, saved, or transmitted.
23.3 On-Line Monitoring Applications

Various basic parameters of power transformers, load tap changers, instrument transformers, and

bushings can be monitored with available sensor technologies.

23.3.1 Power Transformers

Transformer problems can be characterized as those that arise from defects and develop into incipient

faults, those that derive from deterioration processes, and those induced by operating conditions that

exceed the capability of the transformer. These problems may take many years to gestate before

developing into a problem or failure. However, in some cases, undesirable consequences can be created

quite precipitously.

Deterioration processes relating to aging are accelerated by thermal and voltage stresses. Increasing

levels of temperature, oxygen, moisture, and other contaminants significantly contribute to insulation

degradation. The deterioration is particularly exaggerated in the presence of catalysts and=or through-

faults and by mechanical or electromechanical wear. Characteristics of the deterioration processes

include sludge accumulation, weakened mechanical strength of insulation materials such as paper-

wrapped conductor, shrinkage of materials that provide mechanical support, and improper alignment of

tap-changer mechanisms. Excessive moisture accelerates the aging of insulation materials over many

years of operation. During extreme thermal transients that can occur during some loading cycles, high

moisture content can result in water vapor bubbles. The bubbles can cause serious reduction in dielectric

strength of the insulating liquid, resulting in a dielectric failure.

The processes causing eventual problems (e.g., shrinkage of the insulation material or excessive

moisture) may take many years to develop, but the consequences can appear suddenly. Continuous

monitoring permits timely remedial action: not too early (thus saving valuable maintenance resources)

and not too late (which would have costly consequences). Higher loading can be tolerated, as continuous

automated evaluation will alert users of conditions that could result in failure or excessive aging of

critical insulation structures (Griffin, 1999).
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Table 23.1 lists the major transformer components along wi th their associated problems and the

parameters that can be monitored on-line to detect them.

23.3.1.1 Dissolved-Gas-in-Oil Analysis

23.3.1.1.1 Monitored Parameters

Dissolved gas-in-oil analysis (DGA) has proved to be a valuable and reliable diagnostic technique for the

detection of incipient fault conditions w ithin liquid-immersed transformers by detecting certain key

gases. DGA has been wi dely used throug hout the industr y as the primar y diagnostic tool for transformer

maintenance, and it is of major impor tance in a transformer owner’s loss-prevention program.

Data have been acquired from the analysis of samples from electrical equipment in the factor y,

laborator y, and field installations over the years. A large body of information relating certain fault

conditions to the various gases that can be detected and easily quantified by gas chromatography has

been developed. The gases that are generally measured and their significance are shown in Table 23.2

(Griffin, 1999). Griffin provides methods for interpreting fault conditions associated with various gas

concentration levels and combinations of these gases (Griffin, 1999).

Laboratory-based DGA programs are typically conducted on a periodic basis dictated by the appli-

cation or transformer type. Some problems with short gestation times may go undetected between

normal laboratory test intervals. Installation of continuous gas-in-oil monitors may detect the start of

incipient failure conditions, thus allowing the user to confirm the presence of a suspected fault through

laboratory DGA testing. Such an early warning might enable the user to plan necessary steps required to

identify the fault and implement corrective actions. Existing technology can determine gas type,

concentration, trending, and production rates of generated gases. The rate of change of gases dissolved

in oil is a valuable diagnostic that is useful in determining the severity of a developing fault. A

conventional unscheduled gas-in-oil analysis is typically performed after an alarm condition has been

reported. The application of on-line dissolved-gas monitoring considerably reduces the risk of detection

failure or of a delay in detecting fault initialization because of the typically long intervals between on-site

oil sampling.

Laboratory-based sampling and analysis with a frequency sufficient to obtain real-time feedback

becomes impractical and too expensive. For critical transformers, on-line gas-in-oil monitors can

provide timely and continuous information in a manner that permits load adjustments to prevent

excessive gassing from initiating thermal-type faults. This can keep a transformer operating for many

months while ensuring that safety limits are observed.
23.3.1.1.2 Gas Sensor Development

Early attempts to identify and document the gases found in energized transformers date from 1919. This

analysis was conducted by liquid column chromatography (Myers et al., 1981). An early type of gas

monitor, still in use in many locations, is a device similar to the Buchholz relay, which was developed in

the late 1920s. This type of relay detects and measures the pressure of free gas generated in the

transformer and indicates an alarm signal.

The gas chromatograph was first applied to this area in the early 1960s. Its ability to differentiate and

quantify the various gases that are generated and found in the insulating oil of transformers and other

electrical equipment has proven quite useful (Myers et al., 1981). Beginning in the late 1970s and

continuing to the present, efforts have been made to develop a gas chromatograph for on-line

applications. These efforts have been focused on analyzing gases in the gas space of transformers and

on extracting the gases from transformer oil and injecting the gases into the gas chromatograph.

Recently, on-site laboratory-quality analyses have become available utilizing a portable gas chromato-

graph that is not permanently connected to the transformer.

In the 1980s and early 1990s, an alternative method to using gas chromatography was developed.

Sensors based on fuel-cell technology and thermal conductivity detection (TCD) were developed.
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TABLE 23.1 Main Tank Transformer Components, Failure Mechanisms, and Measured Signals

Component

General Specific Phenomenon Measured Signals

Noncurrent-carrying

metal components

Core Overheating of

laminations

Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature

Line currents

Voltage

Hydrogen (minor overheating)

Multigas, particularly ethane,

ethylene, and methane (moderate

or severe overheating)

Frames Overheating due to

circulating currents,

leakage flux

Top and bottom temperatures

Clamping Ambient temperature

Cleats Line currents

Shielding Voltage

Tank walls Multigas, particularly ethane,

ethylene, and methane

Core ground Floating core and

shield grounds

create discharge

Hydrogen or multigas

Magnetic shield Acoustic and electric PD

Winding insulation Cellulose: Paper,

pressboard,

wood products

Local and general

overheating and

excessive aging

Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature

Line currents

RS moisture in oil

Multigas, particularly carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide,

and oxygen

Severe hot spot Top and bottom temperatures

Overheating Ambient temperature

Line currents

Moisture in oil

Multigas, particularly carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide, ethane,

hydrogen, and oxygen

Moisture

contamination

Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature

Relative saturation of moisture in oil

Bubble generation Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature

Total percent dissolved gas-in-oil

Line currents

Relative saturation of moisture in oil

Hydrogen

Acoustic and electric PD

Partial discharge Hydrogen or multigas

Acoustic and electric PD

Liquid insulation Moisture

contamination

Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature

Relative saturation of moisture in oil

Partial discharge Hydrogen

Acoustic and electric PD

Arcing Hydrogen and acetylene

Local overheating Ethylene, ethane, methane

Cooling system Fans Electrical failures of

pumps and fans

Motor (fan, pump) currents

Pumps Top-oil temperature

Temperature-

measurement

devices

Line currents
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Failure or inaccuracy of

top liquid or winding

temperature

indicators or alarms

Ambient temperature Top and

bottom temperatures Line currents

Internal cooling

path

Defects or physical

damage in the

directed flow system

Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature Line currents

Localized hot spots Carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide

Radiators and

coolers

Internal or external

blocking of radiators

resulting in poor heat

exchange

Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature Line currents

Oil and winding

temperature

forecasting

Overloading of

transformer

Top and bottom temperatures

Ambient temperature

Line currents

Moisture in oil Multigas, particularly

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,

and oxygen

Source : Based on IEEE Guide C57.104. With permission.

TABLE 23.1 (continued) Main Tank Transformer Components, Failure Mechanisms, and Measured Signals

Component

General Specific Phenomenon Measured Signals
Both methods use membrane technologies to separate dissolved gases from the transformer oil and

produce voltage signals proportional to the amount of dissolved gases. The fuel-cell sensor senses

hydrogen and carbon monoxide together with small amounts of other hydrocarbon gases. This method

has been successful in providing an early warning of detecting incipient faults initiated by the dielectric

breakdown of the insulating fluid and the cellulose found in the solid insulation.

Subsequent efforts have been targeted toward measuring the other gases that can be produced inside

the transformer that are detectable by gas chromatography. These efforts are designed to provide on-line

access to data that can then be used to indicate the need for further sampling of the insulating oil. The oil

is then analyzed in the laboratory to confirm the monitoring data.
TABLE 23.2 Gases Typically Found in Transformer Insulating Liquid under Fault Conditions

Gas Chemical Formula Predominant Source

Nitrogen N2 Inert gas blanket, atmosphere

Oxygen O2 Atmosphere

Hydrogena H2 Partial discharge

Carbon dioxide CO2 Overheated cellulose, atmosphere

Carbon monoxidea CO Overheated cellulose, air pollution

Methanea CH4 Overheated oil (hot metal gas)

Ethanea C2H6 Overheated oil

Ethylenea C2H4 Very overheated oil (may have trace of C2H2)

Acetylenea C2H2 Arcing in oil

aDenotes combustible gas. Overheating can be caused both by high temperatures and by unusual or

abnormal electrical stress.
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During the mid-1990s, a multigas on-line DGA monitor that could detect and quantify the gas

concentrations in parts per million (ppm) was developed (Chu et al., 1993; 1994). This monitor samples

all seven key gases and was designed to provide sufficient dissolved-gas data, ensuring that analysis and

interpretation of faults could take place on-line using the criteria provided in IEEE standards (IEEE

C57.104). The sampling approach is noninvasive, with both the extraction and sensor systems external

to the transformer (Glodjo, 1998). The system takes multiple oil samples per day and senses changes in

the absolute values of gas concentrations and in the ratios of the concentrations of particular selected

gases. This information is analyzed along with the transformer load and temperature levels, environ-

mental conditions, and known fault conditions from repair records and diagnostic software programs.

A second system developed uses membrane extraction technology combined with infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR) sensing for all gases except hydrogen. For hydrogen, this system uses fuel-cell technology. It can

also detect all seven key gases (per IEEE Std. C57.104).

23.3.1.2 Moisture in Oil

The measurement of moisture in oil is a routine test (in addition to other physical characteristics of

the oil) performed in the laboratory on a sample taken from the transformer. The moisture level

of the sample is evaluated with the sample temperature and the winding temperature of the trans-

former. This combination of data is vital in determining the relative saturation of moisture in the

cellulose=liquid insulation complex that establishes the dielectric integrity of the transformer. Moisture

in the transformer reduces the insulation strength by decreasing the dielectric strength of the trans-

former’s insulation system. As the transformer warms up, moisture migrates from the solid insulation

into the fluid. The rate of migration is dependent on the conductor temperature and the rate of change

of the conductor temperature. As the transformer cools, the moisture returns to the solid insulation

at a slower rate. The time constants for these migrations depend on the design of the transformer and

the solid and liquid components in use. The combination of moisture, heat, and oxygen are the key

conditions that indicate accelerated degradation of the cellulose. Excessive amounts of moisture can

accelerate the degradation process of the cellulose and prematurely age the transformer’s insulation

system. The existence of a particular type of furanic compound in the oil is also an indication of

moisture in the cellulose insulation.

Moisture-in-oil sensors were first successfully tested and used in the early 1990s (Oommen,

1991; 1993). The sensors measure the relative saturation of the water in oil, which is a more mean-

ingful measure than the more familiar units of parts per million (ppm). Continuous measure-

ments allow for detection of the true moisture content of the transformer insulation system and

of the hazardous conditions that may occur during temperature cycling, thereby helping to prevent

transformer failures.

23.3.1.3 Partial Discharge

One cause of transformer failures is dielectric breakdown. Failure of the dielectrics inside trans-

formers is often preceded by partial-discharge activity. A significant increase either in the partial-

discharge (PD) level or in the rate of increase of partial-discharge level can provide an early indication

that changes are evolving inside the transformer. Since partial discharge can lead to complete break-

down, it is desirable to monitor this parameter on-line. Partial discharges in oil will produce hydrogen

dissolved in the oil. However, the dissolved hydrogen may or may not be detected, depending on

the location of the PD source and the time necessary for the oil to carry or transport the dissolved

hydrogen to the location of the sensor. The PD sources most commonly encountered are moisture in the

insulation, cavities in solid insulation, metallic particles, and gas bubbles generated due to some fault

condition.

The interpretation of detected PD activity is not straightforward. No general rules exist that correlate

the remaining life of a transformer to PD activity. As part of the routine factory acceptance tests, most

transformers are tested to have a PD level below a specified value. From a monitoring and diagnostic
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view, detection of PD above this level is therefore cause for an alarm, but it is not generally cause for a

tripping action. These realities illustrate one of the many difficulties encountered in PD diagnosis. The

results need to be interpreted with knowledge of the studied equipment. Two methods are used for

measuring partial discharges: electrical and acoustic. Both of these have attracted considerable attention,

but neither is able to yield an unambiguous PD measurement without additional procedures.

23.3.1.3.1 Electrical Method

The electrical signals from PD are in the form of a unipolar pulse with a rise time that can be as

short as nanoseconds (Morshuis, 1995). Two electrical procedures for partial-discharge measure-

ment exist. These give results in microvolts or picocoulombs. There is no fundamental conver-

sion between the procedures applicable to all cases. The signals exhibit a very wide frequency content.

The high frequencies are attenuated when the signal propagates through the equipment and the

network. The detected signal frequency is dependent both on the original signal and the measurement

method.

Electrical PD detection methods are generally hampered by electrical interference signals from

surrounding equipment and the network, as illustrated in Figure 23.1. Any on-line PD sensing method

has to find a way to minimize the influence of such signals. One way is to use a directional high-

frequency field sensor (Lemke, 1987). The high detection frequency limits the disturbance from PD

sources at a distance, and the directionality simplifies a remote scan of many objects. Therefore, this type

of sensor seems most appropriate for periodic surveillance. It is not known whether this principle has

been tried in a continuous monitoring system.

A popular method to interpret PD signals is to study their occurrence and amplitude as a function

of the power-phase position; this is called phase-resolved PD analysis (PRPDA). This method can

give valuable insight into the type of PD problem present. It is suggested that by identifying typical

problem patterns in a PRPDA, one could minimize external influences (Fruth and Fuhr, 1990). The

conceptual difficulty with this method is that the problem type must be known beforehand, which is not

always the case. Second, the relevant signals may be corrupted by an external disturbance.
Open air substation
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FIGURE 23.1 Electric PD measurements on transformers in underground and open-air substations. The overhead

transmission lines cause a multitude of signals, making a PD measurement very insensitive. Underground stations

are generally fed by cables that attenuate the high-frequency signals from the network, and PD measurements are

quite sensitive. Horizontal scale in seconds, vertical scale in mV.
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There have been many attempts to use neural networks or adaptive digital filters (Wenzel et al.,

1995a), but it is not clear if this has led to a standard method. The problem with this approach is that the

measured and the background signals are very similar, and the variation within each of the groups may

be much larger than the difference between them. Adaptive filters and neural networks have been used to

diminish other background sources such as medium-wave radio and rectifier pulses.

These methods employ a single sensor for the PD measurement. If several sensors of different types or

at different locations are employed, the possibilities of reducing external influences are greatly enhanced.

Generally, the multisensor approach can be split into two branches: separate detection of external signals

and energy flow measurements.

When there is a clear source for the disturbing signals, it is tempting to use a separate sensor as a

pickup for those and simply turn off the PD measurements when the external level is too large. Methods

like this have the disadvantage of being insensitive during some portion of the measurement time. In

addition, a very large signal from the equipment under study may be detected by the external pickup as

well, and thus be rejected.

Energy-flow measurements use both an inductive and a capacitive sensor to measure current and

voltage in the PD pulse (Eriksson et al., 1995; Wenzel et al., 1995b). By careful tuning of the signals from

the two sensors, they can be reliably multiplied, and the polarity of the resulting energy pulse determines

whether the signal originated inside or outside the apparatus. This approach seems to be the most

promising for on-line electric PD detection.

23.3.1.3.2 Acoustic Method

Like electrical methods, acoustic methods have a long history of use for PD detection. The sensitivity can

be shown to be comparable with electric sensing. Acoustic signals are generated from bubble formation

and collapse during the PD event, and these signals have frequencies of approximately 100 kHz

(Bengtsson et al., 1993). Like the electric signals, the high frequencies are generally attenuated during

propagation. Due to the limited propagation velocity, acoustic signals are commonly used for location of

PD sources.

The main advantage of acoustic detection is that disturbing signals from the electric network do not

interfere with the measurement. As the acoustic signal propagates from the PD source to the sensor, it

generally encounters different materials. Some of these materials can attenuate the signal considerably;

furthermore, each material interface further attenuates the propagated signal. Therefore, acoustic signals

can only be detected within a limited distance from the source. Consequently, the sensitivity for PD

inside transformer windings, for example, may be quite low. In typical applications, many acoustic

sensors are carefully distributed around the tested equipment (Eleftherion, 1995; Bengtsson et al., 1997).

Though not disturbed by the electric network, external influences in the form of rain or wind and

non-PD vibration sources, like loose parts and cooling fans, will generate acoustic signals that interfere

with the PD detection. One way to decrease the external influence is to use acoustic waveguides

(Harrold, 1983) that detect signals from inside the transformer tank. This solution is typically only

considered for permanent monitoring of important transformers. As an alternative, phase-position

analysis can be used to reject these disturbances (Bengtsson et al., 1997).

A transformer generates disturbing acoustic signals in the form of core noise, which can extend up to

the 50 to 100-kHz region. To diminish this disturbance, acoustic sensors with sensitivity in the 150-kHz

range are usually employed (Eleftherion, 1995). Such sensors may, however, have less sensitivity to PD

signals as well (Bengtsson et al., 1997). The properties of these signals are such that it is relatively easy to

distinguish them from PD signals; thus, their main effect is to limit sensitivity.

Regarding the electric multisensor systems discussed here, there are a few descriptions of combined

electric and acoustic PD monitoring systems for transformers in the literature (Wang et al., 1997).

Rather elaborate software must be employed to utilize the potential sensitivity of these systems. If both

the acoustic and the electric parts are designed with the considerations above in mind and an effective

software constructed, systems like this will become effective yet costly.
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23.3.1.4 Oil Temperatures

Overheating or overloading can cause transformer failures. Continuous measurement of the top-oil

temperature is an important factor in maximizing the service life. Top-oil temperature, ambient

temperature, load (current), fan=pump operations, and direct readings of winding temperatures (if

available) can be combined in algorithms to determine hottest-spot temperature and manage the overall

temperature conditions of the transformer.

23.3.1.5 Winding Temperatures

There is a direct correlation between winding temperature and normally expected service life of a

transformer. The hottest-spot temperature of the winding is one of a number of limiting factors for the

load capability of transformers. Insulation materials lose their mechanical strength with prolonged

exposure to excessive heat. This can result in tearing and displacement of the paper and dielectric

breakdown, resulting in premature failures. Conventional winding temperature measurements are not

typically direct; the hot spot is indirectly calculated from oil temperature and load current measure-

ments using a widely recommended and described test method (Domun, 1994; Duval and Lamarre,

1977; Feser et al., 1993; Fox, 1983; IEEE, 1995). Fiber-optic temperature sensors can be installed in the

winding only when the transformer is manufactured, rebuilt, or refurbished. Two sensor types are

available: optical fibers that measure the temperature at one point, and distributed optical fibers that

measure the temperature along the length of the winding. Since a distributed fiber-optic temperature

sensor is capable of measuring the temperature along the fiber as a function of distance, it can replace a

large number of discrete sensors and allow a real-time measurement of the temperature distribution.

23.3.1.6 Load Current and Voltage

Maximum loading of transformers is restricted by the temperature to which the transformer and

its accessories can be exposed without excessive loss of life. Continuous on-line monitoring of current

and voltage coupled with temperature measurements can provide a means to gauge thermal perform-

ance. Load current and voltage monitoring can also automatically track the loading peaks of

the transformer, increase the accuracy of simulated computer load-flow programs, provide indivi-

dual load profiles to assist in distribution-system planning, and aid in dynamically loading the

transformer.

23.3.1.7 Insulation Power Factor

The dielectric loss in any insulation system is the power dissipated by the insulation when an ac

voltage is applied. All electrical insulation has a measurable quantity of dielectric loss, regardless of

condition. Good insulation usually has a very low loss. Normal aging of an insulating material causes the

dielectric loss to increase. Contamination of insulation by moisture or chemical substances can cause

losses to be higher than normal. Physical damage from electrical stress or other outside forces also affects
IT
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FIGURE 23.2 Power-factor

graphical representation.
the level of losses.

When an ac voltage is applied to insulation, the leakage current

flowing through the insulation has two components, one resistive and

the other capacitive. This is depicted in Figure 23.2. The power factor

is a dimensionless ratio of the resistive current (IR) to total current

(IT) flowing through the insulation and is given by the cosine of

the angle u depicted in Figure 23.2. The dissipation factor, also known

as tan delta, is a dimensionless ratio of the resistive current to the reactive

current flowing through the insulation and is the tangent of the angle

d in Figure 23.2. By convention, these factors are usually expressed

in percent. Due to the fact that theta is expected to be large, usually

approaching 90 degrees, and delta is commensurately small, the

power factor and dissipation factor are often considered to be essen-

tially equal.
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23.3.1.8 Pump/Fan Operation

The most frequent failure mode of the cooling system is the failure of pumps and fans. The objective of

continuous on-line analysis of pumps and fans is to determine if they are on when they are supposed to

be on and are off when they are supposed to be off. This is accomplished by measuring the currents

drawn by pumps and fans and correlating them with the measurement of the temperature that controls

the cooling system. This can also be accomplished by measuring pump=fan current and top-oil

temperature. Mode of operation is verified based on current level. Normal operational modes indicate

rotation of fan blades and correct rotation of pump impeller. Abnormal operational modes are usually

the result of improper control wiring to those devices.

Pump failures due to malfunctioning bearings could be a source of metallic particles, and

such particles could be a potential dielectric hazard. Sensors that detect bearing wear are available.

The ultrasonic sensors are embedded in the pump bearings and measure the bearing length, thus

determining whether metal loss is occurring.

Furthermore, continuous on-line analysis should take into account that:

. The temperature that controls the cooling system can differ from the temperature measured by

the diagnostic system.
. The initial monitoring parameters are set for the cooling stages based on the original transformer

design. Any modifications to the cooling sequences or upgrades must be noted, since this will

change the monitoring system output.
. The sensitivity of the diagnostic system is influenced by the number of motors that are measured

by each current sensor.

23.3.2 Instrument Transformers

The techniques available to monitor instrument transformers on-line can be focused on fewer possible

degradation mechanisms than those for monitoring power transformers. However, the mechanisms by

which instrument transformers fail are among the most difficult to detect on-line and are not easy to

simulate or accelerate in the laboratory.

23.3.2.1 Failure Mechanisms Associated with Instrument Transformers

While the failure rates of instrument transformers around the world are generally low, the large numbers

of installed instrument transformers has led to the development of a database of failures and failure

statistics. One problem associated with compiling a database of failures of porcelain-housed instrument

transformers is that such failures are often catastrophic, leaving little evidence to determine the cause of

the fault. Nevertheless, the following mechanisms have been observed and identified as probable causes

of failure.

23.3.2.1.1 Moisture Ingress

Moisture ingress is commonly identified as a cause of failure of instrument transformers. The ingress

of moisture into the instrument transformer can occur through loss of integrity of a mechanical seal,

e.g., gaskets. The moisture penetrates the oil and oil=paper insulation (which increases the losses in

the insulating materials) and failure then follows. This would appear to be a particular problem if the

moisture penetrates to certain high-stress regions within the instrument transformer. The increase in

the dielectric losses will be detected as a change in the power factor of the material and will also appear as

increased moisture levels in oil quality tests.

23.3.2.1.2 Partial Discharge

The insulation of instrument transformers may have voids within it. Such voids will undergo partial

discharge if subjected to a high enough electric field. Such discharges may produce aggressive chemical

by-products, which then enlarge the size of the void, causing an increase in the energy of the discharge
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within the void. Eventually, these small partial discharges can degrade individual insulation layers,

resulting in the short-circuiting of stress grading layers. Such a developing fault can be detected in two

ways. One is the observance of a change in the capacitance of the device (through the shorting of one

stress grading layer), and which may reflect as a change in tan delta. The second is an increase in the

partial discharge levels (in pC) associated with the failing item.

23.3.2.1.3 Overvoltages

Overvoltages produced by induced lightning surges are also a failure mechanism, particularly where

thunderstorms occurred in the vicinity of the failure. More recently, the observance of fast rise-time

transients (Trise � 100 hs) in substations during disconnect switch operations has led to concerns that

these transients may cause damage to the insulation of instrument transformers. There is significant

speculation that instrument transformers do not perform well when exposed to a number of disconnect

switch operations in quick succession. These disconnector-generated fast transients will remain a

suspected cause of failure until more is understood about the stress distribution within the instrument

transformer under these conditions. Switching overvoltages are an additional source of overstressing

that may lead to insulation failure.

23.3.2.1.4 Through-Faults

In order to prevent failures due to the mechanisms outlined above, experience seems to indicate that

slower-forming faults are probably detectable and preventable, while fast-forming faults due to damage

caused by lightning strikes will be difficult to detect quickly enough to prevent consequential failure of

the transformer.

Another possible mechanism may relate to mechanical damage to the insulation after a current trans-

former (CT) has been subjected to fault current through its primary winding. After current transformer

failures, it is often observed in retrospect that one to two weeks prior to the failure the CT had been

subjected to a through-fault. Again, it is difficult to state that damage is caused to the CT under these

conditions, and additional information would be required before this mechanism can be considered a

probable cause of failure.

23.3.2.2 Instrument Transformer On-Line Monitoring Methods

On-line techniques for the measurement of relative tan delta and relative capacitance (by comparing

individual units against a larger population of similar units) have been installed by a number of utilities,

with reports of some success in identifying suspect units. On-line partial-discharge measurement

techniques may provide important additional information as to the condition of the insulation within

the instrument transformer, but research and development work is still under way in order to address

issues related to noise rejection vs. required sensitivity and on-site calibration. Other possible future

developments may include on-line dissolved-gas analyzers that will be able to detect all gases associated

with the partial-discharge degradation of oil=paper insulation. The following subsections review

applicable methods for on-line monitoring of instrument transformers.

23.3.2.2.1 Relative Tan Delta and Relative Capacitance Measurements

Off-line partial discharge and tan delta monitoring are well-established techniques. These can be

supplemented by taking small samples of mineral oil from the instrument transformer for DGA. The

development of on-line monitoring techniques is ongoing, but significant progress has been made,

particularly with respect to on-line tan delta and capacitance measurements. Laboratory-type tan delta

and capacitance measurements usually require a standard low-loss capacitor at the voltage rating of the

equipment under test, such that a sensitive bridge technique can be used to determine the capacitance

and the tan delta (also know as the insulation power factor) of the insulation. This is not practical for

on-line measurements.
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This problem is overcome by relying on relative measurements, in which the insulation of one

instrument transformer is compared with the insulation of the other instrument transformers that are

installed in the same substation. By comparing sufficient numbers of instrument transformers with

other similar units, changes in one unit (not explained as normal statistical fluctuations due to changes

in loading and ambient temperatures) can be identified. There are two commercially available units that

monitor tan delta on-line. In the first, the ground current from each of the three single-phase instrument

transformers is detected. This is done by isolating the base of the instrument transformer from its base

except at one connection point, which then forms the only current path to ground. This current can then

be measured using a suitable sensor. The current consists of two components: a capacitive component

(the capacitance of a typical CT to earth being on the order of 0.5 to 1 hF) and a resistive compo-

nent dependent upon the insulation loss factor or tan delta of the insulation within the instrument

transformer. If each of the three instrument transformers is in similar condition and of similar design,

then the phasor sum of the three-phase currents to earth is essentially zero. Any resistive component of

current to earth causes slight phase and magnitude shifts in these currents. If all three units on each

phase have a low tan delta, then changes in one unit with respect to the other two can be readily

detected. As the insulation deteriorates, and possibly as a grading layer is shorted out, a change in the

capacitance of the unit will be reflected as a change in the capacitive current to earth. As the

measurements are made with respect to other similar units, such measurements are referred to as

relative tan delta and relative capacitance change measurements. Figure 23.3 shows this arrangement

schematically.

Another technique involves comparing each instrument transformer with a number of different units,

possibly on the same busbar or on each of three phases. The capacitive and resistive current flows to

earth are monitored, and the results for each instrument transformer can then be compared with those

values measured on other units. Relative changes in tan delta and capacitance can then be determined,

and an alarm is raised if these exceed norms established from software algorithms.

These two techniques are currently in service and have achieved success in detecting instrument

transformers behaving in a manner that is markedly different from other similar units. Both measure-

ment tools are trending instruments by detecting changes of certain parameters for a large sample of

units over a period of time. Consequently, they can identify an individual unit or units performing

outside the parameter variations seen for other units.
Ic
Ir

I total = Ir + Ic

Measurement impedance

Model of CT insulation

Phase conductor

FIGURE 23.3 Schematic representation of relative tan delta measurements.
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23.3.2.2.2 On-Line Gas Analysis

The fuel-cell sensor-membrane technolog y that has been applied w idely to power transformers w ith

circulating oil can be applied to instrument transformers. However, in instrument transformers, the oil

is confined, and this confinement can affect sensor operation. Installation can require factor y modifi-

cations, depending on the t y pe of sensor that is installed (Boisseau and Tantin, 1993). Ty pically, the

hydrogen sensor is located in an area where the oil is stagnant, especially during periods of low ambient

temperatures. This arrangement results in poor accuracy for low hydrogen-concentration levels. For

significant hydrogen concentrations (above 300 ppm) in stagnant oil, the accuracy has been determined

to be acceptable (Cummings et al., 1988). These constraints may not apply to the thermal conductiv it y

detection ( TCD) technolog y. In this case, the sensor is located externally to the apparatus and utilizes

active oil circulation throug h the monitor while also prov iding continuous moisture-level monitoring .

23.3.2.2.3 On-Line Par tial Discharge Measurements

On-line par tial-discharge measurement techniques that were discussed in the section on power trans-

formers (Section 23.3.1) are also applicable to instrument transformers.

23.3.2.2.4 Pressure

Due to par tial-discharge activ it y inside the tank, gases can be formed, which increases the pressure after

the gases saturate the oil. A threshold-pressure swi tch can be used to perform this measurement. The

operation of this sensor is possible w ith an inflatable bellows that is placed between the expansion

dev ice and the enclosure. The installation of the dev ice t y pically requires factor y modification. In some

applications, pressure sensors take a considerable amount of time (on the order of months) to detect any

significant pressure change. The sensitivi t y of this t y pe of measurement is less than that of hydrogen and

par tial-discharge sensors (Boisseau and Tantin, 1993). Pressure sensors are also available that mount on

the drain valve (Cummings et al., 1988).
23.3.3 Bushings

Bushings are subjected to hig h dielectric and thermal stresses, and bushing failures are one of the leading

causes of forced outages and transformer failures. The methods of detecting deterioration of the bushing

insulation have been well understood for decades, and conventional off-line diagnostics are ver y effective

at discovering problems. The challenge facing a maintenance engineer is that some problems have

gestation time (i.e., going from good condition to failure) that is shor ter than t y pical routine test

inter vals. Since on-line monitoring of power-factor and capacitance can be performed continuously, and

with the same sensitivity as the off-line measurement, deciding whether to apply an on-line system is

reduced to an economic exercise of weighing the direct and strategic benefits with the cost.

23.3.3.1 Failure Mechanisms Associated with Bushings

The two most common bushing failure mechanisms are moisture contamination and partial discharge.

Moisture usually enters the bushing via deterioration of gasket material or cracks in terminal connec-

tions, resulting in an increase in the dielectric loss and insulation power factor. The presence of tracking

over the surface or burn-through of the condenser core is typically associated with partial discharge. The

first indication of this type of problem is an initial increase in power factor. As the deterioration

progresses, increases in capacitance will be observed.

23.3.3.2 On-Line Bushing Power-Factor and Capacitance Measurements

Measurement of power factor and capacitance is a useful and reliable diagnostic indicator. The sum-

current method is a very sensitive method for obtaining these parameters on-line. The basic principle of

the sum-current method is based on the fact that the sums of the voltage and current phasors are zero in

a symmetrical three-phase system. Therefore, analysis of bushing condition can be performed by adding
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FIGURE 23.4 Bushing sum-current measurements.
the current phasors from the capacitance or power-factor taps, as depicted in Figure 23.4. If the bushings

are identical and system voltages are perfectly balanced, the sum current, IS, will equal zero.

In reality, bushings are never identical, and system voltages are never perfectly balanced. As a result,

the sum current is a nonzero value and is unique for each set of bushings. The initial sum current can

be learned, and the condition of the bushings can be determined by evaluating changes in the sum-

current phasor. By using software techniques and an expert system to analyze changes to the sum current,

changes in either the capacitance or power factor of any of the bushings being monitored can be

detected, as shown in Figure 23.5.

Figure 23.5a depicts a change that is purely resistive, i.e., only the in-phase component of current is

changing. It is due to a change in C1 insulation power factor, and it results in the current phasor change

DIA
0 from IA

0 to IA
0. The change in current is in phase with A-phase line voltage, VA, and it is equal to IS

0.

This is then evidence of a power factor increase for the A-phase bushing.

Figure 23.5b depicts a change that is purely capacitive, i.e., only a quadrature component of current is

changing. In this case, the change is due to a change in C1 insulation capacitance, and it results in the

current phasor change DIA
00 from IA

0 to IA
00. The change in current leads the voltage VA by 908, and it is

equal to IS
00.

Expert systems are also used to determine whether the sum-current change is related to actual bushing

deterioration or changes in environmental conditions such as fluctuations in system voltages, changes in

bushing or ambient temperature, and changes in surface conditions (Lachman, 1999).
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FIGURE 23.5 Analysis of bushing sum currents: (a) change in current phasor due to change in power factor of

bushing A; (b) change in current phasor due to change in capacitance of bushing A.
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23.3.4 Load Tap Changers

High maintenance costs for load tap changers (LTC) result from several causes. The main reasons

include: misalignment of contacts, poor design of the contacts, hig h loads, excessive number of tap

changes, mechanical failures, and coking caused by contact heating . Load-tap-changer failures account

for approximately 41% of substation transformer failures (Bengtsson, 1996; CIGRE, 1983).

LTC contact wear occurs as the LTC operates to maintain a constant voltage w ith var y ing loads. This

mechanical erosion is a normal operating characteristic, but the rate can be accelerated by improper

design, faulty installation, and hig h loads. If an excessive-wear situation is undetected, the contacts can

burn open or weld together. Monitoring a combination of parameters suitable for a par ticular LTC

design can help avoid such failures.

LTC failures are either mechanical or electrical in nature. Mechanical faults include failures of springs,

bearings, shafts, and drive mechanisms. Electrical faults can be attributed to coking of contacts, burning

of transition resistors, and insulation problems (Bengtsson, 1996). This section discusses the various

parameters that can be monitored on-line that w ill give an indication of tap-changer condition.

23.3.4.1 Mechanical Diagnostics for On-Load Tap Changers

A variet y of diagnostic algorithms for on-load tap changers can be implemented using drive-motor

torque or motor-current information. Mechanical and control problems can be detected because

additional friction, contact binding , extended time for tap-changer position transition, and other

anomalies significantly impact torque and current.

A signature, or event record, is captured each time the tap changer moves to a different tap. This event

can be recorded either as motor torque or as a v ibro-acoustic pattern and motor current as a function of

time. The signature can then be examined by several methods to detect mechanical and, in the case

of v ibro-acoustic patterns, electrical (arcing) problems. The follow ing five mechanical parameters can be

monitored on-line:

23.3.4.1.1 Initial Peak Torque or Cur rent

Initial current inrush and start ing torque are related to mechanical static friction and backlash in the

linkages. Monitoring this peak value during the first 50 msec of the event provides a useful diagnostic.

Increasing values are cause for concern.

23.3.4.1.2 Average Torque or Motor Current

Running current or torque provides a measure of dynamic friction and also helps detect binding.

Monitoring the average value after initial inrush=startup is a useful diagnostic measure. Motor-current

measurement is most effective when the motor directly drives the mechanical linkages. Several common

tap-changer designs employ a motor to charge a spring. It is the spring that supplies energy to move the

linkages during a tap change. In this case, motor-current measurement is not very effective at detecting

mechanical trouble. Torque or force sensors measuring drive force will yield the desired information.

A monitoring system is available that determines the torque curve by measuring the active power of the

motor. Anomalies in the torque curve are detected by using an expert system that performs a separate

assessment of the indivi dual functions of a swi tching operation (Leibfried et al., 1998). Figure 23.6 is a

sample torque curve for a resistance-type tap changer.

23.3.4.1.3 Motor-Current Index

The area under the motor-current curve is called the motor index and is usually given in ampere-cycles,

based on the power frequency. A similar parameter based on torque can be used. This parameter

characterizes the initial inrush, average running conditions, and total running time. Not all types of tap-

changer operations have similar index values. An operation through neutral can have a significantly

higher index as the reversing switch is exercised. Similarly, tap-changer raise operations can have

different index values, depending on whether the previous operation was also a ‘‘raise’’ or a ‘‘lower.’’
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FIGURE 23.6 Sample torque curve.
This is related primarily to linkage backlash. Figure 23.7 shows an example of the motor-current cur ve

for a load tap changer, and Figure 23.8 shows an example of the motor-current index.

Sequential controls and other operational issues must also be considered. For example, the index

w ill be ver y large if the tap changer moves more than one step during an operation. The index wi ll

be ver y small if the control calls for a tap change and then rescinds the request before seal-in. All of

these situations must be considered when performing diagnostics based on motor-current or torque

measurements.

23.3.4.1.4 Contact-Wear Model

Monitoring systems are available in which an exper t system is used to calculate the total wear on the

tap-changer sw itch contacts. The system issues a recommendation concerning when the contacts should
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FIGURE 23.7 Load-tap-changer motor current during a tap-changing event.
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be replaced. The model used by the expert system is based on tap-changer switch-life tests and field

experience.

23.3.4.1.5 Position Determination

Monitoring systems are available that determine the exact position of the fine tap selector during a

switching operation. The system uses this information to correlate tap position with the motor torque.

In this manner, the position of the tap changer after a completed switching operation is determined, and

the end position of the tap-changer range of operation is monitored.

23.3.4.2 Thermal Diagnostics for On-Load Tap Changers

A variety of diagnostic algorithms for on-load tap changers can be implemented using temperature data.

The heat-transfer pattern resulting from energy losses results in a temperature profile that is easily

measured with external temperature sensors. Temperature profiles are normally influenced by weather

conditions, cooling-bank status, and electrical load. However, abnormal sources of energy (losses)

also impact the temperature profile, thus providing a method of detection. The following four

electrical=thermal parameters can be monitored on-line.

23.3.4.2.1 Temperature

The simplest temperature-related diagnostic involves monitoring the temperature level. Load-tap-

changer temperature in excess of a certain level may be an indication of equipment trouble. However,

there are also many factors that normally influence temperature level. One LTC-monitoring system

measures the temperature of the diverter-switch oil and the main-tank oil temperature as a way to

estimate the overload capacity of the tap changer.

23.3.4.2.2 Simple Differential Temperature

Another simple algorithm involves monitoring the temperature difference between the main tank

and load-tap-changer compartment for those tap-changer designs in which the tap changer is in a

compartment separate from the main tank. Under normal operating conditions, the main-tank tem-

perature is higher than the tap-changer compartment temperature. This result is expected, given the

energy losses in the main tank and general flow of thermal energy from that point to other regions of
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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FIGURE 23.9 Sample differential-temperature measurement. The top trace is the main-tank top-oil temperature,

and the bottom trace is the LTC compartment temperature.
the equipment. Differential temperature is most effective on external tap-changer designs because this

arrangement naturally results in larger temperature differences. Smaller differences are expected on tap

changers that are physically located inside the main tank.

Many factors influence differential temperature. Excessive losses caused by bad contacts in the tap

changer are detectable. However, load-tap-changer temperature can exceed main-tank temperature

periodically under normal conditions. Short-term (hourly) variations in electrical load, weather condi-

tions, and cooling-bank activation can result in main-tank temperatures below the tap changer. Reliable

diagnostic algorithms must account for these normal variations in some way. Figure 23.9 is a graphical

representation of the top-oil temperature in the main tank and of the LTC compartment temperature.

23.3.4.2.3 Differential Temperature with Trending

Trending is one method used to distinguish between normal and abnormal differential temperature.

When the load-tap-changer temperature exceeds the main-tank temperature, the temperature trends are

examined. If the tap-changer temperature is decreasing, this is deemed a normal condition. However, if

the tap changer temperature exceeds the main-tank temperature and is increasing, an equipment

problem may be indicated.

23.3.4.2.4 Temperature Index

Another method used to examine temperature differential involves computing the area between the two

temperature curves over a rolling window of time (usually one week). This quantity is called the

temperature index and is usually expressed in units of degree-hours. Normal temperature difference

(main tank above tap changer) is counted as ‘‘negative’’ area, and the reverse is ‘‘positive’’ area.

Therefore, over a period of seven days, the index reflects the general relationship between the two

measurements without changing significantly due to normal daily variations in temperature. Under

abnormal conditions, the index will exhibit an increasing trend as the load tap changer tends to run

hotter relative to the main tank. This method eliminates false alarms associated with simple differential

monitoring, but it responds slowly to abnormal conditions. A change in tap-changer temperature

characteristics that takes place over the course of several hours will require several days to be reflected

in the index. This response time is usually adequate, as the problem developing within the LTC normally

requires an extended period to progress to the point where maintenance is required.
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23.3.4.3 Vibro-Acoustic Monitoring

The vibrations caused by various mechanical movements during a tap-changing operation can be

recorded and analyzed for signs of deterioration. This provides continuous control of the transition

time as well as an indication of contact wear and detection of sudden mechanical-rupture faults

(Bengtsson et al., 1998).

Acoustic monitoring of on-load tap changers has been under development. The LTC operation can be

analyzed by recording the acoustic signature and comparing it with the running average representative

of recent operations. The signal is analyzed in distinct frequency bands, which facilitates the distinction

between problems with electrical causes and those with mechanical causes.

Every operation of the tap changer produces a characteristic acoustic wave, which propagates through

the oil and structure of the transformer. Field measurements show that in the case of a properly

functioning tap changer, this vibration pattern proves to be very repeatable over time for a given

operation.

The acoustic signal is split into two frequency bands. Experience has shown that electrical problems

(arcing when there should not be any, notably as for the case of a vacuum-switch-assist LTC) are

detected in a higher frequency band than those mechanical in nature (excessive wear or ruptured

springs). This system has the intelligence to distinguish imminent failure conditions and normal wear

of the LTC to allow for just-in-time maintenance (Foata et al., 1999).

23.3.4.4 Dissolved-Gas Analysis

Analysis of gases dissolved in the oil in the load-tap-changer compartment is proving to be a useful

diagnostic. Key gases for this analysis include acetylene and ethylene. However, any conclusions to be

drawn from a correlation of measured dissolved-gas concentrations with certain types of faults are not

yet well documented. The study is complicated by the fact that the basic design and the materials used in

the particular tap changer are found to significantly affect the DGA results.
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24.1 Introduction

The U.S. uses a voluntary process for the development of nationally recognized power transformer

equipment standards. This chapter describes the U.S. standards accreditation process and provides flow

charts to show how accredited standards are approved. With the International Electrotechnical Com-

mittee (IEC) taking on increased importance, the interaction of the U.S. technical experts with IEC is

also described. Finally, relevant power transformer documents are listed for the key power transformer

equipment standards that guide the U.S. industry.
24.2 Major Standards Organizations
ANSI
 American National Standards Institute
ASC C57
 Accredited Standards Committee ‘‘C57’’ for Power and Distribution Transformers Deactivated December

31, 2002 by decisions of IEEE, NEMA, and C57
IEEE
 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
NEMA
 National Electrical Manufacturers Association
EL & P
 Electric Light and Power Delegation
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24.3 Processes for Acceptance of American National Standards

T h e a cce p t a n ce o f a s t an d ar d a s a n A m e r i c a n n at i o n al st a n d a rd re q u i re s t h at i t b e p ro ces s e d t h ro u g h o n e

o f t h re e m e t h o d s : by c a nv a s s l i st , a ccr e d i t e d st a n d a rd s co m m it t e e ( A S C ) , o r a ccr e d i t e d st a n d a rd s

organization a ction. All t hree methods s hare the co m m o n re q u i re m e n t t h at t h e p ro ces s u s e d h a s b e e n

accredite d by the A meric an Nat ional Standards Institute (ANSI), the methodolog y in corporates due

p ro ces s , a n d co n s e n s u s am o n g i n t e re s ts i s a c h ie ved . I n h e re n t i n t h a t ap p rov al i s p re s e n t a ti o n o f

a cce p t e d o p e r a t i o n a l p ro ce d u re s a n d = or a balloting gro up that is balanced among users, manufacturers,

and general interest groups. Ot h er considerat ions include (1) th at the d ocument is w ithin the scope

p re v i o u s l y re g i s t e re d , ( 2 ) i d e n ti fi e d co n fli c t s a re re s o l ved , a n d ( 3 ) th at k n ow n n a t i o n a l s t a n d a rd s

w e re e x a m in e d t o avo i d d u p l i c a t i o n o r co n fl i c t , any a p p e al h a s b e e n co m p l e t e d a n d t h e A N S I p a t e n t

policy is met.

While the three processes differ in their methods of gaining consensus, all three use common methods

for document submittal to ANSI.

An explanation of the ANSI submittal process is available at http:== web.ansi.org=ro om s= room_16=public=

ans.html http:== we b. an si .o rg = ro o m s =ro om _1 6=public=ans.html.

Here is a brief explanation of BSR-8 and BSR-9 forms:

BSR-8 (request to initiate public review) form is used to submit draft candidate American

national standards for announcement for public review in ANSI’s standards Action. This form may be

submitted multiple times for the same standard if multiple public reviews are required due to sub-

stantive changes in text. It is recommended that the form indicates as much, if a BSR-8 is being

submitted and it is not a first public rev iew. This form is available v ia the ANSI Reference Librar y or v ia

psa@ansi.org < mailto:psa@ansi.org > . BSR-9 (request for formal approval of a standard as an ANS) form

is used to submit candidate American national standards for final approval. All of the information

requested on the form must be provided; the form itself ser ves as a checklist for the evi dence of consensus

that the BSR and the ANSI procedures require. The cer tification section on the form is the developer’s

acknowledgment that all items listed as par t of the cer tification statement are true, e.g., all appeals

have concluded. This form is available v ia the ANSI reference librar y or v ia psa@ansi.org

< mailto:psa@ansi.org > .

An explanation of the accreditation process (accreditation of American national standards developers)

is available at http:== web.ansi.org =rooms=room_16 =public =accredit.html < http:== web.ansi.org =rooms=

room_16 =public =accredit.html>.

24.3.1 Canvass List

The canvass-list method prov ides procedures for seeking approval= acceptance of a document w ithout

the structure of a committee or an organization. Figure 24.1 shows a flow diagram of the ANSI Canvass

list method. Under the canvass list, the originator of a standard seeking its acceptance as an American

national standard (ANS) must assemble, to the extent possible, those who are directly and materially

affected by the activ it y in question. The standards developer conducts a letter ballot or ‘‘canvass’’ of

those interested to determine consensus on a document. Additional interest in par ticipating on a canvass

is sough t throug h an announcement in ANSI’s publication entitled, ‘‘Standards Action.’’ Although

canvass developers provide ANSI with internal procedures used in the development of the draft ANS,

the due process used to determine consensus begins after the draft standard has been developed.

Standards developers using the canvass method must use the procedures provided in Annex B of the

ANSI procedures.
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FIGURE 24.1 ANSI Standards Canvass list approval process.
The balloting group, by the above methods, consists of a balance of interests and affected par ties. To

summarize, once the canvass list is approved and finalized, the document is circulated for voting.

Simultaneously, the manager of the canvass list completes and submits the board for standard rev ision-8

(BSR-8) form for public notification of the under taking and prov iding oppor tunit y for comment from

persons outside the balloted group. Once the balloting period ends, a minimum of 45 days and usually

after 60 days for transformers, the manager completes board for standard rev iew-9 (BSR-9) to prov ide

validation that in the balloting , the proposal received consensus approval and a repor t on how each of

the par ticipants voted. The BSR-9 is for warded to ANSI for the Board of Standard Revi ew action.

Of par ticular concern is that the document rev iew was completed under an open and fair procedure and

that a consensus of the voting group approved its acceptance.

Under w riters Laboratories (UL) uses the canvass-list method to obtain ANSI recognition of UL

documents.

24.3.2 Accredited Standards Committee Deactivated December 31, 2002
by Actions of IEEE, NEMA, and C57

The ASC is a second method for gaining ‘‘national’’ acceptance of a standard. Figure 24.2 shows a flow

diagram of the ANSI committee method. The accredited standards committees are standing committees

of directly and materially affected interests created for the purpose of developing a document and

establishing consensus in suppor t of this document for submission to ANSI. The committee method is

most often used when a standard affects a broad range of diverse interests or where multiple associations
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
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or societies wi th similar interests exist. The committee ser ves as a forum where many different interests,

w ithout a common membership in an organization or societ y, can be represented. Accredited standards

committees are administered by a secretariat, an organization that takes the responsibilit y for prov iding

administrative oversig ht of the committee’s activ ities and ensuring compliance wi th the perti nent

operating procedures.

An accredited standard committee may adopt the procedures provided in Annex A of the ANSI

procedures, or may develop its own operating procedures consistent wi th the requirements of section 2.2

of these procedures.

Under current procedures, ASCs are entities established throug h the coalescence of a balance of

interest groups focused on a par ticular product area. The product area and the committee’s organization

and organizational procedures are approved by ANSI. The ASC char ter is subject to periodic rev iew and

reaffirmation, but, generally, is unobstructed. The ASC has the option to develop and submit standards

for acceptance as ANSs or to process documents that fall wi thin their operational scope that originate in

other bodies—trade associations, business groups, and the like. Documents submitted to ASCs are

subjected to the same procedures for consideration as in the canvass-list method. A BSR-8 is issued upon

receipt of a document for acceptance and the initiation of committee review and vote. The BSR-8

prov ides for public notification of the under taking and for public comment. Once the balloting period is

ended, the BSR-9 report is sent to ANSI confirming the voting and the consensus. ANSI reviews the

repor t and prov ides appropriate approval.

IEEE and NEMA use the ASC to gain ANSI C57 document approvals.

The Electric Light and Power Delegation (EL & P) represents the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and the

Association of Edison Illuminating Companies (AEIC). EL & P, predominantly through EEI, is well

represented in the IEEE Transformers Committee. EL & P is not currently a standards development

organization, but does vote as a delegation on documents that are submitted to ANSI C57 for approval.
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24.3.3 Accredited Standards Organization in Use by IEEE Starting
January 1, 2003

The third method for acceptance is the accredited standards organization. The organization method is

often used by associations and societies that have, among other activ ities, an interest in developing

standards. Figure 24.3 shows a flow diagram of the ANSI standards organization method.

Althoug h par ticipation on the consensus body is open to all interested par ties, members of the

consensus body often par ticipate as members in the association or societ y. The organization method is

the only method of consensus development in which the standards developer must develop its own

operating procedures. These procedures must meet the general requirements of section 2.2 of the ANSI

procedures. By choosing to use this method, flexibilit y is prov ided, allowing the standards developer to

utilize a system that accommodates its par ticular structure and practices.

Under these procedures, an organization demonstrates the openness and balance of its voting groups

and its operating procedures. The ASO’s pur v iew or authorit y for processing documents for acceptance

as an ANS may be restricted to par ticular products or a group of products, depending upon organiza-

tional interests and goals. The documents developed by the ASO and conforming to the interest balance

and openness procedures are submitted to ANSI utilizing the BSR-8 and BSR-9 repor ts, in appropriate

sequence. The ANSI BSR evaluates the documentation and makes its decision using the criteria as in

the other methodologies.

The developer of a standard is presented w ith a range of options in pursuing the document’s

acceptance as an ANS. All methods require prior, or standing , approval until organization scope

is changed from ANSI. The canvass method provides the greatest flexibilit y for the developer but

places a greater involvement in assembling the necessar y balloting group and, therefore, latitude in

determining voting par ticipants. For a developer outside an organization, the canvass list and the ASC

prov ide the greatest and quickest access. The ASO route is not a normal venue for outsiders—or
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standard review-9 
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FIGURE 24.3 ANSI Accredited Standards Organization approval process.
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nonmembers—w ithout special arrangements or agreements from the sponsoring ASO, par ticularly, if

the document falls outside the scope of the organization’s accreditation.

24.4 International Electrotechnical Commission

The IEC is composed of a central office and approximately 100 technical committees and subcommit-

tees. The IEC central office is located in Geneva, Swi tzerland. All balloting of technical documents is

conducted throug h the central office.

The national committees of each countr y are responsible for establishing par ticipation status on the

various technical committees and subcommittees as well as casting votes on the respective ballots.

Par ticipation status by a national committee of a countr y can be either of three categories:
P-member: 
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Grou
To par ticipate actively in the work, with an obligation to vote on all questions formally submitted

for voting within the technical committee or subcommittee, on enquir y drafts and final draft

international standards, and whenever possible, to participate in meetings.
O-member: 
To follow the work as an obser ver, and therefore to receive committee documents and to have the

rig ht to submit comments and to attend meetings.
Non-P-member and

non-O-member :
Such a countr y will have neither the rights nor obligations described above for the work of a

particular committee. Never theless, all national bodies irrespective of their status w ithin a

technical committee or subcommittee have the right to vote on enquir y drafts and on final draft

international standards. All ballots are cast by the national committees of the respective

countries, as one vote per countr y.
The U.S. National Committee is a committee of the ANSI, w ith headquar ters in New York Cit y.

U.S. technical interface w ith IEC TCS =SCS is v ia a technical adv isor y group ( TAG) and a technical

adv isor ( TA). TAGs are administered by an organizational tag administrator. TAs are appointed by

the U.S. National Committee Executive Committee (EXCO) to represent the U.S. interests on the

various technical committees and subcommittees. TA appointments are based on technical

experience and capabilit y. TAs are responsible for establishing TAGs to develop consensus positions of

technical issues and to assist the TAs in technical representation. This includes the nomination of

working-group exper ts.

As stated above, all balloting of technical documents is conducted through the central office of the IEC.

The ballots are first distributed to the national committees. The national committees next send the ballots

to the appropriate technical experts for input. Within the U.S., ballots are submitted to the TA=TAG. The

TA=TAG administrator has the responsibility to distribute the ballot to the TAG for direction and=or

comment. A consensus process is used to be certain that votes are truly representative of the U.S. position.

The TA=TAG administrator sends all recommended actions to the secretary of the USNC. The

secretar y then sends the official U.S. vote to the IEC central office. Figure 24.4 shows a flow diagram

of the IEC ballot process.

24.5 Relevant Power Transformer Standards Documents

There are numerous issued documents that apply to the specifications and performance requirements

for the various power transformers in the industry today. This section organizes them in ascending order

of power ratings, in the following categories:

1. Small dry-type transformers

a. NEMA

b. UL

c. IEC

2. Electronics power transformers

a. IEEE
p, LLC.



Etc.

UK

Poland

China

Russia

Germany

USNC
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Geneva Switzerland
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C57

Other national 
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France

U.S.TC 14 
TAG

Participation on IEC technical committees is 
limited based on experience and by appointment

IEC TC 96 
Small transformers

U.S.TC 96 
TAG

Other IEC technical 
committees

IEC TC 14 Power 
transformers

FIGURE 24.4 IEC Technical Committee document approval process.
3. Low-voltage medium-power dry-type transformers

a. NEMA

b. UL

c. IEC

4. Medium-voltage and large-power dry-type transformers

a. ASC C57=IEEE C57

b. NEMA

c. UL

d. IEC

5. Liquid-filled transformers

a. ASC C57=IEEE C57

b. NEMA

c. IEC
24.5.1 Small Dry-Type Transformers

24.5.1.1 NEMA ST-1 ‘‘Specialty Transformers (Except General Purpose Type)’’

24.5.1.1.1 Scope

This standards publication covers control transformers, industrial control transformers, Class 2 trans-

formers, signaling transformers, ignition transformers, and luminous-tube transformers. The publica-

tion contains service conditions, tests, classifications, performance characteristics, and construction data

for the transformers.

Class 2 Transformers: These transformers are dry-type, step-down, insulating specialty transformers

suitable for use in National Electrical Code Class 2 circuits. They are generally used in remote-control,
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low-energy power, and signal circuits for the operation of bells, chimes, furnace controls, valves, relays,

solenoids, and the like. Their secondary voltage is limited to 30 V.

kVA range: 0–5 kVA, single phase

Voltage

Control transformers through 4800 V

Ignition and luminous-tube transformers through 15,000 V

24.5.1.2 ANSI=UL

24.5.1.2.1 ANSI=UL 506 ‘‘Standard for Safety for Specialty Transformers’’

24.5.1.2.1.1 Scope—These requirements cover air-cooled transformers and reactors for general use,

and ignition transformers for use with gas burners and oil burners. Transformers incorporating

overcurrent or overtemperature protective devices, transient voltage surge protectors, or power factor

correction capacitors are also covered by these requirements. These transformers are intended to be used

in accordance with the National Electrical Code, NFPA 70.

These requirements do not cover liquid-immersed transformers, variable-voltage autotransformers,

transformers having a nominal primary rating of more than 600 V, transformers having overvoltage taps

rated over 660 V, cord and plug connected transformers (other than gas-tube-sign transformers), garden

light transformers, voltage regulators, swimming pool and spa transformers, or other special types of

transformers covered in requirements for other electrical devices or appliances.

These requirements do not cover:

1. Autotransformers used in industrial control equipment, which are evaluated in accordance with

the requirements for industrial control equipment, UL 508.

2. Class 2 or Class 3 transformers, which are evaluated in accordance with the Standard for Class 2

and Class 3 transformers, UL 1585.

Class 2 Transformers: These transformers are dry-type, step-down, insulating specialty trans-

formers suitable for use in National Electrical Code Class 2 circuits. They are generally used in

remote-control, low-energy power, and signal circuits for the operation of bells, chimes, furnace

controls, valves, relays, solenoids, and the like. Their secondary voltage is limited to 30 V.

Class 3 Transformers: These transformers are similar to Class 2 transformers, but their output

voltage is greater than 30 V and less than 100 V.

3. Toy transformers, which are evaluated in accordance with the Standard for Toy transformers,

UL 697.

4. Transformers for use with radio- and television-type appliances, which are evaluated in accord-

ance with the requirements for transformers and motor transformers for use in audio-, radio-,

and television-type appliances, UL 1411.

5. Transformers for use with high-intensity discharge (HID) lamps, which are evaluated in accord-

ance with the Standard for High-Intensity-Discharge Lamp Ballasts, UL 1029.

6. Transformers for use with fluorescent lamps, which are evaluated in accordance with the Standard

for Fluorescent-Lamp Ballasts, UL 935.

7. Ventilated transformers for general use or nonventilated transformers for general use (other than

compound filled or exposed core types), which are evaluated in accordance with the requirements

for dry-type general-purpose and power transformers, UL 1561.

8. Dry-type distribution transformers rated over 600 volts, which are evaluated in accordance with

the requirements for transformers, distribution, dry-type—over 600 V, UL 1562.

9. Transformers incorporating rectifying or waveshaping circuitry evaluated in accordance with the

requirements for power units other than Class 2, UL 1012.

10. Transformers of the direct plug-in type evaluated in accordance with the requirements for Class 2

power units, UL 1310.

11. Transformers for use with electric discharge and neon tubing, which are evaluated in accordance

with the Standard for Neon Transformers and Power Supplies, UL 2161.
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A product that contains features, characteristics, components, materials, or systems new or different

from those in use when the standard was developed, and that involves a risk of fire, electric shock, or

injury to persons, shall be evaluated using the appropriate additional component and end-product

requirements as determined necessary to maintain the level of safety for the user of the product as

originally anticipated by the intent of this standard.

24.5.1.2.2 ANSI=UL 1446 ‘‘Standard for Safety for Systems

of Insulating Materials—General’’

24.5.1.2.2.1 Scope—These requirements cover test procedures to be used in the evaluation of Class

120(E) or higher electrical insulation systems intended for connection to branch circuits rated 600 V or

less. These requirements also cover the investigation of the substitution of minor components of

insulation in a previously evaluated insulation system and also the test procedures to be used in the

evaluation of magnet wire coatings, magnet wires, and varnishes.

These requirements do not cover a single insulating material or a simple combination of materials,

such as a laminate or a varnished cloth. These requirements do not cover insulation systems exposed to

radiation or operating in oils, refrigerants, soaps, or other media that potentially degrade insulating

materials. These requirements shall be modified or supplemented as determined by the applicable

requirements in the end-product standard covering the device, appliance, or equipment in which the

insulation system is used.

24.5.1.3 IEC TC96

24.5.1.3.1 Scope

Standardization in the field of safety and EMC of small power transformers, power supply units and reactors

with a rated supply voltage not exceeding 1000 V AC and a rated frequency not exceeding 100 MHz.

In particular transformers and power supply units intended to allow the application of protective

measures against electric shock as defined by TC 64 ‘‘Electrical installations in buildings’’. The maximum

rated output voltage depends on the type of transformers, but does in most cases not exceed 1000 V, and

the rated output is limited as follows:

1. Small power transformers

The maximum rated output depends on the type of transformers but does not in most cases

exceed 25 kVA for single-phase transformers and 40 kVA for polyphase transformers.

2. Small power supply units

The maximum rated output is 1 kVA.

Note: Switch mode power supply units covered by IEC 61204 are not included (are dealt with by

SC 22E).

3. Small reactors

The maximum rated output is 2 kVAR for single-phase reactors and 10 kVAR for polyphase

reactors.

Note: Reactors covered by IEC 60289 are not included.

4. Special power transformers, power supply units and reactors

There is no limitation of rated output.

Note: Transformers and power supply units intended to supply distribution networks are not

included in the scope.

24.5.1.3.2 Safety Group Function

Small power transformers and power supply units other than those intended to supply distribution

networks, in particular transformers and power supply units intended to allow the application of

protective measures against electric shock as defined by TC 64, and for special transformers and special

reactors with no limitation of rated power but in certain cases including limitation of voltage.
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24.5.1.3.3 Relevant Documents
IEC TC96
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LL
Description
61558-1
 Safety of power transformers, power supply units and similar
61558-2-1
 Particular requirements for separating transformers for general use
61558-2-2
 Particular requirements for separating control transformers
61558-2-3
 Particular requirements for ignition transformers for gas or oil burners
61558-2-4
 Particular requirements for isolating transformers for general use
61558-2-5
 Particular requirements for shaver transformers and supply
61558-2-6
 Particular requirements for safety isolating transformers for general use
61558-2-7
 Particular requirements for toys
61558-2-8
 Particular requirements for bell and chime
61558-2-9
 Particular requirements for transformers for Class III handlamps (NP)
61558-2-10
 Particular requirements for high insulation-level transformers (NP)
61558-2-11
 Particular requirements for stray field transformers
61558-2-12
 Particular requirements for stabilizing transformers
61558-2-13
 Particular requirements for autotransformers
61558-2-14
 Particular requirements for variable transformers
61558-2-15
 Particular requirements for insulating transformers for the supply of medical

rooms (CDV)
61558-2-16
 Particular requirements for power supply units and similar (NP)
61558-2-17
 Particular requirements for transformers for switch mode power
61558-2-18
 Particular requirements for medical appliances
61558-2-19
 Particular requirements for mainsborne perturbation attenuation transformers w=earthed

midpoint (CDV)
61558-2-20
 Particular requirements for small reactors (CDV)
61558-2-21
 Particular requirements for transformers with special dielectric (liquid SF6)
61558-2-22
 Particular requirements for transformers with rated maximum temperature for

luminaries (NP)
61558-23
 Particular requirements for transformers for construction sites (CDV)
24.5.2 IEEE

24.5.2.1 IEEE 295 ‘‘Electronics Power Transformers’’

24.5.2.1.1 Scope

This standard pertains to power transformers and inductors that are used in electronic equipments and

supplied by power lines or generators of essentially sine wave or polyphase voltage. Guides to application

and test procedures are included. Appendices contain certain precautions, recommended practices, and

guidelines for typical values. Provision is made for relating the characteristics of transformers to the

associated rectifiers and circuits.

Certain pertinent definitions, which have not been found elsewhere, are included with appropriate

discussion. Attempts are made to alert the industry and profession to factors that are commonly

overlooked.

This standard includes, but is not limited to, the following specific transformers and inductors:

. Rectifier supply transformers for either high- or low-voltage supplies

. Filament and cathode heater transformers

. Transformers for ac resonant charging circuits

. Inductors used in rectifier filters

. Autotransformers with fixed taps

kVA range: 0–1000þ
Voltage—0–15 kV
C.



24.5.3 Low-Voltage Medium-Power Dry-Type Transformers

24.5.3.1 NEMA

24.5.3.1.1 NEMA ST-20 ‘‘Dry-Type Transformers for General Applications’’

24.5.3.1.1.1 Scope—This standards publication applies to single phase and polyphase dry-type

transformers (including autotransformers and non-current-limiting reactors) for supplying energy to

power, heating, and lighting circuits and designed to be installed and used in accordance with the

National Electrical Code.

It applies to transformers with and=or without accessories having the following ratings:

1. 1.2 kV class (600 V nominal and below), 0.25 kVA and up.

2. Above 1.2 kV class sound level limits are supplied. These limits are applicable to commercial,

institutional, and industrial transformers.

This standards publication applies to transformers, commonly known as general-purpose transformers,

for commercial, institutional, and industrial use in nonhazardous locations both indoors and outdoors.

The publication includes ratings and information on the application, design, construction, installation,

operation, inspection, and maintenance as an aid in obtaining a high level of safe performance. These

standards, except for those for ratings, may be applicable to transformers having other than standard

ratings. These standards, as well as applicable local codes and regulations, should be consulted to secure

the safe installation, operation, and maintenance of dry-type transformers.

This publication does not apply to the following types of specialty transformers: control, industrial

control, Class 2, signaling, oil- or gas-burner ignition, luminous tube, cold-cathode lighting, incandes-

cent, and mercury lamp. Also excluded are network transformers, unit substation transformers, and

transformer distribution centers.

24.5.3.1.2 NEMA TP-1 ‘‘Guide for Determining Energy Efficiency for Distribution Transformers’’

24.5.3.1.2.1 Scope—This standard is intended for use as a basis for determining the energy-efficiency

performance of the equipment covered and to assist in the proper selection of such equipment.

This standard covers single-phase and three-phase dry-type and liquid-filled distribution transfor-

mers as defined in the following table:
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Voltage Class
.

Primary Voltage
 34.5 kV and Below
Secondary Voltage
 600 V and Below
Liquid rating
 Single phase
 10–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Dry rating
 Single phase
 15–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Note: Includes all products at 1.2 kV and below.
Products excepted from this standard include:

. Liquid-filled transformers below 10 kVA

. Dry-type transformers below 15 kVA

. Drives transformers, both ac and dc

. All rectifier transformers and transformers designed for high harmonics

. Autotransformers

. Nondistribution transformers, such as UPS transformers

. Special impedance and harmonic transformers

. Regulating transformers

. Sealed and nonventilated transformers

. Retrofit transformers



. Machine tool transformers

. Welding transformers

. Transformers with tap ranges greater than 15%

. Transformers with frequency other than 60 Hz

. Grounding transformers

. Testing transformers
24.5.3.1.3 NEMA TP-2 ‘‘Standard Test Method for Measuring the Energy Consumption

of Distribution Transformers’’

24.5.3.1.3.1 Scope—This standard is intended for use as a basis for determining the energy efficiency

performance of the equipment covered and to assist in the proper selection of such equipment.

This standard covers single-phase and three-phase dry-type and liquid-immersed distribution

transformers (transformers for transferring electrical energy from a primary distribution circuit to a

secondary distribution circuit or within a secondary distribution circuit) as defined in the following

table:
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Transformer Type
.

Number of Phases
 Rating Range
Liquid immersed
 Single phase
 10–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Dry type
 Single phase
 15–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Note: Includes all products at 1.2 kV and below.
This standard addresses the test procedures for determining the efficiency performance of the trans-

formers covered in NEMA Publication TP-1.

Products excepted from this standard include:

. Liquid-filled transformers below 10 kVA

. Dry-type transformers below 15 kVA

. Transformers connected to converter circuits

. All rectifier transformers and transformers designed for high harmonics

. Autotransformers

. Nondistribution transformers, such as UPS transformers

. Special impedance and harmonic transformers

. Regulating transformers

. Sealed and nonventilated transformers

. Retrofit transformers

. Machine tool transformers

. Welding transformers

. Transformers with tap ranges greater than 15%

. Transformers with frequency other than 60 Hz

. Grounding transformers

. Testing transformers
24.5.3.1.4 NEMA TP-3 ‘‘Standard for the Labeling of Distribution Transformer Efficiency’’

24.5.3.1.4.1 Scope—This standard defines the labeling of distribution transformers tested to the

efficiency levels specified in TP-1. The label becomes the certificate of conformance to the established

efficiency of the transformer.



24.5.3.2 ANSI=UL

24.5.3.2.1 ANSI=UL 1561 ‘‘Standard for Safety for Dry-Type General-Purpose

and Power Transformers’’

24.5.3.2.1.1 Scope —These requirements cover:

1. General-purpose and power transformers of the air-cooled, dry, ventilated, and nonventilated types

rated no more than 500-kVA single phase or no more than 1500-kVA three phase to be used in

accordance with the National Electrical Code, NFPA 70. Constructions include step-up, step-down,

insulating, and autotransformer type transformers as well as air-cooled and dry-type reactors; or

2. General-purpose and power transformers of the exposed core, air-cooled, dry, and compound-

filled types rated more than 10-kVA but no more than 333-kVA single phase or no more than

1000-kVA three phase to be used in accordance with the National Electrical Code, NFPA 70.

Constructions include step-up, step-down, insulating, and autotransformer type transformers as

well as air-cooled, dry, and compound-filled type reactors.

These requirements do not cover ballasts for HID lamps (metal halide, mercury vapor, and sodium

types) or fluorescent lamps, exposed core transformers, compound-filled transformers, liquid-filled

transformers, voltage regulators, general use or special types of transformers covered in requirements

for other electrical equipment, autotransformers forming part of industrial control equipment, motor-

starting autotransformers, variable-voltage autotransformers, transformers having a nominal primary or

secondary rating of more than 600 V, or overvoltage taps rated greater than 660 V.

These requirements do not cover transformers provided with waveshaping or rectifying circuitry.

Waveshaping or rectifying circuits may include components such as diodes and transistors. Components

such as capacitors, transient voltage surge suppressors, and surge arresters are not considered to be

waveshaping or rectifying devices.

24.5.3.2.2 ANSI=UL 1446 ‘‘Standard for Safety for Systems of Insulating Materials—General’’

24.5.3.2.2.1 Scope—These requirements cover test procedures to be used in the evaluation of Class

120(E) or higher electrical insulation systems intended for connection to branch circuits rated 600 V or

less. These requirements also cover the investigation of the substitution of minor components of

insulation in a previously evaluated insulation system and also the test procedures to be used in the

evaluation of magnet wire coatings, magnet wires, and varnishes.

These requirements do not cover a single insulating material or a simple combination of materials, such as

a laminate or a varnished cloth. These requirements do not cover insulation systems exposed to radiation

or operating in oils, refrigerants, soaps, or other media that potentially degrade insulating materials. These

requirements shall be modified or supplemented as determined by the applicable requirements in the

end-product standard covering the device, appliance, or equipment in which the insulation system is used.

Additional consideration shall be given to conducting tests for an insulating material, such as a coil encap-

sulant that is used as the ultimate electrical enclosure. Additional consideration shall be given to conducting

tests for an insulating material or component that is a functional support of, or in direct contact with, a live part.

A product that contains features, characteristics, components, materials, or systems new or different

from those in use when the standard was developed, and that involves a risk of fire, electric shock, or

injury to persons, shall be evaluated using the appropriate additional component and end-product

requirements as determined necessary to maintain the level of safety for the user of the product as

originally anticipated by the intent of this standard.

24.5.4 Medium-Voltage and Large-Power Dry-Type Transformers

24.5.4.1 ANSI C57=IEEE C57 Documents

24.5.4.1.1 Scope

These standards are intended as a basis for the establishment of performance, interchangeability, and

safety requirements of equipment described and for assistance in the proper selection of such equipment.
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Electrical, mechanical, and safety requirements of ventilated, nonventilated, and sealed dry-type

distribution and power transformers or autotransformers (single and polyphase, with a voltage of

601 V or higher in the highest voltage winding) are described. Instrument transformers and rectifier

transformers are also included.

The information in these standards applies to all dry-type transformers except:

1. Arc-furnace transformers

2. Rectifier transformers

3. Specialty transformers

4. Mine transformers

When these standards are used on a mandatory basis, the word shall indicates mandatory requirements;

the words should and may refer to matters that are recommended or permissive, but not mandatory.

Note: The introduction of this voluntary consensus standard describes the circumstances under which

the standard may be used on a mandatory basis.

24.5.4.1.2 Relevant Documents
IEEE 259
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Standard Test Procedure for Evaluation of Systems of Insulation for Specialty Transformers

(ANSI)
IEEE 638
 Standard for Qualification of Class 1E Transformers for Nuclear Generating Stations
ANSI C57.12.01
 IEEE Standard General Requirements for Dry-Type Distribution and Power Transformers

Including Those with Solid Cast and=or Resin-Encapsulated Windings
IEEE C57.12.35
 Standard for Bar Coding for Distribution Transformers
IEEE C57.12.44
 Standard Requirements for Secondary Network Protectors
ANSI C57.12.50
 American National Standard Requirements for Ventilated Dry-Type Distribution

Transformers, 1 to 500 kVA, single-phase, and 15 to 500 kVA, Three-Phase, with High-Voltage

601 to 34,500 Volts, Low-Voltage 120 to 600 Volts
ANSI C57.12.51
 American National Standard Requirements for ventilated dry-type power transformers, 501

kVA and Larger, three-phase, with high-voltage 601 to 34,500 Volts, Low-Voltage 208Y=120

to 4160 Volts
ANSI C57.12.52
 American National Standard Requirements for Sealed Dry-Type Power Transformers, 501 kVA

and Larger, Three-Phase, with High-Voltage 601 to 34 500 Volts, Low-Voltage 208Y=120 to

4160 Volts
ANSI C57.12.55
 American National Standard for Transformers—Dry-Type Transformers Used in Unit

Installations, Including Unit Substations–Conformance Standard
IEEE C57.12.56
 Standard test procedure for thermal evaluation of insulation systems for ventilated dry-type

power and distribution transformers
ANSI C57.12.57
 American National Standard for Transformers—Ventilated Dry-Type Network Transformers

2500 kVA and Below, Three-Phase, with High-Voltage 34,500 Volts and Below, Low-Voltage

216Y=125 and 480Y=277 Volts—Requirements
IEEE C57.12.58
 Guide for conducting a transient voltage analysis of a dry-type transformer coil
IEEE C57.12.59
 IEEE Guide for Dry Type Transformer Through-Fault Current Duration
Guide for Dry-Type Transformer Through-Fault Current Duration
Draft C57.12.60
 Guide for Test Procedures for Thermal Evaluation of Insulation Systems for Solid-Cast and

Resin-Encapsulated Power and Distribution Transformers
ANSI C57.12.70
 American National Standard Terminal Markings and Connections for Distribution and Power

Transformers
IEEE C57.12.80
 Standard Terminology for Power and Distribution Transformers
IEEE C57.12.91
 Standard Test Code for Dry-Type Distribution and Power Transformers
IEEE C57.13
 Standard Requirements for Instrument Transformers
IEEE C57.13.1
 Guide for Field Testing of Relaying Current Transformers
IEEE C57.13.3
 Guide for the Grounding of Instrument Transformer Secondary Circuits and Cases
IEEE C57.15
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Step-Voltage and Induction-Voltage

Regulators
IEEE C57.16
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Dry-Type Air-Core Series-Connected

Reactors
(continued )
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IEEE C57.18.10 Standard Practices and Requirements for Semiconductor Power Rectifier Transformers
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IEEE C57.19.00
 Standard General Requirements and Test Procedures for Outdoor Power Apparatus Bushings
IEEE C57.19.01
 Standard Performance Characteristics and Dimensions for Outdoor Apparatus Bushings
IEEE C57.19.03
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Bushings for DC Applications
IEEE C57.19.100
 Guide for Application of Power Apparatus Bushings
IEEE C57.21
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Shunt Reactors Rated Over 500 kVA
*IEEE C57.94
 Recommended Practice for the Installation, Application, Operation, and Maintenance of

Dry-Type General Purpose Distribution and Power Transformers
IEEE C57.96
 Guide for Loading Dry-Type Distribution and Power Transformers
IEEE C57.98
 Guide for Transformer Impulse Tests (An errata sheet is available in PDF format)
IEEE C57.105
 Guide for Application of Transformer Connections in Three-Phase Distribution Systems
IEEE C57.110
 Recommended Practice for Establishing Transformer Capability When Supplying

Nonsinusoidal Load Currents
IEEE C57.116
 Guide for Transformers Directly Connected to Generators
IEEE C57.117
 Guide for Reporting Failure Data for Power Transformers and Shunt Reactors on Electric

Utility Power Systems
IEEE C57.124
 Recommended Practice for the Detection of Partial Discharge and the Measurement of

Apparent Charge in Dry-Type Transformers
IEEE C57.134
 IEEE Guide for Determination of Hottest-Spot Temperature in Dry-Type Transformers
IEEE C57.138
 Recommended Practice for Routine Impulse Test for Distribution Transformers
IEEE PC57.142
 A Guide to Describe the Occurrence and Mitigation of Switching Transients Induced by

Transformer and Breaker Interaction
24.5.4.2 NEMA Documents

24.5.4.2.1 NEMA TP-1 ‘‘Guide for Determining Energy Efficiency for Distribution Transformers’’

24.5.4.2.1.1 Scope—This standard is intended for use as a basis for determining the energy-efficiency

performance of the equipment covered and to assist in the proper selection of such equipment.

This standard covers single-phase and three-phase dry-type and liquid-filled distribution transformers

as defined in the following table:
C

Voltage Class
.

Primary Voltage
 34.5 kV and Below
Secondary Voltage
 600 V and Below
Liquid rating
 Single phase
 10–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Dry rating
 Single phase
 15–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Note: Includes all products at 1.2 kV and below.
Products excepted from this standard include:

. Liquid-filled transformers below 10 kVA

. Dry-type transformers below 15 kVA

. Drives transformers, both ac and dc

. All rectifier transformers and transformers designed for high harmonics

. Autotransformers

. Nondistribution transformers, such as UPS transformers

. Special impedance and harmonic transformers

. Regulating transformers

. Sealed and nonventilated transformers

. Retrofit transformers

. Machine tool transformers

. Welding transformers



. Transformers with tap ranges greater than 15%

. Transformers with frequency other than 60 Hz

. Grounding transformers

. Testing transformers
24.5.4.2.2 NEMA TP-2 ‘‘Standard Test Method for Measuring the Energy Consumption

of Distribution Transformers’’

24.5.4.2.2.1 Scope—This standard is intended for use as a basis for determining the energy efficiency

performance of the equipment covered and to assist in the proper selection of such equipment.

This standard covers single-phase and three-phase dry-type and liquid-immersed distribution

transformers (transformers for transferring electrical energy from a primary distribution circuit to

a secondary distribution circuit or within a secondary distribution circuit) as defined in the follow-

ing table:
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Transformer Type
.

Number of Phases
 Rating Range
Liquid immersed
 Single phase
 10–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Dry type
 Single phase
 15–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Note : Includes all products at 1.2 kV and below.
This standard addresses the test procedures for determining the efficiency performance of the trans-

formers covered in NEMA Publication TP-1.

Products excepted from this standard include:

. Liquid-filled transformers below 10 kVA

. Dry-type transformers below 15 kVA

. Transformers connected to converter circuits

. All rectifier transformers and transformers designed for high harmonics

. Autotransformers

. Nondistribution transformers, such as UPS transformers

. Special impedance and harmonic transformers

. Regulating transformers

. Sealed and nonventilated transformers

. Retrofit transformers

. Machine tool transformers

. Welding transformers

. Transformers with tap ranges greater than 15%

. Transformers with frequency other than 60 Hz

. Grounding transformers

. Testing transformers
24.5.4.3 ANSI=UL 1562 ‘‘Standard for Safety for Transformers, Distribution,
Dry-Type—Over 600 Volts’’

24.5.4.3.1 Scope

These requirements cover single-phase or three-phase, dry-type, distribution transformers. The trans-

formers are provided with either ventilated or nonventilated enclosures and are rated for a primary or

secondary voltage from 601 to 35,000 V and from 1 to 5000 kVA.



These transformers are intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code.

These requirements do not cover the following transformers:

. Instrument transformers

. Step-voltage and induction-voltage regulators

. Current regulators

. Arc-furnace transformers

. Rectifier transformers

. Specialty transformers (such as rectifier, ignition, gas-tube-sign transformers, and the like)

. Mining transformers

. Motor-starting reactors and transformers

These requirements do not cover transformers under the exclusive control of electrical utilities utilized

for communication, metering, generation, control, transformation, transmission, and distribution of

electric energy regardless of whether such transformers are located indoors, in buildings and rooms used

exclusively by utilities for such purposes; or outdoors on property owned, leased, established rights on

private property, or on public rights of way (highways, streets, roads, and the like).
24.5.4.4 IEC Technical Committee 14 Power Transformers

24.5.4.4.1 Scope

To prepare international standards for power transformers, on-load tap changers and reactors, without

limitation of voltage or power (instrument transformers, testing transformers, traction transformers

mounted on rolling stock, and welding transformers are not included).
24.5.4.4.2 Relevant Documents
60076-1
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General requirements
60076-2
 Temperature rise
60076-3
 Insulation levels, dielectric tests, and external clearances in air
60076-4
 Guide for lighting impulse and switching impulse testing
60076-5
 Ability to withstand short-circuit
60076-6
 Reactors (IEC 289)
60076-8
 Power transformers—application guide
60076-9
 Terminal and tapping markings (IEC 616)
60076-10
 Determination of transformer reactor sound levels
60214-1
 Tap changers
60214-2
 Tap changer application guide
61378
 Convertor transformers
61378-1
 Convertor transformers—Part 1: Transformers for industrial applications
61378-3
 Convertor transformers—Part 3. Application guide
24.5.5 Liquid-Filled Transformers

24.5.5.1 ANSI C57=IEEE C57 Documents

24.5.5.1.1 Scope

These standards are a basis for the establishment of performance, limited electrical and mechanical

interchangeability, and safety requirements of equipment described. They are also a basis for assistance

in the proper selection of such equipment.

These standards describe electrical, mechanical, and safety requirements of liquid-immersed distri-

bution and power transformers, and autotransformers and regulating transformers, single and poly-

phase, with voltages of 601 V or higher in the highest voltage winding. These standards also cover

instrument transformers and rectifier transformers.
ncis Group, LLC.



These standards apply to all liquid-immersed distribution, power, regulating, instrument and rectifier

transformers except as indicated below:

a. Arc-furnace transformers

b. Specialty transformers

c. Grounding transformers

d. Mobile transformers

e. Mine transformers
24.5.5.1.2 Relevant Documents
IEEE 62
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Guide for Diagnostic Field Testing of Electric Power Apparatus—Part 1: Oil Filled Power

Transformers, Regulators, and Reactors
IEEE 259
 Standard Test Procedure for Evaluation of Systems of Insulation for Specialty Transformers (ANSI)
IEEE 637
 Guide for the Reclamation of Insulating Oil and Criteria for Its Use (ANSI)
IEEE 638
 Standard for Qualification of Class 1E Transformers for Nuclear Generating Stations
IEEE 799
 Guide for Handling and Disposal of Transformer Grade Insulating Liquids Containing PCBs

(ANSI)
IEEE 1276
 Trial-Use Guide for the Application of High Temperature Insulation Materials in Liquid-Immersed

Power Transformers
ANSI C57.12.00
 Standard General Requirements for Liquid-Immersed Distribution, Power, and Regulating

Transformers (ANSI)
ANSI C57.12.10
 American National Standard for Transformers—230 kV and Below 833=958 through 8333=10 417

kVA, Single-Phase, and 750=862 through 60 000=80 000=100 000 kVA, Three-Phase without

Load Tap Changing; and 3750=4687 through 60 000=80 000=100 000 kVA with Load Tap

Changing—Safety Requirements
ANSI C57.12.20
 American National Standard for Overhead Distribution Transformers, 500 kVA and Smaller: High

Voltage, 34 500 V and below: Low Voltage 7970=13 800 Y V and below
ANSI C57.12.22
 American National Standard for Transformers—Pad-Mounted, Compartmental-Type,

Self-Cooled, Three-Phase Distribution Transformers with High-Voltage Bushings,

2500 kVA and Smaller: High-Voltage, 34 500 GrdY=19 920 Volts and Below; Low Voltage, 480

Volts and Below
IEEE C57.12.23
 Standard for Transformers–Underground-Type, Self-Cooled, Single-Phase Distribution

Transformers with Separable, Insulated, High-Voltage Connectors; High Voltage (24 940

GrdY=14 400 V and Below) and Low Voltage (240=120 V, 167 kVA and Smaller)
ANSI C57.12.24
 American National Standard Requirements for Transformers—Underground-Type, Three-Phase

Distribution Transformers, 2500 kVA and Smaller; High Voltage, 34 500 GrdY=19 920 Volts and

Below; Low Voltage, 480 Volts and Below—Requirements
ANSI C57.12.25
 American National Standard for Transformers—Pad-Mounted, Compartmental-Type, Self-

Cooled, Single-Phase Distribution Transformers with Separable Insulated High-Voltage

Connectors; High Voltage, 34 500 GrdY=19,920 Volts and Below; Low Voltage, 240=120 Volts;

167 kVA and Smaller
IEEE C57.12.26
 Standard for Pad-Mounted, Compartmental-Type, Self-Cooled, Three-Phase Distribution

Transformers for Use with Separable Insulated High-Voltage Connectors (34 500 GrdY=19 920

Volts and Below; 2500 kVA and Smaller)
ANSI C57.12.29
 American National Standard Switchgear and Transformers-Pad-Mounted Equipment-Enclosure

Integrity for Coastal Environments
ANSI C57.12.31
 American National Standard for Pole-Mounted Equipment—Enclosure Integrity
ANSI C57.12.32
 American National Standard for Submersible Equipment—Enclosure Integrity
IEEE C57.12.35
 Standard for Bar Coding for Distribution Transformers
ANSI C57.12.40
 American National Standard Requirements for Secondary Network Transformers—Subway and

Vault Types (Liquid Immersed)
IEEE C57.12.44
 Standard Requirements for Secondary Network Protectors
ANSI C57.12.70
 American National Standard Terminal Markings and Connections for Distribution and Power

Transformers
(continued )
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IEEE C57.12.80 Standard Terminology for Power and Distribution Transformers
� 2006 by Taylor & Fran
IEEE C57.12.90
 Standard Test Code for Liquid-Immersed Distribution, Power, and Regulating Transformers and

Guide for Short Circuit Testing of Distribution and Power Transformers
IEEE C57.13
 Standard Requirements for Instrument Transformers
IEEE C57.13.1
 Guide for Field Testing of Relaying Current Transformers
IEEE C57.13.3
 Guide for the Grounding of Instrument Transformer Secondary Circuits and Cases
IEEE C57.15
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Step-Voltage and Induction-Voltage

Regulators
IEEE C57.16
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Dry-Type Air-Core Series-Connected

Reactors
IEEE C57.18.10
 Standard Practices and Requirements for Semiconductor Power Rectifier Transformers
IEEE C57.19.00
 Standard General Requirements and Test Procedures for Outdoor Power Apparatus Bushings
IEEE C57.19.01
 Standard Performance Characteristics and Dimensions for Outdoor Apparatus Bushings
IEEE C57.19.03
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Bushings for DC Applications
IEEE C57.19.100
 Guide for Application of Power Apparatus Bushings
IEEE C57.21
 Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Code for Shunt Reactors Rated over 500 kVA
IEEE C57.91
 Guide for Loading Mineral-Oil-Immersed Transformers
IEEE C57.93
 Guide for Installation of Liquid-Immersed Power Transformers
IEEE C57.98
 Guide for Transformer Impulse Tests (An errata sheet is available in PDF format)
IEEE C57.100
 Standard Test Procedures for Thermal Evaluation of Oil-Immersed Distribution Transformers
IEEE C57.104
 Guide for the Interpretation of Gases Generated in Oil-Immersed Transformers
IEEE C57.105
 Guide for Application of Transformer Connections in Three-Phase Distribution Systems
IEEE C57.109
 Guide for Liquid-Immersed Transformer Through-Fault-Current Duration
IEEE C57.110
 Recommended Practice for Establishing Transformer Capability When Supplying Nonsinusoidal

Load Currents
IEEE C57.111
 Guide for Acceptance of Silicone Insulating Fluid and Its Maintenance in Transformers
IEEE C57.113
 Guide for Partial Discharge Measurement in Liquid-Filled Power Transformers and Shunt Reactors
IEEE C57.116
 Guide for Transformers Directly Connected to Generators
IEEE C57.117
 Guide for Reporting Failure Data for Power Transformers and Shunt Reactors on Electric Utility

Power Systems
IEEE C57.121
 Guide for Acceptance and Maintenance of Less Flammable Hydrocarbon Fluid in Transformers
IEEE C57.131
 Standard Requirements for Load Tap Changers
IEEE C57.138
 Recommended Practice for Routine Impulse Test for Distribution Transformers
IEEE C57.120
 IEEE Loss Evaluation Guide for Power Transformers and Reactors
IEEE PC57.123
 Draft Guide for Transformer Loss Measurement
IEEE C57.125
 IEEE Guide for Failure Investigation, Documentation, and Analysis for Power Transformers and

Shunt Reactors
IEEE PC57.127
 Trial Use Guide for the Detection of Acoustic Emissions from Partial Discharges in Oil-

Immersed Power Transformers
IEEE PC57.129
 Trial-Use General Requirements and Test Code for Oil-Immersed HVDC Converter Transformers
IEEE PC57.130
 Trial Use Guide for the Use of Dissolved Gas Analysis During Factory Thermal Tests for the

Evaluation of Oil Immersed Transformers and Reactors
IEEE C57.131
 IEEE Requirements for Load Tap Changers
IEEE PC57.133
 IEEE Guide for Short-Circuit Testing of Distribution and Power Transformers
IEEE PC57.135
 Draft Guide for the Application, Specification and Testing of Phase-Shifting Transformers
IEEE PC57.136
 Draft Guide for Sound Abatement & Determination for Liquid-Immersed Power Transformers &

Shunt Reactors Rated over 500 kVA
IEEE PC57.142
 A Guide to Describe the Occurrence and Mitigation of Switching Transients Induced by

Transformer and Breaker Interaction
24.5.5.2 NEMA

24.5.5.2.1 NEMA TP-1 ‘‘Guide for Determining Energy Efficiency for Distribution Transformers’’

24.5.5.2.1.1 Scope—This standard is intended for use as a basis for determining the energy efficiency

performance of the equipment covered and to assist in the proper selection of such equipment.

This standard covers single-phase and three-phase dry-type and liquid-filled distribution transform-

ers as defined in the following table:
cis Group, LLC.
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Voltage Class
.

Primary Voltage
 34.5 kV and Below
Secondary Voltage
 600 V and Below
Liquid rating
 Single phase
 10–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Dry rating
 Single phase
 15–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Note: Includes all products at 1.2 kV and below.
Products excepted from this standard include:

. Liquid-filled transformers below 10 kVA

. Dry-type transformers below 15 kVA

. Drives transformers, both ac and dc

. All rectifier transformers and transformers designed for high harmonics

. Autotransformers

. Nondistribution transformers, such as UPS transformers

. Special impedance and harmonic transformers

. Regulating transformers

. Sealed and nonventilated transformers

. Retrofit transformers

. Machine tool transformers

. Welding transformers

. Transformers with tap ranges greater than 15%

. Transformers with frequency other than 60 Hz

. Grounding transformers

. Testing transformers

24.5.5.2.2 NEMA TP-2 ‘‘Standard Test Method for Measuring the Energy Consumption

of Distribution Transformers’’

24.5.5.2.2.1 Scope—This standard is intended for use as a basis for determining the energy efficiency

performance of the equipment covered and to assist in the proper selection of such equipment.

This standard covers single-phase and three-phase dry-type and liquid-immersed distribution trans-

formers (transformers for transferring electrical energy from a primary distribution circuit to a secondary

distribution circuit or within a secondary distribution circuit) as defined in the following table:
Transformer Type
 Number of Phases
 Rating Range
Liquid immersed
 Single phase
 10–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Dry type
 Single phase
 15–833 kVA
Three phase
 15–2500 kVA
Note : Includes all products at 1.2 kV and below.
This standard addresses the test procedures for determining the efficiency performance of the

transformers covered in NEMA Publication TP-1.

Products excepted from this standard include:

. Liquid-filled transformers below 10 kVA

. Dry-type transformers below 15 kVA

. Transformers connected to converter circuits

. All rectifier transformers and transformers designed for high harmonics

. Autotransformers



. Nondistribution transformers, such as UPS transformers

. Special impedance and harmonic transformers

. Regulating transformers

. Sealed and nonventilated transformers

. Retrofit transformers

. Machine tool transformers

. Welding transformers

. Transformers with tap ranges greater than 15%

. Transformers with frequency other than 60 Hz

. Grounding transformers

. Testing transformers

24.5.5.2.3 NEMA TR-1 ‘‘1993 (R-1999) Transformers Regulators and Reactors’’

24.5.5.2.3.1 Scope—This publication provides a list of all ANSI C57 standards that have been

approved by NEMA. In addition it includes certain NEMA standard test methods, test codes, properties,

etc., of liquid-immersed transformers, regulators, and reactors that are not American national standards.

24.5.5.3 IEC 76-1

24.5.5.3.1 Scope

To prepare international standards for power transformers, on-load tap changers and reactors, without

limitation of voltage or power (instrument transformers, testing transformers, traction transformers

mounted on rolling stock, and welding transformers are not included).

24.5.5.3.2 Relevant Documents
60076-1
� 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC.
General requirements
60076-2
 Temperature rise
60076-3
 Insulation levels, dielectric tests, and external clearances in air
60076-4
 Guide for lighting impulse and switching impulse testing
60076-5
 Ability to withstand short-circuit
60076-6
 Reactors (IEC 289)
60076-7
 Loading guide for oil immersed power transformers (IEC 905)
60076-8
 Power transformers—application guide
60076-9
 Terminal and tapping markings (IEC 616)
60076-10
 Determination of transformer reactor sound levels
60076-13
 Self-protected liquid-filled transformers
60076-14
 Design and application of liquid-immersed power transformers using high temperature

insulation materials
60214-1
 Tap changers
60214-2
 Tap changer application guide
61378
 Convertor transformers
61378-1
 Convertor transformers—Part 1: Transformers for industrial applications
61378-2
 Convertor transformers—Part 2: Transformers for HVDC applications
61378-3
 Convertor transformers—Part 3. Application guide
Note that the industry standards-making organizations and participants are constantly in a state of

change. In order to see the most recent standards and guides, please consult the catalogs of the respective

standards-writing organizations.
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